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OUTLINE
This thesis comprises a linguistic, metrical and literary 
commentary on the fragments of Pherecrates, as collected in the 
latest edition of R. Kassel and C. Austin Poetae Comici Graeci 
vol. VII pp. 102-220 Berlin/New York 1989, and a general 
introduction.
The commentary of the 288 fragments is the main bulk of the 
work. Generally each play is treated according to the following 
scheme: first of all, I provide an 'introductory note' in which I 
discuss different questions regarding authorship, date, plot and 
contents; secondly, a commentary on each fragment. The individual 
fragments are handled in a similar fashion: I deal first with
metre, contents and interpretations and then with the problems in 
specific lines and words. Perhaps the most remarkable passages in 
the commentary are from the play vAypioi, Kopiavvd> (above all fr. 
73-76), KpandtxaXoi, MexaXXfjq (fr. 113), IlipaaL, XeCpav (fr. 155), 
and, from the "Incertarum fabularum fragmenta", fr. 193 and 197.
In the introduction I synthesize the information from the 
commentary, in order to give a general view of Pherecrates' work 
and style of comedy. First, I consider the testimonies about his 
life and works, above all those related to the dates and the 
question of the number of plays. Through the references to later 
scholars given by the sources of these fragments, I suggest the 
view of Hellenistic scholars about this playwright. The 
historical view of Pherecrates is completed by a description of 
the textual tradition for the sources of the fragments.
Secondly, I deal with the following subjects: metre (I
include a list of the metrical schemes and the fragments where 
they are used); language (the words are grouped in three levels 
of language: colloquial, technical and poetical), style and
humour (where special reference is made to the obscene humour). I 
also speak about the elements of dramatic structure and the 
passages which yield some parallels to Aristophanes' plays. 
Next, I outline the plots of the comedies and I attempt to 
establish different types of comedy either from external evidence 
or by means of speculation from the titles or the content of the 
fragments. Further, the topics and motives of the fragments are 
divided into food, music, moral decadence and xa>|juji5oi))Aevot.
Finally, I compare Pherecrates with Crates and Aristophanes 
in order to provide a possible background for the style which I 
aim to describe.
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X .  X  N T R O D U C T I O N
1. - LIFE AND WORKS.
A) LIFE.
Pherecrates must have been one of the most important and 
influential playwrights in Athens of the V century. The little 
information that has reached us comes from the Anon. De com. 
(Proleg. de com. Ill) 9 p.7 Kost. (test. 2a). This testimony is 
usually regarded as a very valuable and reliable source for Old 
Comedy <cf. Norwood Gr. Com. p. 3 and Nesselrath MK pp. 45ff. ). In 
the case of Pherecrates it provides some succint remarks about 
his plays and his life: fl>epexp<5txr)q ’ASrjvaToq. vix$ ini 8eo5<&poi>* 
Yev6pevo<; 6£ <o> onoxpix^q I^Xgxte Kp<5rtT)Ta, xai au xoO
XoiSopeTv aTi^ axT), Tipdypctxcx S£ e iar^ 'Yotipevoq xouvft T)u5oxCpei 
'yevdpevoq EupETixdq pu06>v.
Pherecrates’ victory is then to have been in the year 438-7 
in the archonship of Theodorus. This date is not given without 
problems since the manuscripts reading is e t i i  Gedtpou and e x C 
9eo56pot) is the conjecture of Dobree that seems to have gained
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general acceptance. It Is supported from the point of view that 
int plus genitive generally refers to the archon and also from 
the paleographical evidence: Hermippus according to his test. 3
won in the Dionysia of 435, while Pherecrates won in the Dionysia 
also before Hermippus according to test. 5 (cf. Storey Phoenix 44 
(1990) p. 3 n. 11; about other conjectures see Bonanno Cratete 
comico p. 25 n. 1). In the year 438-7, when Callias also 
contended (cf. Call. test. 4 and Pickard-Cambridge DFA p. 121), 
Pherecrates took his first victory (this conclusion is based on 
the assumption that the source of this date was the Didaskallai 
where the victories in Dionysian and Lenaian contests of poets 
and actors were recorded and thus the source cites the first 
mention of the poet; cf. GeiBler (1925) p. 5, Storey art. cit. p. 
4).
In connexion with Pherecrates' career, this text also points 
out the fact that he was an actor before following Crates and 
probably imitating him in his style of comedy and then goes on to 
sketch some other features of his plays which I will discuss 
later.
Two other dates can be given with certainty: 420, when
Agrioi was performed, and 411, when Aristophanes mentions him in 
Lys. 157-9 (cf. fr. 193), although we do not know if we was still 
alive.
The date of his death is totally uncertain. I would 
tentatively suggest that he lived till about the end of the 
century, above all if we accept that in Cheiront fr. 155.26, he 
mentions Philoxenus, a dithyrambic poet known in Athens by this
- 2 -
time (see ad f r. ).
Our source mentions also Crates as forerunner of the comedy 
of Pherecrates. According to Storey art. cit. p. 3, it attempts to 
establish "a vertical relation between poets (usually carried by 
the verb Cr)XoOv)" (cf, Eup. test. 1, Ar. test. 1. 46-51 and test. 
4 where it is used in relation to Aristophanes' emulation of 
Euripides). Crates seems to have already died by 425 (when he is 
mentioned by Ar. Equ. 537) and his first victory is in 451-450 
(cf. M. Bonanno Cratete comico p. 27). He presents some 
similarities with Pherecrates: he was first of all an actor in
the comedies of Cratinus (cf. Crat.com. test. 2a), and secondly 
he seems to have also avoided the iambic comedy (cf. infra p. 
66).
In the span of time between 438-7 and aproximately 400,
Pherecrates produced about eighteen plays (about the number, see
pp. 5ff. ) and won one Dionysian and two Lenaean contests (cf.
test. 5 and 6). He was a contemporary of Phrynichus (first
victory 436-2, 405 performance of Mousai) and Hermippus (435
victory, 420-19 performance of Artopolides). The first group of
poets of Old Comedy we know of are Chionides, Magnes and
Ecphantides whose activities would spread from 487, the beginning
of the Dionysian contest (cf. Chion. test. 1) until the middle of
the century (cf. the criticism of Ecphantides by Cratinus in fr.
281 and 361. 1, as older poet than him). A second earlier group
would be formed by Cratinus (first victory 455-4 and 422 death),
*
Crates (see supra p. 2), Callias (first victory 446; about his 
dates see further Storey Hermes 116 (1988) pp. 379-83) and
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Teleclides (first victory 441). A younger group of playwrights 
could immediately be distinguished: Aristophanes (427 first play
Daitales-388 Wealth), Eupolis (429 Prospaltioi? to 412-1 death?; 
cf. Storey Phoenix 44 (1990) p. 2-7) and Plato comicus (427-4
first victory).
The notice provided by test. 1 that Pherecrates was an actor 
and then became a playwright is somehow unusual for comedy. 
Actually only Crates is attested to have been an actor in 
Cratinus' play, according to Crat. test. 2 and 3 (E. Rohde Klelne 
Schriften II p. 412 n. 2 Ttlbingen 1901 wants to interpret as 
XopoSiSAaxaXoq rather than actor, cf. M. Bonanno op.cit. p. 28 n. 
2).
With regard to tragedy, this piece of information is not so 
unusual. At least this conclusion is drawn from Soph. T 4R. : 
rcpGSxov p6v xaxaXtiaaq xi^ v orcdxpiaiv xoC TtoirjxoC 5iA xi^ v tSCav
pixpo9G>vCav (itAXai -yAp xat o noir)xf|q uncxpCvexo auxdq) (cf. 
Arist. Rhet. 3. 1 1403b 23, Pickard-Cambridge DFA p. 93 and 130-1, 
and Ghiron-Bistagne (1976) p. 140). In Comedy this fact may have 
been also common and Pickard-Cambridge DFA p. 93 speculates that 
Cratinus played in some of his plays from Athen. I 22a, though 
see K-A PCG IV p. 121; Aristophanes has been also suspected to 
have acted in some of his early plays as a way of learning how to 
compose them, mainly from the number of personal references found 
in them (cf. N. W. Slater GRBSt 30 (1989) pp. 67-82), but this is 
part of a very long and inconclusive discussion (cf. Mastromarco 
QS 10 (1979) pp. 153-96, S. Halliwell C1Q n.s. 30 (1980) pp. 153-
96, D. MacDowell C1Q n. s. 32 (1982) pp. 21-6, Perusino Dalla
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Commedia Antica alia Commedia di Mezzo pp. 37ff. Urbino 1986).
The notable element Is that Crates lsjkald to be actor In the 
comedies of Cratinus, that is to say, not in his own plays, as it 
seems to be the case in the other poets. In the case of 
Pherecrates we may also conclude that he was recorded to have 
been an actor before writing his own plays.
Perhaps we should bear in mind that sometimes these sources 
draw information from the evidence found in the plays (let us
suppose that they concluded that Crates was an actor from a 
reference made by Cratinus mocking him of being a simple actor, 
not a real poet). But still there is no reference about Crates 
being mentioned in a play of Cratinus and the source seems 
trustworthy, mainly regarding Pherecrates.
It seems likely that acting was one way of learning how to
write plays, as well as the contact with other playwrights (cf.
Sophocles learning it from Aeschylus according to Soph. T 14R), 
especially at the beginning of the tragic contests and the early 
evolution of the tragic genre probably had a great influence in 
comedy. In general the status of the actors and the evolution of 
their activity during the V century is not well attested; it
seems to have developed towards a greater professionality and 
independence (cf. Ghiron-Bistagne op.cit. p. 46-7 and N. W. Slater 
in Winkler- Zeitlin Nothing to do with Dionysos pp. 385ff. 
Princeton 1989).
B) THE NUMBER OF PLAYS.
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The number of comedies of Pherecrates is disputed. We have 
nineteen titles attributed to him, but already from Antiquity 
doubts about the authenticity of some of them arise. The main 
difficulties are caused by the following plays:
- Agathoi was confused with a homonymous play by Strattis.
- Anthropherakles can be according to K-A PCG VII p. 103 (cf. 
Schmid GGrL p. 100) the same play as Pseudherakles.
- Automoloi was represented again in a later Siaoxeofj according 
to Poll. II 33 (fr. 35).
- Metalles, Persai and Cheiron are attributed by Eratosthenes to 
Nicomachus. Although, in the case of Persai, it seems that the 
author of the play was lost, and someone suggested to attribute it
e
to Pherecrates, a doubtful attribution according to Eratosthenes 
(cf. Athen. XI 502a ad fr. 134).
- Metoikoi, attributed to Pherecrates by Apoll. Dysc. pron. , GrGr 
II 1. 1 p. 69.18 Sch. (cf. Pl.com. fr. 83), is also the title of a 
play by Crates and another, by Plato comicus. No fragments are 
extant.
The subject is complicated a little when Suda q> 212, test. 
1, gives a figure of only seventeen plays, and Proleg. de com. 
VIII 3 p. 18 Kost. , test. 3, eighteen. The frequent mistakes in 
the textual transmission of numbers and later writers' partial 
knowledge of the works of classical authors, either because some 
were lost (cf. the recent dicovery of PI. com. Rabdouchoi, test.
7), or because the theories of some Hellenistic scholars about 
authorship were taken into account (cf. Eratosthenes in our 
case), cast doubts on the validity of both numbers.
- 6 -
Perhaps the easiest solution is either to ascribe Metolkoi 
to Crates or Plato comicus, or to consider Anthropherakles and 
Pseudherakles the same play (in this case the first title is 
perhaps preferable since the second one would be easily confused 
with the homonymous comedy by Menander). It would be as easy to 
accept both suggestions and ascribe only seventeen plays to 
Pherecrates as in test. 1.
The concept of Siacrxeo^ , suggested by Poll. loc. cit. in 
connexion with Automoloi, is doubtful. This term seems to mean 
'revision' of a play. Athen. Ill 110b says that Epicharmus' Mousai 
is a revision of *7//tyc and this activity seems to have been
commonly done by poets in the V and IV century, regarding their 
own plays. We have some Instances in Aristophanes (Clouds, 
Thesmophorlazusae, Wealth and Peace; Frogs is said to have been 
restaged in the Hypoth.) and in Eupolis (Autolykos')\ it seems to 
have been more frequent in Middle and New comedy (e.g. Diphilus 
Synoris, cf. Athen. VI 247c and see further Pickard-Cambridge DFA 
pp. 100-1 and Hunter on Eub. p. 147).
Yet, the reference of Pollux to a Staoxeuyj of Nicomachus 
seems to mean what we would call 'adaptation' of a play by a 
later author for an audience of hi6 time. This activity was very 
often done to tragedies of the V century by later actors (cf. 
Pickard-Cambridge DFA pp. 99-100), and it has been used to explain 
the difficulties in the ascription of some plays of Pherecrates. 
Thus, Kock CAF I p. 145 suggests that Agathoi was reelaborated by 
Strattis for the audience of the IV century. Also Meineke FCG II 
p. 307 attributes to Nicomachus the reelaboration of some of the
- 7 -
plays, ascribed to Nicomachus by Eratosthenes (see above p. 6), 
while Kaibel Hermes 24 (1889) p. 44 and Geissler (1925) p. 41
suggest that they were re-elaborated in a "Buch-drama des 4. 
Jahrh." (Geissler (1925) p. 42).
Otherwise, Kttrte RE XIX.2 1989. 13 concluded that this
proposal is a piece of hypercriticism based on very weak 
linguistic difficulties and above all Strattis, who lived between 
the V and the IV century, seems to have been too early to make 
adaptations of old comedies (the date of the first re-staging is 
339, cf. I col. 15, 13 Mette).
In consequence, the practice of the Siaaxeu^ of comedies 
must have been fairly common, mainly insofar as there was not a 
strict sense of originality and authorship and it may have been 
perfectly acceptable (it could be something similar to the 
' contaminatio' in Roman comedy; see further about SiaoxeuV) Kassel 
ZPE 14 (1974) pp. 125-7). But, as we will see in the commentary 
on fr. 113 for instance, most of the objections to the authorship 
that lead to this conclusion seem to be based on critical 
analysis of later scholars made on assumptions about Pherecrates' 
style and language and to refer to the Siacrxeufj to solve these 
problems seems to be unnecessary and thus I agree with Kttrte (see 
supra).
As I have already said in p. 2, the only play that can be 
dated with certainty is Agrioi in 420. Other suggestions and 
conjectures have been made and they are discussed in the 
commentary in each individual case; but in general the scarcity 
of fragments and the fact that the fragments of his plays make
- 8 -
hardly any reference to public figures do not allow us to reach 
any firm conclusions about the dates.
The number eighteen or seventeen is reasonable in comparison 
with other poets (about the subject of the "productivity" of the 
poets of Old Comedy in comparison with Middle Comedy, cf. 
Mensching MusHelv 21 (1964) pp. 15-49). Perhaps we know of three 
exceptionally prolific poets whose lives seem to have lasted a 
long space of time and began to produce at a very young age: 
Cratinus (about 28 comedies), Aristophanes (about 40) and Plato 
comicus (about 28), while Eupolis produced about 17 in a rather 
small period of time (between 429 and 411 approximately according 
to Storey art. cit. pp. 4ff. >. In general the rest of the poets 
fluctuates between two or three and twenty plays whose titles are 
known to us. Some of the reasons for such small number in 
contrast with the extraordinary production of Middle and New 
Comedy could be as follows:
- the complicated preparation of a chorus,
- the competitive contest to reach the right to perform,
- the preservation of plays which were not performed in the 
Middle and New Comedy, the so called aSCSaxxa (cf. Mensching art. 
cit. pp. 16-7),
- the fact that the plays that were not accepted for performance, 
probably were not entered in the official records and most of 
them were not copied again or lost at a very early stage; only 
some revisions of plays already performed have reached us (cf. 
supra p.7).
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- PHERECRATES IN THE LATER STUDIES ON COMEDY
In words of Jebb on OC p.5 Pherecrates was "one of the best 
poets of Old Comedy". This assumption may be true; but at least 
from the papyri discovered in our century from Hellenistic and 
Roman times, we could conclude that Pherecrates was not at 
least, taught in the schools and, thus, he never achieved the 
degree of appreciation of Aristophanes, Cratinus, Eupolis.
Nevertheless, he was probably appreciated to some extent by 
the Alexandrian scholars and 1 think it is possible to trace 
some|instances about their treatment in the Alexandrian 
scholarship.
A) LYCOPHRON AND ERATOSTHENES
Lycophron is likely to have edited his works in a general 
edition of the comic poets (cf. Pfeiffer History of Classical 
Scholarship Ip. 119 and n. 6 Oxford 1968); or at least he dealt 
with the problems of vocabulary iv 61 IJepC xapySCaQ according 
to Athen. XI p. 485d quoting fr. 101 (cf. Ar. Byz. fr. 411 SI. ).
Eratosthenes approached some problems of the works of 
Pherecrates and is quoted in the following passages:
- Harp. p. 203, 8Dind. , cf. MexaXXffq test, i: onep Nix6pax6v 
9qai 7t£TioLT]x6voa ’Epaxoa06vqq sv 4' rcepl xfjq apxaCaq xmjupSCaq 
(fr. 93Str. >; cf. test, ii (Phot. p. 32, 11) and iii (Athen. XV
p. 685 a) who clearly follow him in his opinion.
The problem of the attribution of Metalles to Nicomachus and 
the Siacrxeu^  has been already dealt with (cf. supra p. 7).
- 10-
Eratosthenes' attribution to Nicomachus seems to be based on 
terminological grounds, as Pfeiffer op.cit. p. 161 suggests; but 
as Nesselrath MK p. 179 (see also n. 89) suspects, they "offenbar 
nicht der elnzige Grund gewesen sind. Kttnnte es unter anderens 
auch der (zu einer "alten" Komddie nicht mehr passende) 
"Charakter" der MexaXXetq gewesen sein, der Eratosthenes dazu 
veranlafite, sie einem anderem Dichter zuzusprechen?" (cf. infra 
on Pherecrates' style). At any rate we could see that his 
approach was the origin of the somehow restrictive view that 
considers Pherecrates as o axx ixmxocxoq (cf. Phryn. fr. 8Borr. and 
Athen. VI p. 268e, test. 10). It is also likely that the doubts 
about the authenticity of Persai and Chelron were originated in 
Eratosthenes' studies.
- Fr. 172, quoted by Schol. min. ('Did.') Horn. 8 289 p. 46 
Barnes and in Eust. in Od. p. 1445. 42 (who mentions Eratosth. 
fr. 55Str. >, from a Homeric glossa of Eratosthenes. Fr. 145 is 
also related to a Homeric glossa of an Alexandrian, perhaps 
Apollodorus (cf. Taillardat-Roesch Rev. Phil, 92 (1966) p. 73, 74 
and n. 1).
- Fr. 165 (CDidym. ] 77. xQv anopouptvav napdc IJXar, p. 400
Mill. Another discussion about the meaning of an expression (cf. 
Eratosth. fr. 75Str. ).
B) OTHER SCHOLARS. ARISTOPHANES OF BYZANTIUM
It would be interesting to have some firm evidence about 
Pherecrates and Aristophanes of Byzantium, but unfortunately he
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Is not said to have quoted any fragment of Pherecrates. On the 
basis that Aristophanes of Byzantium is mentioned within the 
context of the discussion of some points and that he dealt with
comedy in an extensive way, I will attempt to study some features
of Pherecrates which he may have cited.
The supporting evidence is not decisive in linking these 
features of Pherecrates to the studies of Aristophanes of 
Byzantium; but at least it will sketch further other aspects of 
Pherecrates' work which were notable for later scholars.
- Phot. a466 quotes fr. 39 in the framework of a discussion 
of the unusual feminine 'AGqvata which is also dealt with by Ar. 
Byz. fr. 3S1.
- Fr. 58 (Eust. 1 in II. p. 707, 36) is also related to Ar.
Byz. fr. 18S1. (cf. Eust.2 in Od. p. 1761, 23.29), about the term
ap5a.
- Fr. 117 Athen. VII p. 287a can be connected with the 
discussion of Ar. Byz. fr. 409S1. about p6a£.
- Fr. 160 is quoted within the context of other comic texts 
about the length of the lota in n£p5i£, subject dealt by Ar. Byz. 
fr. 346S1.
- Fr. 240 (Phot, (z) e 1719) is a discusion of the term
A
eTuaxdKJTYjq. Ar. Byz. fr. 35S1. (Eust. in Od. p. 1827, 45) dealt 
also with this subject.
But beyond this lexicographical point of view, three aspects 
more were dealt by Aristophanes of Byzantium which could be 
easily related to Pherecrates:
- The beginning of the study of metre, especially in the
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distinction of different xffika and the classification of feet, 
(cf. Pfeiffer op. cit. p. 198 and Ar. Byz. fr. 346S1. about the 
question of vowel lengthening).
This aspect can be related to Pherecrates' "invention" of 
the "Pherecrateum" (cf. test. 11). In fact this metre is very 
common as 'end of xffika' and Hephaestion of Alexandria quotes it 
from such point of view in De signis p. 68. 22 Consbr. (de
Anacreonte) (cf. Ar. Byz. fr. 383bSl.). It seems also reasonable 
that this scholar of the II century A. D. (cf. Sandys A History of 
Classical Scholarship p.321 Cambridge 1903 and J. M. van Ophuijsen 
Hephaestion on Metre pp. 3ff. Leiden 1987), based his work on the 
research started by Aristophanes of Byzantium (cf. Pfeiffer 
op.cit. pp. 187-8 and van Ophuijsen op.cit. p. 27). Therefore, we 
may suppose that Aristophanes of Byzantium may have also dealt 
with Pherecrates' "original" treatment of this metre.
- The stress on the importance of Menander, as representative 
of a 'new' style of Comedy (cf. Pfeiffer op. cit. p. 190 and 
Nesselrath MK pp. 181ff. who uses this argument to suggest that 
this scholar distinguished the traditional three stages of Greek 
Comedy: old, middle and new).
- The critical approach to the Classical authors and, thus, 
the establishment of 'selective lists of authors' (cf. Pfeiffer 
op. cit. pp. 204ff. ).
These last points are related to the critical approach of 
our scholar who began to study the authors within their context. 
In this case although Pfeiffer op. cit. pp. 204ff. warns us of the 
anachronistic sense of the word 'canon', it seems likely that
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Aristophanes began to point out outstanding figures of every 
epoch and probably pre-determined the choice of later times.
In the lists of authors, Pherecrates is nearly always 
mentioned among the best seven Old Comedy poets. In brief:
- Anon, de Com. (Proleg. de com. Ill) 9 p. 7 Kost. (test. 
2a) gives a list of eight poets: Epicharmus, Magnes, Cratinus,
Crates, Pherecrates, Phrynichus, Eupolis, Aristophanes.
- In the Canones comicorum ed. Kroehnert <Canonesne poetarum 
scriptorum artlficium per antiquitatem fuerunt? diss. Regim. 
Pruss. 1897) tab. M cap. 4 (p. 6)= C cap. 10 <p. 12), the list is 
as follows: Epicharmus, Cratinus, Eupolis, Aristophanes,
Pherecrates, Crates.
- The later scholar Tzetzes (about him, cf. N. G. Wilson 
Scholars of Byzantium p. 190 London 1983) mentions him often in 
his lists; in diff.poet. (Proleg. de com. XXI*1) 78 p. 87 Kost. 
(test. 2a): Sousarion (as the Tipffixoq eopcTt^ q), Cratinus, Eupolis, 
Pherecrates, Aristophanes, Hermippus, Plato. In proleg. ad
Lycophr. II p. 3, 8 Sch. (Proleg. de com. XXIIto, 39 p. 113
Kost. ), he mentions only five main poets of Old Comedy: 
Aristophanes, Cratinus, Plato, Eupolis, Pherecrates. And in
proleg. ad Hes. ed. Colonna, Boll. Comit. 2 (1953) p. 35, 62.67
(codd. MEC) (test. 9) Aristophanes, Eupolis, Pherecrates. It
seems highly unlikely that a copy of Pherecrates' plays survived 
until this time (XII century A. D. ) and therefore he must be based 
on an older source.
In conclusion, we can assume to some extent that Pherecrates 
was at least regarded as an important author for his language by
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Eratosthenes and probably other scholars. It is more difficult to 
link him to Aristophanes of Byzantium, but it seems that 
Pherecrates was chosen among the seven best poets of Old Comedy 
and Aristophanes may have had something to do with it. In general 
although he never acquired the importance of Aristophanes or 
other poets, he was not regarded as a secondary figure (see also 
on p. 18 about Pherecrates in Athenaeus).
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3. - THE SOURCES OF THE TEXT
The transmission of the 288 fragments of Pherecrates is 
mainly through quotations and references in the Scholia, Pollux, 
Athenaeus, Lexicons. The contents of the fragments are very 
varied, but generally they have an antiquarian and 
lexicographical character, being an important bulk of them 
related to the subject of food and the banquet transmitted by 
Athenaeus.
A) SCHOLIA.
The Scholia belong mainly to Aristophanes' commentaries, 
although some of them are from other authors like Lucian (fr. 
18), Euripides (fr. 51), Sophocles <fr. 141, cf. Peppink Mnem. 1 
series III (1934) p. 76-7), Plato (fr. 161), Homer (fr. 172). 
Most of them come probably from the commentaries of the 
Alexandrian scholars (cf. White Sch. on Av. pp. LXIX f. , in our 
case see fr. 140 and supra on pp. lOff.).
The main manuscripts of Aristophanes that preserve the 
Scholia are the Codex Venetus (V) and the Codex Ravennas (R), 
while many of our fragments also appear quoted in the 
Laurentianus XXXI 5 (D which was written by three hands (cf. 
e.g. fr. 22 in which V and T can be easily compared). Not very 
often Estensls III D 8 (e) and Codex Laurentianus Conv. Soppr. 
140 (6) preserve some citations. About the manuscripts of these 
Scholia, see the description and bibliography in D. Mervyn Jones
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and N. G. Wilson Scholia in Aristophanem T, 2 in Equites pp. Vff. 
Groningen 1969.
The edition in progress of these texts has reached 
Acharnians, Knights, Clouds, Wasps and Peace and the
commentaries of Tzetzes, W. J. W. Koster (ed. ) Scholia in 
Aristophanem Groningen I-II. 2 1969-83, IV (Tzetzes' comment)
1960- 1964. I follow the reading of Kassel-Austin in the Scholia 
that have not been edited yet. For Birds White op. cit. is still 
of use and for the rest DUbner Scholia Graeca in Aristophanem 
Paris 1855.
B) POLLUX, HESYCHIUS AND MINOR SOURCES OF THE II CENTURY A. D.
Pollux of Naucratis, an Atticist lexicographer of the times
of Hadrian (cf. Bethe RE X 773 ff. ) is an important source of
fragments in his Onomasticon preserved to us in excerpt of 10 
books (cf. Bethe op. cit. 776 §3 ff. ).
Its main edition is that of E. Bethe Onomasticon Leipzig 
1900 who gives a complete stemma of manuscripts in p. XV (for a 
simplified version see Hunter on Eub. p. 33).
The Lexicon of Hesychius of Alexandria has been preserved in 
only one manuscript written in the early XV century, Marc. gr. 
622 (H) (cf. K. Latte in Hesychius Lexicon pp. xxivff. ). About
the origin and Importance of this Lexicon, cf. Latte in op. cit.
pp. viiff. and N. G. Wilson op. cit. p. 43.
Two minor sources are the Harpocration Lexicon in decern 
oratores Atticos, edited by Dindorf, Oxford 1853 (cf. especially
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pp. iii-x; but see now Harpocration Lexeis of the Ten Orators ed. 
J. J. Keaney Amsterdam 1991); and the fragmentary text of Orus 
preserved above all through the Byzantine Lexicon of "Zonaras" 
(cf. K. Alpers Das attizistische Lexicon des Oros Berlin/New 
York 1981 for fragments 169, 183, 189, 196, 248).
C) ATHENAEUS.
The Deipnosophistae of Athenaeus provides us with a great 
number of fragments. This work which belongs to the III century 
A. D. (about dates see B. Baldwin Acta Classica 19 (1976) pp. 21- 
42, especially pp. 24ff. ) is divided into fifteen books that in 
fact are an abbreviated version of the original thirty books|(cf. 
Gow on Machon p. 25). Athenaeus* main interest is, as I have
already said, related to banquets and food and he quotes passages 
from all the plays attributed to Pherecrates. He seems to be well 
informed about our playwright since he mentions doubts in the 
attribution of certain plays (cf. Agathoi in fr. 1, Metalles and 
Persai in Metalles test, iii and Cheiron in fr. 162); he also
gives us information about the content of Doulodidaskalos (cf. 
test. i>, about Cor i anno (cf. test. ii) and the date of
performance of Agrioi (cf. test. i).
The main manuscript is called codex A Marcianus gr. 447
which, according to N. G. Wilson JHS 82 (1962) p. 147, was
written by the scribe John the Calligrapher in the early X
century A. D. It became part of the Library of the Cardinal
Bessarion in the XV century. It contains most of what is
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preserved, begining at III 74a and ending at XV. 702c with some 
gaps in XI after 466d and some minor ones after 502b (cf. Gow's 
description in op. cit. p. 26).
The other important source is the Epitome which has survived 
completely and, thus, fills up the gaps in the text of A. It is 
contained in two manuscripts: E, Laurentianus 60.2 and C,
Parisinus suppl. gr. 841 (about them see Hunter on Eub. p. 31).
Two further problems arise from these texts: on the one
hand, the comparison between A and the Epitome (CE); on the 
other, the relationship between the Epitome (CE) and Eustathius.
The first problem is generally solved now by accepting that 
the Epitome was not done from A with some corrections of the 
scribe (as Maas Gnomon 4 (1928), 570-1, BZ 35 (1935) 299-307 and 
36 (1936) 27-31 = Kl. Schr. pp. 505-20 had suggested); but from 
another source that in some cases contained better readings than 
the fuller version of A (cf. Pherecr. fr. 85 x<£ta a9axeXC£e CE 
xaxaoqxx- A, see Collard RFIC 97 (1969) p. 959, M. van der Valk 
Eustathli Commentarii I pp. lxxxiiff. Leiden 1971; for a stemma 
see Hunter on Eub. p. 32).
Secondly, Eustathius' commentary quotes often Athenaeus. It 
so happens that his text in many cases coincides with that of the 
Epitome. P. Maas Kl. Schr. pp. 505f. suggested that Eustathius 
himself had written it; but his solution is not now accepted 
since it is based on the superior quality of readings (cf. 
Collard art.cit. p. 165), while the differences were explained as 
arising from a further work on Eustathius' comments on Homer (cf. 
Maas ibid. p. 506); but this sort of philological work can hardly
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have been undertaken by Eustathius and above all some differences
are "hard to explain as the products of one mind" (cf. Hunter p.
32 and n. 2 with references).
It seems likely that he was able to read a fuller Epitome 
than the one we have. Cf. fr. 207 preserved by Eust. In Od. p.
1428. 60: though in this text he quotes Athen. XI p. 480e, our
Epitome does not refer to Pherecrates but only gives Hermipp. fr. 
55, mentioned by Eustathius also.
D) PHOTIUS AND OTHER LEXICA.
The main sources of fragments are the Lexica compiled in the 
Byzantine epoch; among them Photlus has preserved the greatest 
number of texts. Pherecrates is frequently mentioned because he 
was seen as one of the best examples of the Attic dialect (cf. 
supra about o axxixmxaxoq p. 11), since the study of the Attic 
dialect seems to be the main Interest of these compilations.
The Lexicon of the patriarch Photius was written during the 
X century A. D. and his activity as lexicographer seems to have 
been connected also with the Etymologlcua Genuinum (cf. N. G. 
Wilson Scholars of Byzantium p. 92 London 1983 and Theodoridis in 
Photius Lexicon pp. xxxvff. Berlin 1982; about his sources, cf. K. 
Alpers on Orus p.70 and Theodoridis in op.cit. pp. lxxiiff. )
The codex tradition is discussed in detail by Tsantsanoglou 
Td As£ixd zoff (Par Cou p. 36ff. Thessalonica 1967, see also 
Theodoridis in op. cit. pp. xxxff. The following manuscripts are 
especially notable:
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- Galeanus (g) Cambridge, Trinity College 0.3.9 / 5985 
(edited by R. Porson London 1822).
- Zavordensis (z) 95 is the only manuscript that preserves 
the complete text of Photius. It is in process of being edited, 
but so far only the first volume a-S has appeared. Many of the 
new fragments and readings provided by this codex were already 
found in the following codex.
- Berolensis graec. oct. 22 (b). Its new readings were 
already edited by Demiarizuck in his Supplementum comicum 
Hildesheim 1967.
About the transmission of codices in the Suda, cf. A. Adler 
in Suidae Lexicon pars V p. 216 Leipzig 1928-1938.
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4. - FORMAL FEATURES IN PHERECRATES' FRAGMENTS
A) METRE.
The iambic trimeter is the metrical pattern most often found 
in the fragments, indeed. Pherecrates uses such metre according 
to the usual pattern of Greek Comedy <cf. the description in West 
Gr. Metre pp. 88ff. and, in more detail, White pp. 40-3, Descroix 
Le Trim&tre Iambique Macon 1931, reprint New York-London 1987).
There are some examples of a number of resolutions in a line 
(cf. fr. 6.1, 56.3, 76,2). Also some three-word trimeters in fr.
22.2 and 113. 11 and they could suggest some imitation of tragic
poetry according to M. Marcovich Three-Word Trimeter in Greek 
Tragedy p. 192 Kttnigstein 1984.
Pherecrates has more examples of the iambic tetrameter 
catalectic in more plays than usually found in the other poets 
of Old Comedy, according to F. Perusino Tetrametro iambico 
catalettico p. 99 Roma 1968.
This metre is normally part of the agon (cf. fr. 98 and 
comment ad loc, ), the chorus' entries and exits, and the 
exhortative portions before and after an agon (cf. Perusino 
op. cit. p. 16 for its general use). The following passages can be 
scanned in this metre: fr. 50. 1 (.Doulodidaskalos, Kaibel's
doubtful conjecture), 61 (Epilesmon, conjecture), 69 (.Ipnos,
Meineke's conjecture), 98 iCrapataloi), 110 (Leroi, doubtful
scansion).
He also uses the rare acatalectic form of this metre (cf.
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fr. Ill and comment ad loc. ).
The iambic dimeter in fr. 50. 2-5 is probably part of a
pnigos; for this part of a comic play Pherecrates seems to have 
also used the anapaestic dimeter in fr. 126 (see further West
Gr. Metre pp. 93-4, White pp. 98ff. ).
The trochaic tetrameter catalectic is found in fragments 
which may belong to recitative speeches, may also convey the 
hasty pace of the parodos (cf. Pherecrates' imperative forms in 
fr. 89), or may be part of the dialogue of a chorus and a
personage in a syzygy (cf. fr. 196 and see further White p. 99).
In the fragments there are three examples of lines without
diaeresis: fr. 10. 2, 99, 152. 5 and 155.6.
The anapaestic tetrameter catalectic appears frequently in 
the fragments and some of them clearly belong to the parabasis 
(cf. fr. 11?, 51, 100, 137, 199). See supra for the anapaestic
dimeter.
The dactylic hexameter xaxdc arCyov is unusual in Comedy, but 
fr. 162 (Cheiron) is a long example of this metre with a clear 
parodic intention of elegiac poetry (Cratin. fr. 253 of a play
called Cheirones uses also this metre as parody of the same kind 
of poetry).
We have some examples of what West ibid. pp. 95ff. calls
'Comic dicola'. Some of them are probably original creations of
Pherecrates and it seems fairly probable that they belonged to 
the parabasis of the play. The following schemes can be found:
- Eupolidean, fr. 34, 52, 70, 127, 139, 204.
- Combinations of glyconic, Aristophanean and Pherecratean
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metre in fr. 114 and 138 which seem to have been invented by 
Pherecrates (cf. comment ad loc.).
- Archilocheus, fr. 71.
- Euripidean fourteen-syllable, fr. 2. 3 and 195, ubi vid.
In respect of Lyric combinations, generally part of the 
chorus' songs, we have examples of:
- Anaclastic glyconlc, fr. 14 , 102 and perhaps 101.
- The Pherecrateion, fr. 84, metre that was probably named 
after this passage.
- Fr. 2 shows a complex combination of Dactylo-epltrite that 
follows the scheme, D-e-D-e in 1. 1-2 and ends in 1. 3 in the
'Euripidean fourteen-syllable' previously mentioned. This 
metrical pattern and the context of the fragment suggest a choral 
origin. A similar pattern of Euripidean fourteen syllable, 
perhaps followed by a Dactylo-epitrite is found in Ar. Vesp. 272- 
3 (about it see Zimmermann Enter such ungen I pp. 97-9). The 
Dactylo-epitrite was related to the innovations introduced in the 
musical and poetical field by the new school of dithyrambists 
(cf. West ibid. p. 138). For parodies of such poetry, cf. Ar. 
Eccl. 571-80 (see Zimmermann ibid. II p. 138).
In conclusion, we can observe how Pherecrates made use of a 
great variety of metrical patterns. Such a variety is related 
first of all to the obligations of a g'enre in which the choral 
parts are still important, secondly the originality and the 
innovations were also expected from the metrical point of view 
(cf. fr. 84); and, finally, also to the importance of the musical 
element in the comic performance.
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B) LANGUAGE.
The analysis of the levels of language is complicated by the 
lack of context and the unreliability of our sources. In many 
cases it is impossible to ascertain to which level a word 
belongs. It seems likely that Pherecrates mainly tried to emulate 
colloquial Greek; but through the use of spoken expressions and 
terms, he is also able to reproduce other levels of literary and 
non-literary languages. I will divide and clasify the different 
levels of language in colloquial language, technical language, 
language of serious poetry, comic words per se and 'hapax
legomena' following, where applicable, Dover's analysis of such 
levels in I pp. 230ff.
Colloquial language.
Pherecrates generally used the Attic dialect, as one might 
expect. Our sources point out in particular some instances of 
terms that are properly Attic: 177 axbvuCa (instead of x6vu£a),
180 xd xpCPavov (instead of xX£0avov), 214 axoi^ v (Attic for the 
epic axoui^ ), 215 aXiSq. In such contexts the use of non-Attic 
words is a remarkable fact, especially if we take into account 
the fact that he was called o *Axxixaxaxoq (cf. test. 10 and see 
supra p. 11). In fact we know of only one case where he refers to 
a non-Attic speaker (fr. 74. 3-4 with reference to the
Mariandynian slave). But even in this case it is for the sake of
a joke and we cannot say to what extent foreign speech was 
reproduced, or if he followed the conventions of Tragedy in which 
the non-Attic characters could speak Attic perfectly (see an
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analysis of the dialects and characters in Aristophanes and the 
comic fragments found in Dover I pp. 239-42).
The following words are not originally Attic: fr. 137. 9
56v5pr) Ionic, 6 (Xr^ vouq) and 115 app$ Doric and Hippocratic 
diction, 251 xapaiPapSv is suggested by RehrenbOck (1987) 48 to 
be Boeotian (but see comment ad loc.), 149 Mey<*XXeiov and 9
jn&poiXa Sicilian. Words of poetic dialects are: fr. 211 ayx^CTXe
(Schmid GGrL p. 106 n. 6 suggests to be Aeolic, but see Buck The 
Greek Dialects p. 81 Chicago 1928), 105 8p£v0eiov Sapphic, 41
aopxffpa epic. Other terms classified by Schmid loc. cit. as 
dialect, but of doubtful origin are: fr. 80 oxXd:£ and 253
\T)xoi5^ e0a which are suggested to be Ionic and 47 axoXip&^E iq
Doric (see comment ad loc.).
The words, which I think could be part of the spoken Attic, 
are mainly found in other comic poets or later in Plato, Xenophon 
or the Hellenistic poets Theocritus and Herondas (cf. Dover 
loc. cit.). I propose to give a list as complete as possible, of 
the terms and expressions that could be derived from this 
liguistic level. I think it is also necessary to bear in mind, on 
one hand, that some cases are hypothetical, based solely upon the 
comparison with other writers or metrical and stylistic analysis 
and, on the other, that the mixture of different levels of 
language seems to be a feature of the comic poetry and in some
occasions part of its comic effect (cf. Dover I pp. 237ff.). Each
word will be discussed in its specific passage.
- Terms from colloquial and quotidian world: fr. 36 rcaoaoSC; 
43.3 ©pdtTTEi; 45 anovCt^; 46 8r)a£<p; 68 &iav; 73.1 xpdyfl, .2
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xavxpaystv; 75.1 5ieq>06q; 95 e£ eo>0ivoO?; 96 and 206 yuvi^ v; 108
ypPfaxai; 142.1 x60ev; 213 ’AS&vioq and ’ASdWiov; 217 ajiuaxC; 218 
avaaxffi; 220 av8p<irco5ov? (for feminine slave, perhaps comic); 242 
exEpoq; 243 exxr)p£va?; 247 0up€Xr); 266 crxCxav; 267 odquCTpa?; 270 
<jxp6q> tyyeq?; 281 yoXX&Saq.
- Diminutives (about the function of the diminutive 
especially in Menander's comedies see C. Prato Ricerche sul 
trimetro di Menandro: metro e verso pp. 26-7 Romae 1983 who
refers to G. Pascucci 'Note stilistiche sull' uso del diminutivo
greco' Stud. it. filol. class. 38 (1965) p. 189):
-  i o v : 26.2, 32, 106, 113.1, 139.2, 143, 151, 261,
- i5 iov: 30, 62, 137. 10,
- icxoq: 113. 14, 272,
- laxrj: 75. 4.
- Vulgar and slang words: 47 anoXiPd^eiq (doubtful see
comment ad loc.); 62 cruv&v; 63 0aXXoq>6pouq; 76.3 and 155.8 5 
xaxdpaxe; 101 Xa^ dcpcvoq; 136 anoxoPiax$q; 137.6 PaXaveticrei; 138.3 
npooxivSv; 144 XaxxaxeTv; 159 XaixaaxpCaq; 166 o mavoOpyoq; 173 
u8pi<7x6v (?, perhaps a comic insult) and xd|5aXov; 176 
eyx lXix CCouo’; 188 avepoX6v0T); 228 apyaToq; 232 pXip&Ceiv; 253
Xr|xf[a0ai; 262 puxaCvo; 263 aarcpdv; 264 aivapapetipaxa (?, comic 
f ormation).
- Exclamatory phrases: 29. 1 xf\v Ai^ prjxp’, 43 itpdq
’ ArcdXXfovoq, 56.3 oipoi xdtXcxq, 75.3 and 117.2 xA 0em, 102.4 vr^ 
x6v <p(Xiov, 113.20 oipoi Aq anoXetq plus participle, 135 and 
142. 1 ouxoq ati.
- Word order and other constructions: 73. 1 <p£pe 5Vj and
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subjunctive, 73.2 iSoti plus a noun, oux plus jussive future (cf. 
Smyth Greek Grammar §1919 and 1918 Cambridge Mass. 1984), 80 eTx' 
(not at the beginning of a sentence), 82 ev6q ys xou, 150 rtdvu at 
the end of a line.
- Forms commonly found in later Greek: 34 xE7iXr)0£vai, 56
axoxptOffi, 66 xdXr)q, 83 x6 i£, 63 eaaxxE, 198 xsuxdCei, 196
Ttpamgpoai, 218 avaaxffi (? perhaps a colloquial usage of the word, 
see ad loc.), 225 anoX£/yo)j.ai, 246 £fj0i.
Technical language.
Different technical terminologies originated from different 
social and cultural strata are also found in his fragments.
- Idiomatic expressions: fr. 6 ex* axp6p', 22 ol xaxffiq
axoXotipevoi, 35 ev XP$ xoi>p irtvxaq, 37. 1 ou5g 0dtxxov, 37.2
notvxaxoO &yo>, 70 xC fia06vx', 75.5 xiveTxat ... x°M* 76.5 epp* eq 
xdpaxaq, 76. 3 and 87 x( qpY^am, 77. 1 and 98 ocxapxi oov,
113.21 mq exexe, 113.26 xd xa\d xffiv xaXfflv (perhaps poetic), 117.2 
xd xapaxdv, 122 yvvf\ ypduq, 156.5 xaxd xeLP6Q* 156.6 vOv S’apxi, 
156.7 xaxd pCxov, 157 xi^ v aixCav exouo’, 159.2 xaXdv 75 (cf.
Dover I p. 21 n. 14), 162. 13 ex’oTvoiq, 175 not xffxoq, 196 exoq
xp Cxov.
- Terminology of festivals and religion: 7 ol xpoxev0o(,
28.2 xd voptCdpievov and .6 ©uX^paai, 63 0aXXo9dpouq, 121 ap&xai 
and eniDedCet, 167 Siax6viov and &p<pi<pSvxa, 213 ’AS&vioq, 265 
Zx (poc.
- Cooking terms: 8 avaxuxffaai, 26 oxxScra, see several
examples in fr. 50 and 57, 80 efouo’, 89 xaxEpotiq, 109 axd
xrjydivou 9aYetv (cf. fr. 128 and 133), numerous terms in fr. 113
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(see comment ad loc. ) fr. 137, fr. 195 and 197, 157 xapoyCScq,
180 xd xpCPavov, 226 axoXoxC^eiv.
- Military terminology: 12 5eX<pCq and SeX<pivdtpopoq xepocCa,
18 axoaxaopoOvxai, 22 exajKpoxepC^oua’, 37.1 exktixieT, 83
xmpoxouq, 235 5iax6xxa (?).
- Poetical and musical terms: 6 xiOapcpSdq, 31 xdq appovCocq, 
47 xpiYovouq and Xopaq, 84.3 aupxxuxxoiq avaxaCoxoiq, many 
instances in fr. 155, 162. 10 eXe£’ ikeyeXa, 205 up£vaiov upvet
Yapixdv, 276 oq>6XfJiiov.
- Agricultural terms: 24 au-yxapxiva>0fj, Xi^ ia, 72 aXodaavx*,
fr. 172, 197 and 201 are lists of different kinds of grains, 243
Exxr)p£va (?), 114. 1 ava6£v5pd5ci>v.
- Official and formal language: 2. 1 oxetpavc&paaiv, fr. 39
(parody of official expressions), 52 &vco|/r)9 Caaa0‘, 59
evexupipaT6q, 64 6x<SPo\ov, 61 £9 ' ou (archon), 70. 3 
xaxaarxEuaapgvov / ouv£5piov, 240 Exiaxdxqv, 233 Poeixdq (ending 
fashionable within sophistic circles, cf. fr. 37.3 XapuYYix6v).
- Medical terminology: fr. 58, 75. 1 xd oCaXov, 85 oxpocx^ XiCc,
139.2 xcpipdxxopev, fr. 169, 208 0€ppt)v, 270 <7Xp6 9 iY'yEq.
- Other activities: weaving: 51 xaxdY^pev, 53 paf}5£Ceiv, 277 
U9 6q; shoes: 192 xaxxtiopai, 261 p<£5ia; 234 SaxxuXioupYdv (cf. fr. 
137 where different trades are mentioned in a long list).
Poetic language.
The poetic language in Pherecrates is mainly related to 
choral passages and fragments of high-style which have generally 
a descriptive character (cf. on fr. 114) or as in fr. 113 a 
parodic style of a messenger’s speech in tragedy.
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I have already pointed out some non-Attic words which may 
have a poetic function. In general the use of such words is 
sparse, and they give a contrasting tone to other non-poetic 
words whenever we have a long text. The rest of the instances 
which are few lines or just one or two words, do not allow us to 
reach any clear conclusion about the intention within the play.
Poetic terms: 20 xspGpsudjievoq (tragic), 23 cu rcx^ po'yeq, 25 
cxpayyaX £5aq, 29.2 ocvfapov (elegy perhaps), 69 TiepCfJoXoq and
nspCepxxoq, 83 xeCxoq, 88 xvg<paq, 105 PpevGeTov (Sapphic), 104 
Suor p^epetv and cf. 245 evpspCa, fr. 113, 120 xe0oXa>p£vov, 126.2
xaxapfjo-ovxoa, 131 aveXetiGspov?, 152.3 ep<p£pr), 162.1 GdXeiav,
162.2 p£Cei, 162.3 euxrjXoq, 162.5 6nePX£no|iev, 185 xaGC^ave, 202 
xopflv, 203 Ppi 0Of jL6vr )q ,  211 ayxacwe, 212 aSi^ oryoi, 216 aXXoxdxmq, 
222 avooaxaxoi, 244 euSouXoq, 259 rtXoxdSaq, 273 xaxemaxC, 279 
<ptxu. An important number of poetic expressions can be found in 
fr. 137 and 138 (see commentary ad loc. ).
Comic words per se and "hapax legomena".
In this section I attempt to collect the words that belong 
to the comic terminology either as a joke common to other comic 
poets or because the meaning of the term itself seem to suggest 
this function. I have included some words that perhaps should 
have been placed among the "hapax legomena" listed afterwards, 
because they seem to be clearly a comic formation; on the other 
hand, most of the "hapax legomena" may have had a parodic sense 
(in many cases of high-style) and, thus, a comic one, but I have 
preferred to distinguish them, since they form an important group 
and some of them probably represent the poetic contribution of
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and some of them probably represent the poetic contribution of 
Pherecrates to the Greek language.
- Comic words: 70.4 paye Cpaivai, .5 ixQuoxco&Xaivav (see also
186 avSpoxarcpaCvav), 37.3 Xapuyyix<5v (hapax, see also fr. 233 
PoEix6q), 86 KparcdxaXoi and 9o&0Ca, in Kpandtxakoi test, i xCxxafloq, 
102 xaxtjyop Caxepov, 101 exxapu06 Ccrai, 111 xuvxepd&xepa, 126.3 
Xayap it<5pevoi, 163. 1 6oxt)<ji5e£ Ccdv, 172 aeaaypgvooq, 187 
pEi^0 9pi5q, 238 epntiyova, 252 xXcnxCSaq, 254 prjxpCSa, 256 
vaix icn’jpe iq, 257 ouXox6<paXoq, 269 axpaxrjy Cq, 274 xpaxepndXiv.
- Hapax legomena: 9 anoTupoaamCCeo’Qe, 15 9 iXapxixoC, 21
avxanoS CSrnpi, 69 nepCepxxoq and neptpoXoq, 81 avi36pei)<rai, 87 
otpdxotipoq, 113.1 crupTie9upp6va, .11 xaxocxupax (oiq, 113.4 
xovSoXuyoOvxeq, . 13 6X6xvr)pot, . 17 xvaup6'Eocxa, 28 xp ix&nTOiq,
114.2 Xmxo96p9, 132 xd rcoXXaydpacJOv, 134 xa>p9aX<i)xdq, 137.4 
xoxuSoOvxeq and ETupXtifc, .8 noXuxOpcav and Xe ip LOTioX9avep6vaiq, 
152.5 yaaxpoiC6aq, .7 avExXoyCaxo&q, 168 aypurcxa, 211 aap^xxoq and 
arcanaXgxxoq, 237 Eypr^yopCCTiov and TtauaivbaxaXov, 260
rcp<ax6Pa0pov, 261 p^Sia, 264 oivapupstipaxa, 266 oxopo56xov.
Despite the limited number of fragments out of seventeen 
plays and the narrow range of linguistic and thematic interests 
of the sources, I think we can accept fairly confidently the 
richness and diversity of the language of Pherecrates. Perhaps, 
language is a source of comedy more than any other element, but 
Pherecrates uses it not only with the formation of new words or 
the use of unexpected expressions; but, as far as one can guess 
(cf. fr. 73-6), also with the intention to recreate some kind of
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daily life and colloquial atmosphere suitable to the characters 
and situations that are being represented.
C) STYLE AND HUMOUR.
Corresponding to the analysis of metre and language, the 
style of Pherecrates can be approached from different points of 
view, bearing in mind that in some cases several kinds of style 
can be mixed in one passage.
High style
It refers to the fragments that use the language, metre and 
syntax of serious poetry, that is to say, epic, lyric and 
tragedy. We cannot suggest their function in some particular 
cases, since the context is not given, but it seems logical that 
it was mainly parodic, and, on some occasions, it served to 
identify and even characterize some personages with specific 
stylistic features.
Some fragments belong probably to the parabasis of choral 
passages where the lyric element was used in connexion with the 
music. In some cases, the text finishes or is interspersed with 
non-poetic expressions (cf. fr. 2) and sometimes a banal subject, 
dealt with such style, can provide enough contrast to make a 
description comic (cf. fr. 152). The contrary case can also 
happen: a subject proper to serious poetry can be treated with
rather colloquial language (cf. fr. 159).
There are some three-word trimeters which could have a 
paratragic intention (p. 22), and, as H. W. Miller CIPh 37 (1942)
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p. 195 points out regarding this metrical feature in 
Aristophanes, "a comic effect is produced as a result of the 
incongruity of the impressive form and the unimpressive thought 
of the passage. The size of the words, many of them Aristophanic 
coinages, is rarely appropiate to the thought expressed".
The following fragments can be listed: 2 (cf. aTE<pav<&pac7iv
in v. 2, an unusual formation in -pa, and the metrical pattern of
the fragment); 10 (cf. the gnomic style in 1.2, op0p(ai in 1.3, 
and the possible napdc npoaSoxCav at the end); 23 (cf. at nt^puyeq 
and the predicative pos ition of pexgmpov); 113 (possibly a 
parody of a long complicated and finally boring messenger's
speech in tragedy); 114, 137 and 138 may belong to what is called 
'comic fantasy' (cf. on fr. 114) where the lyric expressions are 
very frequent; 152 (see above); 155 (above all 11. 1-2 seem to
have a paratragic tone, see further on p. 36 and comment ad fr. ); 
162 (imitation of the gnomic style of elegy in hexameters); 168 
(accumulation of newly compound adjectives in a- negative, 
perhaps in order to parody the tragic style (cf. also fr. 87 in 
v. 2 ap&xaipoq and in v.3 av65ovxoq and fr. 210; in Aristophanes 
some examples of this comic formation can be found in connexion 
with the tragic style, cf. Ran. 204 and 837-39); 202 poetic
invocation. The Scholiast on Soph. El. 86 points out remarkably 
an example of a parody of a Sophoclean passage, but unfortunately 
the citation is lost.
Formal style
It Includes those passages with expressions that imitate 
what I have mentioned in the section of 'technical language'. It
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may be characterized by the use of stiff and standard phrases 
that generally can be identified with a special group or subject.
The following fragments can be pointed out: 39 (parody of an 
expression used in historical and official texts, cf. also fr. 
200); 85 is perhaps the speech of a doctor or someone imitating 
it; 92, 146, 166 (cf. Ar. Nub. 269 and W. Horn Gebet und
Gebetsparodle in den KomOdien dee Aristophanes p. 48 flUrnberg 
1970), 181 and 205 can be related to the style of religious
prayers and hymns.
Another element that is noticeable, is the amount of proverbs 
which are preserved in our sources, as being used by Pherecrates. 
We will see with regard to fr. 73 how a proverb or a sententious 
phrase can be made into a joke, or, at least, as an element to 
portray a character; similar cases are fr. 14. 4ff. , 43. 3-4, 156;
but still there are many passages which are quoted without any 
context, and it is not possible to gather which was their function 
in Pherecrates' play and to what extent one has to interpret them 
literally or metaphorically. The following fragments can be 
listed, besides the one before quoted: 16, 73.5, 76.5, 85.2, 129, 
154, 162, 171.
Colloquial style.
It has been already studied from a linguistic point of view; 
but perhaps we could see how Pherecrates used it in fr. 73 and 
74. These two fragments could likely be part of the same scene of 
a dialogue between a mistress (doubtful, see comment ad loc.) and 
her servant. As it has been already pointed out, the text uses 
colloquial expressions (cf. v. 1 <|>6pe with subjunctive, 1. 2
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xavxpa-yetv, 1. 3 i5oi) plus a noun but without a verb, cf. Dover I 
p. 20) and finishes in 1.4 with a sententious note that may be 
suitable to a woman who is worried about her appearance. Fr. 74 
is built with similar quotidian expressions: 1.2 the negative
jussive future as imperative, the genitive partitive and the 
question at the end of the line (cf. Ar. Av. 1003). The fragment 
seems to build up the sentences not only in order to convey a 
normal dialogue in Athens, but also to finish with a joke, in 
this case, by stressing the ignorance and foreign character of 
the servant. A similar interpretation can be made of fr. 75 and 
76, but I will refer to them later, when talking about the 
characters who, we could guess, spoke these lines. Otherwise, fr. 
56 is an example of the use of reported speech in a climactic 
way.
Humour.
In these fragments we can find three kinds of humour: a
parodic one that tries to imitate the high style of serious 
poetry; the simple joke which is prepared through the comic 
dialogue and is organized to end in a climax (as we have just 
seen in fr. 74), and, last but not least, the rcapdc rcpoaSoxCav or 
•surprising twist' at the end of a passage (cf. fr. 10.4, 26.2, 
85.4, 117). Perhaps we should add other comic devices:
exaggeration (fr.175), use of a slang word in an unusual context 
(cf. fr. 170), anacoluthon (cf. fr. 145 and perhaps 176), 
etymological joke (fr. 150), enumeration as in fr. 50, 106,
138.2, 144, 156, 186, 190, 197. In some of these enumerations the 
rcapd TtpocrSoxCav is its final comic point, but can also be the
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absurdity of the long enumeration or some other element of comic 
business that we cannot know since the context is lost.
In relation to the nap<3f rcpoaSox £av, Pherecrates' way of 
dealing with obscene jokes (a very popular element in Old 
Comedy), needs to be discussed here. The only mention of 
Pherecrates in Aristophanes, Lys. 157-9, can be understood as a 
reference to the way our author dealt with such jokes by using 
euphemistic terminology with double standards <cf. on fr. 193). I 
think that the wording of some fragments such as 10.4, 11.2,
26.2, 27, 50, 138, 190, 193 contains an ambiguity. A person who
knows well the slang terminology or a gesture or even a change of 
tone of the voice of the actor could have interpreted such an 
ambiguous expression from an erotic point of view. Other passages 
have a clear obscene sense, cf. fr. 27, 93, 155 (a remarkable
fragment for the use of technical musical terms with a clear 
erotic sense), 159, 227, 253. A reference to scatological humour
can be found in fr. 93.
Although I think we can not fairly judge from these passages 
the role and importance of the obscene humour in his plays, at 
least it approximately coincides with the image of a poet who 
carefully chose the wording of a joke in order to play with the 
double sense of a sentence as Aristophanes loc. cit. could be 
understood.
From such a fragmentary work, it is difficult to convey an 
overall idea of the style of Pherecrates. The general impression 
is that of carefulness and elegance (cf. Meineke Hist. crit. FCG
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I p. 67). On the one hand, Pherecrates tries to give a lively and 
perhaps realistic representation of the dialogues and the 
characters and, on the other, combines them, in such a way that 
they could be funny with a style of humour that ranges from 
moderate obscenity to a complex game of parodies. There is 
perhaps a tendency to the commonplace and the use of proverbs and 
sententious expressions that, although effective because of their 
realism, can burden the style with formalized phrases and work 
against its liveliness.
In general the variety of metre, language and style suggests 
that Pherecrates had a clear knowledge of Attic language and 
tried to make the most of it, probably in search of an original 
comic effect.
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5.- ANALYSIS OF THE DRAMATIC STRUCTURE.
The remains of the plays of Pherecrates do not really allow 
us to assess how he organized the different parts of the comedy. 
We can not say to what extent he followed the organization of the 
plot in comparison to Aristophanes, although it is possible to 
observe the repetition of certain patterns and metrical schemes.
In theory the main parts of a comedy are: the prologue, the 
agon, the parabasis (divided into different elements also: 
kommation, proper parabasis or anapaests, pnlgos or makron, ode, 
eplrrhema, antode, antepirrhema), comic scenes, exodos. This 
distribution suffers many changes and one may suppose that 
Pherecrates did not necessarily follow it. The fullest analysis
of these elements in the comic fragments is found in Whittaker 
(1935) pp. 181-191, and I will follow it for most of this 
Introduction, although many of her assumptions based on very 
flimsy evidence will be mainly discussed in the commentary.
Some plays like "Aypioi, Mvppr\xdtv6pa>JtOL and KpandxaXoi seem 
to have developed the subject of the trip, and as far as one can 
conclude from the fragments, the plot was organized in a way 
similar to that of Frogs or Birds. The following parts can be 
distinguished: Prologue (preparation for the trip or travelling,
cf. fr. 85 in Krapataloi and fr. 118-9 in Myrmekanthropoi); 
arrival at the destination and meeting with the inhabitants in
the parodos of the chorus (cf. fr. 5 in Agrioi and fr. 120-2 in
Myrmekanthropoi and perhaps fr. 126 according to Whittaker p.
183); agon and parabasis (Agrioi fr. 10-4, Krapataloi fr. 90, 98-
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100); perhaps episodic scenes after the parabasis; exodos 
CKrapataloi perhaps fr. 101-2). The similar theme of Metalles or 
Persai could lead to a similar pattern, but in these cases the 
uncertainties are even greater.
AvxopdXoi seems to have contained an agon (fr. 28 and note 
ad loc. ) and possibly the comments of a 0upo\6xoq in the middle 
of the debate <fr. 29). It probably had a parabasis in Eupolidean 
metre (cf. fr. 34).
From its content and the references to slaves' activities in 
some fragments, AouXoSi<5daxaAog seems to have staged some 'comic 
scenes' in which some persons are trained to become slaves (cf. 
fr. 44-5). We have the remains of a Pnigos (fr. 50) and a line 
from the parabasis (fr. 52).
'Invdg rj Ilcn/vvxCg has also another example of a parabatic 
passage in fr. 70.
Kopiavvti has a group of fragments that could be interpreted 
as belonging to the same scene: 73-4, 75-6 and 77-8, either the
prologue or episodic scenes at the end would be suitable for
them. The trochaic tetrameter catalectic in fr. 83 and the
address to the audience in fr. 84 seem to be part of the
parabasis.
MexaXXffq is notable for the long speech on fr. 113 and the 
parabatic fr. 114 in comic dicola.
Similar to MexaXXffq in its subject, Jlgpaai has preserved 
part of the agon in fr. 137 and another group of comic dicola in 
fr. 138, which together with the Eupolidean lines in fr. 139, may 
belong to the parabasis.
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XsCpav is remarkable for the long dialogue in fr. 155. G. 
Pianko Eos 53 (1963) p. 56-62 tries to reconstruct the play, but 
I think unsuccesfully from the number of fragments and evidence 
which is left to us (see introductory note on this play).
Fr. 163, the only one preserved from the play s^vSrjpaxXfjq,
according to Whittaker (1935) p. 181, may belong to the prologue
of the play and is "a similar address to the audience in a 
colloquial vein very reminiscent of Vespae v.78ff, Pax v. 45 ff".
I would like to draw attention to three dramatic devices in 
particular:
- Pherecrates' number of plays with plural titles that could 
be identified as referring to the chorus: ten out of the nineteen 
titles attributed to him (see pp. 6ff. about the number of 
plays). Among the other nine, we know that three had a chorus 
according to our sources: AovAoSiSdcrxaXoq, *Invdq fj TlotvvvxCq and
Kopiavv&i as for the rest fAv6p(i><pr)paxXf(q, 'EniXr)crp<i>v fj ddXarra,
IlstdtXr), TvpavvCq, XsCpav, VsvSripaxAffq, there is no evidence about 
the chorus.
- in four plays: Agrioi, Automoloi, Krapataloi, Persai, we 
can ascertain that there was an agon and it may have an important 
role as in Aristophanes, as Whittaker p. 184 suggests.
- Pherecrates uses also the device of addressing the 
audience directly. This metatheatrical device has a comic end as 
well as it is a way of encouraging the audience to participate in 
the play. Fr. 102 is a clear reference to the judges to judge 
fairly the comedy. Other instances can be fr. 84, fr. 101 and 163
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(it is also possible that fr. 37 is a reference to a living 
person supposedly in the audience).
In conclusion, from the presence of the chorus and the use 
of determinate metres it can be speculated that his plays may 
have followed the traditional elements in the distribution of a 
comedy, although the poet had some freedom in the moment of 
composing, as Aristophanes' comedies and the later evolution of 
Comedy show.
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6. - CHORUS, CHARACTERS AND CHARACTERIZATION
A) CHORUS.
From the conclusions just drawn the chorus seems to have 
been important at least at the moment of giving a name to a play. 
In this sense he follows the tradition of Old Comedy, but still 
it is not clear which was its dramatic role in the development of 
the play.
Collecting all the information from the fragments, the 
following types of choruses can be distinguished:
- Chorus of men: Agathoii it is not known to whom this title 
refers; if they speak fr. 2 in lyric metres, they could be 'old 
men' criticizing the decadence of morals of the youth. Agrioil 
chorus of wild and primitive beings (cf. test, ii); if fr. 14 
refers to them, they were seen as primitive 'vegetarians'. 
Automoloii again their identification is uncertain, perhaps the 
gods themselves (cf. fr. 28). Metallesi chorus of miner-slaves. 
Persaii chorus of Persian men (see introductory note on another 
possible sense of this word).
- Chorus of women: Graesi old women who may suffer a
rejuvenation (see introductory note p.164). Doulodidaskalosi 'old 
women' or perhaps more exactly 'spinner women' who may speak fr. 
51 in their dramatic character. In Ipnos or Pannychis the chorus 
may have been women, if fr. 70 is spoken by the chorus.
- Personifications: Leroii the chorus may have been formed
g
by women's accessories. Krapataloi: the chorus could be a
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personification of the fictitious coins that existed in Hades, if 
it followed the custom that the title in plural meant the chorus 
of the play, but it is not sure (cf. fr. 98 probably from the 
agon; it contains terms from monetary language).
- Fantastic figures: Myrmekanthropoii the ' ant-men* (see
introductory note), are perhaps mythological beings (cf. fr. 126 
where they may be speaking in their dramatic character, according 
to Whittaker p. 183).
As for the rest, only Korianno has a passage that could be 
part of the parabasis (cf. fr. 84), but we do not know who formed 
the chorus.
The fragments that can be ascribed with some certainty to 
the chorus generally deal with the following subjects: criticism 
of the relaxation of morals, above all of young people (fr. 2, 34 
and perhaps 20 and 138, see infra p. 62); maybe complain about 
the treatment of the chorus in the past (fr. 199); draw the 
audience's attention to the anapaestic part of the parabasis (fr. 
84 and maybe 204); petition for a fair judgement from the judges
of the theatrical contest (fr. 102); criticism of the pointless
activities of the audience, according to my interpretation of fr. 
126; address to an actor (xaxaxeXetiapaxoq) to make a good 
agonistic speech (fr. 12), descriptions of idyllic places in the 
parabasis (fr. 114).
Other uncertain passages that could belong to the chorus are
fr. 52 (advice to the city?), fr. 70 (criticism of the immorality
of tradesmen), and maybe fr. 38, fr. 138 and 139.
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B) CHARACTERS.
As in the case of the chorus, we can only guess some
characters of some plays and thus I am going to deal mainly with 
the information in groups:
Male characters.
We know that the two main characters of Agrlol were two 
misanthropic men, perhaps one of them is portrayed in fr. 5 as 
boastful and presumptuous, while in fr. 7 another or the same 
character uses a trick to get some food. In fr. 57 (.Epllesmon or 
Thalatta; see introductory note to this play about the possible 
senses of the title) a man is preparing his dinnei— basket in 
order to go to eat to another person's house and maybe there is a 
reference to a fishmonger in fr. 62. Korlanno seems to have
depicted a scene in which an old man and his son are fighting for 
a lover (as fr. 77-9 could be interpreted, cf. fr. 166). In 
Krapataloi an old man (and probably his slave) went down to 
Hades, as far as fr. 87 is concerned. An old man, perhaps
identified with Deucalion, was also present in Myrmekanthropol,
(cf. fr. 119-25).
The figure of the old man as hero of the play seem to be 
quite common. He was probably depicted as yearning for past times 
and sceptical about the present. This is possibly the reason to 
start the trip down to Hades in Krapataloi and the old man 
speaking fr. 87 is characterized comically by an artificial and 
pompous language. Such a character may have also been represented 
by mythological figures like Cheiron (see infra on p. 47).
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Female characters.
Women seem to have played a remarkable role In the comedies 
of Pherecrates; at least four titles: 'EniXffopav fj BdXazza,
’Invdq fj IlavvvxCq, Kopiavva, IlezaXfjt can be interpreted as having 
a woman more exactly a hetaira, as main character. There is also 
a number of fragments in which the speakers are female: fr. 43
(Doulodldaskalos), fr. 73-4 maybe, and fr. 75-6 (Korianno),
fr. 113 <Metalles>, fr. 117 (Myrmekanthropoi), and fr. 155
(Cheiron, see later on personifications). We have to mention also 
the plays with a female chorus, cf. TpSeeq, AovXoStSdoxaXoq, 
* Invdq fj IlavvvxCq.
Pherecrates seems to have been one of the first poets to 
develop more seriously the character of the hetaira who will 
become very Important in the later stages of Comedy. Above all 
fr. 73-6 provide some certain elements that can be related to an 
hetaira as their apparent sophistication and refinement, their 
activities in public places, like the Public Baths, their 
bibulousness (see infra in p. 46).
From what we can gather, women in general were portrayed 
with caricatured features similar to those found in Aristophanes: 
superstition (fr. 43, see Oeri Der Typ der komischen Alten p. 
21), drinking and eating (fr. 73-4, 75-6, perhaps fr. 110; cf.
fr. 152), talkativeness (fr. 113), lechery (fr. 155; cf. fr. 
186). For other instances about this character in Comedy, see 
M. M. Henry Menander's Courtesans and the Greek Comic Tradition 
pp. 16ff. Frankfurt am Main /Bern/New York 1985.
It is not clear whether he portrayed young women with
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hostility in contrast with old ones, as Henderson (1987) p. 108
suggests. It is true that he probably dealt with the subject of 
rejuvenation (cf. fr. 185).
Slaves.
The role of the slaves in Comedy is quite important and 
acquires a more prominent role as it evolves with the development 
of some stock-characters. At least in Doulodidaskalos this figure 
must have played a fairly important role. In this play the slaves 
learn their 'trade' by 'habit' (e0laQgvxeq, Athen. VI 262b). 
Other activities of daily life which are commonly mentioned in 
comedy are found in the fragments belonging to this play: fr. 44
carrying a lamp, fr.45 serving (also found in fr. 135 and 183),
fr. 50 cooking, fr. 47 and 53 cleaning, fr. 49 stealing. In
Korianno fr. 73-4 a slave's misunderstanding of Greek is an
opportunity to make fun of their foreign origin.
I do not think that there is any lengthy passage that can be 
attributed with certainty to a slave. I would suggest that fr. 
113, a long speech of a woman, could be spoken by a slave who 
uses at a parodic level a very complicated poetic language. In 
this case she could take the role of the slave-messenger, a very 
common type in Tragedy and Comedy (cf. Nicostr. fr. 13, Mnesim. 
fr. 4, Zxe<pavff<; *0 AoOXoq pp. 105ff. ).
Mythological figures and personifications.
As far as one can guess from fr. 1, Heracles may have been 
depicted as a glutton, and in at least one or two other plays, he 
must have been an important figure (cf. 'AvdpaytfpaxXrjg and 
WsvSrfpaxXrjq).
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It is possible that Deucalion (cf. fr. 125) and Pyrrha (fr. 
122) were characters in Myrmekanthropoi (see introductory note on 
this play). Both seem to have been portrayed as old persons.
The centaur Cheiron must have been the protagonist of the 
play with the same title and, like Heracles, was a common 
character in Greek comedy as a figure that represents the 
traditional wisdom. He possibly was portrayed as an old person 
with very lengthy speeches and an elaborate language (cf. fr. 156 
and 162). In the same play we can tentatively identify Achilles 
and Odysseus with possibly a reference to their role in Homer 
(cf. also fr. 165).
The long dialogue of Music and Justice (fr. 155) shows the
sophisticated level of Pherecrates* style. It is a play on words 
of the technical musical terminology, but used in a context of a 
typical conversation of women full of 'double ent^endres'. Mrs. 
Music is not really very dignified by all her lovers, and maybe 
she is depicted in the terms of a hetaira, although this is pure 
guessing. Such style of conversations will be paralleled clearly 
by later writers like Herod. VII, Theocr. 15.
Iocasta is possibly the speaker of fr. 96 in Krapataloi in
which also Aeschylus speaks fr. 100, in the Underworld.
C) CHARACTERIZATION.
Perhaps we can take as an example of characterization fr. 75 
and 76 which can be easily linked. In the first one a female
character, probably just arrived on stage, explains that she has
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been to the ' public-baths' and thus has a very ' boiled' throat. 
The fact of coming from the baths is an indication that she is a 
hetaira, but also sets the subject of the following lines Insofar 
as it is an excuse for the playwright to introduce the subject of 
drinking and finish the passage making reference to a traditional 
joke: the woman who drinks a very large quantity of wine from a
very big container <cf. fr.152 for parallels). The language she 
uses is also characteristic: 1. 1 5ie<p0dq is a cooking term that
is applied here in metaphorical sense and also makes reference to 
the heat in the baths; xf^ v (pdpu^ a in 1.2 is colloquial for the 
throat and the words YXCaxpov and xd aCaXov are unusual terms to 
describe thirst and suggest a rather experienced woman; the noun 
9<4ppcotov in 1. 6 and the expression xivetxai... Qlso follow
this kind of colloquial pseudo-scientific language.
The second fragment could follow nearly immediately. The 
character complains to Glyce about the drink just served to her 
because of the proportions of the mixture of wine and water. The 
dialogue is mainly between Glyce and her daughter (cf. 1.4 £
although it could also be said by a young servant), and it 
is remarkable for the vividness and quickness of the dialogue in 
contrast with the sententious phrase that the first speaker uses 
to end the conversation with an ironical remark (see commentary 
ad loc. for the distribution of the lines). If we accept that the 
two fragments and thus the characters are closely connected, 
perhaps we could guess that the first speaker 16 Korianno, maybe
depicted as an old woman, with the traditional features of a
drunkard and a ' lena' (cf. Oeri Der Typ der komischen Alten p.
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15, and J. Henderson (1987) pp. 119ff.).
The depiction of characters is at least in this passage 
through linguistic and topic elements. We do not know to what 
extent the figures were subordinated to their status nearly as 
stock-characters or whether the vividness of the speech and the 
unusual circumstances gave them a particular personality. It 
seems that Aristophanes tended to play with role-reversal and the 
'dicontinuity' of his personages in order to achieve a comic 
effect (cf. M. Silk in C. Pelling (ed. ) Characterization and 
Individuality in Greek Literature p. 159 Oxford 1990). Pherecrates 
may have tried to innovate through the invention of new 
situations and plots (see pp. 50ff.), while the characters may 
have tended to develop the jokes and commonplaces to which they 
are traditionally related (about the beginning of the stock- 
characters of Middle and New Comedy in Old Comedy, see Webster 
Studies in Later Gr. Com. p. 66 Manchester 19702, Nesselrath 
Lukians Parasitendlalog pp. 98-9).
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7.- PLOTS. CLASSIFICATION OF COMEDIES
A) PLOTS.
The plots and the novelties he introduced in this sphere 
seem impossible to deal with from such a small amount of 
fragments and external sources. The main piece of evidence about 
them is the testimony of the Anon, De com. (Proleg. de Com. Ill) 
29 p. 8 Kost. (test. 2a)j upd'ypa'ca 5£ eLarj'yotipevoq xaivd quSoxCpei, 
ysvdpevoq eupetLxdq puBav (about this testimony see p. 1).
This generalization is difficult to prove and, at least 
regarding the organization of the structure of a comedy, he uses 
the chorus quite often, fact that must have had some influence in 
the development of the plot (cf. pp. 40ff.).
The title of the plays can be al60 an element to judge the 
innovations, Pherecrates tried to introduce at this level because 
none of the titles has an exact parallel in Old Comedy and only 
some of them which were doubtful in their attribution in 
Antiquity are found in later playwrights only.
The plays of which we know or can guess some details of the 
contents are the following ones:
Agrlol: two Athenian men set off, because of their
misanthropy, towards another land where they meet a tribe of 
'wild beings' very primitive in their habits. The play seems to 
have developed the situations and conflicts that such an 
encounter creates.
Doulodldaskalos'. activities of a slave-trainer who teaches
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slaves by 'habit' <cf. test. i).
Korianna the life and activities of a hetaira, Korianno; in 
some moments of the action a fight between an old and a young 
man, perhaps his son, for the love of a woman takes place.
Krapataloi'. the trip of an old man (and his slave?) to the 
Underworld where they find a new monetary system, in a life of 
ease and abundance. Down there they also meet Aeschylus and 
perhaps some mythological figures. The comparison with 
Aristophanes' Frogs is unavoidable; but there is no certitude 
about the means of the trip.
Metalles. The trip to the Underworld through the mines (of 
Laureion?) seems to be the subject of this play. A woman, perhaps 
a slave, explains the wonderful Land of Cockaigne she found 
there,
Myrmekanthropoi. Perhaps a mythological comedy in which 
Deucalion and Pyrrha's myth is adapted as a journey to avoid the 
flood and reach a land Inhabited by the 'Ant-men'.
Persai. Another fantastic representation of a world of 
wealth and easy life, set perhaps in Persia.
Tyrannis. Woman obtaining the power and establishing a free- 
drinking society (fr. 152)?.
Cheiron. Mythological comedy with parody of epic (cf. fr. 
159). The figure of Cheiron and his wisdom seems to have been 
related to the image of good taste in Music, fr. 155, the concept 
of sensitivity of old age, fr. 156, and traditional hospitality 
fr. 162.
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Only the plots of these plays can be sketched In general
t erms.
B) CLASSIFICATION OF COMEDIES.
On the whole I would distribute the comedies in three 
subjects, marking the doubtful ones with a question-mark in 
parenthesis:
- Comedies of manners: Agathoi (?), Doulodldaskalos, Leroi
(?>, Metolkoi (?>. Hetaira-comedies: Epilesmon or Thalatta, Ipnos 
or Pannychts, Korlanno, Petale. Political fantasies: Graes <?),
Tyrannis <?).
- The Idler's Paradise: Agrioi, Krapataloi, Metalles and
Persai.
- Fantastic and mythological plays: Automoloi <?), Cheiron, 
Pseudherakles and Anthropheraclee (?>, Myrmekanthropoi.
Comedies of manners.
As H. W. Prescott CP 12 (1917) p. 420 suggests, the scanty 
fragments do not allow us to solve the question whether these 
comedies dealt with subjects and situations closely connected 
with dally life in Athens, as it would suit the so called 'comedy 
of manners'. Perhaps we could qualify them more accurately 
"social satire", as he denominates them in p. 421. But despite 
this uncertainty, I think that there are some instances of 
domestic themes, although some plays may have mixed elements from 
real Athens and mythology (cf. Agathoi which I have classified as 
comedy of manners, but this classification is more than doubtful,
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since It is possible that Heracles took part in it). In any case 
I find the term 'social satire' wide enough to embrace all kinds 
of comedy, while comedy of manners refers to the representation 
of activities and situations with which the spectators can easily 
identify themselves.
Pherecrates' criticism is mainly directed towards issues 
like drinking abuse by women, sex excesses, luxury, stealing by 
slaves, by tradesmen, musical and poetical novelties against the 
tradition. Public figures are named not as political characters, 
but in their social aspect, in a way that may remind more of the 
exemplification or proverbialization of a name rather than real 
abusive attack.
Two plays at least seem to have depicted what is called a 
political fantasy of women, trying to obtain the power or 
achieving it. In Tyrannis one of its results seems to be a new 
'convivial' status for women Cfr. 152). Something similar may 
have occurred in Graes, where a rejuvenation of the Old womem may 
have led to a recovery of their 'sexual instinct', a little like 
Demos in Ar. Equ, 1390; but only fr. 39 suggests a reference to a 
political issue.
Within this group, I have Included the comedies in which a 
hetaira seems to have played some role and Pherecrates is 
possibly one of the first poets to give her an Important place. 
At least fr. 73-6, Korlanno, about which I have already written 
(p. 47), may have been set within the context of daily 
activities, and this example, also supported by the reproduction 
of spoken language, lead6 me to speculate that the description of
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quotidian activities and customs played an important role.
The Idler's Paradise.
The topic of the Land of Cockaigne seems to have been dealt 
with at least in three plays: Krapataloi, Metalles and Persai.
They portray this theme from different points of view.
Krapataloi and Metalles set the Idler's Paradise in Hades. 
The former represents it as a place where everything can be 
bought with a 'worthless coin', that is to say, life is very 
cheap and easy. The probability that an old man was the main 
character to go on the trip and that Aeschylus appears defending 
his own poetry Ccf. fr.100) suggests that the dramatic motivation 
may have been the search for the 'good old days', similar to 
Aristophanes Frogs and perhaps Cratinus Malthakol Ccf. Langerbeck 
(1963) p. 196).
Metalles develops the subject from the point of view of the 
auTopdrcoq pCoq, that is to say, the life in which everything is 
done automatically. Fr. 137 of Persai develops the same topic, 
but with the difference that one must suppose that this play was 
set in Persia, the Paradisical country par excellence. Similar 
descriptions of this topic are found in Crat.com. fr. 16 and 
Telecl. fr. 1 (see further Baldry (1953) pp. 51ff. and W. 
Rehrenbbck Wien Human. Blaetter 129 (1987) pp. 17ff. ). The
closeness of Pherecrates' description in fr. 113 and 13/jto that 
of the two poets just mentioned suggests that Pherecrates used 
this subject according to a traditional imagery and terminology.
In Agrioi the plot, the encounter between two Athenian men 
and a more primitive society, seems to be a reversal of what I
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have qualified as the comedies of the idler's paradise (cf. H. 
Langerbeck (1963) pp. 200ff.). The comic end of this reversal was 
probably to satirize and play on the comic business and the 
absurdity of the traditional elements of this commonplace, but 
also the comparison of both ways of life. Perhaps it worked 
towards a positive view of Athenian society, although this 
conclusion is uncertain (see introductory note on this play).
Fantastic and Mythological plays.
Among the plays with a fantastic and mythological subject in 
their fragments and titles, Myrmekanthropoi is remarkable. 
Pherecrates seems to have combined possibly the myth of Deucalion 
and Pyrrha and the invented figures of a chorus of human ants. 
The figures of the two heroes may have been represented with 
realistic features of two old persons. This realism of the 
portrayal of heroic and mythical characters could also be a 
feature of Cheiron, a play that seems to deal with artistic 
matters at some length (cf. fr. 155 about the decadence of the 
musical art in relation also to its moral decadence). The main 
character must have been the old centaur whose wisdom in terms of 
good manners (cf. fr. 162) was regarded as proverbial; similar 
subjects seem to have been dealt with by Cratinus in Chelrones 
(cf. K-A PCG IV p. 245).
It is difficult with the present evidence to evaluate the 
statement of the Anonym, de Com. above quoted (p. 50); but it
seems fairly sure that the plot is the part of the comedy in 
which Pherecrates introduced more innovations. The characters
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tend to be depicted In situations of dally life. We do not know 
how the dramatic action was provoked, but at least in the case of 
Agrioi the personage's misanthropy seems to have been enough to 
start the dramatic development of the play. We can compare this 
method with the typical Aristophanic way in which a character is 
provoked to act in order to resolve a concrete problem Ccf. 
introductory note on Agrioi).
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8. - COMIC THEMES
Aware of the lack of material, we can assess with some 
certainty that a number of comic themes are especially the 
subject of the fragments of Pherecrates. It is also necessary to 
bear in mind that this does not imply that they were the main 
theme in a play, since it is difficult to know with certainty, 
but only that they were probably an important element. The motifs 
I will point out are food, music and poetry, moral decadence and
X6>p£|)5 OlSjiS VO I.
A) FOOD.
Except for Petale, all the plays with more than one 
quotation have at least one fragment that mentions food and its 
related subjects like: cultivating, shopping, sacrificing,
cooking, banquet. There are also references to three personages 
strictly related to it: the cook,the glutton and the parasite.
In fr. 70.4 5 the figure of a cook is mentioned, but we do 
not know whether any cook or a character who undertook a similar 
role appeared on stage. Notwithstanding, some fragments resemble 
recipes that could have been said by one of them <cf. fr. 8, 89, 
177, 197); about this figure in Old Comedy see Dohm Mageiros p.
30.
The subject of cultivating is found in a peasant's prayers 
in fr. 24 belonging to Automoloi. Shopping is mentioned in fr. 13 
<Agrioi), fr. 132 (Persai). Cooking is mentioned in fr. 26
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<Agrioi'), fr. 66 (Ipnos), fr. 80 (Korianno), fr. 133 (Persai), 
fr. 180 (cooking implements), fr. 195 and 226. Sacrifice is a
topos of Old Comedy, represented by the complaint of the gods for 
the way men perform their sacrifices reserving the best part of 
the meat for themselves (Automoloi fr. 28, cf. fr. 33); fr. 50 
(Tyrannis) is a joke on the etymology of Pop6\oxoq which in fact 
calls the gods, parasites.
The preparation and celebration of a banquet is on many 
occasions related and described in Aristophanes (cf. Ach. 1000- 
47, Av. 529, etc. ) and it seems to have been part of some
comedies of Pherecrates as in fr. 32 (Automoloi), fr. 50
(Doulodidaskalos), fr. 57 and 60 (Epilesmon), fr. 113 (Metalles), 
fr. 133-5 (Persai), fr. 162 (Cheiron, bad manners in a banquet).
The types of food and meals Pherecrates mentions generally
belong to what was considered a dainty in Athens as in fr. 50, 
87, 109, 113 and 137 (where several dishes are ennumerated), 157,
158, 195 (sauces). But there are also common items of food as
fish (fr. 26, 32, 61, 62, 117, 125, 188), figs (fr. 85, 103) and
lentil-soup (fr. 73.4). Wild fruits and raw meat are found,
probably as signs of primitivism or of the desperation of a
glutton (cf. fr. 13 and 14, Agrioi, fr. 172, 174).
Heracles could have represented the figure of the glutton 
(see pp. 46ff. ); but, besides him, fr. 99 and 167 refer to
activities such as stealing the cake offerings to the Gods, that 
could be attributed to one of them; fr. 170 refers to the 
consequences of eating too much, too quickly (cf. also the verb
doiox^yav CO and the expression <xte6 TTjydvoo q xrye tv , fr. 109,
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elements traditionally associated with this figure).
It is widely accepted that the figure of the parasite 
existed already in Doric comedy, (cf. W. Geoffrey Arnott GRBSt 9 
(1989) pp. 161-2); but in Doric and in Old Comedy he was 
denominated x6Xat;, fa>pox6\aS (cf. Ar. fr. 172) and only in Middle 
comedy it acquire the denomination of napdoiToq and became a 
definitive stock-character in the comic theatre (cf. Arnott art. 
cit. pp. 162ff., Nesselrath Lukians Parasitendialog pp. 92ff. ).
In Pherecrates we have some instances that can refer to the 
activities and features of suchapersonage. In fr. 7 in which he 
uses a formula of introduction similar to that of Middle Comedy's 
parasites as Arnott art.cit. pp. 165-6 points out; but in this 
case the speaker tries to cheat by saying that he is part of the 
foretasters of a festival. In fr. 37 (Graes) which mentions
Smikythlon, perhaps a living person In Athens, the use of the 
verb etu<jit£u, as in Crat.com. fr. 37 eniaCxioq, implies at least 
the functions of a parasite, besides its technical meaning (cf. 
Nesselrath op.cit. p. 98).
The presentation of food and its related subjects seems to 
have had a particular importance in some plays as Agrioi, 
Doulodldaskalos. In plays in which a trip to Hades (Krapataloi 
and Metalles) or to a land of Plenty (Persai), banquets and all 
kinds of food automatically cooking itself are symbols of the 
life of ease and abundance in contrast with the painstaking job 
living in Athens (cf, fr. 137 especially). In Cheiron the banquet 
is also mentioned in relation to the preservation of the 
traditional patterns of behaviour (fr. 162), a subject that will
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become popular In later Comedy (cf. Hunter on Eub. p. 22 and 186).
The role of this subject in our playwright seems to be
concordant with the comic tradition of Crates (cf. later on
Pherecrates and Old Comedy) that probably goes back to the Doric
Comedy. It was surely a popular subject, since all the comic
poets use it quite often; even in Aristophanes who seems to 
distance himself from this style of comedy (cf. Equ. 537ff. ) it 
often appears either in a festive context (cf. Pax 922ff. ) but 
also in the representation of poverty (cf. the Megarian-scene in 
Ach. 729ff. ). Such popularity is also understandable within the
context of a society whose agriculture connects all its social, 
political and religious activities (cf. Mikalson Athenian Popular 
Religion p. 21 Chapel Hill & London 1983).
B) MUSIC AND POETRY.
At a linguistic and metrical level Pherecrates develops and 
deals with a wide range of poetic tones and styles (see pp. 
32ff.); but this variety is not present when we approach arts in 
Pherecrates as a motif in his comedies.
In fact we have only six fragments in which references to 
this subject are made:
Fr. 6 (Agrioi) is a discussion about the worst 'cithara- 
players', Meles and Chaeris, in Athens at that moment.
Fr. 15 (Agrioi) derides the poet Carcinus and his sons,
although it is not clear from which point of view.
Fr. 31 (.Automoloi') uses the common image of the ' ant-path'
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j
to denominate the new music which was fashionable in Athens (cf. 
fr. 155).
In fr. 47 (Doulodidaskalos) someone orders to throw away 
trigones (instrument adopted from oriental music) and lyres (a
traditional instrument).
Fr. 155 (.Cheiron) is a long dialogue about the relationship 
between Mrs. Music and her lovers of the New Style of Dithyramb: 
Melanippides, Cinesias, Phrynis, Timotheus, Philoxenus.
The other two fragments are fr. 100 (Krapataloi) in which 
Aeschylus makes a defence of his innovations in the field of 
tragedy, and fr. 162 (Cheiron), which is a speech in hexameters 
in which Simonides is cited as elegiac poet, knowledgeable in
symposiastic manners. Fr. 189 is suggested to be a quotation from
a fable of Aesop (cf. comment ad loc.).
To these sketchy fragments we can add fr. 102, in which 
Pherecrates threatens the jurors of the comic contest making 
reference to his own style of poetry and also fr. 84 and fr. 199, 
probably a reference to the poverty of the costume of the chorus 
in the past.
On the whole, these fragments show a disagreement with the 
new tendencies in the music of his time that mainly influenced 
the Dithyrambic genre and then was adopted by Euripides and 
Agathon to tragedy. This position seems to be similar to that of 
Aristophanes for instance in the antagonism between Euripides and 
Aeschylus in Frogs. In Pherecrates it is not only for aesthetic 
reasons, but, at least in fr. 155, it could be related to the
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moral decadence of education, bearing in mind the close 
relationship between both elements in Greek culture.
C) MORAL DECADENCE.
In several fragments some characters are particularly 
identified with a series of activities which seem to be 
qualified as morally wrong and decadent. Some of these topics are 
also found in other comic writers and they seem to form part of 
the common thematlcal background that these authors share. 
Pherecrates probably used them to characterize’ some of his 
personages <cf. supra pp. 43ff. ); but the content of the 
fragments sometimes refers to other Instances of these activities 
and the persons who usually performed them.
Women appear in connexion with heavy drinking (fr.73-6, 110,
179?, 147?, 152?); with luxury and excess (fr. 41-2, 186, probably
192 and 261, 263, 264). In contrast they can be portrayed
performing activities that to some extent convey a positive 
portrayal (cf. infra p. 63).
Young men are also depicted with features associated with 
the image of decadence of traditional virtues, for instance in 
fr. 2 (going to the perfume-shop); effeminacy in fr. 15 and 138; 
antithesis old/young man in fr. 77-8 and cf. on Alcibides in fr. 
164.
Traders are also mentioned with negative implications: fr. 
62 may be refers to a fishmonger, in fr. 70 the subject of women 
against men is also dealt from the point of view of tradesmen;
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fr. 71 could refer to a corn-seller and in fr. 110 a trader could 
be stealing. In fr. 2 they are related to inactivity and luxury. 
These elements are also common in Aristophanes' plays (cf. 
Ehrenberg The People of Ar. pp. 114ff. and Dover Pop. Mor. p. 
40).
The way Pherecrates conveys these figures on each passage, 
is very similar to that of Aristophanes, and one may suppose that 
they are depicted according to some standard features. It is 
interesting how in fr. 70 ( 'invoq ff navvvyCq) men are depicted as 
corrupted in their morals by talking all the time in the perfume- 
seller's (cf. fr. 2), while women are proud to have no names for a 
female-cook nor fishmonger and thus it is concluded that women 
never performed such jobs. The joke is against men corrupted in 
their morality, and also in their activities as traders; while it 
can be reverted and ironically one can easily find a reference to 
other activities in which women were vituperated, like bread- 
sellers (cf. Ar. Vesp. 1388ff., Ran. 549ff., etc.). In general 
women can be depicted from a negative point of view but also as 
the keepers and saviours of the good habits as in cooking fr.10, 
26; spinning fr. 51; in a festival fr. 181, fr. 205, 213 (the
Adonian festival); criticizing men fr. 39, 200 (see possibly the 
argument in Graes and Tyrannis and about this subject in 
Aristophanes, Henderson (1987) pp. 113ff. ).
It also seems that the young men were represented according 
to the topos of the "jeunesse dor6e" in Old Comedy, clearly 
inverted in Ar. Vesp. 1335ff. by the figures of Philocleon and 
Bdelycleon; but also in the stock-subject, commonly found in
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later Comedy of the fight of the father and son for the love of 
the same woman.
D) KQMQIAOYMENOI.
Pherecrates mentions the following real persons by their
names:
- Meles, son of Peisias, cithara-player fr. 6.2 <Agrioi)\
- Chaeris, cithara-player fr.6.3;
- Lycurgus, a tradesman and politician, fr. 11;
- Carcinus and his sons, poets and dancers, fr. 15;
- Smicythion, possibly a parasite, fr. 37 (Graes);
- Pulytion, a rich tradesman, fr. 64 (Ipnos);
- Cleisthenes, an effeminate youngster, fr. 143 (Petale), 
cf. Ar. fr. 422;
- a group of Dithyrambic musicians in fr. 155 (Cheiron): 
Melanippides, Cinesias, Phrynis, Timotheus, Philoxenus;
- Alcibiades, the young politician, fr. 164.
Only two politicians are mentioned and even then they are 
criticized not because of their political activities but from
other points of view: Lycurgus because of his commercial
/
activities with the Egyptians, Alcibiades because of his 
effeminacy and success among women. The rest include an important 
number of musicians, connected with bad taste and decadence in 
Music, Cleisthenes who becomes the stock-character for the 
effeminate young man, Pulytion, the corrupted tradesman, and 
Smicythion, the parasite.
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This scarcity is probably due to a different approach to Old 
Comedy from the one represented by Aristophanes. The few 
citations can be regarded as representatives of stereotypical 
figures who may have been mentioned just for the sake of a joke.
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9. - PHERECRATES AND OLD COMEDY.
The preceeding study of the fragments has yielded some 
interesting conclusions, although in some ways unsatisfactory, 
about his work and style. It i6 even more uncertain to try to 
trace the net of relationships and influences that related 
Pherecrates' work to that of other playwrights of Old Comedy, but 
I will try to expound the evidence we have about it.
Again I have to refer to test 2a (cf. p. 1) in order to 
proceed with further speculation about Pherecrates and his 
relation to other playwrights of Old Comedy. Two elements can be 
highlighted in connexion with Crates:
- the fact that he was first of all an actor, that is to 
say, that both seem to come from a similar background in terms of 
theatrical experience (about it cf. supra p. 2).
Pherecrates is clearly a follower of Crates (cf. eC^Xoae 
Kpdixrjxot and see supra p. 3). The second sentence xat au xoO 
Xoi5ope?v angaxq, has been related to what Arist. Poet. 5 p. 
1449b 5 says about Crates (cf. test. 5): xd 5t pti0ouq rcoiefv
{’ErcCxappoq xai ®6ppiq) xd p£v e£ apx*fe e* IixeXCaq qX0e, xffiv 5£ 
’ASt^ vqaiv Kpdxqq npffixoq qptjev OKpgjievoq xffq tapPixffq t56aq xa06Xou 
rcoietv Xdyouq xal p<30ouq. The exact meaning of these words has 
been debated (about them, see p. 68).
A third text which is quoted in this context is Ar. Equ. 
537-40 in connexion with Ar. fr. 347 and Ar. Vesp. 1177. Bonanno 
Cratete comlco pp. 36ff. interprets the first text quoted, as 
parodying two elements of the comedies of Crates: 1. 538 refers
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to food as it was a very frequent element in Crates' comedies; 
and 539 refers to the 'sobriety' of Crates' plays with a play on 
words with xpapPoxdtxoo (dry) and xpdpPqv (a vegetable used to 
relieve drunkness) and the reference to aerie l o t dxaq IrcivoCaq, an 
example of which is Crat.com. fr.32 parodied in Ar. fr. 347. She 
sees in it a reference to the escapist comedy of Crates, perhaps 
overinterpreting the passage of Ar. Vesp. 1177ff. (as she says in 
p.40: "Aristofane allude aspramente alia poesia di Cratete, volta 
al pl30ouq tcoieTv (cf. IX), fuori dagli event! concreti e quindi 
propriamente umani (xffiv avBpoxixSv), degni dell' attenzione 
quotidiana (xocx' otxCav). La censura nei confront! del poeti 
'd'evasione' & evidente").
The study of the fragments has shown that at least the 
statement about its lack of 'XoiSopetv' (understood as 'to 
insult' particularly living Athenians; cf. about this subject now 
Halliwell JHS cxi (1991) pp. 48-70) may be true since there are 
very few references to personalities and these are of a special 
kind (cf. pp. 64-5). I think that the feature of the 'very 
refined ideas' with which Aristophanes qualifies Crates' poetry 
can be paralleled by the way Aristophanes in Lys. 157-9 qualifies 
"Pherecrates' way" (cf. on fr. 193 and supra p.36).
It seems interesting to follow Aristotle's division of Old 
Comedy into two kinds: one that followed the ioqiPix^  iS€a or
iambic style of Cratinus and the other one that was interested in 
the development of the plot and, in some way, in the continuity 
of the action and lost interest in the representation and 
vilification of contemporary personages (this subject is
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ultimately connected with Doric comedy of Epicharmus by Arist. 
Poet, 1449a 7). According to M. Heath's interpretation of Arist. 
Poet. 1449b 5 (in CQ 39 (1989) p. 351), the stress in the plot- 
construction led Crates to the other feature of his poetry (M. 
Heath G&R XXXVII (1990) p. 144 suggests also that this tendency 
of Crates' style to give importance to plot-construction may have 
influenced the comedies of Cratinus and had thus an important 
role in the evolution of the genre). This interpretation of the 
evolution may be true, but we should also have in mind the 
prejudiced approach of Aristotle and his followers to the 
comedies of Cratinus and the iambic poetry in general. Itmay be 
possible as well, when we compare Crates and Cratinus. It shapes 
our understanding of Old Comedy into two compartments, which 
evolved into one tradition more successfully represented by 
Aristophanes and Eupolis and another one, by Pherecrates and 
perhaps Plato com. (cf. Norwood Gr. Com. pp. 165ff. ).
But I think that, when we reach this point in the last 
quarter of the V century, the differentiation is not so clear. 
Comedy has become a complex and more sophisticated genre that 
borrows ideas and techniques from tragedy, genre at its peak at 
this moment. Aristophanes' attacks go beyond the pure abuse and 
his role as poet/ adviser to the city can be understood in the 
tradition of the iambic poetry, but also within the evolution of 
the genre itself towards a wider institutional recognition.
Accordingly Pherecrates' comedies can be understood not only 
as a conscious separation from the iambic tradition, for the sake 
of originality or of teaching, taking into account that the so
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called political comedy was certainly more successful. His main 
concern seems to portray situations of social interest, more than 
political issues. It is not a totally different approach from 
that of Aristophanes who in many cases conveys similar ideas and
concerns (cf. an extreme interpretation of Aristophanes from this
point of view in E. Segal HStClPh 77 (1973) pp. 132-3). Besides 
this point, we have to bear in mind that the main intention of 
any comedy was to provoke laughter, a fact that dominates any 
serious point and obliges the comic poet to adapt his plays to 
the interest and taste of his audience.
In this context it may be worth taking into account what
Pherecrates himself says about his own poetry. In fr. 106: xoTq
5£ xpixatq / xoTq vuvt xpCvouai 1 rciopxetv pr)6' aSCxcoq /
xpCveiv, rj xdv tpCXiov / pC0ov e Iq upfiq exepov / GepexptXxrjq 
X££ei noXO xolW xou xaxqyop Caxepov, (accepting that Pherecrates 
is the correct text in 1.6, instead of Philokrates in the 
manuscripts, see comment ad loc. ). He clearly says to the judges 
of the contest that his poetry could be even more 
xax^ 'yop Carxepov; xaxr^ yopCa is a term used mainly in legal 
terminology to refer to the abusive vocabulary and style which he 
carefully tries to avoid.
Aristophanes only once refers to Pherecrates, who does not 
seem to enter in the attacks between probably closer rivals as 
Cratinus (against Aristophanes in fr. 213), Eupolis (against 
Aristophanes in fr. 89) and Aristophanes (against Cratinus in 
Ach. 849, 1173 and Eupolis in Nub. 553).
The relationship between these two comic poets can be
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\established on other grounds: some subjects that Aristophanes
develops in his plays are explained more fully, if we bear in 
mind that other playwrights had dealt with them. For instance, 
the dressing-up of Dionysos as Heracles in Frogs recalls the 
title of the play Pseudheracles of Pherecrates. It is possible 
that it was a traditional subject which Aristophanes adapts in 
Dionysos' trip to recover one of the tragic poets. The theme of 
the trip to Hades may have been similarly developed in 
Pherecrates' Krapataloi (cf. fr. 100). Also if we take that the 
subject of the old man/young man fighting for a woman, found 
probably in Korianno, was a common comic theme, the inversion of 
this subject in Ar. Eccl. 887ff. , a young woman and an old one 
fighting for a young man, explains more deeply its comic 
intention (see pp. 57ff. about other topics that Pherecrates 
deals with in his fragments).
Other subjects that may have belonged to this "comic pool or 
repertoire of comic materials" (cf. M. Heath G&R XXXVII (1990) p. 
152, see supra on pp. 57ff.) are as follows:
- The idler's Paradise is a subject that links him to Crates 
who developed it in 9r)pCa fr. 16, 17 from the point of view of
the auTopaTdq (JCoq. It is also dealt with by Telecl. fr. 1 (a poet 
probably contemporary with Pherecrates), Nicoph. fr. 21 and Met. 
fr. 6 (poets probably younger than him). See further on 
introductory note on fr. 113 and 137.
- The subject of Cheiron and its musical and poetical 
criticism is also found in Cratin. Cheirones as I have already 
mentioned.
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- The political fantasies of women taking power, probably 
used in Graes and Tyrannis, were taken also by Aristophanes in 
Lysistrata and Ecclesiazousai.
In relation to the evolution of Old Comedy into Middle 
Comedy, we can say that Pherecrates belongs totally to the Old 
Comedy; but already in Antiquity his style and the subjects of 
his plays had the proximity to Middle Comedy which made the 
ancient scholars doubt the authorship of some of his plays, 
notably Agathoi, Automoloi, Metalles, Persai and Cheiron (see 
supra on pp. 5ff. and 11).
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COMMENTARY
*Ayoe6oC
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Athenaeus (cf. fr. 1 and 2) has doubts about the authorship 
of the play and attributes it to Strattis as another possibility. 
This fact has led some scholars to suggest a reworking of an 
early play (5 taaxeufj), but such a proposal does not seem to be 
appropriate for an author of such an early period of the end of 
the V century (cf. above pp. 7f. ). As Kaibel says apud K-A ad 
loc. the play may have reached the Alexandrian scholars without 
the author's name and the official lists had two plays with the 
same title by both playwrights. Strattis' list of plays in Sud. 
qll78 (cf. Strat. test. 1) includes the title *AyaBoi ffvoi
*ApyvpCov a<paviop6g which is treated by K-A as two different
plays (cf. Meineke Hist. crit. p. 226 who proposes that only the
second part of the title belongs actually to Strattis as a 
reworking of Agathoi of Pherecrates). It is, anyway, interesting 
that Pollux (cf. fr. 3 and 4; he, otherwise, in fr. 35 suggests 
that Automoloi was reworked again at a later time) ascribes this 
play to Pherecrates without any doubt.
The title suggests that the chorus was formed by men, and
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perhaps they were old <cf. on fr.2); it reminds one of the style 
of titles like Cratinus MakdaxoC. It is difficult to see to whom 
it could refer. Maybe^has something to do with the expression 
xaXol xaya0oC which summarizes the ideal of aristocratic class 
and in general of the perfect nobleman. Fr. 2 is a reference to 
the topic of the luxury and moral decadence usually associated 
with young rich men. Its lyric metres suggest that it was part of 
a choral portion.
In fr. 1 one of the speakers is characterized as a 'glutton' 
and he may be Heracles himself.
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Fr. 1
The fragment is a dialogue between two men probably. One of 
them is clearly a boastful person (cf. on ey& 1.1) and a glutton. 
The amount of food that he eats (cf. on 1.3 6\i'y6aiTO<;), and the 
fact that in Old Comedy the figure of the parasite per se did not 
exist, but was mainly identified with Heracles (cf. e.g. Ar. Ran.
62ff. and van Leeuwen ad loc. ), has led Kock ad loc. to suggest 
that one of them is Heracles, although it is not clear from our 
source.
1. lyd* xaxeaOCo: the use of the personal pronoun at the
beginning could be understood as a sign of boastfulness (the 
expression e<3cv 8 itfcCmpai 1.2 can convey some false modesty, even 
if it is interpreted as passive "if I am forced" or middle "if I 
force myself", since it could imply that only under some 
circumstances I am able to do it). The speaker tries to play down 
what is evidently an incredible amount. Such an exaggeration and 
attitude is a normal feature in the representation of the 
parasite and the glutton in New and Roman Comedy (cf. Nesselrath 
Lukians Parasitendialog p. 30 n.43).
2. x£v0* qp.ip.^ Sipv*: a hemimedimnon is a dry measure that was
equivalent to 24 choinikes (a medimnos being 48 choinikes cf. 
Xen. Anab. 1.5.6, Poll. 4. 168). This measure would be equal to
about twenty three litres (cf. 0. A. W. Dilke Mathematics and 
measurements p. 26 London 1987, according to whom the capacity of 
a medimnos is between 46.08 and 51.84 litres).
The speaker suggests in this fragment that he is able to eat
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120 choinikes a day, that is to say about 115 litres, of barley 
grain, the standard food in ancient Greece.
One choinix of barley has been suggested to be the normal 
amount of food for a slave from At hen. VI 272b and the normal 
diet of an Athenian person was one and a half or two. One choinix 
seems to be the amount in Homer (cf. Od. 19. 27) and the strict 
diet of Pythagoras recomends r\ y&p x°^VL£ qp.epr)o-Ca <cf.
D. L. VIII. 18). Two choinikes and one kotyle of wine was the 
amount given to the Spartan kings according to Hdt. VI 57. 3, 
while the Spartans demand from the Athenians two choinikes of 
barley, two kotylai of wine and 'meat' in order to achieve an 
armistice in Thuc. IV 16. 1. Half a choinix and no wine was seen 
as a very poor amount given to the Athenian prisoners at Syracuse 
according to Thuc. VII. 87.2.
3. . .. apf: an exclamation form with the verb in Imperfect.
It is common in Comedy (cf. Ar. fr. 415 and K-A ad loc. ) and 
probably colloquial. It indicates "sudden realization of a fact" 
according to MacDowell ad Vesp. 314.
o\iY<5aiToq: a comic word found only here and in Phryn.com. 
fr. 24: o 6* oXiY^onoq 'HpcocXffq exet xC Sp$; . This text also
suggests that the adjective and Pherecrates' fragment could be 
related to Heracles although PhrynicVnjsmay use the prototype name 
of the glutton for another person <cf, Ar. Lys. 928 for another 
use of Heracles to Indicate ' boulimia' ). About Heracles see 
Athen. IX-X 411a-b, and about studies on his figure, cf. Hofmann 
Mythos und Komtfdie, Untersuchungen zu den VOgel des Aristophanes 
p. 30 n. 3 Hildesheim/New York 1976 and R. Hosek in ripaq. Studies
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Thomson pp. 119ff. Prague 1963. A similar comic word applied to
Heracles is *yacrTp Cpapyov in Ar. Av. 1583.
4. potxpftq: connected with qpgpaq by d'Arnaud Specimen
animadversionum criticarum ad aliquos scriptores graecos 
Harlingae 1728 p. 52 (cf. K-A's app.crit.), in contrast with 
PpaxeCaq qpgpaq  (cf. Sosith. 99 F2, 6-8Sn). Alternatively it may
be connected with x p i i^ p o u q ,  but the problem of this 
Interpretation is that triremes seem to have had a standard size.
Thus different proposals have been made to change it (cf. K-A ad
loc.), Her we r den's emendation, vecfcq paxp ffq  cr ixCa, and the
ironical change into p ix p & q  of Melneke are good suggestions.
Nonetheless the text can be kept if it is understood as a 
comic exaggeration (triremes even larger than usual), or taking 
into account that three kinds of triremes were distinct by the 
middle of the V century: a kind called the 'fast trireme',
another type which would be ' troop-carrier' that would included 
the ten EniPaxaC and whose shape would have include some
structural changes, and a horse-carrier (cf. Thuc. II 56.2).
About this subject see further Morrison-Coates The Athenian 
Trireme p. 94 and especially pp. 151ff. Cambridge 1986.
The amount here given would not be enough, nonetheless, for 
a whole trireme with soldiers which would hold about 200 oarsmen, 
10 epibatai, 4 archers, cf. Morrison-Coates op.cit. pp. 108ff. 
The tone seems to be hyperbolical; cf. Bdckh Die
Staatshaushaltung der Athener I p. 357 Berlin 1886*who points out 
the incongruence and wonders: "wer wird vom Spafimacher die
Genauigkeit eines Proviantamtes fordern?".
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Fr. 2
This fragment seems to be a lyrical part of the chorus. The 
metre is complicated: 11. 1-2 dactylo-epitrite (D-e-D-e) and 1.3
what is called 'Euripidean fourteen-syllable* (cf. fr. 195). 
About the use of the dactylo-epitrite combinations in the parody 
of dithyrambic writers see p. 24. The verb in 1.3 in the second 
person plural can be an address to the audience or to a 
particular group of people.
The subject of the text seems to be a criticism of the
morality of some people who are described as going to parties
(cf. on 1. 1 Xouadtpevoi) and being idle in the market-place all
day long. This criticism is a topic of Old Comedy, especially
referring to young men who are worried by their appearance
instead of going to the palestra and exercise (cf. Ar. Equ. 1373, 
1375ff. , Adesp. 42D, Pherecr. fr. 70. 3). About this group of
young people see Carter (1986) pp. 122ff.
1. Xouct&jievoi: the act of having a bath before dawn has a.
sarcastic air similar to that of fr. 73: drinking and being drunk 
'before the market-place is full'. This activity could lead the 
audience to the following conclusions: the bath is taken at home, 
so it is a hot bath (cf. R. Ginouv6s BalaneutikS p. 177) and 
therefore it can be interpreted as a first sign of moral 
decadence, since men are recommended to have cold baths in the
gymnasium, after doing some excerclse (cf. Ar. Nub. 837), and hot
baths are customary only for men and women when going to a 
religious ceremony (cf. Pax 834) or to a party at night (not
early in the morning and to go to the perfume-shop as here; cf.
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Ar. Av. 131-2 and Sommerstein ad loc.). A similar expression is 
found in Ar. fr. 619.
2. Iv xotq axsqxrvtipaoiv: ' the place where the garlands were
sold' <cf. LSJ s. v. , Ar. Eccl. 302). As Cratin. fr. 105 shows,
there was a long list of different plants, tree branches and
flowers that were used to make crowns. To wear a crown was very 
frequent, mainly for religious activities and festivals. As 
Ussher ad Ar. loc.cit. points out, this part of the Athenian
agora and that of the perf ume-seller, also mentioned in our 
fragment, were 'the centre of social life and gossip'. Their bad 
reputation and 'low moral character', as Hunter on Eub. p. 191 
says, subsisted in Middle Comedy when Eubulus composed 
iTEyavonaXCSeq <cf. also Arist. AP 14.4, Aelian NA 1. 38.1,
Dionysius Soph. AP 5. 81).
Iv x$ p6p<t>: the perfume-shop is designated usually in the 
singular <cf. Ar. Equ. 1375, fr. 258.1, Eup. fr. 222.2, Polyz.
fr. 12, except for Poll. X 19), as xdv Xipavaxdv that designates
also the 'frankincense-dealer' <cf. Eup. fr.327.4) and xouyov,
the fishmonger (cf. Ar. fr. 258). In contrast, most of the other
places are mentioned in the plural (cf. ev xotq ix®uoi, Ar.
Vesp.789; oux xffiv Xtixvmv, Nub. 1065, Cratin. fr. 209; oux xffiv
opvlffiv Av. 13; see further Lys. 557, Eup. fr. 327). This fact 
either means that there was only one dealer in this product
(while in the plural it meant that there was more than one, cf.
MacDowell ad Vesp. 789) or that the singular is collective for
all the shops of this kind, or perhaps indicates a whole market 
devoted to the same product. About the use of perfumes after a
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bath among the Greeks, cf. Long Barbarians in Gr. Com. p. 77.
3. XaXeixe: about this verb cf. on fr. 70. 3.
(TLOUfiPpCav: 'Bergamot-mint, Mentha aquatica' <LSJ s. v. I) can 
be found among the list of flowers in Cratin. fr. 105.3. In Ar. 
Av. 160 Pax 869 and Schol. ad loc. it is connected to marriages; 
in Ov. Fasti IV, 869 it is devoted to Aphrodite. About this 
plant, cf. Steier RE XV 2020ff. and especially 2025. 6 6ff.
It is possible then to suggest that the choice is not 
casual, but that there is a secondary meaning, implying that they 
are speaking about 'the female sexual organ', as Henderson MM p. 
136 says, referring to Theop. com. fr. 11.2, where it is the name 
of a prostitute.
xoopooarvSdXav: the Doric form of the udouvdoq appears also 
in fr. 138,4 in a clear erotic context (see ad loc.). Its
secondary meaning is not clear, but I would suggest that it 
refers to homoerotic intercourse, because on one hand, the
Dorians were related to this kind of love (cf. Dover GH pp. 
185ff. ) and, on the other, it makes good sense in this fragment
that the young people are 'chatting' about it, since they were
usually depicted as effeminate (cf. Ar. Vesp. 687ff. ). About the 
effeminacy and homosexuality in Aristophanes, cf. Dover op. cit. 
pp. 135ff. , Carter (1986) p. 120 n. 47.
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Fr. 3.
SCfpoi fiiagcTq: Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) pp. 259-60 suggests 
that, according to different lexicographers, the word Siax^*; is 
used to mean 6 Cq>poi, which should be eliminated from the fragment
since Pollux repeats it mechanically and seems to be assigning to
Pherecrates only 5ia>xe<^  (that has a predicative function in this 
text). This is possible, but not certain. Maybe Sio>xetq is a
normal term not very well attested in our literary sources, or
perhaps Pherecrates has modified the normal form (5 (9poi) with 
another one which has a different tone.
Otherwise, St^poi, if is kept in the fragment, was a word 
with different meanings at several levels of language. It could 
at least originally designate "chariot-board on which two could 
stand" (cf. II. 5. 160), but already in Homer it meant a simple 
chair without arms or back (cf. II. 3.424 and Od, 19. 97; see 
Athen. V 192e). In Ar. Av. 1552 it seems to mean also "night- 
stool" or Xdoava (cf. Pherecr. fr. 93). See further G. M. A. 
Richter The Furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans and Romans pp. 
47f. London 1966.
It is not improbable that Pherecrates invented the adjective 
Simxetq (cf. Kaibel in K-A ad loc. ), if he meant the first sense 
or perhaps any of the other ones in a pseudo-poetical way with a 
comic intention. This adjective seems to qualify, according to 
the lexicographers cited by K-A, a 'two person-chariot' from Si- 
oxetv. Both terms together may be just a play on the repetition 
of the 5i- at the beginning, perhaps in order to obtain a solemn 
expression, but also to specify a special piece of furniture.
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Fr. 4
iaxaSovfiv: as omopovriq refers to the 'fruiterer', especially 
the one who sells fruit he has stolen <Dem. 18. 262; cf. Pickard- 
Cambridge DTC* p.134 and 174 about this figure in comedy), 
laxaSowfflv may particularly refer to the person who sells dry figs 
(and maybe from a negative point of view, the figs that he has 
stolen). Other nouns ending in -ovr|q are avSpanoS&vqq (Ar. 
fr. 326), o\|/<ftvr)q (Ar. fr. 517), aiTmvqq (Dem. 18. 248, synonymous 
with aixocpuXaxeq) and 6exax<&vt]q (Dem. 23. 177, Anaxil. fr. 7).
The two latter terms are official titles. In contrast with aOxa, 
lax<*5sq designates 'dry figs' which were a cheap fruit in Athens 
(cf. fr. 74.1).
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Athen. V 218d (test, i) dates the performance of this play to
420 and, according to PI. Prot. 327c (test, ii), it was performed
in the Lenaean contest. Other plays performed the same year were 
Eupolis AvroAvxdg a' (cf. Eup. test. i. 7 and K-A PCG V p. 321, see 
further Storey Phoenix 44 (1990) pp. 28-9), possibly Plato com. 
Nlxcu (cf. fr. 86 and Geissler (1925) pp. 43f. ) and Ar. Elpfjvr) /?' 
(cf. K-A PCG III 2 p. 170).
The most important source for knowledge of this play is
Plato loc. cit. The text is as follows: aXX' eTev ayptoC x ivE q
oToCnep ouq n g puo iv  Gepexpdxqq o xo iqx f jq  e5C5cx£ev ini AqvaCq>. q 
a<p<55pa e v xotq  xo io O xo iq  av0p<&Ttoiq Yev<5pevoq, Samsp o t  ev £XE(vq> 
x$ X°P$ )JLiadv0poTtoi, (XYaTtfjoaiq av e t  Evxtixo iq  EoptifJaxtp x a t
Gpuv6v8qc x a t  a v o X o ^ p a i '  av  Tto0fiSv xi^v xfflv ev065e av0p<&7co>v 
rcovqpCav. Plato wrote Protagoras, according to A. Lesky 
Geschichte der Griechischen Literaturs pp. 560ff. Bern 1962, 
after 399 and its dramatic date seems to have been 433 (see 
Guthrie History of Greek Philosophy p. 214 Cambridge 1975 and 
Turner The Protagoras of Plato pp. 32-4 London 1891). Morrison CQ 
35, (1941) pp. 2-3 (cf. also Taylor Plato the Man and the Work
p. 236 London 1926) discusses several pieces of evidence for and 
against this last date and concludes that perhaps Protagoras had 
really seen it in a later visit in 421-420 or "he might have been 
conscious of the anachronism, but have thought it trivial enough 
not to disturb the reader".
The difficulty of this text is related more to the general
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interpretation of this play. The speech of Protagoras makes 
reference to the radical difference between people brought up in 
a certain social organization and av9p<£nouq oTq TiatSeCa
sot iv Sixaor^pia ptjTE v6po i pi^ xe avdryxri pT^ ScpCa 5i& xavxdq
ava-yxdCouaa apcxffq extpEXetaQai, and, as example of this, he puts 
forward the ocyPlol *n the play °f Pherecrates performed last year 
in the Lenaea. This example is used again, but in another sense; 
the speaker turns towards his audience and compares the situation 
taking place in the play with that of an Athenian among the worst 
Athenian crooks.
The 01 ev exeCv^ x$ x^ p<p piodvGpoTtoi would then be the
characters who were to meet the cryptoi. In this case the
interpretation of Madvig Kleine Philologische Schriften pp. 409-
11 Leipzig 1875 is probaby right; he understands mancp ev exelv^ 
x$ x^ pcp <Yev6pevoL> piodvOpomoi, as a parallel expression to ev 
xoiotixoiq avGp&rcoiq Yev6pEvoq. The misanthropists were the 
persons who got in touch with the savages who possibly formed the 
chorus of the play, as in many comedies of Aristophanes the
chorus gives the title to the comedy (Acharnians, Knights, Birds, 
etc. ) and whose way of life is given as an example in the speech 
of Protagoras. Another possibility would be that the chorus is 
formed by misanthropic men <cf. Meineke ad loc.); but Madvig*s 
interpretation seems more likely (see also Conti Bizzarro 
'TaXapCaxoq' (1987) p. 26).
There are also several proposals as to who formed the chorus 
of savages. In myth there are many examples of people depicted 
with primitive and also non-human features. Heinrichs (cf. Conti
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Bizzarro ibid. p.26 n.5) identifies them with the Centaurs since 
fr. 5 makes reference to the two Athenian cithara-players and the 
relation of the Centaurs to music (the same opinion is held 
by|l(raus Kl.P. IV p. 729 and Turato La crisi della cittA e 
l'ideologia del selvaggio nell1 Atene del V secolo a. C. p. 97 
Roma 1979, although he also points out that these identifications 
are rather doubtful). In general the chorus seems to have been 
formed by 'wild' human beings. Conti Bizzarro suggests that in 
fr. 5 there is an allusion to androphagy, following Kraus Kl.P. 
IV 729). But in this fragment there is no reference to such 
activity.
In any case, the play seems probably to be set, at least in 
part, away from Greek territory, because it is difficult to 
imagine that the contrary movement took place: a group of savages 
coming into Greece.
Two features can be guessed about the main characters, in 
the plural if we understand that pladvQpmnoi in the text of Plato 
means them.
- they were probably two, as in plays of Aristophanes like 
Birds or Frogs (cf. also fr. 5 which contains a dialogue that 
could be attributed to the main characters).
- they were Athenians (at least one of them), as is clear 
from the references to known public figures of Athens in fr. 6, 
11 and 14-.
The reason for leaving Athens might be simply their 
misanthropy. Dover Ar. Com. p. 146 makes an interesting remark 
about this fact: "it seems that Aristophanes needs some dramatic
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motivation, however perfunctory, for bringing his characters into 
contact with the world of the birds. Similarly in Pherekrates' 
Savages produced in 420, the plot seems (Plato Protagoras 327c)
to have required two or more misanthropes to go off in search of
primitive simplicity: misanthropy also appears as an attribute of 
well-known characters in Athenian folklore (e.g. Timon)". Cf. 
also W. S. Gorier Hermes 91 (1963) p. 272, about misanthropy in
general (cf. Ar. Av. 1549, Lys. 805, Phryn.com. fr. 19).
Their attitude towards the chorus will be discussed later, 
but it seems to be somewhat self-sufficient and contemptuous (see 
fr. 5).
According to these premises, the plot seems to have begun 
with a trip or the preparations for it, towards the place where 
' agrioi' live. The meeting with them will have been in the
parodos because it implies the chorus' entrance. Norwood Or.
Comedy p. 155 suggests that fr. 13 could be part of the prologue 
of the play, but there is no clear evidence for this; it could be 
part of a later scene where the habits of the savages were 
carefully explained.
The reception of the Athenians by the savages was not very 
friendly following the interpretation of fr. 5 (although, again, 
it is doubtful whether this fragment should be placed here; there 
could be also the possibility of a war of the same kind as Ar. 
Av. 1170ff. ; see comment ad fr. for other interpretations) the 
chorus does not seem to be portrayed as an example of hospitality 
and friendship. According to the interpretation of Norwood 
Gr.com. p. 156, fr. 18 and 12 would be examples of this aggressive
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reception by the chorus of the characters. It is uncertain 
whether fr. 12 is to be interpreted literally or metaphorically, 
but fr. 18 is clearly quoted as an example of the metaphorical 
usage of this expression in the same way as Ar. fr. 803.
The contrast of the two ways of living was made perhaps
after the meeting and from several points of view according to
the fragments:
- music, history and habits. In the first point I include
fr. 6 where it is discussed which was the worst Athenian
citharist, perhaps a comparison with the best musician of the
savages. Secondly, fr. 10 seems to be a description of the
legendary past of Athens; the contrast could be found in the fact
that the most primitive life in the history of Athens was more
advanced than that of the agrioi, as it is shown by fr. 13 or 14.
Thirdly in fr. 15 the political ambition and corruption of some
Athenian social class could be satirized, perhaps as a part of a
longing for the past or perhaps as a proof of the complication of
the political and social life of the city. On the other hand the
habits of the savages seem to be mentioned in fr. 9.
- food. There are several fragments related to food or
similar things: 7, 8, 13, 14, 17. Although it is possible for
them to have a metaphorical meaning, I think that the importance
of food in this comedy is quite clear and may be a good reason
to favour the literal sense in some cases. It would not be
surprising if there was a cooking scene in the play (similar to
that of Ach. 1000-47, Pax 922-1126 or Av, 848-1057). I think that
\
fr. 13 and 14, in which the scarcity of food of the savages is
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mentioned, are evidence for the idea that food was one of the 
elements of comparison of both societies (see comment ad loc.).
Finally, I have already mentioned fragments of doubtful 
meaning: 12 and 18 could be part of an agon in which each party
tried to show the advantages of their own way of life. The agon 
could be organized in two long speeches (part of one could be fr. 
10). In it there could have been a dialogue as in fr. 9. The 
number of fragments does not allow, however, a clear 
reconstruction of the play.
Agrioi was a play that had a certain impact on its time, the 
beginning of the uncertain peace of Nicias, as is shown by the 
quotation of Plato. The importance of this play has been recently 
emphasized by T. Long in C1W 71 (1978) pp. 381-2, Turato op. cit. 
pp. 96ff. and Conti Bizzarro TaXapCaxog (1987) pp. 25-32.
Long and Turato seem to tackle the play from different 
points of view. On the whole Long p. 381 starts from the analysis 
of several fragments as examples of comic transformation of the 
idea of the Noble Savage and according to him: "the spare remains 
of the piece show very clearly, however, that it refuted at least 
three of the four major points which Ferguson sees as common to a 
positive conception of the primitive life of man" (cf. Ferguson 
pp. 16ff. ) and in his book The Barbarians in Gr. Com. p. 158, he 
concludes by saying: "this play gave a theoretical twist to the
subject matter by playing upon the sophistic inquiry into the 
question of the primitive state of man".
Turato places this play within the context of the legendary 
tradition about the primitive ways of living represented
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frequently in Greek mythology by Cyclopes and Centaurs and the 
situation of crisis in which the concept of polis was. About this 
comedy he says on p. 96, "le suggestioni utopische e regressive - 
non sappiamo come tematizzate- dovevano consistere nell' 
eliminazione del discrimine tra mondo animale e mondo umano su 
cui fondava uno del plessi ideologic! della «civilizazione» e del 
suo sbocco «cittadino»".
I think it is also interesting to quote CarriAre Carnaval p. 
93 in this connexion, as he similarly places the problem of the 
Utopia in Comedy within what is usually called 'le confllt de la
Nature et la Loi': "la ComAdie Ancienne avait dejA rAsolu A sa
fa£on le conflit de la Nature et la Loi. Mais cette resolution ne 
se situe pas sur le plan ratlonel et philosophlque. La ComAdie se 
moque du grand dAbat sophistique. C'est dans la fiction et
l'utopie qu'elle mAdiatise la nature et la culture, le mythe et 
l'histoire, 1'instinct et la loi, la libertA anarchique et la
citA".
These interpretations differ in the point of view, but agree 
on the general idea that some comic plays presented a problem 
that was considered fundamental in the Greek thought of the V and 
IV century: Nature and Civilization, and that it received several 
answers according to the points of view from which this theme was 
approached. In the context of our scanty fragments we have to 
take into account some further points.
The fragments seem to refer more to popular and comic 
tradition than to a sophistic enquiry (that probably used that 
tradition too). For instance, fr. 10 can be connected with a
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popular theme in which slaves did not exist and women did all the 
work. This fragment and fr. 13 can have reference to the
traditional description of the idler's paradise, a commonplace in 
comedy (cf. Baldry <1953) pp. 49-60) and all reference to food
can be understood in the same way (see W. Fauth WSt 86 (1973) 39- 
62). It is interesting to remark that there are several
fragmentary plays in which the concept of animality and the world 
of Cockaigne were in relation, for instance Crates' SrjpCa and 
Cratinus' Aiyeq (about the relation between Crates and
Pherecrates see supra p. 6 6; about Crates' play see Baldry loc. 
cit. and about Cratinus' one see Schmid GGrL IV p. 117).
From this point of view this comedy seems to have followed 
the tradition of the comedies of the idler's paradise, but 
reversing the terms of the topical idealizations of other plays, 
surely by adding realistic and even absurd touches to the 
features of the savages, for instance fr. 9 (see supra pp. 54-5 
and Langerbeck (1963) pp. 200ff.).
Perhaps a similar process can be perceived in Aristophanes' 
Birds. The world of the Birds which was intended to represent an 
ideal world in fact becomes another image of Athens from which 
the hero had flown. As Carri^re Carnaval p.105 says: "le triomphe 
utopique du h£ros sur 1'odieuse r€allt£ devient triomphe de la 
r6alit6 sur l'utopie". In Pherecrates it seems as if the Athenian 
persons meet a world with no rule and no social organization at 
all and the comparison of the two worlds is mainly unfavourable 
to the chorus (according to PI. loc. cit. ). It is possible that 
the play was written within the optimism of the V century. As
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Dodds The Ancient Concept of Pro g r e s s p. 10 Oxford 1973 
describes it, "since Protagoras also believed that 'virtue' can 
be taught, this may well have led him to take a rosy view of 
man's prospects;' Plato makes him claim that the very worst 
citizen of modern Athens is already a better man than any savage. 
In the same spirit Democritus seems to have held that man1 s 
natural endowment was malleable and could be 1 reshaped* by 
education. In the great days of the fifth century such optimism 
was natural".
Maybe, as it has been suggested already, the main intention 
was simply to satirize the Idealized tradition of the Idler1s 
paradise (cf. the parody of mythological subject in Cratinus* 
’OSvaoffq) and such satire gives another instance to a sophist of 
his optimistic representation of the civilization. Nonetheless, 
the humour also worked against such Individuals as Carclnus* sons 
(fr. 15), Chaeris and Meles (fr.6 ), who were probably 
representatives of the Athenian popular culture.
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Fr. 5
It is disputed which is the final point of this fragment and 
three different explanations have been given. Bentley ep. ad 
Hemst. (38, I p. 288 Wordsw. ) suggests that "cum laudasset ille 
nescio quis fortunas suas, turn ob alia, turn ob firmam, credo, 
valetudinem, etsi strenue nepotaretur; Hunc alter excipiens, Ita 
vero, ait etpmvix&q, turn fortunas suas laudabis, cum cognatl tui 
te mox sepelient. Non, non, subjungit ille, Equidem eos omnes 
componam, et paxocplotfcrC pe superstitem et sanum". That is to 
say, he proposes a scene in reference to the topic of a father- 
son relationship. Bothe relates the subject of the fragment to 
someone boasting about his intention of travelling "ad feros", 
and Kaibel apud K-A ad loc. suggests that someone has been 
laughing at the 1 sanam Ferorum vitam victunique' and someone else 
retorts that they 'will bury him instead'.
Any of these interpretations is possible, but my first 
impresion when reading the text was that the dialogue would also 
make sense in the context of the encounter with the chorus. One 
of them points at the 'ferocity' of the chorus and the other in a 
boastful manner answers back that he will 'bury them' but his 
mind turns unexpectedly in the manner of a joke rcapd rcpooSoxCorv, 
not to how he is going to defeat them, but where to find the 
Xqvotiq (or coffins, see infra about this word), in which he will 
bury them. I suspect that there is some kind of play on words in
1. 2 xatopuxxmaiv, maybe the first speaker uses it in
metophorical sense while the second one takes it in a literal 
meaning (see comment ad loc.). The subject of the chorus entering
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the stage in a rage is found in Ar. Ach. 240 and Vesp. 230.
The proposal of Bentley to supplement 2 'xdcv in the fifth 
foot seems to be likely (although Conti Bizzarro TaXapCaxoq p. 29 
n. 23 warns us against accepting it too readily). This expression 
implies a somewhat 'condescending tone' (cf. Dodds ad Bacc. 805), 
but its origin and meaning are disputed (cf. further G. J. de 
Vries Mn. XIX (1966) pp. 225-230).
1. rf this expression at the beginning of the sentence
according to Denniston GP p. 350 "introduces a strong and
confident asseveration, being used both in direct and indirect 
speech. It is more frequently employed in oaths and pledges". 
Here as in most of the instances in Aristophanes (cf. Denniston 
loc. cit.) it is used with future indicative, but the tone does 
not seem to be threatening.
paxapieTq: K-A ad loc. propose that the verb paxotpCCeiv can 
have an ambiguous sense and the repetition in 1. 3 implies that 
it is stressed in some way. The first speaker says something like 
'you will congratulate yourself' (cf. Ar. Vesp. 588), or 'you
will be thinking yourself lucky', (cf. Ar. Vesp. 429), and then
the other retorts 'they will make me happy' understanding the
verb from another point of view. This verb and the adjective
p&xap seem to be specially related to the state of the dead in
the Islands of the Blessed (cf. Ar. fr. 504.9 and K-A ad loc.).
2. xaxopuTxciXTiv: I think that the term has a certain degree of 
ambiguity. It seems that it can be understood literally to 
designate 'to bury', the commonest sense; but maybe the speaker
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uses it on a more colloquial level as meaning 'to destroy 
utterly', as in fr. 155.19 (where it implies an obscene sense,
about it see Henderson MM p. 168).
4. xaCxoi: it is, as Denniston GP p. 557 says, "used by a
speaker in pulling himself up abruptly".
XqvoOq: this word is a hapax in literary texts with the
meaning of 'coffin', although it is found in funerary
inscriptions in Doric, as C.I.G. 1979. 1981 (Thessalonica), I. G. 
XIV 150,5 (Syracuse), XIV 871 (Cumae). The source of our fragment
(Poll. 10. 150) and other lexicographical texts (see K-A ad loc. )
seem to imply that this sense was commoner than it seems to us 
from the extant evidence.
The word generally means "anything shaped like a tub or 
trough" (LSJ s. v. ) and as we can see from the evidence of the 
inscriptions and the use in Theocr. 7. 25 and 25. 28 (meaning
'wine vat'), the word seems to be frequently used in Doric
dialect. This fact can be related to the use of rcc&pocXa in fr. 9; 
but I do not think that this is enough to suggest that one of the 
speakers is of Doric origin or speaks in this dialect, as is 
common with the doctors in Comedy (cf. Crat. fr. 46, Alex. fr.
146, Men. Asp. 374ff. and Sandbach ad loc., 439ff. , Epicr. fr.
10), since we do not know to what extent it was a popular or
technical term in Attic of the V century.
I agree with Conti Bizzarro TakapCcxoq p. 32 that maybe there 
is a play on the ambivalence of this term meaning 'coffin' and 
'wine vat'; but I think that his proposal of a reference to the
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Xqvdq ’AaoCa explained by Pollux loc.cit. with an implication of 
androphagy is too far fetched.
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Fr. 6
The mention by name of the two cithara-players, who were 
probably alive in Athens, is an important feature of this 
fragment (see supra p. 64).
Long Barbarians in Gr. Comedy p. 18 suggests that Pherecrates 
follows Democritus (6 8b 144D-K) "who claimed that the music would 
be one of the last developments of primitive man because it is 
one of the least necessary arts" and for this reason "in the land 
of the savages (Pherecrates 6 ) there seems to have been a
discussion not about who was the best but who was the worst
musician". About the subject of music and its connexion with
educationjin Pherecrates see p. 60.
2. At the end of the line the additions suggested by Dobree 
(<xdv>. ..<5'>) seem to be more likely than that of Porson 
(6£. ..xCq). On one hand they are closer to the text of the 
manuscripts and on the other, they seem to be more logical for 
the expression e'x’ axp£p’ 1.3 (see ad loc.).
<o> DeiaCou M£Xqq: Meles was surely a famous cithara player 
in Athens at that time, also mentioned in Ar. Av. 766. This
fragment has identified him with the figure of Cratin. fr. 185 el 
6 ’ o I I e i c t C o u  mpofioOvai xoTq axCpoiq x&q mtiXaq / potiXexai, rc£p6 i| 
Y E v£< j0g ),  xoC xaxpdq v e 6 x x i o v  / d>q map' qptv ou5£v aiaxp6v eaxiv
EXTiEpS l x  Caai. But already the Sch. ad Av. 766 expressed his
ignorance about this fact (cf. Cratin fr. 251 and 282).
Perhaps his main fame is as the father of Cinesias, a famous 
cithara-player and musician who was later in the main stream of
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renovation of the traditional Greek music (cf. Pherecr. fr. 155. 
8 ). Meles and his music are criticized by PI. Grg. 502a, as 
having a style which intends to please rather than to educate the 
audience.
3. ex' ojpdp*: the speaker of this line interrupts the other
with this expression of silence, Instances of this expression at 
the beginning of line, cf. K-A ad loc. and Kassel ZPE 32 (1978) 
23.
Xatpiq: the information about Chaeris, the cithara-player,
is a little confusing mainly because there is another pipe-player 
named Chaeris in Ar. Ach. 16, 8 6 6, Pax 951, Av. 857 and Cratin.
fr. 118.
The Schol. ad Ar. Av. 858 suggests that there are two men 
named Chaeris: one a cithara-player in our fragment and another
one the flute-player, who would be Theban according to the Sch. 
ad Ar. Ach. 8 6 6a. This suggestion has been dismissed by Starkie 
ad loc. as having been wrongly inferred from the text of Ar. Ach. 
16 and Sommerstein ad Ach. 16 probably rightly suggests that 
there was only one musician with this name who played both 
instruments equally badly.
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Fr. 7
This fragment is constructed in a series of quick 
expressions: a negative imperative; in 1.2 genitive with the verb 
Eipi; the final sentence could be understood as lacking the 
object as it is common in a dialogue (cf. Eur. fr. 255.4N2, Ar. 
Vesp. 193, 77}. 35); but this is not certain. About the form of
introduction related to the figure of the parasite, cf. supra p. 
59.
2. xSv icpoxevGffiv: ot rcpoxevQaC was originally the name of a
special group of officials whose task was to taste the meals 
before the celebration of a feast, especially the AopuCa, the 
first day of the Apaturia; although their function was performed 
probably the day before the beginning of the celebration (cf. 
Dover ad Nub. 1198). This passage of Aristophanes and Philyll. 
fr. 7 contain reference to them.
As in the case of the sycophants who were immediately 
identified as villains, the figure of the 'foretaster' seems to 
represent in Comedy the condition of a parasite or a glutton. 
Ar. loc. cit. (cf. Taillardat Images §710) compares the orators 
to them and Philyll. fr.cit. makes the personification of Dorpia 
appear and she is identified by mentioning them, in a play with 
the expressive title of Heracles,
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Fr. 8
The fragment refers to the custom of serving pears in water
in a banquet, as it seems to have been so common (cf. Athen. XIV
650c) that Alex. fr. 34 uses it as an example with a proverbial 
sense. This fragment has the air of a recipe or the instructions 
of a cook. It would be also suitable to the context of a banquet 
in which the wild men are instructed to do things properly.
avaxoxffarai: 'to stir' in the same cooking sense as Ar. Ach.
671, Vesp. 1515, PI. 302 and 309.
xdcq otnfooq: designates cultivated pears instead of q &XPa(i 
that means 'wild pear' cf. fr.13. The latter type are also dipped 
in wine so as to make a kind of 'sweet wine', see further Olck RE 
III 497.
apic&Cexe: cf. on fr. 99 apna^ gxto.
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Fr. 9
This fragment is notable because of the unusual word 
ocnojipoaci>nCaea0e and the kind of medical activity described in it. 
Norwood Gr. Comedy pp. 156-7 interprets it as follows: "the
aborigines rub themselves with the inside of bean-pods, as the 
Zulus use banana-skins for cleaning their teeth". But, since we 
have attested some instances of the use of beans for medical 
purpose, it is possible to understand that the first speaker asks 
if they know the cure of the bean-cataplasm and they answer back 
with a definitive 'not at all'. The problem of this 
interpretation lies in the meaning of the verb.
aiEoicpoacantasaOc: this verb is a hapax of Pherecrates. Sud. 
a2610 and Poll. II 48 give it the meaning 'to clean', 'to wipe 
off' the face. In this case two interpretations are possible. 
Either it is formed in parallel with the verb anovCnxeofiai, which 
designates mainly to clean hands and feet with water; maybe in 
this case it is a comic invention and Norwood's interpretation 
must be understood. Or, I would suggest, maybe the sense of the 
lexica is wrong and the implications of this verb here are 
related more to the meaning of 'making a mask' out of beans, 
since the word npdaorcov could have this sense <cf. LSJ s. v. Ill), 
and thus it refers to making a 'bean-cataplasm' .
xodpoiq: 'beans' were used in Greek medicine in combination
with other different substances for several purposes. Diosc. Mat. 
Med. II 127 (I p. 247 Wellra. ) explains some of them that are used 
to cure illnesses in face and eyes: oOv pgXixi 5£ xat xqXCv(p xat
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TtapcaxCSaq x a i v k & k m x  SiacpopEi ativ p65<p te  x a i Xifldvcp x a i x$ xoO 
tooO X e u x $, 6<p8aXpSW rcponxcikrE iq x a i crxa<poXcapaxa x a i cuSr^jaaxa 
<t x € X X e i * (pupa0£v 6£ aOv oivtp ao7x^crEl<i TiXr|Y&q 6<p0aXp.ffiv
xa0 Cctxtjctiv el'q x e  dvaxdXXqpa petipaxoq 'co® X£rcouq paaaT) 8 e i q,
£nixC0Exat xaxd xoO pExcaxou’ x a i SiStipav (pXEypovdq E\JfTj0Eiq ev 
oivtp 0Epan£tiEi x a i xotq E<pr)PaCoiq 5£ xffiv icaCSoov xaxaTiXacradpEvoq 
avfjpouq Erti noXti xqpEt.
nc&paAa: perhaps a colloquial expression for ouSapffiq. It is 
also found in Ar. PI. 66 and fr. 361. Sch. ad Dem. 19. 51
suggests that the expression is Syracusian, although Harpocr. 
p.268. 7 Dind. says that it was very common. About its origin see 
K-G II p. 164.
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Fr. 10
The interpretation of this fragment is clearly a reference 
to the times when household and milling activities were performed 
by someone other than slaves, as was common in the Ancient world. 
Two interpretations have been proposed: in words of Th. Williams
Hermes 91 (1963) p. 328 n. 2, Zielinski (Die MHrchekomddie in Athen 
St. Petersburg p. 25) suggests that auxdq in 1.2 can refer to the 
"MMrchen which do the work for those whom they favour"; in
ancient Greece the nymphs, in comparison with other figures of 
western mythology. But this interpretation lacks clear evidence 
that the Nymphs played such role in Antiquity. In comedy this
representation of an ideal world would be envisaged by the things 
acting by themselves without any external help, as we see in fr. 
113.
I think that the other possibility is better: to connect it 
with an Athenian tradition collected by Hdt. VI 137 who, quoting 
Hecataeus FrGrH 1 F127 refers to a time when there were no slaves 
and everything that the slaves did was supposed to be done by 
women and children.
P. Vidal-Naquet The Black Hunter (Engl, transl.) Baltimore/ 
London 1986 p. 172 points out that x6pr) in 1. 4 seems to refer to
an earlier, 'pre-urban' time in which women had to do all the
work at home, even the most humble sort: milling, which already
in Od. 20. 105 was performed by slaves as a kind of punishment
(cf. also Eur. Cycl. 240, Lys. 1. 18, Men. Asp. 245, Theocr. 24. 
51 and Gow ad loc.; see also Th. Williams loc.cit.)
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The metre is trochaic tetrameter catalectic, also found in 
f r. 83, 89, 99, 152. About it see supra p. 23.
1. This first line is notable for the number of negative forms 
which nearly amount to a polyptoton: ou ...oute. . . . oute. . . ouSevi.
oute M&vrjq oote Xqxiq: Manes is a proper name in several
barbarian countries, like Lydia (Hdt. I 94, IV 45); Cappadocia 
(Strab. XII 553) and Phrygia. In Athens it was thus commonly used 
as a name for slaves coming from any of these regions and became 
a typical slave-name <cf. Ar. Av. 1311, Lys. 1211, AP VII 179, 
538), as is its feminine form Mania <cf. Mach. 191 and Gow ad 
loc. ). Here it is used in an archetypical sense as a denomination 
for the male household-slave par excellence <cf. 1.2 SoOXoq, Sch. 
ad Ar. Av. 523 and see also Ran. 965).
Sekis is a little more complicated, since in this passage it
seems to be the name for a household slave woman in contrast with 
Manes; but in Ar. Vesp. 768, and Poll. Ill 76 (cf. Hesych. q480) 
it does not necessarily have the meaning of a proper noun. But 
the Schol. ad Ar. Vesp. 768b suggests that it was a name and 
there are other examples of names given to slaves according to 
the function they are supposed to perform (cf. 0. Masson in 
Actes du Colloque 1971 sur 1'esclavage p. 17 Paris 1973).
2. pox9eTv: similarly Ar. PI. 517 uses this verb to express the 
tolls of the slaves.
ev xfj oixCg: the expressions ev oixCqc (Ar. Ach. 973) and
xax'oixCav are commoner, but an example of this synizesis is 
found in Vesp. 827 (see MacDowell ad loc.).
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3. K-A ad loc. suggests that the noise of the aXcxpCq to which 
this line refers, can be paralleled by Ar. Eccl. 739-41: oO 5£
SeCp*, \L0ap956q, e£i0i, / noXXdxiq avaoxfjoaoa p' E i q  exxXqafav
/ aa>p i vuxxiop Sia xdv op0piov v6pov, if we understand the 
interpretation of the Sch. ad loc. that q xi0apq>56q is a 
reference to the miller. This interpretation has been rejected by 
Ussher in his comment ad loc. ; but I think it really suits the 
text of Aristophanes and in some way explains our text better. 
The noise of the milling was accompanied by the singing of the 
slave-women. We have reference to the eniptiXioq ancj tpatoq
in Athen. XIV 618d and Poll. IV 53 as nouns for mill-song and in 
Plut. Mor. 157d-e (cf. PMG 869) one of them is preserved: aXe i 
poXa aXer / xai ydcp lUxxaxdq a\e i / peydtXaq Mux iXt^ vaq paaiXeticov. 
The sense of aXei, as Campbell in Gr. Lyric Poetry* p. 449 Bristol 
1982 points out, may be political or sexual.
The ending of our fragment is suspect on textual grounds, 
but I would suggest that it may have a secondary sexual sense if 
we take the verb 0lYYavouoffiv with a sexual meaning (cf. LSJ s. v. 
2), and maybe also ptiXr), as in the mill-song just quoted. The 
reference would come as a napdt mpooSoxCav.
0 1YYcrvoocrfiv: the verb has been suspect for two reasons: on 
one hand as Kock ad loc. says, 'mulieres molas non tangebant, sed 
circumagebant' and, on the other, it is used mainly with 
genitive.
Kock's proposal, TiEplaYOuaffiv, is probably wrong since the 
method of milling in classical Athens does not seem to be by 
rotary mill as the verb TtepidcY<*> implies in Hellenistic Greek.
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This conclusion is suggested by Moritz Grain-Mills and flour p. 3 
who points out that axp6<petv, ncp (.d'ye iv, nspisXauveiv are attested 
in later sources. The evidence of Poll. VII 180 can, 
notwithstanding, be connected with its use in classical times; 
but the main problem remains in the lack of any reference to this 
kind of mills in other sources. In our texts this activity is 
represented with puXo0p6o Men. Pk. 87, and other verbs meaning 
'to grind', as for instance aX6co (cf. 1.3), ocXexpetico, aXr^ 0co (cf. 
fr. 79), xpCPeiv (Ar. Pax 16, 81), XeaCveiv (Hdt. I 200),
epeCxeiv (Ar. fr. 22), xaxepeCxeiv (Ar. Vesp. 649). It is then 
possible for a slave 'to touch' the mill-stone, above all if we 
accept that there is no reference to a rotary one and thus it 
could refer to what is called xElP°ptiXr) (cf. Xen. Cyr. 6.2.32), a 
hand-mill.
Other suggestions that try to solve the problem of the 
object and are closer to the reading of the manuscripts are: 
GpuYocvaaSSv Headlam C1R 10 (1896) p. 438 and 0iYyavooaffiv
Radermacher JbClPh 151 (1895) p.254. On the other side, van
Herwerden Afri 6 (1878) p. 57 suggested to change the accusative
into xfjq ptiXrjq. Perhaps the sense of the two first verbs 
(©TiYYovoxyffiv means 'sharpen' and is only found in a conjecture in 
Aesch. Ag. 1535 and the first one means 'to tap' a door and is 
found in Ar. Eccl. 34) do not give a better sense than Qiyy&VQ. 
We have one example of the verb Qiyydcva in Attic with what seems 
to be an accusative: Soph. Ant. 546: pi^ poi 0dvflq aO xoivd, pi^ 6 ' 
a pi^ * 0 C • This construction has been explained as an adverbial 
use or a sort of attraction (cf. Jebb ad loc. ) but it can be an
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example of the indiscriminate use of accusative as object to this 
verb <cf. K-G I p. 348A 7). Other examples of rcpooB iyy6cva> plus 
accusative can be found in Aleman fr. 58. PMGF and in Theocr. 1. 
59 (in tmesis) that has led also to uncertain or unnatural 
explanations (cf. Dover in Theocritus Select poems London 1971 
and also Gow ad loc. ).
xdtq ptiXaq: seems to refer here to the "nether millstone" in 
contrast with the ovoq, the upper part (cf. Moritz Grain-mills 
and flour pp. 37-8).
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Fr. 11
Unfortunately the fragment is corrupted, although its 
subject is clearly Lycurgus, who was accused frequently of having 
links with the Egyptians who were seen as thrifty and wicked in 
general.
Besides the metrical lacuna at the end of 1. 1, there are
problems in connexion with the verbs, since in 1. 1 auxdv is
clearly in the third person singular and !• 2 is in the
second person. Bergk Comment, crit. I (1884) p. 27 apud K-A's
app. crit. , suggests a change of speaker in the second line. 
Several proposals of change have been made, although as Kock ad 
loc. says "incredibilia de his versibus protulerunt":
- Bergk loc. cit. according to White on Sch. on Av. ad v. 
1294, "suggested that an Egyptian word (cf. Cephisodemus' 
statement given below about the word xaXdoipiq) signifying eq 
oixouq originally ended the first verse, and that the second 
speaker objected and insisted that the second speaker should drop 
Egyptian and talk Greek!"
- Portus guessed eiq xf^ v Aiyuxxov <pgpovxoc / olxeCaq \££eiq. 
The main problem of this suggestion is that the word X££iq has no 
instances earlier than Plato (cf. LSJ s. v. and Fournier Les verbs 
"dire" en Grec Ancienne p.227 Paris 1946). Similarly Edmonds FAC 
I p. 212 suggested cryovxa / oixdK6e> X^ E^iq.
- Different participles have been suggested at the end of 
the 1. 1: cryovxa Dindorf, i6vxa Cobet, and an infinitive anoixetv 
Bothe, accepted by Kock. All of them explain the mistake as 
haplography, trying to restore the missing word from either
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A i'y u x x o v or ol'xouq.
- For the second line, there are also the most varied 
solutions: Bothe eixdq X€£ei<;. Kock: eixdq y1’E£eLS *v> ”Apq
fcovccYfl* Herwerden in Obs. p. 8 oipoi xi X6YeL<i "V0£ 5f) (or
oo4f[) and in Coll. p. 13 <B> oixxp6v ye X6yei »^ Set ouCffv.
Kaibel apud K-A: ouxouv Itjeiq iva pr) ouvCfl.
The metre is anapaestic tetrameter catalectic (see p. 23).
1. xivSuvetieiv eiq xfjv Alyuiexov: the expression could be
understood in absolute sense as LSJ s. v. xivSuveueiv suggest: 
"venture thither".
Egypt and the Egyptians were well known in Greece from
antiquity and Herodotus deals with them carefully in his bk. II. 
According to Lloyd on Hdt. 2 pp. 14ff. Greeks had been travelling 
to Egypt for several reasons, as mercenaries, merchants, naval 
experts, allies, students (see further Austin Greece and Egypt in 
the Archaic Age (1970), and Boardman The Greeks overseas* p. Ill 
London 1980).
2. auv6xn: it may mean ’to be on friendly terms' or it may
ambiguously refer to the feature of effeminacy which was
characteristic of Lycurgus according to other poets. The sense i6 
found in some passages referring to the sexual intercourse 
between animals (cf. Arist. HA 540a 24, GA 731a 18), and in
Thphr. Char. 28.3 in the language of a xaxoXdYoq (in this text
the verb is used of women but it is probably drawn from the 
previous comparison to dogs). Cf. LSJ s. v. 2c and d.
AoxotipYou: Lycurgus seems to have been a real person, son of
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Lycomedes, from the noble family of the Eteobutadae in the deme 
of Butadae; his death is said to have been in 404 or 403 at the 
hands of the Thirty (cf. Davies APF p. 350). His grandson was 
the famous orator of the same name. He is also mentioned in Ar. 
Av. 1296 and Cratin. fr. 32. He is always derided for some 
Egyptian element or other: Cratin. fr.cit. makes him wear a 
xocXaoCpiv, a typical Egyptian cloth, and thus depicts him as an 
effeminate. Ar. loc.cit. compares him to an Ibis, the Egyptian 
sacred bird.
From Koehler Hermes 5 (1871) p. 352 onwards it has been 
accepted that the main criticism made of Lycurgus was his 
relation to the introduction of the cult of Isis in Athens (see 
further K-A ad Cratin. loc. cit. ).
naxpifrcaiq: this word refers to "fellowcountryman: prop, of
barbarians who had only a common rcaxpCq" according to LSJ s. v. It 
implies here that Lycurgus is an Egyptian and can be related to 
the kind of abuse to call someone foreigner (cf. Ar. Ran. 1533 
Ttaxp(oiq, Alex. fr. 327 and Archipp. fr. 61).
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Fr. 12
The text seems to be a metaphorical expression taken from an 
image of sea warfare (about Aristophanes' use of these images cf. 
Taillardat Images §583). The metre is anapaestic, and it is 
possible that it belonged to the beginning of the agon when the 
chorus exhorts one of the characters to speak (cf. Ar. Equ. 762 
where a metaphor is used).
Norwood Gr. Com. p. 156 suggests another explanation. 
According to him it is not metaphorical, but it describes a 
'comic siege', and "the language suggests a passage of Thucydides 
(VII 41) the scholium on which borrows ths words of Pherecrates. 
In Thucydides the reference is to sinking ships by dropping 
leaden weights from a height. And in Pherecrates xaxaSuov 
suggests as much. But it is hard to imagine a naval scene in the 
play (like the massed attack by canoes in Robinson Crusoe), 
therefore we should regard xaxaStimv as intransitive, and the 
whole idea transferred from sea- to land-fighting". The 
explanation seems to be too far-fetched.
If we do not understand it in a metaphorical sense, the text 
may be simply a description of thi6 weapon to the Savages who 
might not know its function, or in the preparation for a war 
against someone's invasion (cf. Ar. Av. Il22ff. ).
1. o 62 5iJ: Kock suggested modifying the text slightly to oSe 
5f|, comparing it with Pl.com. fr. 175. 1 and Ale. fr. 22. 1. The 
speaker perhaps points to a 5e\q>Cq, if we take it literally or 
metaphorically to someone or something which has just been
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mentioned. This proposal would fit Denniston's analysis; he points 
out that when 6 t^ follows a pronoun like o6e "the emphasis is 
often ironical, contemptuous or indignant in tone" (p.207 and 208 
for instances). In any case the sentence seems to be ironical and 
grandiloquent from the detail of the description of this weapon's 
effectiveness in 1.2 .
SeXfCq: it was a military engine used for sea battles whose 
main purpose was to sink the enemy's ship. It is mentioned in Ar. 
Equ. 762 and in the form of ai xcpatai ... 5eX<pivo9 6poi in Thuc. 
VII 41, another source is Diod. XIII 78.4.
As Thuc. loc. cit. points out, they were placed in the 
xepaCa, that is to say, either special 'antennae* (set up over 
the ram of the ship cf. Poll. I 85) or xffq xepaCaq xoO iaxoC
(according to Sud. 5208). The main function was to hole the other 
ship either before or after it had been rammed or in case this 
action had failed. Thi6 activity is parallel to that of the
X18096P01 whose main intention was to kill the members of the 
other ship; cf. Diodorus 13. 78.7 and Athen. 5. 208d: xpiffiv 61 
taxSv unapxbvxov e£ Ixdoxou xspatai Xi0o9<5poi E^pxr)vxo p', et; 2>v 
apnayiq xe xai nXtvQoi poXCPou rnpdq xoOq ercixt0£p£vouq ifaCevxo 
(Carson Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World p. 239 n. 67 
Princeton 1971).
xepaCa: an emendation of Blaydes Adv. I p. 16 which improves 
the suggestion of Salmasius (cf. K-A's app.crit.) xcpoOxoq (non- 
Attic, cf. Carson op.cit. p.263).
2. This line seems to be echoed in the Sch. ad Thuc. VII 41:
(6£X9 ive<;) oi epn Cmxovxeq auxatq 5i£xonxov xouSa9oq auxffiv xat
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xax£Suov. It was probably the standard way of referring to these 
activities, as in Dem. 32.5. The correction of Blaydes seems to 
be unnecessary: the xai joins the two participles and they
describe the way the lead dolphin works: it falls on the
shipboard and sinks the ship.
-Ill-
Fr. 13
This fragment is a list of 'wild fruits'. Their element in
common is that, although they were consumed in antiquity by human
beings, their main use was for animals and probably they were 
seen as a primitive kind of food. The fragment is not easy to 
relate to any particular situation, except for the verb
TiEpi6vxaq. The sense of this verb in Ar. Lys. 558, Phryn.com. fr. 
3.4, Pl.com. fr. 211, Eup. fr.327 and possibly Antiph. fr. 275 
(see also Dem. 21.104) is 'to walk around' the different parts of
the Agora, as we could say ' to go window shopping'.
The difference in this fragment is that the text does not 
refer to the tdpix0(i PI* com. loc. cit. or the other commodities 
that are mentioned in Ar. and Eup. loc. cit. Here the stalls in 
the market-place (cf. K-A ad Eup. loc. cit.) are wild fruits which 
are not consumed except on special occasions or by animals
(especially pigs as we will see on the comment on each word). Two 
interpretations are possible: either it is a reference to the
variety and the degree of specialization of the Athenian Agora,
as Ehrenberg The people of Ar. p. 133 n. 6 suggests; or it is a 
joke, envisaging that the savages have an Agora with stalls 
selling acorns and wild pears, comparable to the Athenian Agora.
The metre is anapaestic as in fr. 12. The polysyndeton seems 
to emphasize the amount of the different types of food; it maybe 
suggests that it was part of a longer list.
xdq PaXdrvooq xai x&q axtiXooq: two kinds of acorn: the first 
one is the acorn provided by the oak (q 6p0q> and the second one
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by the holm-oak or ilex (r\ xpCvoq) <cf. Theophr. HP III 16.3, 
Phot. a879, Eust. ad Od. 1657. 14, EM p. 544. 51, [Did.] Sch. in
Horn, x 242, Hesych. a2689). The word pdXavoq seems to have had 
the general sense of 'nut' and it is attested as referring to
other kinds (see LSJ s. v. , Olck RE V 2070 and West ad Hes. Op.
233). They are mentioned together in Od. 10. 242 as the food
Circe gives the companions of Odysseus transformed into pigs, and 
pdXavoq on its own as pig-fodder in 13. 409.
As West loc. cit. points out, some kinds of PdXavoi could be 
used as food for human nutrition, and they were consumed in early 
times. Three expressions in ancient Greek suggest that they were 
identified with primitive ways of life: the Arcadians in Paus.
VIII 42.6 are called PaXavTHpdryot; the proverb aXiq 6pu6q,
explained in Zenob. Epit. II 40; and the PaXavCtqq pCoq in 
contrast with the aXrjXepgvoq PCoq, described by Amph. fr. 9, cf. 
further Sud. all83, Eust. ad Od. p. 1859. 48, Zenob. I 21.
xdq axp&Saq: simply "wild pears", differenciated from the
cultivated one, which is q aitioq (Theophr. HP I 4. 1>. As we can
see in fr. 8, they are served in a drink at banquets (perhaps
where Chremylus ate it in Eccl. 355; for its constipating effect 
see Ussher ad loc.), and are a poor man's food in Alex. fr.
167. 13, Arist. HA VIII 6.3 mentions them as a food for pigs also.
rcspidvxaq: see supra p. 11 2.
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Fr. 14
The metre of this passage is according to West Gr. Metre p. 
116, anaclastic glyconic: gl " / gl” / gl" ///, twice with a third 
line catalectic. The denomination of this metre has been disputed 
since Wilamowitz denominated it "choriambic dimeter", 
distinguishing it for the first time in Gr. Versk. pp. 210-44 
(about this denomination see supra p. 301). The scheme is very 
similar to that of the "Eupolidean" and it has been suggested 
that this is an example of the pnigos of a parabasis in this 
metre <cf. Sifakis Parabasis p. 34). Other passages in this metre 
are fr. 102 and maybe 101.
This fragment seems to refer to a way of life that survives 
on wild fruits. This satire could be related to the savages and 
their life-style. In later comedy the same kind of criticism is 
made against the 'vegetarian' philosophers, as in Alex. fr. 27, 
223. 4ff.
The style is typical of the Ttapdc npoaSoxCav-jokes: it begins 
with a general sentence on the eating habits and in the second 
stanza the description is compared with the proverb which leads 
to the final reference to the 'toes' in 1. 6 . A similar way of 
joking can be found in fr. 73 (see supra p. 35).
1. evGptioxoicri: "chervil, Anthryscus' . It is only attested as 
ev0- in Theophr. HP VII 7.1 and doubtfully in fr. 114. 3 (xav0-). 
The other instances of this plant begin with av0p-, as in Sapph. 
96. 13V, Cratin. fr. 98. 6 (in a passage that is corrupt),
Hesych. a5158 and Poll. VI 106.
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There is no explanation about the origins and relationship 
between these forms. Carnoy Dictionnaire Stymologyque des Noms 
Grecs des plantes s. v. anthryscos Louvain 1959. suggests: "ce
sont les divers noms du 'cerfeuil' grec (Scandix australis') tous 
d6riv6s de l'ind.-eur. 'andher-' «pointe», en raison de la forme 
pointue des fruits de cette ombelliffere, lesquels peuvent 
atteindre quatre centimetres". Rehrenbttck (1985) p. 237 explains 
how this word was confused till Dindorf' s second edition of
Athenaeus with the form ev0poaxoi<;, based on a gloss of Hesych.
0803 0pi5axoc* ocyPl<x <^*Xava (cf. a5158) and he tries to give 
another etymology of avOpioxiov, not very convincing.
I would like to draw attention to two points: on the one
hand, the plant ev0poaxov ^6u6crpov is included among the 
poisonous plants, but it is added at the end for its similarity 
with the xauxaXCq, so it is not totally sure that it was inside 
this group of poisonous plants. On the other hand, in the form
av0poaxov (see supra for other references), it usually appears in
the context of heavenly places and always in relationship with 
other flowers.
In this fragment it could be interpreted from different 
points of view: firstly, the plant was in fact edible (at least
in some special preparation), and it is added to the inedible 
plants by Theophrastus only for the sake of the similarity of 
shape. Secondly the plant is not edible, but the people who are 
living on it in the play, do not have anything else to live on 
but its smell. Finally, the description of the way of life here 
proposed is a parody on the topical description of an idyllic
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place or of the underworld, making reference to the texts above 
cited and other similar ones. The parody would take literally 
that this plant is the only one that grows in such a place and
the people there have only to eat the wonderfully scented plant.
PpaxdvoLq: ’wild herbs' or 'weeds', according to LSJ and
Carnoy op. cit. s. v. It is only attested in Luc. Lex. 2: £y&
Tiepie\0<iv xdc apd&paxa ax6po56: xs eupov Iv auxoiq 7tE<pux6xa xal 
yqTxaxxdXouq xiv&q avoptiSaq xai xffiv oxavSCxaiv xai (3paxdv<ov 
Xax«veuadpievoq, and in Hesych. (31041 (Jpdxava* xa aypia Xdxava.
oxpaPfjXoiq: only found in this passage with the meaning of 
"wild olives"; cf. Poll. VI 45: xdq 66 xoxivd6aq eX&aq axpafi^ Xooq 
[ xpapPfjXouq codd. ] &v6jiaae $Epexpdxr)q.
The commonest sense of this word is "snail or shell fish" 
(cf. Soph. fr. 324 and Arist. fr. 304). It seems fairly clear 
that the similarity of both things: the fish and the fruit must
have been the reason for it to be named with the same noun as it 
frequently happens (e.g. r\ (3d\avo<;: acorn and also 'barnacle',
cf. LSJ and 01k PE V 2070, and o oxp<50 i\oq, see Carnoy op. cit. 
s. v. "strabilos").
It may be a coincidence, but the octupus mentioned later was 
related to olives in the following ways: in legend he was said to 
be amphibious and appear climbing on the trees (cf. Arist. HA 
622a31 and Thompson Fishes p. 207) and he was fished 'by means of 
a leaden weight, garnished with hooks and hidden among olive 
twigs' according to Thompson Fishes loc.cit.
4. todq itouXtifioSaq: octupus was an animal Included in many
legendary stories (see Thompson Fishes p. 206 and 0. Keller Die
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antike Tierwelt II p. 508 Leipzig 109-13).
In this passage it is related to the proverbial story that 
this animal gnaws its own tentacles during his winter hibernation 
because of hunger. This story is, nonetheless, proved to be true 
nowadays; but not for the reason it was explained in Antiquity 
(cf. West ad Hes. Op. 524). It is fairly common in Comedy (cf. 
Diph. fr. 33, Alc.com. fr. 30) and in proverbs, as TtoXtircoSoq SCxqv 
cxoxbq eauxdv xaxa<pav^ v • Leutsch-Scheidewin CPG II p. 204 and 
n. 27). In Hes. loc. cit. it is used in comparison with a 
"starved old man squeezing his swollen feet", in words of West ad 
loc. and this subject is also found in Hes. Scut. 265f. and 
Hermipp. fr. 23.
The octopus seems to represent in this passage a symbol of 
stupidity (cf. Leutsch loc.cit.); but it is possible that it 
changed according to the context. It may represent 'ability and 
craftiness', as in Soph. fr. 307R. (see Thompson ibid. p. 206).
5. There is a lacuna in the text following Dobree's metrical 
restoration (see comment ad Ar. Nub. 518). The main question is 
to decide to whom these lines refer: it could follow with the
image of the octopus or ironically refer to the hungry persons, 
mentioned at the beginning. The latter suggestion seems better; 
the following restorations are possible:
- vtixxmp <ocvCTxdvxaq>, Bergk's suggestion possibly refers to the 
persons who cannot sleep at night and get up. It is critized by 
Kock ad fr. who says: "at surgere non opus est eum qui sibi
digitos circumrodit".
- Kock proposes (poCSvxaq (puCovxaq)> in parallel with Hermipp.
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fr. 23 pu^ cov obtavxaq an^Sopai xotiq SdxxuXooq, which means 
'growling' .
- Herwerden Mn 6 (1878) p. 57 suggests xoOq rcdSaq, perhaps a
possible word to be left out by the scribe; but it seems a little 
repetitive taking into account the repetition of this noun in the 
ending of the former word and xoOq 5axxl3\ouq that means something 
similar in 1. 6 .
- Tucker C1R 34 (1920) p. 154 proposes a change in the order of 
the words: SaxxOXouq vtixxmp nepixp6- /yeiv auxotiq xotiq auxffiv. It 
implies a change of metrical analysis since it would finish in 
the form: - - <->, instead of - o - found in 1.3.
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Fr. 15
This fragment seems to be mixed with the quotation of the 
Scholiast and corrupted. There have been two reconstructions and, 
in my opinion, the most faithful is that of Meineke FCG Ip. 515 
who begins from xpetq onwards. The reconstruction of Kaibel is
interesting since it is in iambic trimeter. Perhaps the words xal
KapxCvoq p6v xiq qv ©apoxtou ui6q should be considered an 
addition of the scholiast and the text of Pherecrates should 
start with qaav 56 (the expression ©apixCou ui6q is a mistake or 
misunderstanding of the demotic ©mpCxioq)
Carcinus and his sons are frequently the subject of comic 
parody in Athens. Their stand as public figures, playwrights and 
dancers was probably the reason for them to become a topic of the 
satire of Pherecrates and his contemporaries, as an example of 
bad poetry, corrupt youth and complicateddancing that will remain 
in the later tradition (cf. R. Vattuone Richerche su Timeo: la
"puerltla" dl Agatocle Florence 1983 pp. 15ff.).
The details about their life and works are scarce and 
sometimes too confusing.
We know that Carcinus, son of Xenotimus, was the first 
famous member of this rich family originally of the deme Thoricus 
(cf. Davies APF p. 283). He was a member of the liturgical class 
and took part as a general in the attacks on the Peloponnesian 
coast in 431 (cf. Thuc. II 23.2, IG I2 296. 30-40), the epithet 
8aXaxxCo<; in Ar. Vesp. 1519 and Pl.com. fr. 143 is probably an 
ironical reference to his naval activities and his name (cf. also 
Com. Adesp. fr. 52K). He is said to have written plays, probably
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tragedies (cf. Pax 791-5, Nub. 1259-61, although it is disputed 
whether he or his son, Xenocles, is meant in this passage of 
Aristophanes; cf. MacDowell on Vesp. 1501). He is also mentioned 
as a dancer and as having made his sons take part as dancers in 
his own plays. From the artistic point of view they were famous 
for their dancing abilities and complicated pirouettes (see Ar. 
loc. cit., Pax 781-90 and 864).
Xenotimus was probably his oldest son (cf. Davies loc.cit.)
and belonged to the cavalry group as probably other members of
this family might have (cf. on xopffxai).
Xenocles is called o p6aaxoq in Ar. Vesp. 1502 and was
notable for his bad tragedies (cf. Nub. 1264, Vesp. 1511, Th. 169
and 440, Ran. 8 6, Pl.com. fr. 143). He also had a son named
Carcinus II who was a playwright as well, cf. TGrF 70Sn. ).
The number is, nonetheless, confusing: three sons are
mentioned in Vesp. 1498ff. ; but the Sch. ad loc. cit. says that
there were four of them with the evidence provided by our
fragment. At least the third son was probably called Xenarchus 
(cf. Sch. Pax 781) or Xenocleitus (cf. Sch. Ran. 80). The fourth 
son is identified by Sch. on Ran. 86 and also MacDowell ad Vesp. 
1501 with Datis mentioned in Pax 289; but van Leeuwen Mn XVI
(1888) pp. 435-8 thought it was nickname of Xenocles (the second
son; Platnauer ad Pax. 289 agrees with him).
The question seems insoluble and maybe we have to be
sceptical with the whole problem with Davies ibid. p. 285.
MacDowell suggests that perhaps the fourth son only became famous 
after 422 (date of performance of Aristophanes' Clouds and maybe
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this is the point of our passage written in 420: there was
another son less welljknown and his mention at the end would be 
surprising; but it is necessary to bear in mind that the text of 
Pherecrates is suspect as a piece of evidence. Maybe there is a 
kind of joke that we cannot understand for lack of context and 
perhaps the Scholiast cannot explain it either.
The fragment seems to satirize them from the point of view 
of their social origin: they are xopffxou that implies a reference 
to the young members of the cavalry, generally pro-Doric in their 
opinions and atittudes; of their appearance: jiixpoC; and maybe of 
their political ambition, if we keep the reading of the 
manuscripts as <piXapxixoC, but see comment ad loc.
pixpot xai xopff'cai: one of the main features of the sons of 
Carcinus was that they were pixpoC (cf. Taillardat Images §247 
where he makes reference to the passages of Aristophanes in which 
they are mocked because of their small size and the different 
metaphors he uses for this purpose).
Kopffxai or having long hair is said mainly of special groups 
of people. As Dover on Nub. 14 says: "a) unworldly men, careless 
of their appearance (cf. 836 and perhaps 332) and b) fastidious 
well-to-do young men. It was therefore characteristic of those 
who served as cavalry, for only the rich could afford to mantain 
horses". It is also an element to criticize the habits of these 
noblemen, who were said to be paederasts (cf. Nub. 1101 and Dover 
ad loc. and Henderson MM p. 126).
At least one of them can be put in relationship with the
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cavalry-group. Their noble origin, the contacts with the theatre, 
dance and their physical appearance made them an easy target for 
theatrical mockery.
fCXapgoi / q>iXapxixfrcEpoi: while the former adjective is
common to designate an ambitious person in Plato (cf. Phd. 82c, 
R. 549a); the latter is the comparative form of quXapx ix6q, 
probably a comic invention of Pherecrates. It is a normal way of 
forming in the fashion of the sophistic rhetorics which tended to 
use and invent adjectives ending with -ixoq. In this case it 
sounds redundant since there exists (piXapxot with that meaning,
as Pa5taxix6q instead of paSiaxi’jq in Ar. Ran. 128 (see further 
Peppier (1910) pp. 439-40). Pherecrates here means to make an 
allusion to their political ambition represented by Xenocles as 
orator (see Ar. Thesm. 440-2 and PI. com. loc. cit.
Meineke's suggestion (accepted by Kalbel apud K-A) to change 
it into q u X o p x o i  and < p i X o p x t x 6 x s p o i ,  may be right for the
following reasons: firstly the main point of the satire of
Aristophanes against them is that they were dancers and
dramatists (cf. Vesp. 1534 where they are called x o t q  x p i o p x o t q  
in a pun with a reference to their dancing and their lechery; cf. 
Henderson MM p.125); secondly in fr.6 belonging to this play 
there is also a satire against some musicians; finally 
Pherecrates had abandoned 'abusive attacks' and, as we have seen 
in p. 64, his references to real Athenian persons are general 
statements that are connected to the conventional joke and they 
are usually satirized because of their quality as dancers.
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Fr. 16
The proverbial expression *Avxp^vetoq ovoq seems to be used 
as a kind of metaphor for those people who are big in size, but 
lack any intelligence. Apost. II 90 compares it with 01 Tttxoi ev 
’AxotpvaTq in an expression that seems to imply that this proverb 
was also used by Pherecrates, although other sources (cf. Diogen. 
I 265, Prov. Bodl. 57) only attribute the first one to him.
Donkeys were related in popular wisdom to the idea of 
stupidity (cf. Henderson MM p. 80-1) and clumsiness (cf. 
Taillardat Images §791ff. ). This identification of animals with 
some features is used frequently in the literature of the fables. 
It can be related to other proverbial expressions that identify 
animals and cities, for instance, ircnoi ev ’Axapvatq above 
mentioned, BoicaxCa oq (cf. Pind. 0. 6. 90). In these two cases
the implication or the insultive intention of the phrase is not 
only implied by the animal, but also by the place of origin which 
gives even more strength to the expression.
The city of Antron was placed on the east coast of the
Thessalian region of Phthiotia, as H. Kramolichin in
'Griechenland' s. v. describes it: "auf der Othrysgebirge in
Thessalien nach 50 vorspringenden Halbinsel kap Stavros, antik
Posidion, liegen beim Dorf Phano ca 3Km bstlich von Glypha auf 
einem Felsen 25m Uber dem Meer die Ruinen der antiken Stadt A. 
Sie wird bereits im Schiffskatalog der Ilias als zum Gebiet des 
Protesilaos gehOrig genannt" (cf. also Hirschfeld RE I 2642). It 
was well known in Antiquity for its temple of Demeter (cf. II. 2. 
697) and hCer. 491 that calls it ’'Avxptovd xe rcexp^ evxa.
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In Antiquity the origin of this sentence was disputed. The 
Paroemiographers above quoted relate it to the existence of ' big 
donkeys' in this place. Eustath. Sch. ad Horn, II. II 697 (see 
Erbse ad loc. >, and Strab. IX 5. 14 p. 435 give the explanation
that it was a natural submarine reef in the strait towards
Euboia, (according to Hirschfeld loc. cit. this is the most likely
explanation) and Steph. Byz. s. v. ’Avxpt&v p. 101. 16ff. refers it
to a big milling stone (about ovoq as name for the nether milling 
stone, cf. Moritz Grain-Mllls and Flour pp. 37-8).
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Fr. 17
As Kaibel suggests apud K-A ad loc. "utrem diclt traglce 
locutus vel dithyrambice". The reason for this suggestion seems 
to be in the application of the newly formed adjective 
yke\)x<xya>y6q to something as common as a wine-skin.
*YAeuxaY©Y6q: it means ' new-wine carrier'. The first part of 
this word, xd YXeuxoq, is in fact only found here in Classical 
Greek, while it becomes commoner in later Literature (cf. LSJ). 
This does not necessarily mean that it was an unusual noun, but 
it may have had some special tone, perhaps only used in technical 
terminology, as q yXufcCq in Phryn. com. fr. 68 and Polyzel. fr. 
13 means 'tasteless wine'. Other designations can be ve6q oTvoq 
(cf. Ar. Pax 916) and o y^u*1^  (Alex. fr. 60. 1 and 178. 14).
The second part, -ayvydc;, is a common sufix in word- 
composition. In fact it is used in formal nouns as oXxdSaq 
oivocywy01^  *n 153.4 (cf. Cratin. fr. 396). But here it seems
to be a rather pompous invention to qualify gtipaa and similar 
compounds applied to vulgar things are found in Ar. Lys, 1174 and 
Crat.com. fr. 15 where see K-A.
Ptipora: it is not frequently found with the meaning of 'wine 
skin' till later texts (Luc. Lex. 6 and Aristid. Or. 26 (14). 
18). In this sense aorcdq is the most frequent noun. More commonly 
it means 'skin of animal', 'leather' and was applied in
pejorative sense to human skin and even related to designate a 
person in Ar. Eyu. 369 (cf. Taillardat Images §6 6).
The word yXeuxamYdq meaning ' new-wine' could also imply that
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the skin is also new, since it seems to have been customary to 
use new wine skins with the new wine (cf. Ev.Mat. 9. 17 et al. ).
Fr. 18
The Scholiast on Luc. Anach. 32 p. 170. 24R implies that
this expression is used by Pherecrates in metaphorical sense as 
in Ar. fr. 803 (according to the same source) and Eup. fr. 440. 
It may mean that they defend themselves by all means, as is 
suggested by the fact that y^ ppa, which from the sense of 
artoo-xaupoOvxai may mean 'wicker-work' constructions, seem to be a 
rather weak way of defence.
y£ppoiq: ytppa. is a general term whose exact application and 
origin is obscure for us (cf. D. A. Amyx Hesperia 27 (1958) p. 
265). It seems to have designated 'a sort of covering, either 
from leather or wicker— work' according to K. Kapparis Demosthenes 
59, Against Neaira diss. Glasgow 1991 p. 336; although the gloss 
of Sud. y2Q5 seems to favour the wicker-work as a primordial 
element. In the context of arcooxaupoOvxai, the Immediate 
reference could be an "oblong shield covered with ox-hide" of 
Persian or Scythian origin (cf. Hdt. 7. 61, Sch. Luc. 170. 11);
but its sense expanded to designate any kind of cover, as the 
coverings of the booths at the Athenian agora (cf. Harp. s.v.), 
or even the booths themselves (cf. Hesych. y^i' xd and xaXdpcov rj 
rcani5pa>v epY^aorx^pta). Thus as Kapparis ibid. pp. 336ff. suggests, 
it seems to have designated all kind of public fence or 
protection to form a provisional building or construction.
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aitoaxaupoOvxai: "to fence off with a palisade" (LSJ s. v. ). 
It is only found herein passive and the other instances quoted in 
LSJ are from historians (cf. Thuc. IV 69, VI 101; Xen. HG VII 
4.32; Plb. IV 56.8 and Plut. Arat. 40). It may have been a 
military term.
Fr. 19
ajupCpaXXov: the several instances quoted by Demiarizuck p. 66 
show that this adjective was mainly used to designate clothes or 
carpets with double woollen woof, as LSJ translates it "woolly on 
both sides". Ael. Varla Hlstoria is a late, but interesting 
instance about the use of this word since he uses it when talking 
about satyrs and Silenoi: ecre^ c; 6 ' rfv xotq XiXqvotq fyjupipdXXoi
Xtxffiveq. atvCxxexoa 66  ^axoXf} xi^ v Ik xoO Aiovuaou <puxeCav xal x& 
xfiSv oivap£6a>v 5<5taq. Such kind of rough clothing would fit the 
primitive appearance of the savages in this play.
It is synonymus with other terms like ocpq>i5aai5q (cf. II. 15. 
309), ap<|>Cpixoq and oqi<p£xa7ioq (cf. Bluemner Tech. I p. 171).
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Fr. 20
XEpOpeudpevoq: the disposition of the text seems to favour 
to attribute the participle only to Pherecrates. Gaisford on EM 
753. 7 attributes xep0peo6pevoq xevdv e6paxai to Pherecrates and 
xepBpCa p6vxoi xvofj to Soph. fr. 333R (that designates some ropes 
employed for reefing the sails and that were fastened to the
X^axdxt); cf. Ar. Equ. 440).
The participle coming from x£p0pEo6pai is used frequently in 
later times to mean 'the use of extreme subtlety in the
argumentation' and probably is a denominative form of the noun
xEp0pc Cct. It is generally connected with xep0pCoq 'the rope from 
the end of a sail-yard (x6p0pov) used for reefing' according to 
Richardson C1Q 39 (1945) pp. 59ff.; but its etymology and the
origin of the expression are doubtful (cf. Frisk s. v.
xepBpeuopai).
The instances of this verb are mainly from Hellenistic 
times, although we have an example of the form o xep0p£i5q in 
Hermipp. fr. 43 as an epithet of Diagoras, maybe a philosopher 
(cf. K-A ad loc. >.
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’AvflpcoqnripoocXflq
Work added by Demiariczuk to the corpus of Pherecrates. The 
problem of the number of plays and the relationship between this 
play and WevSqpaxXffg has been dealt with in pp. 5f.
This title can be related to the ambiguous status of the 
figure of Heracles and the two sides of his mythical image, 
sometimes mainly human or mortal hero, sometimes mainly divine 
(see Farnell Gr. Hero Cults and Ideas of inmortality pp. 95ff. 
Oxford 1921 and Wilamowitz Der Glaube der Hellenen II p. 20 
Berlin 1931-2). For the figure of Heracles in general in Comedy 
see fr. 1. 3. ’Avdpoxopeotrjg by St rat t is is a similar title.
Kassel in K-A ad loc. suggests that fr, 166 belongs to this 
play, see comment on this fragment.
Fr. 21
This line is a prayer to Zeus and Demiariczuk (following 
Reitzenstein Der Anfang des Lexikons des Photios p. XVIII 
Leipzig/Berlin 1907) attributed this line to Heracles. Although 
there is no clear evidence, it is an interesting suggestion.
xaXffiq y’ : it is a colloquial expression that in some cases
has a tone of indignant irony (cf. Eur. Cycl. 551, Dem. 9. 66 and
Denniston GP p. 128 for other instances).
avxoncoSCSaq poi tt|v xdtpiv: this verb avxcmoSC5a>pi is only
found in this passage of Pherecrates, although it seems to be a
variation of the traditional formula: onoSCSmpi xfjv x<*PLV
Ar. Vesp. 1347, Pax 761, Eccl. 1048) and means 'give back, return
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a favour'. In some contexts this favour could be 
(cf. Henderson MM p. 160) and so it could be 
spoken by one of Zeus' lovers.
of sexual kind 
meant here if
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Autoji6Xo l
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The mention of Argos in fr.22 has been connected with the 
position of neutrality of this city during the Peloponnesian war 
and thus some suggestions have been made about its date. 
According to Meineke CGF I p. 81 it was written 'non ante 01. 
90. 4' and according to Geissler (1925) p. 31 between 428 and 421. 
But in my opinion I think that the play could have been written 
any time during the Peloponnesian war, because, on the one hand, 
the situation of the Argives is never totally clear (cf. on fr. 
2 2); on the other, even if they took this position once, they 
could be depicted as "people who are always obstructing without 
doing anything" (as in fr.2 2 ), it may have easily become a topic 
about their character. In fact the position of Argos during the 
Persian war as described by Hdt. 7. 148ff. is also dubious and 
could be described by the words in fr. 2 2.
Poll. II 33 on fr. 35 suggests that Strattis wrote a 
Siaaxeu^ of this play for the IV century audience; about it cf. 
supra p. 7.
The title must refer as usual to the chorus of the play; but 
there is no evidence about who was meant. Its meaning 'Deserters' 
can be connected to the war which probably was taking place when 
this play was performed. The verb auxojioX^ a can also be related 
to slaves deserting their master (cf. Ar. Equ. 21-6). Another 
instance of the use of this word in the title of a comedy is 
Epicharmus's ’OSvaaedq avzdpoXog.
It is possible that the 'deserters' are actually the gods
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themselves, as Norwood Gr. Com. p. 161 suggests. This 
interpretation can be supported by fr. 28 which criticizes the 
lack of proper meat in the sacrifices for the gods, and maybe 
fr. 24, the prayer for snow and fr. 33 the reference to the 
sacrifice of pigs. Gods and humans are portrayed in conflict also 
in Ar. Av. 1170ff.
No definitive conclusion can be reached. Above all fr. 28 is 
transmitted in a very bad state and we can not know to what 
extent it has anything to do with the general content of the 
play, since the metre suggests that it may have belonged to the 
parabasis of this play.
Other subjects in the fragments are: food in 26 and 32;
satire of bad players and music in fr. 29 and 31; bad habits in 
fr. 27 and 34.
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Fr. 22
This fragment is not more than a passing topical remark that 
makes reference to the Arglves' neutral position in a war, and 
their taking advantage of this position. It was a common joke of 
Comedy according to Schol. ad Pax 476a: aivCxxexai 56 elq xoOq
’ApyeCouq ev xoux<p x$ rcoX6pq> enap^oxep C^ovxaq 5 id xai rcoXXdc 
exa>pci>5o0vxo. The text of Ar. Pax 475-7 is as follows: ou5’ oi5e
Y* elXxov o u 56v ’ApYetoi x&Xai / aXX* r\ xaxeY^ Xcov xffiv 
xaXai7ia>poup6vav / xai xaCxa 6ix60ev p ia0o<popoCvxeq aXtpixa. The 
other text worth mentioning in connection with the Argive 
position is Thuc. V 28: oi ’ApYetoi apiaia iuyov xotq rcfiaiv, ou 
u^vapdipevoi xoO ’AxxixoO noX6pou apq>ox6poiq 56 pfiXXov evoxovSoi 
ovxeq, exxapTitoadpevo i.
In the Peloponnesian war this neutrality lead Argos to 
prosperity since it could take advantage of the fear of Spartans 
that an Argive-Athenian coalition could be formed and that they 
would attack some members of the Spartan alliance (cf. D, Kagan 
The Archidamian war p. 73 Ithaca/London 1969). This position 
changed slightly in the times after the Peace of Nicias in favour 
of Athens, but still it was not definitive mainly because of the 
fights between oligarchs and democrats (see Kagan CP 57 (1962) 
pp. 209-18). As I have already pointed out in p. 131 their 
position was similar during the Persian war.
1. ouxoi: it has as emphatic and contemptuous a meaning as oi6e 
in Ar. loc. cit. (see also exetvoiq in fr. 74.3)
oi xaxSSq ontoXotipevoi: frequent expression for "vigorous
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abuse" (see Ussher ad Eccl. 1076 and LSJ andXXupi B.1).
2. eTtoqupoTeptCouCT': found only here and Thuc. VIII 85 with this 
sense, and, according to LSJ s.v., it means ' to be double, play a 
double game' (cf.Schol. ad Pax loc. cit. , Phryn. Praep. soph. 72. 10
and Thuc. II 9.2: IlsXojniov^ crioi p6v ot evxdq ’lo0poO ndvxeq nXf^ v 
’ApYeCcov xai ’AxaiSv (xouxoiq 66 eq ap<pox6pouq cpiXCa qv. ..).
epxo6d>v xaBfyievoi: it implies 'obstructing the way' (cf. Ar. 
Pax 473 and Platnauer ad loc. "«s'asseoir dans les jambes des 
gens» (Mazon) = to thwart efforts"). The absolute construction is 
unusual; the expression is more frequently used with an 
infinitive as object.
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Fr. 23
As Taillardat Rev. Phil. 33 (1959) p. 70 suggests, the poet 
plays with the sense of some of the words of this fragment which 
could be understood in a literal and a metaphorical sense (see 
notes below on pex^apov, at 7txept3Ye<i and Ejin^ amcriv).
This passage refers to the traditional image of the 'winged 
ship' that flies towards its destination, generally as a 
metaphor (cf. Od. 11. 125, Hes. Op. 628 where see West, fr.
76. 7Rz, Aesch. Pers. 559, Ag. 52, Eur. IT 289) or an erotical 
image (cf. Eur. Hel. 147 and 666 and R. Kannicht ad loc. Heidelberg 
1969 vol.II).
According to Taillardat loc.cit. the point of this fragment 
is the substitution of eq xdv oupavdv for xotq TtoXcpCoiq in a 
paradoxical sense. The expression EprcSawcuv cq xdv oupavdv would 
sound ' sinon absurde, du moins dtrange' (cf. infra on epti6ctci)ctiv). 
Another possible interpretation is to take Eq xdv odpav6v with 
aipouCT' and the eoaq-clausula would be parenthetical.
1. fiEX^ copov: it is ambigously placed at the beginning of the
line, since it could mean on the one hand: 'in mid air', without
touching the ground because someone is raising the ship up (cf. 
Ar. Equ. 1362 and Pax 80) or referring to the winds (cf. Nub. 
264, Cratin. fr. 222). And, on the other hand, it is used in 
nautical terminology as meaning 'on the high sea' (cf. Thuc. I 
48, IV 26, etc.).
ocl 7ixept5Ye£: this noun generally found in plural is
approximately synonymous with xd nx6pov, in the sense of 'wings'
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and anything ' wing-shaped*. Here again it could designate in 
metaphorical sense: 'blade of the steering oar' or 'rudder' (cf. 
Hesych. s. v. rtxEpbyeq and Poll. I 20 TtxEptiviov) or with a 
reference to the sails (cf. Ttxepdv in Eur. Hel. 147).
2. EjLTtdcTfiXTiv eq xdv oupavdv: as I have pointed out already,
Taillardat interprets it as a 'paraprosdokian' expression with an 
unusual substitution at the end.
The verb seems to envisage the action of falling into or 
upon something or someone with a negative or aggressive intention 
(cf. the gloss cited in K-A ad loc. which compare it with 
epnXtjaoto, meaning 'to attack') and the fact of 'attacking' the 
sky seems to be an unexpected expression.
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Fr. 24
The passage could be addressed to Zeus as a prayer for snow 
(cf. Wilamowitz on Lys. p. 20). This subject can be related to 
Zeus as the god of the weather. The audience could also relate it 
to the mythological story of the 1 Snow of Gold1 over Danae (cf. 
Pi. J. 7 (6 ). 5 and in AP V 63 (Aescl. ) it is developed into the 
form of an invocation to Zeus to snow; see also Pind, 0. VII 49f 
and Soph. Ant. 944-50 about this subject).
1. vetfov: it seems to be the most suitable reading with the 
sense ' to snow' . Valesius, according to Dindorf ad Harp. p.
168. 11, proposes vCyov from the verb vCrcxca or vCC<a meaning 'to 
wash', 'to sprinkle with water'.
xd Xfjiot: about this word 'roots’ in Attic inscriptions see 
Threatte Ip. 371 .
2 . aoYxotpxivQOg: from the verb aoYxapxivdm, a compound only
found here; it means 'to entwine or interlace its roots'. In the 
simple verbal form Theophr. HP I 6.3, CP III 21.5 uses it with
the meaning 'to spread crab-wise' (LSJ s. v. ). According to Poll.
VII 150, this verb seems to be considered as the technical form
for xd piCoOcrflai xdv atxov. See Theophr. CP 3. 21. 4ff, for the
beneficial effects of snow on the seeds.
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\Fr. 25
This fragment seems to refer to an expression that, 
according to LSJ s. v. uytyyco 1.2, means: "you tied knots fast,
i.e. raised all sorts of difficulties". Dobree Adv. I p. 609 
interprets it as a metaphorical reference to the relation between 
Sparta and Athens and the peace attempts during the Peloponnesian 
war. Kaibel, apud K-A, sees it as a reference to the Argives in 
fr. 22. Both suggestions are possible.
The repetition of harsh consonantal sounds in oxpayy- and - 
aylyy- may be deliberate.
atpory*yaXC5aq: meaning 'knot', is only found here and in
Stratt. fr. 51: ou axotvC , ou5£ axpayyaX £6eq eiaC.
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\Fr. 26
The fragment in trochaic trimeter can be understood either 
as a description of the activities of 'a woman' in collective 
terms, who stays at home preparing mealsjfor themselves or for 
their family; or in a particular case, as the preparation of a 
meal for the guests of a very poor banquet <cf. Conti Bizzarro 
(1988-9) p, 260). Kaibel apud K-A understands it from the first 
point of view and explains it within the context of war which may 
have been the subject of this play: "homines per belli tempora
domo absentes".
I think that Conti Bizzarro's doubts about the text are due 
to his interpretation. He suggests that X£xi0ov ... rj 9<xxffv are 
not real alternative dishes and proposes, ibid. p. 261, \£xi6ov 
ei^ ouad: <xe> 9axffiv, following a suggestion of SchweighMuser. But 
the text does not need any modification if we understand it in 
the first sense: 'the woman of each one of us' is preparing gruel 
or lentil-soup indicating in this case different kinds of dishes, 
probably cooked by different women.
This description falls within the general ideology and 
probably practice of the normal Athenian family of the V century 
in which the activities and general understanding of the woman's 
(more exactly the Athenian woman's) role was restricted to the 
house activities and even more strictly to the precinct of the 
house. The generalization about their role is clearly 
conceptualized by Dem. 59. 122. The activity of cooking was
frequently associated with women in Greek Comedy, as Dohm 
Mageiros p. 67 explains. About the role of women in the
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fragments of Pherecrates see p. 62.
1. qpffiv exdtcrt^ : the speaker of these lines can be, according to 
this expression, the chorus or one character speaking about two 
or more persons. It is not clear if we must understand this 
expression together with the noun (the wife of each of us) or with 
the verb as referring to the persons for whom the meal is
prepared ('for each guest').
X€xi0ov: noun that designates a kind of 'gruel of pulse or
cereals' (LSJ s. v. ). In the text that has come down to us it is
difficult to distinguish it from the feminine form X£xi0oq that 
means 'yolk of an egg' (above all Gal. VI 782 distinguishes both 
dishes, cf. further Chantraine Diet. £tym. and H. Frisk s.v.)
The first meaning seems to be clearly the one of this 
fragment since we have the word fyouo' 'boiling'. The following
instances can be found: Ar. Lys. 562, Eccl. 1177 and PI. 427 (in
the compound of Xex186x0X 1v), Canth. fr. 13 and Alex. fr. 260.
The texts suggest that it was a normal kind of meal (see also on 
9axffv).
facxffv: another kind of soup, made from lentils. As MacDowell 
ad Vesp. 811 says, "this was regarded as a homely treat, enjoyed 
by ordinary people though despised by rich ones (Wealth 192, 
1004, fr.23)".
2. onxfikr*: this word can refer to several methods of cooking, 
as LSJ s. v. suggest: "hence it appears that OTtx&v was used of all 
kinds of 'cooking by means of dry heat', opp. ttyo) (boil in water)
which never appears in Horn, whose heroes ate only roast meat".
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Though perhaps it is not meant here, a secondary sense can 
be found in Lys. 839, cf. Henderson MM p. 175 and Taillardat
Images §302.
op<pavdv: the meaning of this adjective in these lines is
puzzling and several answers have been given:
- Meineke FCG II p. 263: "op<pavdv xapCxiov dicit salsamentum 
nullis condimentis apparatum" though Kock ad loc. objects to it 
"id dici poterat xapCxiov op9<xvdv apxundexcDv (cf. PI. Alcib. 2. 
147a), sine genetivo dici non poterat".
- Some scholars have suggested some textual changes: Bergk
apud FCG V. LII, op9ov q x' and Kock ad loc. spi9 0v r\ x'. But 
none of them seem to fit the meaning of this fragment that refer 
to very simple kind of food: Bergk's suggestion is a very
expensive kind of fish and Kock's proposal 'kid' is generally
related in Comedy to banquets and special meals.
- R. Renehan St. Gr. Texts pp. 78-9 suggests, 'it is further 
op9ocv6v, an "orphan"; that is to say, it is not accompanied by 
its "parents" (full-grown fish). It is quite alone. Each man is 
to expect as his portion a small fish -and one only". Probably he 
intends to add a further detail to the poverty described in the 
former line.
- G. Rehrenbdck p. 240 suggests that "die Lds^ung des
Rdtsels bietet ehre das Verbum avotp£vsi: die Frau wartet geduldig 
auf ihren Mann, wdhrend sie die Speisen zubereitet: solange er
aber nicht im Hause weilt, ist das xapCxiov ein op9av6v 
('verlassen, unbeachtet'). Derselbe Gebrauch von op9ccv6q (cf. LSJ) 
findet sich bei Herond. 3. 15:  ^ 8 6Xxoq op9avi^  xetxai (cf.
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Cunningham p. 107 ad locum: "neglected") und Epigr. ap. Paus. I
13. 3: op9av& xetxai ... crxCXa- Auch ein oTxoq kann op9av6q sein, 
wenn der Mann fehlt und nur die ' mannesmutige' Frau darin waltet: 
Soph. fr. 857 N:,‘: = 943Radt: x o j t ’ o p 9 a v d v  ydtp oTxov a v 5 p 6 9 p < o v
Yuvr^ ".
I think that any of the interpretations of Meineke, Renehan 
or Rehrenbdck can be correct. Meineke's has the advantge that we 
do not know how the text continued, but it is possible that 
another word in genitive depended on 6p9<xv6v. According to 
Renehan's, xapCxiov is a very common dish and the fact of having 
only a small piece for a meal is a touch of irony about extreme 
poverty. And finally, according to Rehrenbdck's, the irony could 
be not only in the fact that the small fish is abandoned by his 
father, but also in the reference to the woman's loneliness, 
waiting for her husband.
In the context of the last sentence, I think that this line 
could be understood in the same sense as other fragments with a 
'para prosdokian' at the end, (cf. fr. 2 and 13, see p. 36 about 
this kind of joke in Pherecrates). The topical description of the 
woman cooking at home ends with a reference to her own loneliness 
in the image of an 'orphan dried fish'. In this case maybe we 
could speculate that there is a reference to her state of sexual 
eagerness, if the dried fish could be understood in a secondary 
sense, as onxdoo is (cf. Lys. 839).
xapCxiov: diminutive of the noun xdpixoq, that means "dried 
or smoked fish" (LSJ). Fish was a very common food of daily life 
in Athens (cf. Besnier D-S IV 1022) and especially this kind was
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very cheap. In the metaphorical sense Aristophanes uses it to 
designate "stockfish" (cf. Taillardat Images §434).
According to Besnier op.cit. p. 1025 "on servait les xapCxq 
comme entries, et on les mangeait, en g6n6ral crus, apr£s les 
avoir faire tremper dans l'eau douce, pour les desaler, ou dans 
de l'eau de mer, pour leur donner au contraire plus de gotit, on 
les assaisonnait, selon les cas, de moularde, de vinaigre, de 
muria". There were several kinds of xapCxn and some of them were 
also baked as in our passage (cf. Besnier op.cit. p.1023).
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Fr. 27
This fragment attributed to Pherecrates by the codex Berol. 
of Photius <cf. al638 and fr. 4 Demiariczuk) refers to a verb with 
clear erotic innuendo: avfjp avapp iTiCCexai, also attested in Zon. 
Lex. 206 and Hesych. a 4946. It means the activity of "bursting 
into flames" (cf. Henderson MM p. 178). In Aristophanes it is only 
found in the simple form pinC^o in Eccl. 842, Ran. 360, which 
Henderson loc. cit. considers to have erotic connotations; but his 
assumption seems to be derived from our text. In these two 
passages of Aristophanes the secondary sense can not be stated so 
clearly as Henderson intends. The former one could have some 
obscene sense, but only insofar as the activity of cooking 
provides many metaphors and the sense can be conveyed by the 
connexion with the former sentence with immediate erotic 
references (cf. at popo7t&Xi5eq); but the term can refer simply to 
a method of cooking with the help of a fan that the Sch. ad loc. 
identifies with okx&v (about it cf. on fr. 26.2). In the latter 
text it is within the political context and it may be too far­
fetched to try to find secondary allusions, although again it 
could not be totally ruled out.
The similarity of the beginings of the two words may be 
worth noticing.
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Fr. 28
This fragment is full of textual problems that are difficult 
to solve in detail, although the main subject, the complaint
about the scarcity of food for the Gods in sacrifices, is clear.
This subject became a topic throughout Greek Comedy and 
Burkert Homo necans p. 7 says: "the rite was objectionable, and
was already felt to be so early on, because it so clearly
benefits man. Is the god 'to whom' the sacrifice is made any more 
than a transparent excuse for festive feasting? All he gets are 
the bones, the fat and the gall bladders. Hesiod says that the 
crafty Prometheus, the friend of mankind, caused this to be so in 
order to deceive the gods, and the burning of bones became a 
standard joke in Greek Comedy".
For example we find several variations of this joke in Ar. 
Av. 190ff. (one of the advantages of building a city in mid air 
is to get the savoury steam that comes from the burning of the 
sacrifices, or in 1. 1515ff. Prometheus mentions it as the first
complaint of the Gods about the construction of the city), in PI. 
1180 a priest grumbles about the lack of sacrifices after the 
healing of Plutus; see also Eub. fr. 94 and 127 (see Hunter on
Eub. p. 189 and 226 respectively), fr. adesp. 1205K, Men. Sam. 
399-402, fr. 264 Ktt-T and Dysc. 451ff. (where see Handley).
The passage in anapaestic tetrameters may have belonged to 
the agon of the play (cf. Whittaker p. 187 and Gelzer Ag. p. 185). 
It seems likely from the introductory words of Clement that the 
speaker is a god (or gods, as is suggested by the pronouns: qpiv 
in 1. 5 in contrast with upffiv in 1.2 and the second person plural
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of the passage). In other texts we have the same complaint put in 
the mouth of a normal person in the form of a social criticism as 
Knemon in Men. Dysc. loc.cit. and a priest in Ar. PI. loc. cit.
The speaker seems to begin by explaining all the details 
about a sacrifice and suddenly draws attention towards special 
moments of this ritual: the ways of handling thigh-bones, groins 
and the hind part of the back which are the most interesting 
parts of the sacrifice for them. Finally he compares himself to 
dogs (who also receive the left-overs only). At the end he shows 
the last act of the humans: to cover this shameful offering with 
other food and things (of less value because they are not real 
meat, the text seems to indicate).
The description of the different parts of a sacrifice can be 
understood from a metaphorical point of view also with a marked 
sexual implication (see Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) pp. 262-3 and 
infra on 1.3. At a linguistic level the passage also has terms 
belonging to proper sacrificial language (cf. amoxpCvexs 1.1, xd 
vopiC6pevov 1.2 and 0oX^aai 1.6 ).
1. Hermann1 apud Runkel (while Hermann2 means his edition of 
Aesch. II p. 101, 1852 according to K-A's app.crit.) proposed to
supplement the gap at the end of the line with xotq LepeOaiv, a 
suggestion perhaps supported by the mention of xffiv tspffiv at the 
end of the words of Clem. Alex. Strom. VII 30. 3 and by Schol. on 
Ar. PI, 1185. Certainly the first offering was awarded to the 
priest and on some occasions it was seen as a part of the 
offerings to the gods (cf. Ziehnen RE XVIII 1. 619-20, Ph.
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Legrand D-S s. v. Sacerdos pp. 941ff. and Stengel Hermes 31 (1896) 
pp. 642-3).
anoxpCvExe: it designates the tearing apart of the victim
and suggests also the distribution of each part to the different 
attendants of a sacrifice (K-A refer to PI. Pit. 302c for the 
sense of 'tearing apart', but Tim. 73c is interesting as well, 
because within the context of the explanation of the human body, 
this term is used in relation to the parts especially assigned to 
the Gods).
2. xd vopiCdpevov: it refers to the part of the sacrifice
devoted to a special group: it could be gods or priests, but it
could have a more general meaning in our text (cf. LSJ s. v. 
vojiCC®). In the first case it had some proper names like 
0EopoipCa for Gods and lEpmativoc or Y^P1! f°r priests (see K-A for 
other references about this distribution of food and Ziehnen 
loc.cit.). They all mean portions of the sacrificed animal.
tupSv aCoxtivr)* xffi xax* etnetvt: the reading of the codices is 
clearly corrupt and the following proposals have been suggested:
- <np6 xoiq> upffiv <eTx' > (ataxtivrj xd xaxemstv), Hermann1
- <xcxjt£ 10' > uptv (ata^dvq <xoi> xd x. ), Hermann2 (cf. Conti 
Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 262).
- <xcme 10’ > uptv <eTx'> (oaaxOvr) xd x. ), Staehlin Clemens 
Alexandrinus Stromata VII 30. 3 Leipzig 1905-36.
- <xanei0'> uptv (aicrxtivq xoflxo xat eixeTv ), Kaibel apud K-A 
ad loc.
The text, as it is transmitted, seems to mean 'with shame on 
yourselves' and then the other sentence would introduce the
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description of the ritual that takes place in the following 
lines.
Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p.262 points out that it is a ' marca 
escrologica' following the second suggestion of Hermann. The 
speaker is ashamed to explain it and this warning may support the 
suggestion of the obscene implications of the words. At the end 
of this passage, the 'humans' are also ashamed (cf. 1.6 
cuaxuv6pevoi); about other acts that can produce shame, cf. Hdt. 
I 10 and Ar. Eccl. 484.
3. In this line Pherecrates describes the different parts
involved in a sacrifice to the gods. The change of tone has been 
interpreted in two ways: beginning with ou (the manuscripts'
text), as an interrogative/exclamative sentence in which the 
speaker accuses the listener of their way of making sacrifices in 
a rhetorical way, or changing ou into eu (as StShlin does 
accepting the conjecture of Jackson, see K-A's app. crit. ), like a 
direct affirmation.
Some of the words used in this text could be ambiguous. 
Above all anc^ 0oup<&vcov in 1. 2, oaq>0v and <r<p6v5u\ov in 1. 3 at
a literal level describe the different parts of a victim and the 
usual way of dividing it for a sacrifice. But at a secondary 
sense they are chosen in a way that the whole text seems to be 
implying some kind of sexual reference. The text, nonetheless, 
ends with a simple return to the sacrificial activities of human 
beings, perhaps in a purposefully anticlimactic way. The same 
ambiguous references can be found in Ar. Pax 1039 and Eub. fr. 
127.
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I
I
The end of the line seems to have a lacuna, above all if we 
do not keep the word xojiiSfl (see ad loc. ). Perhaps the best 
solution is that of Hermann: xp£a rcdvxa that would give an object 
to rcepiX£\jravxEq, understanding xd> pqpd) as a genitive depending on 
it.
xd> pT)p<fc accepted by all the editors, is a conjecture of 
Sylburg instead of x$ pr)P$ *n the manuscripts.
This part is commonly found in the descriptions of 
sacrifices since Homer, but generally designated with the noun, 
xdc pqpCa, which only meant the thigh-bones of the animals. The 
word also can designate the human limbs (see Eub. fr. 127), and 
in this sense it could contrive immediate homoerotic implications 
to the audience.
icepiX^ favxeq: from the verb TiepiX^ nm is conjecture of
Scaliger that means "strip off all round" (LSJ). The reading of 
the manuscripts is icep iXdtyavxeq from the verb nep iXdtrcxto. The 
reason for this change is mainly that this latter term is only 
found here according to LSJ s. v. and its meaning seems to be 
unsuitable, since it would mean "to suck or lick all arround".
In my opinion both verbs could be possible. On one hand, the 
verb from Xdbtxo could have the following implications: it is
related in II. 16. 161 to the licking of the wolves and in
Aristophanes a metaphor for greediness (cf. Taillardat Images 
§155). The similarity of both words could be in favour of this 
ambiguity: the metaphorical word (nepiXdmxco) has substituted the
technical one (rtepiXgn©) in order to achieve a comic purpose. On 
the other, TtepiX£x<o besides being the term expected to mean 'to
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strip off all around', it could imply to become in a state Of 
sexual excitation, as Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p.262 notes (cf. 
Eup. fr. 465, Alex. fr. 50, Mnesim. fr. 4. 18 and see Henderson MM
pp. 167-8).
tKOjufiff}: Meineke and other scholars after him, delete this 
word from the text for the repetition in 1.4 where it could make 
better sense and also for metrical reasons: with xopi5{[ Pou3 6v<ov
finishes the last metron with - - - instead of the normal way of 
an anapaest: u u - -. But some examples of ending the seventh
biceps with all spondei are found, as Cratin. fr. 143.2, Crat. 
com. fr. 19. 1 and 4, Philyll. fr. 12. 1 (see Steph. Byz. ad Ar. 
fr. 548).
Perhaps taking into account the state of the text and that 
1.2 presents a gap I think to reject this adverb is not certain, 
because it makes good sense with the participle and also it 
stresses the greediness of the humans to collect all the possible 
meat, while at the same time works towards the rhetorical 
sententiousness of this fragment and in general of speeches
belonging to the parabasis or the agon (cf. Ar. Av. 703, 704 and 
705 with a polyptoton or in 717-8 wher Tipdq is repeated several 
times, in Pax 764 we find a climactic mention of adjectives
beginning with n).
Poi>3&vov: designates 'groins', it i^found only in plural 
here and in Luc. Tim. 56. Henderson MM p. 125 suggests that it 
implies 'testicles' following the analysis of the verb pou0<oviKv. 
It is possible and it would suit the context of a secondary 
implication I have proposed; but unfortunately there is little
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evidence about it and the text of Luc. Tim. 56, simply says that 
the water reached them to the groins. Maybe further implications 
could be inferred easily, but one can not say for certain.
4. xfjv ocnptiv: it is a common element in the description of
sacrifices in the extant literature (cf. Hdt. 2.40.2, Aesch. PV
496, Ar. Pax 1053, Vesp. 225. 740, Lys. 964, fr. adesp. 1205K,
Arist. HA 493a 21-4 and Men. Dysc. 451). E. M. p. 636.23 describes
it as follows: oa<ptiq X£YeT0CL ^  tpCxov p£poq xfjq p H
p6xL(i xpelq ercovopfaq s^ ei* xai q rcp<&xq xaXetxai aux^v, r\ 5£ 
5eux£pa Utit), i] 5£ xp£xq oacpuq and it was characterized with
powerful qualities as a place where the marrow was found (cf. PI. 
Tim. 73c-74b). The oatptiq axpa "doubtless includes the tail; this 
may once have been regarded as peculiarly endowed with life and 
therefore valuable (H. Wagenvoort 1 Zur magischen Bedeutung des 
Schwanzes' Serta Phil. Aenospontana pp. 237ff., Schol. Aesch. PV 
196, euxCvrjxoq ydcp ouaa xal an£p|iaxa exot)aa Qtiexai xotq 0eoTq) 
but to fourth century eyes it looked "a scurvy offering", 
according to Gomme-Sandbach on Men. p. 206. In consequence both 
terms o oatptiq and q x£pxoq, can be understood, in their secondary 
sense, as phallus (cf. Ach. 785 and Eub. fr. 127).
Xoiicdv: cf. Men. Sam. 404 Xomdv y&p saxi xoOxo poi, passage 
that develops the same subject as our fragment.
o<p6v5uXov: K-A seem to prefer the correction of Meineke (cf. 
CGF V 1 p. 26) who, following the literary (cf. Ar. Vesp. 1488) 
and epigraphic testimony, suggests that a<p6v5uXov was used in 
Attic instead of the Ionic form attested in the manuscripts of
this text: onbvSuXov. This correction seems to be supported by
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the fact that Pherecrates was qualified as o ’ Ax ix&xxaxoq in 
test. 10. Yet some instances of literary use of dialectical terms 
are notable in Pherecrates (cf. p. 26) and maybe we can not rule
out its use in here.
The original meaning is "vertebra", but it seems to have 
been used here as a collective noun for 'back bone' (cf. Ar. 
loc.cit.). This sense is found in plural in Eur. Ph. 1413 or with 
the restricted meaning of 'neck' in Eur. El. 841. I think that 
the irony can be also in the implication that only 'a vertebra' 
of the victim is left in sacrifices for the gods.
5-6. This line is especially difficult because its problems are
not only in the construction with the two tocmep, but also with
the word pivi^ aavxeq.
On the one hand, it seems that most of the editors of comic 
fragments think that it comes from pivdo, the denominative verbal 
form of piv^ , that means "file, rasp" (LSJ). But LSJ and the 
etymological dictionaries (Frisk and Chantraine s. v. pCq) tend to 
think that the meaning is "to lead by the nose", and according to 
them there would be another instance of this expression in Men. 
fr. 698K8; in this case the meaning would be, according to the 
source of the fragment of Menander: "to be cheated by the smell".
On the other hand, the metre is not complete and several 
modifications have been suggested: Hermann2 proposes to insert
<pCvr)> after the first Scrnep and to seclude txaU after the 
second one. Kock eliminates the first Scraep (already suspect for 
Meineke) and substitutes it by xotq oSoOoiv. Both of them 
understand the participle according to the first sense. If we
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understand the participle according to the first sense. If we 
follow the second interpretation, the expression could be
understood as parenthetical with a sort of irony in it: "as you
have misled us by the nose" (cf. Eust. in II. 998. 30 Soxet
Xg-yeoGai ext arcdxTjq xd piv&v a>q ex jiexatpopfiq xffiv Si' ooxppfjcrettq
a n : a x6)p£v<DV rj xai anax^vxcdv) and the repetition of Scroep would be
explained by Kaibel apud K-A: "duplex comparatio perapta videtur 
dei indignabundi orationi".
The punctuation of these two lines is debatable. Meineke and 
Kock end 1.5 in an interrogation, and Meineke also 1.6 (while 
Edmonds FAC I p. 217 only in 1.6). The reason for it is that they 
keep the reading ou in 1. 3. K-A, otherwise, keep an assertive 
tone, which I would support at least for 1.6.
v£|ie0f: the meaning of this verb is not totally clear. It 
could mean: "to allot, to distribute" <cf. LSJ s. v. A I), "you
distribute the vertebra left-over for us as for the dogs". Or 
"consider, think" (LSJ s. v. A III 3), "you think that this 
vertebra is left for us as for the dogs also".
xotq xoalv: for a similar comparation, cf. Com. Adesp. fr.
1205. 4K.
GuXfjpaoi: perhaps the best of a series of emendations (see 
Kock*s app. crit.). It embraces all kind of things especially 
cakes, grains, wine and oil, that are offered in a sacrifice. 
Pherecr. fr. 247 denominates them 0up£XT) where see ad loc. See 
also Ar. Pax 1040, Pl.com. fr. 188.18 and Telecl. fr. 35.
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Fr. 29
The subject of this fragment is music as in fr. 31. In the 
present text someone's singing is compared to a crown of nettles. 
This comparison would have more strength, if there had been a 
musical performance before these words and thus it could be
placed within the scene of a symposium. However, xd xaxffiq 
$5ovxoq axotieiv in 1.1 seems to be a general remark about singing 
(cf. Ar. fr. 225.2). About music in Pherecrates, cf. pp. 60ff.
The anapaestic tetrameter is associated with the agon and
Whittaker p. 187 and Gelzer Ag. p. 185 (cf. Kassel Festschr. 
Risch (1968) pp.559ff. ) suggest that this is a comment appropiate 
to a buffoon in the middle of a literary contest.
1. vfj xi)v Afyiqxp’: this exclamation is restricted to men in
comedy as Henderson ad Lys. 271 suggests, quoting J. Werres Die 
Beteuerungsformeln in der attischen Komddie pp. 45-6 Diss. Bonn 
1936.
avCapov: in Comedy only found here and in Ar. PI. 561. It is 
frequent in poetry (cf. Eur. Phoen, 1314) and prose (cf. Lys. 25.
27), mainly with regard to the idea that Theogn. 872 
sententiously states (using the nominal form avCrp: xotq 5'
exBpotq avCq xaC Jifjji' ecropai.
<y > : this particle, suggested by Kuster and accepted by K-A 
as well as Meineke, would give an emphatic sense to the verb 
aviapdv (cf. K-A's app.crit. and Denniston GP pp. 120ff.). 
Dindorf' s proposal, ap’, is not so easy to insert, but it would 
give a satisfactory sense with an optative of wish following it
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(cf. Denniston ibid. p. 36).
2. axaXfjqxxiq: name of a plant 'nettle' or a sea-fish "sea-
anemone". Both meanings in Ar. Vesp. 884 are related to the 
metaphorical sense of "sting, prickliness" (cf. MacDowell ad loc. 
and Taillardat Images §364). It is quite common in comedy, e.g. 
Equ. 422, Lys. 549, Eup. fr. 6 8.
The first sense is more likely because of the word 
GC7TEC|>avfiSo’0ai, being crowned with a branch of a plant (for the 
several kinds of plants and flowers used see Ganszyniec RE XI 2. 
1592-3), was a normal custom in the Greek world and it was 
related to different moments of daily life: wedding, death, agon, 
cult, symposium, oracles (cf. Ganszyniec op. cit. 1594ff.). 
Pherecrates uses it in a metaphorical sense to indicate that the 
pain (avCapov) caused by hearing someone playing bad music is 
harder than the pain caused by a crown of nettles.
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Fr. 30
The double genitive of the sentence together with the ex 
plus genitive has caused confusion. It seems that syntactically 
the verb o£eiv governs the genitive peXixfjpaq and ex plus 
genitive expresses origin, while in the comparison 0 1 7 1 6Cov would 
be a genitive of origin without ex (cf. Hdt. Ill 23: oCeiv cm* 
auTf(q [xpVjvrjq] oae i icav and see Poultney The Genitive Case in 
Aristophanes p. 94 Baltimore 1936). The translation of this 
interpretation would be: "to smell honey-cake of his mouth is as 
to smell the smell of kids".
The sense of the sentence is disputed and two suggestions 
had been made.
Meineke and Kock ad loc. accepted Dobree's explanation ad 
Ar. PI. 1021, p. 128: "dicit alicui non minus suavem animam esse
quam capellis, illas autem bene olentibus herbis vesci notum 
est". But it is not a satisfactory explanation, especially 
because a male-goat is notable for its unbearable stinking smell.
Dal6champ (apud Schweighaeuser Anim. in Athen. VII p. 572 
Argentoratum 1805) and Toup ad Schol. Theocr. 5.59 (Curae
Posteriores (1772) p. 35) suggested that this passage refers to 
this stinking smell (cf. Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 264 and K-A 
ad loc. ). It is supported by Ar. PI. 294-5 and also the verb 
TpayCCeiv (cf. Galen. XIV 57), xpdyou oCeiv meaning rcvetv (in AP 
IX 368, XI 140) and the compound xpaYopdcaxaXoq in Ar. Pax 811 cf. 
Ach. 852 (cf. Richter REX A (1972) 430. 65.
This sentence would be suitable to the context where someone 
is checking someone else's mouth in order to know the food eaten
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(cf. Eup. fr.7) and exclaims that the smell of honey-cake is as 
strong as the smell of kids.
xffiv aiYlfiiav: diminutive of the noun for 'kid' o cu£, In
literary texts it is only found here and in Antiph. fr. 21.4 and 
in inscriptions, cf. LSJ s. v. It seems that theending - i o v  was a 
popular way of strengthening the diminutive (see Schwyzer GrGr I 
p. 471).
oCeiv: cf. supra about its construction with genitive.
peXixfjpaq: hapax of Pherecrates. The sense suggested by
Athen. XIV 648c is synonymous with psXixqpCq, a kind of honey 
cake.
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Fr. 31
The most likely explanation of this fragment is that it 
refers to the new musical movement that was introduced in Athens 
with new rhythms and instruments. It is a common place in 
Aristophanes (cf. Taillardat Images §784ff.) and it seems that 
the same happens in Pherecrates (cf. fr, 155. 16 and 23), and it 
may have been a joke in common with other comic poets. It 
attempts to describe the innovations in the traditional mode- 
system that had great influence in the musical side of the poetic 
composition and also in the words. These changes were firstly 
felt in the dithyrambic genre. Here the image recalls the ups and 
downs in a mountain-path and at a metaphorical level in the 
change in the scales of the music.
axpcmCCovxeq: verb invented by Pherecrates with clear comic 
intentions from the noun o axpandq, that means 'path, especially 
mountain path'. The image recalls the expression ptippqxoq 
axpamotiq in Ar. Thesm. 100 or in Pherecr. fr. 155. 16 sxxpcmgXouq 
poppqxidq. They compare the music of the dithyrambic poets with 
the ant-paths. One of them, Philoxenus was called o M6pprj£ (cf. 
Sud. <p393).
5 id rcacrSv: in musical terminology it designates the
different scales of Greek music. It is called xaXXCaxtjv oufjupavCav 
by PI. R. 432a. 3 (cf. Mach. fr. 2.11, Arist. Probl. 920a 27 and 
Hipp. Viet. I 8 ).
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Fr. 32
Another example of anapaestic tetrameter catalectic, as in 
fr. 28-33. It is also related to food as fr. 26 and, to some 
extent, fr. 28 and 33 that deal with sacrifice.
xoufaplov: diminutive of oyov. As in the case of aiyiS io>v in 
fr. 30, it is a form probably colloquial mainly found in Comedy 
(cf. Athen. IX 395 where he quotes most of the fragments we have 
with this word).
Following Athen. loc.cit. the noun could have two meanings: 
on one hand, "fish" the chief delicacy in Athens, and, on the 
other, "tasty side-dishes". The first meaning seems to be that of 
this fragment. However, Edmonds FAC I p. 219 translates it as 
'this little toss-up'.
xooxC: the demonstrative pronoun with the deictic particle -C 
can point at something that is on stage or something that has 
just happened or been mentioned (cf. fr. 155. 20).
icap£0T)xs: frequently used of meals; cf. fr. 125, LSJ s. v.
7iapaxC8qpi lb "set before, serve up".
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Fr. 33
The tone of this fragment is not clear. Some speculative 
suggestions have been made: making it a question, according to
Dal6champ (apud K-A); adding <p& AC* > at the beginning according 
to Headlam C1R 13 (1899) p. 5 or <oTq> according to Edmonds FAC I 
p. 218 n. 2 for haplography. Maybe Stratt. fr. 1.19 Mou5' apa Stisiq 
pT)£CX0°v* » "oux", eq>r), "e-yci" supports the first proposal, for it 
could be a usual form of negative question. The metre is 
anapaestic tetrameter.
yaXaSqvdv: adjective that designates a young tender animal 
in opposition to a full grown-up one x£Xeioq. In Pherecrates fr. 
49 we have another example of this word to designate x0 LPta (see 
also Crat.com. fr. 1).
uv Otieiv: the sacrifice of a pig (generally a small one, cf.
Ar. Pax 374 and Sch. ad loc. > was a ritual commonly related to
the earthly goddesses Demeter and Kore (cf, W. Burkert Homo
necans pp. 256ff. ) in the Eleusinian mysteries and related to 
their initiation rites (cf. Ar. Ran. 337-8); but it may be 
offered to other gods (in Cos to Dionysos, cf. Hicks JHS 9 (1888) 
p. 335).
The sacrifice of a pig has erotic overtones in Ach. 792 and 
it may be true that it was totally forbidden to devote it to
Aphrodite (cf. Orth RE II A. 1 81 Iff. ); but in Antiph. fr. 124 it 
is sacrificed for her in Cyprus and in Argos according to Athen. 
I 95f and Eust. in II. p. 853.34 (see further Pfeiffer on Call, 
fr. 2 0 0a).
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;Fr. 34
The line seems to belong to the parabasis of the play, since 
the Eupolidean metre is usually found in this context. Its 
content may be similar to that of fr. 2 and as Kock ad loc. says 
"poeta mollitiem et luxuriam civium videtur castigasse" (see Eup. 
fr. 385. 3 in connexion with Alcibiades).
About the problems of this gloss (Phot. a238=Sud. a301) and 
the relation of this fragment to fr. 178 (mentioned in the same 
source), see Rehrenbdck pp. 241-4 and Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) 
pp. 264-6.
cryopdrv icexXTj06vai: the earliest instance of the perfect form 
of this verb. "When the market place is full" is the normal way 
of referring to the middle of the morning (cf. LSJ s. v. ayop& 
IV). For criticism of drinking before this time of day, cf. Baton 
fr. 5. 3-4 (in connexion with the activities of young people at 
dawn): xai n6xouq eoQivotiq / nCvei 5i& at vOv.
Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p.266 tries to explain it as a 
reference to the Assembly-time at dawn; but the Athenian Assembly 
met in the Pnyx, not in the Agora as in Homer. In Ar. Ach. 19-21 
the young people stay in the Agora talking instead of going to 
the Assembly.
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Fr. 35
This phrase with the verb xoupido is found for the first 
time in Greek Literature in Pherecrates and in later Hellenistic 
Literature (cf. e.g. Plut. Ale. 23, Luc. Lex. 10). About similar 
expressions see on ev XP$* About long hair in Attic comedy, see 
on xopffTai in fr. 15.
xoupiffivxaq: from the denominative verb xoupCao, it means
according to Poll. II 33 5£opai xoop&q, 'to need a short hair 
cut'. This formation is common in Greek comedy (cf. Peppier 
(1921) pp.154-6). Verbs with the ending -idea can denote sickness 
(cf. Eup. fr. 467 pacn: 17 1&v or Lys. 715 (5 ivt^ t idto; see also K-B II 
p. 264).
ev XP$: ' head-shaven', was a fairly common phrase in ancient 
Greek. It can be found in other similar and probably parallel 
expressions: ev XP°^ xeCpeiv (Hdt. 4. 175) or ev XP$ *exapp£voi
(Xen. HG I 7.8).
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Fr. 36
naoaufiC: or, according to Meineke navauSC, is used here by 
Pherecrates with the meaning navxeXSq (cf. Sud. n768) since, in 
words of Goodhart The Eighth book of Thucydides' History p. 2 
London 1893: "it would appear that the real sense of the latter
part of the compound <cru-, aetiopai, cti3St)v ) was lost, and the word 
became a synonym for navxeXSq".
It was the Attic form of the epic adverb navaoSCr] (cf. II.
2.12 and in lyric, Eur. Troad. 797; see further K-B II p. 3030),
but the lexicographers already doubted about its sense: 
navaxpaxCq: or navopp.eC (cf. Eust. in II. 166. 14-19).
The form used by Pherecrates is also doubtful. R. Tosi 
Studi sulla tradizione indiretta del classicl greci p. 152 
Bologna 1988 discusses the reading of the manuscripts of
different lexicographers. He is favourable to the assimilated 
form, insofar as Poll. VI 169 quotes it in assimilation in 
amongst a list of adverbs beginning with nav- without
assimilation.
Especially if the word was common in spoken Attic as a 
synonym for navxeXSSq, one would expect that the assimilation to 
be the form used by Pherecrates.
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Tpffeq
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
It can be assumed from the title that the chorus of this 
play was formed by old women, *yp Seq, noun which usually has 
negative connotations (cf. fr. 122). Yet the general content of 
this play is impossible to substantiate from the scanty evidence 
of the fragments.
One possible subject may have been a women's revolt like 
that of Aristophanes' Lysistrata, (cf. fr. 39 and Ehrenberg The 
people of Ar. p. 157). It seems to have mentioned some old- 
fashioned garments in order to depict women surrounded by some 
kind of excessive luxury (cf. fr. 41-2), and perhaps there is 
reference to some love affair (cf. fr.38). If we accept that fr. 
185 belongs to here, the revolt may have been preceded or 
concluded by a sudden rejuvenation of the chorus, which seems to 
be a topic in plays with 'old men' as main characters; cf. Ar. 
rfjpaq (PCG III 2 p. 89), Equ. 1316ff. , and the comic reversal of 
the 'young' Philocleon in Vesp. 1333ff.
Plautus' .Anus may have followed this traditional image of 
the old lecherous women; see further about this tradition, 
Grassman Die erotische Epode des Horaz p. 14 Hildesheim Munich 
1960.
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Fr. 37
The fragment is a dialogue between two persons about a third
one: Smicythion. The main point of it seems to be a joke about
him being a 'glutton' and also a 'mercenary' (see on 1.3; the 
figure of a soldier and a glutton is identified in Eup. fr. 35 
with Peisandros; cf. Storey Phoenix 44 (1990) p. 16). It is
possible to identify Smicythion with a person living in Athens
according to Ar, Vesp. 401; but as we will see on EpixoGCov 1.1 
it is not sure and he may have been a character in the play, or a 
real person who is abused in the terms I have Just mentioned.
1. ad 5* ot>56 Gttxxov: colloquial phrase, frequent in Comedy
(poetical language would have delayed the ad 5' probably after 
the vocative according to Dover I pp. 59-60). On the one hand, ad 
5* must imply an address to someone on stage or among the 
audience (cf. Ar. Ach. 262, Vesp. 157). On the other, ou5£ 0&t t o v 
i6 a common expression in which ou6 £ is an "emphatic negative 
'not at all'" according to Denniston GP p. 197, and in this sense 
mainly with adverbs, cf. LSJ s. v. 3. In this case it means 'make 
haste and ...' ( LSJ s. v. xaxdq).
Other instances of this expression are Ar. Pax 1126, Av. 
1324, Eup. fr. 273, Cratin. fr. 129 and K-A ad loc. About being a 
parasite and providing himself with food very quickly, see Alex, 
fr. 205. 2.
ZpixuGCuv: Usual Attic name. The first words seem to imply 
that this vocative is addressed to a person on stage and thus a 
character; although the text may have been a joke played on a
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well known personage of Athenian life perhaps even sitting among 
the audience, since in Ar. Vesp. 401 this name denotes a 
sycophant (see also Ar. Fax 46 and Neil on Equ 969).
EiEiaixiEt: this verb originally means 'to supply food for an 
army' ; but Athen. VI 246f mentions it as used in the same sense 
as napaoCxoq or napaaix£<a in later Literature (cf. Nesselrath 
Lukians Parasitendlalog pp. 98-9). The word ercioCxioq is also 
found in Crat.com. fr. 37, Ar. fr. 452, Eub. fr. 20 and Timocl. 
fr. 31: Eopi'joeiq xe xffiv enicrixCttv /  xo t ixov  xiv', oi Sei t ivoOct iv
ECT<puStop6voi / xaWdxpi’ (see also Bonanno Cratete comlco pp. 142- 
4).
In our text it is not so clear that this step has been made, 
mainly because the last words, xiv’ Ini pioOJjS £€vov, could refer 
to the military activities of such a Smicythion (see infra ad 
loc). It could be anyway possible to speculate that this 
character of the military food-supplier had become a stock 
character to designate the parasite and thus the figure is 
perhaps close to that of the boastful soldier, represented by 
Lamachus in Aristophanes (cf. also Pherecr. fr. 1); the process 
of assimilation of the figure with this role can be parallel to 
that of the 7ipoxev0aC in fr. 7.2.
2. The dialogue is now about the figure of Smicythion, but none 
of them seems to refer to him in a direct way (as with the 
deictic -O. It is possible that he had gone off-stage, if he was 
there anyway.
iiavxaxoC: instead of mavxaxot with a verb of movement is not 
unusual and it can be explained as being a pregnant construction.
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Cf. K-G I p. 545 and Ar. Lys. 1230, Eur. IT 6 8.
3. The last line seems to contain a joke that is difficult to
understand without a context that gives the exact sense of each 
word.
First of all, the correction of xr^ v to xiv' (cf. Porson 
Adversaria p.83) seems necessary for metrical reasons.
Secondly, xiv' erci jiia0$ ££vov, can have the meaning of 
mercenary (cf. Edmonds FAC I p. 221), but not necessarily; it 
could be also understood as a foreigner who works in Athens like 
a teacher of rhetoric or sophists. It is interesting in this 
case to compare it to Av. 1694ff. where there is a song that 
refers to Gorgias and Philippus as barbarians, and perhaps 
gluttons of words (cf. Eyy\<axoy<xo%6pG>v 1.1702). In our fragment 
Xapu^YLX6v could have a similar meaning, bearing in mind that 
Gorgias 1b, for instance, one of the foreign teachers of 
rhetoric who taught receiving money and against them the 
adjectives formed with the ending -x6q can be a parody of their 
way of speaking.
Finally XapuYY^xdv, hapax of Pherecrates. It is formed from 
two elements: Xdpuvt; 1 larynx or upper part of the wind pipe' that 
here seems to stand for <pdpt>£, a commoner expression to designate 
a glutton (cf. Eub. fr. 137.2, it seems to have been a normal 
confusion see LSJ s. v. ). And the ending -x6q is a usual way of 
composing new words with comic intention to satirize the language
striking attached to a part of the body as here (cf. Peppier 
(1910) pp. 441ff. with reference to other compounds in -xdq about
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of sophists, as has already. It is even more
domestic matters).
In general it seems that xoOxov in 1.2 refers to Smicythion. 
Two more adjectives are related to this pronoun in the following 
verse. On one hand they can be understood together and then 
Smicythion would be a foreigner who is called glutton and greedy 
for pay. On the other he could be an Athenian, a character of a 
personage in real life, who is qualified by XocpuYYixdv and xiv' 
Ext pia0$ t;£vov as predicatives and he is insulted by calling him 
a glutton and foreigner (a normal abuse in comedy, cf. fr. 11 and 
Long Barbarians in Gr. Com. p. 112).
Fr. 38
The use of carrier pigeons in Classical Athens was possibly 
not very usual. In fact this fragment is the only one that can be 
dated so early, and most of the other testimonies are later 
accounts (cf. Anacreont. fr. 149 and Ael. VH IX 2). About this 
kind of pigeon see further Steier BE IV A. 2 2493ff. , Thompson 
Birds p. 242, J. Pollard Birds in Gr. Life and Myth p. 91 London 
1977.
x6v nepiaxep6v: in masculine is a typical Attic form instead 
of the commoner one in feminine.
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Fr. 39
This fragment is clearly a parody of the rhetorical and 
official formula: ’AOqvouoi' xs xal aoppccyoC. The inscriptions and
Thucydides provide with similar expressions (see e. g. Thuc. IV 
119. 1 and Ar. Nub. 609).
*A8qvaCaiq: about its metrical scansion, see K-A ad Eup.
fr. 37 (cf. Ar. Vesp. 282 and Sandbach on Men. Epitr. 348).
Its use here is clearly meant to be a parodic change of a 
masculine formula into a feminine one. Similarly Canth. fr. 5 
modifies the expression xaXdq xayaOdq into yuvaTxa 'A0TjvaCav 
xaXi^ v xe xaya0qv (cf. Eup. fr. 109).
But from Antiquity the use of this expression by Pherecrates 
led to a series of considerations and doubts because this word is 
not found in Classical Attic, although later it became fairly 
common as a name (cf. Dittenberg Hermes 42 (1910) p. 10). Phryn. 
fr. 8 Borr. condemns this noun as avaxxixdv (cf. Phot. a466) and 
is surprised that Pherecrates used it, axxixcoxaxoq ov. The proper 
denomination for a woman from Athens at this time would be 
’ Axxixf) and the main reason would be that ’AQqvaCa is the name of 
the goddess (cf. Eust. In Od. p. 1456. 50, see also N. Loraux Les 
Enfants d'Athena pp. 119ff. (especially p. 125) Paris 1981).
There are, notwithstanding, instances of this word in later 
Comedy: Canth. fr.cit., Philem. fr. 69, Diph. fr.10 and one
example from a doubtful text in Pi. fr. 124e Sn.-Maehl. and a
passage of Ion Ch. FrGrH 392 Fll (see Dittenberg art. cit.
pp. llff. about them). Perhaps it is notable that they refer to
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plays with probably a mythical content. This fact together with 
what Sud. a729 says: xX^v noXXr1) ye ypffaiq <pavffq Ini xffiv
yuvaixffiv napdc xoiq apyaCoiq has led to the conclusion that the 
play may have dealt with a mythical subject. But both pieces of 
evidence are too general to lead to any conclusion about the the 
content of the play.
Fr. 40
The main difficulties, this fragment presents, are in the 
textual problems. They are explained in K-A's app. crit. ; but in 
brief, they are as follows: IxaQCCopev ev "Aypaq or IpaSC^opev l£ 
or !v/ Iq ’'Aypaq. It seems that the reading of the manuscripts is 
according to K-A ad loc. , ePaSKopev I^aypaq, and thus the 
suggestion l| vAypaq is probably right here, although the other 
proposals may have been commoner as formula (cf. infra on 
"Aypaq).
Accordingly, the line could be part of a description of a 
trip from Agra, a place near Athens famous for the celebration of 
the Lesser Festival to Demeter (for an interpretation following 
the other suggestions, see Meineke ad loc. and Conti Bizzarro 
(1988-9) p. 267).
euOftq ydtp ©q: cf. Ar. Vesp. 1304: euGtiq ydtp mq IvItiXt)to
rcoXXffiv xayaSSSv and according to Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 268 
"introduce un evento imprevisto, sicuramente avventuroso".
e| "Aypaq: it is frequently found in the formula Iv "Aypaq 
as a genitive of place (cf. Chantraine Rev. Phil. 92 (1966) pp.
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37-9).
"Aypcu or "Aypa was a small village that lay towards the 
southwest part of the city near the river Ilissus. It was famous 
for the sanctuary of Demeter Mexp6q where the Lesser Mysteries 
took place. They were performed in the month of Anthesterion 
(February/March) and were a prerequisite to be initiation in the 
Eleusinian mysteries (cf. Brumfield The Attic Festivals of 
Demeter and their relation ot the Agricultural year pp. 139ff. 
New York 1981). In the sanctuary devoted to Artemis also the 
festivities to Artemis Agrotera were celebrated (cf. Deubner 
Attische Feste p. 209 Hildesheim 1962). About this village see 
further C. Wachsmuth RE I 888, W. Judeich Topographie von Athen
p. 176 A. b Munich 1931 and E. Freund in S. Lauffer (ed.)
GriechenlaLnd. Lexicon s. v. Munich 1989.
Fr. 41
This word, as the one in the following fragment, seems to be
related to a very special sort of clothing. It could be a kind of
anachronism or a way of designating a very special kind of belt, 
perhaps a war-like belt, and it would fit the idea that the play 
refers to the past or that the 'Old Women' are depicted as 
wearing very anachronistic clothes.
aopxlfpa: about the etymology of this word and several
meanings, cf. Chantraine Diet. £tym. s. v. as£pco 2. Perhaps 
remarkable is the utilization of a word found in II. 11. 31 and
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Od. 11.609 and it seems to have the same meaning as in the epic 
poems: "sword-belt" (cf. also Poll. X 160 and LSJ s. v. Coaxt^ p).
Fr. 42
acpxi^ p: according to Phot. a2891 it is a kind of shoe and LSJ 
s. v. gives more details: "a felt-shoe" although this distinction
is not clearly attested. It is only found here with this sense 
and with another meaning in LXX Ne 4.17 (II) 'that by which
anything is carried'. Frisk s. v. explains it as follows: "kann
als ' Anbinder, Angebundenes' zu 2. ocsCpo ' anbinden' gehdren;
allenfalls auch zu apx&o mit Haplologie fllr *apxr)-x^ jp. Dazu ngr. 
(pont. ) opxcStpia ' Saken'; Amant. 'Apy• *E<p• 28.85ff. " The
compounds in -xqp became frequent in Greek poetry as poetic 
formations instead of -xqq (cf. Buck-Petersen A Reverse Index p. 
302). About different kinds of shoes and'bibliography about them 
see H. Blanck Einfiihrung in das Privatleben der Griechen und
Rdmer pp.55ff. Darmstadt 1976.
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Aou\o5iSdcrxaXoq
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
This play has been dated on the basis of fr. 52 which may 
belong to the parabasis and has been interpreted as a reference 
to a historical fact in parallel with other comic fragments.
On one hand, Geissler p. 22 follows Meineke's proposal and 
identifies the xPUCT^ a fr* 52 with Cratin. fr. 76 belonging to 
the play 9p<£xxou where there is a reference to the 'Egyptian 
gold'. Therefore Geissler's date for our play is arround 435-30.
On the other, Edmonds FAC I p. 222 n. a agrees with Brandes 
Observationes criticae de comoediarum aliquot Atticarum 
temporibus p. 21 diss. Marburg 1904, and understands it as Leuco 
fr. 1 of the play QpdTepeq performed in 421 <cf. Geissler p. 40). 
The golden pots which were called ria&rciq could be meant here and 
also in Cratin. fr. 76 (where see K-A; against this date, cf. 
Geissler p. 23).
None of these dates are sure, in my opinion, because the 
meaning of xPua a^ *n ^r* 52 is too general to provide a certain
identification without any other evidence. The references to gold 
in Greek literature are numerous, and, if we do not take it as an 
imagined situation, it can point towards different affairs in the 
history of V century Athens.
The main piece of evidence about the content of this play is 
Athen. VI 262b (test, i): ote C noxe iy& xe0aupaxa xd xffiv SoOXov 
y£voq ©q eaxiv eyxpaxlq xoaatixociq eyxaXivSoupgvov XixveCcuq. 
xatixaq y&p onepopSSaiv ou pdvov 6i& <p6|3ov aXXdc xai xaxd
6 iSaaxaXCav, ou xi^ v ev AouXoS iSaox&Xcp fcepexpdxooq aXXd
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£0 l(70£VX£q.
Pherecrates seems to have developed a fairly original idea: 
to stage the events taking place in a school for slaves. Maybe 
the main theme of the play was education and perhaps it had 
similarities with Aristophanes' Clouds in this regard. Some 
topics such as the difference between old and modern education 
might have developed, but no sure conclusion can be drawn, except 
that the slaves were taught how to perform accurately all their 
duties by repetition, as is shown by the quotation of Athenaeus 
and perhaps by fr. 44 and 45. It is possible then that part of
the comic elements of this play was the way these duties were
performed. That is not necessarily total invention, since Arist. 
Pol. 1255b 22 attests the existence of a 5ou\ixf\ Exioxr^ pq
especially taught in Syracuse.
The main character, or at least one of the most important, 
was the SouXoSiSdoxaXoq, who gives his name to the whole play 
(cf. Aristophanes' Lysistrata).
In the V century, 6 1SdcrxaXoq was used generally to designate 
a teacher, and perhaps mainly ' a teacher of letters' and,
according to Marrou A History of Education in Antiquity pp. 42-3
Engl.transl. London 1956, he was the third branch added 
approximately in the VI century (cf. Marrou op. cit. p. 43) to a 
child's education before the iraiSoxpCPqq and the xi0apioxfjq.
The compound SouXoSiSdoxaXoq is only found here in Classical 
literature and in later times only in Procop. Arc. 15 referring to 
Theodora, according to LSJ. Although there seem to have existed 
slaves who attended or received lessons mainly from the IV
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century onwards, the comic point here is the existence of a 
person exclusively devoted to the task of training slaves to
serve. Other compounds are ycpovToSiSdaxaXoq, a comic word 
probably coined in PI. Euthyd. 272c 5 and ' AooxoS iSdoxaXoq, the 
title of a play doubtfully attributed to Alexis.
About the status of this character, maybe we could speculate 
that she may be a woman, first of all because women had probably 
an important role in the education of slaves (cf. Henderson
(1987) p. 114 n.66); secondly because the chorus was formed of 
women (see infra); thirdly because women were in charge of the 
quotidian housekeeping.
As it has been hinted above, the chorus of the play was 
formed by women, more exactly 'spinner-women'. On the basis of 
fr. 51, they are the Athenians who made the peplum for Athena in 
the festival of the Panathenaea (see comment ad loc. ). Spinning 
was performed, nonetheless, by slaves, but also it is the symbol 
of the activities of an Athenian housewife. Another feminine 
character was on stage according to fr. 43.3.
According to the tasks described, it seems that the slaves 
of this comedy were private, though there is reference to public
slaves in fr. 53. Thus I do not know to what extent it is
possible to conclude with Carri6re Carnaval p.68, "«outil anim6 
de l'6conomie», l'esclave est, chez Ph6r6crate, charg6 de taches 
domestiques, et, chez Aristophane, charg6 de la culture du sol" 
(about other slave figures in Pherecrates, see p. 46).
It is a pity that we can not give more details and find more 
exactly the date of performance. This play may have had an
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important function within the context of the evolution of comedy 
in increasing the importance of the character of the slave. About 
the role of the slave in comedy, cf. 2xe<pavf(q '0 SoCXoq, 
especially p. 183 about this play, Zuretti Riv.Fll. 31 (1903) pp. 
46ff., Spranger Historische Untersuchungen zu den Sklavenfiguren 
des Plautus und Terenz p. 16 Stuttgart 1984 and E. L6vy in Actes 
du Colloque 1972 sur 1'esclavage pp. 36ff. Paris 1974.
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Fr. 43
This fragment is a dialogue between two persons. The 
division of lines between the speakers is doubtful, and Meineke 
gives the first line to one speaker and the other three to the 
second one. Kock,- Edmonds and K-A follow a more likely division: 
the first line to one speaker; the second to another and the 
third and fourth to the first speaker. In 1.3 there is a change 
of tone which seems to suggest a change of speaker.
Following the latter division, the first speaker (probably a 
man, cf. the masculine xC0apoq and ov in 1.1) explains a dream to 
a woman (identified by Wilamowitz Hermes 7 (1873) p.147 with a 
ypaOq oveipondXoq). Such activity was likely common in Athens:it 
is mentioned in Ar. Vesp. 52, as costing two obols to a slave, 
and it is a feature of the one who suffers 5e icxiSaipovCa in 
Theophr. Char. 16. 11.
The point of the dialogue seems to be the play on the word 
xC0apoq, repeated four times in the text. Its meaning can be as 
follows: A explains a dream; B either sees it as a good omen or 
simply says 'the kitharos is a good fish'; but A is afraid (and 
perhaps considers it as a nightmare, cf. 0pdxxei) of what they 
say and seems to quote a saying or popular thought about this 
fish (see on xC0apoq 1. 1 and fr. 14. 5-6 for other passages
ending in a proverb).
In general about dreams Handley ad Dysc. 412ff. and further 
Dodds The Greeks and the Irrational pp.102ff Berkeley 1951.
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1. xCBocpoq: it was according to Thompson Fishes s. v. "a common 
fish, apparently, but unidentified. Coupled, now and then, with 
pdpPoq (Plin. XXXII 11, Xenocr. XI 27, Galen. VI 724) and hence 
supposed to be another flat-fish or pleuronectid", Gulick ad 
Athen. VII 305f translates it as "turbot" and Edmonds FAC I p. 
223 as "plaice". Besides other features of its physiognomy and 
customs (cf. Arist. HA 508 and Athen. loc. cit.), he is notable 
for his dedication to Apollo because of its similarity with the 
cithara, according to Athen. VII 306a. This fact explains the 
exclamation of 1. 2 rcpdq ’An<5XXa>voq.
o r y o p d £ e iv :  the verb could mean "to frequent the agora"
without necessarily implying to go shopping. It is so used of the 
young people who 'waste' their time in the perfume-shop in Ar. 
Equ. 1373 and of men "occupying" the agora in an ironical sense 
in Lys. 556. About this verb in the first meaning see also Lys. 
633 and Sch. ad loc., Isocr. Areop. 98 and Cratin fr, 257.2).
2. rcpdq ’AndXXovoq: it is an utterance that means mainly ' in 
the name of' and generally accompanies a question or a request 
(cf. LSJ s. v. A I 4 and Nub. 314). In this case the utterance 
acquires another level since the implication is that this fish is 
devoted to Apollo.
n d v o :  placed after the intensified word, see Dover I pp.
53f f.
3. O p d T T E i:  cf. Cratin. fr. 363 and K-A ad loc. About its 
relation to Tapdtaaco, see Pearson ad Soph. fr. 1055. The verb 
implies the feeling of a nightmare.
S' yaOfj: as Neil says on Equ. 160: "the democratic spirit of
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Athens levelled distinctions of class and address, and ©ya06 was 
not specially respectful: Socrates uses it to a eunuch porter,
Plato Protag. 314d". It seems to have had a sort of familiar 
sense and can be used "in encouragement (e.g. Equ. 71, V. 286) in 
expostulation (cfr. 726, Equ. 160)" according to Dover ad Nub. 
675.
4. This line is an incomplete iambic trimeter. Several
suggestions have been made: Meineke to add xat before xax<5v; and 
Kock prints e v Co x ' at the beginning.
This expression is proverbial (cf. Ar. fr. 591. 60ff., op$q 
a p ’ a>q ev f jv  x i  x a v  xi0dtp<p x a x d v .  xpdq xr\v rcapo ipCav 7 tpo-/<p£pExa i,  
©q KaXXCaxpaxoq (fr. nov. ), ectxiv x i - / 0 d p o u  x a i  x a x d v ) .  It is
parallel to other proverbs like E v e a x i  x a v  p t ip p r jx i  xa v  cr£p<p9 x 0 ^-^ 
(cf. Sud. a  256 and Sch. on Ar. Vesp. 352 and Av. 82; see also
Zen. Ill 70, Diogen. I 12). About other fishes which had some 
kind of religious or social taboo, cf. Cratin. fr. 236.
xav: xat Idtv, familiar word for 'only a little'; cf. Ar.
Vesp. 92 and MacDowell ad loc.
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Fr. 44
This fragment might have been part of a scene in which the 
'doulodidaskalos' teaches a slave how to behave, perform the 
duties and accomplish the orders of their masters.
Among the several duties of a slave, to carry the light for 
the master at night after the symposium was very important (cf. 
Ar. Vesp. 219), or for early morning business (cf. Eccl. Iff. and
Ehrenberg The people of Ar. p. 177). The joke in this fragment
was the detail of the description and the clumsiness of the slave 
when performing simple duties.
1. avi)<j6v mot': cf. Ar. Vesp. 1168 in a similar construction: 
avuadv tio0 ’ u7ioSr)CTd(p.£voq.
2. AuxvoOxov: as the noun Xtiyvov, is used very frequently in
Old Comedy to designate ' a portable lamp' in any of the
activities above mentioned (cf. XCtyvoq in Ar. Equ. 1315 and Nub.
18 and \uxvoCx0<; PI-com. fr. 91). Only this fragment makes a 
difference between the two words, considering Xtixvoq mainly as 
the lamplight and XuxvoOxoq as the lamp-stand.
exfep': as meaning 'to bring something on stage', cf.fr.
73. 1.
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Fr. 45
As in the former fragment, this one is formed by a series of
orders, which suggests that the scene is similar. We could
speculate that this text refers to the preparations of a banquet
and the activities of a slave before serving drinks, while the
other explained the preparation for the walk with the master
after the end of the symposium, but this is not certain. 
According to Headlam ad Herond. I 79, who quotes Alex. fr. 124, 
Xen. Cyr. I 3. 9 and AP VII 339, this description of the cleaning 
of a cup was frequent in Comedy.
1. anovCCe: the imperative suggested by Bergk Rel. p. 299 is the 
most logical solution in the context of the future participle at 
the end of the line and the imperative evXeL *n 1*2. This
construction emphasizes the preparation of the container more 
than the activity of serving wine which will be explained in 1.2. 
’Aitov C£e iv, the reading of A, the best manuscript of Athenaeus 
(cf. p. 18) has been defended by Kock, as an 'infinitivus pro
imperative' (cf. also Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 268). Dobree
(apud K-A ad loc.) modified it into anovCCmv . . . 56q epnieTv; but 
it does not follow the order of events: first 'rinsing the cup'
in order to give to drink and then fill the cup with wine.
The verb anovCO is from the verb vCCm that according to LSJ 
'Attic Prose writers use the word only in compounds'. It is used
frequently to wash the hands and feet and rarely of things (cf.
LSJ s. v. ).
5&0©v i e i e T v : about this expression, cf. Hermipp. fr. 44.2,
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Cratin. fr. 132, Ar. Pax 49 (in this case with a particular 
sense, cf. Platnauer ad loc.)..
xdv q8p6v: about the aspiration cf. SIG 2 (Sigeum, VI b. C. ), 
Herodian. I 543, Epig. fr. 5.4 and Meisterhans Grammatik3 p. 87 
n. 783.
Here this word means "wine-colander" for the impurities of 
the wine as in Epig. loc. cit.; but perhaps because of its shape 
this noun could designate very different things (cf. LSJ). A very 
similar object was the xoaxCvov or sieve.
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Fr. 46
It is not strange that the reference to this temple is made 
in the context of a play about slaves since it was considered a 
place of asylum for slaves and criminals (see Ar. Equ. 1312, fr. 
475, fr. 577, Jacoby FGrH ad Philoch. 328 F177, Pausan. I 17.2). 
The main difficulty is in the text of the first word.
K&XXaiaxpov: this noun seems to be the best solution for 
the text that makes little sense otherwise: p&XX’ caaxpdv (or
pAXXov alaypov), A, and p&X' oucrxP^ v B.
Callaeschrus seems to have been a fairly common name in 
Athens. Its meaning was: "ein schbner Leidig oder schtiner
Atoxpoq, wie einer wohl ursprtinglich hieB, der sich so umnannte" 
according to Pape Wdrterbuch Gr. Eigennamen s. v. It was especially 
connected with the family of Critias, mainly as one of the
leaders of the Four Hundred according to Lys. XII 66 (about it 
cf. Davies APF pp. 326ff.); but as Davies ibid. p. 328 points out 
the name is common enough to conclude that any person with this 
name was related to this family. It was very common in the IV 
century (cf. Dem. 18. 187 and 21. 157) and it may be the title of 
a comedy of Theopompus (cf. fr. 22ff.).
6r)<r£<p: about this form in inscriptions cf. Threatte I p. 302,
312 and 315.
According to Wycherley The Stones of Athens p. 64 New Jersey 
1978: "it was a spacious precinct -Peisistratos held an armed
muster there- with a sekos or inner sanctum. We have no good 
evidence for a temple; but there were walls on which were
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displayed paintings by Mikon and possibly Polygnotos. From 
Pausanias' account one infers that the site of the shrine was 
east or southeast of the agora, still beyond the reach of the 
excavations".
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Fr. 47
This text seems to belong to the subject of music that seems 
to have had some importance in Pherecrates' works (cf. supra p. 
60). In this case the reference to the trigone is related to the 
adaptation of oriental instruments and, implicitly, some of their 
musical style.
The correlative construction with a negative and two xaC can 
be translated as 'not only ... but also' (cf. Denniston GP p.
323). The question mark at the end, added by Kock, seems suitable 
for the expression: negative plus future meaning an imperative.
The combination of the two kinds of instruments: a new one 
recently adopted from the oriental music and a traditional lyre, 
suggests to me that the speaker is entreating someone not to 
'destroy' the traditional and also the modern music.
a%o\iP6£Eiq: 'to throw away, to destroy' is an expressive
'm£taphore populaire', as Taillardat Images §220 designates it, 
that may be originated from the dripping of a fountain or a
stream lost in the ground (cf. Annecd. Bekk. aXXoi Si t6 n6pp© 
a x e X S e t v ,  nap& AiPuq* n6pp© ydcp r\ Ai^ur).  Oi  Si a r cop pt ty a i  xat 
axocpGe Cpe i v ) . It is also found in Ar. Av. 1467 in intransitive 
form: oux a x o X i P d ^ e  iq  2 xdtxiox' axo X o t ip ev o q  and in transitive in
Eup. fr. 223 (see Av. 1020, Nub. 1253, 1296).
tpiy6voi>q: used here in masculine form as in Soph. fr.
412R. , although the neuter form seems to be commoner (cf. LSJ
s.v.). At the time of Pherecrates it may have been a generic name
for oriental instruments (cf. Martha Maas and Jane Mcl. Snyder
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Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece p. 148 New Haven 1989).
This instrument of oriental origin was commonly disregarded 
by comic poets (cf. Eup. fr. 88.2, 148.4 and Ar. fr. 255) and PI.
R. 339c forbids it in his Republic of Demiurgs. See in very 
detail Susemihil and Hicks Politics of Aristotle I p. 635 New 
York 1976.
Xtipaq: the four stringed lyre or lute was differenciated from 
the cithara, as Anaxil. fr. 15 and PI. R. 339d show; although 
xiBapCCeiv could mean to play either of both instruments and 
xiBapioxi^ q could designate a lyre or a cithara player (cf. Ar. 
Equ. 989ff. and Dover on Nub. 1357). The difference of these 
instruments was on their shape and features (cf. Winnington- 
Ingram C1Q n. s. 6 (1956) pp. 169ff. >; but they are confused in
many texts (see further M. Maas and J. Mcl. Snyder op. cit. pp. 
79ff. ). PI. loc. cit. mentions it among the instruments acceptable 
in his ideal city.
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Fr. 48
The metre of this fragment as it has been transmitted could 
be iambic; but the main problem is the anapaest in the second 
foot of the word aaxp&ydiXov and Meineke suggested to be an
Eupolidean without the beginning. Other scholars (see K-A ad
loc.) prefer an iambic trimeter adding a monosyllable before
xovSuXoiai.
Both activities: playing knuckle-bones and fist-fighting are 
normal ways of entert ining and sport in Athenian daily life.
orvx*: see K-A ad loc. about the eliptical use of the
preposition meaning here 'avxt xofi aaxpaydXotq naCCeaQai' (cf. 
Soph. Phil. 369).
ataxpay&Xav: they were 'knucklebones' used as dice for a lot 
of games. They could be very cheap (cf. Ar. Vesp, 295) or 
especially priced according to the animal they came from (cf. 
Herond. Ill 19). About them and the different kinds of games, cf. 
Starkie ad Ar. loc. cit. , Lamer RE XII 2 1933ff. and Lafaye D-S V 
28-31, s. v. Talus.
xov56Xoioi: this word was mainly used to designate the
knuckle of fingers and there are several expressions where it 
means 'to slap' or 'to punch with the knuckles', 'to thrash' (see 
LSJ s. v. I). Here the pun seems to be in the fact that both words 
mean knuckle-bones, but the former is of an animal and the latter 
of a person and therefore, it implies that 'you play knuckles 
(implying 'you are boxing' ) instead of knuckle-bones' (as meaning 
'instead of playing dice').
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Fr. 49
The context of these lines is impossible to guess with 
certainty, but, since slaves were an important element in this 
comedy, they could refer to the topic of a slave stealing food 
(cf. Ar, Pax 14, Plut, 320, 1139ff.). The words can be
interpreted as an excuse for the robbery, as Kaibel suggests apud 
K-A ad loc.
yaXaBtfv': cf. on fr. 33. As Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 77 
says quoting Pl.com. fr. 27.2: "Pigs, too, were common [in
Comedy]. It was known to be most lucrative to kill a pig: 'its
meat is delicious, and nothing in a pig is lost except the
bristles, the mud and the squeal'"
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I
Fr. 50
This fragment seems to be part of a 1 pnigos' or 'stifler' in 
iambic rhythm also called a iambic run. This metre usually comes 
at the end of a speech in an agon or an excited dialogue. A 
parallel passage can be mentioned in Ar. Eccl. 1168ff. where the 
pnigos contains a description of a banquet like in our text; but 
in the case of Aristophanes all together is one word (see Ussher 
ad loc. )
This list of meals begins after uncfcpxei in 1. 2. All of them 
seem to be part of a topical description of a banquet (for 
example Pherecrates mentions some of them in the long fr. 113, an 
instance of bountiful au'copaabq |3Coq: EYX^^eia 1.12, <p6axai 1.8,
TtXeopft SeXcprfbteia 1.16; see a complete list in Conti Blzzarro 
(1988-9) p.270 n.23).
The enumeration is possibly given in a certain order: first 
of all, two fish meals, afterwards six meat courses, one dessert 
and finally another meat course, although the reading is suspect 
for it breaks the order (see ad loc. ).
The reading of the manuscripts of the first line is 
doubtful, mainly for metrical reasons. The original text seems to 
be trochaic rhythm, but this metre is not expected to precede a 
iambic pnigos (cf. Ar. Nub. 1443-51). Many suggestions have been 
made, but as K-A ad loc., 1 do not find anyone compulsive enough 
to be preferred to the other ones.
2. xat : according to Denniston GP p. 278, in this text "xat 
is not, as elsewhere, connective, and xat Sfj-ra is used like xat
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SV)" which "signifies, vividly and dramatically, that something is 
actually taking place at the moment" (cf. Denniston GP p. 250 and 
251).
x€pax°^: generally denominates a slice of fish, (mainly
salted fish, cf. Chantraine Diet. 6tym. s. v. T^ pvco), unlike xdpoq 
in 1. 4 only applied to meat pieces. It is found in connexion with 
eyx^^£LOV or EYXS^q Ar* Ach. 881: 2 XEpnv6xaxov <j0 x£paxoq
av0pa>Tuoiq <p£pmv, / 56q poi rcpoos me tv, e i  (p£peiq, xaq EYX^^eL(i* 
and also in Pherecr. fr, 113. 10.
3. eYXe^e^ov: here and possibly in other passages (see e.g. Ar. 
Ach. 881) an adjectival form of iyxeKvq. About its being a 
delicacy, see Ar. loc.cit. and commentaries on it, Oder RE I 1 
and Thompson Fishes s. v. EYXe u^q.
xet>0£q: Neil in his commentary to Ar. Equ. 929 says: "the 
xeo0Cq, smaller and more delicate than the xcOBoq and ar^ nCa, was 
broiled as a rule Antiphanes 217. 21, Melagenes 6.6, Anaxandr.
41, 46 (xcuOfScq orcxaC, ai^ nCai E<p0aO, Athen. Ill 108a-c (...) It 
does not seem to have been thought a dainty dish except when 
served very hot in the frying pan as here" (see also Thompson 
ibid. s. v. ).
icoftq: it seems to mean here "feet" only, but it could also
refer to "foot with leg" (LSJ s. v. noCq 1). It might be referred 
to pig trotters, rather than any other animal (cf. Ecph. fr.1).
5. opvCBeia: cf. Ar. Av. 1590. I think it must designate "bird- 
flesh" (cf, Rogers' translation of Ar. loc.cit.). The word in 
plural and its complement, xXr’jSEi jioXX<&, indicate quantity; but 
also it may refer to the variety of different kinds of birds
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served in a banquet.
6. pepiq xpeSv: the repetition of the word xp£aq (in genitive, 
cf. 1.4) has been suspect and Kock suggest the following 
emendation: "cum caseo et melle poeta sine dubio non carnes, sed
TpdrYT^ a coniuxerat scribendum videtur pex’ ixpCov". Another 
possibility is to understand that it is a reference to the paxxtir) 
according to Kaibel apud K-A since they were served at the end of 
a banquet (cf. Athen. XIV 664b>. Conti-Bizzarro (1988-9) suggests 
X^piq as a contrasting point to the other elements of the 
banquet.
I agree that the text in its literal sense is doubtful, 
above all bearing in mind that pepCq seems to be more frequent in 
oratory, sophistic and late literature (perhaps the first 
instances are Antipho 5. 51 and our text; cf. LSJ s. v. ). In the 
context of food pepCq could imply a 'piece of meat' on its own 
(cf. Theophr. Char. 17.2).
It seems that the delicacy meat at the end of a banquet is 
the most likely explanation, as suggested by Kaibel; this dish 
appears much more often in Middle and New Comedy, but this does 
not mean that it is not to be found already in Pherecrates. The 
text does not need an emendation. It follows an order: first of
all, fish: salted eels and squid as starter; second meat of all
kinds in aboundance: lamb, pig-courses, liver, ribs, chicken or
bird-flesh, finally cheese with honey and the paxxur) as dessert.
The expression could be ambiguous and I would suggest that 
there is a secondary sense implicit. The word xpefiv can be found 
in Aristophanes as referring to the human body in a very physical
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sense and perhaps with an obscene secondary idea (see above all 
Taillardat Images §65 and Henderson MM p. 129 and 144).
The last expression comes as a surprise for the audience. 
The fragment begins with mention of specific types of food, but 
pep iq  xpeffiv seems to be a more abstract formula. It is a "piece 
of meat" that by association could mean flesh, human flesh. With 
this 'double entendre', the speaker can make reference to an 
essential "course" of s Greek banquet: the aoXr^xpCSeq. Fr. 113.
28 makes explicit reference to their appearence in order to serve 
wine at the end of a banquet, but also with some erotic innuendo 
(cf. maybe Ar. Lys. 1060ff. according to Henderson MM p. 144). The 
ambiguity of the expression can benefit from the secondary sense 
of the word xp£aq, as described above. Maybe the choice of the 
unusual noun pepCq is not casual. On one hand, it has the 
resonance of a feminine form and, on the other, it could be 
related to p£poq, that in colloquial sense it could refer to the 
male organ (see J. N. Adams The Latin Sexual Vocabulary p. 45 
London 1982), but in feminine.
Fr. 26, 27, 28. 3-4, 185 could make similar sexual
inf erences.
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Fr. 51
The present fragment may be part of a speech in anapaests 
and spoken by the chorus, as Kock suggests.
The Sch. <M> to Eur. Hec. 421 makes reference to this 
passage, and suggests that the chorus of this play must have 
consisted of Y^vatxcq x£Xeiou who were appointed to weave the 
peplum of Athena, nine months before the celebration of the
Panathenaia; they were called I p Y a c r x i v a C .
This line must, then, refer to this activity since the
peplum was made of wool (xffiv epCcav) and it was very colourful
(avQSSv xfiSv xavxoSanSW). As Parke <1977) pp. 33f. suggests (see
also Deubner (1969) pp. 22ff. ): "the main preoccupation was not
the weaving of the material so much as its decoration. This was 
woven into the dress in the manner of tapestry", and he adds 
afterwards, "the design of the peplos was executed in bright 
colours -yellow and blue are mentioned- and the general effect 
was evidently most striking".
This piece of cloth was a topos of Old Comedy and Ar. Av. 
827 makes use of it also. As Parke (1977) p. 34 says, it was "a 
conventional motive in New Comedy to describe a maiden leading a 
sheltered life in the country as only coming to town to see the 
peplos". In tragedy it appears in Euripides loc.cit.
The difficulty in the interpretation arise from the presence 
of xfiv epCov and avGav and the construction of the verb 
xaxdYapev with a genitive only found here. The meaning of 
xaxdryopsv seems to be 'to spin'. Yet, the word av0ov meaning 
'dyes' in strict sense, does not fit its meaning.
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Kock suggests in his commentary ad loc. that xffiv epCcov is a 
gloss from avQfiv xffiv navxoSaxoSv and Edmonds FAC I p. 224- n. 4 
agrees with him. This suggestion is supported by the fact that 
the dyed wool was called avBoq, name mainly of the dye (cf. 
Bluemner Tech. p. 222 and Gow ad Theocr. 15. 116). In this case 
the two words could indicate different kinds of wool. On the one 
hand, avSSSv xffiv xavxoSarcffiv could mean "dyed wool" and, on the 
other, xffiv IpCcav would be a general partitive noun at the 
beginning to indicate all kinds of wool included undyed wool.
The genitive should be considered then partitive as in Ar. 
fr. 735 (as Meineke CGF II 1 p. 271 proposes) perhaps to indicate 
a part of one kind of wool and a part of the other which could be 
woven together (about the use of the partitive genitive as object 
of verbs, see Poultney The Genitive Case in Ar. pp. 77ff.
Baltimore 1936).
xax&yapev: about this activity see Epig. fr. 7 and PI. Soph. 
226. According to Bluemner Tech. I pp. 112f f. "die drei
Hauptmanipulationen dabei sind also Ausziehen de Fadens, was bei 
den Griechen crx^/iova resp. xp<5xr|v xax&yeiv heisst daher xdcxaypa 
das zum Spinnen herausgezogene, bei den Rttm. filum deducere; 
ferner das Drehen des Spindel resp. des Wirt els, ax p a x x o v  
eX Caae iv ,  sn l a x p ^ e  iv,  fusum (turbinem) pollice (digitis) versare 
oder torquere; und drittens das Drellen de Fadens, axp6<peiv 
(xepiaxp£<pe iv )  x6 vf[jia, xf^v x6 pxqv,  etc. fila (stamina) pollice 
(manu, digitis) versare oder torquere".
In Plato Men. 80e it is used in metaphorical sense X6*yov
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xaxdrfCLV, though some scholars have doubts about the text. It Is 
possible that here a metaphorical sense Is implied, above all in 
the context of the parabasis when the chorus speaks according to 
its dramatic character (cf. supra p. 41).
The verb implies that several women are going to begin the 
weaving of wool of different colours, xffiv Ttavxo5am2Sv, maybe 
inferring that each one will do one colour.
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Fr. 52
Fragment in Eupolidean metre <cf. fr. 34) that could be part 
of the parabasis of the play for its metre and perhaps its 
subject, if it was an advice to vote again to return the 'gold1. 
The imperative (avayrjcpC^ aarOe) is suitable to a chorus-leader's 
speech of advice to the city. But it is not a definitive
argument, because, except for the metre, the subject can be found 
outside parabatic speeches (e.g. Ach. lOOff. and the references 
to the gold promised by the Persians in support of the Athenians
or the speech of Dicaeopolis in the same play 11. 496ff. ).
xdvon|nri<pCaaoO': this compound verb in middle voice was used 
of the voters, while in active of the chairman, who puts to vote 
a proposal (cf. Thuc, 6. 14).
xd xpwrta: Meineke puts this form in connexion with the gold
vases that were sent from Egypt to Athens as a present (cf.
Cratin. fr.76); but this passage of the Athenian history is very 
vague (see K-A ad Cratin. fr. cit. ). It may just mean 'gold
coins' and could refer to the minting of gold coins that took
place in Athens in 407 and is mentioned in Ar. Ran. 720.
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Fr. 53
The metre is doubtful, and two possibilities are still 
opened: an iambic metre (cf. Herwerden BphW 27 (1907) p. 207, see 
also Demiaflczuk comment ad loc.) or what K-A call 'Eupolideus 
formae rarioris', quoting fr. 70.1 and Cratin. fr. 105.8, Conti 
Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 292 suggests the modifications: paCveiv
<xa>vaxopctv <xdq> a-yopdcq which would be an anapaestic dimeter.
As in fr. 45, it contains a detailed description of a task 
which could be possibly performed by a slave (cf. Phryn.com. fr. 
39: <t0 6* eicnoCaa SouXixfflq evoxetiaaai / xat xav5ov avaxdXXovov). 
In our case it would refer to the collection and cleaning of 
public places. The status of the persons who perform this task is 
not known with certainty. They were called avSpeq xonpoXd'yoi. 
Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 174 suggests that "they were 
perhaps private day-labourers, though they seem to have been 
those who had «to besprinkle and to sweep again the market- 
place»" (cf. 0. Jacob Les esclaves publlques A Athenes pp.13ff. ).
paCvEiv, avaxopetv: the verb paCveiv and the simple form
xopstv could have epic and poetic resonances since they can be 
found together in Od. 20. 149-50: aYpetG’, ai p£v SfiSpa xopi^ aaxE
rcoiTTvtiaaaai / pdaaaxS x’ev te 0pdvoiq evTroi^ xoiCTi xarcffxaq (cf. 
pfivov in TrGF adesp. 90. 1).
The compound avaxopetv is only found in Pherecrates; but it 
seems to mean simply 'to sweep again' after having swept once 
already. It is possible that the text contained the verb ' to 
sweep' xopctv or xaXXuvciv beforehand (about it cf. LSJ s. v.
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xaXXovco). A similar verb and formation would be orvaxaXXi3vci> found 
in Phryn.com. fr.cit.
Fr. 54
EYx£vxpiSaq: synonym of x£vTpov. It is applied to different 
things; but always denominates a sharp point. This special use
makes it suspect of being a poetical or comic word (see, for 
example, MacDowell ad Vesp. 427).
Here it designates the 'spurs' for horses. This meaning may 
have been fairly common in Classical Greek (cf. Eust. in II. p. 
811. 40); but this is the only instance we have. In PI. com. fr.
40 it means "goad" for yokes and Xen. Cyr. 6. 1 uses it to 
designate "spurs" of a special collar for hunting dogs.
Fr. 55
papSCCeiv: it is difficult to reach a conclusion about the
meaning this word could have had in Pherecrates. Ar. Lys. 576
r
applies it to terminology used of wool appropiate to a woman's
/\
speech. Perhaps Pherecrates used it in the literal sense 'to
cudgel' or to beat wool in order to clean or soften it (cf. 
Bluemner Tech. I 102 quoting Ar. loc.cit.). It would be related 
to the mention of wool in fr. 51 and that the chorus was formed 
by women.
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’EmXtfjap.av q GdtXaxxa
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
It is impossible to explain which was the general content of 
this play. It has been suggested that Thalatta may the name of a 
hetaira, above all on the basis of the passage of Athen. XIII 
567c who mentions this name as title of another play by Diodes: 
xai aXXa 5£ noXXA, a>vcu6£q, Spdqiaxa arc6 exaipSSv eaxe x<fcq
extYpacpdq, ©dtXaxxa AioxX£ouq, <Depexp<5txouq Kopiavvo (cf. Kaibel 
apud K-A ad loc. ).
The compound title may be simply an alternative name, either 
popular or given by later scholars, in order to distinguish two 
comedies with the same title, here for instance from that of 
Diodes (perhaps having been lost or arriving with no definitive
title; in this case the double title is found in later
authors; see Introductory Note on Agathoi), or as an aid to 
remember the content of the play (cf. further Hunter on Eub. pp. 
146-8). The meaning of this double title can be interpreted in
two ways:
- If *Eni\/j<7jjiav refers to a male figure: 'the forgetful man' 
he could be another important character in the play together with 
Thalatta, the hetaera. In this case, the play could have 
developed the topic of the old man and the hetaira, more 
frequently found in Middle and New Comedy, but already hinted at 
in Ar. Vesp. 1326-71; the only piece of evidence for it could be 
the mention of 0aXXoq>6pooq in reference to old men in fr. 63. It 
is clear from fr. 57 that there was a male character who went to 
someone's to have a banquet.
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- If, otherwise, it is feminine, it could mean the nickname 
or main feature of the woman: The forgetful woman or Thalatta.
In any case, the fragments suggest that it was possibly a 
'comedy of manners' (cf. supra p. 52) with many elements of daily 
Athenian life like 'being ill' (fr.58), 'going for a dinner with 
their own meal' (fr.57), perhaps a reference to this dinner or 
more probably to another banquet (fr. 60), perhaps the mention of 
0a\Xo9opoi at the Panathenaic procession (fr. 63); losing the 
tunic for debts (fr. 59). Also fr. 56 could be placed in a 
similar context, but it is doubtful.
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Fr. 56
A character narrates the dialogue with a man (oi'pot xdXaq, 
1.3). Kock suggests that ' mulier de marito queritur', but it is 
uncertain and Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p.352 relates it to the 
criticism of the way of speaking of some politicians, a common 
topic in Aristophanes, above all about Cleon (cf. MacDowell's 
comment on Vesp. 1034 and K-A ad Ar. fr. 644). The vividness of 
the narration increases with the use of the direct speech in 1. 2 
and 3.
1. The reading of the manuscripts is Incomplete and does not 
give proper sense. Different suggestions have been made in order 
to alter cpgpExai. Perhaps the easiest way to complete the verb is 
to add xat before T t v C y e t a i ,  since it can be missed by haplography 
from its similarity with the ending of (pgpexai (see Kock RhM 30 
(1874) p.403).
Two emendations to the text are perhaps worthy of mention: 
xECpcxai suggested by Kock loc.cit. and (pX^ycTOti by Herwerden Mn. 
10 (1882) p. 71. The first one is found in comic parody of this 
tragic expression of pain and distress (cf. Ar. Lys. 960 and 
Henderson ad loc.). The latter one is found in metaphorical sense 
of the 'spirit' burning in Ar. Thesm. 680, Nub. 992.
irvC*ycxaL: normal verb to express exaggerated anger and
agitation in comedy. It i6 more often found in the compound form 
amojivCY^ * About its meaning in Aristophanes, see Taillardat 
Images § 381.
2. awoxpiOfiS: the main objection to this verb is in the fact
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that arcoxpivopai in the aorlst passive forms with middle meaning 
is only found among classical authors in PI. Ale. 2. 149a and
Xen. An. II 1.22; but in later authors (cf. Theocr. VIII 74 and 
Machon 146) and in New Testament Greek it became very common.
Perhaps Mervyn Jones C1R 72 (1958) p. 238 made the best
attested alteration, as the selective apparatus critlcus of K-A 
point out (Kock suggested arcoSixfiS and Edmonds FAC I p. 226 n. 5
OCTtOptiU)).
Nonetheless, the change seems unnecesary since, according to 
Phryn. Eel. 78, it was already quite common and for instance the 
verb unoxpCvopai already is found in passive with a middle sense 
in a writer as early as Ctesiph. fr. 29. 41. It may have been a 
form belonging to spoken Attic (cf. Lautenmsach G1 3 (1911) p.235 
for further references).
3. xaP<^ Pa: a 'mountain stream', generally characterized by its 
strength and speed.
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Fr. 57
The subject of this fragment refers to a very common topic 
in Comedy: the kind of banquet or communal dinner in which every
guest brings his own meal (cf. Ar. Ach. 1138, Vesp. 1251 and
Pherecr. fr. 127 maybe in metaphorical sense).
1. CFiKJ'xeuaadqiEvoq: cf. Ar. Ach. 1096 Sstrcvov xiq evoxeoaCgxm, 
and Phryn.com. fr.39 (cf. Diph. fr. 89).
xd oitupCSiov: diminutive form of crrcupCq, is a small basket 
made of wicker-work. It is also found in Ar. Ach. 453 where it is
part of the parody of Telephus (cf. D. L. VI 5.87) and it may have
been a very small one, that perhaps indicates the size of the 
meal that it is going to contain. Both crTtipCq and o m p £ 6 i o v  seem to 
be a common way of carrying food according to Athen. 8 . 365a (cf. 
Ar. fr. 557 and K-A ad loc.). LSJ s. v. 2 say that it is the
translation of the latin "sportula". Food can also be carried in
a xCaxq in Ar. Ach. 1069 (see Rennie ad loc.).
2. ticpdq ©feXqvt: several solutions have been suggested to 
correct this passage.
On one hand it has been suggested to be a name, since the 
expression oq Ttpdq is sometimes used "to have the intention of 
going to someone's house", according to LSJ s. v. rnq C II a, and
the text of Athen. VIII 365a goes on by saying: oxav xiq aux6q
at>x$ oxeudaaq SeTitvov xat auvQ elq  etq arcupCSa napdc tl va 5e ircvt^ amv 
it). But there is no evidence about a name like ’Qq>sXf|v and 
Meineke suggests altering it into an attested name like 'GtysXtav. 
The suggestion of Schweighaeuser is xdv ’0<p£Xav following a very
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similar passage of Apoll. Car. fr. 29.2 (suggestion taken by 
Blaydes Adv. I p. 17 who proposes oq {npdq} 10<p£Xav>; Kaibel apud 
K-A favours *Q<peX tmv (a) or perhaps *Q<peX£pqv, as the name of a 
hetaira.
On the other hand, Kaibel in his edition of Athen. proposes: 
oq npoocixpeXeTv; but this proposal does not fit the context of the 
quotation and the preceeding line.
I would be in favour of the first proposal. A name (of a 
hetaera) could be suitable to the context and maybe it was 
invented by Pherecrates, as Kaibel apud K-A suggests.
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Fr. 58
In the comedies of Aristophanes there is no scene that shows 
on stage a person ill with high temperature as it seems to be 
represented here. Perhaps the most nearly parallel scene would be 
that of the wounded Lamachus in Ar. Ach. 119If. (in general some 
illnesses are mentioned, for instance in Thesm. 483ff. ; there are 
also doctors but they are generally mentioned for the sake of a 
joke, cf. Ehrenberg The People of Ar, p. 247 and 280ff. ).
Perhaps we can envisage that the scene represented here was 
of a person lying on a bed (maybe using the exxuxXr^ pa), as it 
happens at the beginning of Aristophanes' Clouds in which the two 
characters lie in bed. This idea would fit the representation of 
a play with a domestic character.
The text has been restored with the help of the two 
quotations of Eustath. in II. 707.36 and in Od. 1761.29 where the 
word ap5av is found instead of apSaXCav in the first citation.
ap5a: 'dirt' is first found here in Classical Literature.
The verb ap5aX6o is attested in Philem. fr. 62 (cf. also the 
adjective apSaXoq). According to Ar. Byz. fr. 18S1. apud Eust. in 
Od. p. 1761. 29 it is of foreign origin (o-uvdirre i 6£ xooxoiq
£svix6v xat xd (ap5a xat add. Slater) apSaXScrai).
cnt6yyioov: 'to sponge off'. About the Ionic ondyyiaov
instead of the usual Attic aspiration aydyyicrov (cf. fr. 28.4 
a<p6v5oXov), see Ar. fr. 59. In Aristophanes the 'sponge' is 
related in some occasions to scenes of fear and its physical 
influence on the characters (cf. Thesm. 245, Ran. 482, 487).
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Fr. 59
This fragment refers to the probably common but disagreeable 
proceeding of 'taking the securities' of a debtor (cf. Ar. Nub. 
35, 241, Eccl. 567 where Praxagora takes it as one of her first
measures in the new society, PI. 451). Pawning the chiton was
sign of deep poverty (cf. Ar. Nub. 179 and Dover ad loc. and 
Pherecr. fr. 123).
evexupifiatdq: the adjective 'pledged', 'in the state of
being plegded' is only found here in Classical literature, and 
Phryn. eel. 342 condemns it since it is used by ooSeiq xffiv
SoxCpov, while ev6xuPov is commoner. In spite of this very 
sweeping sentence, there is evidence about a variation of the 
saying PoOq aXXbxpioq xoXXdc s£m 8X6rte i (Zen. II 81) into PoCq 
evexupipaioq (cf. L. Cohn Zu den Paroemiographen p. 75 Breslau
1887) and in the V century the contamination of -ipoq and -ipouoq
seems to have been fairly normal (cf. Buck-Petersen A reverse 
index p. 45; other compounds with this suffix can be found in 
Hdt. 2. 36 euxmXipatoq, Ar. Pax 678 axoftoXipaToq playing with the 
term umoPoXipatoq; see WevSofSokifxaXcx; by Cratinus iun. ).
XCxav: at early times it usually designated a man's tunic 
(in contrast with the woman's ngrcXoq); but later it could mean 
also the woman's small tunic (above all the diminutive x^ttviov 
indicates the Ionic chiton, the 'regular indoor dress of Greek 
women' according to Gow on Theocr. 15.21). In IV century Greek 
XiTcovCoxoq was the regular name without any diminutive sense (cf. 
Dem. 19. 217 and MacDowell ad loc.).
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Fr. 60
The manuscripts Vr of Sch. Ar. Vesp. 968d give a corrupted 
quotation of this fragment and perhaps the best suggestion is the 
addition of Meineke ed. min. inspired by the text of Aristophanes: 
xod £(70 Cel.
The kind of food that has been served (about 7iap£0r|xe cf. 
fr. 32) 'heads and odds-and-ends' as Edmonds FAC I p. 227 
translates it, does not seem to be a delicacy.
xpdvi': 'heads' in general is called eua&pxa by Amphis fr. 
16 (cf. also Hipp. Epid. 7.62) and according to the Sch. cit. it 
can designate 'fish-heads' also.
<xpax^ Xioc>: it designates the parts of the animal from the 
TpdtXT)Xoq or neck. It is dog's food in Ar. Vesp. 968.
Fr. 61
Fragment of difficult interpretation because of the textual 
problems. The metre seems to be iambic tetrameter catalectic and 
there may be a syllable missing at the beginning.
tmXsv: the solutions given to this corrupted word are not 
satisfactory since the quotation is not long enough to give an 
approximate sense. The following proposals have been made:
- Lobeck Paralipomena grammaticae p. 192 n. 6 Leipzig 1837: o 
SeIv* oPcXCav Set (against this interpretation see Kock ad loc. 
"at ea adhortationis alacritas huius modi sententiae non 
convenit").
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- Meineke ed. min. : otpeiXev or 0 9E1XE o'.
- Kock: elcd0£v or e o ih e v
- Palmer Hermath. 4 <1883) p. 335: oXov p£v.
- Headlam C1R 13 (1899) p.5 e5ei pgv.
- Desrousseaux Observations critiques sur les livres III et 
IV d*Ath6n£e p. 50 Paris 1942: <®> £5e p’ (cf. Taillardat Images
§141).
-  th e  most r a d ic a l  change i s  th a t  o f K a ib e l apud K-A: cclveTv 
p£v opEXCav, arcoSCxou 5£ TipoxipSv.
oPeXCarv: according to Athen. Ill 111b, it means here bread
ev opeXfaxoiq ottx&xo . But this explanation of the origin of the 
noun was already disputed and, according to the same source, it 
could also refer to bread that costs one obol and maybe the form
ofJoXCav recalls this origin (cf. Ar. fr. 456).
Ar. fr. 105 refers to the special kind of bread that was
carried by the opEXioKpbpoi in the City Dionysia and seems to have 
been identified in a vase-painting as a long loaf of bread
carried by two men in a stick, perhaps still the spit where it 
was cooked (see Pickard-Cambridge DFA fig. 84 p.213 and p. 61, and 
in favour of this opinion also Poll. VI 75, Hesych. ol8 , Phot,
p. 313.20). Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 223 n. 1 suggests that
the explanation of the method of cooking with the spit is not
possible technically and that it seems more likely that the noun 
refers to its shape simply. The explanation of the obol of price 
is not convincing for bread to be so expensive (see Bluemner 
Tech. I p. 75 n. 1).
onoSeTv: originally "to pound, smite, crush" (LSJ s. v. ) is
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very common in comedy, and, according to Taillardat Images §633, 
"propement broyer, se dit souvent des mauvais coups" in
metaphorical sense.
In Ar. Pax 1306 and possibly this fragment it means 'eat,
devour'. But as Fritzsche Quaestiones Aristophaneae I p. 73
Leipzig 1835 says, it could ambiguously mean "paedicare" (see Ar. 
Eccl. 113, further Taillardat Images §193 and Henderson MM p. 
172).
fcpoxipftv: in a negative phrase it does not mean 'to prefer'; 
but rather tppovxCCeiv (cf. Lobeck loc.cit.), or "curare" (cf. 
Ach. 27, PI. 655 and van Leeuwen ad Ran. 638: "id autem quod
curare se negat aliquis ubi additur, in genitivo ponitur"; see 
also K-G I 393b).
Fr. 62
The text must be spoken by a male character or said about a
man (cf. auv&v). It contains several expressions that can be
understood in an ambiguous sense: ouvAv can mean 'live together
with", but also "to have intercourse, sexual relationship with" 
(cf. LSJ s. v. ai3veipi II and further Henderson MM p. 159 and 214).
These words could be addressed to a fishmonger in a 
derogatory manner with reference to two very common sorts of 
fish. In metaphorical sense, these kinds of fish may refer to 
persons of low social or personal status.
1. xopaxtvCSioiq: diminutive of xopaxtvoq (cf. Ar. Lys. 560), a
very common fish to which several types have been related. "The
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ancients gave etymological explanations to its name: for its
black colour from x6pa£ 'raven', and Athen. VII 309a: referring
only to the NeiXSxai xopaxtvoi, but perhaps to all of this 
species, 6 id xd xocq xdpaq xivstv" according to Thompson Fishes p. 
122-3.
See further Archestr. SH 150.3 and Ar. fr. 550.
2. pociviSCoiq: diminutive of paCvr), is "a little worthless
fish: a sprat or its Mediterranean analogue Maena vulgaris?', cf.
Thompson Fishes s. v. It is found in Ar. fr. 258, Ran. 985, Eub. 
fr. 148.6, Antiph. fr. 69. It was seen as gregarious and very 
prolific (cf. Thompson loc.cit.).
Fr. 63
The honour of carrying olive-shoots in the Panathenaia 
festival was given to old men, but it could also qualify a person 
'no longer fit to do anything else', MacDowell on Vesp. 544 (see 
also Cratin. fr. 33).
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' I n v d q  fj norvvi>x£^
One of the topics of this play may have been the 'war of 
sexes' depicted in fr. 64 (as in Ar. Lys., Eccl. and to a certain 
extent Thesm. ); but otherwise the fragments shed very little 
light about its content. The double title (about them in general, 
see introductory note on Epilesmon, p.199) could lead to further 
speculation.
On one hand, 'Invdq refers, as Harp. s. v. explains, to the 
kitchen as a part of the house. It is generally identified with 
the part where the oven is placed and the cooking utensils (cf. 
Ar. Vesp. 139, 837). In this context it may be interesting to
point out that some or even most of the cooking activities that 
included frying or roasting were done outside (cf. Ar. Ach. 1005 
and 1096ff. ) while baking is done inside the house (cf. fr. 26. 
2). As it is expected then, some kind of cooking must have taken 
place (cf. fr. 6 6 ) and there are references to food and 
commercial activities which are related subjects (cf. fr. 67 and 
71 and fr. 70. 4, perhaps by chance, mentions the non-existence
of the feminine of p^Yeipoq, paye Cpaivav).
On the other hand, navvvyCq is a common title that was used 
by other writers like Eubulus, Alexis and Hipparchus. It could be 
interpreted in two ways.
Firstly, it may be related to the night festival that 
usually included songs and dances and was held after the Setrcvov 
(cf. PI. Rep. 328a: xat rcpdq Ye rcavvuxCSa Ttoii'jaoDcriv, fjv a^iov
SedaaoQai. e£avaaxr)(76pe0a y&p pexdc x6 Setnvov xai xi^ v xavvi>xC5a 
0eaa6pe0a xe noXXotq xffiv v£ov aux60i xat 5iaXe£6pe0a, also Soph.
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Ant. 1146-52). This kind of festivals could be a celebration 
sometimes of religious character (cf. Ar. Ran. 371). It could in 
more general sense indicate any activity that lasted all night 
long and navvuxC£a> indicates in Ar. Nub. 1069, fr. 715 and Men. 
Dysc. 858 (see Sandbach ad loc.) 1 to make love' (see Henderson MM 
p. 157-8). But riavvi>x£<; was particularly a women's festival (cf. 
Hunter on Eub. p. 175) and it may suggest that the play took 
place during the celebration of a festival. This context seems to 
have been common in Old Comedy (cf. Ar. Thesm. ) and maybe in some 
cases, this setting was the only one where subjects like women 
taking power could have been possible to imagine for the ancient 
scholars (cf. the other title of Lysistrata, Adoniazousae 
according to Schol. ad 389, see Ar. test. 2a 19; the Hypoth. II 
to Eccl. places this play in the festival of the Scira).
Another possibility, suggested by K-A, is that IlavvoxCq is a 
proper name of a hetaira. In this case it would be the first 
example of this name, found in this sense in Luc. Dlal.mer. 9 
(cf. K-A PCG V p.238).
The play has been dated before 415 because fr. 64 mentions the 
house of Pulytion which was famous for its luxury till later
times (cf. CPI.] Eryx. 400b and Pausan. 1. 2. 5). This date has been 
suggested because in this year a mock-celebration of the 
mysteries took place in this house (cf. And. 1. 17). The fact that 
Pausanias says that at his time it was a temple of Dionysus could 
be important, since it could imply that it was confiscated and 
made into an official temple perhaps as a punishment of this rich 
man for his activities in Alcibiades' house (cf. Plut. Aik. 22.4).
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It seems then possible that 415 could be the terminus ante quern 
this play was performed, as Kdrte RE XI (1939) 1987 suggests. In 
any case the house was known to have belonged to Pulytion much 
longer after the V century and there are some elements of the 
history of this house that we do not know.
This interpretation also takes the fragment literally and
maybe it is the only way to take it; but it could be also 
understood in the way of a joke in the context of an exclamation 
about something totally impossible and incredible to see or an 
expression of bewilderment about the possession of a vain
character being mortgaged (see infra on fr. 64.2).
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Fr. 64
The private houses in the Classical Athens were very few 
times outstanding and tended to blend with the other houses (cf. 
Isocr. VII 52 and Dem. 3.25); for this reason the house of 
Pulytion at colonnades of the Ceramicus was especially 
outstanding and remembered for its magnificence till later times 
(cf. [PI.] Eryx. 400b and Paus. 1. 2. 5).
It is not clear if the house was represented on stage by one 
of the doors which formed part of the staging of the play (if we 
take op$q in literal sense: 'don't you see'. The text, otherwise, 
could be understood as follows: (the speaker pointing at his own
or another character's house), "don't you see the house of a 
*Pulytion' on mortgage" (since the character considers himself as 
a rich man and influential; cf. a similar interpretation of fr. 
125). Or interpreting the verb op$q in the sense of 'to discern, 
perceive' (LSJ s. v. 1 2  or III).
2. xf^ v DouXdtCovoq: the name IIouXuTCmv is not commonly found 
in Classical Athens. Pape W&rterbuch Gr. Eigennamen s. v. only 
registers a rich man who became especially famous because of the 
mockery of the Eleusinian mysteries (cf. And. 1.12, Isocr. 16.6). 
It seems that Pulytion himself took part in a similar celebration 
which occurred at the house of Alcibiades (see Plut. Aik. 22. 4 
and MacDowell on Andocides On the Mysteries p. 179 and 183 Oxford 
1962). The mortgaging of the house is not necessarily due to his 
activities in the mysteries (when the house would be 
confiscated), although one cannot rule out totally that the house
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was mortgaged after being confiscated on his death or exile and 
still was called with his name. Anyway, he was probably seen, as 
Sommerstein C1Q 80 (1986) pp. 106 says, "as an extravagant
wastrel who had got deeply into debt".
uicApoXov: this word seems to mean 1 mot gaged exi ofioXipaCcp
t6xc^' (cf. Phot. p. 626.9). It seems to refer to the tablets that 
were affixed in order to point out this fact (cf. Dem. 41.6).
Nonetheless, there is no further literary evidence about the 
use of this word in antiquity and we have to rely on the later 
lexicographers about the use of this word.
Fr. 65
This line is an example of use of military or pseudo­
military language. The two verbs are very similar in their sense. 
The first one, means 'to retreat, return' and "is
oftenest in military or quasi-military contexts Th. VI 49.4, Lys. 
461" as Ussher on Eccl. 29 says. The second one, onu£Spav (cf. Ar. 
fr. 519, Phryn. com. fr. 46.3) indicates "to run away on the 
sly" (cf. Conti Bizzarro (1989) p.272 who suggests that these
words could be said by a deserter or a slave, see PI. Prot. 310c,
Men. Sam. 358, fr. 195K8-T).
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Fr. 66
This fragment suggests a possible scene in the 'kitchen' as 
the title implies (cf. Kaibel apud K-A). It refers to ways of 
making a fire ready by blowing the fine ashes. In Dionys. fr. 2. 
16 a cook speaking gives this function to the ofonoi6q or
assistant.
The passage could be understood also within the context of 
the procedures to make a sacrifice, as for instance Eup. fr. 99. 
41-3, Ar. fr. 345, Arched, fr. 2. 4-5 (sprinkling on some oil);
cf. Blake in Menander's "Dyscolus" pp. 172f. New York 1966.
m&Xrjq: its meaning seems to be related to a very fine dust, 
either that of the finest meal, Hippocr. Mul. I 64 or that of a
fire as here. This latter sense is only found in Pherecrates in
literary text; as for the first meaning Aristophanes uses other
compound forms as rcaindXr] Nub. 260 and 262, rcaiTudXr^ pa Av. 431,
naXqpdxiov  Ar. fr. 700.
Fr. 67
Porson in Th. Kidd Tracts and miscellaneous criticism of the 
late Richard Porson Esq. p.184 London 1815 suggests a 
modification of the manuscripts' reading, that is probably right. 
The text has to be interpreted then as a reference to the archon 
(cf. eq>’ ou) a year earlier, under whom the price of the wheat 
was cheap. The pronoun o5e generally implies the person who is 
going to be spoken of (cf. fr. 12. 1 on o 5£).
Bearing in mind that the play has been dated before 415,
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Edmonds FAC I p.229 n. c tried a highly speculative proposal to
identify this figure with Nicias.
An important historical fact that might have influenced the 
price of corn at this time is the occupation of Decelea in 413 in 
Thuc, VII 28.1. Hopper Trade and Industry in Classical Greece 
p. 79 London 1979 concludes that this fact produced an increase of 
price; but Westlake C1R LXII (1948) pp. 2ff. sees no reason to 
reach this conclusion in the passage of Thucydides (cf. also 
Gomme ad loc.).
Maybe we have here a topical reference to an important 
element of Athenian daily life. Actually it is not strange that 
the price of wheat is one of the first things Dicaepolis asks the 
starving Megarian in Ach. 758: At.: tC S'aXXo Meyapot; rrfiq o
crtxoq Svioq; / Me: map’ xoXvxCpaxoq $ruep xoi 0eoC, (about the
relationship between nup6q in our text and crtxoq in Aristophanes
see Moritz C1Q n. s. 5 (1955) pp. 135ff.). It was probably a way
of measuring the economic situation of a place.
Fr. 68
Some textual difficulties cause difficulties to understand 
the text with precision.
In particular it refers to the unusually attested 'bathing- 
skin' (cf. on $av) and according to Poll. X 181, the source of 
our fragment, it was part of a longer enumeration of xd IpyaXeTa 
xffq xcuSoxpiP ixffq, that is to say, the instruments used in 
education. The boys' education is the subject of Ar. Nub. 961ff. 
especially. ; but it could also relate to the education of girls,
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since it seems to have been quite normal (cf. F.A. G. Beck Album 
of Gr. Education Sidney 1975) and this kind of clothing was 
mainly worn by women and by men when they were in presence of
women.
$otv: word that covers a wide range of meanings more or less 
related. It is mainly found as a sort of cloth for special 
occasions. It was made of sheep-skin and used as a military 
garment in Hermipp. fr. 56, for religious celebrations Hermipp. 
fr. 76 and in our case as in Theop.com. fr. cit. it is 'a sort of 
drawers or apron used by bathers' (LSJ s.v.).
Poll. loc. cit. explains that it was used by ai Xoudpevai
yuvatxeq fj ol Xotiovxeq aoxdq and in a former passage, VII 66 
quoting Theop.com. fr. cit., says that it is xd 5£ nspt xotq 
ouSoCoiq, od pdvov yx>\ouy.8>\ aXXd xai avSpfiiv, ondxe otiv xaTq 
yovai^i XotioLVxo, $av XouxpCSa eoixe 0edTtopxoq o xmpixAq. It is 
clear that it was mainly a female garment to preserve Athenian 
women's and girl's dignity when having a bath in a public place 
in a male company who should wear it in this case as well.
We may have its depiction in some vase paintings with 
Atalanta wearing something similar (cf. Beck op.cit. pi.84, 409: 
Cup. Paris, Louvre CA 2259; Seltman Nomen in Antiquity London
19592 pp. 121-2, see J. Boardman in Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classlcae II. 1 p. 945 Ztlrich/Munich 1984); a later 
Roman mosaic in the Piazza Armerina in Sicily depicts women in a 
gymnasium wearing a similar kind of clothing (cf. W. Dorigo Late 
Roman Painting p. 165 Engl, transl. London 1970). Ginouvds
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Balaneutikd pp. 223-4 relates it to other bath implements like
the exXouxptq, maybe a axoXd (cf. ibid. n. 4) and xuoxCq for the
hair.
Xoupevfp: it seems that this is the reading closer to the
textual tradition, accepting the easy change of rcpoCc&vvuxai into 
TipoC^ vvuxe as suggested by Bentley Epist. ad Hemst. (I p. 291 
Wordsw. ) (see K-A for other changes).
Yet it is not clear whether it refers to a boy or a woman; 
it is possibly said, as Edmonds FAC I p. 229 n. d proposes, ' of a 
mother whose little girl (xaiSAptov) is getting too old to bathe 
naked'.
Tipo^ t&vvoxe: this compound is only found in Pherecrates. It 
seems to be a descriptive verb to mean 'girding the $orv in
front', perhaps as a kind of wide belt fastened to the waist and
the breasts (cf. Theop. com. fr. 38 xrjvSi lisp iCwcrdpevoq 
XouxpCSa / xaxdSeapov nPr^ q nepin£xaaov.
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Fr. 69
A fragment whose metre is according to Meineke FCG II p. 280 
"iambicus tetrameter in fine truncatus quamquam etiam rationem 
sequi liquet". It is impossible to determine which is the exact 
meaning of the words. In fact the text reminds of fr. 18: a kind 
of defence made of wicker-work and the it could suggest the style 
of a military or pseudo-military terminology, as in fr.65. The 
emphatic sense of both adjectives also suggests a poetic 
reference (cf. on xepCspxxoq), Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) pp. 274-5 
suggests that they are technical terms and "si tratterA, quindi, 
della ctxt)vt^ drammatica e del nepCPoXoq, in cui si svolgevano gli 
agoni lenei" referring to the xdvvou in Ar. Vesp. 394.
axuvlj: it seems to mean any kind of small and provisional
house and was used in several contexts: tent (cf. Th. 2.34, Ar.
Pax 879 and Platnauer ad loc. ), a booth in the market-place 
<Thesm. 658), and also to the scene in the theatre (see Pax. 730,
Vesp. 394; see further Dover on Nub. p. lxxi).
xepCepxxoq: a hapax formed after xepi£pyci> (nepisCpym in
Attic) whose meaning is 'enclosed' (LSJ).
The relation of the two adjectives, one next to the other 
although applied to different words, seems to be periphrastic 
and emphatic. It could be translated as 'the hut encircled by 
encircling reed-fence'.
rcepiP6Xoiq: only found here and in Eur. IA 1477 in a choral 
portion with the meaning of 'encircling, compassing'.
xdcvvaicri: in plural it designates here and in Ar. Vesp. 394
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a group of reeds forming a fence. In Ar. loc. cit. they are 
surrounding the shrine of Lycus to whom Philocleon prays: xoo jjit^ 
t io t6  aou Ttapd xaq xdvvaq oop^ CTo aitOTtdpSco.
Fr. 70
The Eupolidean metre is usually related to choral parts of a 
comedy and especially to the parabasis in the section called the 
'anapaests' (about it see supra p. 23 and Sifakis Parabasis p. 34).
As in fr. 155. 25ff., the quotation of Athenaeus is divided 
into two parts, but probably they belong to the same parabatic 
speech in which some lines have been left out by our source (as 
it is interpreted by Kock comparing it with Thesm. 785ff. ).
Another possibility is that it is part of a scene with the chorus 
and the second quotation belongs to a speaker different from that 
of the first lines. In that case it does not belong to a 
parabasis' anapaestic speech (cf. Edmonds FAC I p.231 n.a).
The theme developed through these lines -and perhaps the 
whole speech if we accept the first opinion- was a kind of 
defence of women in opposition to men, but from an original and 
ironical point of view. In 11. 1-3 a man is identified as having
the activities of a perfume-seller and his circle of decadent 
activities (cf. fr.2). Lines 4-5 defend that women never are 
'cookette' (payeCpcava) or ' fish-mongeress' (ix0t>on6Xaiva). We 
cannot say how these women were depicted to contrast with men, 
but they might have been shown as staying at home, devoting 
themselves to domestic activities as in Pherecr. fr. 10 and 26 
and therefore, fulfilling their traditional role in Athenian
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society.
The joke is, nonetheless, the fact that on one hand these 
names did not exist in their feminine form, but the masculine one 
was used to designate both sexes, and on the other hand, women 
were satirized traditionally in comedy performing other 
activities like the bread-seller (cf. supra p.63). This text 
follows a common place in Old and Middle comedy: the criticism of 
social habits through the criticism of the sellers in the shops 
of the market-place (this subject is already found in Epich. fr. 
17 Kaib. ). It seems unlikely that the following words of
Athenaeus: exdicn:^  y&p Y^ve i appdCovxa 6 e ?v e Tvou xal x& xffq
x6xvrl^ are a paraphrase of the text of Pherecrates, as Meineke 
FCG II p. 277 says.
The whole passage of Athen. XIII 612a suggests an
interesting parallel between the Socratic philosophy and the 
perfume technique, as both tend to the 'pursuit of happiness'. 
Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 277 finds parallelism between the
description of the effeminate perfume seller 'sitting uyqXffiq' 
under the sunshade in our text and the description of Socrates in 
PI. Phaed. 89d (cf. also Thaet. 175d); but maybe both follow a
traditional representation of the intellectual as sitting in a 
high place thinking and talking nonesense (cf. Aristophanes' 
representation of Euripides in Ach. 407f. and in Nub. 331ff. the 
words of Socrates which depict the thought of the intellectuals 
as pEXEG>po<pp6vocxaq, 1.333). The intention of Athenaeus, when 
quoting this text, is mainly to give another example of the
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tradition that goes back to Solon and considers the selling of 
perfume as a disreputable activity.
1-3. The topic of these lines is the moral decadence of some
individuals in connexion with the group of people usually 
assembled in the perfume-seller's stall in the agora <cf. fr. 2). 
The order of the words, putting the main word puporcoXetv at the 
beginning and then the question is typical hyperbaton of the 
colloquial language that can be compared to fr. 6 .1, 74. 1, 108.
1. pupoTUflXetv: the person in charge of selling the perfume (who 
was the same as the perfume-maker, cf. Ehrenberg The People of 
Ar. p.125) had his shop perhaps with other shops of the same kind 
in a special part of the agora called t6 ptipov (cf. fr. 2.2, Ar. 
Equ. 1375, Polyzel. fr. 13, Eup. fr. 222) and surrounding it
there was usually a group of rich men who were always chatting
away (cf. infra on eXXaXetv). This activity could also take place
in the garland-shop (cf. fr. 2, Ar. Eccl. 302), in the barber's
and in the shoe-maker's (cf. Lys. 24. 20).
The word in itself is seldom found in literary texts (only 
another time in Ar. fr. 856). The perfumer seems to have been
called commonly o pvpoTi&Xqq and the shop x6 pupoTtoXiov. Ar. Eccl. 
841 uses the feminine form at pupomSXiSeq to designate women who 
provide the banqueters with perfume and of similar status to the 
auXqxpCSeq (cf. Ussher's comment on Ar. loc.cit.).
x( jiaOovT': it is not necessary to change it into tC
rtocSovt' , as Dobree Adv. II p. 347 since it is the reading of A,
the best manuscript of Athenaeus, and is well attested in Ar.
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Ach. 826, Nub. 402 and 506, Lys. 599, PI. 908 and Eup. fr. 193.4. 
It is also common in Atticist Greek and its meaning is, according 
to LSJ s. v. jjiocv0Avco, «under what persuasion, with what idea? 
hence ironically, for why on earths (see Rennie on Ach. 826 and 
Starkie on Vesp. 251).
xaOt^ ievov / uyqX&q: the participle seems to add another
feature to depict this perfume-seller: he sits in a high
position, perhaps in order to control his products and the 
clients who come to buy them. Another possible explanation is 
that it could imply a secondary sense: xa0Vjpevov could also mean 
'to sit doing nothing, be idle' and in similar context see Ar. 
Equ. 1375. And u\|rfjXa>q could be understood as 'boastfully, 
proudly'. Perhaps both are ambiguously employed to indicate a 
figure of a very 'high' appearance, sitting in a high position, 
doing nothing. This is the normal position with which the 
intellectuals (Socrates but also the dithyrambic poets) are 
depicted (cf. supra and see also Dover on Nub. pp. lxvii f. and 
Ar. Nub. 331 and R. K. Fisher Aristophanes' "Clouds" p. 107 
Amsterdam 1984).
oxiaSeT^: a 'sunshade' in general, but particularly the one 
used by women (cf. Poll. VII 174) and also in religious 
processions (cf. Ar. Av. 1508 in the parody of the Panathenaia, 
see further Deubner (1962) p. 31 n. 4; in Eup. fr. 481 Dionysos
carries one and may be a reference to the one in the processions
and also to an effeminate depiction of the god). It was a sign of 
effeminacy for a man to carry it, because it was used to protect 
the whiteness of the skin (about white skin and effeminacy, cf.
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Alex. fr. 322) and in the agora It covered the reed-booths that 
formed different shops (cf. fr. 18 y^ppoiq).
xaxEoxeuoKjpgvov / <rov£5piov: this expression is very similar 
to that of P I .  Prot. 317d: |3oi3XEa0E oov, o KaXXCaq £<pq, a u v £ 8 p io v  
xaxecrxEudoxojiEv, i v a  x a 0 iC 6 p e v o i  5iaX6yE<70e, but in Plato the 
voice is active, while it is not in our fragment (Conti Bizzarro 
(1988-9) p. 277 suggests that Plato's text is a linguistic echo of 
our; but it seems unlikely). Perhaps the best way of 
understanding this construction is as Kock does, Interpreting it 
as a middle participle which would agree with av5p', and would be 
parallel to xa0i^ pevov in 1.1. Thus it may indicate a personal 
interest of this perfume-seller in this meeting.
The noun auv£5piov, according to Turner on PI. loc.cit. 
Oxford 1891, was used "mostly of the 'meeting' and not of the 
meeting place"; this is true for the two texts just cited; but in 
other instances, like Polyb. II 39.1, it could mean the 'meeting 
house' (cf. Sandbach on Men. Dysc. 177).
3. The text of the manuscripts is as follows: cruv68piov ou xotq 
peipaxCoiq e XAXe i . The word ou after <n>v65piov does not fit the 
metre and the only way to understand it is as a pregnant 
construction (cf. LSJ s. v. oq Ab I 2). Also eXdXei is unmetrical 
and not suitable to the sense without ou. Perhaps the simplest 
solution is the text generally adopted: ouv65piov xotq
pcipocxCoiq cXXaXEtv (see infra on e XXocXe Tv ) .
xotq peipaxCoiq: this word could be related to auv^Spiov, to 
IXXaXetv or to both at the same time.
It is the diminutive of r\ petpa£ which already had a
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derogatory sense in Cratin. fr. 60 (about changes of genre and 
sense, see K-A's comment ad Cratin. loc.cit.). It is usually 
found in connexion with these effeminate young men. They were 
symbols of the looseness and softness that characterized some 
Athenian young people and in Aristophanes they are related to the 
sophistic education (cf. Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 125 and 
Carter (1986) pp. 119ff.
eXXaXeTv: a suggestion made by Dobree and it is probably the 
best to solve the problems of the text. It is never found in 
ancient Greek. K-A draw attention to the comic formation of 
evapiaxfifv in Eup. fr. 269.1 'to have breakfast in'; Pherecrates 
could have formed it in parallel. Other suggestions are: Meineke 
peipaxCoiq ouXXaXeTv (found in later Greek literature and 
inscriptions); exXaXetv (cf. Eur. fr. 219N2), as Conti Bizzarro 
(1988-9) p. 276 suggests, but its sense seems to be 'to speak 
out', 'to proclaim' and it does not fit well the rest of the 
lines; and SiaXaXeTv according to Cobet apud K-A's app. crit. (cf. 
Eur. Cycl. 175) which has the disadvantage of the repetition of 
5i' immediately aferwards, although this fact may have provoked 
the mistake.
In any case, the verb XaXetv is common in connection with 
the topic of the rich youth sitting in the agora and avoiding the 
main problems of the city (as Ar. Ach. 22 depicts them standing 
about and avoiding the purple rope that surrounds the Assembly: 
oi 5’ ev ayop$ XaXodaiv xavo xai xdxo / xd cryoivCov (peuyoixrt x6 
pepiXxci>)i6vov), by 'babbling' or 'gossiping' about banal subjects, 
(cf. Pherecr. fr.2). Perhaps the best example of the idle talking
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is Equ. 1376ff. and Eup. fr. 166 has also a good description of 
one of these young men, Phaiax: XaXeTv apiaroq, a5t)vaxoxaxoq
X6yeiv. A similar line is that of Nub. 1053: a xSSv vcavtoxov ae i 
5i’r))ji6paq XaXotivxav / nXffpeq x6 PaXaveTov xoieT x6vaq 66 x&q 
TiaXaCoxpaq.
5i'qp6paq: about this expression, see Ar. Nub. loc. cit. Ran.
260, Telecl. fr. 30, Eub. fr. 33.2. Another way of saying it
would be xf)v qp6pav oXqv see Sandbach on Men. Dysc. 755.
4. ocutCx ': the speaker seems to give some of examples of jobs 
never found in feminine form and compare them to men's jobs 
already mentioned (cf. LSJ s. v. auxCxa II).
pays(paivav: like the following noun ix0uoxa>XaCvav, is a
comic invention, that follows the pattern of ending in -aivoc 
tojform feminines as in Aristophanes aXexxpuoava in Nub. 6 6 6, 667, 
851, 852; xqptixouva in Eccl. 713 and Ix60aivoc in Lys. 184. The 
use of this ending is, according to A. da Costa Ramalho Emerita 
18 (1950) p. 39 also found in 06ociva in II. 8.5 and other Homeric 
passages and Antiph. fr. 81.3; in feminine words of the theme in 
-v- or -vx- like 06parc<av (0epanaCva), ysixav, x6xxov, etc., and
in feminine of animals and names of persons. Pherecrates seems to 
have used a common way of coining feminine names as we see from 
the texts of Aristophanes. It is difficult to know if the ending 
has a pejorative nuance as Chantraine La formation des noms en 
Grec Ancien p. 108 apud da Costa Ramalho p. 40 says and 
ifjAristophanes is playing with the Homeric expression 0eaTva and 
nouns of animals ending with it (cf. also E. Fraenkel Kl. Beitrage 
zur klassischen Philologie Roma 1964, I pp. 149-50, A. da Costa
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Ramalho art.cit. p. 40 is against this interpretation).
The role of a pdyetpoq was mainly to cook a meal for a 
banquet and this cooking was usually related to the performance 
of a sacrifice. It was a masculine task (cf. Berthiaume Les rdles 
du Mdgeiros p.31 Leiden 1982). A. da Costa Ramalho art.cit. pp. 
41f. explains it as follows: "la palavra ' cocinheiro' ou pdtYeipoq 
aparece frequentemente na com6dia, principalmente ma comAdia 
depots de Aristdfanes, mais preocupada com ben comer, que com ben 
pensar ou proceder". It is possible then to speculate that this 
figure was already portrayed with the features of the parasite 
and the boastful individual who would become a stock-character in 
later comedy. In this way one can understand that women could be 
proud that women-cooks never existed; despite this fact women 
really cooked, but at least according to fr. 22, it was done at 
home.
5. o u t e  pfjv oo5’: the correction of Dindorf o u t e  instead of ou 
seems to be the correct reading because of the reading o u t e  in 
the conjecture of 1. 4 (cf. K-A ad loc. ). The other suggestion are 
discussed by K-A. About Kock's proposal, see Denniston GP p. 345.
The colloquial anacoluthon, common in literary Greek, joins 
the two o u t e ; the ou6’ in this case would be adverbial (similarly 
cf. Ar. Vesp. 480 and see further Denniston GP pp. 339-40 III).
ixBuoicftXaivav: according to A. da Costa Ramalho loc. cit. it 
is not only a hapax, but also the only word ending in -x<&\aiva in 
Greek. Again this job is rejected to have ever been performed by 
women but the reason for it is not so clear. We do not know 
whether women sold fish in the agora, but as he says: "a verdade
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6 que a reputaqAo de destreza da lingua que hoje caracteriza, 
entre n6s, estas negociantes, pertencia antAo conspicuamente As 
apxoTK&XiSeq ".
Probably, therefore there is an irony related to the fact 
that if they were not fishmongers, they were apTOTroXiSeq about 
whom there is even a play by Hermipp. <cf. PCG V p. 565). About 
the topic of the fish-market, cf. Ar. Equ. 816, Vesp. 789, fr. 
402, Amphis fr. 30, Alex. fr. 16.
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Fr. 71
About its metre Meineke CGF II p. 278 suggests that it is 
an Archilocheus similar to Ar. Vesp. 1518, 1521f., Aesch. Sept.
764, Eur. Rh. 906, Cratin. fr. 32, 62 and 360. It is scarcely
found and thus very difficult to reach any conclusion about when 
it was used in particular, if it had any particular function or 
meaning (see MacDowell on Vesp. loc.cit.).
For the technical meaning of the text, see Bluemner Tech. I 
pp. 4ff. The text has been interpreted by Meineke as "iumentis
frumentum terere tritumque statim vendere"; but Kaibel apud K-A 
disagrees on the grounds that "neque enim boves cum frumentum 
terunt uxoCtiyia sunt nec BouaC quis aXo&v sed P6aq aXo&v
dicitur". His interpretation seems more likely "frumentum vix 
tritum tradere iumentis", bearing in mind that exrco iffaa i meaning 
'to sell' is only found in later legal texts (cf. Conti Bizzarro 
(1988-9) p.277). Accordingly it is possible that this sentence is 
applied in the form of a proverb: 'to give the recently threshed 
corn to the animals', as meaning 'to waste efforts'.
unoCoy(oiq: noun to designate 'beasts for the yoke, beasts 
of draught or burden' (LSJ). Xen. Oec. 18.4 defines them : 
uxoCdyia xaXotipeva ndvxa opoCaq, BoOq, qpidvotiq, txitooq.
aXodaavx': verb that means originally 'thresh', that is to 
say. to separate grain and chaff from the straw. For this 
purpose, draught animals were used besides other means (cf. Xen. 
op. cit. 18.3, Theocr. VII 34 and 156 and Gow ad loc.); for 
details of this agricultural activity see Bluemner Tech. I pp.
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33ff. and for other metaphorical uses of this verb and activity 
in general, Mtiller Handwetk und Sprache pp. 250ff. Another name 
for this old practice, already mentioned in II. 20. 495, is
xpCPeiv with several compound forms.
This verb widens its sense and comes to mean metaphorically 
'cudgel', 'thrash' (cf. Ar. Ran. 149, fr. 932 and further Mllller 
ibid. p. 253 and Taillardat Images §138).
Exitoiffoai: here it is a case of correption of the diphthong 
-oi-. See supra about the sense of this word in this passage.
Fr. 72
The two words are connected with banquets and mainly with 
activities that take place at the end of them.
xufL^ E C©v: diminutive for xtipPr), vessel that designates
either a drinking-cup or a boat. The shape is described by 
Harpocrat. s. v. and according to Athen. XI 481d they had no
handles or base: y£vo<; TtoxripCov pa06mv x& xupPCa xcd op0ffiv,
xu0p6va Exdvxov pr)56 Sxa (see further Athen. XI 481d-482e).
They were pricey (see MacDowell on Dem. 21. 133) and frequently 
appear in Comedy (cf. Alex. fr. 146, Ephipp. fr. 16, Anaxandr. 
fr. 33).
xaxdcxxou xoxxdpou: it was " a game in which players tried to 
dislodge a thin plate set on the top of a long telescopic rod" 
according to Hunter on Eub. p. 108. It is frequently found in 
comedy e.g. Ar. Pax 1242, Nub. 1069, Eub. fr. 15.
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KopiavvA
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The title of this play is a woman's name. Her status can be 
stated with certainty. She was a hetaera according to Athen. XIII 
567c (cf. test.ii) who quotes this play among other later plays, 
entitled with the names of hetaerae, probably the main characters 
of these plays. As it is common in Aristophanes (like, for 
instance, Lysistrata, Praxagoras, Dicaeopolis), the name may have 
a secondary sense. It comes from the herb called xopiavvdv or 
xopiavSpdv (cf. Ar. Equ. 676, 683, Alc.com. fr. 17, Anaxandr.
fr. 51), and, as Henry Menander's Courtesans and the Gr. Comic 
Tradition p. 16 n. 3 Frankfurt am Main. /Bern/New York 1985 
suggests, it could have something to do with the quantity of 
watering this plant needs. Theophr. HP 7.1.3 explains: xoptavvov
56 5uo9u6q* ou56 ydp e06Xei PXaoxdcvEiv xd v e 6 v e &v PpEySfft a 
fact that would fit the image of a harlot or a prostitute who is 
depicted in some fragments as a heavy drinker (cf. fr. 67-70). 
Some of the manuscripts of Suidas and Pollux transmit the title 
in plural, but that is likely to be a mistake (cf. Meineke CGF I 
pp. 83ff. ).
The characters and their characterization have been 
discussed supra in pp. 48f. Yet, I would like to summarize their 
features as they are represented in the fragments.
Two women speak in fr. 75: one seems to have just arrived
from the baths and she may be depicted as (pappaxCq (cf. fr. 80 
where her actions may have been described). The main subject of 
discussion is drinking and it is easily connected with fr. 76
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where she could be Identified with the first speaker. Maybe she 
is Corianno herself, depicted as a lena. In fr. 76 we know of 
another character: Glyce and of her daughter or servant. The name 
of Glyce is alsoi related to wine (cf. comment ad loc. ) and she 
could be a prostitute as well; but it is not clear from the 
context.
Fr. 73 and 74 could also belong to the same scene. But in 
this case it is not clear who the characters were. It is possible 
that two women are speaking; one asks for drink and food to a 
servant who misunderstands it and this misunderstanding leads to 
a joke (perhaps playing on the servant's ignorance). Kaibel apud 
K-A suggests that it is a man, a kind of braggart who just 
arrived from the east and perhaps is the lover of Corianno (see 
comment ad loc, ).
If we take the first interpretation, the four fragments 
could be connected into one scene: two women speaking and in the 
middle or the end of their conversation, another one arrives from 
the baths.
Another scene that could have taken place is a fight between 
an old father and his son for a hetaera. Fr. 77, 78 and 79 (cf.
also 166) could be the remains of their discussion developed 
perhaps with a lot of pantomime and play on words (cf. fr. 78). 
This scene must have been very popular in Greek Comedy of its 
time, and we have an example of the comic inversion of roles that 
Aristophanes stages in Eccl. 877ff.
The other fragments are too short to reach a definitive 
conclusion. Fr.83 seems to be part of a narrative description and
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fr. 84 part of the parabasis (the xopjidxiov or the parabasis 
itself) where the chorus makes an interesting remark about the 
originality of a new metrical invention.
Pherecrates uses some topics that are traditionally related 
to women:
- drinking a lot and in secret (at home): cf. Eccl. 14-5,
43, Lys. 114, Thesm. 347.
- eating a lot, cf. Thesm. 418, 813, Semonid. fr. 7 46-7 D*.
- the other is doubtful, but also possible: pretended wealth 
and sophistication (cf. comment on <paxoC 73.3).
Otherwise he seems to follow the trend which is skteched in 
other plays: the depiction of characters and scenes in the 
context of daily life events, trying to make fun on the 
idiosyncrasy of the characters and their social behaviour. It is 
interesting to compare the comic motivation when developing a 
traditional joke; for instance, a woman in fr. 75 is thirsty 
because she has just arrived from the baths; while in Ar. Eccl. 
144-6, the woman is thirsty because she is wearing a beard with 
which women are trying to obtain men's power; the same joke 
acquires another dimension in the sophisticated style of 
Aristophanes.
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Fr. 73
The text of this fragment is part of a dialogue. On the one 
hand, everybody seems to agree that the point of the passage is 
to play on the character's affectation trying to be sophisticated 
and wealthy, while in reality <paxoi may be the only kind of food 
to be found at home. On the other hand, in respect of the 
characters who take part in this conversation several proposals 
have been made:
- Bergk Rel. p. 299 suggests that they are two women, in a 
kind of hen-party of two rivals in love with the same person (cf. 
Handley on fr. 75-6 in P. E. Easterling-B. M. W. Knox The Cambridge 
History of Classical Literature I p. 392 Cambridge 1985).
- Kaibel, and Koerte RE XIX (1983) 1988.31 agrees with him, 
suggests that it is a boastful man, lover of Corianno, just 
arrived from Asia (cf. fr. 74.3 talking about the Mariandynians) 
and speaking to his servant.
- Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 277 suggests that the speaker is 
a hetaera who is putting up some kind of appearance in the 
presence of her lover.
The three interpretations seem possible. I tend to agree 
with the first one, above all because women are generally 
depicted in Aristophanes as drinking at home, except on the 
occasion of a festival being among other women (cf. Lys. 1-2 and 
114 and Henderson ad loc. ) in contrast with man drinking-scenes 
in Comedy who usually drink in the context of a banquet (cf. Equ. 
98, Vesp. 1210-7). The dialogue seems to be placed in the context 
of an interior (cf. Kock: 'in aulae vel in aulae peristylo').
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The vocabulary of this text is very colloquial: tpfpc 5r^ 1. 1, 
(see Denniston GP p. 216-7), xavxpccyeXv 1.2, TSou 1.3, poi 
tpaxouq 1. 4 without verb, xpdtyfl 1. 5.
1. xotxaxXivffi: about this expression and similar ones with the
future indicative and the same sense (cf. Ar. Equ. 98 and Vesp. 
121, 1216, where it designates 'to lie down on a couch' to eat
and drink as it probably happens here).
xpax££av <ex><pepe: the manuscripts' reading, <p£pe, is
clearly wrong. Two solutions are possible: £x<pepe, made by Kock
and e iaq)Epe suggested by Dobree Adv. II p. 306.
The second suggestion ELacpEpE is found in the form xparc6Caq 
sioxpEpE in Vesp. 1216, Ran, 518, meaning 'to serve the dinner' 
(cf. Alex. fr. 89. 1). The other indicates to bring things onto 
stage (cf. Nub. 19 and Dover ad loc., Pherecr. fr. 44, Pl.com. 
fr. 71.2, Ar. fr. 545 and K-A ad loc. ). This suggestion seems to 
be more likely in the context of the fragment that takes place on 
stage, since the prefix ex- was used for the action of bringing 
something on stage (cf. Ar. fr.362) while the other suggestion, 
at least in the two passages above cited, refers to something 
that does not happen in the sight of the audience.
2. xavxpaYe^v: the construction with this infinitive after the
noun xtiXixa (the drinking-cup par excellence), is awkward and 
Toup suggested an enmendation xai xpdcYqp’. This suggestion seems 
unnecessary in the context of the fragment, since it has been 
attested the similar constructions in Ar. Eccl. 306ff. ,
Phryn.com. fr. 26, Xen. Cyr. VIII 3.41, Luc. Conv. 38 (cf. K-A ad
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loc. and Renehan Stud, In Gr. Texts (1976) p. 79).
It means 'to nibble' and implies to eat dessert or any kind 
of aperitif to go with drinking as it is in our case, for example 
dried fruits, sweets. About it see Equ. 51 and Neil ad loc., also 
Vesp. 612 and Taillardat Images §132.
3. Between 1.2 and 3 there was probably a pause where the first 
personage goes to recline and the second fetches something. This 
line is an example of the colloquial enumeration without verb 
(see also Ar. Ach. 470).
<paxoi: 'lentils'. In Old Comedy this vegetable can be
understood in two ways: either 'lentils au naturel' , as Neil ad
Equ. 51 suggest, which would be expected by the word xavTpayeiv; 
or as LSJ s. v. lb explains it: as a synonym with (paxff, that is,
the lentil-soup so common in Old Comedy (cf. also Amph. fr. 40,
Gal. VI 770 and Viet. Att. 7).
I would be inclined to accept the second meaning for the 
reason that it would fit the content of the last lines: the
lentil-soup had proverbially very bad smell (cf. infra on o£ei
xax6v> and it was considered as a poor man' s food (cf. Ar. PI.
1004, Sud. cp 23, Macarius VIII 7).
The text plays with an ambiguity. The first speaker asks for 
'dry-fruits' and the second one brings the lentil-soup, probably 
because of a misunderstanding (see on fr. 74 for the TporYVjpotxa 
and with a similar joke on the misunderstanding of the slave).
4. p^ pot 900c otic;: about this elliptical expression usually said 
with accusative, see similarly Ar. Vesp. 1179 and Ephipp. fr.21.3 
and further K-G I pp. 329-30.
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5. xp&Y!): this fragment and Theophr. HP II 7.6 are the only
instances where the aorist form does not occur in a compound 
form. The best explanation is that it is due to the economy of 
language that avoids using a prefix recently mentioned in 1.2 
(cf. Taillardat Images §132, C. Watkins HSCP 71 (1966) 115-9, R. 
Renehan Gr. Textual Criticism (1969) 77-85 and St. Gr. Texts pp. 
11-27).
xoB <rx6paxoq o£ei xaxdv: about this construction with
genitive without preposition, see fr. 30, Ar. Ach. 852. It seems 
that there is a reference to the proverb xount xf( (paxfl ptipov 
which seems to have been coined after Stratt. fr.47.2 (cf. K-A ad 
loc. ); but maybe it was commoner in the reference to the bad 
smell of this soup (see Plut. Aet.Rom. 279f. apud Conti Bizzarro 
(1988-9) p. 278 about the 'Solonian' prescription for the bride's 
breath smell).
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Fr. 74
As it has been suggested, this fragment and the former one 
could be part of the same scene. If in fr. 73 the first speaker
asks for drink and food to go with it, in this passage one person
begins by asking someone to bring tax&Saq, that is to say, ' dried 
figs' which are normally considered a kind of Tpavlpata in
contrast with the <paxoC, that are never to be so <cf. PI. Rep,
II 372c and Luc. Merc. Cond. 24).
The point of the Joke seems to be the misunderstanding of 
the servant who brings the x^TPa<i instead of tax&Saq and the
explanation that the speaker gives: the servant is from
Mariandynia and thus it is pointing out the barbarian condition 
of the slave. The two last lines could be speculated to have two 
other connotations: the explanation is a comic Invention to make 
fun of the servant's ignorance in confusing such common things. 
Another possibility is to understand a secondary obscene sense: 
i o c o u l d  refer to the female sexual organ at least in later 
Greek according to Henderson MM p. 134 and x^TPa(i was easily
compared with rear Ccf. J. N. Adams The Latin Sexual Vocabulary
London 1982 p. 86). The speaker may be making a double entendre 
implying that this mistake is normal in Mariandynia since they 
all are homosexual and confuse one part with the other (for the 
use of obscenity in Pherecrates, see p. 37).
The two last lines, according to Meineke, may be given to a 
third speaker, but there is no indication of a change of speaker 
and they come immediately after without any particle; it makes it 
impossible to know which is the tone with which these words were
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said. As K-A ad loc. say, the lines could be addressed to another 
person by the first speaker. A possibility is to add <y’ > before 
exeCvoiq in 1.3 which could have an ironical conclusive tone 
stressing the word MaplavSovotq.
The language of the whole passage is very colloquial, as in 
the former fragment, as in 1.2 the future indicative with a 
question, the genitive partitive, the ’tag— question' at the end.
1. taxdSocq ... xffiv rce<pa>Yp£vfi>v: in an emphatic manner the
speaker stresses the kind of figs by using the partitive genitive 
at the end,
These dry-roasted figs are not commonly found anywhere else 
Maybe it was not a different type of dried figs; but the speaker 
is trying to make clear which kind of figs in order to make it 
easy for the ignorant servant to distinguish from the oCxa. 
Nonetheless, it seems to have been a normal Greek custom to roast 
the TpaYVjpaxa (cf. Epich. fr. 151 Kaib. and Ar. Eccl, 844). The 
verb cp<DY<i> is not common in Attic Literature that prefers 9pt)Y©.
In general 'figs' were common and cheap in Attica that was 
famous all over the world for them (cf. Athen. XIV 652f. and 
further 01k RE VI 2. 2107ff.).
itpo£Xe: from the verb npoaipdo, it means to 'produce from
one's stores' (cf. Ar. Thesm. 419). In later comedy it would be 
related to the bad slave who eats things when going for food 
there (cf. Theophr. Char. 4.6).
2. There is a gap in the quotation of Athenaeus, who is mainly 
interested in the special kind of figs, where the speaker gave
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some orders and perhaps holds a conversation with another 
character, although it is not necessary to be very long. As we 
can see from fr. 73, the orders are accomplished inmediately.
ev xoTq Mcrvpiav5uvotq: the Mariadynians were a people of the 
North-West of Asia minor who were under the power or influence of 
the Greek colony Heraclea Pontice. Their status is not very 
clear, but it seems that it was close to that of the helots in 
Sparta and lived, above all, working on the fields surrounding 
the city. They became very Hellenized, but kept being barbarians 
and as our fragment shows <cf. PapPapoTq), they had their own 
language. During the IV century they provoked several revolts. In 
Athens they were very common as slaves (cf. also Eup. fr.302 and 
K-A ad loc. for other instances). Vidal-Naquet The black Hunter 
pp. 180-2 Engl.transl. Baltimore/London 1986 discusses their 
social status and the political and social problems that^seem to 
have provoked and quotes as a good compilation about them: D.
Asheri "Herakleia Pont ike: Dber die Frtihgeschichte von Herakleia
Pontike" ErgHnzungsbSnde zu den Tltull Asiae Minorls n* 5: 
Forschungen auf der Nordkuste Kleinasiens I Vienna 1972.
5. gtixpaq: very popular earthen pot which had a great range of 
uses: from very common daily life to religious functions in
sacrifices (cf. Ar. Ach, 284) and offerings. It is also found in 
proverbs like x^TPav rcoixCX\eiv: to do a useless thing (cf. Sch.
ad Ar. Vesp. 280b) and in a children's game: the xu^p(v5“* where 
the one who had the x^TPa was the 'seeker' (see further Ussher on 
Eccl. 734, and Saglio D-S 1.2, 1140ff.).
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Fr. 75
It is another dialogue probably between two women. The first 
one explains what she has been doing and she may have Just come 
on stage. The point of the fragment seems to be to play on the 
joke of the women's bibulousness and, above all, related to 
drinking from big containers (cf. 1.7).
As I have already said (cf, p. 48), the first speaker uses a 
very specialized and pseudo-scientific language that may suggest 
that she is a (pappaxfq, she may be Corianno herself; but we can 
not assess it with certainty. This figure of the witch is found 
in several instances in Greek Literature, as in Ar. Nub. 749, 
possibly in Men. ©^ TTcrArj (cf. fr. 192K8-T) and Theocr. 2.
1. 0ot\orveCou: common word to indicate bath and especially used 
of the public baths in Athens.
In Athens there were some houses that had their private 
baths, but it seems that they were unusual and only the richest 
households could afford one (cf. Ehrenberg The People of Ar. 
p. 205). I think that the second sense is better here, since it is 
not a casuality, but it needs to convey some meaningful 
information.
In comparison with Aristophanes, where the word is usually 
related to men staying there, instead of being in the assembly 
dicussing the problems of the city (cf. Nub. 105, 837, Equ. 1401, 
etc. ), here it is a woman who has just come from there. Normal 
Athenian women may have attended the public baths and Glnouv&s 
Balaneutik6 pp. 220ff. suggests that some public baths for women
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may have existed or at least some hours a day the baths were 
reserved for women. It was, nonetheless, clearly stated that it
was shameful for a woman to be in the public baths (cf. H. Diels 
Vorsokratiker II p. 407. 1. 22-24) and we may suppose that any
woman who could afford it, had a bath at home. It is attested by 
Athen. XIII 590f that prostitutes and hetaerae went to the public 
baths to show their bodies and probably for business (cf. 
Ginouv6s ibid. p.222).
If this is the case, the character in this passage was a 
prostitute or someone connected with them, perhaps a 'lena'.
5Ce<p0oq: it is mainly a cooking term (cf. Pherecr. fr.
113.14, Telecl. fr.51) and in medical terminology it can be also
Identified with one of the first moments of the process of some
fevers (cf. Hipp. Epid. IV 16 (vol. V p. 154. 11L. ), Acut. 49 (I 
p. 134.6 Kuehl) which is translated as ' languor* (about it cf. 
Vintrd Hlpdcrates y la nosologia Hipocrdtlca p.128 Barcelona
1972).
In this fragment it refers simply to the 'boiling' heat which 
could be felt in the PaXavsC<p and it was seen as a feature of
moral degradation (cf. Dover on Nub. 837). It is also a good
excuse for introducing the subject of drinking.
3. Y ^ aXPov • • • ataXov: these terms (and also Sqp&v. . . ti*|v 
9<5:puYa in 1.2) are an unusually minute way of describing thirst. 
They seem to be common in Classical Greek, although with this 
meaning they are mainly found in medical or techical Literature 
(e.g. y ^ ctXPov Hipp. VC 14 or PI. Ti. 82d, 84a, Arist. Mete. 333b 
34, etc.). Aristophanes uses it to qualify a glutton (cf.
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Taillardat Images §157). About aCaXov cf. Hipp. Aph. 7, 16, Xen.
Mem. I 2. 54.
4. This verse seems to be corrupted because the reading of the 
manuscripts e ( XdP© xupCaoi gives no clear sense. Among the 
restorations suggested up till now, I think, that of Kock is 
probably closest to the manuscripts' reading and gives the most 
interesting sense introducing the subject of the cup: xC Xd|3o
xepdom ctoi; xr^ v xoxoXCaxqv; . There is a series of suggestions 
that are similar and could be also possible (see K-A's app.
crit. ).
x o t dXCctxtjv: it is the diminutive form of the word
xdxuXoq or xoxtiXq which designates already a small cup. E. 
Pottier describes it in D-S I 2. 1549 as follows: 'vase A boire
et A puiser ou A verser. Dans ce sense, on trouve indiffArentment
en grec xdxuXoq et xoxAXr). Les deux formes sont employees dans 
les poAsies homAriques qui le representent comme une vase A boire
de capacity mAdiocre et en usage chez les pauvres gens'. It had
the same religious (cf. Ar. Ach. 459 xoxuXCoxiov> and convivial 
uses as a xoxtiXr), and sometimes it is mentioned as a kind of 
xv&Soq, (cf. Pollux VI 19 and Sch. on Ar. Ach. 1067), a small cup 
used to pour wine and water into the crater.
About other uses and instances, cf. Athen. XI 478b-479c and
about the form of the -iaxr) ending, see Schwyzer GrG I pp. 541-2
and Arnott Glotta 59 (1991) pp. 187ff.
5. xiveTxoti ... x°M: it is used to designate 'to be sick' or 
'angry and bad tempered'. This expression coming from the 
traditional medicine that explains psychological states by
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physical movements of the different parts of the body, probably 
belongs to the colloquial Attic <cf. Taillardat Images §353) and 
is found frequently as in Eur. Med. 98-9, Ar. Vesp. 403, Ran. 4, 
Lys. 68, Men. Epitr. 768 and Bato fr. 7.3. In the context of wine 
and women Aristophanes uses a similar expression also in Lys. 
464ff.: Av. yuvait;Cv oux oiei / X°MV eveTvai; lip. vf| x6v
*Kk6\\u> xat p<£Xa / tioXAi^v y' > e^ vrcep xXqaCov xdoirjAoq rjf.
It is perhaps interesting to point out that there is a kind 
of illness called X°M SpipsTa whose symptons are high 
temperature amd thirst that cannot be quenched by drinking, but 
increased (cf. Aesch. Choe. 185-6 and Hipp. Acut. 62). Perhaps
the expression was traditionally related in this sense: women
always develop this illness when wine is concerned.
6. qx&pjiaxov: ' drug, medicine', it is suitable to the context of
the woman who speaks with such pseudo-scientific terms and who we 
may suspect to be yuvt^  9appaxCq as in Ar. Nub. 749. About the 
topic of illness caused by a drug, see Eur. Bacc. 326-7 and Dodds 
ad loc.
The speaker is looking for an excuse to change the cup and 
thus to get a bigger one.
xf\v peltova: the actor would produce a big vessel for wine 
in this moment. The wine-cup par excellence is the xl3Ai£ and it 
is probable that it was understood here, although probably one of 
exceptional size. A similar situation with wine cups and women is 
found in Ar. Lys. 195ff. , Pherecr. fr. 152, Eub. fr. 42.
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Fr. 76
It can be clearly connected with the foregoing fragment in 
its sense and Kock made the following suggestion to complete the 
first line: < x a i  6f| x A x p ax a i .  Tipdocpep* . : : >. Anyway, the drinking 
subject is now developed towards a common place usually related 
to it in Comedy: the proportions of wine and water. In other
passages women are depicted as liking to drink unmixed wine (cf. 
Ar. Lys. 197, Eccl. 227, 1123, Cratin. fr. 299, Diph. fr. 57). In
our case the joke is in the immoderate quantity of the mixture of 
the two elements.
We can distinguish three characters speaking: one is Glyce, 
who 1s mentioned in 1. 1. Another one speaks in 11. 2 and 5 and is 
impossible to ascertain who she is and a third one who has some 
words in 1. 4 could be the child or the servant of Glyce (see on 5
pdtpjit) in 1. 4). If we follow the organization of the text before
proposed after fr.75, the first speaker of this fragment would
coincide with the first speaker of the former fragment and Glyce 
would be speaker B in fr. 75.
In this context Glyce would be the owner of the house but 
her status is certainly unknown, A. could be Corianno herself for 
the length of this passage and the number of lines.
As in other fragments it finishes with a sententious line 
that sounds like a joke (cf. p. 34).
1. awoToq: in medical terminology, cf. Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) 
p. 281 n. 57 and see Phryn.com. fr. 57 as a paratragical
expression.
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a rA6xT|: it was a common name in Athens <cf. Kirchner PA
3039.41, 3038 a, b). It could be translated as 'sweetie' as
Stanford does on his note on Ran. 1344. I find that it is easily 
related to wine as o yXuxuq was the name for 'sweet wine' (see on 
fr. 17). It is mentioned in three passages in Ar. Eccl. 43, Ran. 
1343 and 1362; but it is not clear to which social status they 
belong, if they are different persons. Stanford on Ran. 1343
suggests that Glyce is a slave who has stolen a cock, but 
afterwards in 1362 it is said eiq rXtixqq which could refer to the 
house of Glyce's owner, but I find it unlikely if she was a 
slave. Perhaps she was a free-woman in the neighbourhood or a 
special kind of slave, maybe a hetaera.
2. i>5apfj: cf. Alex. fr. 228.4, Antlph. fr. 25.4, Epphip. 11.2.
icavTdacaai p£v oov: Kock suggests xorvxax^ q Instead of 
Ttavxdxaai because of metrical reasons: "damnandum propter
vitiosam anapaest 1 in quinto pede incislonem"; but this change is 
not necessary because there are other instances of it,
although it is rare (cf. fr. 74. 2, 77. 1 and Handley The Dyskolos
of Menander p. 68 London 1965).
About this combination of particles following an adverb, cf. 
Denniston GP p. 477 (c) and see on fr. 77.1.
3. tC rjpydkTffi: K-A's suggestion of npy- instead of etpy- is 
supported by the fact that this is the common augment in 
Classical Greek, while later Greek would favour the latter one 
(cf. Meisterhans Grammatlk3 p, 171, Av. 323, Vesp. 787 and 1350, 
Thesm. 743 and Eccl. 134). The construction is usually with 
double accusative, but can be also found with dative (cf. Soph.
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OT 1373 and Ar. Vesp. 1350). Here it is left unespecified and 
could be understood: what have you done to me or what have you
done to it?. It is a common colloquial expression also found in
fr. 82 in the form t£ p’eipyaaoa; <cf. Thesm. 945).
4. The correct measures of mixing wine and water were not clear 
and perhaps, at the end, depended on the kind of wine and the
aupTioaCapxoq. As JardA D-S V 921 says: "on obtient des mAlanges
dans lesquels le vin intervient pour 1/5, 1/4, 2/7, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2
( lctov T<j(p), 4/7, 3/5, 2/3". 1/4 is considered best by Hes. Op.
596, Ar. Equ. 1188, Polb. VI 18; Toov i<7(p is also very frequently
mentioned in Old Comedy as a sensible proportion. In this 
fragment 2/4 might imply two things: it is a lot of liquid which
recalls the big cup that was mentioned at the end of the last 
fragment; and also it is a strong mixture that was considered by 
a woman fond of drinking, water (see also Cratin. fr. 195 and K-A 
ad loc.).
to pdtppTp from a servant to a master, cf. Theocr. 15. 60
(p&xep), and further Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p.283. About the
difference between pappCa and pdcppr) or papp&, see Nub. 1383 and 
Dover ad loc.
5. spp* eq xdpaxaq: a well known expression that implies
disdain, e.g. Ar. PI. 604, Pax 500, Amips. fr.23.
0axpdtxoiaiv oivoxoetv a* e5et: about this proverbial phrase, 
cf. Aristophont. fr. 10. 3. and Zenob. vulg. II 78. About the use 
of s5ei/5et or XP^V/£XP^V» c *^ Barrett ad Eur. Hi. 1072-3.
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Fr. 77
This fragment can be understood in the context of a scene 
where father and son argue about a woman (see K-A ad loc. )
1. aiuapxt p£v ouv: the combination of adverb and two particles 
indicate a very strong negation of the preceding sentence. About 
arcapxl see fr. 98.2, Ar. PI. 388, Plat.com. fr.59.
In this case the two particles are used as a very emphatic 
adversative formula (cf. Denniston GP p. 475 (3)), while in fr. 
76 the speaker corrects what the other speaker has just said. 
About the repetition of p£v see Eup. fr. 429.
2. Spa: cf. Ar. Eccl. 922-3 xf|V 5’ epfjv / Spav oux arcoXetq oo5'
anoX^e l.
Fr. 78
It seems likely that it belongs to the same scene as the 
former fragment. It contains the hapax uoaxuap^q, whose meaning 
is 'to be mad from taking henbane: to be raving mad' (see LSJ
s.v. and Phot. p. 619.10, Sud. ul23; for further references about 
the effect of this plant, see Stadler RE IX 1 192-5).
This word may have belonged to familiar Attic. In a context 
of a fight between father and son, the similarity between uoc- 
xuap&D and ui6c must be taken into account. A possible
reconstruction with fr.166 which Meineke suggested to belong to 
this play could be as follows: S ZeO TcoXuxCpr)x' ap' axotieiq a pe 
\iyei / o navoCpyoq ui6q; :: uoaxuap^q avf|p ydpov.
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Fr. 79
The coincidence with the ending of fr.87 is puzzling and 
difficult to solve. There are two main positions: Kock, Edmonds
and K-A think that they are two different fragments of two
different plays. Runkel, Meineke (cf. CGF II p. 292) and 
Rehrenbdck pp. 74ff. consider that the title given by Pollux X 89 
is wrong and it should be emended into Corianno to which fr. 87 
would belong.
I agree with the first proposal and I think that the
repetition of the noun av65ovxoq and the similarity of the 
construction do not necessarily lead to the conclusion that both 
texts are the same one. The repetition of lines was common and 
expressions that probably were successful in the case of a joke, 
(cf. Hunter on Eub. p. 175 quoting Ar. Vesp. 1031-6 and Pax 754- 
9). The addition of a\yj0eL is 'hard to explain', as Edmonds FAC I 
p. 238 n. a suggests. And finally the figure of the toothless old 
man was a stock- character in Comedy that appears frequently in 
our fragments, and see for instance Ar. Ach. 715, PI. 266,
Phryn.com. fr. 85, Eub. fr. 144. Com. Adesp. 1090K has the comic 
coinage voiSdyepav (cf. Com. Adesp. 860K, Theocr. 9. 21, Pollux II
16).
av6Sovxoq: the form is only found in the two passages of
Pherecrates beforehand discussed and it may have been a comic 
coinage, (cf. fr. 168. 2 about words beginning with a- negative), 
but one cannot explain it with certainty. It substitutes the
commoner form vG>56q.
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aXi^ Bei: it is more frequent as a late form of the verb aXdco; 
but it is already attested in the Classical language (cf. Slater 
Phoenix 30 (1976) p. 241 about the confusion in the Hellenistic 
scholars).
It may have a literal sense ' to grind' , but one would 
suspect that the word would refer to a secondary sense, maybe to 
eat with the irony in the fact that he has no teeth already or 
perhaps in a obscene sense, as the activity of 'grinding' seems 
to have been related to (cf. fr. 10; see also in Carm. Pop. 
869PMGi aXei, ptiXa, aXe i / xai IIIxxaxdq aXe i / peydcXaq Mux iXVjvaq 
PaaiXetiov and Campbell Gr. Lyric Poetry pp. 448-9 ad loc. , also 
ptiXXo in Theocr. 4.58 and in Latin ' molo', further Adams The 
Latin Sexual Vocabulary pp. 152-3 London 1982).
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Fr. 80
The fragment recalls the description of a cooking scene in 
which a woman is prepraring some kind of vegetables.
aSpdfa^vv: the exact spelling of this word is not clear and 
it is possible that it was not normalized, since several forms 
are attested to designate this kind of wild vegetable. Ar. Equ. 
630 reads feuSdxpcKpa^Dq and Phot. a387 and other lexicographers 
(see K-A ad loc. ) also call it avSpdqxx^ oq; but it may be a 
mistake due to a normal confusion in the textual transmission as 
in Ar. Ran. 1099 the mss. M and R read avSpdq instead of a5p6q 
(cf. G. P. Shipp Modern Gr. Evidence for Ancient Gr. Vocabulary 
s.v. a5p6q Sidney 1979) or by confusion with avSpdtyXq 'portulaca'.
This wild vegetable (cf. Hesych. all95) is called in Latin 
'artiplex' and 'orach' in English. It grows very quickly and is 
difficult to weed out because it resembles other vegetables (cf. 
Plin. NH XX 213 and Theophr. HP VII 1,2 who also says that it 
springs in Gamelion, the month when the Lenaia were held).
Aristophanes uses it as a metaphor with political sense (cf. 
Ar. loc. cit. and Neil ad loc., Taillardat Images §392). Neil 
points out in his comment: "it is curious that the dxpdcpatjoq,
which is constantly mentioned along with coriander, occurs in a 
fragment of Pherecrates Kopiavvfi' (xopCocvva is also 'coriander'). 
The kind of meal here could be a poor person's food (about poor 
people and philosopher cooking and living on vegetables, .cf. on 
fr. 14) or a special potion.
eTx*: in the middle of a sentence and after a participle,
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one would expect a finite verb (cf. LSJ s. v. 1 2  'expressing 
surprise or incongruity' ); but maybe it is just part of a longer 
enumeration of a woman's activities or something similar.
oxXa£ xa0T)p£vTp Sud. olll and other instances (as cited by 
K-A ad loc. ) explain its meaning as "going down on the knees, 
kneeling down'. It is only found here and in Hipp. Haem. 4 (VI 
440. 6L).
Fr. 81
The text seems to distinguish two different actions: 'pour
<it> down upon her and draw the bucket up with water' .
xaTdtgeov: ' pour down upon'; it is used with an object in
genitive and another in accusative that must be understood or 
maybe we have to take the accusative at the end of the line as 
'the water of the bucket' (about the construction of this verb, 
cf. Ar. Ach. 246, 1040, Equ. 1091, Nub. 7A).
xorvuSpeuoai: hapax of Pherecrates. The sources of our
fragment (Phot, a 2152) explain that it means 'to draw water up
the well' and it is clearly formed with the prefix cxv(dc); the
noun t6v xdtSov contributes also to this meaning as it is normally 
used of the bucket of a well (cf. Ar. Eccl. 1002 and Ussher ad 
loc. ).
It is, otherwise, very similar to other compounds with the
negative sufix in av-, as avtiSpeuxoq or avoSpCa.
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Fr. 82
This line is formed by a series of common expressions. 
Firstly, the adverb xavxtoq that in this position could have a 
strong affirmative sense (cf. LSJ s. v. II.3). Then, a partitive 
genitive dependant on eiai, quite usual in Aristophanes (cf. fr. 
278.2 and Poultney The Syntax of the Genitive Case in 
Aristophanes p. 77 London/Baltimore 1936). Finally, the numeral 
adjective eTq followed by ye and the indefinitive adjective xou 
(from xiq), that in our case is masculine as our sources
indicate: Sud. x809 and Phot. p. 596.13. Other similar instances
are Thuc. VI 34, VI 77, Ar. Eccl. 523, fr. 191.
A parallel to this sentence is Ar. PI. 345 ef y&p xfiv <pCXov 
that Rogers ad loc. connects with the well-known proverb xoivdc 
xffiv cpCXav (Zenob. IV 79). It might have had this sense of a
biassed friendship or perhaps that they have allies in their 
group.
Fr. 83
The terms employed in this fragment (eaofxxe, xeOxoq, x6i^ , 
and xwptixouq) are usually related to food in other texts; but in 
our case it is very difficult to state if they had any connexion 
with such theme, although I would be inclined to say so (cf. on 
xoptixouq). It could be part of a description of something not 
happening on stage, (cf. the imperfect form of etraxxe).
The last three words have in common, on one hand, the 
repetition of ' x' sounds; on the other, that they are different 
kinds of containers that range from the most general to the most
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concrete which suggests that the intention of the speaker is to 
embrace all kind of vessels.
eaaxxe: in comedy used generally to indicate to fill, stuff 
with food (cf. fr. 172, Eub. fr. 42.3, Alex. 138.6, Theop. com. 
fr. 46). It can be constructed with genitive or dative.
xeCxoq: word not common in comedy nor in prose (cf. LSJ
s.v. ); but very usual in epic and tragic poetry. Its general
menaing is 'tool, implement', but more frequently in plural it 
could mean 'arms, armour', or perhaps better here 'vessel' 
without specifying its kind.
xdix': another kind of vessel, but this seems to be a "pa-lm-
leaf basket", found in other instances: Antiph. fr. 64 (where see
K-A), Epich. fr. 113 Kaib. The latter text is a similar
enumeration: r) 0i3Xaxov 06eiov q x6iv <p£pe i / rj xcapuxCSa.
xaptixouq: 'a leather sack or wallet for provisions' (LSJ).
This sack (cf. also the x6i£ as vessel for grain in Antiph.
loc. cit. and the BOXaxoq, made of leather as the xcaptixoq) is
described as bread-carrier and it is also connected with the
other two containers just described (cf. Epich. fr.cit. and Ar. 
Lys. 1210 and see Henderson and Sommerstein ad loc.).
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II
Fr. 84
This passage belongs to a part of the parabasis of Korianno, 
although it is difficult to know to which part exactly, on the 
one hand, because in Aristophanes the terms avSpeq, npoa£xeTe xdv 
voOv and avcxTcaCaxoiq can be found either in the xopptfxiov or the 
parabasis itself and, on the other, because the Sch. ad Heph. p. 
161c is not very definitive and, as Koster Phil. 80 (1924-5)
p. 362 says: "neminem fugit hanc meram coniecturam Scholiastae
esse, cum ipse loixev explication! praemittat".
The three lines are composed in 'pherecrateans'. This is the 
name given to a traditional metre: oo-uu—  based on a choriambic 
colon (-DU-) which was normally used as catalectic clausula to 
glyconics. But Pherecrates, first of all, calls it aoprcxtixxoiq 
avarcaCo-xoiq (cf. note on these words; about Hephaestion's 
interpretation of this metre, cf. Dale The lyric metres of Gr. 
DramaP p. 61 n. 2 Cambridge 1968) and claims it to be e^ eupi^ paxi 
xaiv$. .
In which way was it original, then? In Dale's opinion 
(op. cit. pp.61-2) "obviously it was no 'new invention' of 
Pherecrates to contract an anapaest, and the most probable 
explanation seems to be that instead of ordinary anapaestic cola 
with irregular incidence of spondees he uses hexamakra with 
resolutions and contractions so regularized that each line 'folds 
up' into a pherecratean. It is noteworthy that in Ion. 490ff. 
Euripides takes up another choriambic colon nearly related to the 
pherecratean (in effect a headless form of it), the 'reizianum' —  
ui>— , and plays on its compatibility with anapaests".
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Dale who follows more or less Koster loc. cit. in his 
explanation of this passage, considers that the words cropTntixxo iq 
means 'contracted' and what happens is that Pherecrates contracts 
an anapaestic trimeter in such a way that it becomes ambiguously 
a 'new' metre, a Pherecratean. Probably he was the first in using 
this metrical scheme in a standarized way in double colon with a 
diaeresis after each Pherecratean length (see Dale p. 61 n.3), and 
perhaps it would make sense that the rest of the parabasis 
parodied poetical forms used in tragedy, just as in fr. 155 the 
new musical forms are criticized.
There are two likely possibilities: that these three lines 
were the beginning of the anapaestic parabasis or kommation, 
insofar as in Aristophanes sometimes kommation and parabasis have 
the same metre with slight variations (cf. Ach. 626ff. , Equ. 
498ff., Pax 729ff. ); or that the metre continued in the same way 
because 'it is difficult to see how Heph. could have reckoned in 
double cola if he had these three pherecrateans and no more 
before him' according to Dale op.cit. p. 61 n. 2. A similar group 
of lines in Pherecratean is Eup. fr. 175 which Whittaker p. 189 
suggests to be part of the kommation of the parabasis.
1. avSpeq: this vocative seems to refer to the audience, as in 
Ach. 496, Lys. 630, see further K-A ad fr. (about this problem: 
to whom does avSpsq refer, the audience or the chorus, in Middle 
Comedy, cf. Bain Actors and Audience pp. 190ff. Oxford 1977).
icpoo£%eTE xdv voBv: this is a common formula to address an
audience in order to draw their attention (cf. Ar. Nub. 575 and
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Dover ad loc. and further references in K-A's note on this 
passage). A parallel passage is Equ. 503: upetq 5* rcpoo-£xeTe
x6v v o C v  / xotq avarcaCaxoiq. Maybe we should pay attention to 
Hermann's suggestion in Elem. doctr. metr. (1816) p. 603: 
np6aorxe'te (based on the reading mpdaxexe in Heph. I, Schol.2), 
since the aorist form would be a variation of the traditional 
phrase, but it would be suitable to the rigidity of the metre.
2. I^eop^paxi xaiv$: the expression is also found with similar 
words in some passages of Aristophanes (cf. Eccl. 577, Nub. 547, 
Vesp. 1052). In the last case the similarity has another double 
sense since Aristophanes is attacking poets who do what 
Pherecrates is just doing here: to find or invent something new 
in order to surprise the public only.
3. CTopxxtixxoiq avaxaCaxoiq: the main difficulty in this passage 
is the interpretation of the word aupnxCxxoiq. It may have the 
following meanings:
- in literal sense it means: 'folded together' (LSJ). It is 
found in Diph. fr. 90.2 and it is doubtful reading of some late 
mss.- in Ar. Ran. 800, accepted by Stanford (^ tiprcxuxxa), but not 
by Coulon who prints t^ipxrjxxa.
- from a metrical point of view, as Dale op. cit. p. 62 says, 
this word "in ancient metrical theory is used of a contracted 
'foot', such as a spondee in dactyls or anapaests". This 
interpretation seems to be right for this text and also 
coincides with the term avanaCoxoiq which seems traditionally 
applied in a technical sense.
If it is a simple technical term, we may suppose that there
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is some kind of parody of the language of sophists and 
rhetoricians. The simple form 7txuxx6q is already found in II. VI 
169 where there is a reference to folding tablets to write: 
ypdtyaq ev rcCvaxi xxuxxfjS 0\)po<p06pa rcoXXdc.
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KponcdtxotXoi
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
A) Date.
Regarding the date there has been a lot of uncertain 
speculation. Perhaps the only certain date is that it was 
performed after 456-5, year of Aeschylus' death, since fr. 100 is 
said by him probably in Hades.
Meineke FCG II 290, G. Kaibel Hermes 24 (1889) p. 45 and 
Schmid GGrL IY1 p. 104 n. 11 have suggested that Pherecrates' play 
(that seems to deal about a trip to the Underworld) is a 
precedent to Aristophanes' Frogs performed in 405 (according to 
these scholars too late a date for Pherecrates to be alive; but 
see on Cheiron and supra on p. 2).
Another element that has been taken into consideration is 
the date of Aristophanes' Peace: 421. According to GeiBler (1925) 
p. 39, Aristophanes inspired himself in Pherecrates. In Pax 749 
Aristophanes describes his own comic art in terms similar to what 
in fr. 100, Pherecrates makes Aeschylus say about his achievements 
in tragedy.
Finally Rehrenbdck p. 54 tries to support GeiBler's date by 
taking Oellacher's argument in WSt 38 (1916) p. 147 and which is 
used to date also Metalles and Persai (see introductory notes to 
these plays). I do not think it is necessary to discuss this 
argumentation here; RehrenbSck takes for granted that every time 
Athenaeus quotes a list of titles it is done in chronological 
order, after he claimed in VI 268e that he was going to do it in
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this order. On some occasions it does not seem impossible; but 
the generalization, on which Rehrenbbck bases his date (between 
425 and 420), is more than doubtful.
These suggestions are not convicingly supported, especially 
since we do not have any ground to know whether Aristophanes 
inspired himself in Pherecrates or vice[versa. And maybe that is 
not the way to understand it at all, and both comic poets follow 
another independent source or a popular story which places 
Aeschylus in Hades in the tradition of the heroes of the Odyssey.
B) Title. Coins In Hades.
The word xparc&xaXoq is not found in any other literary 
source except for here. It may have been a colloquial term and 
since the title is in plural it may refer to the chorus of the 
play (cf. Rehrenbttck p. 57).
We have to rely on Lexicographers to trace back to the 
original sense of this word and the one in Pherecrates. The main 
source is Hesych. x3971 (cf. test. iii): xpa7iaxaXX6q* rcapA
TtoXXotq o pcopoq, r\ vdpiopa (about the double or single lambda, 
see fr. 86 where the metre requires it single, cf. further 
Rehrenbdck (1987) p. 64). The first part of the gloss 
distinguishes a common meaning 'a mad person1 and, according to 
this sense, Hesych. x3969 explains an adjective, probably 
derived from it: xparcaxaXCaq* avejjt&Sqq, xat aoGev^q. xal
avCaxupa Xdyov. apeivov 5i Xrjp&Srjq.
The second sense is a kind of coin; and it is relevant to
our play, because this is its meaning here according to Pollux IX
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83 <cf. test. i>: ovojioc 6£ vopCapaxoq xocl xpanaxaXo C site TtaC^ aw
eixe ajtou6&Ca>v flepexp&xr)q e v  x$ 6pcovtipc|) Sp&paxr Xdye i Si xdv pdv 
xpoataxaXdv eTvou ev $5ou 5paxP^v> exeLV 5’ auxdv 5i3o \[ra>0Caq. xf|v 
Si \|/a>0Cav eTvai xpi60oXov xai 5i5vacr0ou oxxo) xixxd:{3ouq. This sense 
is also transmitted by Arcad. p. 54. 7 = p. 60. 21 Schm. (cf.
test. ii).
In consequence, we might suppose that this noun was borrowed 
from spoken Attic and it may have been found in other texts (cf. 
test.iii napd noXXotq); but only preserved in Pherecrates who 
designates with it ev $5oo Spaxp^v. I think in consequence that 
our poet says that this word that normally meant "the mad man", 
is a 'drachma in Hades' (cf. Rehrenbdck (1987) pp. 63ff. and M. 
Caccamo Caltabiano- P. Radici Colace ASNP 17 (1987) p. 974). I
agree with them that it is an invention of Pherecrates and not
any out-of-use coin (cf. Rehrenbdck (1987) p. 63 and n. 75).
Another gloss of Hesych. x3970 xpamaxaXXoC* lx9tie<; xivdq has 
been brought forward as a possible origin of this expression (cf. 
LSJ s. v. xparcdxaXoq, Thompson Fishes p. 132, Rehrenbdck (1987) 
pp. 63ff. and M. Caccamo Caltabiano-P. Radici Colace art.cit. p. 
973). This suggestion would assume that the ultimate meaning of 
the noun generically designates a group of fish (Rehrenbdck 
loc. cit. specifies that it was the small fish caught in the net
and that was thrown back to the sea because it was inedible; this
is a plausible interpretation; but I think it goes a little 
beyond the evidence, taking into account also that small fish was 
part of a delicacy called a(puai or "small-fry"; cf. fr. 109), and 
perhaps it came to be applied metaphorically to weak and
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brainless persons, o puap6q, as a kind of insult (as for example 
ovoq and similar expressions; cf. Taillardat Images §350ff.). 
This connexion with food is meaningful in relation to the sense 
of \|/q6 Cot (cf. infra "bread crumbs"), as M. Caccamo Caltabiano- P. 
Radici Colace art. cit. p. 974 propose, who also draw attention 
to the "forte valenza ctonia della simbologia ittica".
faOCa is mentioned by Pollux loc. cit. as the second coin 
in the coinage of the Underworld that Pherecrates invents. Its 
original sense seems to have been "bread crumbs" (cf. fr.86), as 
M. Caccmo Caltabiano- P. Radici Colace art. cit. p. 94 say: 
"viene distinta la parte superiore del pane (detta axxtfcpayoq) 
dalla parte inferiore (at 6’ex xoO x&xo) \|/co0Cai (cf. Poll. 7. 23. 
6-8 = arcoGpatiapaxa Hesych. 9307)". They also relate "l'aspetto 
bruno e la natura secca" (p. 975) of these ymBIai to the
Underworld.
According to Pollux it is equal to a xpi&PoXov; but this 
subject raises another problem that I will discuss after dealing 
with the last coin in Pollux's account: o xCxxa|3oq.
x(xxafioq, the smallest unit, is a noun invented by 
Pherecrates. He may have formed this word, as it is commonly
agreed (cf Frisk s.v. , Rehrenbdck (1987) pp. 65ff., M. Caccamo 
Catalbiano- P. Radici Colace art. cit. p. 975), in parallelism 
with the coin x6XXu|3oq (a small coin, cf. Ar. Pac. 1200, Eup. fr. 
274, Call. fr. 191. 2 Pf. ), and probably related to xixxaPaO,
"the cry of the owl" (cf. Ar. Av. 261, Lys. 761, see Schmid GGrL
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p. 104 n. 2 and Rehrenbttck <1987) p. 67 who compares It to 7pC, 
"the grunt of the pig" and also according to Schol. Ar. PL 17, 
Sud. ^461 is the name of a coin). It has been related to the 
Latin "ciccus", 'the seeds of the pomegranate eaten by 
Persephone; but that seems less likely (about it, cf. Rehrenbttck 
(1987) p. 6 6 ).
The relation with xixxafJaB could be a good comic resource 
inasmuch as it could be easily related to the 7 XaOxeq 
Aaupe ion ixaC, as Ar. Av. 1106 calls the Athenian coins, mainly 
distinguished by the symbol of the owl. M. Caccamo Catalbiano- P. 
Radici Colace art. cit. p. 979 say this noun "ribadische nel 
richiamo al grido della civetta, xixxa |3a0 ,  evanescente e 
fantasmico ricordo della slmbologla monetale terrena, 
1‘inconsistenza tradizionale della moneta dell' Ade: una moneta
che non si vede, non si tocca, ma di cul si sente semplicemente 
1'eco".
The text of Pollux presents other difficulties in relation 
to the equivalence of the different coins with the real Athenian 
coins. The manuscripts give the following parities:
1 xpandxaXoq = 1 8paxp^ (6 0P0X0 C) = 8 f(o9Cai*
1 tyodCa = 1 xpi^PoXov (3 0P0X0 O = 8 xixxdcfioi
1 xCxxafioq = 1 Cl/8 opoXoO?
[*But 8 TpLA&oXot = 24 o&o\ot = 4 &pax)ial s 1 'ic'ipa&paxM'l, the nornal Athenian
parity]
The scheme shows a perfectly logical table of correspondence 
in an eightfold system, as far as the coins in Hades are
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concerned; but the difficulties arise when we take into account 
the value in relation with the coins in the Athens. Two 
interpretations of this problem have been suggested:
- To suggest some textual modifications. The obvious one and
the one that has been more widely accepted is that of Meineke
Quaestionum scenlcarum specimen secundum Berlin 1826 p. 37: oxxA 
vjfOiS Cocq into Suo tyoSCaq, which makes possible the parity: \|ro0Ca= 
xpic&PoXov. It is also an easy mistake of the cop^st because of 
the presence of oxx& xixxcfcPooq later on in the same text. The
second parity 1 fco0Ca = 8 xixxdfioi is not equal to 1 xpi&PoXov, 
that is to say 3 6{3oXoC, but to an obol; if we accept the parity 
1 xCxxaPoq = 1 xa^x<^ * This problem is not so easy to solve:
Kaibel suggested lt)', that is to say, 18, considering a parity 1
oPoX6q = 6 x°^x°t; this is not the value of the xa^x6<; in
Classical Athens <cf. Poll. IX 65 who quotes Philem. fr. 76, 66
and 67). Another suggestion has been made by Kraus (apud
Rehrenbdck (1987) loc.cit.) <xpiq> 6xxci> which would be more 
suitable for the correspondence of 24 xixx&Poi = 1 f©0Ca = 1
xpi&PoXov (for this kind of expression cf. fr. 129).
- To keep the text without any change. Schmid GGrL p. 104
suggested this first and recently this position has been taken
and developed by M. Caccamo Caltabiano - P. Radici Colace art.
cit. p. 977. Their argumentation is based on several points:
Firstly, Pollux's expression eTxs TiaC^ ov eixe arcooSAOv p-
972 «riflette bene quella categoria dello anooSaioY^Xoiov che 6 
una caratteristica dell' attegiamento parodico, in cui le
strutture 'serie' di un modello, in questo caso il sistema
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economico della polis, vengono con ditorsio ' riempite' di 
contenuti 'non seri'». But in my opinion, Pollux maybe shows here 
his ignorance about the real content of the play and he could be 
quoting other sources.
Secondly, Pollux IX 79. 82 explains the monetary system
within the context of coins 5oxoi5vtg>v pgv BapPapixffiv ovxov 5£ 
*E\Xr)vixffiv and refers immediately before our text to oly\oq and 
Savdxrt, two coins of Persian origin which could be devoted to the 
payment of Charon (cf. M. Caccarao Caltabiano-P. Radici Colace p. 
973 and n. 9).
Finally, their interpretation of the passage is that SpaxM 
is here meant "non nel valore specifico di unitd di computo, ma 
in quello piCi generico -per altro mai attestato- di valutazione”. 
And they conclude that p. 978 " 1' individuazione di un sistema 
che non rispetta la logica delle proporzioni, anche perch6 in 
questa illogicitA 6 racchiuso 1'urto comico, ma vuole, piuttosto 
che 'riprodurre', semplicemente 'alludere' alia realtA monetali 
piQ in uso. Che tale punto di vista sia correto 6 spiegiato non 
solo dall'ampia diffusione del triobolo como taglio monetale, ma 
soprattuto dalla sua vasta ed importante funzione sociale".
According to them, the Pherecratic monetary system would not 
be a a straightforward imitation of the real one; but a parody 
and in some way a simplification. Partly for this simplification, 
I am inclined to accept their interpretation: a complicated
system of parities of different coins would have been difficult 
to develop in a comedy. Pherecrates could have observed the way 
the Attic monetary system worked and invented a similar one that,
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according to him, was to be found in Hades. In this sense of 
parody of the Athenian way of life fr.90, can be understood 
and perhaps the literary criticism of fr. 100. It can be related 
as well to the kind of parody that, in my opinion, can be found 
in a play like A^ypior. the social and poetic criticism of 
Athenian society by contrasting it with other societies, in this 
case, with what we would call Man ideal world".
C) A comedy set In Hades.
At least part of this play was set in Hades. This theme was 
a commonplace in the tradition of Attic Old Comedy and can be 
related to the traditional subject of the 'Katabasis' which is 
already found in the Odyssey 11.
It seems that Pherecrates deals with it from two points of 
view as I have already suggested:
On thejbne hand, Hades seems to be portrayed as a world of 
easy and cheap life, through the use of a currency that is 
worthless in the Upper world. This subject is related in other 
comedies to the description of the abundance, wealth and comfort 
that is found there (cf. 'introductory note' on nipoaO.
On the other hand, the poetic criticism, at least in fr.100, 
could also be related to other comedies where this theme is set 
in Hades. The clearest example is Aristophanes' Frogs and it 
seems that he could have used it also in the fragmentary play 
rrjpvT&Srjq (cf. fr. 156).
From fr. 87 I would guess that an old man and perhaps his , 
slave (cf. fr. 94) were characters in this play, and also
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Aeschylus (cf. fr. 100 which may be part of an agon). Fr. 85 is a 
discussion about the effects of green figs that perhaps were a 
way of going to Hades and fr. 87 may have been part of the same 
introductory scene of preparation to go there.
As it generally happens in Old Comedy, the plural title may 
refer to the chorus of this play. Within the context of a search 
for originality of Old Comedy, a chorus formed by invented coins 
can not be ruled out. It is, nonetheless, difficult to imagine 
how such a personification was made and the only one we can 
compare it with is the play Afjpoi. The chorus has two speeches, 
one to the audience (fr. 101) and another to the judges (fr. 
102), asking for a fair judgement and, of course, the victory in 
the competition.
D) Other possible fragments.
Meineke loc.cit. suggests that Hesych. x3969 xparcaxaXCaq 
(cf. test, iii) is a fragment of Pherecrates and Kock includes it 
as fr. 99 in his edition. As Rehrenbdck p. 120 suggests it could 
be a comic word and several examples of this ending can be found 
in Pherecrates, e.g. ofJeXCaq fr. 61, av8oajiCaq fr. 113. 30,
xarcvCaq fr. 137. 6.
Rehrenbbck (1987) p. 65 (cf. K-A ad test, i) proposes that
the lemma of Phot. p. 165. 21 is xCpPixaq xat xixx&Pouq,
explained as xoOq yXicrxpouq, and that it could belong to our
play. This seems to be a reasonable suggestion, although xCjiPit; 
is only attested in Xenoph. 21 as an insult of the quXapyupCa of 
Simonides (cf. Sch. Ar. Pac. 697) before Pherecrates' time and it
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appears to be very frequent in later writers, above all, Arist. 
EN 1121 b 22, MM 1192 a 9, EE 1232 a 14.
K-A PCG VII p. 152 mention the conjecture of Hemsterhuys 
Luc. I (1743) p. 422 that xapxa56va could belong to this play. 
The gloss is as follows: Phot. p. 132. 24 = Sud. x392 xapxa56vor
xoOxo Xiyexoci X&povxoq Sdveiov, auvaYdpevov ex xoO opoXoO xoC 
auYxr|5Euop£vou xotq xeXeuxffiaiv, oux mq evioi rcXavcopevoi Poxdvr^ q 
ovopd 9aaiv etvai. It is possible and perhaps this could be the 
name of the obol in Hades; but it also could be within the
tradition of other coins that were given to Charon as it has been
shown earlier: oCxXoq and above all Savdxq (cf. Call. fr. 278Pf. , 
Hesych. 5219, Phot. 545 and 51, Sud. 559).
Fr. 199 has been also related to this play (cf. comment ad
loc. ).
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Fr. 85
As Kock CAF I p. 167 says: "haec cum Aristoph. Ran. 117-134 
comparanti et apud inferos scaenam esse consideranti non dubium 
videtur quin admoneatur nescio quis, quomodo in orcum pervenire". 
The text seems to be "la rdponse A une consultation", as
Desrosseaux Observations critiques sur les livres III et IV
d'Ath6n£e Paris 1942 p. 17 suggests. It is not clear if this was 
the actual method followed to reach Hades (cf. Desrosseaux loc.
cit. and Rehrenbdck (1987) pp. 66-7); but, in any case, one has
to bear in mind that fever was considered a dangerous element in 
an illness (cf. infra comment on rctipexxe); and also it seems a
good comic device: such a small thing as green figs, can be
deadly.
The fragment is carefully constructed in a climactic 
enumeration of imperatives: 1. 1 rcupexxe. . . (1.2-3 xpffiys, xd0eu5e)
and 1.4 <J9ax£Xi£e xal rc£npr)cro xai 36a. The terminology is
specifically medical (cf. Pherecr. fr. 58, 169, Ar. fr. 2 and
346. 1) and one would suspect that a doctor gives the instructions 
(cf. comment on Pherecr. fr. 169).
1. 2> 5aip6vie: It is a very common expression in Aristophanes
e
(cf. K-A ad loc.); according to Stanford on Ar. Ran. 44 "somtimes 
implies a touch of pained surprise or sudden wonder" (about it 
cf. Rehrenbdck p. 67 and further E. Brunius-Nilsson Daimonie diss. 
Uppsala 1955 p. 97).
ictipexxe: "be feverish"; such imperative is unusual and
seems to be clearly comic (cf. supra). Fever, in general, was
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identified easily as one of the first symptoms in an illness and 
was described in detail in Greek medicine (for a list of the 
different kinds of fever cf. E. Vintr6 Hipdcrates y la Nosologia 
Hipocratica pp. 164ff. Barcelona 1972). Pherecr. fr. 169 refers 
to fever as 8epp.fj, a general term for it; Aristophanes mentions 
two kinds, mainly rcupexdq properly "fever" and r|Ti(aXoq "ague" 
("callida or frigida febri£\ according to van Leeuwen ad Ar. 
Vesp. 284). Other instances are Ar. Ach. 1165, Vesp. 813 and 
1038, fr. 346.
xSv (piPdXeav: according to Athen. Ill p. 75 b this kind of 
figs was very commonly found in Attic comedy (cf. Ar. Ach. 802, 
Hermipp. fr. 53, Telecl. fr. 6 where it seems to have a 
metaphorical sense). About the word and its different forms, cf. 
Chantraine Diet. &tym. s. v. tpiftdXemq.
The genitive is unusual with the verb xpwyo; but it can be 
explained as partitive (cf. other examples of constructions with 
partitive genitive in fr. 74.1, 51). The position separated from 
cti3kci>v  and at the beginning of the sentence seems to be assertive, 
stressing the kind of figs. In fr. 74. 1 the general word
(iCTX^ Saq) is in accusative at the beginning and the more 
particular one (xSv necpoyyp£v<av) is at the end also with the same 
stressing intention.
According to Sch. ad Ach. 802b (cf. Sud, xl085) <pC|3aXiq seems 
to be probably an early kind of fig especially devoted to be 
dried, although with the method of caprification (cf. Theophr. 
HP II 8. Iff.) it was possible to eat them all through the year; 
another noun for "early figs" is Tip65pojj.oi; oXovSoi and epivd can
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designate them also; but properly they mean "wild figs'*.
The Sch. cit. explains also that they were from a place In 
Megaris or in Attica. The lack of evidence about a place with 
such a name makes this explanation doubtful and 01k R-E VI 2. 
2108 suggests: "da Aristophanes (Ach. 802) quBdXscoq I'axaq sagt,
so erkldrt der Scholiast die Friichte des Baumes <pC3aXiq fUr 
besonderes geeignet zum Trocknen, wobei freilich mit Unrecht 
annimmt, daB die tpCPaXiq nach einem Ort in Megaris oder Attika 
benannt sei". In my opinion this explanation seems plausible from 
the point of view thatthe adjective could designate also "myrtle- 
berries" <cf. Apolloph. fr. 5.4 and EM 793.26) and, above all,
Megarian figs from 0aXux6q were famous for being earlier than the 
Attic ones <cf. Theophr. op. cit. VIII 2. 11: xd y*P SaXapTvi
Tipoxepet TtoXC xffiv aXXcov xfiSv Iv xfj 'Axxixff xal oX<aq xd ^ruBaXdxxia
xal eiq xaflxa xal eiq xoAq aXXooq xaprcotiq, aq xd rcepl xf|v * Axxi^ v
xaXoop£vqv xffq neXoTrovvffoou xal xd ev QaXOxcp xfjq MeyaplSoq). On 
the other hand, the scholiast could have drawn this opinion from 
the text of Aristophanes, a dialogue between a Megarian and 
Dicaepolls.
01k loc. cit. gives the following etymology, "statt att. 
cp^ XqS sagten die Lakonier oi5a£ (Poll. VI 81), wohl die
"schwellende" Prellwitz (a. a. 0. ) fllrht <p^ Xq^  auf indog. /bhale= 
"strotzen" zurllck und erkldrt <p£PaXiq als reduplizierte Form 
davon".
afixav... xffq peoqpppCaq: crtfxov designates a fig in general, 
while Lcrxaq, a dried one. ZCxa are very frequently mentioned in 
Greek Comedy (about them cf. Pherecr. fr. 103, Eub. fr. 74 and
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Hunter ad loc. p. 165, Ar. Vesp. 303 and MacDowell ad loc.).
Eating figs during the midday meal is a theme commonly found 
in other fragments of Greek Comedy (cf. Ar. fr. 479 xdpvovxa 
5'auxdv xoC 96pooq i5Av rcoxe / expoy* » "va xdpvoi, atlxa xfjq 
peaqpPpCaq, Nicoph. fr. 20: edv 56 y1 qpffiv aCxd xiq pecnr||i3p Caq /
xpay&v xa0eti5p x^P^* rcupexdq eu0eAq / qxe i xp6x©v, oux a^ioq 
xpicoPAXou* / xa8* ooxoq ennrea&v spetv noist x°Mv» Eub. fr. 105: 
vt\ x6v AC ^a06vouv ydp, & P6Xxiaxe <tt3, / cpayoCaa nptpqv aflxa xffq
pecrqpPpCaq). It is difficult to say whether it is superstition or 
it is "based on supposedly dietetic reasons, which, however, it 
would be difficult to discover; they are, in fact, simply 
humorous, forbidding just the suitable sort of food", according 
to Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 262 n. 7. I do not know if the 
effects of eating such figs were deadly, but Hipp. Vlct. II 564 
4 does not recommend them and even suggests that they can provoke 
fever, as happens in our fragment: oOxov x^®P&v uypaCvei xal
Siax^pst xal ©eppaCvei* oxpaCvei p.6v 5 id xd £y\v>\o\ eTvai, 
SeppaCvei 56 6id xdv yXuxdv OTtdv xal Siaxiopet. xd npfiSxa xSSv at3xov 
xdxiaxa, oxi OTca>56«Txaxa, P6\xiaxa 56 xd uaxaxa. I would also 
suspect that if it was a joke in the sense Ehrenberg suggests, it 
would not be funny after being said by two probably contemporary 
poets as Aristophanes and Pherecrates. I would suggest that they 
might have been seen as dangerous together with a big meal. In 
this connexion Eur. fr. 907N2: xp6aai PoeCoiq x^P^ ffCx* erc^ oBiev 
/ ajiouo* uXdxxov, might have been seen as the summit of Heracles* 
gluttony. Eating x^P^ crOxa is found also in Call. fr. 191. 
92f.Pf. in relation to Hipponax (cf. Hippon. 26, 5W and K. Lembach
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(1970) p. 142 n.39).
xapreip.iEXdfi.evoq: in Aristophanes the aorist participle Is
more frequently found (epreXi^ pevoq, cf. Equ. 935, Vesp. 424, 1127, 
Eccl. 56). Nauck's proposal to change it into xapreXr^ pevoq (cf. K- 
A's app. crit. ) seems to be possible also because as Kock ad loc. 
says: "recte. nam postquam se inpleverit ficibus dormire
iubetur".
Although it is a strange expression there are some cases of 
present participle instead of aorist, as in Cratin. fr. 149: qcxQe 
reavr)p6pioi x°PTaC6pevoi ydXa Xeoxdv / reudv 5aivi3pevoi 
xapreipreXdpevoi reopidxr). The sense of 'being full' is found In 
passive present reCpnXapai (see further LSJ s. v. ).
cnpaxeXCCe: this verb is formed from the noun a<paxeX6q and 
designates "to have a strong headache with spasms and 
convulsions" (cf. also Cratin. fr. 384). In medical terminology 
it could also have the sense of "suffer from gangrene" and it 
seems that it designated an advanced stage of the gangrenous 
process. As A. Bozzi Note di lessicografia ippocratica p. 65 Rome 
1982 points out, "d quindi ipotizabile che il concetto di "dolore 
lancinante" sia da considerarsi uno sviluppo semantico secundario 
derivato dalla conoscenza di un fenomeno patologico ben definito 
nelle opere di medicina e caratterizzato da forte dolori".
re6npqoo xal |J6a: re£repqao, imperative perfect of the verb
nCprepr)pi, here it means "to burn with fever" (cf. LSJ s. v. , 
Rehrenbdck p.68, and for other instances of this meaning, see K-A 
ad loc. ). The literal sense "to burn up" seems to be very common 
in the literary texts (cf. LSJ s. v. ); while the compound form
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In the literary texts (cf. LSJ s. v. ); while the compound form 
eprcCjjiTrpqpi often has a metaphorical sense (cf. Taillardat Images 
§349 and 350).
The relation between "being burned" and shouting can be 
found also in Ar. Ran. 859 (in this case burning with anger): <7t) 
5*euGAq Scroep reptvoq epnprjaGeiq |3o$q (cf. also Vesp. 35).
The ending is clearly anticlimactic in the last word; for it 
does not refer to the symptoms of the illness, but to the 
reaction of the ill person (a similar enumeration with an 
anticlimax in the word poi*) at the end is Pl.com. fr. 27.4).
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Fr. 86
The text is corrupted. It seems that xpia>|36Xou is an 
interlinear gloss; as Rehrenbdck (1987) p. 58 says: "indem jemand 
zu 9a>0Ca(v) erklfirend elnen Akkusativ x p i& P o X o v  schrieb; daraus 
entstand sp&ter eine genitivus pretii, welcher fSlschlich auf 
xp a n a xa X 6 v  bezogen wurde, wo man eigentlich einen Squivalenten 
Genitiv Spaxpfjq erwarten sollte. Letzteres wurde wahrscheinlich 
durch das Metrum veranlafit". This explanation seems quite likely 
and from this point of view the verb Xi’jfei would mean "to 
receive" as Gulick translates it in Athen. XIV 646c, vol. VI p. 
646 or as Rehrenbdck loc. cit. suggests perhaps excessively: "Du 
wirst im Hades (statt unsere Drachmen und Obolen) den Krapatalos 
und die Psothia und den Kikkabos (kollective Singulare) 
erhalten. . . und damit alles, was dir beliebt, elnkaufen kdnnen!".
Other scholars suggest textual changes as Kock ad loc. 
says: "Xi^\|/ei 5'ev vAi5oo xparcccxdXou xal \|/a>0Caq, i.e. ' vilissimo
pretio apud inferos ernes' quod apud nos multo pluris constat, but 
perhaps it is unnecessary.
Another possibility I would suggest is to keep the word 
xpicoP6Xou understanding the text of Poll. IX 83 (see K-A test, 
i) and consequently our fragment in a different way. In Pollux a 
krapatalon is equivalent to a drachma and a psothia to a triobol; 
but perhaps he means that they are both units of money and not 
equal in the value. In such a case, our fragment could be 
understood as follows: "you will buy one ' crapatalon' and one
'psothia' in exchange for one triobol". We have to bear in mind 
also that Athen. XIV 646c, our source, quotes the word f<o0£a or
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'bread crumbs' as having a literal sense, the expression could 
sound ridiculous to an Athenian person: the price for such things 
is too high; but it will become clear, when the real value of 
this currency in Hades is explained.
As Rehrenbdck (1987) pp. 60ff. points out, this line refers 
to the effortless and extremely cheap life in the Underworld, a 
topic found all through Greek Literature, as for instance the 
proverb in Phot. el834 ercxdc xoO opoXoO x^PaLPai (about it cf. 
Theodoridis ZPE 67 (1987) pp. 5ff.), Eup. fr. 198, Call. fr. 191, 
lPf. and Epigr. 13, 6Pf. (see Gow-Page ad Hell, epigr. 1192).
In fact a triobol or half-drachma in Athens was not an 
important quantity; in Old comedy it was identified with the 
poor pay of a dicast (cf. Ar. Equ. 51, Nub. 863, etc. ; about it 
see further Hunter on Eub. p.180).
Coins were used in Hades to pay Chaeron in order to pass to 
the other side of Lethe (cf. two obols in Ar. Ran. 270; about two 
obols in daily life in Athen, see Vesp. 52 and MacDowell ad loc.). 
xparedrcaXov: cf. introductory note. 
yaOCa: according to Athen. XIV 646c \|«o0 Ca x& \|ra0i3pia (cf. 
Rehrenbdck (1987) p. 58 and K-A ad test, i for other references 
to Lexicons and Grammarians ), that is to say, "small crumb, 
bread crumb, morsel". This is the only instance in a literary 
text; but one might suspect that it was fairly common in spoken 
Attic. Other synonymous words can be \|fo>|A6q and 0ptippaxa (cf. Ar. 
fr. 173).
Athen. loc. cit. seems to point out that here the word has a 
literal sense, but Poll. IX 83 also explains: exeLV 5'auxdv SiSo
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v|f6)0Caq, xr)v 56 v|ro0Cav etvai xpiAfioXov xal 5i3vaa0ai oxx& 
xixxdcpouq. According to Pollux \jro0Ca is, like the xpandxaXoq, a 
coin in Hades; but the text of Pollux reads the feminine r\ fo0Ca 
instead of the neuter in Athenaeus and the other references. To 
change it into v|/a>0Cav has been thus suggested (cf. Rehrenbdck 
(1987) pp. 57-8 and K-A's app. crit. ad loc. for the different 
suggestions of the scholars). Rehrenbdck loc, cit. suggests: 
"aufgrund eines Vergleiches mit obiger Pollux-Stelle entscheide 
ich mich fUr die feminine Form yoGCav gegentlber den neutralen - 
Cov/Ca. Der Singular ergibt sich durch xparcdxaXov und das
gleichfalls singularische xpi&PoXov (-ou)".
In conclusion the text seems to be playing on the similarity 
of both words, \jro0Ca, the coin that according to Pherecrates 
was used in Hades and x& \|/<o0(a, bread-crumbs. In view of this
ambiguity it may not be necessary to emmend the neuter into
feminine, because it seems possible that at some stage
Pherecrates may have played with the two words (see supra on p. 
276).
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Fr. 87
There seems to be no reason to doubt that this fragment 
belongs to this play (cf. K-A ad loc. and comment on fr. 79). 
Graf Phil. 50 (1891) p. 606 suggests "nun findet sich in des 
Pherekrates Krapataloi Frg.82 C87] folgendes Gesprfich zwischen 
elnem Alten, der im Begriffe ist, in die Unterwelt
hinabzusteigen, urn von der auBerordentlichen Billigkeit der 
Lebensmittel daselbst Vortheil zu ziehen, und seinem Sklaven". 
Dieterich Nekyla p. 25 n. 1 1893 relates the fldcia. . . xpia in 1. 2 
to the sun's cattle which live in the Underworld, (cf. x^MaLPaL* 
goats, in Phot. el834; see on Pherecr. fr. 86 p. 277, and other 
animals in Ar. Ran 338). As Dieterich loc. cit says, "dadurch
erkldrt sich Pherekrat. KpairdxaX.. fr. 82K: einer wird gefragt, ob 
er ein Messer eingesteckt habe, damlt er die (36ea xpia in Hades 
als zahnloser Greis bewfiltigen kttnne".
1. t C ji' eipyaaai;: about this expression, cf. on Pherecr. 76. 3 
x C f|pY&CTo;.
2. ap&gaipoq: hapax of Pherecrates who has several examples of 
adjectives with an a- negative prefix, probably comic coinages 
(cf. av65ovxoq in 1. 3, fr. 168. 2, 209, 210, 212).
£v68qxaq: in literal sense as in Pherecr. fr. 44. 2; cf.
fr. 156. 6 for a metaphorical use of this verb.
voaxfjam: the simple sense 'to go' or 'to come' seems to be
appropriate here, although as K-A ad loc. point out, this verb is
"apud comicos raro" (cf. also Ar. Ach. 29). The whole expression 
is unusual and might be a parody of the grandiloquent style of
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epic poetry for example (cf. Kaibel apud K-A ad 1. 2).
eni P6eia.. . xp€a: it could refer to the herds of the sun. It
is, otherwise, a common expression for 'beef' (cf. Hdt. 2.37, PI.
Rep. 338c, Ar. Ran. 924, Eur. Cyc. 218). The unusual sentence and
its reference to food could make an allusion to the traditional 
theme of abundance in Hades (cf. Pherecr. fr. 113). Beef, on the 
other hand, was a luxury, mainly eaten in Classical Athens at 
festivals especially the Panathenaia (about it cf. Hunter on Eub. 
p. 92).
3. Cf. on fr. 79. Some suggestions have been made for the end 
of the line, about them cf. K-A ad loc.
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Fr. 88
This fragment seems to make reference to the scene of the 
return of the master with his servant after a banquet at night, 
as in Ar. Vesp. 1292ff. , Nub. 607ff. In Ar. fr. 480 a slave says: 
Spa Pa5£Ceiv jaouaxiv ere I xdv Seareox^ v* / ydp auxotiq oiopai
Se5eirevdvai (cf. Ar. PI. 823). This fragment implies probably 
that the banquet has just begun, as it seems the commonest time 
to start one was at dusk (cf. Hunter on Eub. p. 218).
1. £pd>5iCov 5* and / 6e(revot>: separation into different lines 
of preposition and noun is also found in Ar. Thesm. 386, Axionic. 
fr. 6 . 1.
Other instances of the expression are6 SeCrevou paSCCeiv are 
Ar. Vesp. 1401, Pox 839.
here it takes the commonest sense, "evening dusk";
but it could also designate 'morning twilight' as in Ar. Eccl. 
290: rep4> redcvu xoC xv£<pouq, in parallelism with the same use of
the unusualjadjective xveq>aToq in Ar. Vesp. 124, Lys. 327, Ran.
1350, adjective that Rau Paratragodla p. 134 Miinchen 1967 
suggests, is poetic; xv£<paq is even less common.
dopCa: and its adverb dupt in general mean 'out of time, out 
of season', designating an unspecific time (cf. e.g. Herond. 3.29 
and Headlam ad loc. ). As van Leeuwen says ad Ar. Ach. 23-4:
ouS'oi repuxdveiq qxouoiv, aW'dapCav / qxovxeq, "sero. Oppositum 
est xfjv &pav sive ev Spqt ' suo tempore'".
The sense of our passage seems to be parallel to that just 
quoted 'late' simply, or, as LSJ s. v. more specifically suggest:
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"midnight, dead of night", quoting Alciphr. 3. 47: amp (ot xffq
vuxxdq peoooor^ q, <cf. also the compound form in Aesch. Ch. 34 
ampdvuxxov ap(36a-/ pa). This word is difficult to define exactly, 
because according to the context and to other time-elements it 
can also mean 'early' (cf. Ar. Eccl. 741 amp i vi5xxmp, fr. 703jand 
also Lucian Bis Acc. 1: q ZeXi^ vt) 56 aypvrcvoq xal auxf\ reepi6pxexai 
(paCvooaa xotq xmpdCouai, xal xotq amp I arcd xfiSv 5eCrevmv 
eitav loCai v).
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Fr. 89
This fragment may be part of a recipe; about food in Hades, 
cf. on fr. 87 and 113.
xaxepodq: cf. Pherecr. fr. 113. 13: axeXCSeq S'oXoxvi^ poi
rcXqaCov xaxep&xaxai and Ar. fr. 372: Affpvoq xudpooq xp6q>oi>aa
xaxepobq xal xaXooq (see also fr. 4. 2, Antiph. fr. 1. 4, Dionys.
com. fr. 3. 7).
The epepCvSoi or chick peas were made soft before being 
consumed (cf. Gal. vol. VI p. 533 Kuhn: eia0icrp6voi 56 eTaiv ev 
rcoXXotq e0veaiv e\|/r|06vxaq ev u5axi xoOq epePCv0ooq ea8 £eiv, e v i o i  
p6v auxotiq p6vouq \|n.Xotiq, evioi 56 aXal pexpCmq qStiovxeq. oi 
reap' qptv reapareXi^ aiov dXeopcp xi noioflvxEq 6x xffiv r^jpffiv xupffiv
6xeCv<p nep mdxxooaiv auxotiq), or before being sown so as to make
them big (cf. Theophr. HP II. IV. 2: xotiq epe3£v0ouq 56, maxe
peydXooq, auxotq xeXi3<peai 3p6^ ocvxa arceCpeiv).
noiffaai: cf. Dionys. com. loc. cit. : xaxepd rcoi^ aaq xaOxa
xal £6aaq ar<p65pa (referring to meat 'xp6a' ). The reading of A is 
the infinitive rcoiffcrai while the Epitome (Athen.12) has reoii^ aeiq. 
In some cases the epitome's reading is better; but here A seems 
to have a better reading (about it cf. supra p. 18 and Rehrenbdck
pp. 80-1).
epef!CvOouq: cf. Pherecr. fr. 170. In the context of a comedy 
maybe we should not disregard the erotic sense of this word, 
'erect member' (cf. Henderson MM p. 119).
aux60i: cf. Ar. Equ. 119. About the different readings of
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the manuscripts see K-A's apparatus criticus and Rehrenbdck p. 
81.
Fr. 90
The Etruscans were famous as makers of very elaborate 
objects and works of art that were exported to Athens (cf.
Critias fr. 1PLG). We have references to a kind of 0 6 X7117!; (cf.
Aesch. Eum. 567-8), of xftdcov (cf. Soph. Aj. 17), of oavSdXia (cf.
Cratin. fr. 139, probably the ones worn by the statue of Athena 
Polias, see Bryant HStClPh X (1899) pp. 57ff. ), and of xpuodTunoQ 
(plc5cXr| (cf. Athen. I 28 b-c).
In this case XoxveTa must have been a kind of very
ornamented (cf. Athen. XV 700c) bronze candelabra; about them cf. 
E. Richardson The Etruscans: Their Art and Civilization pp.
109ff. Chicago 1964, M. Moretti-G. Maetzke The art of the
Etruscans Engl, transl. London 1970 p. 237 and 238-9, and S.
Pezzella Gli Etrusci. Testimonianze di CiviltA pp. 63ff. Florence 
1987. In a play set in Hades, at least partly, this fragment 
could have been a comic reference to the fashion in Athens as 
followed also in the Underworld.
At>Xve C©v: discussion about the different forms of this word 
is found in Rehrenbdck p. 83, and also K-A ad Ar. fr. 573. 3; see 
further Threatte I p. 316 (nr. 29).
tjpYaaCoc it is a word of very wide sense within the context 
of the production of an object. According to CDem. ] 59. 67 it can 
be defined as on6aai av erc' epYaoxTjpCou xaSfiSvtai f) naXfiSvxai
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axons <paa|i£v<iiq (cf. H. Wankel ad Dem. 18. 129).
Fr. 91
This line could be said by someone who is complaining 
because nobody opened the door, as it was customary that a slave 
would open it when someone knocked or rather kicked it (cf. 
Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 176).
A "door-scene" is often found in the extant plays of
Aristophanes and it may have been a commonplace in Old Comedy for 
its potential humour, (cf. e.g. the two scenes in Ar. Pan. 
37ff. with Heracles and 460ff. with Aeacus).
Rehrenbdck p. 84 wonders, "wurde etwa ein Ankdmmling in der 
Unterwelt so unwirtlich behandelt?". The topic of ntiXai vAi6ou 
is very common throughout Greek Literature (about it cf. Fraenkel 
ad Aesch. Ag. 1291). Eur. Hipp. 56 refers to them as being opened 
for a person who is going to die, perhaps by chance with the same 
verb as here: ox> y&p ot5* ave<t>vMva<; ntiXaq / *'Ai5ou, cpdcoq St
XoCaSiov {JXgnav x65e (similarly cf. Aesch. Ag. 604). In Ar. Ran. 
163, 463 and 460  ^06pa refers to the door of the house of Aeacus
in Hades and this may be different from at ntiXai of Hades.
av€<pY£: cf. K-A ad loc. , RehrenbOck pp. 84-5.
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Fr. 92
£ S^ctkot' : it is the normal way for a slave to address his
master, e.g. Vesp. 142, 420 and also to address a god (cf.
Rehrenbdck p. 87), as part of invocations in prayers. In the last 
case it is said together with the name of the god or aval or on 
its own when any of them has just been mentioned (cf. Ar. Pax 
385, 389a, and 399; see also Ar. Vesp. 875, Pax 90 and Platnauer 
ad loc. and Telecl. fr. 35).
*AyoieO: according to MacDowell ad Ar. Vesp. 875 H,god of
streets'. Apollon Agyieus, like Hermes and Hekate (cf. 804), was 
frequently represented in front of houses in the streets of 
Athens by a pointed stone pillar" or also altars (cf. MacDowell 
loc. cit. for a discussion on what they were exactly and Handley 
ad Men. Dysc. 659 for pictorial representations). It is 
frequently mentioned in tragedy and comedy, e.g. Aesch. Ag. 1081,
Soph. El. 637, 645, OR 911, fr. 370, Eur. Phoen. 631, Ar. Vesp.
875, Thesm. 488, Eupol. fr. 420, Men. loc. cit., Plaut. Bacch. 
172.
Poll. IV 123: exl 61 xffq oxT^ vffq xat aYueitiq exeixo Pa>p6q o
xp6 xSSv 0upffiv, seems to suggest that it was a fixed element at 
the stage; it might be possible because a house is very 
frequently needed in the extant tragedies and comedies (cf. 
Pherecr. fr. 91 about door-scenes, and P. D. Arnott Greek Scenic 
Conventions in the fifth century B.C. Oxford 1962 p. 45).
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Fr. 93
About this kind of humour frequently found in Old Comedy, 
cf. Henderson MM pp. 195ff.
The interpretation of this action seems difficult to 
visualize without any context. In Ar. Ran. 1074, Sosip. fr. 1. 12 
and Damox. fr. 2.39 the verb npocra^ pSojiou plus dative has some
contemptuous and abusive sense (cf. xaxaTt£p5opa i with genitive in 
Vesp. 394, 618, Pax 547, PI. 618). It seems that the speaker is
complaining about a similar abuse he has suffered with the 
addition of the \6crava on his head.
Xdcrotva: I would suggest that it originally means a stand or
trivet, either for a cooking pot, e.g. Ar. Pax 892-3, Diocl.com.
fr. 9 <cf. Hesych. X352: xuxpondSeq, about xi5xpou without feet
and some pictures of them on stands cf. B. A. Sparkes JHS 82 
(1962) p.30) or for a 'chamber pot' or apCq (although it 
designated by extension of meaning or perhaps euphemistically the 
pot itself, cf. Eup. fr. 240, Ar. fr. 477, Plat.com. fr. 124). 
Henderson MM p. 191 proposes that "SCtppoq and 5i<ppCoxoq were 
euphemisms for Xdcoava, suggesting perhaps that that word, like
apCq, had an impolite tone". The problem is that neither 5C9poq 
nor SitppCoxoq appear in Classical Greek with this meaning and it 
seems to have been drawn from later Greek: Aristides Or. 49. 19
and from Poll. X 45; but maybe as Sommerstein ad Ar. Av. 1552 
argues, "its appearance in Pollux 10.45 is evidence that it was 
used in this sense in classical Attic".
According to Poll. X 44-45, x<jS jj.£v avSpi xai Xdaava 6i\ocy>i<xT<x
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xcd apCq, while the one used by women was called 0x6 9 i o v , because 
It had a different shape (cf. Eup. fr. 53, Ar. Thesm. 633 and van 
Leeuwen ad loc., see also Henderson MM p, 90). Other related words 
are axcapapCq, Ar. Thesm. 371, am67taxov Ach. 81 and atpoSoq Eccl. 
1059 and Antiph. fr. 42.5.
rc^ pSexai: also P5eTv, fJSuXXsiv /p5i3XXEa9ai, cf. Henderson MM 
p. 195.
Fr. 94
voxonXffYa: only found here and in Ar. fr. 862 (the
attribution to Aristophanes has been put in doubt by Kaibel apud 
K-A ad loc. ). A similar compound in -nXr^ l is Hippon. 102. 6W 
<xx>Xevon\f\ycc. The number of compounds of this noun derived from 
mX^ oott is very high in poetry and drama (above all in Hellenistic 
poetry); but they generally use the thing or person who hits, 
rather than the thing which is hit, as in our fragment (cf. 
xepauvonXi^ l, Alcae.com. fr. 3, xupaxorcXyjl Soph. 0. C. 1241, 
oto-xpomXr^ l Aesch. Pr. 681, Soph. El. 5, Eur. Bacc. 1229, etc. ).
Slaves were often threatened with being beaten on the back 
and the ribs, e.g. Ar. Vesp. 1295, Pax 747.
Siaxovetv: in absolute construction, cf. Ar. Av. 1323 (see
LSJ s. v. ).
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Fr. 95
n e p ig p p o v : "wander about" (LSJ); other instances are Ar.
Equ. 533, Com. adesp. fr. 1112K. The verb eppoa in simple form and 
also ax£pp6> has generally a bad connotation in spoken Attic, 
above all in expressions such as e p p ' eq xd pa xaq  (cf. Ar. PI. 
604, Pherecr. fr.76.5) or the imperative out£pp£ (cf. Ar. Nub. 
783, Eccl. 169 and Ussher ad loc. "strong contemptuous dismisal", 
Pax 1294, Cratin. fr. 129 and Plat.com. fr. 182). In Ar. Equ. 533 
Tiepiffppov indicates the wandering about of a drunk old man.
e£ !g>8ivoB: in Comedy also in Ar. Thesm. 2, Alex. fr. 259.4 
and Men. Sam. 511 (cf. RehrenbSck p. 91). The expression is more 
frequent in prose (cf. PI. Phaedr. 228b, Symp. 220c, Xen. HG
I. 1. 5).
Fr. 96
Kock suggested that this line should be said by Iocasta, 
according to the myth and her relation to Oedipus, and that,
consequently, she was placed in Hades, as fr. 100 is said by 
Aeschylus. If this was the case, it might have been related to 
Od. 11.84ff. where Odysseus meets his mother and refers to other
mythological women in Hades, in what has been called 'the
catalogue of women' . Notwithstanding, as Kaibel apud K-A ad loc. 
says, "sententia fort. 'haec incommodum est simul mariti ac filii 
curam agere'".
Sxon6v: since the later part of the V century onwards and in 
colloquial Attic (probably as here , it came to have
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pejorative connotations similar to xax6q or av6r)xoq (cf. Men. 
Dysc. 288 and 701, Asp. 160, see in more detail W. G. Arnott 
Phoenix 18 (1964) pp. 119-22). The superlative axoncaxaxr) is found 
in Pherecr. fr. 229.
yuvifv: see fr. 206.
Fr. 97
The fragment is corrupted and no solution seems to solve in 
a satisfactory way TANAMHAYN: R, M or TANAMEAYN: V (about codices
cf. Hertz ad GrL II pp. XXff. ). Perhaps among the many solutions
(a list of them is found in Rehrenbttck p. 97) only two selected 
by K-A seem to be worth taking into consideration: Sax’ ou xaxbv 
oCei 0aipdxidi[ y’ suggested by Dobree ad Ar. PI. 1021 and Sq xoi 
xaxbv oCei xapdt. :: AC* proposed by Toeppel (Cobet Mn II 5
(1877) p. 174 following Toeppel suggests: &<rx’ ou xaxbv oCei 
x a p d t : : p<3c AC* ).
Both suggestions seem to be possible; but none is totally 
satisfactory from a. palaeographical point of view. Regarding the 
content of this fragment, Priscianus begins the passage by giving 
some examples that seem to deal with pleonasm (cf. fr. 156. 6-7), 
and then goes on to mention examples of ellipsis in which most of 
the instances are internal accusative with 6£o> and oleo (cf.
Teren. Adelph. 117 and Iuv. V 85ff.), and this line among them.
In the first proposal, it is not clear if Dobree*s Scup&xia 
refers to xA ip&xia, commonly contracted in such a way, or x& 
atpdxia 'black pudding', as Rehrenbdck loc. cit. understands it, 
but, as he says, is not found in literary texts.
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Otherwise, xa^ id is a plausible proposal which would fit the 
context of anelliptical expression and is found in Aristophanes 
with different senses (cf. above all Eccl. 393). Priscianus' use 
of parallelism between Greek and Latin texts (cf. after citing 
fr. 156. 6-7, he says "nostri quoque 'nunc nuper'") support this 
proposal, as immediately he mentions Terent. Adelph. 117: "olet
unguenta: de meo", an example of substantivation of the possesive
adjective ' meus', meaning here ' de mea pecunia' as in Plaut.
Bacch. 512 (cf. also 98, Men. 149, etc.).
The theme of bad smell (above all from the mouth), is often
found in Greek comedy (cf. fr. 73. 5, about oCei cf. fr. 30); but 
I do not think one can reach any conclusion that bad breath smell 
was dealt with in this fragment, as Rehrenbdck p. 98 suggests.
A possible solution could be: Sq xoi xaxbv o£ei.:: T i d v u  p £ v  
o$v aXXdc ykuxti. would be a dialogue in which one character
accepts the other's opinion about this smell; and at the same
time regards it as sweet from another point of view. In this case
I would take the reading of manuscript V: TANAMEAYN. The changes 
that it implies are not very difficult: II for T, Y for A, 0 for A 
(cf. Priscian. XVIII, 243 -GrL III p. 329.8- q oiovxat reads 
NAAIONTAI in M, cf. Hertz's app. crit.). The main problem of this
proposal is that the expression ndvu p£v ouv aXXd is a later 
particle, first found in Ar. PI. 97, 1195 (cf. perhaps Ran. 602
see further Denniston GP p. 476) and that before aXXd a negative 
seems to be needed rather than an affirmative phrase. The text 
would be an example of ellipsis of the verb in the second part of 
the dialogue.
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Fr. 98
The metre, iambic tetrameter catalectic, can be found in 
different parts of a comedy, e.g. Ar. Thesm. 533-72; but as 
Gelzer Der eplrrhematlsche Agon bie Aristophanes p. 185 MUnchen 
1960 suggests, this fragment could be part of an agon in which 
the epirrhema is in iambic metre as here, while the antepirrhema 
in anapaestic tetrameters as fr. 100 (cf. Ar. Ran. 905ff. and 
1004ff.). The contrary distribution: epirrhema in anapaestic
tetrameters and antepirrhema in iambic ones is also found (cf. 
Nub. 961 and 1036 respectively). The metre in both cases seem to 
be used to characterize a personage. About the iambic tetrameter, 
see also White (1912) p. 62 and 68.
The meaning of this fragment seems to be clear: it is a
dialogue in which two persons talk about the 'debt' that one of 
them has with a third one. The tone of the second line is 
boastful and reminds me of the style of fr. 5.
It has a rather elaborate expression and the two main verbs: 
arcoxCveiv and rcpooXaPetv (cf. comment on them) could have been 
related to a monetary context; but it is difficult to say whether 
it had a metaphorical or a literal one. Some suggestions have 
been made: for example, a dispute between Charon and a dead
person about the fare of the trip to the other side of the lake 
(cf. Rehrenbttck p. 101) or a 'Totengericht' (cf. Schmid GGrL I. 4 
p. 104 n. 14), or problems with betting (cf. Rehrenbttck loc. cit.); 
but I would not reject a 'Kaufhandlung' for an unsatisfactory 
purchase, as Rehrenbttck loc.cit. does; above all, if we take into 
account that coins had an important role in this play.
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xC 5a£: 5aC, particle always found with an interrogative,
gives emphasis and vividness to the expression; but it can simply 
have a connective sense (about it cf. Denniston GP p. 263).
aocDxdv ... a£iotq: cf. Ar. Equ. 182, oux ' yA ' jiaoxttv
taxueiv p£ya. The construction with the pronoun in accusative as 
subject of the infinitive seems to be normal when there is an 
emphatic or contrasting intention (see further MacDowell on Dem. 
21. 74).
npooXaPetv: it is not so clearly related to monetary or
economic matters as amoxCvEiv (that means 'to pay', cf. Ar. Vesp. 
1255, 1263) It can have the general sense of 'to receive', but
secondarily it could mean 'to gain' (cf. LSJ).
Fr. 99
The main difficulty of this fragment is in regard to the 
expression ev xatq oSotq (cf. Rehrenbttck p. 79 wonders whether it
is "in Athen oder in Hades?','). This problem is also related to
the meaning we can give to the verb apmdiCexm.
In general I think that the fragment gives sense in relation 
to a topic in Greek Literature in general: the stealing of cakes 
placed as offerings in the crossroads devoted to Hecate. Perhaps 
the best parallel is Ar. PI. 597 (see later on apn&Cexm). About 
eating the offerings of another god, cf. Pherecr. fr. 167. About 
Hecate as goddess of crossroads, cf. Soph. fr. 535R (see also 
fr.734R), Theophr. Char. XVI 14 and 15, Athen. VII 325a where she
is called xpioSCxqq (cf. sivoSCa in Soph. fr. 535. 2R). About the
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cakes given to her as S e T t i v o v ,  c f .  payCSaq, in fact pdct,aq, in 
Soph. fr. 734R and Sophr, fr. 159 Kaib. (cf. infra on eyxpCSeq).
apicdtCexm: it is mentioned in Pherecr. fr. 8 possibly in the 
context of a recipe or something similar. In my opinion here it 
could be related to Ar. PI. 594-7: mapd xf(q 'Extfcxffq e ^ e c t x i v  xoflxo 
rcu06<j0ai, / e i i E  x6 xXooxEtv e l x e  x 6  XEivffv PeXxCov. Gqoi ydtp 
auxq / xotiq p£v I'xovxaq xat nXouxoOvxaq S e T t e v o v  xax& pfjv' 
amoTi^ prtE iv. / xoOq S i n^vqxaq xffiv av0p<&Tt6>v apndtCeiv mplv 
xaxa0£tvai. See also Theophr. Char. XXVI 5, Dem. 54. 39, Plut. 
Qu. Conv. 7.6, Luc. Dial. Mort. I 1, ibid. XXII 3, Petron. 
Satyr. 134.
iyxpCSeq: cf. Hesych e 261 m€ppa !XaCq> c\|r6pevov xou
pcXixot3pcvov. e v i o v  5i xaynvtaq.
This kind of honey-cake must have been quite common, 
insofar as it is already mentioned by Stesich. 179 PMG in a 
context of honey products: aoccrocpCSaq x^vSpov x e  xai syxpCSaq /
aXXa x e  mgppaxa xal psXixXcopdv; Eplch. fr. 52 Kaib. in relation 
to other kinds of bread: x p ifJorv£xr|v, opaiTtov, axaixCxrjv, EyxpCSa,
ocXe itpaxCxt^v, i^pidpxiov, (some of them mentioned by Sophr. fr. 
cit. as offerings to Hecate). We also have the reference to the 
lyxpiSort&Xqv in Ar. fr. 269, Nicoph. fr. 10. 5 and Antiph. fr.
273.1 (in plural).
Except for the honey, it is not known from which ingredients 
they were made. In this case the etymology does not help either 
because it is not clear. There are two main proposals: Chantraine 
Diet. 4tym. s. v. favours the formation from xpT xpi9f\, 'barley';
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\while Frisk suggests it comes from eyxepdvvDpi / eyxpdom 
1hin^ einmischen'. The later interpretation has the advantage 
that many nouns of this sort refer to the way or the place 
something is cooked, rather than its ingredients (cf. payCq or 
pdCa from jidcxxa, xaynv a^(i from the 'frying-pan' x&ytjvov or 
eaxotpCxr^ q from ecrxdtpa or 4 open-brazier' ). Chantraine loc. cit. is, 
otherwise, sceptical about this etymology and considers thatitis 
satisfactory for the sense, but not for the form. It is very 
likely that it had something to do with xayi^ vCaL or 4 pancakes' 
(LSJ s.v. >, mentioned by Hesych. loc.cit., which are described by 
Magnes fr. 2 in similar terms: xayi^ vCaq r|6r) xe0£aaai x^LaP°^ 1
aC^ovxaq oxav auxotaiv lirix^ rjq p£Xi.
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Fr. 100
The Scholiast ad Ar. Pac. 749 (see K-A for sources), clearly 
says that this verse is said by Aeschylus. This passage of 
Aristophanes and also Ran. 1004 show a striking similarity with 
our line. Ar. Pax 748ff. : xoiaOx' oKpeX&v xaxa xat cpdpxov xat
PapoXoxetipax' ayEvvff /  inoCr\as x ix v r jv  psydt\r\v i jp tv  xdjti5py(ocrf 
OLXoSoprfcaq / etceoiv pEy&Xoiq xat SiavoCaiq xat ax&ppaaiv oux 
ayopaCoiq, and Ran. 1004: aXX’ 2> rcpffixoq xSSv *EXXi^ va>v rtupy^ o-aq
pfjpaxa oepv& / xat xoap^oaq xpayixdv Xffpov, 0appffiv xdv xpouvdv 
C e i.
In the context of a play set in Hades, this line could have 
been said in an agon, as it has been already suggested (cf. on 
fr. 98), in which Aeschylus himself defends his own poetry (cf.
Ar. Ran. 1010).
The similarity between the three passages has led to 
speculations about the date of the play (cf. introductory note p. 
260) and the original authorship of this image.
In general, scholars have suggested that Aristophanes must 
have imitated Pherecrates (cf. Kaibel Hermes 24 (1889) p. 45,
Schmid GGrL p. 104, see further Rehrenbttck p. 104); but this
suggestion about the length of Pherecrates' life is uncertain.
It is also uncertain to speculate about who was the first 
in delivering the image of this fragment: Pherecrates or
Aristophanes in Pax 749. Dalfen Polls und Polesis p. 85 Munich 
1974 argues in favour that Aristophanes imitates Pherecrates, for 
the former poet tries to compare himself to Aeschylus, using the 
expression that Pherecrates puts in Aeschylus' mouth. But, in my
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opinion, both poets refer to a common topic about the poetry of 
Aeschylus, as Taillardat Images p. 27 says: "11 suffit de r6unir
en un m§me chapitre toutes les images qui font du po^te un 
architecte et du po6me un Edifice pour constater qu' elles sont 
trfes courantes et qu'en consequence il n'est pas sOr que l'un des 
deux pontes imite 1' autre; 11 est m&me beaucoup plus 
vraisemblable que la rencontre d'expression n'est due qu' au 
hasard, cette image etant un cliche".
This image suggests, on the one hand, the conception of 
poetry as 'techne' (rather than pure inspiration from the Muses) 
as Dalfen loc.cit. suggests, and on the other seems to be related 
not only to the grandiose style of Aeschylus, but also to his 
innovations in the performance and the staging of a play, so we 
could partly read the verb e^oixoSop^aaq in literal sense 'to 
construct a building' (references to the staging innovations of 
Aeschylus can be found in TrGF III test. N). Cf. also Ar. fr. 696 
(see Meineke FCG I p. 8). About the theme of the poet as an 
architect, (cf. Cratin. fr. 70 T^xxoveq eumaXdpow upv©v and 
further Taillardat Images §749 and 750).
e£oixo5op^oaq: for the metaphor cf. Ar. Pax 749 olxo5opr)<raq.
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Fr. 101
From a metrical point of view this fragment seems to be a 
locus desperatus and no satisfactory solution has been given. 
This problem might be due to the fact that some words of the 
quotation have been lost. From the point of view of the meaning, 
yet, it is clearly an address to the audience and a reference to 
the custom of eating and drinking during the all-day performance. 
In general, the best account of this custom is Athen. XI 464c-f 
who quotes Philochorus 328 F 171J. In Ar. Av. 786-9 there is a 
reference to going home to eat before the ending of the
tragedies, and he mentions more frequently the throwing of dry 
fruits and other sweets to the audience in order to win their 
applause (see Vesp. 58, Pax 962, PI. 797-9 and further Pickard- 
Cambridge DFA p. 272).
Pherecrates here refers only to drinking and it seems that 
there was a drink customarily drunk in the theatre, called xptppa 
(cf. Hesych. s. v. and Bonanno Cratete comico p. 135 n. 1).
K-A renderja good selection of different proposals. Three 
main solutions have been given:
- Bergk restores tHem in ' choriambic dimeters' as fr. 102
and 14 and suggests that it belongs to the pnigos of the
parabasis. Wilamowitz ad Lys. 1058-71 also follows this scansion 
(as in Lys. loc. cit. and In Eccl. 144-8); but regards it as an 
address to the audience at the end of the play. Edmonds FAC I p. 
242 suggests the same metre but with different textual changes: 
xffiv GeaxSv 5' oaxiq <e>5C- / fq, XcTtaax^ v Xa^dpcvoq / pccrx^ v 
ix^ apifJS(aai, but the sense is less satisfactory, because the
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past tense is not appropr.i&t®.
- Kock makes it into Eupolidean metres; but as Sifakis
Parabasls p. 117 n. 45 says: "Kock's reconstruction involves
major changes and in fact does away with the image of the monster 
lapping with its tongue. Rather than lose the forceful metaphor I 
would lose the fragment from the parabasis".
- The same argument can be applied to Kaibel's proposal in 
trochaic metre.
The text seems to be a construction of relative clause with 
a conditional sense which is found with a subjunctive mood, with 
av or xe (cf. Goodwin §532) or rarely without it (Goodwin §539- 
40); although it could also be built with an indicative (cf.
Goodwin §534 and 563). The main clause has a middle imperative 
aorist.
The comicality of this fragment is of a verbal kind. The
corruption does not allow us to conclude in which metre it was
written, but the last word seems to be climactic in the quick 
sequence of the two lines: from 'licking' the cup (q XexaCTTi^  was 
already a very big cup) to 'gulping it down full of wine like 
Charybdis'. In my opinion the style is more similar to the quick 
and concise one of a pnigos, as Bergk suggests. The reference to 
the audience's bibulousness can be connected with the abusive 
address, often found in Old Comedy, as in Ar. Nub. 494ff. (cf. 
Dover on Nub. 208).
tSv OeaxfiSv ocrciq: in Aristophanes two similar instances with 
verb in indicative are found: similar construction as Ar. Equ.
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228: xat xffiv Geaxffiv oaxiq eaxi 6e^i6q and Nub. 1096: xat xffiv
Geaxffiv orcttxepoi TiXeCouq ax67tei.
Xeitacrx^ v: a "limpet-shaped drinking cup" (LSJ). Athen. XI
485a describes it as follows: xoOxo 5£ x6 noxr^piov ttvopdoGq ax 6
xffiv eiq xaq p£0aq xat xdq aacoxCaq rcoXXd avaXt crxttvxcov, ouq
Xatptixxaq xaXoCpev. xiJXixeq 5* i^aav ps'ydXai (cf. also Nicander 
Thyatharsenus 343 F15 J. >. It is frequently found in the comic 
fragments: Ar. fr. 174, Cratin. fr. 468, Theop. com. fr. 31, 41,
42, Hermipp. fr. 45, Antiph. fr. 47.3, Apolloph. fr. 7, Philyll.
f r. 5.
Xaydpevoq: the verb Xdbtxa was in this time already a
colloquial expression to designate "to drink greedily" (cf. LSJ 
s. v. ; Ar. Pax 885, Ach. 1229, Nub. 811, fr. 615, Xenarch. fr. 9;
see also Athen. X 443e and 485a). But it also keeps the image
from which it originally comes, that of a wolf (cf. II. 16. 161)
or a dog (cf. Sch. ad Ar. Nub. 811) "lapping the vessel with the
tongue" (see also Taillardat Images §155 who relates it to 
xdrcxeiv and as other metaphors taken from terms
usually applied to animals).
exxapupSCcrai: a hapax, probably Invented by Pherecrates. Two 
readings of this word are possible: exxapo|36 Caa i or e*YxaPuPSCcrai
(cf. Dobree ad Ar. PI. 1012 apud Rehrenbttck p. 109 and K-A ad
loc., see also Richards C1R 13 (1899) p. 426). Perhaps Hesych.
e3819 e£exapuP5adv0q and the parallel form exrcCveiv would be 
favourable to the form exx-.
Charybdis, the mythical whirlpool of Od. 12. 104 that
swallowed great quantities of water, became a symbol for
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greediness and bibulousness. Some comic compounds are found, 
besides this one: Hippon. 128W <126 Deg.) novxox&pu|35iv (related 
to women drinking, cf. Degani Studl su Ipponatte p. 194 Bari 
1984); jie0t>croxdpu35iq Com. adesp. fr. 1077K and Yaa,rP0X^PuP® 
Cratin. fr. 428. The image is also recalled in Ar. Equ. 428 (see 
also Anaxil. fr. 22. 18, Alciphr. I. 66, Cic. de Orat. III. 163;
cf. Taillardat Images §724).
Fr. 102
The metrical combination of this fragment is what has been 
called a "choriambic dimeter" following Wilamowitz (Gr. Versk. pp. 
210ff.) and thus "wilamowitzianus" (about the origin of this 
denomination, cf. Poultney AJP 100 (1979) p.142 n.4). But,
nowadays, this name and Wilamowitz's analysis seem inappropriate 
(cf. K. Itsumi C1Q n. s. 32 (1982) p. 59 and n. 6) and Maas'
interpretation seems to be more widely accepted (oo-x-uu- P. Maas 
Greek Metre §54 Engl, trans. Oxford 1962; discussion about this 
scheme and other proposals is found in K. Itsumi art.cit. p. 60) 
and the denomination of "anaclastic glyconic" has been suggested 
(cf. P. Maas loc.cit., West Gr. Metre p. 193).
The similarity of this metrical scheme with the first colon 
of an Eupolidean (cf. on fr. 34) has led Sifakis Parabasls p. 34 
to suggest that "this fragment shows what form a Pnigos, 
following a Parabasis in Eupolidean, would have". But the metre 
is found in Ar. Vesp. 1457-61 and 1469-73 in choral songs in the 
context of choriambic systems (see MacDowell ad loc. ). This use 
xaxdt axCxov does not seem to be very common except for Euripides
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and some parts of Aristophanes; according to Itsumi art.cit. p. 71 
this unfrequent use is due to the fact that it "was not 
considered at the first stage as an independent verse but as an 
occasional variant on glyc.". Progressively it is more frequent 
in the lyric parts of plays, above all in relation to the new 
usage of aeolic rhythms by Euripides.
This passage presents quite a rigid metrical frame with only 
two resolutions in 1. 2 and 6, in comparison with the frequent
resolutions in Euripides himself (cf. Itsumi art.cit. p.72). It 
is perhaps due to the solemnity and apparent seriousness with 
which Pherecrates wants to present his appeal to the judges.
From the point of view of its content, this kind of appeal 
to the Judges to be fair and thus to give the prize to this play, 
is used by Aristophanes in the Parabasis of Av. 1102ff. and Nub. 
1115ff.; or in the final scene in Eccl. 1154ff. and al60 1141ff.
I would suggest that the metrical rigidity I pointed out 
before, is related to the metrical interests of Phrecrates, as in 
fr. 84 where, through a very rigid scheme, he pretends to have 
invented a new metre. It would suit better, in my opinion, the 
wish to provide the Athenian audience with innovations and 
novelties and it would fit the character of a Parabasis, 
especially the Pnigos, to which most of the new metrical forms of 
this genre are related (cf. Sifakis Parabasis pp. 67-8 and later 
on Oepsxp&xqq 1. 6). It seems also interesting to notice that the 
only place where the 'eulogy of the poet' is not made in the 
Parabasis is in Eccl. that does not have a proper Parabasis.
In line 4 after rf (as in Ar. Pax 1315), the chorus probably
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threatens the judges. This kind of threat, generally with a comic 
point (here perhaps the unusual xotx^yopCaxepov at the end), is 
also found in Ar. Nub. 1115 and Av. 1101, uttered by the chorus 
in its dramatic character (R. K. Fisher Aristophanes 'Clouds': 
purpose and technique p.208 Amsterdam 1984 suggests that it is 
perhaps an innovation of Aristophanes).
1. xpixocTq: the judges of the theatrical contests' are mentioned 
implicitly by Ar. in Ach. 1224 and clearly in Nub. 1115, Av. 445, 
1101 and Eccl. 1142, 1154. They were ten and carefully chosen by 
lotjamong members previously selected from each tribe. About the 
way they were appointed and acted, see Pickard-Cambridge DFA pp. 
95f f.
3. jifj *n i o p x e t v :  £ m o p x e t v ,  "to break the oath" according to 
Norwood Gr. Com. p. 160 (perhaps better meaning than "to swear 
falsely" as Rehrenbttck p. 116 suggests). Very similar expression 
is found in Ar. Eccl. 1160 jj^ ’ x i o p x e t v ,  aXXA x p C v e iv  xoOq xoP°^ 
opGSSq aeC. About this oath, cf. PI. Legg. 659a and Dem 21. 17 who 
talks about the activities of Meidias against him when he was 
choregus (see MacDowell ad loc. )
4. vi\ xdv fCXiov: that is to say, vt  ^ x 6v q>CXiov ACa. It was a 
very common invocation and could be simply translated as "I 
declare"; but still Zeus was seen as god of the relationship of 
love and friendship and in particular occasions when these themes 
were discussed, to utter this expression was meaningful (see 
Phryn. praep. soph. p. 123.11 apud K-A1 s comment ad loc., Men. 
fr. 49Ktt-T pcxpxopoi x6v ipCXiov, 5 Kpdtxow, ACa, Ar. Ach. 730 vat
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x6v (pCXiov and PI. Euthphr. 6b, Phdr. 234e, Gorg. 500b and 519e 
with the expression rcpdq <piXCoi>). Zeus Philius was connected with 
banquets (cf. Diod. fr. 2.5 who makes him the inventor of the 
'parasitic art', see Burkert Gr. Religion p. 107). About him and 
his cults, see further Cook Zeus vol. II 2 p. 1160ff.
5. pOBov. . . X££si: see Ar. Lys. 781 pCGov PotiXopai X££ai t i v ’ 
uptv and 806 xaycb pouXopai pO06v xiv' uptv avxiX6£ai.
The word pCGov appears in Aristophanes with two meanings: 
a) explanation, speech (cf. Vesp. 725-6: nptv av (JqupoTv
pCGov axoticrflq, / oux av Sixdaaiq),
b) story, fiction, fable, (especially related to those of 
Aesop), see e.g. Vesp. 566, 1179 (in plural, mythical story), Pax
131, PI. 177.
6. flepexpdxqq: the reading of the manuscripts is <DiXoxpdxqq; 
but Grotius' change seems generally accepted (cf. K-A's app. 
crit. ). It is a pity that in such crucial point the text is so 
doubt f ul.
In fact this instance would be the only one in which a poet 
gives his own name. In parabatlc passages Aristophanes uses the 
first person (cf. Nub. 517ff. ) or speaks about o noirjx^ q (cf. 
Ach. 633, Equ. 509, 548), o SiSdcaxaXoq (Pax 738, fr. 348) or o
xapcpSiSdaxaXoq (cf. Equ. 307), x$ q>aXaxp$ in Pax 771.
It seems strange that no source has pointed out this passage 
as an original element of Pherecrates and perhaps it was not as 
unusual as it appears in the surviving comic literature, or the 
textual confusion was already found at a very early stage and it 
was interpreted as a passage uttered by a character or someone
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with the name of Philocrates (see infra). It agrees, otherwise, 
with the originality and individuality with which the comic poets 
seem to have tried to characterize their works, mainly in the 
Parabasis and especially the Pnigos, as I have already pointed 
out.
The name Philocrates is very common in Attic (cf. Hunter on 
Eub. p. 217) and in the IV century there was a famous politician 
of this name (cf. Dem. 19. 150).There is a reference to a 1bird-
seller' called Philocrates in Ar. Av. 14: o n i vaxom&Xrjq
OiXoxpdxTjq peXaYX°^®v* an<^ *n 1077 designated as o ExpouGioq. 
About them, see further Kirchner PA 14568ff. and RE XIX 2 (1938) 
2495-2500.
Maybe the reading transmitted by the manuscripts could be 
kept, if we understand this passage as an eulogy of the poet, 
made by the chorus-leader on his behalf. The name Philocrates 
could be that of the chorus-leader in his dramatic character.
7. xaxT)Yopt<rcepov: "more abusive", comparative form of the
adjective xax^Y^poq. This adjective is not often found in
Classical literature (in poetry in Pind. O. 1. 53 and Ecph. fr. 6 
in superlative and in prose only in PI. Phdr. 254e) while the
noun q xaxrjYopCa and the verb xaxr)Yop£a> are very common (see LSJ 
s.v,). About it and its meaning in the comic style of Pherecrates 
see supra p. 69.
This comparative is probably a comic formation similar to
other comparative and superlative comic terms (see further on
Pherecr. fr. 111).
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Fr. 103
xffiv 5i<p6pav: about aOxov in general, cf. ad fr. 85. 2, 
139. 1. This kind of fig is also mentioned by Ar. Eccl. 707 and 
Antiph. fr. 196, and refers to the fig-tree that gives fruit 
twice a year. It was considered by Theop. FGH I, 324, a sign of 
the wealth and good luck of Philip.
About them in detail, see Athen. Ill 77d-e.
Fr. 104
About SuoijpepeTv, cf. fr. 245.
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Affpoi
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
Affpoi seems to designate here according to Hesych. X895 
\T)poC: xa nept xotq Yovatxe £oiq xLT®°rL xexpucra>p£va (cf. also
Phot. p. 222. 8). This is the first instance of this word with
this meaning; but it is frequent in later literature (cf. AP 6. 
92. 2 and Gow-Page Hell, epigr. p. 290, Luc. Lex. 9 and Sch. ad 
loc.). The testimony of Poll. VI 101 seems to point out that it 
was not unusual in Classical Greek.
The later texts (cf. AP loc.cit. and Hesych. loc.cit.) have 
an oxytone accent. This problem led H. W. Chandler A practical 
Introduction to Gr. Accentuation pp. 88-9 Oxford 18812 to suggest 
that it is an exception of the general rule that is, as stated by 
J. Vendryes Traits d' Accentuation Grecque p. 173: "les trois
substantifs A sens abstract XPfpoq, oveipoq et 2>xpoq font remonter 
1'accent tandis que les trois noms de parents masculins YaPPp6q, 
exopdq et 7tev8ep6q sont oxytons". Chandler op. cit. p. 280 
suggests that Xfjpoq means 'nonsense' while Xr]p6q 'an ornament'.
The distinction between the two accentuations and the two 
meanings as suggested by Chandler is maybe unnecessary here and 
maybe Xfjpoq is right, meaning "gold ornaments" as a particular 
usage of Xffpoq meaning "trash, trumpery" (cf. Boeotian Xetpoq, IG 
7.2421 and Frisk s. v. and Chantraine Dict.Stym. s. v. 2), The 
latter word is quite frequent in Attic Comedy, e.g. Ar. Nub. 359, 
Pan. 809, 1005, etc.
The connexion between the two meanings may have had some 
pejorative overtones for this kind of gold ornaments which may
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have been regarded as unnecessary ostentation.
According to Bergk Rel. p. 131 apud K-A, the title could be 
a reference to the chorus of the play which would be a "chorum 
mulierum nimiis ornamentis instructum" in words of K-A. If this 
is right, women could be dressed or represent different kinds of 
ornaments (and maybe it would have been a personification similar 
to that of Krapataloi). These ornaments may have been alluded in 
fr. 106. The content could be similar to the play 'Aycedot and it 
could also have similarities with Cratinus' MaXdaxoC (cf. K-A ad 
loc. and above all Pherecr. fr. 106 and Cratin. fr. 105 where 
there are similar enumerations of luxurious elements). Possibly a 
banquet scene was described according to fr. 105, 107 and maybe
109 and 112.
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Fr. 105
The state of the two lines and the lack of any external 
evidence does not allow us to give a satisfactory explanation of 
the content of this fragment. It seems reference to the customs 
related to the banquet in which the perfume had an important 
role, but it is not so clear and we could speculate that it is a 
sentence that fits a passage within the context of a perfume- 
shop, mentioned in fr. 2 and 70 as a topical place as a symbol of 
the moral decadence (see infra on (3pgv0eiov and toTq eiaoCoiv).
Perfume was a very common element i n Greek daily life. It 
was customary to perfume the house, the dead people (cf. II. 23. 
186), after a bathe (Od. 4.252, Magn. fr. 3), in sacrifices, in 
weddings, love-making (cf. Ar. Lys. 940), etc. (cf. Chapot 
op.cit. 591-8); but above all in Comedy it is found related to 
banquets: cf. Ar. Ach. 1091, Nicostr.com. fr. 27, Alex. fr. 252.3, 
Matron Conv. v. 120. As Long Barbarians In Gr. Com. p. 78 says: "the 
perfume was not a feature of the dinner itself, unless it 
appeared as an added aroma mixed in the wine (Philippldes 39). It 
made appearance after everyone had eaten (Plato 69, Philyllus 3) 
and the flute girls and other entertainments had replaced the 
pleasures of the dining table".
The metre is iambic trimeter, although Dindorf makes a 
proposal to solve the textual problems by making it tetrameter: 
eaxr)V 8i xax6Xeoov evj(6aa0ai / vcjW |3p£v0i.ov pt3pov, Yva xotq 
loOaiv iyx^ X\ Tl<^  but maybe the changes are unnecesary.
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1. The ending of this line is corrupted and several changes 
have been suggested (see apud K-A); but none is convincing 
enough.
it is doubtful in this line (mainly insofar as 
it is repeated in 1.2 eyx^TP* means "to pour into" a container 
and it is generally related to pouring wine (cf. Pherecr. fr. 
75.7 and 76, Ar. Vesp. 617 in middle voice 'to pour wine for 
oneself'). The contrary would be exx^© (cf. Lys. 940).
If this is the right text, it should be understood as 
follows: " and he ordered us to pour Brentheian perfume for both
of us in a jar" (for different perfume-containers, see Poll. VI 
105 and fr. 112). The verb could be understood as middle voice in 
absolute sense, as in Ar. Vesp. 616.
2. The change into the second person singular: £yx^H from v$v
in 1. 1 is not easy to explain and thus some changes have been 
suggested. Meineke's proposal: eyx^ probably the closer to
the text; other suggestions are; iyyvft, Bothe or p.ETa5i5S, Kock.
PpgvGeiov: perfume of Lydian origin, but unkown composition 
(cf. V. Chapot D-S V 595). The Sch. on Clem. Alex. Paed. II 64 
suggests uncertainly: PpgvGiov am6 xivoq avGouq r\5£oq and 
probably it had some relationship with PpevGivdt 'roots used by 
women to make face-paint' (LSJ). It must have been an usual and 
expessive perfume (cf. a similar kind of perfume BaaiXeCoq in 
Crat. com. fr. 2).
xoTq eiaoCoiv: its meaning is simply 'those who go into' a 
place (in a banquet, cf. Xen. An. VII 3.21). It mayjbe interesting 
to notice, nonetheless, that it is a formula that designates
special occasions: ' to come on stage' of a chorus or an actor
<cf. PI. Rep. 580b), 'to come into the assembly' or 'to come
before the court' (cf. LSJ s. v. ).
Fr. 106
This fragment seems to be part of a long enumeration of 
feminine garments, probably similar to that of Ar. fr. 332 and 
possibly the comic effect was not only in the quantity of
different elements mentioned, but also in their disposition 
throughout the lines. It may be a common device in Comedy as some 
other instances are preserved where there is a part of a long 
enumeration: e.g. Nicostr. fr. 32, Antiph. fr. 140, Nicoph. fr.6, 
Plaut. Rudens 297-8 (generally food and things to eat), Ephipp. 
fr. 12 (second courses), Lysip. fr.2 (a list of shoes), Anaxandr. 
fr. 41 (items of luxury of the Thracian Iphicrates), Nicoph. 
fr. 10 (vendors of wares of different sorts) and Plaut. Trlnummus 
252-4 (members of the household).
pCxpotv: it is an old piece of clothing that, through the
times, happened to mean different things: in Homeric poetry it
designates a part of the armour of a warrior, but in later times
it came to mean a head-band, and as Rogers on Thesm. 257
describes it: "as a part of the headgear it was probably a ribbon 
tying the xsKptitpaXoq, and curbing the too luxuriant tresses".
In the Classical times also it designated a head-dress which 
was common among the Oriental peoples (cf. Hdt. I 195, VII 62, 
90; Eur. Hec. 924, Bacc. 833) and originally found in Lydia (cf.
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Sapph. 98L-P, Alcm. I 67-QPMG). As Long Barbarians in Gr. Com. 
p. 88 describes it: "this combination of veil and headdress, in
many different forms, became a distinctively feminine item of 
apparel" and, if a man wore it, it was a sign of effeminacy (cf. 
Thesm. 163). In Hellenistic times it also became a synonym of 
Covf) (cf. Theocr. 27. 55); see further Gross Kl. P. 3. 1365.
aXoopyff: it means 'genuine purple dye' (LSJ). PI. Tim. 68c 
describes it as follows: Ipu0p6v 8£ p£Xavi Xeux$ xe xpa0£v
aXoupybv. Arist. De sensu 440a 1 identifies it with one of the 
colours of the rainbow and considers it one of xdc fjSiaxct xffiv 
Xpmji&xmv (see further Andrb Etudes sur les termes de couleur 
dans la langue latine p. 13 Paris 1949).
In Homer with the name rcopcpupotiq (cf. II. 8. 221) it was a 
sign of nobility and still in Classical epoch it keeps being an 
element of wealth and high moral standard, its production 
beingvery expensive and difficult (cf. Besnier D-S IV 1. 769ff., 
Bluemner Tech. I pp. 224ff. and Forbes St. in Ancient Tech.* Ill 
pp. 210-6 Leiden 1964-72).
axpbqtiov: the diminutive form of axp6<poq (cf. Aesch. Suppl. 
457, Sept. 872 and Th. 872 that means "women's girdle"); but 
there are more instances of oxpbcpiov especially in Comedy (Ar. 
Lys. 931, Thesm. 139,, 251, 255, 638, fr. 664, 332.4) and it
designates the 'band worn by women round the breast' (LSJ) next 
to the skin (cf. M. Bieber Gr. Kleidung Taf. VIII 4 Berlin/Leipzig 
1928 and RE IVa 378ff. ), synonymous with Cmvfj. It can also mean a 
head-band worn by priests (cf. LSJ s. v. II), as can axpbcpoq.
0*00ipov: the uncommonest element of this list. The best
definition of this kind of purple stripe also worn ar ound the 
breast, but in front of the chiton is that of Phot. p. 366. 5 
oxBoCPouq* xdc. Xopocxa. eaxi 5i nepi x6 axffBoq xoC xLT^ VO(i aXoopygq 
np6opap.)ia (cf. also Hesych. o2033, Et.gen. s. v. , Et.magn. p. 645. 
2, Sud. ol049). The presence of the purple colour in this piece 
of clothing can be also a sign of being a luxury.
xt£vok the word that ends our passage is not a feminine 
garment; but it means 'comb1. In the context of the female toilet 
it must have this meaning; but maybe it is an example of a comic 
bathos in which the last element of the list has another 
implication besides the usual sense (cf. LSJ s.v. xxeCq 6 'pubes', 
Hipp. Aph. 7.39, Art. 51).
Fr. 107
This fragment suggests that a ptiyX0  ^or something similar to 
it was on stage or it was just mentioned since xouxC, the 
deictic adjective, could have both senses (cf. fr. 32, 155.20).
The line can be interpreted in three ways:
- Kock suggested a similar situation to that of Ar. Ach. 
768, where the two girls are taken to be ' pigs' and several 
obscene remarks are made, playing on the literal and erotic 
meanings to which a pig was related.
- van Leeuwen ad Ach. 744 proposes a parody of the Thyestes' 
banquet, as Ar. fr. 478 just cited by Athen. Ill 95d, the source 
of our fragment.
- it could be an ironical remark about a human nose, as in 
Cratin. fr. 468 and Archipp. fr. 1 (see Ar. fr. 478 and Arar. fr.
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1). In our case someone would defend hl6 own or someone else's 
nose from this ridiculous comparison.
Fr. 108
The word ovopa with the article is in a predominant place 
and seems to be the important word of this sentence. I suspect 
that this question introduced a joke or a pun on the name that 
was said afterwards and a similar case would be Ar. Thesm. 1200, 
Av. 1203. The position of xdtTEine is also usual in comedy, as K-A 
ad loc. point out.
The other words are used in their normal meanings, 
apparently. For xdxeixe, as meaning 'say' simply, cf. Ar. Nub. 
155, Pax 20 and 657 and PI. 86. The verb xpfftf'taL is a future form 
1 conglutinatum ex XP1^ eoTai’ as Kock says <cf. Eup. fr. 11, Ar. 
fr. 377, Cratin fr. 135, Schwyzer GrGr I p.402).
Fr. 109
The metre of this fragment is doubtful. Apparently it is an 
iambic rhythm, but it is one syllable short to be a trimeter. Two 
solutions have been given:
- to consider that these are 'tetrametrorum reliquae' as 
Neineke does (and K-A, following him).
- to think that there is a corruption in the text. Dindorf 
suggested to add av before (payetv (cf. also a more elaborate 
emendation by Tucker C1Q 2 (1908) p. 191).
The simplest solution is that of Meineke. But perhaps 
Dindorf's solution is also possible since the particle av plus an
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iterative imperfect is common to denote a customary action (cf. 
Goodwin|p. 56), although etpaoxov had already lost its iterative 
sense (cf. LSJ s.v.).
About the meaning of this expression, cf. on and TTj'ydtvou.
1. and xq'ydvov: XT\Y<*voq or xdyrivoq 'frying pan' is a word often 
found in comedy indifferently in either of these forms. They are 
said to be Doric and Attic respectively by Phryn. Praep. soph. p. 
112.11: x6tyr\vo\ oi ’AxxixoC, xfj^ avov oi Aopietq (or Ionic
according to Phot. s. v. xdY^vov, see also Moer. p. 210. 12). In
Pherecrates it is also found in fr. 133 and fr. 128 in the verb 
dnoxr^ YavCC£<i. The choice of the form may be due to metrical 
reasons, e.g. Eup. fr. 374 x&yr\\ov anc* EUP* fr. 155 xr^ Y&vov.
In our fragment the meaning of this expression and xr)Y<*vou f 
(payetv is not clear. It could simply mean 'to eat out the frying 
pan' (cf. Edmonds FAC I p.245) or to eat something ' au teganon', 
as Gulick translates it in Athen. VI 228e.
I am inclined to think that the fragment refers to the 
custom that became a topic in relation to the ways of eating of 
the parasites and gluttons. It is found in other comic fragments, 
e.g. Anaxandr. fr. 34.4: and xoC xay^vou x' eu0£aq aqpavCCexai
(talking about the speed in which some young men eat the fish), 
also Eup. fr. 374, Eub. fr. 75 and 108.3.
About this cooking implement, cf. Sparkes JHS 82 (1962) p. 
129 and pi. V(5). Other instances are Ar. Equ. 929, Eup. fr. 374, 
PI. com. fr. 189. 12, Eub. fr. 108. Athen. VI 228c and Poll. X 98
are the major sources of testimonies.
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2. d<p6ocq: 'small-fry, like our Whitebait including the young 
of various fishes' (cf. Thompson Fishes s.v.). There are several 
methods of cooking them (cf. Thompson loc.cit.); but especially 
they are fried in a lot of oil (cf. Ar. Ach. 648, Hesych. oc8814, 
Sud. a4460 and Phot. a3407).
Fr. 110
The object of the participle XaPoOaoc and the function of xffq 
XoCvixoq are the main textual problems of this line. Three 
solutions have been given:
- Dobree Adv. I p. 578 suggests: XaPoCoa p£vxoi x°Cvlxa* I 
xdv rctivSax' e Lcr^ xpouo’E, as the remains of two iambic trimeters.
- Meineke FCG II p. 298 suggests XaGoDaa instead of XafSoCaa 
and it would be a construction in genitive, which gives the verb 
a causal sense (see LSJ s. v. XavQdvca B): 'making forget the 
choinix' (but according to LSJ this construction with a simple 
form of the verb is only found in epic poetry).
- Kock proposes that "fortasse antecedebat accusativus unde 
genitivus pendebat".
I think that the text could be understood without 
modifications, if x°^vi£ could be a unit of measure and the 
vessel that contained such amount. The object of XaPoOaa would be 
understood from the genitive which follows. Unfortunately there 
is no instance of the vessel with this meaning. Some examples of 
this noun have a proverbial sense, e. g. Od. 19. 28 ou y<*P dcpydv 
av6£opca oq xev epfjq Ye  ^ X°tvixoq OOTtrjxai, or in Athen. X 452e 
pfj xa0f[a0ai ext x°^VLXOC a colloquial expression meaning 'my daily
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bread' . In Aristophanes it refers always to the measure of 
capacity.
This fragment refers to a woman who is cheating with grain 
(about possible contexts, see infra).
golvixoq: a meaure of corn mainly, but also of figs (cf. Ar.
Vesp. 718, fr. 481). It was equivalent to a little more than one
litre (cf. Chantraine Kl. P. I 1152, Hultsch RE III 2356-7 and 
Hultsch Griechlsche und Rbmern Metrologie pp. 82ff. Berlin 1862). 
It was used in very colloquial expressions. This amount seems to 
have been the ration of a slave a day or a soldier (cf. Athen. VI
272b, Ar. Eccl. 424 and see further on fr. 1.2).
xdv it6v6ont' eio^xpouoev: parallel texts are Ar. fr. 281 and 
Theophr. Char. XXX 11; both are related to the shop-keeper that 
cheats the customers.
This line could have been said in two contexts, bearing in 
mind that it refers to a woman: On one hand she could be a shop­
keeper, following the instances just mentioned. In fact she could 
have been an dpxonmXCq, a personage usually depicted with such a 
feature (cf. Ar. Vesp. 238, Ran. 858), and she could be cheating 
with the grain she is selling (about the selling of bread and 
grain, cf. Moritz Grain-Mills and Flour p. 34-5); or she may be 
selling or drinking wine, as in Ar. Thesm. 347-8.
On the other hand this sentence could be the complaint of a 
slave about the meanness of the mistress.
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Fr. Ill
It is difficult to obtain a definitive sense out of this 
line. The metre seems to be an unusual iambic tetrameter 
acatalectic (cf. K-A for references); but three metrical patterns 
have been suggested:
- part of a pnigos or iambic run in dimeters is suggested by 
Meineke (cf. Ar. Nub. 1443-51 and further West Gr. Metre pp. 93- 
4),
- divided in trimeters: etteixoc <xai> exepa / xotixav by 
Porson apud K-A.
- organized in trochaic metres, if we read eT0' sxepa, 
according to Dobree Adv. I p. 597.
The diphthong oi in xoiotfvxa is in correption, as it is 
usual in Attic (cf. West ibid. p. 11).
I think that there are two ways of understanding this line:
- exepa could be the subject of rcoioOvxa and would have 
xoGxcdv as a dependent genitive, having the sense of 'other things 
among these' or 'things different to these' and, then, noioOvxa 
meaning 'to cause, to bring about' (LSJ s. v. A II) would have 
TioXXd xuvxepdxepa as complement.
- Another possibility is to understand noioOvxa having a 
subject not in our text, either masculine or neuter plural and 
with a double accusative object: cxcpa and the form xuvxep&xepa 
as predicative (cf. LSJ s. v. moi^a III).
xuvxepfrcepa: comparative form of the already comparative
xtivxcpoq: "more dog-like", "more shameless" (LSJ) already found
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in II. 8.483. The formation of a superlative from an adjective 
already superlative seems to be common in comic texts (cf. Ar. 
Equ. 1165 and Eub. fr. 83); but as Neil ad Equ. loc. cit. says, is
"not confined to comedy" (cf. Aesch. fr. 432R. and see further K-
B I p.573 and Schwyzer GrG I p. 535.8).
Fr. 112
This fragment is related with the commonplace of the perfume 
(cf. further p.307). Athen. X 424a states that Pherecrates used
xi3a0oq and Poll. VI 105, its diminutive form: x u & B l o v . It is
difficult to decide which one.
The main function of a xi3a9oq was to serve the wine and in 
order to keep it cool it was made of metal. This use as a 
ladling-cup for perfume is uncommon in our literary sources, 
though it is ambigously mentioned in Ar. Ach. 1053, when the 
wine-treaty becomes a perfume-treaty, as if it acconmodates to the 
context of a wedding in which perfume was very much in demand 
(cf. Rogers ad loc. ). It is easier to understand this
transformation if we bear in mind the fact that the same word
could be used in both contexts.
In our case the fact of being made of silver suggests also
the luxury that has been depicted in other passages (cf. fr. 135 
for other luxurious implements made of silver).
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MexotXXffq
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
A) Date
The date of the play is uncertain. The only evidence we can 
take into account is that Athen VI. 268e says that he is citing 
the plays in chronological order: Cratin. fr. 176: Ploutol,
Crat.com. fr. 16-17: Thera, Telecl. fr. 1: Amphlktyones, Pherecr.
fr. 113: Metalles, Ar. Tagenlstai test. iii, Nicoph. fr. 21:
Seirenes, Metag. fr. 6: Thouriopersai.
From our scarce knowledge of the poets, I think that this 
order is possible, although we might doubt whether it is based on 
real evidence or Just a fairly general idea and used here as a
rhetorical device by the speaker; if this is the case, we may 
doubt whether Teleclides is correctly placed before Pherecrates, 
because both authors seem to be quite contemporary in their 
productions. In any case, any attempt to set some limits is also 
based on very doubtful dates: Cratinus' Ploutol seems to be
produced in 429 <cf. K-A ad fr. 171. 22), but still it is a
disputed date (cf. Austin CGFP p. 39), and Aristophanes'
Tagenlstai is dated by GeiBler (1925) pp. 48-9 after 421 and 
before 415 on metrical grounds not totally convincing.
B) Authenticity
The Alexandrian scholar Eratosthenes suggested, according to 
Harp. p. 203. 8 Dind. and Phot. p. 31. 11 (cf. Metalles test, i
and iii and fr. 116), that this play was not written by
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Pherecrates, but by Nicomachus. Similarly Cheiron was attributed 
to o Nix6paxoq o pu0pix6q by Athen. VIII 364a quoting fr. 162 and 
his source may have been Eratosthenes as well.
Eratosthenes seems to have thought of the Nicomachus who was 
a comic playwright of the New Comedy, although this 
identification is not totally sure, because there are two 
tragedians with the same name: Nicom. Athen. 36Sn and Nicom.
Alex. 127Sn. One of his objections seems to be the use of a term 
mainly Ionic or Doric <cf. fr. 116); about Eratosthenes' ideas 
about Comedy, see supra p. 10.
In more detail we have the difficulties of attribution posed 
by Meineke in FCG II pp. 307ff. In general he says "hoc certe 
negari non potest in paucis huius fabulae fragmentis, praesertim 
in longiore illo quod primo loco exhibui, plurima reperiri, quae 
dictioni, qua veteres comici usi sunt, vehementer repugnant"; his 
main questions are of linguistic and metrical character and have 
been discussed in detail by Rehrenbttck pp. 144-5. In any case, 
Meineke suggests (cf. op. cit. p. 309) that we have part of the 
work of an adaptor, Nicomachus, who modified the play of 
Pherecrates for a later audience. This suggestion has been 
supported also by Kaibel Hermes 24 (1889) p. 44 and GeiBler
(1925) p. 41.
As Ktirte RE XIX 1989. 13 already concluded, this proposal is 
a piece of hypercriticism based on very weak metrical and 
linguistic difficulties and besides there is no evidence of later 
adaptations of plays belonging to Old Comedy (further cf. supra 
pp. 7f. ).
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C) Title and content
The title designates with certainty the chorus of miners of 
the play. In Athens the mines ' par excellence' were those of 
Laureion where silver for coinage was extracted (about the system 
of exploitation of the mines, cf. Osborne Demos Cambridge 1985 
pp. 11Iff. and Sommerstein ad Ar. Av. 593).
Fr. 113 is a remarkable passage of a woman who in a very
long and detailed speech explains what she saw on her trip down 
to Hades with someone else (cf. v. 21). She tells us that she has 
found a Land of Plenty where the dead are continuously banqueting 
(note that the tenses of the passage are generally imperfect or 
pluperfect). As we will see from the commentary on this fragment, 
it is clearly related to the comic tradition of the trips to 
Hades and mainly to the depiction of the commonplace of the
Idler's Paradise where everything is done automatically.
Another tradition that is also referred to in fr.cit, and 
above all in fr. 114, is that of the lyric poetry and the 
description of the idyllic landscape. It is comparable to the use 
of the same tradition in the description of the Island of the 
Blessed in Ar. Ran. 326ff. Pherecrates' Persai fr. 137 and 138 
develops both topics from a different point of view.
D) A possible fragment
Meineke FCG II 1 p. 309 suggests that Hesych. x205 could 
belong also to this play (cf. K-A PCG VII p. 161).
xdtppoq: the noun xdpooq or xdcppoq in Attic designates in
general anything that had a broad flat surface and in this case
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one would think that Hesych. x205 mentions a special kind of
stone placed under the oven or as a base for the oven. It is
possible that he took this meaning from our play, and did not
give the name of the author, mainly because Pherecrates seems to
be prone to use very uncommon words sometimes belonging to a 
special terminology.
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Fr. 113
1. Analysis of content.
This is the longest fragment we have of Pherecr. It is the 
speech of a woman (cf. v. 20) who describes the wonderful world 
she has found on her trip down to the Underworld. The content of 
the fragment is mainly the detailed description of a banquet and 
from this point of view it can be divided in the following parts:
- v. 1-2 are a kind of introduction where the speaker
insists on the quantity of things and the wealth that exists down 
there.
- v. 3-9 are organized around a (v. 3-70), and a 5£ (v,
8-9) clausula, and describe the items, found in the rivers that
flow in Hades and beside them. Soups and cakes on one hand and on
the other different kinds of ■'sausages.
- v. 10-19 have a similar pattern to the last part: rcapffv
. p£v in v. 10 and napf[v 52 in v. 18, and describe first of all 
different types of fish and meat and secondly two kinds of milk 
delicacies.
- v. 20-22 in which the listener interrupts impatiently.
- v. 23-31 follow the same style of narration: v. 24-5 about 
xCxXai ‘thrushes' and 26-7 about pf[\a 'apples'. The mention in v. 
25 of U7td jxuppCvaiCTi xavep&vcuq together with apples recalls the 
traditional description of idealized landscapes and gardens of 
lyric poetry with these plants that are usually related to 
Aphrodite, as myrtle and apples in Ibyc. 315PMG, Archil. 30. 1W, 
Stesich. 187. 3PM?, culminating with the mention of the roses in
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v. 29 as an euphemism, but that, as flower, is mentioned as well 
in such lyric tradition (cf. Ibyc. and Stesich. loc. cit.). In 
general see further E. Cavallini Presenza dl Saffo e Alceo nella 
Poesia Greca flno ad Aristofane p. 57, n. 64 and 65 Ferrara 1986. 
Some of these elements are mentioned in fr. 58. 1-2.
- v. 28-31 where half naked young women serve wine without 
mixture.
- v. 32-33 are a kind of conclusion to the narration,
indicating that the banquet could begin again if one was able to 
eat and drink all this.
As we can see the text is tightly woven, though an
incongruence in the number and gender of the participle aCCovxta] 
and the verb ex^ xu'tto] with the previous line has led Kock ad 
loc. to change the order by adding v, 9, 10 and 11 between v. 5
and 6, but this change breaks the careful construction that we 
have explained earlier on and does not take into account the 
surprise function of xou vaaxffiv Tpucpr) in v. 5, similar to that of
xcd moots t6poi in 1. 19. The neuter forms can be explained as an
attraction (cf. comment ad loc.).
2. Analysis of style and vocabulary.
I think that the style is clearly pseudo-poetic and tries to 
give grandiose echoes to the description of simple food. In order 
to obtain this style he uses some devices:
a) Abundance of participles: aupmE<popp6voc and eLpyao-jigva in 
v. 1 and 2, in v. 4 TovBoX.o-yoOvTEq, a new word invented perhaps 
by Pherecrates, that as in v. 7 and 8 ^govxeq and a£Covxa, has an
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onomatopoeic intention; in v. 11 and 12 l£<oJixr)p£va and 
auYxexaXupp^va are long compound participles as later in 1. 18;
in v. 15 axpCCovxa; in v. 16 eme£av9 iap6va; in v. 17 xa0r)p£va; in 
v. 18 the unusual form xaxavev ipp£voq; in v. 23 qpxup£vai;
avx iPoXoCoai and xexup£vai in v. 24 and 25; meq>ox6xa in v. 27; 
i^ oXXifiSaou and xexapp£vai in v. 29 and xotoi PouXop6voiq in v. 
31.
b) Some rhetorical devices:
- Onomatopoeia in some participles above quoted.
- Pleonasm in v. 1 and 2 of ndvxa, n&ui, mdvxa, together
with asyndeton to stress the idea of abundance.
- Polysyndeton in the repetition of xaC in v. 14, 15 and 16.
- Addition of new elements in an enumeration at the end of a 
sentence leaving it hanging in appearance (cf. v. 5 and 19 above 
quoted).
c) Different levels of vocabulary:
- Standard expressions in Comedy as ev uSo-iv ayaGotq and 
mdvxa xpdmov in v. 2; the combination of two nouns asjev
xaxaxtixXoiq Xexdvaiai, in v. 19 is a common poetic device; oi'p’ oq 
amoXetq in v. 20, very usual interjection; 1. 21 mq exex* very
common parenthetic sentence; v. 22 frequent word order in Comedy, 
see ad loc.; v. 26 xd xaXd xfiSv xaXffiv, formal idiom for a
superlative; xoiai PooXop£voiq in v. 31.
- Usual vocabulary of comedy (see infra).
- Uncommon expressions sometimes borrowed from poetic texts:
1. 4 oxevttmSv, v. 5 xpi3<pr), v. 16 emsljavO iop.6va, v. 21 xoXujj.p&v.
- Words only found here, some of them are probably invented
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by Pherecrates, but it is not clear in all the cases, as in v .  11
x a x a x ^ p a x  Coiq, v .  4 xovGoXuyoOvTcq, v .  13 6\6xvr)poi, v .  17
X v o t t > p 6 x a x a ,  v .  28 x p  i x & r c x o i q ,
3. Content: the tradition of the Idler's Paradise.
This fragment shows striking similarities with other texts 
not only because of their content, but also regarding the 
expressions used. Fr. 137 of Ilipaai and Telecl. fr. 1 that 
belongs to the play ’AfupixxtiovEq are the most similar passages; 
but Athen. VI 267e-270a quotes also: Cratin. fr. 176, from
JlXoOtor, Crat.com. fr. 16 and 17, from 9rjpCcc% Metagen. fr.6,
from 6vp lonipoar, Nicoph. fr. 21, from Zeiprjveg; he also
mentions Ar. Tayr\vCaxcxi (test. iii).
Baldry (1953) pp. 49ff. compares the different texts and 
reaches the conclusion pp. 59-60 that "each playwright took one 
version or other of the traditional picture -its setting in the 
past or the future or elsewhere- in order to make fun of it by 
comic exaggeration". I agree with him that these fragments refer 
to a traditional image of the Utopian land where everything is 
done by itself, the auxopaxdq PCoq 1b, as he points out p. 50, 
their common element, and according to him p. 59 it was already 
in this moment "regarded as comic".
I would add that it is the popular vision of what in the 
'high' literary tradition was considered the Islands of the 
Blessed, a place for heroes and noblemen. This movement towards a 
more popular image of Immortality and Happiness in the world of 
Death can be also traceable in the pictorial representations of
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the late V century B. C. made by the Meidlas Painter of the Garden 
of the Blessed as a "garden of love and corporeal luxury" as L. 
Burn puts It In The Meidlas Painter Oxford 1987 p. 19.
The additions and innovations of this passage towards this 
topic are very few and actually according to Baldry (1953) p. 56 
they are reduced to vv. 26-7. But in view of the uncertainties of 
dates it is difficult to reach a clear conclusion about the 
dependence and originality of our passage in comparison with the 
other fragments before cited.
I think that we could summarize the similarities of 
Pherecrates' text with other passages before reaching further
conclusions.
From the point of view of the described wonders:
- v. 3-4: rivers of food: fr. 137.5, Telecl. fr. 1. 8 (CopoC 8’
eppei... rcoxapdq, as here), Metag. fr. 6. 1, 3 and 5; flooding
everything fr. 137. 3, Nicoph. fr. 21. 3,
- v. 6: auTopdcxr^ v, Crat. 17. 7,
- v. 5, 6, 8, 23: insistence in the fact that everything is 
broken into small pieces, ready to be eaten: Telecl. 1. 10,
- v. 7, 24: the food moves itself into the mouth of the persons, 
(maybe ironically here xotq vgxpoic;): Telecl. fr. 1. 12, Metag.
fr. 6. 10-11,
- v. 14, 17: it places itself on the serving plates or on the
tables: Telecl. fr. 1. 7 and 11 and 34. 2,
- v. 23: it cooks itself: Crat. fr. 16. 8-9, Telecl. fr. 1. 6-7, 
Metag. fr. 6. 2. 9,
- v. 24: it asks to be eaten: Telecl. fr. 1. 5. 12, Metag. fr. 6.
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10, Nicoph. f r. 21.4.
We can list the following dishes that occur in other comic
texts:
- v. 3 aGdtpr): Crat.com. fr. 11, Nicoph. fr. 6, Ar. PI. 673, and
Telecl. fr. 1. 8,
- v. 5 vacrxoC: fr. 137. 7, Metag. fr. 6. 3,
- v. 7 (pucrxai: fr. 50.4, Cratin. fr.205 and aXXdvxeq: Metag. fr.
6. 7,
- v. 10 TSfjL&xr): (fish slices in general) Telecl. 1. 7, Crat.com. 
fr. 6. 9,
- v. 11 xaxaxuo-jjax 1: Telecl. fr. 1. 9, cf. fr. 157,
- v. 12 eYX^^eLOt: Metag. fr. 6. 9 and Eub. fr. 34,
- v. 13 axeXCSsq: Ar. fr. 264,
- v. 14 axpox&Xia: Telecl. fr. 51,
- v. 15 x^^Lxe<i Po6q: Eub. fr. 63. 4,
- v. 16 JiXsupdc SeXtpdxeia: fr. 50.5, Telecl. fr. 1. 14,
- v. 17 apuXoq: Telecl. fr. 34. 2, Ar. Pax 1195,
- v. 18 x6v5poq: Ar. fr. 208, Eub. fr. 89. 4-5,
- v. 19 mu6q: Cratin, fr. 149. 2, Ar. Vesp. 709,
- v. 23 xCxXai: fr. 137. 9, Telecl. fr. 1. 12, PI. com. fr. 188.
8-9, (cf. also Pherecr. fr. 50. 5-6 op- / vCSeia nX^8ei noXXd),
- v. 26 xdc pf[Xa: fr. 158. 1,
- v. 30 wine unmixed with water: fr. 137. 6, Telecl. fr. 1. 4,
Ar. fr. 504. 8.
On the other hand, there is no reference to other common 
dishes as, for instance, i (cf. Cratin. fr. 176. 2, Telecl.
fr. 1. 4, Metag. fr. 6. 2), xeoGCq (cf. fr. 50. 3, Metag. fr.6.
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6), cxpveiov xp£aq (cf. fr. 50. 2-3, Eub. fr. 75. 5), oopuai (cf.
Metag. fr. 6. 8 Ar. Ach. 640), Xay^ov xp6aq (cf. Telecl. fr. 34,
Pl.com. fr. 188. 10, Ar. Ach. 1006, Pax 1196). And finally he
does not mention a feature that seems to belong mainly to Cratin. 
fr. 176. 2 and Telecl. fr. 1. 14: people using these delicacies
for money or to play with them.
The cooking methods mentioned are also common and this 
suggests that each food had a particular way to be cooked or one 
that was regarded as a particularly delicate one, In summary:
- v. 10 Tsp&xiV • • e£o>TiTT)|j,£va, cf. Telecl. fr. 1. 6 IxQtieq...
etjOTtTffiVTEQ,
- v. 12 xetixXoiaC t’eyx^Xeicx ai)YXExa\upp£va, Eub. fr. 34, 36,
64, Ar. Pax 1013, Ach. 894,
v. 14 5 l €q>0 * axpox<SXia, cf. Telecl. fr. 51 (similarly
Pherecr.fr. 50.5 xotiq E<p06q),
- v. 17 ocjjldXoi with meat, cf. Telecl. fr. 34. 2 and K-A ad loc.,
- v. 18 x^vSpoq y&kaKTi xaxavEvifipgvoq, cf. Eub. 89. fr. 4-5,
- v. 23 omxai xiyXat y&p E i q  ocvdPpaax*, cf. fr. 137. 10.
As we can see, this text is very closely related with
elements found in other comic passages and his own work like fr.
50, a short enumeration of similar dishes in the style of a 
pnigos, or fr. 137 more similar to our text, as it is another 
description of the auxopaxoq ptoq in Persia with some 
modifications. I do not think that one has to judge it from the 
point of view of the originality, because he may not be referring 
to Cratinus or Crates or Teleclides; but to a common source of 
popular Inspiration, a standard description of the Idler's
Paradise. In this context, perhaps the capacity of being 
faithful to this tradition and at the same time of producing some 
innovations was expected instead of total originality.
We should take into account mainly his dependence in the 
wording and expression of ideas. In this passage Pherecrates 
tends to use common phrases that seem to have been formalized, 
sometimes only to fit the metre (see supra on style and 
vocabulary); this may be a purposeful way of depicting the
character as a flamboyant speaker; but it may also show the
limitations of his ingenuity.
In conclusion I think one can not find the real dimension of 
this long fragment. Pherecrates has organized a traditional 
description of the Underworld around the celebration of an 
unending banquet. He may have set it in Tartaros, perhaps 
reversing the traditional view of this place of punishment and
suffering. It is a mystery for me why a woman is the person who
explained it: was she the main character of the play or perhaps a 
minor character, a slave perhaps, explaining what happened to 
herself and another character (cf. v. 21)? Possibly it never 
happened at all and she is just inventing it and boasting about 
it; in such case v. 20-1 would have a rather scornful tone.
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d) Commentary
1. exeTv' f|v icdtVTa: e x e iv cx  rcdvxa is very commonly found to
designate a group of things; and it might be translated as 'that 
whole place' (cf. Neil ad Ar. Equ. 99; see also Av. 1158, Aesch. 
Pers. 395). In the form rrdvxoc xaflxa (cf. Crat.com. fr. 195. 5 and 
PI. com. fr. 23. 2) it can refer to a group of things that are
near in time or space, and also mdvxa xaux £ (cf. Equ. 99, Pax 
319), that can designate the stage itself.
<n>p.7[E9Dpp£va: according to LSJ s. v. in Comedy this compound 
verb is only found here, but in simple form it is attested in Ar. 
Ran. 945. As the compound form, the simple one already implies 
'to mix together without any order' (cf. LSJ s. v. <pi3pm II "jumble
together, confuse"). The verb <pupdm has a similar meaning, but it
is used as a cooking term.
2. ev reSoiv ayaBotq: this is the ordinary phrase that,
according to Rennie on Ar. Ach. 982, suggests "the state of 
perfect bliss". Ar. loc. cit. changes it into e v  ti&ctiv p oXCxoiq 
and e v  TtSaiv Xay<£oiq in Vesp. 709. In this case it is used with 
the preposition ev with the sense of 'state or condition' (cf.
LSJ s. v. Ill, e.g. Pax 439 e v  eipfjvfl), but it can be used in
other expressions, as in Av. 1706 £ ndvx* a y a B d  TtpdxxovxEq, Ach. 
982-3 ooxiq ettI Tidvx' a y d6’ eyovxaq ETnxojidoaq / f|pydaaxo n dvx a 
xaxd, Ran. 302, PI. 593, 1121, Theop. com. fr. 39, Amph. fr. 28.
ic&vxa xpdiuov: for the adverbial use of these words, cf. Ar. 
Nub. 701, Ran. 618 and PI. Phd. 94d.
eIpyaap^voc about unnecessary emendations of this word, see 
Rehrenbdck pp. 146-7.
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3. noxctyiot: it refers to the traditional image of the
Underworld which was surrounded by rivers, seas or lakes, forming 
a complex and rather confusing geography. This is probably due to 
the lack of a clear and unified tradition about it. Different 
names are given to them: Styx, Acheron, Cocytos, Lethe,
Pyriphlegethon.
Within the context of the comic tradition these rivers are 
not full of water, but of other things, as in our case: a0dpr)q
xal p£Xavoq CmpoC (see also fr. 137. 4-5), Telecl. fr. 1.8 CmpoC 
5'eppei TTctpdt x&q xXCvaq xoxapbq xp£a 0epp& xoXtvSaiv and Metag. 
fr. 6. 1 and 9 (not placed in Hades but in Persia): o p£v Ttoxapdq 
o Kp80iq riptv rcapa<p£pei / pcfcCocq peyCCTxaq.
aSdprjq: "wheatmeal gruel" called "frumenty" in English.
About the different spellings, see K-A ad loc. It is very often 
mentioned in Comedy (cf. Poll. VI 57), Crat.com. fr. 11, Ar. PI.
673, Nicoph. fr. 6. 1, Anaxandr. fr. 42. 42 and also Sophr. fr.
77 Kaib.
Phot. a471 describes it as follows: otO&pr) xai a0^pa xat
a0£pa xat aO&pa xd aux6 qjaaiv. laxi Si r\ a06pr) l\ rcopffiv 
eyr)|i^ vmv xal Siaxex^p^vrnv wcrxep exvoq xpoq>^ . According to Hesych.
al581, Plin. Nat. Hist. XXII 121 and Schol. Oribas. 45. 4. 1 it
would be of Egyptian origin.
p£\otvoq Capoti: this kind of "black broth" came originally from 
Sparta (cf. Matro Conv. 94) and it was well known in Athens, see 
Athen. IX 24. It is another common delicacy in the descriptions 
of the Idler's Paradise of Attic Comedy (see also fr. 137. 4,
Telecl. fr. 1. 8, Nicoph. fr. 21. 3, with pieces of meat floating
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in it). It was similar to the Lydian sauce Kaptinr) (cf. fr. 195). 
See further Orth RE XI (1921) 950. 31, 954. 30.
4 .  S id e  xfflv  CTTEvcMifiSv: as K-A ad loc. and Rehrenbttck p. 147 point 
out, this is a variation on the comic description of this flood 
of food, as 5ldc xSv xpidSmv in fr. 137. 3 and 5i& xSv o5ov in 
Nicoph. fr. 21. 3.
As in the case of 6 t<3t xffiv xpidScav (see ad loc. ), oi axevmrcoC 
could refer to a feature of the traditional element in Hades, the 
narrow places and valleys especially of Tartaros where this 
description may be situated (cf. on Tdcpxapov, 1. 21). Soph. fr.
832R refers to axevcondq vAi5oo, probably as the "narrow entrance 
to Hades" as Pearson ad loc. says
xov0oXi)Y^VTe<»: an onomatopoeic neologism of Pherecrates,
formed in analogy with verbs like mopcpoXtiC© "to bubble or boil 
up" and xov0opi3Ca> "mumble". About this and other similar 
expressions, cf. Tichy pp. 214-6 and Perpillou REG 95 (1982) pp. 
260-4.
This verb is intended to describe the sound of the hot soup 
streaming through the narrow straits, as Perpillou art.cit. p. 
260 suggests it can be placed among verbs formed with the group 
of sounds (o-) o-u, as PojiPuXidCoa (cf. Ar. Vesp. 107 the noun 
that describes the 'buzzing' of a bee) or rcojJupoXuCa mentioned 
beforehand. It attempts to give an animated tone to the 
description as C6ovxeq and ctCCovx' in 1. 8 and 9 respectively
(cf. supra on participial expressions in this text).
avxaXai puaxCXaioi: about the 'associative dative with
aux6q', cf. K-G I p. 433, and about its use in Comedy, with and
without article, cf. van Leeuwen on Vesp. 119, Appendix p. 161.
MuoxiXaC were pieces of bread used to sop up broth instead 
of spoons (cf. K-A ad Ar. fr. 847 and Neil ad Equ. 827). As Neil 
points out, a spoon was properly called xd puaxpov (cf. Nicoph. 
fr. 10 fiucrxp lon^Xaiq) or xd XCoxpiov (cf. Ar. fr. cit. ). Our 
fragment propounds that the broth moved with the bread ready to 
be eaten, so that the dead person did not have to make any effort 
(see also xpi3q>q).
vdtCTTttv: the sources are confusing about what is exactly a
vdccrxoq. Athen. Ill 111c gives two senses: a kind of bread loaves 
or flat round cake. The reason for this confusion could be that 
the word was taken in literal sense, that is to say, as an 
adjective derived from vdaam: "to knead well" or "to stuff quite
full" (LSJ s. v. ), and therefore it could be said of different 
kinds of food.
The first sense seems to be the most widely accepted to suit 
this passage, as Poll. VI 78 describes it: vaoxol 5*ot aoxol xal 
aaxxol xaXoOvxai, xfiSvoq* oOv aaxatplai xal apuYSdtXaiq, anep 
xpiq>8£vxa xal pix06vxa omxSxai. As we can see from this text (see 
also Athen. XIV 646e), it could be stuffed with crushed almonds 
and raisins, or with cheese (cf. fr. 137.7 in the diminutive 
form), and it could be also covered or mixed with honey (cf. Ar. 
Av. 567, Xdcpcp vaaxotiq 0i3eiv peXixoCvxaq, Nicostr. fr. 13. 4 who
describes the pleasures given by a very big vaox6q and Diph. fr. 
45. 3).
It is often mentioned as a delicacy (Ar. loc.cit. ironically 
suggests making it an offering to the new gods, the birds), and
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appears in the descriptions of the Idler's Paradise in Metag. fr. 
6. 3, o 6 ' Exepoq [7ioxap6q] g&0e T xOpa vaaxflSv xat xp£a>v.
xp-6<pq: as Rehrenbttck p. 150 points out: " das Schlaraffenland 
bietet nicht nur die zum Schlucken notwendigen Lttffel, sondern 
sogar mundgerechte Portionen, damit man sich die Mtihe des 
Zerkleinerns ersparen kann" (cf. v. 8 xdpoi, v. 10 xepdx1^ v. 19 
x6poi).
The nominative at the end of the line, as in 1. 19 xai rcuoO
x6poi, adds a new element in the enumeration of the food found in 
the river and eppeov should be understood (cf. Metag. fr. cit. 
for a parallel passage, and Rehrenbdck p. 150).
The word xpi5<poq is first recorded in Od. 4. 508 and appears 
often in later Hellenistic poetry (cf. AP VI 105. 3 xp6q>r) apxou,
but also in other contexts AP VI 299 and IX 421) and history (cf. 
Hdt. IV 181). A synonymous noun is 0 poppa, more commonly found in 
medical texts (according to LSJ s. v. ); cf. Ar. fr. 173 apxmv 
nepCXoiTia 0pi3ppaxa.
6. xaoxopaxfjv: from Hes. Op. 118 (about the sense of this word 
in his poetry, cf. W. J. Verdenius A Commentary on Hesiod ' Works 
and Days’ vv. 1-382, on v. 103, p. 73, Leiden 1985), this 
adjective is closely connected with a life of ease and happiness 
in what we call generically the Idler's Paradise (cf. Crat.com. 
f. 17. 7, Cratin. fr. 172, 363, Telecl. fr. 1. 3, Pherecr. fr.
137. 3, Metag. fr.6 . 2 and 9, further PI. Pit. 271e and Baldry
(1953) p. 50).
evOeaiv: in a context similar to this one, cf. Telecl. fr. 1, 
10 aq>0ovCa xfjv e v Oectlv rfv ap5ov0’ aTtaX^v xaxartCve iv. See also
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Hermipp. fr. 41 and Neil ad Equ. 51.
7. XiTtapdrv: cf. fr. 137. 3 Xmapotq exindaxoiq, see Ar. Ach.
640 and Rennie ad loc. about the sense of this adjective: 'shiny' 
and 'oily' as in our text.
xaxd xoC Xdpt>YYoq: about the confusion between r\ Xdpu^^
'wind pipe' and q (pdpuy^  'gullet', see on fr. 37. 3.
8. qnxrxat: "sausage, black pudding" (LSJ s. v. ); see also fr.
50. 4, Cratin. fr. 175. 3, Ar. fr. 702, Eub. fr. 14. 7, Mnesim.
fr. 4. 14-5. There are different names for pork saussages in
Greek: o aXX&q, r\ X°p8i1 <cf. fr. 130. 9); but it is not clear in
what they were different.
C^ovxeq: perhaps in the sense of "boiling hot", although
this verb is not found in relation to cooking except for liquids, 
instances of solids are Hes. Th. 695, 847 x®6va and Call. Dlan.
60 xa^xd(i* I do n°t think we can ascertain if its use was normal 
in spoken Greek; but Pherecrates may have chosen it because of 
its rarity and also as a variation for oCCovx' in the following 
line.
x6poi: cf. fr. 50. 4 cptiaxqq x6|ioq and comment ad loc.
9. aCCovx' ex^x1*’**: Com. Adesp. fr. 140K oC^ovxaq. About
this verb and its onomatopoeic origin cf. Tichy pp. 123ff. and 
see p. 124 n. 127 about this construction in neuter form: "die
Kongruenz mehrerer pluralischer Sachbezeichnungen von 
verschidenen Genus mit dem Pr&dikatsnomen bzw. prfidikativen
Adjektiv im Neutrum Plural und dem Verb im Singular ist ftlr das 
Attische Regular" (see further K-G I pp. 77ff.).
ocrxp&xav: the exact meaning here is doubtful and three
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suggestions have been made: Gulick ad Athen. VI 268d 'mussels';
and Edmonds FAC I p.247 n. d as "prob. discarded oyster-shells 
thrown into the gutter"; Tichy p.124 translates it as 
"Tonscherben", that is to say, 'pieces of pottery' (cf. LSJ s. v. 
2 ).
Because Pherecrates refers here to rivers, the first 
suggestion is possible only, if avxl is understood with the 
meaning of "like, in comparison with" (cf. LSJ s. v. Ill 5); but 
according to them, it is first found in PI. Rep. 331b. The second
one by Edmonds seems to go too far beyond the text; and perhaps
it is much simpler to understand an ironic reference to the
pieces of pottery and pebbles found in the banks of real rivers,
as finally Tichy suggests.
10. xat ptfjv rcapffv: cf. Alex. fr. 139 xal pf|V napffv avSpdxiov 
hjxtv Iv jjLgcrcp / ore Caov xe xudqimv peax6q. This combination of words 
is a formalized expression in such narrations. The group xal 
"often introduces a new argument, a new item in a series, or a 
new point of any kind" according to Denniston GP p. 135; but also 
in Drama it was a common way of introducing a new character on 
stage (cf. op. cit. p. 356). Other instances of the use of the 
verb Ttdtpeipi with food are 1. 18, Telecl. fr. 1. 9, Eub. fr. 63.
1, 36. 3.
xepdtxq: it generally refers to 'fish slices', especially of 
eel (see on fr. 50. 2 and Metag. fr. 69 in a similar context:
xepcSxh 6 ’ avcoGev aoxbpaxa Ttexv 17)16va).
^^©nxqp6va: about this cooking method, cf. fr. 26. 2. In
relation to cooking fish the verb is found in Telecl. fr. 1. 7
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and Eub. fr. 14. 8 . The commoner form is the simple verbal
adjective orcxdq (cf. v. 24).
11. xotxotxocrpaTCoiai: according to Poll. VI 68 eir| 5'av xffiv
^Suapdxov, that is to say, condiments and sauces to go with 
different dishes, generally made of oil, vinegar, garlic, etc.
pounded together (about qSuapoc, cf. ad fr. 157. 2). Ar. Av.
533ff. explains in a comic ennumeration: aXX’ emxvfiSaiv xupdv,
eXaiov, / aCXtpiov, o^ oq, xai xpCvj/avxeq / xaxdxuap.' exepov
xat Xircap6v, see also v. 1637, Philon. fr. 9, Pl.com. fr. 189. 9. 
This type of side dish can be identified as at jiapoijrCSeq in fr. 
157.
The word here is a diminutive, and the only instance in
Classical Greek. It could have been invented to stress more the 
character of 'dainty dish'. In parallel Telecl. fr. 1. 9 uses
uxoxpippdxiov, the diminutive of unoxpCppa, another noun for 
' condiment' .
euxpercff: qualifying Se Tttvov, cf. Antiph. fr. 80. 12,
Anaxipp. fr. 1. 13 and ctpicrxov Men. Pk. 117.
12. TetiTXoiaC: 'beet' is often found in Comedy, above all in
this recipe together with eels (cf. Eub. fr. 34 and Hunter on
Eub. p. 126). Other jokes in later playwrights refer to the use 
of the Doric form aeuxXov instead of the Attic one, xeuxXov (cf. 
Euphr. fr. 3. 2, Diph. fr. 47, Alex. fr. 146.5ff. >.
^YXe^eTa: adjective of 'eel'. This plural form
could be generic to designate this very popular delicacy, 
although T£p,axo<; seems to be understood in these cases (cf. fr. 
50. 2-3).
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13. axeXCSeq: it designates specifically 'ribs of beef' (Ar. 
Equ. 362, fr. 264); but in our case the adjective 6\6xvt)|j.oi can 
imply either an exaggeration implying ' beef-ribs with a lot of 
meat' or axeXCSsq mean here 'meat' in general, as in Aesch. fr. 
443 (cf. Sch. ad Ar. Equ. 362 and Hesych. a2974).
oX6xvTjpoi: a hapax of Pherecrates, probably invented in
accordance with the pseudo-poetic tone of the passage (cf. 
similar adjectives applied to food are oXopeX£q in Diph. fr. 
33.2, oX6xXr)poi in Pl.com. fr. 188. 8 and oX6Xeuxov in Antiph.
fr. 184.2, see also Hermipp. fr. 10, Philetaer. fr. 20). 
According to LSJ s.v., it means 'a ham containing the whole leg', 
from the simple form xvfjpr): "leg". It may convey some echoes of
the Homeric compounds: x°^XOVT)M5eq in 11. 7. 41 (cf. the Postal
xvr^ ptSeq worn by Laertes in Od. 24. 229)
‘caxEpfrcGtTcti: about xaxepdq cf. fr. 89 and Ar. fr. 4 (see
infra on axpoxc&Xia).
14. Iict KivaxCoxoiq: compare with v. 17 in' aptiXoiq. It is a 
'small platter or trencher' (LSJ s. v. TiCvat; 2), often mentioned 
in Comedy (cf. Ar. PI. 813, fr. 547, Pl.com. fr. 127, Lync. fr. 1. 
5). Its diminutive form mvaxCaxiov is also found in Antiph. fr. 
55. 8 . For the diminutive suffix -Caxoq, cf. supra on fr. 74.4.
61^9 8': cf. on fr. 75. 
axpoxAXia: it is a collective noun that designates all the 
extremities of the body of an animal above all and generally in 
culinary contexts of a pig (cf. Antiph. fr. 124. 1); in this case 
it can mean o rcoOq (cf. fr. 50. 5), xd <cf. fr. 107), x&
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5xa xai pr\v, xd Seiv’, axpoxi&Xid ye aoi xdxxapa / qtyqaa xaxepd, 
Ar. fr. 4. About this term see also Eub. fr. 6, Alex. fr. 123. 2, 
Matr. SH 534. 94, Philox. Leuc. fr. 836b PMG (see Athen. Ill 94e-
95e>.
15. axpCCovxa: the verb describes the action of emitting axjju5a, 
'the vapour of the hot meat'. It is described in detail in 
Nicostr. fr. 13. 4-5, see also Soph. fr. 370, Phryn. Praep. 
soph. p. 8. 10.
XdXixeq 0o6q: as in the case of oxeXCSeq, they seem to mean
'guts or bowels of an ox' without (3o6q (cf. LSJ s.v. ), although
perhaps rhetorically they are mentioned together also in Eub. fr. 
63. 4: x^^Lx^q xe po6q. They are also referred to in Ar Equ.
1179, Pax 717, where they are also boiled, Ran. 576 and fr. 83. A 
more general word for 'bowels' is xok^tesq (see fr. 280).
16. nXeupd SeXqx&xeL': 'ribs of pork', cf. fr. 50. 5 in singular 
and Ar. fr. 520. 5ff. eT Si pfy xXeopdv fj yXCxxav rj / axXffvd y' rj 
vfjoxiv fj 6£X<paxoq 6x£»>pivFfq / ^xpiaCav cpgpexe SeOpo pexd xoXXdP^v 
/ x^iaP^v.
The products of a 56Xtpa£, a grown swine or pig, are
especially appreciated (see Ar. fr. 333. 6, fr. 236, Alex. fr.
129. 2; about its sacrifices see Eup. fr. 30, Theop.com. fr. 49, 
and in general Athen. IX 375a).
ixe£av0iap£va: 'to brown over by roasting' in compound form 
is only found here, while it is commoner in the simple form 
SavSCCm, see Ar. Ach. 1047 (van Leeuwen ad loc. could be right in 
saying: "solemne est hoc verbum" and comparing it with "floridae 
dictioni indulgens aliqui" who speaks in Antiph. fr. 216).
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17. xvon>p6xaxoc: adjective only found here, but possibly not an 
original neologism of Pherecrates, as Schmid GGrL I 4 p. 107 n. 1 
proposes.
It was probably common in spoken Attic form from the verb 
Xvatica 'to nibble' (found only in comic passages, cf. Epich. 164 
Kaib. , Eur. Cycl. 358, Eub. fr. 148, Ephipp. fr. 8. 4) which was
popular enough to lead to other verbal formations in Comedy, e.g.
Xvatipa Mnesim. fr.4. 12, the diminutive xvauP^TLOV Ar. fr. 236
and the adjective xvaup.aorixdq Ephipp. fr. 8 . 4.
nap£xeix* aptiXoiq xaBYjpeva: Tel eel ides uses Trap£xeit' in
a similar context in fr. 1. 7 and describes a dish as Xocy$01Q
in* dp.i5Xq> xa0r)p£voiq in fr. 34. 2.
The noun apuXoq describes a kind of cake or bread made of 
very fine meal that is often found in Comedy as a delicacy,
sometimes together with meat as in our case and Telecl. fr. cit. 
or on its own as Metag. fr. 6 . 11: apuXoi Si nspivdooaiv riptv iv
xtixXcp. See also Stratt. fr. 11, Ar. Ach 1092, Equ. 1190, Pax
1195-6, fr. 405, Pl.com. fr. 188. 8 apuXoq eYxupov, Philox. 836.
16ff. PMG xupaxCvaq S£ Y^Xaxxi  ^ xa  ^ p£Xi auYxax(*9uPxo5 fa apoXoq 
nXaGavCxaq, and further Gow ad Theocr. 9. 21.
18. x^vSpoq: 'groats of wheat or spelt' that together with milk 
form what could be called in English 'porridge', the Latin term 
is 'alica'. It was made from the £eid according to Diosc. II. 48 
and Geop. III. 7, (about it cf. on fr. 201). As Hunter on Eub. p. 
182 points out, they are "part of the 'good life'" at Ar. Vesp. 
737, fr. 428, Hermipp. fr. 63. 3 who especially mentions the
Thessalian type, Antiph. fr. 36. 2-3, Alex. fr. 196, and Men. fr.
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451. 10K8-T.
Other references and instances about it are to be found in 
K-A ad Ar. fr. 208 (see mainly Bluemner Tech. pp. 55ff. , Olck 
RE I. 2 1478ff. and III. 2 2372. 22-59).
ydXaxxi xaxorvevipp£voq: about the scansion yaX&xxi in this 
line, cf. Antiph. fr. 52. 4: 'yaXdxToSpgjjpova.
The form xaxavcvipp£voq is unusual and it has been disputed 
if it is the perfect participle of xaxavECqxa or of xaxavCCca. K-A 
ad loc. give both possibilities, perhaps inclining their 
preference towards the first one, suggested by Meineke Analecta 
critics ad Athenaei Delpnosophistas Leipzig 1867 p. 118 
(according to them also Dbhring De Luciano Atticistarum irrislone 
p. 113 diss. Rsot., Berlin 1916 and Kaibel). The second one is 
favoured by LSJ s. v. xaxavCCca and Rehrenbdck p. 160.
Some passages refer to food falling as snow, Nicoph. fr. 21. 
1 v e  i<p£tcd p g v  aX<p(toiq, / ijraxat^ xa 5* apxoioi, o£xm 5' e x v e i , 
also Ar. Nub. 965 and fr. 581. 5.
It is difficult to reach a definitive conclusion, but I 
would suggest that the words xaxax^T^OL(i and X E X o r v a tc r i  mentioned 
in the following line refer to big containers, and above all 
xaxaxtixXoiq can mean 'bath1 and therefore its ambiguity cannot be 
kept beyond 1.18, between a rather poetical and a more colloquial 
expression. The sense becomes clear with these big bowls used for 
washing, in an anticlimactic way.
19. ev xaxax^xXoiq Xexavatai: the juxtaposition of two nouns is 
a poetic construction that in fact increases the identification 
of the two elements of comparison, one having a predicative
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function. Here it means 'in Xexavatai like xaxax^xXoiq'. In 
Comedy most of the instances are related to sizable vessels and 
pots as in Crat.com. fr. 13, Phryn. com. fr. 42, Anaxandr. fr. 42. 
26 and similarly Ar. Thesm. 18, Eccl. 724 (see further Bonanno
Cratete comico p. 80 and K-A ad Cratin. fr. 252).
The word xaxax^xXoq describes a "watering pot, portable 
shower-bath" (LSJ s. v. ). See also Eup. fr. 205: aXX* 2> cpCXe ZeC
xaxdtx x^Xov xr*|V piv* exeiq, Hesych. xl526. GinouvAs BalaneutikS
pp. 213-4 relates it to the apuxouva "recipient plus ou moins 
grand, dont on voit qu' il servait A ' puiser' 1' eau propre qu' 
on jetait sur le baigneur comme aussi bien A vider les cuves 
pleines d' eau sale. Le xaxax^ 'c^ ov devoit avoir A peu prAs les 
mAmes fonctions, si 1* on se fie A 1* etymologie du mot".
A X E x a v f j  is an 'all-purpose basin' found in different sizes 
and in Comedy especially mentioned as a 'receptacle for vomit' 
(cf. Ar. Nub. 907, perhaps Vesp. 600 also refers to the same kind 
of Xexavi^  insofar as it is where the sponge was generally placed, 
Cratin. fr. 217, Theop.com. fr. 41. 1, Polyzel. fr. 4). It is
also mentioned as a 'hod' in Ar. Av. 840 and 1143. The different
sizes can be distinguished through diminutive forms in Ar. Ach. 
1110: xd Xex&viov, fr. 843: q XexavCq and XexavCaxr) in Telecl.
fr. 1. 11. Representations can be found in B. A. Sparkes- L.
Talcot Pots and Pans of Classical Athens plates 20-22 and 43
Princeton 1951.
m>of5 x6poi: it designates the 'beestings', the first milk 
after the birth (Latin 'colostra' Mart. XIII 38). This delicacy 
could be equivalent to our 'cream' (cf. MacDowell ad Vesp. 710,
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Cratin. fr. 149 and K-A ad loc. : rjoBe navrjpgp 101 x°P'caCdpevoi
ydXa \eux6v, /nuov Saivupevoi xapnipnX&pEvoi nupidxr) and fr. 507, 
Ar. Pax 1150, fr. 333. 5, 405, Eub. fr. 109. 4). In Vesp. 710, as
in Cratin. just cited, it is related to another dairy product:
nopidxr) 'beestings heated and curled' <cf. MacDowell ad loc.). 
Another milk product generally mentioned together with them is 
the x6Pl0c or ' roilk puddings' which are a kind of cake (cf. Eub. 
fr. 74. 4, 109. 4 and Gow ad Theocr. 9. 19).
The fact that they are 'pieces of beestings' may be a comic
exaggeration in order to stress the thickness of the cream.
20. olfi* ©q: this expression can indicate anger (cf. Ar. Ach. 
1117 and Rennie ad loc.), 1081 (and van Leeuwen ad loc.
'indignantis' ) or surprise and incredulity, as here and Cratin. 
fr. 195, Ar. Thesm. 1185, Nub. 773 (cf. Rehrenbbck p. 161).
©q anoXetq. .. SiaxpCfSooa' eti: about this phrase cf. K-A ad
loc. The verb 5iaxpC(5© implies 'to waste the time', so in the
context of this description seems to be impatient. About anoXsTq 
with participle, cf. Ar. Vesp. 849 and Agath. 19 F13 Sn. anoXETq
p’ epaxSW xat ad x“ vEdq xpdnoq.
21. xoXi>p{38v: this verb originally means 'to plunge headlong'
(LSJ s. v. ). In the context of a katabasis, it also recalls the
imagery of jumping into the sea to enter Hades (about this
subject cf. GinouvAs BalaneutikS pp. 417ff. ). Anacr. 376 PMG 
expresses it in similar terms: apGeiq 6r)ux* and AeuxdSoq / nfxptjq 
eq noXtdv xOpa xoXopfJA© peGoaw fpmxi. Jumping from the Leucadian 
rock is the way to go down to Hades for Aphrodite or, in the
legendary lives, some poets like Sappho (Cf. Men. fr. 258 K8-T)
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and ironically in Eur. Cycl. 166; see further about the jump from 
the Leucadian rock, Nagy HStClPh 77 (1973) pp. 137ff. and
Lefkowitz GrRBSt 14 (1973) p. 113.
©q exet*: instances of this formalized expression 'as you
are' or 'immediately' are found in Headlam ad Herond. 7. 8.
It is difficult to see how such a common sentence could 
convey a special tone or meaning; but Neil ad Equ. 488 suggests 
that in first person, as in Eur. Hec. 614, "the tone is rather 
apologetic" and perhaps in general it was a polite formality, see 
also Ar. Lys. 367, PI. 1089 (where see Holzinger), Antiph. fr. 
197.
The second person plural is explained by Rehrenbdck p. 161 
as follows: "wenn Sprecherin A als Rednerinn einer Gruppe von
heraufgekommenen Personen (der 'Metalles'?) auftritt".
Tdpxapov: the geography of the Underworld in Antiquity is
rather confusing; the different descriptions and traditions are 
collected, mixed and changed according to different religious 
beliefs throughout Greek Literature.
Tartaros is concretely a part of this Underworld that, 
according to 0. Wasser in RSscher Lexicon V. 121, 'an die 
untersten Grenzen der Erde und des Meeres wird der T. versetzt, 
wo, nicht mehr erfreut von den Sommerstrahlen und der wehenden 
Luft (vgl. Finster a. 0. 73. 279), Iapetos und Kronos sitzen, II.
8. 478ff. , die Titanen, die deshalb urco'tapxtfpoi heiEen, bei Homer 
im Eid der Hera II. 14. 279 und bei Hesiod Th. 851'.
This is the image portrayed by the epic poetry; but even 
then, and above all the most complete description we have: Hes.
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Th. 721ff. is full of contradictions and probably of later 
additions, (about this passage see Stokes Phronesis 7 (1962) p. 
1-37). The most outstanding features of his description are the 
existence of rivers and lakes (cf. Th. 738ff.) which stream 
through narrow doors, the deep ydcrpa (cf. Th. 740, Eur. Ph. 1604) 
where one arrives after going through the bronze doors guarded by 
Poseidon (Th. 732).
In the following tradition it is understood as meaning Hades 
in general (cf. Theogn. 1034, Anacr. 395. &PMG, Pind. P. 1. 15,
Soph. OC 1389, Eur. Hyp. 1290, Phoen. 1604); but still is seen as 
the place of punishment of those whom the gods hate (cf. Hes. Th.
739), as the Erinyes in Aesch. Eum. 72 and in general Eur. HF
870. Or. 265.
This distinction between Tartaros and the Islands of the 
Blest i6 especially important in the Platonic vision and his
introduction of the 'purgatorial' punishment (about it cf. Dodds 
ad PI. Grg. 525b 1- 526d 2 and 526e 1-6). According to Arist. 
Anal. Post. 94b 33 it was specially feared by the Pythagoreans.
In our text it could be simply as 'pars pro toto' for Hades; 
but I would think that it may have its traditional meaning of 
place of punishment. In this case we could understand that the 
woman is describing her trip down to Tartaros, and, instead of 
the dreadful things one could have expected, she found a life of 
ease and abundance.
22. The construction is common for passages where the speaker 
wants to add new elements to the narration (see Ar. Ach. 1011, 
Nub. 154 and van Leeuwen and Dover ad loc. , Lys. 399 and
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Henderson ad loc. who cites Burckhardt Spuren der Athenischen 
Volksrede in der alten attischen Kombdie p. 187 Basel 1924, 769, 
Th. 773).
TanCXom': see Soph. Ph. 24 xarcCXoiTta xffiv X6y&w, Ar. Equ. 
688, Eur. Tro. 923.
23. onxat xCgXai: cf. fr. 137. 9 xCyXaiq x' avaPpdcaxoiq and
Telecl. fr. 1. 12 onxat 5£ xC^Xai.
The word xCyX^ designates here a kind of bird, and in other 
passages it can mean a type of fish <cf, LSJ s. v. "a species of 
the 'wrasse'" and Eub. fr. 28 for a confusion between both 
animals). They are often quoted in Comedy as a delicacy and here
we have an extended image of them flying over the mouths of the
diners <cf. Ar. Ach. 961, 1011, 1116, Av. 591, Pax 531, Nub. 339,
Pl.com. fr. 2. 8). About their life and habits and in general as
food, cf. Thompson Birds s. v. pp. 148ff.
eiq avdPpaax* qpxupAvai: the expression eiq av&PpaoxCa] is
unusual and Rehrenbdck p. 163 suggests that xp£a should be 
understood here as in Ar. Ran. 553: xai xp6a ye npdq xouxoiaiv 
dv&Ppaax' eixoai, (cf. Ran. 510 also exe C xoi xat xp6a / 
av^Ppaxxev opvCGeia and Aristom. fr. 8). The whole phrase could 
have a culinary character taking eiq with the sense of manner as 
in Ar. Ach. 686 eiq x&xo<;i Av. 805 eiq euxeXeCov and maybe in 
Men. Dysc. 396 e<i>q pCav(cf. LSJ s. v. IV. 3 and Supplement s. v. 
Oxford 1968). The participle ijpxup€vai, from the verb dpxi3a>, can 
mean 'cooked', 'properly dressed' (cf. Cratin. fr. 336, Eup. 
fr. 365, Soph. fr. 1122R. ).
Regarding the sense av&Ppaaxoq is the verbal adjective of
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avaPp&TTEiv that means "to boil, seethe" (LSJ). It seems to be a 
common way of cooking meat in general, above all birds at least 
in relation to the passages of comedy before quoted (see also Pax 
1197 Ach. 1005). *AvaPpdxxeiv is also mentioned in the process of
the preparation of grain (cf. fr. 197. 1).
It seems that Pherecrates here has altered the normal method 
of cooking, by poetic licence. One would expect, first of all, 
the thrushes to be seethed and then 'roasted' as onxaC would mean 
here, this order is kept in the comic enumeration in Ach. 1005 
dvafJpAxxex' E^ omfitTe.
24. About this image of a meal flying to the mouth of the 
gourmand, cf. Telecl. fr. 1. 5 and 12, Metag. fr. 6. 10, Nicoph.
fr. 21. 4. About other objects that acquire self-movement in the
ideal world see Crat. com. fr. 16. 4, 17, Eup. fr. 299.
avxiPoXotkrai: "to meet as a suppliant, to entreat" is a
comic exaggeration of the type also found in Telecl. fr. 1. 5
ixExetioucrai xaxarcCvciv of p2<Cou and also Nicoph. fr. 21. 4
rcXaxoBq locuxdv e oGCeiv x eXeu£x o.
25. und puppCvaiai xorvep6vaiq: flowers were an important feature 
in a banquet, above all because of their use in wreaths, as 
jiupptvai or «Myrtle-branches are found in Ar. Nub. 1364, Thesm. 
448, fr. 444, related to this activity (Vesp. 861 in the context 
of the sacrifice before the mock-trial); and a v E ji& v a i or poppy 
anemone, very similar to roses, but not so much appreciated, is 
.used in wreaths for banquets in Cratin. fr. 105. 3 (see further 
Lembach (1970) p. 168). Pherecrates seems to depict them growing 
freely all over the place.
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xexopAvcti: some suggestions (see K-A's app. crit. ) have been 
made to correct the ending of this participle in order to 
understand in words of Kock ad loc. "nam convivantes sub myrtis 
recubant, non aves"; but this change is unnecessary. As in v. 9, 
the <pi3axai lx£xUT0 'were flowing', here the thrushes do it in 
such abundance that they 'were piled' under the flowers. It 
recalls Od. 22. 387 where fishes oi 52 xe rcdcvxeq / xtijiaS’ aXdq
noGAovxeq eni tyapdSoicri x^x^vxai (see further Tichy p. 124 n. 
127).
26. xd 5£ pLffX*: 'apples' are especially related in mythology to
the golden apples of the Garden of the Hesperides that were 
gained by Heracles in one of his feats, a subject that appears 
often in the vase paintings of the latter part of the V century, 
according to L. Burn The Meldias Painter Oxford 1987 p. 19 and n. 
10 where she cites M. K. Brazda Zur Bedeutung des Apfels in der 
antiken Kultur Bonn 1977 about its meaning in Antiquity (see also 
fr. 158).
xft xctXd xSv xaX&Sv ISeTv: the polyptoton x& xaXA xffiv xaXffiv 
and the infinitive of aspectual sense iSetv (see K-A ad loc. ) are 
two standard poetic expressions .
The first one is found in another comic passage, Diocl. fr.2 
rcXuvet xe x& xaxd xffiv xaxffiv ojificq. This figure of speech is 
studied in detail by Gygli-Wiss Das nominale Polyptoton in 
Slteren Griechisch Gttttingen 1966, above all p. 30 about this 
passage and 35 about its use as a tragic expression. In summary 
Haupt Opuscula II pp. 156-7 Leipzig 1886 describes its meaning as 
follows: "nam xaxdt xaxffiv etsi dicuntur quae sunt xdxioxa, tamen
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non tam hae significantur quam ea quae mala sunt inter ipsa mala 
atque ita eminent ut praecipue et proprie mali dicenda sunt".
27. c£ ooSevdq icefuxdxa: this 'original' <cf. Baldry (1953) p.
56) addition of Pherecrates to the description of the Land of 
Plenty was really meant to be the highest instance of this magic 
self-movement as we saw earlier in v. 24. The distribution of the 
words seems to try to provoke amazement: x& 5£ pf[X’ Expgpaxo
seems to be purposely separated from the place where they grow, 
they hung from nothing, they appear magically.
Pherecrates may have added a festive tone to what Eur. fr. 
532. 2 N2 in pessimistic and sententious lines says: xotiq f^fivxaq
eu Spfiv xaxSavdw 5£ xftq avf^ p / yf[ xal axiA* xd pr)5£v Eiq ou8£v 
pArcei (cf. also Eur. Ion 594, Soph. Ai. 1231).
28. xdpai: wine-bearer women, together with the flute-players, 
dancers, hetaarae. in general were usually present at the end of a 
good banquet.
&pic£x6vaiq Tpix&nxoiq: it is not clear to what kind of
clothing these two words refer. The first one is a general noun 
for any kind of garment as Gow on Theocr. 15. 21 points out:
(from ap7t£xeiv> suitable for any sort of wrap, and 
apTCExdvq is not uncommon for clothing in general". He, 
notwithstanding, identifies c*p7t£xovov with the OepCoxpiov, "a 
light summer garment". This interpretation suits what in vague 
terms the lexicographers explain about them: Sud. al653, (cf.
also Phot. al243, Hesych. a3793, Et.Gen. AB s. v. apq>C), 
a p n E x d v T ) :  ap<p£ov, Ipdtxiov xal a p x E x d v i o v ,  X e x x 6 v  ip&xiov,
naXXCov.
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If the word aprcExdvt) seems quite usual, the form xpix&rcxoq 
is not so common. LSJ give two del initions very similar to each 
other; on one hand it is found only in Pherecrates as an 
adjective meaning 'plaited or woven of hair", a definition taken 
probably from Poll. II 24 xal xpixdrcxov Si xXdypa xi ex xpixSSv, 
clearly an etymological explanation; on the other hand, there are 
some later instances of xd xpixdrcxov, as a noun, meaning "fine 
veil of hair".
The lexicographers coincide in general terms in giving
another explanation: Sud. xl035, (see also Hesych. xl462, Phot, 
p. 602.2, Lex. Bachm. p. 390. 18): xpixdnxov xd fiapPtixivov utpao-pa,
ipdcxiov tcoX u x Cprjxov, that is to say, a very expensive garment 
made of cotton. This material was already known and regarded as 
an Oriental luxury; in Classical Greek it is called spCa and 
£6Xou and is mentioned in Hdt. Ill 147, 106 and VII 65 (see 
further Plin. NH XIX. 14).
I would think that it would suit the context of a very
refined banquet in Oriental style that these 'girls' would wear 
expensive cotton clothes, but no clear evidence can prove what 
was really meant here and perhaps it is purposely described in an 
ambiguous way.
apxCoq: about the use of this adverb with participle see fr.
122, Cratin. fr. 195 vtfv 6 ’ rjv iSfl MevSatov qpffivx* apxloq /
olvCoxov.
29. A similar description of the hetaerae in the Underworld as 
in Ar. Ran. 516 i^poXXifikjai xapxi xapaxExiXp^vai.
qPoXXiSkjai: ' being in the bloom of youth' is a comic
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diminutive from f||3d<a>, (see Cratin. fr. cit. in an ironical sense). 
As Peppier AJPh 42 (1921) p. 153 says: "like r||3dca> from fjpr) so
ijPoXXidcci) is made from an assumed form p^tiXXiov with the same
verbal ending -do. The diminutive here is hypocoristic, and is
used to arouse passion".
xdt p65oc about p- not producing position length, cf. K-A ad 
loc. and Rehrenbtick p. 168. In the sense of feminine sexual 
organs, this is the only clear literary reference; but it seems 
that it was common (cf. Hesych. p403 p65ov* MixoXqvatoi xd xfjq 
*Yi)vaix6q and about other possible instances see Henderson MM p. 
135). It is also mentioned in 138.2.'.
xexapp£vai: 'to cut one's hair', here 'to depilate'. It
seems to have been an extended custom among Greek women. See
further Henderson MM p. 146, and ad Lys. 87-9; M. Kilmer JHS 102
(1982) pp. 104ff. about different styles and pictorial examples 
and D. Bain LCM 7 (1982) pp. 7-10 (and addendum p. Ill) with
discussion of the different literary instances and their 
interpretation.
30. The abundance of wine is also a commonplace in the 
description of the Underworld (cf. fr. 137. 6 where Zeus rains
wine, Telecl. fr. 1. 14 and Ar. fr. 504. 8 ); PI. Rep. 353c makes 
a detailed description of the drinking parties in Hades; in 
contrast see Aristoph. fr. 12. 7-8 who describes the water-
drinking vegetarian parties of the Pythagoreans.
av6oap(oi>: cf. also Ar. PI. 607 and Ran. 1150 o’fvov oux
avGocrp Cotv (about this expression see Taillardat Images §484). 
This wine 'redolent of flowers' (LSJ s.v. ) could be identified
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with the wine called cranpCac from Chios and that Hermipp. fr. 77. 
4ff. idealistically describes as follows: xobxov eyd> xplva moXi)
tiA v x c d v  E i v o t i  apio’xov / xffiv aXXmv oivrnv pex' ajatipova XIov cxXumov. 
7 eaxi 5£ xiq oTvoq, xdv 5f\ oanpiav xaX£ooaiv, / ou xal arcO 
oxbpaxoq oxdcpvoov urcavoi yopevdtmv / oCei icov, oCei 5i p65cov, o£ei 
5* uaxCv0oo.
The ending in -Caq is found in other names of wine as 
oanp£av in Hermipp. fr.cit. and xanviaq in fr. 137. 6. It could
be also called avBivoq oTvoq (cf. LSJ s. v. avBivoq).
31. qvxAoov: generally to draw water from a fountain, well or
large container (cf. fr. 81 and the saying ex n£0© avxXetq SfjXov 
in Theocr. 10. 13 as a sign of plenty).
X&vqq: the mention of p£Xavoq in v. 30 and the use of a
funnel to pour wine indicates that it is drunk pure, without 
mixing it with water as it was customary among the Greeks (cf. 
fr. 75. 4 on the xoxtiXr)). Instances of small funnels can be seen 
in B. A. Sparkes- L. Talcott op. cit. pi. 48.
A famous wine drinker, Alcetas the Macedon, was called X&vq 
because as Athen. X 436e (quoting Diotimus Athen. fr. 79 Preller) 
says: evxi0£pevoq ydcp x$ oxdpaxi x^vr)v cmauaxaq emvev
ixixeopAvou oivou.
total pouXopAvoiq itivetv: cf. Telecl. fr. 1. 9; about this 
common participial expression see LSJ s.v. II. 3.
32-3. Kassel Mala 25 (1973) p. 102 relates it to the passage of
Eur. Cycl. 147 vat* 5Cq xdaov rrfflp’ oaov av el; aaxoO pufl.
xffivS*: it is the object of 96701 and n£oi according to Kock
ad Telecl. fr. 1. 9. It usually refers to the following elements
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in an enumeration and for this reason it has been suggested that 
it should be changed to toi3t©v (cf. K-A's app. crit. >. According 
to Rehrenbdck p. 160 this expression can be used when "der Autor 
etwas gleichsam Gegenw&rtiges vor Augen stellen will" (cf. K-G I 
pp. 646-7, Schwyzer GrG II p. 209).
i£ ocpgffq ndXiv: cf. K-A for instances about these words,
usually together at the end of a metric verse.
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Fr. 114
I find that this passage holds some relation to what M. Silk 
YCS 26 (1980) p. 137, analysing Aristophanes' lyric passages,
defines as "comic fantasy" with the following words: "with the
fantastic lyric, we stop seeing any reality and, probably, we can 
do no more than gaze in astonishment at the fantasy itself; we 
are offered not a new vision of life, but almost a new kind of 
life, hardly relatable to our own" (his italics).
This vision of an ideal new world is clearly presented in 
the context of the lyric tradition, and perhaps more accurately 
what M. Silk art.cit. p. 125 calls "low lyric that descends from 
folk song and Archilochus- or, presumably from folk song to 
Archilochus- and is drawn on variously by Hipponax and, 
underneath the aristocratic accent, by Anacreon". This 
distinction is useful, but I think we shall see how in our text 
the spectrum of influences has to be opened to other poets like 
Sappho.
From the metrical point of view it is a rare 
polyschematistlc combination of different cola of similar 
rhythms, neatly divided by a pause. This kind of combinations is 
a typical feature of parabatic passages and among them the 
Eupolidean is perhaps the commonest (but see also the Cratlnean, 
cf. West Gr. Metre pp. 95ff. ). The analysis is as follows: gl"
(wil) I ar / gl" (wil) I pher / gl I ar. About it see further 
West ibid. p. 96 and L. P. E. Parker PCPhS 214 (1988) p. 119 who 
suggests in n. 20 that the "prototype of this kind of combinations 
may be Anacreon, P. M. G. 388".
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Its language makes clear references to poetic expressions 
(cf. on each word).
Regarding the content it mentions plants and flowers that 
are usually related to the descriptions of a "locus amoenus", the 
meadow where a god or a lover appears, cf. Hes Th. 279, Sapph. 2. 
10 (see further about this subject Cavallini Presenza di Saffo e 
Alceo nella poesia greca fino ad Aristofane Ferrara 1986 pp. 
178ff.) or in the description of the island of the Blessed in 
Pind. fr. 129.3 and Ar. Ran. 326ff. Similar lyric tones are found 
in fr. 138 with erotic references, Ar. Equ. 402-3 and Stratt. fr. 
71, (perhaps parody of Euripidean lyrics, cf. K-A ad loc.).
The description alludes to different landscapes: v. 1, a
shadowy place with tree-climbing vine trees, covered with soft 
thorny plants; v. 2, a meadow with lotus-flowers, the luxuriant 
galingale, and v. 3 a kind of garden with chervil, violets and 
clover. Perhaps except for the tree-climbing vine tree and the 
clover at the end, all the flowers are distinguished in Antiquity 
by their aromatic qualities.
1. avaSevSpdtSav: it is a kind of vine tree that is not often 
mentioned in our sources, although there are some instances as 
Alex. fr. 11, Dem. 53. 15 (cf. other instances quoted by K-A ad
loc. and Phot. al454).
The ava5ev5p6q [apneXoq] designates a 'tree-climbing vine* 
(cf. Thphr. CP I 10. 4) and in later Greek it was called
&va6ev5p£xqq apneXoq, being named in Latin 'vitis arbustiva' that 
is more extensively documented (cf. K.D. White Roman Farming
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London 1970 p. 236). The commonest method of cultivation in 
Greece seems to have been by tying the vine to a stake or x<*Pa£ 
(cf. Ar. Vesp. 1201, 1291, Ach. 986, 1178, Pax 1263 and further
R. J. Forbes Studies In Anc. Technology 1 pp. 106ff. Leiden 1955).
This kind of vines can be identitied with some vase 
paintings depicting Dionysian subjects, in which they grow quite 
high forming a kind of tree and producing big bunches of grapes, 
see some of them reproduced in C. BArard et al. A City of Images 
Engl, transl. Princeton 1989, pi.182-4.
axaX&q aonaXdBouq: aarcdXaBoq is a kind of thorny plant that 
is difficult to identify. Gow ad Theocr. 4. 56 suggests that it 
is "a plant of some size, possibly Genista acantholadef' (cf. also
LSJ s. v. 2 and 3). According to the Sch. ad Theocr. loc.cit. it
was poisonous and Theophr. HP IX 7. 3 mentions it among a list of 
plants used to make perfumes and of Oriental origin (see Lembach 
(1970) p. 72). There are some difficulties in relation to the 
gender of this word, here feminine while in Ar. fr. 783 masculine 
(see K-A ad loc.).
Pherecrates may be using it in general terms; but perhaps he 
mentions them specifically because of its connexion with the
world of the Dead, suitable to what seems likely to be the 
general theme of this play. In a gnomic elegy Theogn. 1193f. 
relates this plant to the dead corpses: aondXaQoi Si xdnqoiv
opotov oxpSpa BavAvxi / x$ £uv6v, axXqpdv ylvcxai q paXaxdv, and 
PI. Rep. 615e-616a mentions it as an instrument to whip the
tyrants in Tartaros: xdv 5£ ’ApSiaiov xal aXXooq aupxoSlaavxcq
Xetpdq xs xal x65aq xai xsfpaXtjv, xaxapaXAvxcq xal exSelpavxcq,
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stXxov napd xr^ v o50v Ixx6q erc’ aoTcaXd0av xdnxovxcq xal xoi'q act 
napioOoi aripaCvovxEq, 2v Evexd xe xal ox i Eiq xdv Tdpxapov 
EpHECTOUjJEVOl aYOlVXO.
About this plant, see further Wagler RE 2 (1896) 1710 and K. 
Lembach loc.cit.
The similarity of the two words seems to convey a poetic 
surprising effect, because aarcdXaSoi are not anaXaC, soft, tender 
(cf. also paXaxfflv in v. 3), and as K-A suggest: "plantam spinosam 
a Pherecrate ideo 'mollem' dici quia in Oreo naturam suam 
mutaverit existimat W. Hoffmann i Ad antiquae Atticae comoediae 
historiam symbolae diss. Berlin 19101 p. 26". The effect could be 
even more surprising if the audience related it to a traditional 
element of punishment in Hades.
icaxoGvxeq: it could simply mean 1 to tread on' (cf. Sapph. 
54LP= inc. aut. 16V: rco<C>aq x£psv avBoq pdXaxov pdxeiaai; see
further LSJ s.v.3) or it could bear a frequentative sense 'to 
dwell in, inhabit' (cf. LSJ s. v. 2, and also Gow ad Theocr. 18. 
20).
2. Xeipffivi: a 'meadow' is part of the idealized landscape in 
Greek literature as in Hes. Th. 279, 1249, Sapph. 2. 90V, (where 
Aphrodite is to be met), Pind. fr. 129. 3Sn. Aristophanes also 
takes this tradition and relates it to the Underworld where the 
Blessed dwell, in Ran. 326 etc. (cf. PI. Sph. 222a and Phdr. 
248c: o 5£ ye ent xi^ v yf[v xal moxapoCq Ex£pouq au xivdq nXotixou 
xal ve6xqxoq otov Xeipffivaq a<p06vouq, xav xobxotq 0p£ppaxa 
XEipma6pevoq).
\ax0 9 6p9: this adjective is a hapax, possibly invented by
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Pherecrates in analogy with other compounds in -tpopoq, as
av0oq>6pov aXooq in Ar. Ran. 445. Meadows with lotus-flowers can
be found in the description of cities as Sparta in Od. 4. 603,
Thebes, Eur. Phoen. 1571, and II, 12. 283 has neSCa Xo&xeOvxa to
describe the flowers grown in the heights of the Cythera while 
Zeus sleeps.
The Xo>x6q embraces different types of flowers that sometimes 
have nothing in common (see A. Hort's index s. v. Xaxdq in
Theophr. HP vol. II p. 462 and further Steier RE 13. 2 (1927)
1515ff.); according to Hesych. X1527 it was also a general name 
for av0oq. In idealistic descriptions, it is usually identified 
with the peXCXcDxoq or xpC<pt>XXov, a very aromatic yellow flower
(cf. Theocr. 18. 43 and Gow ad loc. ).
xtixeipdv: ' Cyperus longus, galingale' (LSJ). It is mentioned 
in Homer as fodder for horses (cf. II. 21. 351, Od. 4. 603) and
in hMer. 107: Xmxdv epercxopAvaq rjS1 epa^svxa xtineipov, as food
for cows together with the lotus in an apircpen£oq Xeipfflvoq (v. 
106), similar to our passage (cf. also Theocr. 13. 34-5).
According to Gow ad Theocr. 1. 106, it "grows to a height of
two or three feet in dry soil (which the oaks might be thought to
suggest) and considerably more in swampy places". It is also 
listed among the ’aromata' in Theophr. HP 9. 7. 3 and Hdt. IV 71
mentions that it is used by the Scythians to embalsam their king
(see Diosc. I 4 for its medical faculties).
As the adjective 5poaA5r) suggests here it refers to the one 
grown in swampy areas, as in Ar. Ran. 243 it grows in the places 
where the frogs jump about: qXCoiq ev ap£pouaiv / qXcfyieaGa 5ia
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xunetpou /  x a i  <p\6©.
5poo£5q: in the description of an idyllic place cf. Eur.
Bacc. 705. It is found in Comedy in Antiph. fr. 55. 13 and Alex,
fr. 129. 12 among other words that are qualified as medical
terms: eyx0^  5’ axpepei xai 5poa©5r) xr^ v ox^aiv / :: ’'AxoXXov, ©q 
JaxpixfiSq. It is possible that it was taken from the technical
terminology of medicine that used abundantly the termination - 
&5qq to form new adjectives <cf. Dieter op de Hipt Adjektlve auf 
-SSrjq im 'Corpus Hlppocratlcum' Hamburg 1972 p. 251 about the
frequency in other prose writers Other adjectives like 
5poaep6q (cf. Eur. Bacc. 805, Hi. 226, Cyc. 50, Ar. Nub. 338) and
Spoooeiq (cf. Sapph. 95. 12V, Soph. Tr. 833) are commoner in
lyric texts.
3. xav6p6oxoi>: ’chervil' (cf. fr. 14. 1: 6v0pi)axoicn xal
PpaxdvoLq>. It is recorded with the spelling ev0- or av0- (cf.
Sapph. 96. 12-3V: a 6' <e>£pcra xtfcXa x£xuxaL» xe0&- / Xaiai 56
Pp65a xarcaX' av- / 0pucrxa xal peXCXcoxoq, and perhaps in Cratin. 
fr. 105. 6, according to K-A on our fr. ).
About it cf. Hesych. a5158: av0eji(&5qq av0pCaxiov* X&xavov 
eyov av0oq, ©q avt)0oq, e3064 evSpuaxov Xdxavov txap(<p opoiov, 
q>6pei 56 xal av0oq ©axe eivai xai Pp©xdv xai oxeq>avfflxov, Thphr. 
HP VII. 7. 1: ndXiv xauxaXiq evOpuaxov f|5i3oapov, see also EM 108.
48.
paXax&Sv: cf. v. 1 arcaXdq, Sapph. 54LP (inc. aut. 16.3V.):
paXax6q x6aq av0oq and II. 14. 347ff.
T©v: 'violets' are flowers often related to the garlands and 
the banquet, because they bloom very early in the season (cf. Ar.
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fr. 581. 1 and Pax 577, Theophr. HP 6. 8. 1). In comedy they were
also connected with the past 'pride' of Athens <cf. Ar. Ach. 637, 
Equ. 1323).
They are found in a description of a meadow in Od. 5. 72
aptpl 56 XeipSSveq paXaxoi Too qS6 aeXCvoo / Gr^ Xeov, and also in 
Sapph. 94. 12V, Ale. 384V, Ibyc. 315P, Stesich. 10LP, Pind. 0. 6.
55f f.
XeCpaxa: could have two meanings in this context: a more
specific sense of 'garden', according to Sud. X363, Hesych. X523, 
Ps. Herodian. 78 and Ba. 289, or as a poetic variation for XeCpoov 
<cf. Eur. Ph. 1571, Bacc. 867; see Rehrenbbck p. 176).
TpitpAXXoo: 'clover'; a description is found in Diosc. 3. 113.
Fr. 115
apfL$: 'now, this very moment' is an unusual form in Attic.
It occurs more often in Ionic in the Hippocratic texts and in 
Doric in the form apjiot, an adverbial ending as evSoi or e$oi 
(cf. Gow ad Theocr. 15. 1). It is found in Pind. fr. lOSn, Call,
fr. 274Pf, Theocr. 4. 51. In Attic it is found only here, in
Aesch. Prom. 615 and it has been conjectured in Ar. Ach. 393, 
where see Sommerstein ad loc.
Fr. 116
eu8ft A u x e Co d : about Pherecrates' text see Kaibel apud K-A ad 
loc. About its grammatical use and the problems of the 
Alexandrian scholars see Slater Phoen. 30 (1976) 234-41, his note 
on Ar. Byz. fr. 369 and Alpers ad Or. fr. B71. Briefly, eu0i) plus
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genitive of direction is common, as eu06q is used with genitive 
of time, while the contrary is not found <cf. Slater art. cit. p.
236). Instances in Comedy are: Ar. Equ. 254, Pax 68, Av. 1421,
fr. 166, Epicr. fr. 9. 2, Eup. fr. 54, 99. 84, 196, 327. 3.
AuxeCou: in Comedy it is only mentioned in Ar. Pax 355-6: 
nXav&pevoi / eiq Aoxetov xax AuxeCoo £C>v 5opi £i)v aarctSi. It
refers to a 'parade-ground' outside the city walls near the
templejof Apollo Lyceius and a gymnasium. Socrates spent most of
his time there <P1. Euthphr. 2a, Symp. 223d, etc. ). It seems that
there was also a theatre (cf. Xen. Hell. I 1. 3, II 4. 27 and
futher E. Meyer Kl.P. 3 808. 49).
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M£ t o ixoi
The authorship of this play is suspect, mainly for two 
reasons:
- there are three plays with the same title in Old Comedy: 
one by Crates com. , this by Pherecrates and a third one by Plato 
com. However this is not a great problem, because as in Tragedy 
there were topics that were popular and used therefore by 
different playwrights, and for instance in Middle Comedy 
Antiphanes and Philemo also wrote plays titled Mizoixoq.
- the three plays have a scanty number of fragments: only
one of Crates and four of Plato comicus. Especially Pherecrates' 
authorship is inferred from the source of Pl.com. fr. 83 Apoll. 
de Pron. GrGr II 1. 1 p. 113. 17, while in the same work p. 69. 18
the authorship is attributed to Plato.
On the one hand, it would be easy to mistake Pherecrates 
instead of Crates as K-A PCG IV p. 85 suggest. On the other, the 
contrary solution is also possible: that Crates' play should be
attributed to Pherecrates (cf. Bonanno Cratete Comico p. 163 n. 2 
and also Rehrenbttck p.245), insofar as this title does not appear 
in the lists of Crates' plays (cf. test. 1).
Finally it is also fairly possible that Pherecrates did not 
write any play with this title and that there is a mistake in the 
attribution of the source of Pl.com. fr. cit. <cf. Kaibel apud K- 
A PCG VII p. 466 and Bonanno loc.cit.). In this case we may have 
just one play with this title and it would suit the context of a 
later V century poet who would be forerunner of a common topic in 
later Comedy. In this connexion this solution would fit the
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number of plays that were attributed to Pherecrates by the test. 
1 (see supra p. 6). About these plays and the figure of the 
metic, see C. Whitehead The Ideology of the Athenian Metic p. 39 
Cambridge 1977.
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Moppqx&vOpmnoi
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
From the title it is clear that the chorus of the play was 
formed by puppqx&v6p©Ttoi or ant-men. This word seems to have been 
invented by Pherecrates following two traditions: on one hand
that of the animal choruses like Frogs, Wasps or Birds of 
Aristophanes and, on the other, that of mythical beings, half 
human, half animals, like Centaurs, Satyrs, Sirens, etc. This
duplicity is found in fact in some choruses of Aristophanes, tor 
instace, in Wasps, the chorus i6 first of all formed by old 
jurors who, in a moment, are rejuvenated by becoming 'wasps' (cf.
1. 405).
In Antiquity the relationship between men and ants was a 
commonplace and can be found in many myths and fables:
- In the island of Aegina the Myrmidones were said to be
originally ants transformed into men by Zeus at the request of
the King Aeacus (cf. Davies-Kathirithamby Gr. Insects p. 42).
- In Thessaly Zeus was said to have transformed himself into 
an ant to lie with Eurymedusa, daughter of Cletor (cf. Clem.
Alex. Protr. 2. 39.6 and further Cook Zeus I pp. 532-3
n. 12).
- Hdt. Ill 102 talks about mythical beings named Mtippqxcq
who lived in Persia: ouxoi 2v ot ptippqxeq noiEtipevoi oixqaiv uxd
•yffv, avaq>op£ou(7i xi^ v tydtppov, xaxddiEp ot e v  xotcri *'EX\qcri pDppqxeq
xat xOv auxdv xpdrcov, etaC &i xai x6 ei5oq opoidxaxoi ouxoi* f| 52
vjrdppoq q ava<pEpopSvq ectxC xPua^Tl(i'
- In the Aesopic fables, they are often related to other
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animals: x£xxi£ 401 Halm, xdvQapoq 295H. , nep taxspdi: 296H. , but
also related to man (cf. 294H. Muppq£ o vOv xd rcotXaidv av0pa)7ioq 
qv). They are usually seen as models of organization and work
(see also West on Hes. Erg. 778).
- In Comedy there are several titles: Mvpprjxeq by Plato
comicus and Cantharus and MCppr]^  by Posidippus; but we do not 
know anything about them. It is also the nickname of the musician 
Philoxenus (see on fr. 155. 26) and describes the complicated
musical innovations which were introduced by the new school of 
Dithyrambists.
In general they were regarded as social animals, with a 
similar organization to that of the human beings (cf. Davies- 
Kathirithamby Gr. Insects pp. 38ff.).
Kaibel apud K-A ad loc. and Kock suggest that the topic of 
the Myrmidones in Aegina was the subject of the play (as narrated 
by Hes. fr. 205, Ovid. Met. VII 615ff.). It has been connected to 
the mention of Deucalion in fr. 125 and possible references to 
the mythical flood in fr. 118 and 119. This interpretation has 
been accepted by most of the scholars (cf. Schmid GGrL I 4 pp.
104-5, Edmonds FAC I pp. 250ff., Dover JHS 86 (1966) p. 41). This
legend was familiar to the Athenian audience, since it was 
remembered during the festival of the Anthesteria; cf. Deubner 
(1932) p. 113, Parke (1977) pp. 117-8.
The connexion of both myths may have been ingenious and it 
suits the implications of test. 2 about Pherecrates' innovations 
in the plot (cf. supra pp. 50ff. ); but it is, nonetheless, 
uncertain. It is true that a storm may have been narrated or
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staged <cf. fr. 118) and that some kind of joke between the name 
for the distaff and the mast of a ship was made (ct. fr. 119); 
but it all could be said about someone who happen to suffer the 
same circunstances as the hero and not necessarily the myth was 
staged.
There is an instance of a pnigos in anapaestic dimeters that 
is unfortunately corrupted, but that may have been a reference to 
the chorus of ants. Traces of commonplaces also remain, in 
connexion to other fragments, as in fr. 117 and 125 about fish 
and about food in general in fr. 128, slaves fr. 130, 131.
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Fr. 117
Part of a dialogue in which one of them is a woman, see the 
expression vr} 0ec5 1. 2.
The conversation here seems to develop towards the final pun 
that plays on the similarity of p6a£ and poi^  (see infra; about 
similar endings on a pun or a proverb cf. fr. 43, 73, 76 and
supra p.35).
It is not strange that this conversation dealt with fish, 
since it was a popular food in Attica and Old Comedy seems to 
refer to it and the job of the fishmonger, sometimes in 
pejorative terms (cf. Ar. Vesp. 789, fr. 402. 7, Pherecr. fr. 70. 
5).
About the subject of fish speaking cf. Aesch. Pers. 578, 
Eub. fr. 29 (the proverbial sentence oKpovdxepoq x CxXiqq>, Luc. 
Gall. 1.
3. The pun is reserved to the end according to this kind of 
construction that puts the important word in the last place. The 
sentence seems to be completed on itself, since we can understand 
that, on one hand, after P6a£, <pov^ v exqv or XaXdq, as it is 
suggested by Kock, are implied or missing; on the other, that it 
is an etymological pun, because the speaker may imply that the 
noun PdaE; comes from the fact that they have por^ v (cf. Archipp. 
fr. 16 from a play called exi^ pufcev Pda£; about other
plays on fish names, see Ar. fr. 612)
P6a£: it was a popular kind of fish, identified with the
' Bogue, Box, hoops? and often mentioned in comedy (cf. Ar. fr.
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491, Pl.com. fr. 44, Archipp. fr. cit., Nicom. fr. 1.23, Polioch. 
fr. 1.2). It was sacred to Hermes (cf. further Thompson Fishes p. 
36).
Fr. 118
Kock suggests that "significatur tempestas ingruens, quam 
sine dubio diluvies sequebatur. cf. fr.119". And following this 
interpretation Whittaker p. 182 suggests that this fragment may 
have belonged to the prologue.
oipoi xoncofiaCpmv: cf. Ar. fr. 290. 1 and Equ. 234.
alytq aiyiq: about the form of the repetition cf. Ar. Ran.
847.
This word seems to be here synonymous with xaxai'yCq 'strong 
wind' (cf. Phot. a525, Sud. ai21, Hesych. at 1723, Et.magn. p. 
28.20). In simple form it is unusual in Greek literature; in fact 
LSJ only refers to Aesch. Ch. 593 and two later orators: 
Aristid. I 487J and Lib. Or. 18. 268. It seems likely that
Pherecrates uses here the form which could be considered 
poetical.
Originally it designated the "goatskin" of Zeus or Aegis 
which in Greek poetry is associated with his image as "god of 
weather" who moved it standing on top of Ida when he wanted to 
provoke in his anger a storm (cf. II. 17. 591-5) It also belongs 
to Athene (cf. II. 5. 738) and Apollo (IJ. 15. 229, etc. ); see
further R. L. Fowler Phoenix 42 (1988) pp. 95-113.
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Fr. 119
This fragment seems to be composed of one line, and the 
words dtp* ou x6 Xlvov qv, belong to the text of Poll. VII 73 (cf.
the explanation of Rehrenbttck p. 246).
Kock's interpretation of this passage follows the legend of 
Deucalion. According to him it is part of the beginning of the
rain and explains how they had to use a distaff or spindle as a
mast (cf. x6v y^P0V®* an(^  the long explanation of Zielirtski 
Iresione I 40 apud Rehrenbttck p. 247).
It is possible to speculate that this line refers to a kind 
of stage business, if we understand x6v yipovxa. not only as 
distaff, but in its literal meaning, the old man (cf. infra for 
other words in the sense of distaff). That is to say, the use of 
this word can be purposeful to create an ambiguity: one speaker
can be meaning the 'distaff* and the other 'the old man' to be 
placed Instead of the distaff as a mast (cf. the proverb ydpmv 
oxtinxivoq in fr. adesp. 855K and Apost. XVII 59, Diogen. VIII 14 
which means 'feeble old person' from axuitneiov 'the coarse fibre 
of flax or tremp' >.
t 6v y6pov0’: here 'distaff, spindle'. It must have been the 
familiar or slang word for it, probably a descriptive noun for 
the instrument that is said to have had a figure of an old man 
and the hands 2q ‘EppoB xexpayfivou, e£ £v sxp€paxo, <pqoC, x& 
vq06peva oxuxxeia according to Eust. in Od. 1923.63).
It is used instead of q qXaxdxq or o axpaxxoq, which 
ambigously can designate the staff or the mast (cf. PI. Rep. 616c
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where the philospher relates both words very quickly for this 
reason: after having described the world as a ship, he passes to
the metaphor of a spinning wheel by an ambiguous word: rj qXaxdxq
which can mean both, see Adam's note on PI. Rep. 616c 17). About
this terminology see further BlUmner Tech. I pp. 109-20 and p. 
182 n. 6 about our fragment.
Fr. 120
This fragment is formed by a group of participles indicating 
'joy' (about the enumeration and its function in Aristophanes, 
cf. Skyroupoulos L'accumulation verbale chez Aristofane p. 75 
Thessaloniki 1974). The three are in masculine gender and it 
would be likely that they were said by or about a man.
T e 0 o \ a p £ v o v :  the two first verbs are normal, but this one is
not common in our texts and neither in the same metaphorical 
sense as here. Its literal meaning is «'make turbid', prop, of 
water» (cf. LSJ s. v. 6o\6a>). In metaphorical sense it seems to 
express a moment of particular emotion which precedes bursting 
into tears, generally of sorrow, as it is shown in Eur. Ale. 
1067: SoiXotf 66 xap5£ocv, ex 5'oppaxov / nqY°d xocTeppfayoLOiv' &
xXt^ pmv ky&.
I suspect that the enumeration in its context was intended 
to be comical, perhaps it was part of a larger one in which the 
speaker expressed excessive happiness adding as many adjectives 
and participles as possible and more and more absurd ones, or 
perhaps it was an inversion of a tragic intention to give a
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melodramatic tone with the use of this word.
If the subject of this play was related to the flood and the 
myth of Deucalion, this word would be suitable as a ' para 
prosdokian' that could be interpreted as a reference to the 
person as 'being muddy with happiness'.
See also comment on fr. 284.
Fr. 121
This fragment shows the continued enumeration of two verbs, 
nearly synonymous; but while the first one is fairly general and 
common, the second one is unusual and gives a more specific and 
in some way unexpected sense to the expression.
Following the interpretation related to Deucalion's legend, 
Kock suggests "intellegendus est Aeacus, qul clvibus amissls 
' Iovem patrem' precatur ut alios sibi det quoquo modo creatos" 
and Edmonds FAC I p. 251 n. c "if the curses are Deucalion's, the 
father is Prometheus".
ap&xai: in tragedy according to Corlu Mots relatlf d la idie 
de prl&re d'Hom£re aux tragiques p. 288 Paris 1966, "apdopai et 
apd sont alors exceptionels pour des demandes de faveurs aux 
dieux, que ce soit pour autrui ou pour l'orant lui-m6me; ils se 
spgcialisent presque exclusivement dans la malediction". The 
construction of our fragment could be similar to the absolute 
form in Eur. Ale. 714: ap$ voveOaiv, ou66v exSixov xa0<Sv (cf.
Corlu op. cit. pp. 27lff. and LSJ s. v. I 3).
IniOed^Ei: this verb is frequently found in tragedy (cf.
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Aesch. Cho. 856 and Eur. Med. 1409) and in PI. Phdr. 241b. It 
means 'to invoke the gods against' and is difficult to 
distinguish from S7ti0ei&Cgj, a common verb in Thucydides, e.g. II 
75; VIII 53, It is a compound form from 0e6q (see Chantraine
Diet. dtym. s.v.) and probably by comparison with snovopdCm (about
the suffix -dct,a> ct. Schwyzer GrG I pp. 734-5).
Perhaps the irony of the verb would be that someone is 
'cursing and invoking the gods against his father' who may be a 
god himself or other variations of this joke if the words were 
said by a god or a hero (in this sense it could be a modification
of the relation between son and father; cf. Ehrenberg The People
of Ar, p. 208, although there is no clear evidence for this).
Fr. 122
Ar. Ran. 433: £6vo> y&p ecrpev apxtoq a<piYp£vo could be a
parallel sentence to this fragment. The word ctcpiYP^ vq generally 
indicates 'to arrive', but not necessarily to the place where the 
speaker is (ct. Ar. Pax 130). Again referring to the myth of 
Deucalion, Kock suggests that these words would suit Pyrrha.
Yuvi^  also common, cf. Eur. Tr. 490, Ar. Thesm.
345, Dem. 19. 283. It is probably meant to distinguish the
feminine from a possible masculine form o YP0^  (of* Ar. Thesm.
1214) or as an element of respect, as YP0^  could have had a
certain pejorative sense (cf. Henderson (1987) p.110; perhaps in 
relation to the other meaning of YPa1Bc; or 'Qcum' of boiled milK,
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cf. LSJ s. v. Taillardat Images §167, see Ar. PI. 1204ff. ), as 
also Yepov has (cf. Taillardat ibid. §462).
Fr. 123
The new text provided by the new edition of Photius seems 
corrupted and Tsantsanoglou's proposals is to change into E i p a 0 ’ 
Sv. Conti Bizzarro (1986-7) p. 92 prefers the form with crasis
0 0  ip d (T  I O V .
Kdvtaq: it may have two senses: 'especially, in all ways'
stressing the affirmative sense of this line (cf. Ar. Ach. 956) 
and as an affirmative answer to the question (cf. Ar. PI. 273).
afup££ofiai: cf. Phlletaer. 18. It is a case of assimilation 
of the verb ex© that was probably common in spoken Attic, cf. K-B
1 p. 277, Threatte p. 456.
i)l6t i o v : 'cloak' usually worn over the chiton outside the 
house (cf. Ar. Eccl. 333, Ar. Nub. 179, Vesp. 408, Lys. 1093).
This fragment may be said by someone who is going out or Is 
to do serious business (cf. Ar. Lys. 1093 and Henderson ad loc.). 
It could be an elegant piece of clothing (cf. Epich. fr. 277 
Kaib.). Taking it off could be a sign of fight (cf. Ar. Vesp. 408 
and MacDowell ad loc. ), while not having one or to say that 
someone has stolen it from the gymnasium was sign of extreme 
poverty (cf. Ar. Nub. 179 and Dover ad loc. ).
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Fr. 124
evpiyLOxdvElv: hapax of Pherecrates. It is a frequentative 
compound in ev- (cf. fr. /0 for other verbs with this prefix), of 
the verb evpiYdo "to shiver in" (cf. Ar. PL. 846). Both passages 
refer to the same topic: to feel cold, as a sign of poverty.
xpCPav: small and unpretentious cloak related to a humble
status (cf. Ar. Ach. 184, 343, PI. Symp. 219b, Dem. 54.34).
Fr. 125
The metre is anapaestic tretrameter catalectic. The words 
would suit Pyrrha (cf. Edmonds FAC I p. 233 and Ehrenberg The 
People of Ar. p. 131) addressing Deucalion, but still it can be 
referred to someone called Deucalion as a Joke, maybe criticising 
the excess of fish in the Athenian diet; many other 
interpretations are possible.
p-qS^ nox' ... pq5*: cf. Ar. Ran. 1522ff. for this hyperbolical 
expression, as van Leeuven ad loc. says.
xapaOffc;: about serving food in a banquet cf. fr. 60.
AeuxaXCav: the figure of Deucalion, the son of Prometheus 
and Clymene, was usually associated with the 'deluge' (cf. PI. 
Tim. 22a) and the subsequent creation of human beings from 
stones. He was placed in the very early moments of the beginning 
of the world and he was perhaps related to the first generation 
of humans (cf. Gow on Theocr. 15. 141). In Athens he was
especially remembered in the festivity of the Anthesteria (cf. 
Deubner (1969) p. 113).
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Fr. 126
The metre of this fragment, unfortunately corrupt, seems to 
be anapaestic dimeters that can be found on their own, as in 
Cratin. fr. 151 (cf. West BICS 24 (1977) pp. 89-94); but more
often it comes after the speech in the parabasis or after the 
agon, generally when they had been in anapaestic tetrameters (cf. 
Ar. Ach. 659-64, Equ. 547-50, Vesp. 1051-9, etc. ) for the first 
kind and after an agon (cf. Vesp. 620-30, 719-24, Ran. 1077-98).
It is difficult to say which is the subject of these lines 
from the state in which they are, but Kock and subsequently 
Whittaker pp. 183ff. suggest that they are a reference to the 
entrance of the chorus. In words of Whittaker p. 185: "this
exemplifies an Arlstophanic trick of stage-craft. When the chorus 
represents indefinite multitudes, but cannot exceed its 
conventional number of twenty-four, the actors speak as if 
multitudes were present and so hypnotize the audience into 
accepting the chorus as an adequate substitute. Another point of 
Interest is that this pnigos seems to come from the middle of a 
Parodos, for according to its expression the poppqxdcvSpaTioi are 
still in the first stages of creation, so that the chorus cannot 
all have entered yet".
On the one hand, I do not see any piece of evidence that 
ant-men were created on stage in our passage, if they appear it 
may seem more possible to be addressed directly by the character. 
On the other, the words seems to recall the ant-nest (cf. xdv
than
XoOv 1.2), ratherAa normal house^ and maybe it would seem excessive 
to try to compare the whole stage and the theatre with an ant-
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nest.
I would be in favour of a metaphorical interpretation, as 
that of Zielinski Ires. p. 69 apud K-A in comparison with Ar. Av. 
1114ff. As in other pnigos it would be an address to the audience 
or the judges.
I would suggest emending the text in the following way: apa 
Tipo0v>peia0’ u p e iq  xax xfjq /  opocpfjq xdv x ° ^ v *axdf xfjq xe9a \fjq  /  
xaxajjLV)O'ea0ai Xc<Ya P LC 6 ^ e v o  i ; The first line is a variation on 
Edmond's proposal, see infra, but it is possible as a 
haplography. The only major change would be the form xaxaprjcreaOai 
instead of xaxap fjo o vxa i which could be the ending corrupted from 
EC9AI into ONTAI. Otherwise the disposition of the verses does 
not need any addition as upffiv or qpSSv in the second line.
Accordingly, my interpretation would be as follows: I tend 
to think that the speaker is the chorus or the chorus-leader 
speaking in their dramatic character as ants, but one cannot rule 
out that the speaker is a character of the play who takes the 
image ot the ants tor his argument. In any case it is an address 
that could be similar to Ar. Av. 723ff. The speaker, having been 
speaking or criticizing other poets or the social or political 
situation of the city (common subjects of this kind of speeches), 
develop^s or perhaps follows the image of the ants digging and 
building their house, while from the roof the soil with which 
they are building it, heaps all over their heads. The image would 
recall an idea of working in vain or work that implies more 
effort than necessary. It could be sustained by the common image 
in the Ancient world of the ants as very humanized beings in
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their customs and also that they are not simply ants, but ant- 
men.
The final position of the word XayapiCdpevoi could be a 
comic device to delay and surprise the audience; but it is 
difficult to say of what kind, see infra ad loc.
1. apd: Meineke's suggestion instead of apex in the manuscripts. 
In first position as Denniston GP p. 48 says, apex is only found in 
interrogative sense, while apa generally takes second or other 
place in the sentece (cf. ibidem p. 41). If said by the chorus, 
this fragment could be a rhetorical question to the audience or 
tha actors on stage, although in the last case it would not 
belong to the parabasis.
no0* upeTq: it is difficult to understand due to the verb 
xaxapfjoovxai in the third line. Several suggestions have been 
made:
- Meineke no0* uptv (accepted by Kaibel), iro0' op&q and 
7tpo0i3}JUDq (accepted by Kock).
- Edmonds PCPhS 103 (1932) p. 10 makes an interesting
addition at the end of the line: apd 7io0’ upetq <ev0upEta0' 2q>, 
in comparison with Cratin. iun. fr. 1.
See supra for my emendation of this line.
2. The ways of solving the line are two: either suggesting a 
lacuna at the beginning as Kaibel who suggests ouxoi, the ants, 
(apud K-A ad loc. ). Or putting the lacuna at the end as Meineke 
who suggests upfiSv or Kock qpffiv. In both cases it would qualify 
XE9aXfjq.
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xat xffq opoq>fjq: according to this text, the most likely
would be that this genitive depends on x6v xo\5\. But even so, the
position is awkward and for instance Kock suggests and instead of 
xai. Perhaps it depended on a preposition in the preceding line. A 
simpler change would be xax.
It is difficult to know what is exactly meant by opo<pfjq 
here: ceiling or roof. According to LSJ, opo<prj and opo<poq are
used indist inctively, but as Dover on Nub. 173 says: "the
articles opoq>fj and opo<poq in LSJ need reorganization; in 
particular, opocpoq in Lys. 229f. is 'ceiling' looked at from 
inside, not 'roof looked at from outside".
xdv x°®v: 'soil excavated or heaped up' (LSJ s. v. B).
Hesych. s. v. x0^* xai: £ni|5aXX6pevov x£jS 6p6<pcj> x&M^ *s suitable
here due to the mention of 6pocpfjq before, and if we are to 
imagine a house with a roof made of turves. The more general
sense would fit a description of an ant-nest which in winter time 
has the appearance of a heap of soil. There are several mentions 
of the place where ants lived; but except Ael. Nat. 6 .43 none 
explains this particular construction, though it may have been 
normal: xfjv 66 yf\\> e£opi5xxouaiv, a\X& xatixqv un6p xoO axopCoo
rcep ipdcXXovxeq oiovet x& xeCxq xivA xai npopXijpaxa epy^Covxai.
3. xax& xfjq xetpaXfjq: it expresses the movement of something
'down over the head'. It is used to refer to ritual acts which 
involve covering one's head, for instance II. 18. 24 (with dust), 
Od. 8.85, Ar. Equ. 1094.
xaxocpfjoovxai: unusual poetic form that indicates 'scrape up, 
heap up' only found once in II. 24. 165 and possibly also in
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Soph. Ant. 601. The commoner form is snapdopai <cf. Heubeck et 
al. ad Od. 5. 482).
This is an emendation of Meineke FCG I p. 86 n.38, but the 
reading of the manuscript xaxaxoiptjoovxai does not fit the metre 
nor the sense.
3. XayapiCdpevoi: semantic hapax of Pherecrates, it is also
found in Ar. Vesp. 674, but it seems that has another sense. The
difference of meanings could suggest also a different form. (cf.
MacDowell ad Ar. loc.cit.). In fact the manuscripts of the Sch. 
ad Ar. Vesp. 674c read XayupiCdpevoi in Pherecrates* quotation
(while XayaptiC” T and XocypC£- V in relation to Aristophanes' 
text); but the origin of the difference is difficult to explain 
and it seems likely that Pherecrates may have followed the same 
form as Aristophanes, above all bearing in mind that both are 
related by the Scholiast. A variation that would make hardly any 
difference is XayaptiC- and XayapC£- (about these compound verbs 
see Schwyzer GrG I p. 736 n. 12).
In Aristophanes the Scholiast seems to be confused about the 
meaning (cf. Taillardat Images §130); but it seems that the 
proper explanation is that of Taillardat loc.cit.: 'to get thin'
from the adjective Xayapdq (cf. also MacDowell ad Vesp. 674).
The Sch. ad Vesp. 674c explains it as follows, Gepexpdixqq
avxl xoB oxaXetieiv, that is to say 'to jog or nudge with the 
elbow'. Hesych. X37 gives a very similar meaning and tries to 
explain the origin of this word: the movement of hitting the
flanks (Xdyoveq) with the elbows or the arms stretching them 
often: XayapiCdpevoi* axaXetieiv* SqXoT 66 xpdq x&q Xdyovaq xdv
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ayxffiva npoadyeiv, rtuxvd SiaxeCvovxa xfjv xsipcL. It could also come 
from Xayap6q, but in its relation to Xdcyov; it would be then a 
method of digging used by dogs and other animals with the front 
of the paws.
It has the descriptive tone of comic invention which plays
with the wide range of meanings of Xayap6q.
Fr. 127
Fragment corrupted, although the correction in Eupolideans 
made by Meineke is very feasible and above all taking into 
account that Poll. X 91 quotes before the lines of Eup. fr. 86 
in this metre.
If it is an Eupolidean, Meineke suggests that it refers to a 
metaphor in which the poet speaks about his own poetry in 
comparison with a banquet (maybe when the person brings his own 
food, cf. fr. 57), a common topic in Comedy (cf. Ar. Equ. 538, 
fr. 347, Cratin. fr. 182, Metag. fr. 15, Com. Adesp. fr. 1330K, 
see mainly Taillardat Images §751-5 and K-A on Ar. fr.cit.).
Another possibility is that of Kaibel who interprets it in
literal sense with the reference to the flood "cibaria nostra 
cistis adservata ab aquae impetu secura sunt" apud K-A ad loc.
Finally it could be understood in literal sense as a 
reference to the custom of throwing figs and other dried fruits 
to the audience in order to win its support (cf. on ap loxijcre iv).
xdq xuxaq: Two emendations have been suggested to this word: 
xoCxouq by Meineke and xCaxouq by Kock RhM 30 (1875) p.415 (vid.
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van Leeuwen ad Ar. Equ. 1211).
The first one is a basket for food found also in e.g. Crat. 
com. fr. 13 and 14, Eupol. fr. 8 6, Men. Dysc. 448 (and Handley ad 
loc.), Luc. Ep.Sat. 21, see Hesych. x3274.
The second one, xCaxaiq, is mentioned in Ar. Ach. 1085-6,
Equ. 1211 for carrying food and other things when leaving home
(cf. Ar. Vesp. 529). Both words seem to be possible, although the
corruption of xo£xaq into xtixaq seems to be more likely.
ocnoparvO': Meineke's suggestion is ontdxeiG* that improves the 
text and implies that there are still things left in the basket. 
Otherwise, Kaibel's proposal is ev epatq anox6xXr)B’ according to
his interpretation as a reference to the deluge.
dpiaxljoreiv: 'to have lunch'. In the context of a metaphor
about poetry it is used by Ar. Equ. 538; but probably both have 
different senses, Aristophanes criticizes the 'light lunch' that 
Crates serves to the audience (cf. Taillardat Images §753, 
Bonanno Cratete comlco pp. 36ff. ).
Perhaps if it is understood in literal sense, it could refer 
to the custom of throwing dried fruits to the audience in order 
to make it laugh, as Ar. PI. 795ff. Vesp. 58ff. criticizes it as 
an easy and common device among other poets.
Fr. 128
amoxqY0™ ^ ® l<»: verb al6o found in Sot.com. fr. 1. 1, Phryn.
com. fr. 60, Mach. 421. As Gow ad Mach. l.cit. says, the meaning 
could have been to 'fry away' or simply 'to fry', understanding 
the prefix onto- only as a way of strengthening the verbal form
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(cf. Bekker Anecd. 11. 10: anoxq'yavtaai' avxi xoti XYjyayviaai 2q 
aTtoSpapLEiv avxc x6 SpapcTv).
It could also have derivated from the activity of ’eating 
out of the frying pan directly1 , as described in fr. 109 which 
would refer to the actions of a parasite.
Fr. 129
This fragment is a reference to a common Attic proverb that 
was related to the popular game of dice. With some variation it 
is often found in Tragedy and Comedy e.g. Aesch. Ag. 32f. , Soph, 
fr. 895R. , Ar. Ran. 1400, Eup. fr. 372 (see also PI. Legg.
968c, Sud. xl006 and Poll. s.v. xp(q).
It could be understood as the English expression 1 it is neck 
or nothing’ , being xplq e£, the maximum throw and xpcTq xOPoi the 
minimum. Fraenkel in his note on Aesch. loc.cit. describes a 
pictorial representation of this game (cf. also Murray A History 
of Board Games other than Chess Oxford 1925 p.25).
Fr. 130
McrvCa: it is usually a name applied to female slaves from 
Phrygia and other Eastern countries (see M6vqq in fr. 10.1). As 
the adjective here indicates and it seems to be commonly 
understood on its own also, this slave was generally devoted to 
household activities. For further references see K-A ad loc.
Opeitxtjv: verbal adjective of xp6q>o>, is found here, in Lys. 
fr. 215S and in several inscriptions (cf. LSJ s. v. ) with the 
specific sense of a ’slave bred at home’.
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Fr. 131
After the conjecture of Cobet Novae lectiones Leiden 1858 p. 
428 on Soph. fr. 940 to write ax6Xaaxov ox6pa (instead of oSpa), 
it has been suggested that here ox6pa should be also
written; above all because of the gloss Phot. al835: aveXetiSepoq* 
o fiixpoXOyoq (ct. also Sud. a2247, Hesych. a4865 and Ar. fr. 706 
which refers to a dialect as aveXeuGcpoq, with the meaning of 
'rude, vile', cf. Taillardat Images pp. 12-4).
But in Classical times, the word affijja on its own did not 
mean slave as in later epoch. This is a variation on the normal 
expression: SotfXov crfflpa, as Poll. Ill 78 says, owpaxa 5* arcXffiq
oux av eimoiq, aXXA 5o8Xa a&iiaxa (cf. Soph. fr. 940R and Xen. HG 
II 1. 19 according to Renehan St.Gr. Texts pp. 81f. ).
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Ilgpcrai
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
A) Date and Authorship.
The discussion about the date has been based on several 
presumptions and doubtful evidence:
Firstly the uncertain statement of Athen. VI 209b, discussed 
already on MexcxXXfjq. According to him several plays are mentioned 
in chronological order: this one would come after MszaWfjq and
before Aristophanes' Tagenistai.
Secondly, according to Geissler (1925) p. 41 "n^pom 2 [fr. 
1383 1st ein notorische Eupolisnachahmung, wie ein Vergleich mit 
Fragment 17 [fr. 176] der KdXotxeq lehrt; der Nachahmer hat die 
Beschreibung des Stutzers, die er bei Eupolis vorfand, zugleich 
verbreitert und vergrttbert''. His conclusion is that both belong 
to the same year: 421. But his argument of imitation or
originality i6 not conclusive as to which one is the imitation or 
the original and cannot be taken as a reliable piece of evidence. 
About it and several opinions on the subject, see Rehrenbtick 
(1988) pp. 48-9 and n.9.
Thirdly, the parody of Soph. El. mentioned in tr. 141 has 
added further complications to this problem and also in connexion 
with the authorship that will be discussed later. The date of 
Sophocles' Electra has been the subject of a long and detailed 
scholarly discussion and mainly by A. Vttgler Vergleichende 
Studien zur sophokleischen und euripideischen Elektra Heidelberg 
1967 and P. Klmple Die "Elektra" des Sophokles und Euripides'
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"Iphigenia bei den Tauren" Gdttingen 1970, although their 
conclusions are not always accepted (cf. Kamerbeek in The plays 
of Sophocles V p. 6 against them and, on the contrary, Lloyd- 
Jones' review of Vttgler*s book in C1R 19 (1969) pp. 36-8.
In general the discussion has been centred upon the 
determination of the priority of Sophocles' or Euripides' 
Electra. The Sophoclean one is said to have been performed after
425 or 420 (ct. Jebb on Soph. El. pp. lvi-ii) to 410
aproximately; meanwhile, Euripides is generally accepted to be 
performed in 413; but it has been largely disputed (cf. e.g.
Donzelli Studio sull1 Elettra di Euripide pp. 27ff. Catania 
1978), and recently W. Burkert MusHelv 47 (1990) pp. 65-9
suggests 420 as the year of performance, by comparing it with
historical events (cf. Newiger Hermes 89 (1961) pp. 422-30 who 
suggests a similar date from another point of view, against it 
see Lloyd-Jones recens. cit. p. 37 n. 1).
In any case, none of these arguments can be seriously 
considered to date Persal, because the parody could have been 
done some years later.
This discussion is connected with the problem of the 
authorship. The origin of this problem is Athen. XI 502a on fr. 
134 (see also on fr. 138 and 139 and the Sch. ad Ar. Ran. 362, on 
fr. 140) who says: xac Gepexpdcxqq 66 q o TiercoiqxfiSq xooq  e iq  a u x d v  
dva<pepo|i6voi)q IlSpaaq. It seems likely that this opinion comes 
from the studies of an Alexandrian scholar and Strecker De 
Lycophrone Euphronlo Eratosthene com!corum interpret 1 bus diss. 
Gryphisw. 1884 fr. 15 (apud K-A) relates it to Eratosthenes who
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is said to be doubtful about the ascription of Metalles in fr. 
116. GeiBler loc.cit. suggests that the play may have suffered a 
Siacrxeofj, at a later time, on the grounds that the date of
performance of Sophocles' Electra, 413, is too late for
Pherecrates to have written any play. This argument seems to be 
very weak and has no clear evidence to support nor the Siacrxeuij 
of plays by other writers already after 413 nor the fact that
Pherecrates could not have lived till this year (cf. supra pp. 
2f. and p. 7)
B) Title and content
The title of the play suggets that the chorus was formed by
'Persians'. As K-A CGF VII p. 167 mention, Aeschylus and
Phrynichus (Phoenissai TrGF p. 74) wrote tragedies with the same 
subject and Anaxion of Mytilene (TrGF p. 202) a satyric drama. In
Comedy we know of Epicharmus IJ^ pcrai (fr. 101 and 102Kaib. ),
Chionides one called Hlpoai fj ’Aootipioi, Metagenes OoupLon^parai 
and Theopompus com. MffSoq. Perhaps the dithyramb of Timotheus 
with the same title should be added (probably performed in Athens 
in 408-7; cf. T. H, Janssen in Timotheus Persae p. 22 Amsterdam 
1984). In some way fr. 137. 8 and 138 can have some examples of 
parody of dithyrambic word-formation and style, on which see
Hunter on Eub. pp. 166-7.
It is possible that, as Schmid GGrL I. 4 p. 105 proposes, 
they were seen or portayed as gluttons and even the word Ilepaoci 
did not have anything to do with the country; but refer to the 
stock-character of the glutton as a title like Govpionipcrai by
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Metagenes seems to suggests (cf. Baldry (1953) p. 57 and 
Rehrenbdck p. 189).
In Ar. Ach. 65ff. the Persians are represented as leading a
very wealthy and luxurious life. That seems to be the general
at
image the Greeks had of them. It is already hintedAin Aesch. 
Pers. 3 <cf. Broadhead ad loc. and E. Hall Inventing the 
Barbarian pp. //ff. Oxford 1989; about Persians in Old Comedy, 
cf. M. Daumas PEA 87 (1985) pp. 289-305 and R. Schmitt in
Orientalla J. Duchesne-Guillemin Oblata (=AcIr 23) Leiden- 
Teheran-Li^ge 1984 pp. 459-/2)
From fr. 134, 135 and 138 we may conclude that a banquet 
took place or was described. Fr. 13/ could be part of an agon for 
metrical reasons. It is a description of a world without any 
trade and work where everything is done automatically. This 
commonplace could be an illustration of the idealized way of 
life of the Persians (maybe in contrast with that of the 
Athenians); but it is not sure.
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Fr. 132
This fragment could refer to a child (cf. Ar. Vesp. 290ff. ), 
or, more likely, to a slave who buys more things than necessary
(cf. Diph. fr. 55), insotar as the word xd mxiSiov can have both
senses (cf. LSJ s. v. 1 and 2).
The theme of 'going shopping' or 'sending someone for
shopping’ is a commonplace in Greek Comedy, very frequent in
Middle and New Comedy in which it is often an opportunity for 
deception and was very badly regarded (cf. Ar. fr. 310, 517, Lys.
I. 8 and Carey ad loc. Cambridge 1989,, Theophr. Char. II 26 and 
Ussher ad loc. ). The slave in charge of thi6 function was called 
oyftvriq (cf. Ar. fr. 517) or ayopoco-xi'iq (cf. Xen. Mem I 5. 2 and 
Men. fr. 433K8-T in general).
%6 nok\ay6pa.oov: it is a hapax, probably a neologism
invented by Pherecrates for this passage (cf. K-A ad loc. ). The 
ending -aov is a common way to form adjectives from verbs,
similarly rco\tixeao(; Com. Adesp. fr. 19K (cf. Rehrenbttck p. 191).
xqXiffiv: it designates the stalls of corn and bread in a
market place by extension of its original sense: "board or table
with a raised rim or edge, to prevent meal eund^ pastry placed on it
from falling off" (LSJ). It is also mentioned in Ar. PI. 1037,
Eup. fr. 209, Philox. fr. 185 Theod.
It seems that xr|XCa meant also x6oxivov, 'sieve', according
to Hesych. s.v. xqXta (about it see further Bluemner Tech. I p. 50 
n.6 and 7).
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Fr. 133
This fragment is quoted in the context of other references 
to TT)'yav6q (cf. fr. 109 and 128). It can be interpreted in two 
ways. On one hand it is the description of how someone having sat 
on the frying-pan sets fire to it (cf. Edmonds FAC I p. 254 n. a 
who comparess it with Ar. Pax 230ff. ; but instead of the mortar, 
a frying-pan). On the other, it could have an accusative as 
object, which would be places 'on top of the frying-pan' (cf. LSJ
s. v. xodHCco 1.2 who suggest that this verb with things is unusual
with sense of 'set, place'.
It could be a cook's speech or someone in this function; 
note similarly Ar. Av. 15/9 putting the fire on in a cooking 
scene.
eict ttjY0^ 0 ^ 1 'frying-pan', cf. fr. 109 and 128. It seems 
that the most logical sense is 'on top of' and the verb xa8 Coav0 ' 
could mean either 'to sit' or 'to set' something. The preposition 
can be found in the context of food frequently with the meaning 
'in addition to' but mainly of a relish (LSJ s. v. B I 1. e), 
according to this sense it could mean 'having placed it beside 
the frying-pans to make fire underneath the reed'
wpdncxEiv: "to make fire underneath", see also Ar. Thesm. 730 
u<parcxe xat xdtxaiSe (about making fire when cooking cf. Ar. Av.
158 and see on Pherecr. fr. 6 6 ).
xo0 it can be a genitive partitive; although it could
depend on the prefix urcb in the verb. It designates a 'wool- 
tufted reed' (LSJ s.v.) that has grown in the banks of river6 and
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lakes (cf. Ar. Ran. 244, Theophr. HP IV 10. 6 ) and was used In
other functions besides this one to kindle a fire (cf. Ar. fr. 
24). Further Bllimner Tech. I p. 300.
Fr. 134
This and the following fragment could be part of the 
description of a banquet with the wealth and luxury of the 
Persians. The connexion of xPua^eq (cf. fr. 135) with them is 
clearly found in Ar. Ach. 73-5: £eviC6pevoi 6£ rcpdq |3Cav entvopev 
/ e£ oaX£vu>v exnopdcxov xal xP^ oTSgiv / axpaxov ofvov q5uv.
xapfacAmx&q gpuaCSaq; the noun quaXdcq is not implied, because 
XpoaCq and apyupfq <cf. fr. 135) can mean on their own a cup made 
of gold or silver (cf. Ar. Pax 425, Ach. 74). Athen. XI 502a 
suggests that it is particularly an Attic word.
Nonetheless its shape may have been similar to a phiale. It 
was a shallow bowl generally without handles, though they could 
have handles as well, decorated in many fashions and styles. In 
this case a>p<paXo>x6q (about adjectives in -mtoq cf. Buck-Petersen 
A reverse Index p. 470), designates the commonest form of all: 
with a central boss that protruded up into the centre of the bowl 
and was useful to hold it, similar ways of designating it are 
pea6p9aXov in Theop. com. fr. 4 and ironically paXocve to|i<pdtXoq in 
Cratin. fr. 54. The main purpose of this vessel was to pour a 
libation. About it and the way it was used, see further J. Veach 
Noble The Techniques of Painted Attic Pottery pp. 22-3 London 
1966.
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Fr. 135
About its content see on fr. 134.
ouxoq crti: a common expression from colloquial Attic to
address someone. About its use in Ar. see van Leeuwen ad Vesp. 
Appendix pp. 160-1 and further Stevens Colloquial Expressions in 
Euripides pp. 37ff. Wiesbaden 1976.
apYt>pC5a: see on xPUCT^ Scxq fr. 134, and Anaxil. fr. 39: xai 
nCveiv e£ apYupC5ov xpucrffiv.
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Fr. 136
This fragment transmitted by Phot, (z) a2533 records the 
metaphorical use of the verb cmoxup lordto in Pherecrates. Its 
literal sense is 'to plunge headlong away from the giving' or as 
Rehrenbdck p. 233 says: "Hals liber Kopft verschraSchst du die
Gabe" and Conti Bizzarro (1986-87) p. 88: "qualcuna fa una
capriola dinanzi a un dono, gli volta le spalle, in altre parole 
lo rifiuta".
The sense is clear; but the origin of this metaphor or the 
comic scope of the expression are not so clear, if it had any. It 
is only found here in transitive sense (cf. Conti Bizzarro ibid. 
p. 89 n. 15), and one may wonder if it was an invention of 
Pherecrates or a colloquial use.
Conti Bizzarro (1986-7) p. 88 suggests modifying Photius'
gloss: rj arcapvetcrGai into anapvetie iv that is properly a synonym
of artoxuploxdo. As he says loc.cit.: "nell' interpret amentum
foziano gioca una funzionale interferenza tra el significante
anapveOeiv, garantito da una salda costellazione lessicografica, 
e 11 metaforlco signlficato expresso del quasi omofono
axapvetcrGcu" (his italics) and he goes on to explain the
interference of the two semantic levels with the reference to Od.
4. 651 xev avi^ vaa0ai 56ctlv eiq and 18. 287: ou y&p xcxXbv
&vr^ vaa0ai 66aiv, where the presence of aval'vopat, synonym of 
ontapv£opai, would have caused such confusion.
This is a possible suggestion corroborated partly by the 
common way in which Photius makes use of q to refer to synonymous 
words rather than to add another meaning (cf. Phot. a3109 on fr.
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31 and a2766 on fr. 121). But if we eliminate it, what was 
Photius' understanding of the text? I do not see how the verb 
aitapveuco, not found in Ancient Greek, could have been understood 
in a metaphorical sense that Conti Bizzarro seems to ascertain 
(see p. 88 before cited),
I think that he properly points out the relationship of our 
fragment with the Homeric sentences before mentioned (p. 89). In 
a passage in elevated context it would have made sense to 
substitute a more colloquial verb for the epic avaCvopai.
Fr. 137
The fragment in anapaestic tetrameters can be divided into 
two parts:
- vv, 1-2 are a long list of different craftsmen, mainly of 
two kinds: agriculture and metal workers. A similar enumeration
is found in Ar. PI. 513ff.: x(q xa^xe^eiv vaurcqyetv q pdmxEiv q 
xpoxonoietv / q axuxoxopetv q TtXivSoupye tv q nXuveiv q 
axuXoSevlfEtv, / q yffq apdxpoiq pi^aq SditESov xaprcdv AqoCq 
8cpCaocaGai. In the case of Pherecrates one could suppose that 
what the speaker is talking about, is that there will be no need 
of them when everything is growing spontaneously, while in Ar. 
IlevCa is speaking about what will happen without them when 
everybody will be rich.
- vv. 3-10 are a description of an ideal life. The 
description has some similarities with the automatic cooking 
which is described in fr. 113. But it seems to be placed in the 
real world with the urban landscape in v. 6-8 after the reference
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to the rivers and streams (vv. 3-5) and finally going back to
p. 185 (cf. xCq 8* ea0' qpfv offiv...), part of an agon 'of 
exposition' (cf. Whittaker p. 187). The pronoun qp'L'v could refer 
to a group (cf. Rehrenbdck p. 187), perhaps the chorus. It has 
been suggested that it was spoken by Wealth as a reply to Poverty 
in a debate, (cf. Ritter quoted by Baldry (1953) p. 57); it is a 
possible suggestion, although it seems strange that he would 
mention himself as a river in 1. 5.
The language is elevated with words possibly invented by 
Pherecrates for this text, in summary:
noXuxtipwv v. 7; Xs ip iorco\<pavep<6vaiq v. 8.
- unusual and perhaps poetical expressions: pstiaovxai, cr<pffiv 
apuTEoBai v. 5; oxexot poxptiov v. 8; 5£v5pq v. 9.
- figures of speech: onomatopoeia xoxuSoOvxeq; variatio (cf. 
RehrenbOck p. 204) pex<3t. . . aOv v. 7 and 8; figura etymologica 
oxexoi . . . oxexetioovxai v. 7 and 8.
1. apoxfiv: "ploughers", about this activity, cf. Hes. Op. 384 
and West ad loc. (who suggests that it was accompanied by 
sowing). Ar. Ran. 1034 mentions it among the teachings of Hesiod.
(i>YOKOiffiv: "maker of yokes" (cf. Ar. fr.464 infinitive
CuYonoLe^v *^ About this craft, cf. Bluemner Tech. II pp. 324ff.
Xpeta: in a proverbial expression XP£ a^ means 'necessity* and 
is linked to the learning of these activities (cf. Eur. tr. /ISN-1
mountains (vv. 9-10).
This fragment may be, as has been suggested by Gelzer Ag.
hapax and neologisms: xoxoSoBvxcq and ETiipXb^  v. 4;
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XpeCa SiSdaxEi, xav ppaStiq xiq q, aocpdv, El. 376, Ar. PI. 534, 
Men. fr. 229K8-T).
2. SpeKorvoopY&v: in the context of this quotation where peasant
activities are described, the meaning "scythe-maker" or "sickle-
maker", with reference to the activity of pruning a tree, seems
to be more appropiate than ' swordmaker' suggested by the passage
of Ar. Pax 548 (cf. Baldry (1953) p.56 n.3). About the technique 
s
of metal craftmen, cf. Bluemner Tech. IV pp. 360ff., above all p.7\
363.
XaXxoxtiitav: (cf. Crat. iun. fr. 8. 1), it designates a
"coppersmith". Xen. HG III 4. 17 distinguishes it from a xakxetq
that acquires the more general sense of "blacksmith"; see further 
Bluemner Tech. IV p. 323 and n. 3.
(77i£ppaxoq: the enumeration now refers to agricultural
techniques rather than the person who does them. This noun is 
synonymous with anop6q and means "sowing". About it, cf. Hes. Op. 
781 and West ad loc.
Xapccx icpoC: in general it can designate "palisading,
fencing" (LSJ s.v. ); although more specifically it can be 
understood as 'the activity of placing the x<*Pa£ or vine-prop' 
often mentioned in comedy (cf. Ar. Vesp. 1291, Pax 1263; see also 
on fr. 114. 1 on ocvaSsvSpdSmv).
3. aoxbpaxoi: cf. fr. 113. 6.
5id xffiv xpi65uv: cf. rivers flooding 5id xffiv axevo&rcffiv in fr. 
113. 4.
xoxaqiot .. . £apoG p€Xavoq: cf. fr. 113. 3.
eiuicdoToiq: they were small relishes of salty (sometimes
sweet), flavour usually eaten with wine (cf. Neil ad Ar. Equ. 103 
and Schol. 103a, Sud. e2507). The word can have the literal sense 
as adjective "sprinkled" (cf. Theocr. 11. 2).
4. ’AgiXXeCoiq pd£aiq: they were a special kind of p8Cai, made
the
with barley imported from the North coast of^Euxine where the 
cult of Achilles seems to be quite prominent (cf. Pearson ad 
Soph. fr. 551). They were given as meal for the diners in the 
Prytaneum (cf. Sch. ad Ar. Equ. 819) and according to Pearson 
loc. cit. "it may be suggested by way of explanation that the 
Achillean cake was honoured as a survival of the primitive diet 
rather than prized as a luxury".
xoguSoOvxsc;: it is a hapax here, but similar forms are
found, as Theocr. 2. 107 xoxtifieoxev and Stratt. fr. 64. 1 otvoq
xoxtiCeL, so it may have been commoner than it is recorded in 
our texts (cf. Hesych. x3885).
It is an onomatopoeic verb to designate the movement of a 
river "streaming forth copiously", as in fr. 113. 3 the verb
Tov0oXuyoOvTeq imitates the sound of the river of soup. It is 
related to the adverb ytiSqv 179). About it, see further
Tichy pp. 624ff.
eitipXd£: hapax of Pherecrates, may be invented by him here. 
This adverb is formed in parallelism with the epic adverb enipC£, 
(cf. Tichy p. 141), from the verb snipXti© or sni(3\t5Cm, common in 
later Poetry, cf. A. R. IV. 1238, AP 9. 349 (Leon. >; see also K-A 
ad loc. about a doubtful passage in Hesych.1 9644.
5. xflv icqy&v x Ov xofi nXotSxou: Plutus here seems to be
understood as the name for a river, the word rcqyaC could mean
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stream or source <cf. LSJ s.v.). This representation of Plutus is 
not found anywhere else, although it suits the context of the
rivers generally related to the image of abundance in excess 
(about the personification of Plutus in Aristophanes cf. Newiger 
Metapher und Allegorie pp. 165ff. Munich 1957).
pewrhvxai: as Rehrenbttck p. 201 points out pu^ oovxotL would 
be the common form in Attic prose (cf. LSJ s. v. and K-A ad 
Crat.com. fr. 17. 4 quoting CHdn. ] Philet. 300); but some
instances of this form are found in Crat. loc.cit., Ar. Equ. 526 
pe6oaq and Eur. fr. 384N2.
<jf>8Sv apuxEoOai: about this construction with infinitive and
genitive cf. K-A ad loc. The verb aptixeaQai is infrequent, cf.
fr. 147. 1.
6. o Zeftq 5* umv: in this case Zeus rains wine as similarly in 
Cratin. fr. 131 o S£ ZeOq 6<rxa<pCaiv uae i x&ya, Nicoph. fr. 21. 2 
u£t<b 6* exvei and Soph. fr. 524R.
oTv<p xairvCqt: about wine in this context cf. on fr. 113. 30 
(see further A. Dieterich Nekyla Stuttgart 19693 pp. 72ff.).
"Smoked wine" is found also in Anaxandr. fr. 42. 71, Pl.com.
fr. 274 and as a joke Ecphantides, a Megarian comic poet, was 
called KaxvCaq (cf. Vesp. 149, Cratin. fr. 462). This joke seems 
to have become proverbial for other poets (cf. App. Prov. III. 43 
and Leutsch ad loc. , CPG I p. 425; see also Pickard-Cambridge DTC 
p. 192 and n. 5). This expression could be related to a 
colloquial meaning of the noun xartvdq as 'garrulous person1 (cf. 
Taillardat Images § 519).
No evidence in Ancient Greece is found about this kind of
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wine. Three explanations have been given:
- Hesych. x716 and Phot. 130.24 refer to it as xexanviap6voq 
wine, that is to say 'smoked wine' without further explanation.
- LSJ s. v. II. 1 suggest that it is wine produced from 
xarcveioq apneXoq, a sort of vine tree that produced 'smoke- 
coloured grapes' (cf. Theophr. HP II 3. 2 and S. Amigues ad loc. 
Cl p. 124 Paris 1988]).
- Finally it could designate an old wine in general, cf. 
Sch. ad Ar. Vesp. 151b.
A possible explanation of the method is given by Columella 
R. R. I 6. 20: "apothecae recte superponentur his locis, unde
plerumque fumus exoritur, quoniam uina celerius uetustescunt, 
quae fumo quodam genere praecoquem maturitatem trahunt". It is 
possible that this method was already known in Greece, but there 
is no reference to it nor to what made them so special so as to 
be placed among the dainties of a Land of Cockaigne, but one may 
suppose that it was an old wine with a very strong flavour.
x a x &  x o O  x e p a p o O :  the expression refers 'pars pro toto' (cf.
Rehrenbbck loc.cit.) to 'the roof' of the house. Roofs were 
usually covered with tiles (cf. Ar. fr. 363 and K-A ad loc. and 
M. Roland L* urbanIsme dans la Gr£ce antique p. 236 Paris 19743) 
or at least used as a place for them to dry (cf. Ar. Nub. 1126). 
The word x£papoq can be used as a collective noun for 'tiles' 
(cf. Ar. Vesp. 1295 and MacDowell ad loc. , about another 
interpretation of this passage, see Taillardat Images §862).
p a X a v E d a e i :  the act of having a bath and the figure of a
bathman, o paXaveuq, were regarded in Athens in very negative
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terms. He was a proverbial figure for a 'busybody' and was 
depicted as greedy (cf. Theophr. Char. IX 8 and Ussher ad loc. 
and Athen. VIII 351f, Liban. 4. 140R). To call someone a bathman
was an insult (cf. Ar, Equ. 1403, Ran. 710).
The verb has the general sense of 'heating a bath' and so it 
is used as a simile in Ar. Lys. 337 (where see Henderson ad loc. ) 
and in Ar. Pax 1103 it is a proverbial sentence: PaXavetitt epauxbv 
'to serve myself' (cf. Zenob. 3. 58).
K-A seem to favour that the second sense is understood here 
and it Implies that Zeus is ' serving himself' from this wine 
since he seems to be the subject of the verb. Another 
interpretation is LSJ s. v. paXocvetim: 'to drench like a bathman'.
The second sense seems to be better in my opinion: 'Zeus will
drench <you> raining smoked wine over the tiled roof', so that in
the image the urine is equated to a bath, while Zeus is equated 
to a bathman.
7. oxexot: figura etymologica with oxexctiaovxai (cf. Rehrenbdck 
p. 204 and K-A ad loc. for other instances of this figure of 
speech).
This noun is found in Telecl. fr. 1. 9 describing 'streams 
of delicate sauce", unoxpippax(ov 5* oxetoi xotixov xotq 
(3ouX6pEvoiCTi rcapf^ oav, in the Idler's Paradise. In this fragment 
the image is rather more mixed, "from the roof streams of grape 
bunches with small cakes stuffed with cheese are carried together 
with hot soup", to express the idea of disordered abundance. In
Eur. Cycl. 496, cf. poxpomv q>C\aioi
8. vacrcCoxov TtoXuxftpmv: about vaaxiax6q, diminutive of vdcaxoq,
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cf. fr. 113. 5. The word TioXuTtipo&v is a hapax of Pherecrates; but 
it is a quite common way of forming adjectives.
0epp$ ctOv etvei: about hot thick vegetable soup see Ar. fr. 
514, Equ. 1171 itCoivov, Ach. 246, Av. 78. In contrast £mpo(J is a 
meat-soup.
Xe ipiorcoXqxxvEp&vctiq: it is a comic word formed by different 
kinds of food, similar to Aristophanes' long compounds as in 
Eccl. 1169-76, Av. 491, Lys. 457-8 (cf. Vesp. 505). The different 
elements are as follows:
a) Xeipio- from the noun xd XeCpiov simply means 'Madonna 
lily, Lilium candidum' (LSJ).
b) noXq>- from o rco\9 6q is a "sort of farinaceous food eaten 
with porridge" (LSJ), cf. Ar. fr. 701, Metag. 18.
c) -aveprivoaq, its commonest meaning is the flower 'anemone' 
(cf. fr. 113. 25); but it is likely that the proper meaning here 
is the one given by Hesych. a 4882 avep^vq* p&Cqq eiSoq (cf. 
Poll. VI 76 in a list of different names for p&Cou).
From this interpretation of the different elements it is an 
'omelette made of groats and lilies'; but lilies do not seem 
proper and Meineke, on one hand, conjectured that they are a kind 
of ' maza' (cf. avGepa or avep&vq in the list of Poll, loc.cit,). 
Kaibel, on the other hand, suggests according to K-A ad loc. 
"sive candidum colorem sive dulcem odorem significari mavult,r 
which would suit the sense of the adjective XeipioeCq (cf. Sud. 
X394).
Perhaps the comic intention of this kind of long compound 
nouns i6 parody of the dithyrambic style as in Timotheus' Persai
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12-3-4 peXapTi^TaXo / ^Cxova (cf. Ar. Ach. 229, 232).
9. 5£v5pq: ionic form, perhaps used in poetic contexts (cf, Av.
1066 5£v5peaC x’ e(pr|fi£va xapmbv arcoP6o-x£xou and Eur. fr. 484.
5N=).
XopSaTq orcxaiq epi<p£ioiq: about kid saus_ages as delicacy cf. 
Eub. fr. 63. 2, Antiph. fr. 221. 7; about different dishes of
kid, cf. Ar. fr. 449, Xenoph. 6. ID.
10. (poXXopofjCTEi: comically here trees shed sausages, similarly
Ar. Av. 1480 uses it in comic sense. Other synonymous verbs are
(|>u\Xox6eco (cf. Hes. fr. 240 <poXXo;(6oq) and <puXXogoX6Q, Ar. Nub.
1007; see further Rehrenbtick pp. 204-5.
TEi>0i5(oiq: diminutive of xeuSiq 'squid, calamary' (cf.
Metag. fr. 6.6); in general see Thompson Fishes pp. 260-1, Dohm 
Mageiros p. 111-2 on Sotad. fr. 1. 14ff.
xCxXaiq x' avoc0p<iaxoiq: cf. fr. 113. 23.
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Fr. 138
Metrically speaking this fragment is a series of glyconic 
and Aristophanic or Pherecratean feet; the combination reminds 
one of the lyric metres used mainly in parabatic passages like 
the Eupolidean and other original combinations (cf. on fr. 114). 
The metrical scheme, according to description and terminology of 
West Gr. Metre p. 96, is as follows: “gl I ph / “gl I ar / gl I
ph / gl I ph I gl I ph.
As in fr. 114 the language used is fairly uncommon and 
perhaps a comic parody of poetic expressions. It is clearly 
constructed in v. 1-4 with eight pairs of vocative participles 
that invoke someone unknown for us, to conclude it with two 
imperatives in v. 5. Similar kind of invocation is found in fr. 
202, Ar, PI. 253, Eup, 204, 176 with relative clauses. This
fragment shows unusual examples of internal accusatives (cf. Ar. 
Pan. 602 and see van Leeuwen ad Ran. 562 for other instances).
The context of this text is clearly a banquet, especially in 
relation to the libation at the end. Lines 1-2 refer mainly to 
flowers and the exhalation of their smell when talking, 
breathing, chatting, smiling. In lines 3-4 the tone changes and 
becomes more explicit. If we accept that the two first lines do 
not convey any secondary sense, but simply describe very 
poetically this man; then we have a contrasting view of a person: 
on the one hand, he is delicate and on the other he is 
lascivious. Both elements would help to create a caricatured 
representation of this person. .
Two identifications have been made. It could allude to a
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banqueter, as Meineke FCG II p. 319 suggests, "mihi ilia de
homine Calliae Eupolidei (Adulat. XVII) [Eup. 176] haud dissimili
et in Persicam mollitiem effuso inteligenda videbantur", (cf. 
Kock ad loc.). Bothe apud K-A ad loc., proposes "servum a cyathis 
venustulum et cinaedum". Both are possible suggestions.
1. paX&xcrq: "Malva silvestris", as Steier RE XIV 923 describes
it, "die RoB-Malve wurde als Gemtise gegessen (Theophr. h. pi. VII
7. 2, Diosc. II. 118, Luc. pseudom. 25, hier auch pdXJJat; =
paXdyT)), das etwa so wie unser Spinat zubereitet wurde, aber als 
ziemlich minderwertige, billige Kost der Xrmeren gait" (cf. Ar.
PI. 543-4: CTixetoGai S’ avxi p£v apxoov / |jaXdxr)q nx6p0ouq, avxi
5i pd£r)q (puXXst* loxvffiv pa<pav (Sa>v. . . ). It was used also as a 
medical plant (see West on Hes. Op. 41).
In Doric comedy (Epich. fr. 153 Kaib. > and in Antiph. fr.
156 it is spelt poXdyf) (see Alpers ad Orus fr. B95).
e£cp2Sv: the sense of this verb is doubtful. On the one
hand, it could mean 'to utter' as E^epuyydvEiv, according to LSJ
s.v. II (cf. Eup. fr. 204 \j/dy5av spuyydvovxa), and thus paXdxaq 
would be an internal accusative as it seems the case with the 
other participles; but, on the other hand, the noun paXdxaq 
implies, as we have seen, a poor man's food so it could simply 
mean "to vomit" (cf. Ar. Ach. 341, Vesp. 993), implying a 
rejection of such humble food in contrast with the perfume and 
flowers.
avoniviav: verb only found here in Comedy. It means 'to
exhale' the perfume of the hyacinth (LSJ s. v. III). Ar. Nub. 627
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uses the noun ocvcmvof) that seems to be a learned word according 
to Dover ad loc.
udxivSov: 1 hyacinth1, a kind of flower that belongs to the
lyric tradition. It appears for the first time in literature in 
12. 14. 348 in the description of the garden of flowers that grow 
on the Mount Ida when Zeus falls asleep <cf. also Sapph. 105b. 
IV). Hermipp. fr. 77. 8 refers it to the smell of the "flowery"
Thasian wine. About the difficulties of identifying it cf. Gow on 
Theocr. 10. 28.
2. pe\iX<&Ttvov XaXSv: adverbial form "to talk sweet as melilot" 
(LSJ s.v.). The peXCXmxov appears frequently in poetic texts 
associated with idyllic and perfumed places (cf. Sapph. 96. 14V
and in fr. 114. 2 on Xmxotpdpcp). Cratin. fr. 105. 7 mentions it 
among the flowers used for wreaths in banquets (cf. Antiph. 119). 
About the problems of identification of this flower in Antiquity 
and its use, cf. Arnott BICS 32 (1985) p. 79-82.
The expression implies softness and banality, perhaps 
suggesting that someone is always speaking about banquets or 
perfumes (cf. similarly Eup. loc.cit. fdySav epoyydvovxa, 
Pherecr. fr. 2. 3>.
p65a: 'rose' could simply refer here to the flower and be a 
complimentary element about this character; but lc could also 
have an ambiguous sense, meaning 'pudenda mulebria', as in fr. 
113. 29, it fits perfectly the use of diferent flowers throughout 
the passage.
icpoacreaqp^ q: it is an unusual compound of the verb oocCpm "to 
grin or snarl at" (LSJ s. v. ). In our context it could imply "to
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smile" roses in a positive point of view; or it may convey a 
gesture of disdain towards the 1 roses' ; this verb is included 
among the features of a 'flatterer' by Poll. VI 123: eiTioiq 6' av 
xat xumv npoaoal!vcov Ttpoaaeaqp&q, eniaCxioq, Xupe&v xfjq vs6xr|xoq, 
aai3p|3o\oq, napex^pevoq oopPoX&q xdv 'y^ Xaixa, tiS v av ei ji&v xai n&v 
av 7ia0dv. This ambiguously deprecatory gesture is clear in the 
simple form <cf. Ar. Pax 620).
3. cpiXffiv pgv apdpaxov: about its sense, cf. K-A ad loc. citing 
Schweighaeuser 'cuius oscula amaracum olent'. 'Marjoram' 
designates a flower and its perfume (about it and its family, cf. 
C. Andrews CIPh 56 (1961) pp. 75ff. above all pp. 77-8). Antiph. 
fr. 105.6 suggests that someone puts it on his eyebrows and hair: 
djiap^ xCv^  5£ x&q 6<pptfq xat xi^ v xdpqv. The gender of this flower is 
doubtful and can be found either in neuter or in masculine (cf. 
71 Chaer. F14. 16Sn epcrr| 0a\epOq cxxpa9E tq ap&paxoq / XEtpSai 
paXaxoOq e £ 6 x e i v e v  a u x ^ va<^^ *
icpoaxivffiv 5i adXiva: mpoaxivSSv is only found here in active 
voice, while in the other instances in passive it refers to women 
<cf. Ar. Pax 903, Eccl. 256, Xenarch. fr. 4. 24). According to 
Sch. ad Lys. 227: xotf p£v avSp6q eaxi xd xivetv, xfjq S£ yuvatxdq 
xd mpoaxLVEta0ai. The erotic implications that may be suggested 
by p65a in v. 2 are expressed clearly here.
This sense is confirmed by the obscene sense of <r6\iva that, 
besides celery, can mean according to Hesych. o384, xd Yuvaixe^ov 
(cf. Cratin. fr. 116. 3, Henderson MM pp. 151-2).
4. ycXffiv S' iTmocrt-Xiva: as Meineke FCG II 1 p. 319 suggests 
"idem, opinor, est ac si dixisset yektSv Lirnorcopvixfiq". The erotic
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content of the phrase is not so clear, although it seems to 
combine different levels of language. On one hand, IrcnoadXiva is 
a plant of the family of the celery, identified with the 
"alexanders, Smyrnium olusatrum" (cf. Theophr. HP I 9.4). Its 
particularities are explained by Theophr. HP II 2. 4 and about
its medicinal functions, cf. Diosc. Ill 67. On the other, it 
conveys words with different obscene sense: ircndq can mean,
according to Hesych. i845, xd pdpiov xat xd xffq YUV0£LXdq xa  ^ TO®
avSpdq and also was an insult for a 'lecherous woman' <cf. LSJ
s. v. IV) while about a£Xiva see on 1. 3 (futher see Henderson MM
p. 127 and 133).
xoojiocrdvSaXa ftaCvav: xoapoadvSaXa Is Doric for udcxivGoq (see 
on v. 1) and was used in banquets as a wreath (cf. Cratin. fr. 
105, Paus. 2. 35. 5). In such a context BaCvav is likely to be
understood with the obscene sense "to mount" (cf. Hesych. 382 and 
Henderson MM p. 155) while the plant could refer to the plant 
worn as wreath by the subject. A parallel passage is Eup. fr.176. 
1-2: oq xaP^XtoV fJL^v oCsi / xaXXafSCSaq Si Patvei where opxetxai is 
substituted by paCvei that implies the erotic acts represented in 
the dance.
5. ?YXei; commonly used to refer to pouring wine (cf. fr. 45. 
2, 75. 7, 76 2 and 3) and to pour perfume in fr. 105.
xaniPda xpCxov waiffiv': xamPda seems to be common to
' intone' a song or hymn, cf. Ar. Av. 896, Aesch. Pers. 1054.
"To intone the third paian" refers to the custom of making a 
last libation of pure wine in honour of Zeus Soter before 
beginning the drinking (cf. Pearson ad Soph. fr. 425 and further
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references and bibliography, cf. H. Friis Johansen- E. W. Whittle 
on Aesch. Suppl. 26, [Aeschylus The Suppliants II p. 27 1980]). 
Fraenkel ad Aesch. Ag. 245 xp ix6arcov5ov eorcoxpov rrouQva <pt\o>q 
exipa describes the ritual as follows: "the master of the house 
offers the libation and utters the prayer over it, ending with 
rccu6v (cf. , e.g., Ar. Peace 453, Thesm. 310), and to this 'Amen' 
either the whole company of those present or one individual 
replies with the singing of a hymn" (see further PI. Symp. 176a).
Fr. 139
This fragment in Eupolidean metre (cf. on fr. 34), refers to 
the belief in the medical use of the figs according to Athen. Ill 
78d.
1. o6x6v ... v£ov: about figs, cf. on fr. 85. 2. They are
especially attractive to children, cf. Ar. Vesp. 296ff.
5id xpdvoo: about this adverbial expression "after a time", 
cf. van Leeuwen ad Ar. Vesp. 1252.
2. XEpip&xxopev: "wipe all around"; this term seems proper of 
medical terminology, (cf. LSJ s. v. with other references); in 
contrast, cf. Men. Phasma 54.
Fr. 140
The Sch. ad Ar. Ran. 362 gives an example of the word 
xait6ppqx’ used in the Aristophanes passage on which he is 
commenting. Its sense in Pherecrates is, as in Ar. Eccl. 442: 
"ineffable, secret" about sacred things (see Sch. ad loc.); while
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in Ar. Equ. 282, fr. 633 and Ran. 362 it refers to "forbidden 
exports" and in Equ. 648 about secrets in the Assembly.
The text is confusing and places doubts on the authorship of
this play, about it see p. 386.
Fr. 141
This fragment has been taken as evidence for the date of
Sophocles' Electra, whose Sch. on 86 mentions it and also as
evidence for the date and different proposals on the authorship 
of our play <cf. supra p.387).
I agree with Kaibel Sophokles' Elektra p. 83 n. 35 Leipzig
1896 (1911^) that "warum und wie Pherekrates die Stelle parodiert
hat, wissen wir leider nicht".
The text of Soph, is as follows: 2 <pdoq ayvdv / xat 
ia6poip* ai^ p; but it does not contain any philosophical 
reference, as Kamerbeek ad loc. correctly explains, but a simple 
poetical invocation to the first moments of the dawn (for a
philosophical interpretation, see Bignone BCPEN 1 (1942) pp.
176f f.).
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IlexdXq
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
IlezdXr} seems to have been a name for a woman. This word is 
found in AP IX 226 as a poetical synonym for rcdxaXov, that is to 
say, 'petal'. But there are other instances about this name: Hdn. 
it. pov. 39.3 and Hesych. s. v. ndxaXa, and in Alciphr. IV 8 and
9 she is a hetaira. It is thus possible that she was the main 
character in the same way as the play Corianncr, but no certain 
conclusion can be drawn from the fragments.
They preserve references to several topics already found in 
Pherecrates: wine and perfume, fr. 147 and 149 respectively; love 
fr. 143 (see for instance a possible love-scene in Corlanno fr.
77f. ) and perhaps food (cf. fr. 148).
Geissler (1925) p. 34 is probably right in pointing out that 
the play may have been written after 425, insofar as the figure 
of Cleisthenes in fr. 143.1 appears as depicted as effeminate for 
the first time in Ar. Ach. performed in that year. But he is
mentioned all through his comedies in Nub. 355, Av. 831, Lys. 
621, 1092, Thesm. 235, 571ff. , Ran. 48, 57.
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Fr. 142
The text is part of a dialogue. In words of Kaibel apud K-A:
'interrogatus unde veniat respondet ille ita ut altius repetita 
narratione prius quo iturus fuerit exponat'. The tone of the 
question is rather familiar and colloquial, while the second 
speaker seems to avoid to answer it straightforwardly, indicating 
where he is going and in particular that he is going to a wealthy 
part of Athens.
1. ouxoq: it is difficult to indicate which implications this 
appellative pronoun in relation to the second person has. 
According to LSJ s. v. C. I 5 'mostly implies anger, impatience or 
scorn. As Humbert Syntaxe Gr. p.31 says: "le pronom est employe
pour interpeller quelqu'un, principalment pour l'arreter dans sa 
marche ou dans sa faqon de faire. Tandis que lat. iste, quand il 
ne ddsigne pas expressdment une seconde personne, poss&de une 
signification pejorative bien etablie, ouxoq n'implique par lui- 
mdme aucun jugement ddfavorable: il constate seulement que
l'objet d£slgn& est bien connu de la personne A laquelle on 
s' adresse - que ce solt en bonne ou en mauvaise part. La valeur, 
laudative ou d£pr£ciative, se d6gage des circonstances, ou du ton 
general de la phrase; souvent pour 6viter toute equivoque, le 
pronom est precise par un adjective qualificatif" (cf. Ar. Vesp. 
1145, 1364, Av. 223, Nub. 723, Thesm. 610, Eccl. 372, 520, 753).
eq KoXmvdv the speaker eludes the question by
answering where he was intending to go. In very similar terms the 
proverbial sentence: of' qXGeq, aXX' eiq x6v KoXmvdv teao (cf.
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Argum. ii Soph. OC (p. 2. 11 de M. ) and see Jebb ad loc.
[Cambridge 1928] and Fuks Eranos 49 (1951) p.173) implies the
same sense as Pherecrates tries to refer: the fact that going to
such place was socially acceptable. Therefore to stress it could
seem justifiable or simply ridiculous.
2. The text makes reference to two places: KoXavdq ayopaioq or 
pCoGioq or epyaTLx6q and the deme of KoXcav6q (about the 
difference between them through inscriptions, see D. M. Lewis ABSA 
5 (1955) pp. 12-7). The former one is a market of daily labourers 
placed on the hill west of the Agora. The place was called
according to the Argum. cit. , the p i a Q c D T f j p i o v  (about it cf, A. 
Fuks art.cit. pp. 1/1-3).
The deme Colonus was in "the N. W. N. from the Dipylon gate at 
Athens" according to Jebb's introduction on Soph. OC p. XXX. It is 
also named "jmioq from an altar devoted to Poseidon and it was a 
place in which probably the rich members of the tnnflfq lived and 
met (cf. Thuc. VIII 67.2). According to E. Kirsten WSt 86 (1973) 
pp. 13-5, "den Namen des Hligels mit den Hippeis, der ursprtinglich 
(vor der Absonderung der Pentakosiomedimnoi) einzigen 
bevorrechtigen Schicht der attischen Gesellschaft verbunden, die 
Aristophanes in seinem "Hippeis" gefeiert hatte".
Fr. 143
The fragment is an invocation to a pigeon to take the 
speaker to Cythera or Cyprus, traditional places of worship of 
Aphrodite. It has been interpreted as a metaphor. Two suggestions 
have been made in relation to the speaker:
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- Meineke CGF II p. 322 proposes ' loqui videtur Cinesias 
aliquis aut Leotrophides, levissimi homo ponderis'. He seems to 
understand that the speaker wants to fly himself and then the 
examples mentioned are satirized by Aristophanes because of their 
lightness in connexion to their poetry. Perhaps this 
interpretation is too far fetched and mainly if we take into 
account that Cleisthenes was satirized because of his effeminacy 
mainly.
- Kock ad loc. suggests; 'Venus aut puellula loqui videtur
quae, ut Trygaeus cantharo, columba vehi volebat' and Kaibel apud
K-A suggests that she may be Petale. This interpretation is more
feasible and we may imagine that the play had a similar starting 
of
plot to that^Ar. Pax.
Another interpretation would be to understand that the 
speaker is sending a letter toabeloved person with a pigeon Ccf. 
fr.38). The speaker is asking the pigeon to accomplish his or her 
wishes by using in metaphorical sense the flight to any of the 
islands devoted to Aphrodite. It could be a parody of lyric 
expressions of love Ccf. Eur. Hel. 147, 6 66-8 , Cycl. 71, Ar.
Eccl. 899).
This invocation acquires a paradoxical sense with the 
comparison of the dove to the famous Cleisthenes. It seems a 
reversal of terms. The figure of the bird was possibly associated 
with effeminacy (see infra on ojiotov K\eia0£vei).
1. nspicrc£piov: diminutive form of nepiaxepd or JtepiCTxepdq Ccf. 
fr. 38), it designates a dove or a pigeon, and especially as a
domestic bird; about it cf. Thompson Birds pp. 244-6 and J. 
Pollard Birds in Or. Life and Myth p. 56 London 1977. Here it 
appears related to Aphrodite (cf. comment on Ki30qpa xai Kunpov) 
to whom the white pigeons were usually related (cf. Thompson
loc. cit. and clearly Alex. fr. 217 Xeuxdq ’AqjpoSCxqq sipi “ydp
nepiaxEpbq (cf. A. R. Ill 548, Plut. Mor. i 463). Similarly
another bird devoted to the goddess of love is the axpoO0oq, cf.
Sapph. fr. 1. 10V.
opoTov KXeia0€vsi: here the manuscripts' reading KaXXia0€vei 
is unmetrical and perhaps the best solution is that of Porson and 
Elmsley KXeicj06vei (cf. Conti Bizzarro (1988-9) p. 288).
As Dover on Nub. 355 says, he is 'the stock effeminate of 
Old Comedy' and other figures as Cleonymus, Straton are mentioned 
also in this respect in nearly all the plays of Aristophanes (see 
supra),
The comparison of the ' little dove' with Cleisthenes can be 
comparable with that of Cleonymus in Ar. Ach. 8 8 . In our case the 
small white dove is related to the whiteness of the skin and 
softness of the manners with which Cleisthenes and other
characters are depicted. About the features of the politician 
Teleas, as opviq see Ar. Nub. 166ff. (and the Sch. ad loc. who 
states that he is also satirized as "passive homosexual").
KtiOiipa xat Ktinpov: both places are commonly related to
Aphrodite. Cythera is an island to the SW of Malea which had a
cult of Aphrodite Urania. Its fame seems to have been already
widespread in the time of Hesiod, although there are doubts about 
its relationship with the adjective KueepETa (cf. West on Hes.
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Th. 199). In Cyprus there was a cult of Aphrodite Scotia, goddess
r
of marriage and initiation; she was usually related to this island 
in myths and legends (cf. the epithets Kimpiq, II. 5. 330 and
KimpoyEvi^ q, KumpovevE loc, Hes. loc.cit.).
Fr. 144
This fragment is an enumeration of five infinitives in
asyndeton (similarly to Cratin. fr. 341 and Pherecr. fr. 197). 
They could depend on another verb as Kock suggests or be 
equivalent to imperatives, common in Attic Greek.
Its comic effect seems to be in the accumulation of verbs 
meaning hitting or treating badly someone in crescendo; probably 
also in the context where these forms could be hyperboles to
describe a person's expected behaviour, and also in the surprise 
of a not usual form as Xocxrcaxetv among the common verbs. Similar 
enumerations are also Ar. Equ. 495, 692, Pax 320.
XocxicaxeTv: it is unusual in Classical literature as a verb 
(prehaps the nearest form in Xaxrcdxrjxov in Soph. Ant. 1359); but 
not in the separated form Xdt; rcaxctv. It literally means 'to
trample on' and it became a kind of clich6 of brutality anc also 
of irreverence to mean ' to trample on sacred things' . About its 
meaning in Aristophanes, cf. Taillardat Images §362 and 771.
Fr. 145
Probably the text of Pherecrates is a joke about synonyms 
similar to Ar. Ran. 1159, XP^0’0 '^ ndxxpotv, el Si |3o <3Xe i
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xdpiioSov, as Meineke CGF II p. 323 suggests (cf. also Stanford on 
Ar. loc. cit. ). Edmonds proposes (FAC I p. 258 n. b): "perh.
ridiculing the 6p0oe7iEia or 'correct speech' taught by some 
sophists, e. g. Prodicus, caricatured by Plato Prot. 337".
I think that there are two possible explanations: the word 
n p 6 a c p £ p £  is very vague and could provoke a confusion which could 
be developed in the tollowing lines or the speaker uses T ip O o a ip E  
alongside npdcrcpepe within a religious context where the last verb 
is more appropiate (see ad loc. , although ocipco is used in the 
context of a sacrifice in Ar. Av. 850; but this does not exclude 
the idea that it is a more colloquial expression).
xpdaaipe: the simple form aipe and its compounds are
frequently found in Aristophanes with the same meaning as 
Pherecrates and they seem to be colloquial expressions that meant 
as Platnauer say6 on Ar. Pax 1, "not 'bring', but 'hand me'. For 
this uses ZR quotes 11. VI 264 pt*) poi oTvov ocTpe" (cf. also Ar. 
op. cit. 122/, Th. 225, Soph. Ai. 545); the meaning 'to bring' is 
supported by LSJ s. v. aeCpca I 2.
t6 xocvoOv: it designates a basket of reed or cane, used to 
carry food, especially bread, or, in sacrifices, it can hold the 
different elements to perform it (cf. Pax 918, Av. 43, Pl.com. 
fr. 91. 1-2).
Humborg RE Suppl. IV 867ff. describes it as follows: "x. ist 
ein flacher, breiter, offener und wenig tiefer Korb, Daremberg- 
Saglio s. canistrum S.890 Fig. 1123; er begegnet hdufig auf den 
Bildwerken und den mannig^faltigen, oft zeitlichen Formen einer
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runden Oder auch ovalen Platte, Schale oder SchlUssel".
Kpooq>€pe: it is a word with wider meaning than npoaatpo. It 
means originally 'bring to, apply to' in a religious context it 
can also mean 'to present, to offer'.
Fr. 146
The text as it stands can be interpreted in the following
way: "why do you importune so in vain a god?". But there are
difficulties in understanding the sense of aox6 that was
suggested by Wilamowitz (see K-A ad loc. ) instead of the
manuscripts' reading: auxffi. It could be an accusative, but then 
the verb XiTEocpgai is never found with the construction of double 
accusative; another possibility would be to understand it as an 
adverb; but this is even more unusual in literary texts; cf. LSJ
6. v. auxdq IV 2. Another possibility is Nauck p. 69: 5f(xa.
I would suggest two possible changes. On the one hand cxuxe 
Instead of auxd, unusual in comedy, it is nonetheless found in a 
context of epic parody as in Ar. Vesp. 1015, Lys. 6 6, Cratin. fr. 
182, Metag. fr. 4.2, cf. Hermipp. fr. 63.6 and Pax 1270. In 
tragedy it is found in Aeschylus from epic poetry (cf. Wilamowitz 
on Lys. 6 6 ) and in Soph. Trach. 1009. On the other hand, one 
could read x^ vS' at the beginning of the verse, only adding -v- 
to xt^ , the reading of the manuscripts. It would depend on 0e6v at 
the end of the line and perhaps the only difficulty would be the 
distance of this demonstrative adjective from its name and that 
the noun is usually accompanied by the article, but it could, be 
elided in poetry (cf. Goodwin A Gr. Grammar §945 London 1894a).
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It could have some epic resonance with the Homeric formula: x<bv 6 ’ 
auxe npoa£ei7te 0e& YXauxffimiq ’AOi'jvr} in II. 1.206; this expression 
is also parodied in Cratin. fr. 182 and Ar. Lys. 6 6. In this case 
the text could be interpreted as follows: "again do you importune 
so in vain the goddess?".
XiitapeTq: ' to insist, to importune1. Etymologically it is
related to XCnxoo (cf. Chantraine Diet. 6tym. s. v. ) and its 
relation to XLnapdq is discussed(cf. Frisk Eranos 40 (1942)
p. 85). With similar meaning as here, cf. Hdt. II 41, Soph. OT 
1435, Ar. Ach. 425.
Fr. 147
The fragment refers to the custom of drinking unmixed wine, 
usually regarded as primitive. It was a topic usually related to 
women's bibulousness, e.g. Antiph. fr. 58, proper of barbarians 
(cf. PI. Legg. 637e).
iciBSvoq: in literary texts it is found here and in Eup. fr. 
122. It is used of a cellar, generally for nC0oi or large wine- 
jars. This could be a specialized term to designate what in Homer 
is called o O&Xapoq, treasury or store-room which is described in 
detail in Od 2. 337ff. with special reference to the pure wine in 
n C0oiq.
tjpuaav: it is a conjecture of Meineke instead of Eipixrav
(cf. K-A for the reading - u o e v ).
This conjecture would have in favour that the verb ocptixai
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commonly indicates: ' to draw water or wine' (cf. in middle voice
in Ar. Av. 272, Pherecr. fr. 137.5); epuo has a similar sense but 
implies the use of force or violence, and it is used in epic 
contexts; perhaps the manuscripts' reading could be suitable to a 
parody of the grandiose tone of an epic passage, for instance Od. 
2.389 where Athena alone eipucre ships to the coast.
axpaxov: it was used on its own to indicate 1 pure wine', not 
mixed with water, as was common among the Greeks. It is often
found in Aristophanes, e.g. Ach. 1229, Equ. 87, 105, Vesp, 525,
Eccl. 1123 (cf. also Men. fr. 779 K8-T).
Fr. 148
Melanthius, a tragic poet (who has to be distinguished from 
an elegiac poet of the time of Cimon and a later poet of the same 
time; cf. A. Dihle RhM 119 (1976) pp. 146-8), was usually
criticized in Old Comedy for different reasons:
- as here, love of expensive fish and delicacies, that is to 
say a glutton (Ar. Pax 804, 1009ff., Eup. fr. 43, Archipp. fr. 28, 
Leucon fr.3).
- effeminacy, Eup. fr. 178, Callias fr. 14.
- skin-disease (leprosy); cf. Ar. Av. 150-1 (although I
wonder if it is not a reference to his plays or something 
similar).
- d>q XaX6q; PI. com. fr. 140.
He wrote a play called Medea which is mentioned in Ar. Pax 
101 Iff. and has been doubtfully attributed to Morsimos (cf. 
Platnauer ad Ar. loc. cit., TrGF 23 T 4aSn; but perhaps rightly
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Dihle art. cit. is in favour of attributing it to Melanthius; see 
also Sommerstein's note on Ar. Pax 804)
Fr. 149
Me y & X X e i o v  p o p o v :  it is an expensive perfume, said to ajhve
been discovered by Megallos of Sicily, others say of Athens (cf. 
Athen. XV 690f, Pollux VI 104 and Hunter on Eub. p. 182). It is 
also mentioned in Comedy in Ar. fr. 549, Stratt. fr.34, Anaxandr. 
fr.47, Amph. fr.27 (further about its preparation cf. also 
Theophr. Odor 29 ff. 42. 55). For the problems of spelling of
this noun, see Renehan Gr. Textual Criticism Harvard 1969 p. 13.
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ToporvvCq
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
It is not clear what was the general content of this play, 
from only five fragments. Kock suggests that fr. 152 seems to put 
forward a situation similar to that of Aristophanes' 
Ecclesiazusae. He would understand the word TupavvCq as a 
revolution in which women take power to organize the state the 
way they think it is the best. But this is far from sure and W. 
Hoffmann p. 34 apud K-A suggests that the title seems to refer to 
the subject of "praesenti earum dominatione"
A title similar to this one is Peace in Aristophanes and it 
is possible that a personification could have appeared as in 
Aristophanes play or in Birds, BacrCXeia with which it i6 possible 
to find some relation, or in Pherecrates' Cheiron Mousike (cf. 
fr. 155). Tyrannis was a word with a bad sense in this time, it 
could mean ' conspiracy' or ' tyranny' (cf. Ar. Vesp. 417 and
MacDowell ad loc.). But also it designated the power of Zeus (cf. 
LSJ s. v. I and II 2) and perhaps in this sense could have been a 
trip to Olympus to get the 'power' and 'order' as Aristophanes' 
Peace; fr. 150 in which a god seems to speak would fit better in 
this context; fr. 152 could be a narration of what happened on 
earth after Tyrannis was brought down or even what a character 
has seen in the other world.
Fr. 200, 207 and 269 have been ascribed to this play, see 
comment on them.
Geissler (1925) p. 26 suggests that 430 is 'terminus post 
quem fiir die TopavvCq des Pherekrates'; but this statement is
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j
based on the doubtful ascription of fr. 207 to our play and its 
comparison with Hermippus' Stratiotai fr. 55.
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Fr. 150
Kock's interpretation which follows Dobree Adv. I p.586 is 
that the speaker may be a god who explains the origin of a
xanvo66xr)v peyAXriv built to take the smoke coming from
sacrifices, which is the part of the sacrifice devoted to them
(the so called xviot), cf. Ar. Av. 1515ff. and II. 1.317). Kaibel
apud K-A gives another suggestion that the speaker is a parasite.
2. Pfi>poX6xoi: the speaker seems to make a etymologycal pun
here. In fact he explains 8a>poX6xoi as xp6q t oTol Bffipotq navtocx0®
/ ae I XoxSSvTeq. This explanation seems to have been popular (cf. 
Hesych. {JL389); but the word had already lost its original
meaning and it designated a parasite (cf. Ar. fr. 171 and Wlist 
RE 18 4 (1949) 1384.65); a buffoon (cf. Ar. Ran. 358 and
Stanford's note on it) or as an abusive adjective 'coarse,
ribald' (cf. Ar. Equ. 1358, Ran. 1085, 1521, etc.).
3. xcorvo56xviv: it means a hole in the roof of the house where
usually the smoke comes out; the light of the sun was also seen 
through it (cf. Hdt. IV 103, VIII 137, Eup. fr. 144). It is also 
designated as xanvi^  (cf. Ar. Vesp. 143, Eup. fr. 97, Alex. fr.
173.13).
Fr. 151
This fragment makes reference to a common expression in 
Classical Greek to designate things that have not been used for a 
long time. See further Themist. Or. XVIII 221b and Pearson ad 
Soph. fr. 286.
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CTiJcuaiai: 'meal tub' In general (LSJ). The Sch. ad Ar. PI.
806 considers it more concretely apxo6 i^xr) or ' bread basket' (see 
also Ar. Equ. 1296). The reading of the manuscript V is aixoaroi 
or 'cupping instruments' (correcting the form auxuatai of most 
manuscripts), although it is also found in comic fragments: Crat. 
com. fr. 46, Eub. fr. 145, Antiph. fr.206. 4, as part of gear of a
doctor, it does not make any sense within the following words.
Fr. 152
The topic of women* s bibulousness in connexion with the size 
of the cups is already found in Pherecr. fr. 75. More
particularly about making big vessels, see Ar. Lys. 200, Eub. fr. 
42, Epig. fr. 4, Ar. fr. 364.
The general tone of the narration recalls the dialogue 
between Chremes and Blepyros in Eccl. 372ff. that explains the 
novelties decided in the Assembly and it could well have been
spoken by a man, (cf. oxpCai 6£ y* aoxatcri 1.4). Starting from 
this similarity Kock suggests a similar feminine take-over to 
that of Aristophanes; in our case one of the special measures
taken by women (if this interpretation is right) would be to make 
big drinking vessels for women and flat ones without depth for 
men. A similar joke is made in Eccl. 446-8 when we are told that 
one of the decisions taken by the Assembly is the free exchange 
of drinking cups: eneixa aupPdiXXe lv xpdq aXXi^Xaq etpr) / iji&xia
XpooC apytipiov exTi^paxa.
The whole passage has a comical touch of excessive rhetoric, 
as in the detailed description of such a simple object; 11.4-5,
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in the terminology: ep<pepf| 1.3, avexXoy (oxffiq 1.7; in the
enumeration in 1.5 and the litotes of the beginning of 1.6. The 
verb exTtoGfj 1. 7, exnietv in 1. 8 and meTv in 1.9 resemble a
kind of polyptoton (cf. Ar. Av. 703-5).
1. xspafistietv: see supra about making big vessels.
3. xdyx1^  it designates originally, as Thompson Fishes s. v. 
says, "a shell apart from the animal within" and here a "shell- 
full". This meaning can be also found in its masculine form 
x6yx°£ <cf. Ariston. fr. 1, Phryn. com. fr. 51).
e^cpif: found first in Sapph. fr. 85, it is according to
Starkie on Vesp. 1102 a poetical adjective instead of rcpoaq>£pV)q. 
Other instances are Ar. Nub. 502, fr. 6 8.
Yeoax^pCoiq: a small flat-cup for wine-tasting, see Ar. fr. 
310. 2.
4-5. These lines are a description of the drinking cups women
have made for themselves, in opposition to that of men described 
in the two first lines. The text is a little corrupted.
In the first one of them, the emendation of Bergk oq>(ai 56 
<ye> improves the reading of ms. A.
The second line is formed by an enumeration of adjectives. 
They could refer to xtiXixocq or oXxdSocq in the preceding line.
Edmonds FAC Ip. 261 n. b seems to interpret them with o XxdSaq,
according to the senses he gives to each adjective; but I think
that they qualify xtiXixaq, perhaps except olvaY^Y0^^  that could 
go with either of them. It would be an enumeration as in Eub. fr. 
56, Aristophon.fr. 13.3, Alex. fr. 124, 210, Antiph. fr. 172.4.
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xtiXixaq: it was the specific vessel for drinking after
mixing wine and water in the xpaxfjp (cf. Ar. Lys. 195).
oXxdtSaq: merchant-ship without oars and for this reason it 
had to be towed out of the harbour. About them, cf. Morrison and 
Williams Gr. Oared Ships pp. 244-5 Cambridge 1968. A similar 
comparison with this ship can be found in Eur. Cycl. 505-6, 
ox&tpoq oXx&q Sq yep. i o Qe  iq / noz i  o6Xpot 'yaoxpdq axpaq.
oivoryaYoflq: as I have said it could qualify both terms.
About similar terms and usage, cf. Pherecr. fr.17. The comic 
element of this adjective exists mainly, if it refers to the 
xtiXil;.
XenxAq: the adjective is unexpected, since the word 6hould 
have a reference to the capacity of the cups. Edmonds FAC I p. 261 
n.e tries to keep the reading and interprets it as referring to 
•thin-sided, giving plenty of room inside'. Some modifications
have been proposed: Kock Xeop&q or crxpEpX&q; Peppink Obs. p. 66
XerccKTxCSaq coll Hesych. X664 and Kaibel in ed. Ath. exxexap6vaq 
try to solve the difficulty of the adjective p6oaq.
Perhaps the text could be kept if we understand that it is a 
reference to the thin and beautiful construction of these big 
cups, perhaps indicating the fineness of their decoration (cf. 
LSJ s. v. Xsxx6q I 3). Maybe it is not necessary for the
description to refer only to their size; but to their beauty
also (see infra on p6aaq).
p€craq: the reading of A, while CE have peaxdq which is
unmetrical. As we have seen the sense of p6oaq is not very clear 
and some suggestions have been made; but as Meineke explains,
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"media parte in immanem ventrem patentem".
Among so many doubts, since the adjective yaatpoiCSaq is 
also suspect, it is better to keep the text as it is transmitted.
A possible interpretation of this line is as a parallel 
construction: nepi<pepetq Xexxaq, p6aaq yaaxpoi C5aq. In this case 
Ttepiq>epeTq would be interpreted 'circular top part', as opposed 
to p6oaq the middle and bottom part of the cup. The main problem
of this interpretation is that the sentence does not seem to
express this contrast with a 56 as it would be expected. Bothe 
1844 p. 14 apud K-A's app. crit. seems to have understood the text 
in this sense when he suggest the emendation: 56 yaoTp(5aq (see 
infra).
yaaxpoiCSaq: it only occurs here and maybe it is a comic
invention of Pherecrates; but the manuscripts doubt about its 
form. In its sense it is clearly related to Y^aTr)P 'belly' and 
has something to do with a paunch-like shape. In parallel q 
Ydtaxpa designates 'the lower part of a vessel bulging out like a 
paunch' (LSJ); q Y^CTXPL(i *s also an adjective or a name similar 
to the preceding; o ydcaxpw Is a 'pot-belly' found in Ar. Ran. 
200 and the adjective Ya<Jxp65qq is also found in Ar. PI. 560.
I would be in favour of the reading of Eust. in Od. p. 
1648.27: ouxm 56 xat Ya(JXP°°C8qq xiq xaXEtxai uxd ’Axxixffiv which 
seems to make a good sense. The ending -Lq is a common way of 
formation for names for pots like XPU(7^ » ^r* 134, Ar. Pax 425,
XcxCq Epich. fr. 126 Kaib. , xuTP ^  Hdt. V 8 8 . The feminine 
diminutive form could have delicate implications, by joining
Yocaxi^ p, which in fact has colloquial connotations (tt implies a
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glutton; cf. yaaxpCq in Ar. Av. 1604 and Hes. Th. 26) and a 
delicate feminine poetical ending -uSaq (similar poetical forms 
are oTiq Theocr. 1. 9 and YPav^  Call. fr. 513Pf. ); about the
termination in -tq -i5oq see Buck and Petersen A reverse index 
pp. 416-7.
Several emendations have been made (cf. K-A's app.crit. ), 
but none seems to be more likely than the others and perhaps the 
reading of Eustathius is correct.
7. or50’: it is normally explained according to Meineke CGF II
p. 325: "rcdppmQev ex longinquo rem (auxd) it a instituentes ut
plurimum vini bibere possint". Perhaps auxdt would be meant and 
refer to the noxr^ pia in 1. 1.
drvExXoYlcrcoq: only found here and as adjective in BUG 183. 
24 (I century A. D. ). It is the compound form of the common 
adjective aXoyCcrxoq ' incalculable' (cf. Soph. OC 1675, Eur. Or. 
1569). Together with nXetoxoq it is a sort of redundance to 
stress the incredible amount of wine consumed by women.
9-10. Both lines seem to be the climax of this speech. L. 8 makes 
reference to the theme of the oath, while the following one gives 
a twist to the expression: the only cup women are going to drink 
from is bigger than a thousand pots in a clear comic 
exaggeration.
This subject of the oath and the big drinking cup is 
similarly developed in Ar. Lys. 194ff. ; but in the context of 
another kind of topic: the drinking of pure wine (cf. fr. 147).
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Fr. 153
The text, as K-A point out, uses terminology that 
Aristophanes applies to the ways of speaking of a demagogue in 
Equ. 626 about Cleon (see also Pherecr. fr. 56 for other 
metaphors about the voice).
avgpp&yE: it gives the image of a volcano bursting forth
suddenly (eu0Oq). In the simple form, pqyvtivai q>fi>vVjv, it is also 
found (cf. Hdt. I 85). In Ar. Nub. 357, 960 it can be also
related to the sound of a thunder (about it Taillardat Images 
§698).
x6 <p&vqp’: it is mainly found in Classical Greek in
Sophocles' tragedies as meaning 'voice, utterance' (cf. AJ. 16, 
Ph. 1295, Ichn. 39) or 'speech' (Ph. 239, OT 324).
Fr. 154
It is a proverb according to Hesych. yl004 (see also Sud. 
y493, Zen. II 98 and Diogen. Ill 75). It can mean here 'to order 
something to someone who needs in fact no order to accomplish 
it'. According to Sud. gl. cit. , it could have the sense 'tell an 
unarmed man to stand on the defensive, i.e. to give orders that 
cannot be obeyed' (LSJ). Finally it could also suggest 'ridicule 
ei qui nihil habet quod custodiat' (cf. Kaibel apud K-A). From 
the sentence these senses can be possible. Philem. fr. 11 uses it 
as follows: YupvfjS <puXaxf\v exCxaxxe <-> xal Side xpCov / noxqpCov
pe paxxtiqq euq>paiv6xci>.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
From Antiquity doubts have risen about the authorship of 
this play. Athen. IX 368b already says t 6 v  siq Gepexpdrcqv 
avaq>ep6|i£vov (also in XIV 653e) and in VIII 363f attributes it to 
NLKdpaxoq o po0jiix6q. The main difficulty comes from the long fr. 
155 which mentions Timotheus and perhaps Philoxenus, a poet who, 
according to Marmor Parium A. 1. 2, lived from 435 to 380. This 
must be the main reason to doubt about the authenticity of the 
authorship of Pherecrates, since he is not normally believed to 
have lived till such late date (cf. GeiBler (1925) p. 42 and 
Wilamowitz Timotheos 'Die Perser' p. 75).
I think that the authorship of the whole passage, including
11. 26-8, can be ascribed to Pherecrates (pace Dliring Eranos 43
(1945) p. 177 who seems to favour the view that Philoxenus was
not mentioned in the play) because, on one hand, the last lines
seem to follow the style and tone of the rest of the fragment 
(see comment ad fr. 155. 26); and, on the other, we can argue
with Korte RE XIX. 2 (1938) 1989 that "das letzte Datum, das wir
fllr PCherekratesl besitzen, 1st (s. o. ) 415, aber warum soil der
Dichter nicht noch oder meinetwegen 15 Jahren ISnger gelebt und 
gewirkt haben? Aristophanes hat noch 40 Jahre nach seinem ersten 
Dionyseinsleg 6ein letzes St tick geschrieben, es wSre also 
keineswegs auffallend, wenn P. 30 Jahre nach dem Dionysiensieg 
den Chiron verfafit hfitte".
From this point of view, this play must have been one of the 
last pieces composed by Pherecrates, perhaps even posthumously
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performed, probably after 415, a time when Philoxenus may have 
been alredy well known in Athens. As in other plays of the end of 
the V century its style was probably close to that of a Middle 
and New Comedy and such closeness must have been one of the 
reason for the Alexandrian scholars to doubt about the 
authenticity of the ascription.
The figure of Cheiron, the old centaur, was traditonally 
related to the education of Achilles and represented the 
traditional wisdom preserved mainly in the XsipGvoq vnodrjxaC of 
Hesiod (cf. Merkelbach-West Fragment a Hesiodea pp. 143ff. Oxford 
1977).
ti
This element of trad^onal culture seems to have been 
parodied in the play, as far as fr. 162 can be interpreted, 
similarly the role of Music in fr. 155 is parallel to the 
importance of this genre in Achilles' education, as he is 
portrayed as playing the lyre in the moment that he is not 
fighting (cf. II. 9. 186). Cratinus' Xsipfiveq developed a similar 
theme, since music seems to have played also an important role 
(cf. fr. 247, 248, 254, cf. K-A PCG IV p. 245).
Perhaps the most complete attempt at a reconstruction of the 
plot is that of Pianko in Eos 53 (1963) pp. 56-62. She suggests 
mainly three scenes:
- First of all, agreeing with Schmid GGrL I 4 p. 106, the 
dialogue between Mousike and Dikaiosyne in fr. 155 might be in 
the begining of the play, (perhaps after the dialogue between 
Cheiron and Dikaiosyne).
- Secondly, p. 60 she proposes that an agon is organized
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between Timotheus, representative of dithyrambic music, and 
"Terprando o Arione o Alcmane o ancora qualche altro autore di 
ditirambi" for which the items mentioned in fr. 159 and 161 would 
be the prizes.
- Finally a banquet (p. 61) would be the end of the play,
according to fr. 157-8 and 162.
The second suggestion may be the weakest of the three.
Nothing in the fragments implies that Timotheus appeared and, 
above all, it is unclear that he was the last poet mentioned,
because Philoxenus could have been also in the list of the
assailants of Music, as I have already said.
The scene of a banquet is likely; it is not only a common
element in Comedy, but also would be suitable to a context where
music is discussed (probably it was part of Gerytades of 
Aristophanes cf. fr. 161ff.).
It is also doubtful that the whole play was about music. As 
I have said, the figure of Cheiron was especially related to
music, but the play may also have dealt with other themes of 
moral and social problems, like for instance, the education of 
young people, a topic which may be suggested in fr. 156.
About the character of the two speakers in fr. 155 see 
comment ad fr. and supra p. 47.
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Fr. 155
The long fragment quoted by C Plutarch] De mus. 30 p. 1141c 
has been often studied as it is one of the main sources for our 
knowledge of the 'new music' which seems to have developed 
throughout the V century, as a way of renovation of the 
traditional conception of Greek music .
It seems that the first innovations took place in the
dithyrambic field; as a more panhellenic genre, it was more
liable to foreign influences, and this is one of the elements 
that Pherecrates points out here (cf. 1.8 on ’Axxixdq). Also it
influenced tragic poets such as Agathon and Euripides (about it 
cf. P. Rau Paratragoedla
Mllnchen 1967 pp. 102ff. >.
Aristophanes frequently satirizes the dithyrambic poets and 
even parodies their new style (cf. Ar. Av. 209ff. and Sommerstein 
ad loc.), although he seems to pay attention mainly to the 
changes in tragedy and makes these changes the topic of some of 
his plays like Thesmophoriazusae or Frogs.
The two characters of this fragment seem to be
personifications. Mousike at least must be a personification of
the pouCTixf\ xexv^ that in Athens embraced not only what we
understand as music, but also poetry and dance. Aixaioativq does 
not only need to be a personification of Justice or Right
Judgement, but also a goddess herself (cf. LSJ s. v. Ill) and, in
my opinion, could follow the traditional image of Aixi^  described 
in Hes. Op. 259 and Aesch. fr. 281aR: she was probably identified 
with the goddess sitting near the throne of Zeus who sent her to
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the mortal beings and she inscribes their wrongs in his register 
(cf. also E. Fraenkel Eranos 52 (1954) p. 73f.= Kl. BeitrBge I pp. 
260f. Roma 1964). Perhaps it is remarkable that the playwright 
seems to try to make the complicated language of these two 
characters (a personification and a goddess) a colloquial 
conversation between two women about sexual affairs and at the 
same time to employ technical terms for music, used by sophists 
and musicians and applied also to Rhetoric, as D. Restanl Riv. 
It, di Mus* 18 (1983) pp. 132-92 has shown.
a
In general the whole fragment is a priamel, an el^orate 
rhetorical construction in which the elements of the speech are 
organized towards the highlighting of a 'subject of ultimate 
interest' (cf. W. H. Race The Classical Priamel from Homer to 
Boethius p. 15 Leiden 1982, see pp.7ff. about a discussion on the 
general features and p. 86 about this fragment). The text is 
organized according to the following pattern: 1-2 introduction,
typical beginning of a tragic speech, 3-5 sufferings from 
Melanippides and 6-7 her reaction after these sufferings; 8-12 
from Cinesias, his pupil and 13 her reaction against them; 14-16 
from Phrynis and 17-8 her reaction; 18-25 about Timotheus, 
disciple or follower of Phrynis.
We can see how, on one hand, she does not follow a perfect 
chronological pattern, because as Dtlring art. cit. p. 180 says: 
"to the Greeks the relation master-disciple was by far the most 
natural sequence". On the other, the text is organized in a 
contrasted explanation of her misfortunes, but in order to give 
variat^ bn and vividness to this long speech, it is formulated in
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parallel sequences which increase their intensity by using
stronger expressions and describing the kind of sufferings (cf. 
anoX&Xex' and 5i€<p8opev in 1.10 and 15 respectively are nearly 
synonymous, but xaxopdipoxe and 5iax6xvaix' (e) in 1. 19 and 20 and 
in the same line ai'xicrxa suppose an increase beyond the two verbs 
formerly cited).
The parallelism is also stressed by the structure of 
suffering / recovery which is found in vv. 6-7, 13 and 17-18 and
by the repetition of single words or expressions throughout the 
speech, perhaps with the intention of a pun: in 1.5 she says:
XaXapa>x€pav x’ ctcoCtjcts x°p5«t<; 5<65exa, in 1. 16 the terms
exchange their place: ev n:€vxe x°p5«t<; 6<&5ex' appovCaq ex^J *°
come back in 1. 25 to the first point: xav^Xuare x°p5at<;
5<&6exa. Whatever these words really mean, they can be understood 
as a way of making fun at the way these musicians tried all kind 
of combinations to create novelties.
The main question is still to designate which is the last 
and worst subject in the roll of her lovers. In our text this 
subject seems to be Timotheus, and perhaps Race op.cit. p. 19 
overstates his interpretation of this text when he suggests that 
1. 19 could be a parody of a passage of Timotheus Persai 11. 221-
9 where he places himself at the end of a list of innovators in 
music (see comment on 1.19), firstly because the elements of 
comparison are very flimsy and secondly because, although Music 
seems to be nearly dead due to her relation to him, it is not
clear that he was the last poet to be quoted. .
In this connection the question of lines 26ff. arises:
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taking for granted that the passage belongs to Pherecrates, to 
whom does it refer, to Timotheus' art or that of Philoxenus? 
Following Bergk <cf. Meineke FCG II pp. 332ff. ) they have been 
placed after 1. 23 (or with a change into dative after 1. 25 by
Brunck; but this is less likely because the sentence of 1.25 is 
parallel to that of 1. 16 which ends a passage on the author). 
According to Pickard-Cambridge DTC p. 46, "Westphal conjectures 
that they were accidentally omitted by the scribe, and afterwards 
inserted in the wrong place, and a marginal note added by 
someone, 'Music says this'" (DUring art.cit. p. 178, Borthwick 
Hermes 96 (1968) pp. 62-3, Edmonds FAC I p. 164 follow his
opinion). On the other hand, it is possible to think that these 
lines were said about Philoxenus as Kock CAF p. 190 and K-A, 
following Kaibel's commentary, suggest (see also D. Restani 
art. cit. p. 186 n. 179). It is uncertain, above all because we 
know very little about the musical style of Philoxenus. From the 
point of view of the priamel it would be normal that the ending 
of this speech is Timotheus; but as we have seen, the text 
follows a series of contrasts which may have been overpassed by a 
fifth person, that is to say, Philoxenus and if in 1. 19 Mrs.
Music was 'buried' by Timotheus, Philoxenus may have made her 
look like 'cabbage' (see comment on 11.26ff.). This fifth element 
would be understandable within the game of contrasts towards the 
final misery of Mrs. Music.
music
The ancient concept of^included singing poetry, dancing, 
playing instruments, and even performing a play in the theatre. 
Music had an important role in education (cf. one of the first
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complaints of o KpeiTTc&v \6yoq in Ar. Nub. 964ff. > and in the 
religious life. According to W. D. Anderson Ethos and Education in 
Greek Music Cambridge Mass. 1966 p. 32: "the Greeks, whose
doctrines on ethos possess a maturity and philosophical interest 
beyond those of all other people, kept the supposed ethical 
properties of music largely distinct from the therapeutic". The 
influence of music in human nature seems to be part of its 
essence. The sources for our knowledge of Classical Greek music
are late, fragmentary and confusing (about them see J. Chailly La
musique grecque pp. 19ff. Paris 1979), and also we have to take 
into account that the theory was based on stringed instruments, 
that is to say, the xCSapa which was taught at schools.
The attacks of Pherecrates are directed against the
musicians who introduced distorting elemens in the rather rigid 
traditional system which was based on the tetrachords, similar to 
what nowadays is understood as the octave (cf. W. D. Anderson 
op. cit. pp. 16-7 and J. Chailley op.cit. pp. 25ff. ). These 
tetrachords could be identified with the strings of the phorminx 
(cf. G. Abraham The Concise Oxford History of Music p. 29 Oxford 
1979), but they remained the basis of Greek music even when new 
strigns were added to the instrument. The new musicians seem to 
have innovated in this field (cf. Timotheus' addition of strigns, 
Phot. Bibl. 320a), but mainly in the modification of the
traditional 'modes', a modern term difficult to define. According 
to Chailley op.cit. p. 107 it is "1'ensemble des caract£ristiques 
que permettent de reconnaltre un type d'organisation musicale. La 
repartition des intervalles en est un 616ment tr6s important,
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mais ce n'est pas le seul. II faut done 'distinguer le mode et 
l'^chelle', car celle-ci n1est que le catalogage des sons 
disponibles, tandis que le mode en e6t 1'organisation structure" 
and later on he says p. 108: "un 'mode' est ais£ment
reconnaissable et acqu6rit une personality qui permet de lui 
attribuer un r61e social ou religieux, voir magique: d* 0C1 cette
notion d' £thos <rj0oq> qui tient une su grande place dans 1' 
«£thlque» platonicienne et que connaissent A peu pr£s toutes les 
musiques orientales (rfigas Hindous, etc. >: un mode caract6rise un 
sentiment, une heure de la journ6e, une cat£gorie sociale, etc. "
It is then understandable why the comic poets, and above all 
Pherecrates, and afterwards Plato condemned such a kind of music 
which in search of originality, of greater expressivity and 
resemblance to natural sounds, modified these rules, used new 
foreign intruments (like the trigonon, cf. Pherecr. fr. 47) and 
tended to give more importance to the musical element than to the 
words (cf. Borthwick art.cit. p. 71 and Restani art.cit. p. 154). 
Fr. 6, 47 and 31 are other texts which seem to deal with this
subject.
The names are not in chronological order, and some elements 
attributed to them (for instance the number of in 11. 5,
16 and 25, or xapx&q Ttoiffiv in 1. 9, xapnTtov in 1. 15 and xapnffiv
in 1. 28), are general features, nearly commonplaces, applied to 
several musicians. In the same way in 1. 23 there is a reference 
to the 'ant-runs' with which Aristophanes qualifies Agathon's 
performance (cf. Thesm. 100). I think it is clear how the 
individual features can be transformed and simplified for the
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sake of a joke and in fact this representation becomes a 
caricature. As it is, there is some kind of general truth and
some elements that the audience could identify with the
individuals (more details are given about those who probably were 
alive when this play was performed: Cinesias 11. 8ff. and
Timotheus 11. 21f.) besides their names; but, otherwise, it uses 
in ambiguous sense, a group of technical terms probably applied 
to this new music and also a conservative point of view of a 
contemporary to this movement. On the other side there would be 
Agathon and Euripides and perhaps Eupolis (cf. Restani art.cit. 
p. 168 n.102).
1-3. These lines are very complex in the structural level and
recall some beginnings of speeches in tragedy (cf. K-A's note on
1. 1). As Meineke CGF I p. 79 suggests, fr. 168 may be well
placed at the beginning.
Restani art.cit. p. 143 analyses it as follows: "litote
iniziale oux axouoa v. 1, anafora tra 1'inizio del due succesivi 
vv. 2-3, epoC xe X££ai. . . / epol y&p qp^ e, complicata da un
poliptoto a partire della met& del verso iniziale, aof xe y&p 
xXtieiv / epoC xe X€^at ed arrichita da un parallelismo
strutturale: pronomi-congiugazione-verbo all'infinito".
This complication aims at characterizing a personage who is 
perhaps thought to be very important and who at least is 
referring continuously to herself: epot / epoiye: 11. 2, 3, 5,
13, 17, 22; pe 1. 4, perhaps 6, 15, 19, 28.
The litotes oux axouoa 1. 1 reminds of the Homeric phrase
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ex&v oc£xovti ys 0 u p $  (mentioned in 1.2), I I ,  4.43, 7.379.
2. 0up6q: Kock suggests changing 0updq, the manuscripts'
reading, into pC0ov (Weil-Reinach into pO0oq), but it is clearly
unnecessary since the word pO0oq seems to mean in Ar. Vesp, 1179,
Lys. 782, 805 and possibly Pherecr. fr. 102. 5, 'legend', 'story 
for children', and Mrs. Music is going to explain her own 'real' 
experiences. As K-A also point out, the sentence has very close
similarities with Soph. El, 286: oaov poi 0updq qSov^v <p£pei.
3. MeXarviiutC5T)q: Melanippides of Melos "was active from about 
480 onwards, and died at the court of Perdiccas in Macedonia 
sometime between 454 and 413" according to Pickard-Cambridge DTC 
p. 40.
The main references about him can be found in Arist. Rhet. 
Ill 9. 1409b 27, Xen. Mem. 1.4.3, Ps.-Plutarch De mus. 30 p. 1414c
(the source of our fragment) and Sud. p454-5 (D. Restani art.cit. 
p.142 n. 10 gives a complete list of references and bibliography).
The features of his style and music are doubtful. He is 
related to the "new importance accorded to the aulos and an
increase in the number of 'chordal'; in rapid succession he is
categorized as 'melopoios', i.e. a lyric poet, and again, as
dithyrambic poet" (cf. Anderson The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians XII p.98 London 1980, interpreting Ps.-Plutarch 
loc. cit. , although Pickard-Cambridge loc. cit. considers that 
these words "are perhaps an interpolation as they stand; but they 
may have some basis of fact").
In any case, he was seen as the first and one of the 
greatest figures among the dithyrambic poets (cf. Xen. loc.cit.)
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and his contribution seems to have been the development of the 
avocPoXat (which some consider are meant here with avf[x6 ps, 1. 4, 
and xa^aPa>T^ Pav 1*5, cf. Restani art.cit. p. 147 and Pickard- 
Cambridge loc.cit.) This term is especially important, because it 
seems to be one of the main innovations of these poets (Dtlring 
art.cit. p.183 relates it to 1.9 referred to Cinesias and 
Borthwick art.cit. p. 66 to the movements of dance in 11. 11-12);
but it is a little difficult to define (cf. Restani art.cit. pp. 
147ff. about the different meanings of this word and its 
evolution) .
It seems that originally avapoXai meant an instrumental 
prelude, part of the icpooCpiov in a performance. But perhaps it 
was introduced progressively throughout the composition and it 
might allude to the dithyramb as a whole (cf. Dtlring art.cit. 
p.183); Pickard-Cambridge loc.cit., following Arist. loc. cit. , 
considers that they were "lyric solos -at least they were 
probably solos- in which no antistrophic arrangement was 
observed". This element had influence on the music as a whole, 
but it seems better to keep the sense of 'prelude' (according to 
Chailly op. cit. p. 203 and against DUring loc.cit.) and to 
consider the introduction of these novelties throughout a 
dithyramb with the name of pexapoXi^  (cf. comment on 1.9).
4. arvffxy pe: together with x°p8^» It is perhaps the oldest
technical term found here. In musical terminology it simply means 
'to unstring' a bow or stringed instrument, already found in Hdt. 
Ill 22. Besides, it can be found often in PI. Rep. 388e, Ly. 
209b, Xen. Mem. Ill 10.7, etc. In relation to musical 'modes',
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Arist. Pol. 1342b 22 appovCai aveipgvai are in opposition to 
ativxovoi. Aristoxenus El. harm. I 18 opposes it to emxeCvei (cf. 
LSJ s. v. avCrjfii II. 7 opp. to evxeCva also; see Restani art.cit. 
p. 144).
Dilring p. 180 and Restani loc. cit. point out that musically 
it is connected with xa^aP ^  (see on xa^aP^TePav infra). It 
implies an idea of effeminacy or weakness and can be also taken 
literally: 'he loosened her clothes' (cf. LSJ s. v. II. 5).
5. xaXapoT^ parv: Plato in Pep. 398e explains that some
are
,,appovC(xi''/^"xocXapal", that is to say, not related to the idea of 
manliness and discipline that built up 'character'. In musical 
terminology this seems to be meant here also. The text of Plato 
is as follows: x£veq ouv 0pr)v65eq apjiovCou; X6ye p,oi* cti y&p
poocux6q. Mi £oXo5 icrx C, e<pt), xal aovxovoXuS iax i xai xoiaOxaC 
xiveq. OuxoBv avxai, r][v 6' ey6, OKpaipexgai; axprjoxoi y&p xa  ^
yuvaifciv aq Set exteixetq eTvai, oxi avSpdcai. Ildtvu ye. ’AXXdt 
jjit\v p£0T) ye qnSXa^ iv arcpercgoxaxov xai p-aXaxCa xai apyCa. nfflq ydcp 
o(5; TCveq ouv paXaxaC xe xai aupnoxixai xffiv appoviffiv; ’IaaxC, ?) 
6'oq, xai XuSicrxI au xiveq xa^“PaL xacXoOvxat.
The sexual meaning seems to be related to the loss of 
virginity (cf. Henderson MM p.177, J. N. Adams The Latin Sexual 
Vocabulary London 1982 p. 173 about the verb This verb is
also used as a synonym of avCr^ pi in h. Ap. 6, h. Horn. 27.12 (cf. 
LSJ s. v. I).
yopSatq 6 65 ex a: X°P5l1 in musical sense could either mean
'string' or 'note'. The latter sense allows us to keep the text 
of the manuscripts S65exa and thus it seems prefereable,
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following DUring's proposal art.cit. pp. 180-1. The former could 
be related to veOpov and its ambiguous sense, but it is against 
the evidence of the number of strings which is said to have been 
increased by Timotheus (cf. on 1. 25).
In metaphorical level we can also establish two meanings:
- an unexpected word, instead of 6m5exafii^ xavov or the twelve 
'positions' of a prostitute which Ar. Ran, 1327 applies to a song 
of Euripides (see Taillardat Images §785 n. 4 and Borthwick 
art.cit. p. 69; cf. also Pl.com. fr. 143).
- a play on words similar to Pl.com. fr. 189.20, where 
veOpov can also mean ' membrum virile'.
6. anoxpSv avfjp: it is difficult to say in which 'positive'
sense anoxpSv (also in 1.7) is used here. Its original meaning is 
'to suffice, to be enough'. Perhaps it is meant that he was 'man 
enough' implying that he did not effeminate music totally, but 
kept it still within the limits of morality. Maybe less likely, 
it could have in the active form the sense of this verb in the 
passive, whose meaning is then: 'to misuse, to abuse', 'he was a 
man indeed, in misusing me'. Finally it can be parallel to PI. 
Ale. II 145c: otippoXov airoxpffivxa xfl n6\ei, whose best rendering 
is 'convenient', 'Melanippides was still a man convenient for 
me'. In this case it might have a moral connotation and it can 
also show her contempt towards the poet: she is using him in
fact.
7. As Restani art. cit. p. 157 has noted, this part ends with a 
reference to the common place 'complaint on the times' which 
would be expressed by rcpdq x& vOv xax&.
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Some words are missing from the text, but it is difficult to 
restore and none of the different suggestions is totally 
convincing (see K-A's apparatus criticus).
The structure of the sentence ouxoq p6v in 1.6 and KivqoCaq 
56 in 1.8 helps to introduce the following musician who is partly 
identified with npdq tdc vOv xaxa in 1.7.
8-12. Kivr)o(aq: Cinesias was Athenian, whose father, Meles, also 
a musician, is criticized by Pherecr. fr. 6 (about them cf. 
Kirchner PA 8438). He is often satirized in comedy. Aristophanes 
makes him appear on stage on Ar. Av. 1372-1409 and also in
Gerytades according to fr. 156. 8-10 and another play devoted to 
him, perhaps as a main character is that of Strattis Cinesias
(cf. K-A PCG VII p. 63Iff. ; fr. 14ff. ). He is mentioned in Ar.
to
Eccl, 327-30, Ran. 1437 (and possibly alluded^in 1.366); Pl.com. 
fr. 200. He is identified with the character in Ar. Lys. 838 by 
the Sch. ad loc. , but this is doubtful since Cinesias is a common 
name in Athens (cf. Henderson on Lys. p. xli). There is an
extensive bibliography about him, cf. Restani art.cit, p. 157 n. 
63.
of
He was mainly criticized because^the ' lightness' of his
of
songs which gave no importance to the words, and because^his
pretension to amuse and not to instruct people (cf. PI. Gorg. 
501e). He was accused of impiety against the traditional gods by 
Lysias fr. 53 Thalheim. He also took part in the political and 
military life of Athens as citizen (cf. Lys. 21. 20 who accuses
him of cowardice). IG IIs indicates that he proposed a decree in 
honour of Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse. His physical appearence
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was also satirized by the comic poets; he is said to be thin and 
tall (cf. Athen. XII 551d, Ar. Ran. 1437, fr. 156.11, Pl.com.
loc. cit.), to have several diseases: in the lungs (Pl.com.
loc. cit.), diarrhoea (Ar. Eccl. 330, Ran. 336 and Sch. ad loc.,
fr. 156.13), possibly jokes on his poetry and effeminacy (cf. 
Pl.com. fr. 200.4, according to Henderson MM p. 212 'seems to 
indicate pathic lechery'). See further Maas in RE XI. 1 479ff.
o xaxdpaxoq ’Axxixdq: xaxdpaxoq is a common insult in comedy
(cf. Pherecr. fr. 76.3), but also ’Axxixdq could have had a 
derogatory sense according to Dtlring art.cit. p. 183, who quotes 
PI. Legg. I 626d.
Following Dtlring's idea, I would add that 'Axxixdq was an 
autochthonic name used of persons born in Attica, but not 
Athenian citizens. It could be related to what Cinesias says of 
himself in Ar. Av. 1403: xaox I Trercdqxaq xdv SouXoS iSdaxaXov / oq
xatai (puXatq rcepipdxqxdq etp' del, that in fact is a depreciatory 
statement about his fame (cf. IG II2 3028), as dithyrambic poet 
among the tribes of Attica, K-A ad loc. report two other possible 
inferences: "Atticum dici Cinesiam ut Melanippides Phrynidi
Timotheo genere peregrinis opponatur censet Meineke; aliter 
Kaibel, 'quoniam fabula apud Chironem agi fingitur'", that is to 
say, the play or only this dialogue was set in Thessaly. If we 
accept that Dikaiosyne is a goddess, the dialogue could have 
taken place in Olympus.
9-11. The musical sense of these lines seems to be related to the
introduction of avapoXaC through the technique of the xapnV) or 
'sudden turn' (see infra on xapndq). Its introduction, as it is
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stressed in our text, had a twofold influence on the musical 
level <cf. E^ ctpjaovCouq 1. 9) and on the performance (cf. on 1. 11
ev xouq aarcCaiv). The erotic meaning of this text is not so clear 
as in other parts. Henderson MM p. 175 suggests that in Ar.
Pax 904 is "used of a mode of sexual congress" from a hippical 
metaphor and thus it could be transpasrrod into musical reference 
and still have an erotic sense of "bend and twist (in love 
making)" (cf. Henderson loc.cit.).
The reference seems to be a little flimsy and maybe it will 
be to go beyond the evidence to suggest that there may be another 
reference in xffq 7toif|a6mq 1.9 (meaning the act of making love, 
cf. Henderson MM p. 158 for t t o i e T v  instead of P l v e T v ). In any case 
the tone of the voice and the gestures must have helped in the 
understanding of any other meaning, even if the text does not 
provide with clear understated sense.
e£appovCouq: only found here and in 1. 26. It seems to be
created in opposition to evappdvioq, which in Ancient theory of 
music was one of the y&\Y\, (opposed to 5iax6vov and XP^P0^  tx6v) 
that can be defined in words of Chailley op. cit. p. 205 
"classification des syst&mes muslcaux en fonction des intervalles 
que composent les tAtracordes". About this hapax and other 
parallel words like E^opoq, e^imvoq, etc., cf. DUring art.cit. 
p. 185.
In relation to the xaprcaC it makes a reference to another 
innovation in the musical field: the |iexa{5o\yj, defined by
Chailley op. cit. p. 211 as "passage d'une catdgorie musicale 
(genre, systAme, etc.) dans une autre, analogue A la 'modulation'
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de la musique classique".
xapitdq: 'turn, sudden change' (LSJ s. v. Ill 1). This word
seems to be an example of the novelties introduced in the musical 
terminology by this new school (cf. Timoth. fr. 802PNG about his 
master Phrynis x6v iovoxdjircxav), and perhaps for this reason it 
is frequently used by the comic poets in relation to all of them 
in nominal or verbal form (cf. xdpnxov 1. 15).
It seems to have come from a metaphor about 'horse-races', 
as xoqirc^  also means the 'turning point in a race-course'. Perhaps 
the most thorough explanation is that of Restani art.cit. pp. 
158f f.
Kocpxfj, xdqinxfov, xaxaxdpiux© are found in Ar. Nub. 178, 331- 
334 (about it cf. Borthwick art.cit. p. 72), 969ff. , Thesm. 55,
68, 93 and seem to imply a 'swirling' musical movement, but as it 
occurs often in comedy, "tale linguaggio allusivo, che dimostra 
quanto il publico fosse in grado di comprendere l'oggetto dei 
lazzi e delle 'pointes' beffarde, risulta oggi un ostaculo 
difficilmente superabile, per definire esattamente la pratica 
musicale delle xaprcaC, Restani art.cit. p. 161.
She finds two ways of interpreting it (p.158): 
a) "la prima fa riferimento ai vocalizzi canori ed ai simili 
virtuosimi strumentali", interpretation of Taillardat §784 (also 
Lasserre in his edition of Ps-Plutarch De Musica p. 145, cf. 
Restani art.cit. p. 158 n. 66).
b) "la seconda -a cui anche noi ci accostiamo- spiega il 
termine come una variante minore e pid rapida di 'metabolA'" 
which is understood according to Chailly's definition above
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quoted.
She suggests, p. 161, that it is "un esercizio musicale non 
conforme alle regole dell'anticha 'techne' , realizzabile soltanto 
con instrument i pi Cl complessi di quelli in uso fino allora", In 
her opinion, thus, these words refer to the instrumental element 
of music which was "la caratteristica pitii vistosa della 'nuova' 
scuola" (Restani loc. cit. ). The new instruments gave more freedom 
of expression to the musician who, at the same time, had become 
professional and, thus, dominated the technical difficulties of 
an instrument (Restani p. 162). She seems to consider that the 
term xoqmfj denominates later "alle inflessione vocali e canore 
dell' imperatore Nerone, paradigma per gli antichi, di 
effeminatezza e futilitA" which influenced the interpretation of 
this word used in Classical Greek.
For the understanding of our fragment I would like to draw 
attention to a point she leaves a little marginal: the influence 
on the dance (cf. p. 161 n. 76); because it could be also one of 
the most outstanding issues of the new music for an Athenian 
audience. It seems that Pherecrates understood it this way, 
insofar as one of the first criticisms is directed towards this 
feature. Following Borthwick's interpretation of 11. 10-12, I
think that here Pherecrates seems to criticize the influence in 
the chorus' dances and above all one of the most important for 
its military character on a child's education: the Pyrrhic dance 
(about it see also Borthwick Hermes 98 (1970) pp. 318ff.). Line 9 
could refer to the level of composition, but xfjq Jtoi^ oeoq in 1. 10 
can be understood above all as 'performance' and in the 11. 11-20
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the stress is put on the chorus's confusion in the axpo<paTq 
(1.9), the change of direction in the strophic/antistrophic 
organization of the poem (cf. Borthwick Hermes 96 (1968) p.66). 
The main point is the interpretation of ev xatq aartCaiv 1.11 
Borthwick art. cit.p.65 suggests the Pyrrhic dance's reference;
Zielirtski Die Gliederung der altattischen Komddie p. 267 n. 2
Leipzig 1885, followed by Dtlring art.cit. pp. 185-6 understands 
it as a mirror where right and left are confused.
14. Qpftaiq: from Mytilene, son of Kamon, was mainly a
citharoede, master of Timotheus oi at least predecessor of his 
music (cf. Arist. Met. a I p. 993b 15). Ar, Nub. 971 (as well as 
Timoth. fr. 802 PMG) relates him to the use of the xapni'j (Pherecr. 
fr. 155. 15). The Sch. ad Nub. 971a tells us that he won the prize 
at the Pana^thenaia in the archon ship of Callias whom Dover ad 
loc. identifies with the archon of the year 456-5, although some 
prefer to change it into the date 446 (cf. Webster's note in 
Pickard-Cambridge DTC p. 43 n. 4). Other references to him are 
Sud. <p 761, Procl. Chrest. 320a 33 (cf. W. Riemschneider RE XX 
923, Pickard-Cambridge DTC p. 43).
axpdfUXov eppaXAv: about this expression see Borthwick
art.cit. pp. 67-8. Again it is an obscene-musical term. 
Originally it refers to 'the whirling top/ shaft' and then it
e
became to designate a 'pirou^te' and to refer to "an innovation 
in the dithyrambic ocYayyfj, melodic, rhythmic and orchestic, and to 
an irregular rotary motion, which disturbed the prevailing 
pattern of the xuxXixoq x°P^ with a violent whirling" (cf. Ar. 
Pax 865, Athen. XIV 630a, Henderson MM p.124 and Taillardat
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Images §792). Its erotic sense is identified with the phallus in 
Henderson MM p. 170 who infers it also from the sexual 
connotations of the verb eppaX&v.
I think it is interesting to note that Pherecrates is again 
referring to the performing part of a dithyramb and especially to 
the dance which Borthwick art.cit. p. 68 identifies with the 
xupBaoCa (cf. Hesych. s. v. and also s. v. xupPt)).
15. (rcp^ farv: musically related to axpo<p^ , cf. 1.9. This word and
axpdfJiXov could be also taken from spinning-women's terminology: 
oxp60iXov can mean ' spinni^-top' (LSJ s. v. 2) and axp^ qxo 'to spin' 
(LSJ s. v. IV). It would be appropiate to a woman's language: in
an ambiguous sense it can also be found in Ar. Lys. 839 and
Henderson's note relates it to Amphis fr.20 and Anacreon 417. 4
PMG, although in this text it is a metaphor that belongs to the 
equine world (see also epP&Xoipi v.3).
16. There have been many attempts to change this line, above all 
the word tc£v x s  which is not easy to explain (see Restani op. cit. 
p. 165 and n. 89-90). 'AppovCaq 5<&5exa could be a play on words 
with the 'twelve positions' above mentioned on 1. 5 (cf. 
Borthwick art.cit. p. 69), According also to Borthwick p. 69 n. 1, 
n6vxe could be a "round number" to indicate 'few' and he suggests 
that this line "doubtless refers (even if imprecisely), to the 
elaborate fingerings of this master of modulations". J. Chailley 
Acta Musicologica XXVIII (1956) p. 150, quoted by Restani art.cit. 
p. 165 n. 90, considers it "une 6xageration comique" and 
translates it "il a mis douze dchelles de 7 notes (appovCaq) dans 
des intervalles d'une qulnte".
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19. o 5£ Tip60e6q: he lived between 450 and 360 approximately; 
as I have already mentioned, he was considered a disciple of 
Phrynis (cf. also Phot, Bibl. 320a), but Timotheus attacked him 
(fr. 802 PMG) and considered himself as perhaps the greatest 
innovator of contemporary music (fr. 796 PMG). Maybe for these 
reasons, Pherecrates qualifies him as one of the most important 
corruptors of the traditional Music. In some stories he is 
related to Euripides who is said to have written the prologue for 
Persai, a nome (in the form of a dithyramb) which has survived in 
a long fragment in a papyrus (cf. Satyrus Vit.Eur. fr. 39; for 
the nome see fr. 788 ff. PMG).
Race op. cit. p. 86 suggests that this passage is a parody of 
Persai fr. 791.29 which after mentioning Orpheus and Terpander 
goes on to say: vOv 6 £ Tip60eoq p£xpoiq / pu0po~q
x*IvSsxaxpoupdxoiq / xC0apiv el;avax£XXe i, / Oqoaopdv noXtiopvov 
oT- / £aq Mouafiv 0aXapeux6v / MCXqxoq S£ n6Xiq viv a / 0p£\|rao-' oc 
5ua>6exaxe ix^oq / XaoO rcpmxgoq ’AxaiSv. But his assertion,
though interesting, seems to be very weak (see supra).
References and bibliography about Timotheus can be found in 
Restani art.cit. p.177 n. 143.
xortopApuxe / xot 5iax£xvaix’: both expressions of the
extreme ill-treatment caused to Music by him. The first one "to 
bury", as Borthwick says art.cit. p. 69, "besides being used 
xaxepqxixtoq (as in Pax 898; Av. 442; cf. Nub. 714), effects a 
transition to the joke about his exxpdbieXoi poppqxCai" (about its 
sexual implications -maybe referring to homosexual congress-, cf. 
Ar, Av. 442 and Henderson MM p. 168). The second one 'to wear out
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totally* is frequently in Euripides expressing lyrically extreme 
suffering (cf. Med. 164, Ale. 109, IA 27, Heracl. 296). Borthwick 
loc. cit. relates it to avaxvfiv, Ar.fr.37; SiaxvaCeiv is also 
found in Ar. fr. 926, St ratt. fr. 1 where it means as in Ar. Ran.
1228 'to kill a character of a part of a play by acting badly'
(cf. LSJ s. v. and Ussher's note on Ar. Eccl. 975).
20. icoToq: Headlam on Herond. 6. 48: 'it asks for further
description'. In a poet who claims to be very important (cf. 
Timotheus fr. 791. 29) this is nearly an insult.
ouxoaC: ouxoq is also found with rcotoq in Ar. Ach. 963 and
in Thesm. 29ff. ; but on its own it is a normal way to
address someone (cf. fr. 142.1). The deictic suffix generally 
Indicates that something or someone is pointed out. It could 
imply that he is on stage (as Pianko Eos LIII (1963) p. 62
suggests) or amongst the audience; but it could also mean that he 
has just been mentioned.
21. itupplaq: 'red-haired, prop, of red-haired slaves from
Thrace' (LSJ s. v. ). It is another word that shows her contempt 
towards the poet (see Ar. Ran. 730).
23. ayav lxxp<rx6Xoi>q poppqxidq: the expression is parallel to
ayeiv o5ov and as Renehan St. Gr. Texts p. 89 says, "the root in 
exxpax£Xouq determined the choice of the verb".
It makes reference to a common sentence frequently applied 
to this kind of music: the comparison to an ant-path. Such image 
had already been used by Pherecrates in fr.31 and also found in 
Ar. Nub. 1003 and Thesm. 100, for further references see K-A ad 
loc. , Borthwick p. 69 and Restani p. 178. Other compounds as
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EuxpcfrteXoq (cf. Ar. Vesp. 469) are similarly used to qualify 
speech meaning ' dexterous' and extpan£Xouq seems to be another 
rhetorical and musical term that is particularly connected to the 
use of the pexapoX^ or 'wriggling chromatic tunes' (cf. Borthwick 
loc. cit.), especially frequent in Timotheus (cf. Restani p. 166).
24. This line seems to refers to 'solo' compositions, in 
opposition to the choral ones and in this way it stresses the 
importance of the performance of the poem, in contrast with the 
rest of the speech where a chorus performance should be 
understood instead.
25. drtdSixre xocvbAoae: the presence of two compounds of the same 
verb: arc£Xi>oe xdv£Xt>as in the manuscripts has been considered
suspect. These are three main suggestions:
- K-A accept the proposal of Wyttenbach to change the first 
verb into oc7c£5u<re, while they keep the second xocv£Xooe and agree 
then with Meineke, Kock, Dtiring and Edmonds.
- Borthwick art. cit. p. 73 has the contrary opinion: 
"Wyttenbach's much-accepted dn£6oae for the former verb should be 
rejected- it has no musical meaning, whereas av£Xi>ae is not only 
appropiate to the theme of the personal outrage, but also alludes 
to the Timothean lyric style and its technical vocabulary - 
dnoXeXtijieva 6£ a ,y£YPa7CxaL xa* aveu p£xpou a>plCT^ x£vou, ol6v
etai oi vdpoi xi0apq>6ixol Tipo0£ou (Heph. PoSm. 5)". His opinion 
is that the second verb is suspect and he suggests av£xpri<je 
Instead.
- Restani art.cit. p. 185 keeps the text and translates 
xocv£Xt>cre as 'mi desarticolb' p. 191 and n. 200.
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In my opinion to keep the manuscripts' reading could give a 
good sense; ax^Xuae has clear musical resonances, as Borthwick 
points out, and at the same time the verb Xu<o and its compounds 
are synonymous with xa^aP®TePav 1* 5; cf. Borthwick
art.cit. p. 73 n. 2). In the case of the second verb, av£Xuoe, 
perhaps we could keep it, if we understand it as a dramatic 
intensification which is also stressed by the preverb ava- (cf. 
LSJ s. v. F 3) and, in its sexual sense, it keeps an analogy with 
avfl(x£ in 1. 4, connected also with xa^aP^TePav* as * have already 
pointed out. Although it does not have a clear musical reference, 
still Pi. N. X 90 uses it in connexion with q>6>v&v. About 
variation of prefix in one repeated verb, cf. Ar. fr. 708. Lys. 
1279, Thesm. 284.
gopSaTq 565exa: as in the other cases, it has been object of 
many changes, probably unnecessary. Timotheus was famous for his 
changes in the number of strings (cf. Nicom. Harm. 2. 35 Mab. , as
he himself says in fr. 721. 229 PMG).
26-8. As I have pointed out in the introductory note on this 
fragment, there are different ways of placing and understanding 
these three lines: placing them after 1.23 as a reference to
Timotheus and in this case they will deal probably with his 
choral songs, while the following lines 24ff. (according to the 
edition of K-A) will deal with the ' solo-songs' or ' nomes' he
composed, and at least Persai would an example (fr. 491 PMG).
I am inclined to think that Philoxenus was mentioned here 
for two reasons:
a) Timotheus was especially famous because xotiq yoCv xp6xoi>q
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vbpouq ev eneai Siapiyvuav 5 iSupapP ixr\v X££iv ?|5ev, ona>q pr| eu0t)q 
q>avfj napavopffiv eiq x^v apyaCav pouoixi^ v, Ps.-Plut. De mus. IV 
1132e; that is to say, he wrote nomes in the style of dithyrambs, 
mainly choral songs, and the Persai is clearly one of them.
b) Philoxenus is accused by Ar. fr. 953 that e iq  xobq 
xuxXCouq x^pouq * * * p£Xr) e i<TT)v6yxaxo. A feature contrary to 
what we have just described in Timotheus; Philoxenus introduced 
songs, solo-songs in chorus and the poem KvxXoy rj raXdzeia (cf. 
Philox. Cyth. fr. 815ff. PMG) seems to have staged the Cyclops in 
costume and playing the kithara, and was parodied by Ar. PI. 
290ff., according to the Sch. ad loc. (about it cf. Pickard- 
Cambridge DTC pp. 45-6, above all Webster's notes). As we have 
already seen, what seems to be mostly criticized throughout this 
fragment is modifications in music which affected directly the 
dance and the chorus. Probably Pherecrates may be stressing in 
fact the important educational and moral role of the chorus in 
Athenian society (as PI. Legg. 653a ff. ). This confusion made by 
Philoxenus would be even worse for our, nearly dead, Mrs. Music. 
Perhaps what is left out in connexion with the v. 26 was 
something like ydpouq, mentioned in the text of our source, or 
related to it (maybe xdcpnocq, often mentioned with an ambiguous 
sense, cf. 1. 9).
Philoxenus lived arround 436-379. He was born in Cythera. 
The main problem about him and his work is that he was confused 
with Philoxenus of Leucas (see D. F. Sutton Dithyrambographi 
Graeci p. 70 Hildesheim 1989). The main sources about him are 
Suda (p393 and Athen. I 6e-7a. He is cited by Ari6tot. Poet. 48a
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15 and parodied in Ar. loc. cit. (see Sch. ad loc. and Sch. ad 
Theocr. 6 where see also Gow's comment). Cf. Pickard-Cambridge 
DTC pp. 45ff. , R. Key dell Kl.P. VI 786.
Accordingly, I will understand something related to the 
chorus' new influences in the form of viyXapoC as it is said in
1. 27 and some other elements which are missing from our
quotation.
The sense of the comparison is doubtful. It is related to 
the reading of the word xdqiTtxmv in the manuscripts or xapnffiv, as 
Elmsley ad Ar. Ach. 554 suggested (cf. K-A's app. crit. ). 
Borthwick art.cit. p.71 supports the change which "must be right 
in order to pun on the musical term [xajiTifj] and on xdtpxr) 
caterpillar" and connects it to the image of the "winding 
galleries of the popjuxCa". On the other hand, Restani art.cit. 
p. 190 keeps the reading of the manuscripts "sia perch6 lectio 
codicum, sia per l'analogia stilistica con il v. 15, ricordando 
che nell' intero frammento 145K sono frequenti le ricorrenze 
stilistiche e, perfino, lessicali" and suggests the comparison to 
be a "metafora gastronomica".
In the context of the verb xocxep£ax<i>aE (a hapax, probably an 
expressive form with the air of an exaggeration), I would think 
that the genitive is necessary. It has been related to Aristoph. 
fr.10.4 which shows that 'caterpilars' were commonly related to 
vegetables and it was commonly believed that these insects were 
born from them, especially the 'cabbage' (cf.Davies-Kathirithamby 
Gr. Insects p. 102).
Yet it is certainly inconclusive and maybe if we understand
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that the word xaprtdq is missing from the beginning of the 
citation, the verb xapxxc&v could be kept with an internal 
accusative qualified by the series of adjectives in these lines 
and then a form in genitive is missing from our text.
26. e£appov(oi>q: see on 1. 9.
uiccpPoXaCouq: in musical terminology it can be related to
the later name given to the "highest note in the two-octave 
scale" (cf. LSJ s. v. uxEp|3oXaToq and see also Chailly op. cit.
p. 217).
27. viyXapodq: references about it, cf. Ar. Ach. 554 and Sch. ad 
loc., Eup. fr. 121, Phryn.com. fr. 74.1 (conjecture). Restani 
art.cit. pp. 186ff. relates it to xepETCC^, word considered 
synonymous by the lexicographers (cf. Poll. IV 83, Hesych. v560) 
and analyzes the different possible meanings and consequences at 
a musical level. She concludes that "1'esecuzione di vCyXapoi 
veniva pertanto a propore i due moduli pitii 1rivoluzionari' de
questa nuova suola: la ricerca di maggiore libertA espressiva,
contro le forme stereotipate de certa musica 'arcaica', ed un
impiego della 'mimesis', intesa come riproduzlone de suoni o di 
versi di animali o di rumori vari. Ne risultava sminuita
1'importanza del testo nei confront! della musica e si ricercava 
una maggiore professionalitA esecutiva e virtuosistica, con 
relativo sviluppo della specializzazione. D'altra parte, perd il 
testo del 'libretto si svoutava di significato ed, a volte, 
cadeva nel ridicolo e nel grottesco" (pp. 188-9).
poopdvouq: 'cabbage' is Attic for xpapPfj (LSJ s. v. pa<porv6q), 
as I mentioned, it appears often as a place where the caterpilars
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mentioned as a cure for the hang-over <cf. Eub. fr. 124, Nicoch. 
fr. 18, Alex. fr. 287).
Fr. 156
This fragment deals with a commonplace in Greek Literature: 
the relationship between age and experience. There are many 
passages that develop it in a similar way to our case and, above 
all, make reference to the sentence of 1. 4 (see comment ad
loc. ). It is clear that youth was seen as a stage of inexperience 
and ignorance and to be wise, to be sensible (<ppovetv related, in 
this case, to ooxppoveiv) was a symbol of old age, maturity.
About this theme see Dover Pop. Mor. pp. 102ff. , also B. E. 
Richardson Old age among the ancient Greeks pp. 16ff. New York 
1969, Kirk Eranos-Jb 40 (1971) p. 123 and 142, M. Reinhold PAPhS 
114 (1970) p. 34.
Perhaps this process of sensibility which is described in 
our passage could be compared with a passage of 'madness' in Ar.
Nub. 814ff. In this case, the old man is showing signs of madness
and this is expressed in physical terms (cf. 1. 831-2 and Dover's 
note to 832), but also with similar words to express his mental 
state. For instance oux so (ppovetq in 1. 817 (the son Pheidippides 
to his father Strepsiades); 1. 821 (Strepsiades accuses his son
of cppovelv apxaiVxd), and Pheidippides utters in 1. 844 xC Spdoco 
napoccppovoCvxoq xoO rcaxpdq; (see 1.4 in Pherecrates' text). Also 
TT)\ixouxovC in 1.819 is used in contrary way to our text, father
to the young boy and ev0upoup£voq, 1. 820, is used by the
'youthful' father (cf. 1.5). Similarly 1. 5 could refer to the
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way of thinking of a young person in contrast with the cppovetv 
which must be the proper way of thinking of a 'mature' old man. 
In a parallel scene, 11. 1451ff., Strepsiades seens to recover
from his madness, (see further R. K. Fisher Aristophanes' 
"Clouds". Purpose and Technique P. 187-8 Amsterdam 1984).
It is difficult to know the exact nature of this text, but I 
would suggest two possibilities: it is part of a speech between
two characters (ertfjpaq 1. 1 in second person singular), where in a 
moment the speaker addresses the chorus or the audience (cf. 
SvSpeq 1.3), or it can be a monologue in which the character 
refers first to an absent personage (as in Men. Dys. 639) or to 
an object (as in Ar. Eccl. Iff.), a god, his 'heart' or something 
similar and then turns to the chorus or the audience (probably it 
is indifferent, cf. D. Bain Actors and Audience p. 192 Oxford 
1974), explaining his ideas or what has just occurred to him or 
even presenting himself, maybe as in Phryn.com. fr. 19 or Ar. 
Ach. Iff. as part of the prologue.
1. enfjpaq: similar passages of the verb STiaCpa> referring to an 
old man are found in Ar. Nub. 42, 809 and 1457. About this verb's 
tense, aorist or imperfect cf. Dover ad Nub. 42.
2. A similar expression is found in Aristophanes with the 
compound e tcrxuXCvSe iv in Eccl. 651 and 767, as Taillardat Images 
§558 says: "il est clair que, dans ce cas, e£<jxdXCv 5s iv, n'est
qu'un synonyme expressif de epftdXXsiv (p. ex. epfi&XXe iv xiv& eiq 
aup<popKq, Antiphon 3 ,4 , 1 0 ;  elq axuyiaq, Esch. 3,79;  elq xaxbv, 
Ar. Nu&es, 1460)"  and other passages he quotes are Apollod.
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Caryst. 5. 7 and Xen. Mem. I 2.22.
The original meaning of the verb xuXCv5a> is "to roll" and, 
in the same way as our passage, it can be found in other contexts 
with a metaphorical sense: pexaxoXCvSeiv in Ran. 53 (cf,
Taillardat ibid. §39 referring to the 'voyage de la vie'), and 
related to rcpSypa in a political sense (cf. Taillardat
Images §671 on Eccl. 208).
3 .  2 > v5 p e q : about the different possibilites to address audience 
and chorus, see supra.
t[v : the first person r[v for the imperfect of eipC, instead 
of rj (by assimilation with the third person probably; cf. 1.5) was 
a common interchangeable expression that in our texts become more 
frequent towards the end of the V century (cf. Barrett on Eur. 
Hi. 700).
4 .  e 5 6 x o d v  p £ v  e f p d v o u v  8 * o o 5 £ v :  the sententious phrase can be 
interpreted in two ways: first of all, Kock ad loc. suggests a
more likely interpretation (see K-A's comment) : "e66xouv mihi
videbar (ppovstv 8qXov6xi", that is to say, "I seemed [to myself] 
to be wise, but I was not". Secondly, another interpretation is 
that the verb 5oxeiv could be understood in absolute sense "to 
have an opinion" and (ppovetv as M. Pope JHS 94 (1974) p. 108 
says: "there is no doubt that in the later fifth century the word 
(ppovetv could be used by itself to imply being wise".
The concept of being wise is described by Soph. Aj. 554-5 in 
terms slightly different from our understanding: ev x$ (ppovetv
ydcp pq5£v ffSiaxoq PCoq / ea>q x6 xa P^eLV x& XunsTaSai pdGflq.
This sententious phrase implies that in Sophocles "(ppoveTv
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clearly embraces the ability to experience joy and sorrow as 
well" according to M. Pope loc.cit. The same ideas are expressed 
in Aesch. Prom. 443-4 and 447-450 and PI, Legg. 888c.
The character here only says commonplaces in the context of 
very general and formal expressions like eyxuXCoai 1.2, xaxa 
Xeipdq, 1.5 and xaxd pCxov 1.7.
5. xcrcft xeipbq; this expression is equivalent to the English
sentence: "ready to hand" and seems to recall the image of a
banquet where oSrnp xocxdt xeLP ^  was usually poured before the 
beginning (cf. Ar. Vesp. 1216, Av. 403, fr. 516, Eup. fr.320> and 
at the end (which was called more exactly axovCCeoBou according 
to Orus fr. B37). A similar use of this expression is found in 
Telecl. f r. 1.2.
This implicit reference to a banquet is suitable to these 
lines where he explains his youth.
ev6i>p.oup£v<{p: in contrast with 9povetv. It seems to imply
'intuition' although it means already a step towards the final 
'maturity' explained in the following lines.
6 .  v f f v  5 ' a p x i :  this expression seems to have been common to
designate the 'sudden realization of a truth' as Henderson ad Ar. 
Lys. 1008 says, The verb pavBdrvw is said by Prise. Ins. gramm.
XVIII 242 (quoted by K-A ad loc. ) as being understood in an
elliptic way; but the sentence seems to stand by itself as an 
exclamation.
c v x C B v ia i  v o O v : this is the only instance of evxCBqpi with
voOv (cf. LSJ s. v. svxCBqpi 2b), but other examples with similar 
sense can be found in PI. Leg. 800c (aOupCav) and Thgn. 429f£.
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which is worthv quoting for the resemblance of its content: tpOaou
V
xai 9p£\|/ai p$ov Ppoxbv, q <pp€vaq ea0X&q / s^fjiev ouSeCq tig> xo£fx6 
Y* ercsqjpdoaxo, / $ xiq a6<ppov’ e0r)xe x6v atppova xax xaxoO ea0X6v.
Here we have an expressive phrase, very similar to a 
commoner idiom syeiv voOv (cf. LSJ s. v. vdoq 2a). The fact of 
"having voCv" or intelligence, as it could be translated, was 
regarded as special and, for example, was seen as rare among 
young people and women, cf. Ar. Lys. 1124 and Henderson's note ad 
loc.
7. This line has a gnomic appearance, although it has not been 
transmitted in the corpus of paroemiographers (cf. K-A's comment 
ad loc. for other instances). The main problem is that we do not 
know with certitude if it belongs to this fragment or not, since 
it was added by Jacobi (cf. K-A's app. crit. ad loc.).
The addition, however, makes sense within the context of the 
fragment in which the character expresses himself with a number 
of gnomic phrases and can be also parallel to other fragments 
with similar metaphors, like Pherecr. fr. 43. 3 and 76.5, it does 
not necessarily follow that he had to use this metaphor taken 
from the world of the spinners, a feminine one, par excellence.
As D. MUller Handwerk und Sprache p.214 says, «'ich Uberlege 
die Dinge entsprechend dem Aufzug, Faden fllr Faden' 1st wohl vom 
Anbringen der KettenfSden am oberen Querbalken des Webstuhls 
genommen, wobei Faden nach Faden mit groBer Genauigkeit in 
gleichen AbstSnden befestigt werden muBte, ein fllr bedSchtige 
Gewissenhaftigkeit sehr geeignetes Bild».
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Fr. 157
The content of the whole fragment is uncertain . Metrically 
the line is iambic, but there is one foot missing and the last 
line is corrupted, so it is difficult to know the exact sense of 
the comparison of the napoty ISeq. The text can be part of a 
dialogue and the speaker seems to answer positively (vfj xdv AC’ 
is always affirmative cf. LSJ s. v. vfj, in comparison with pd 
which can be either way).
In the first line there is a word missing and the solutions 
have been quite varied but since the sense of the two lines is 
complete none of the emendations are definitive. After AC’ Kaibel 
suggests <outoi y* > and interprets it as a comparison with 
'parasites' and Gulick seems to agree when saying on p. 167 n. 1 
that "it seems to compare parasites with sauces, whose quality is 
determined solely by their piquancy"; Peppink Obs. p. 55 apud K-A 
suggests <6p0Sq> and Edmonds FAC I p.266 <5vep>. After &cmep 
Meineke Anal. Ath. p. 162 suggests Saxepei -yAp.
1. ai napoyCSeq: here according to our source (Athen. IX 368b) 
it seems to designate 'sauces or seasonings' which were usually 
served in a vessel that probably for antonomasia is also called 
in other texts xapoyCq. It can also designate 'dainty dish' or 
'sweet' (cf. also xocpo\|rtjpa LSJ s. v. ), but here the word qSuopdxmv 
seems to point at the first sense given by Athen. loc.cit. 'the 
sauces have their reputation (name) according to the seasoning 
(they are formed)', while another possibilty is 'the side-dishes 
have their reputation according to the seasonings'. Pottier D-S
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4. 1 p. 337 describes it as follows: "vase ou plate creux dans
lequel on mettait les legumes, ragoGts, et autres aliments que 
l'on prdparait pour le repas; le mAme mot pouvait, d'ailleurs, 
designer aussi la norriture contenue dans ce recipient. La forme 
en devait done 6tre analogue A celle de catinum, discus et lanx. 
II est assimil6 par les lexicographers au tryblion, plat A
ragoGt; . mais il serait de dimensions plus grandes. Letronne en
conduit qu'un tr§s grand xpofJXiov se confundait avec la xapo^Cq. 
D'autre part, il servait aux assaisonnements (qSGcxpaxa), ce qul
le rapprocherait de la catdgorie des saucc&res [ACETABULUM]".
In comic fragments they are usually found as elements of 
comparison (cf. Ar. fr. 191, PI. com. fr. 190) or in metaphorical 
sense (cf. Magn. fr. 1 and Sot.com. fr. 3) In both cases they are 
related to something that is secondary but still good. Perhaps 
it is best exemplified by Pl.com. loc.cit.: x& S' ocXXdxpi' eaO’
opoia xafq xapo\|/Cai* / 3p«x^ Y<*p x£p\|«xvx' e^av^Xaxai xaxG.
They are also related to women and their cooking and eating 
customs (cf. Ar. fr. cit. , Pl.com. fr. 43 and xapovj/mvoOoiv in Ar. 
Eccl. 226).
2. x^v aixCocv Ixoua*: according to Casaubon Animadv. p. 639. 32, 
as quoted by K-A, "ouxCocv exeiv Graecis significat nonnumquam 
idem ac 1dici’, ‘nominari1 et xaxqYope i<70ai". Yet, although the 
former seems to be the most likely sense here, in Aristophanes 
and in Classical Attic in general, the latter meaning 
xaxr)YoPe a^0ai "to be accused of" is more commonly found in
connexion with legal terminology (cf. Vesp. 506 amd similarly Pax 
640 and Ran. 691). The first one is mainly found with the sense
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of "to be reputed of" in Aesch. Th. 4 in poetical sense and in 
Plato (e. g. Grg. 503b, Rep. 435e) and later writers (cf. LSJ s. v. 
I 3).
xSv qSoapdxov: 'relish, seasoning, sauce' (LSJ s. v. ).
According to Pottier D-S I 1438 "les quatre Elements ordinaires 
d'un assaisonnemant sont le vinaigre, l'huile, le sel et le
poivre'. A list of them can be found in Alex. fr. 132 (cf. Athen.
IV 170a).
3. This line is corrupted. There are many suggestions but in 
fact two main ways of understanding it:
- following the comparison of the rcapo\|rC5eq, as a reference
to the fact that the n:apotyC5eq are known and xSv qSuapdxayv. The
main change is xaX exaq  into xaX6aaq which may be
interpreted as the one who calls (the napo i|f(8eq  in that way; cf. 
Meineke's proposal aq apud K-A) or the one who invites to a 
party, the host.
In this sense, Kalbel suggests aoxoOq 6' o xaX£oaq a£iot,
this
and, except for the fact that ^ involves many changes, it is an
interesting suggestion. His text would be as follows: vt\ xdv AC* 
ooxoi y* Scroep at itapo\|fC5eq / xt\v aixCav exooa’ T&v nSuapdxov,
/ auxotiq 6' o xaX6aaq a£iot xoB pr^ fievdq. Following the change 
into ooxoi in 1.1 Fritzsche 1844/41 p. 14 suggests ooq o xaX€aaq 
ena£lot.
In Kaibel's text ooxoi (later aoxotiq) were the parasites who 
are compared with the napoyCSeq (possibly as lovers are compared 
with them in Ar. fr. 191) and o xaX€aaq as the host who has 
invited them, cf. also Gulick in his edition of Athen. vol. IV p.
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167.
- another interpretation is that of Kock. He follows the 
conjecture of Herw. Obs. crit. 17: ooxo xd xdXXoq a^ iSS. As he says 
' pulcritudo per se sola nullius pretii est, nisi accedant boni 
mores, sicuti xapo\|rCSeq de natura condimentorum additorum bonae 
prauaeue habentur' and he invents another line (cf. K-A's app. 
crit. ). In the same sense it is understood by Edmonds FAC I p. 266 
who suggests o xaX<dv ex(iX>eo-aq
Fr. 158
The common element of this enumeration is that they are all 
food, but still it is difficult to determine in which context 
they were said together. Line 1 is clearly a group of fruits. As 
in other cases the enumeration is emphasized by the use of 
polysyndeton with xaf.
It could be part of a description either of a banquet or of 
a shopping list or scene. Above all pffXa, pipaCxuXa, ptipxa and 
CT^ Xtva are usually related to extraordinary food sometimes in the 
Underworld or in a fantastic land (cf. Cratin. fr. 363, 116, Eup.
fr. 13) and they have in comedy a secondary erotic meaning. From 
this point of view, although there is no reference to an erotical 
meaning of ajiuvSdXaq, pu£Xov or e£ oTvou P6xpuq? > at least the 
other words certainly could be taken metaphorically as a 
reference to different parts of a woman's body from breasts to 
pubis in an ambiguous context.
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1. ap.i)*y6dtXo£<;: or almonds are not often found in the texts of
comedy, but mainly related to the difficulty of being broken and 
similar jokes (cf. Ar. fr. 605, especially those coming from 
Naxos Phryn.com. fr. 70, Eup. fr. 271.1). According to Athen. II 
52c they seem to have been eaten mainly while drinking wine and 
probably they were considered a kind of xpaY^paxa or sweets that 
accompanied the drinking (cf. Pherecr. fr. 73, Diph. fr. 80 
enumerates them as one of these xpay^M^^ TpdtYqpa, popxCSeq, 
rcXaxoBq, apiSySaXa). For the different medical usages see Athen. 
loc. cit.
pfjXot xai pipaCxoXa: two different kinds of fruit: apple and, 
according to LSJ s. v. 'fruit of the xdjiapoq' or strawberry-tree, 
arbutus, that is to say, arbutus-berry, cf. Athen. II 50f.
MffXa is frequently attested in Aristophanes, e.g. Vesp. 
1057, 1268, Nub. 978, 997, Pax 1001, Lys. 856, Eccl. 903, fr.
625; pipatxoXa is found in Crat.com. fr. 40, Amphis fr. 38, 
Theop.com. fr. 6 8 .
It is important that they are together, because they are 
usually related in Comedy to an erotical sense the ' apples' 
referring to a girl's breasts, while the berries, to the nipples. 
Perhaps the most explicit text parallel to this is Crat.com. fr. 
43, Ttdrvo y^P ecrxiv mpixmxaxa / x<3c xix0C' Sarcep pfjXov q 
pipaCxuXov; cf. also Ar. Ach. 1199 (to where fr. 924K is ascribed 
by K-A).
2. ptfpxa: or myrtle-berry, another common fruit of comic texts, 
is found in Ar. Av. 160, 1100, Theop. com. fr. cit., Antiph. fr. 
177.4, Phoenicid. fr. 2.1, Eub. fr. 74. In other texts as in Ar.
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Lys, 632 and 1004 and Pl.com. fr. 188.14 It has clear erotic
i
connotations and seems to refer to the 'pudenda mul^bria' (about 
it cf. Taillardat Images §112 and Henderson MM pp. 134-5).
About the plant pupxoq see Lembach (1970) pp. 125ff.
ct6 \ i v o v : 'wild celery', ' Apium graveolens', also called
smallage or ache (cf. A. C. Andrews CIPh 44 (1949) pp. 91ff.). It 
is found scattered throughout Greek Literature, mainly related 
to two elements:
- to fabulous descriptions of meadows, e.g. II. 2. 776 and 
together with violets in Od 5. 72.
- to crowns and garlands for banquets, as Theocr. 3. 23 and 
for the victors in the Nemean and Isthmian games.
These two elements can be probably in relation to the cult 
of the Underworld gods and dead ancestors, as Sud. a212 shows, 
creXCvou cnr^avoq* x6v8ipoq; t6 ydcp o6Xivov n£v0eai xpoai^ xei. Aq 
e<pr) xai AoBpiq ev Ilepi ay6va>v (cf. FGrH 76. 33J and the
proverb in Sud. ct 211) and, according to Andrews art. cit. p. 95, 
they could have been used in funeral feasts as food (although he 
does not quote any instance about this fact). In any case, he 
shows that it is hardly ever part of a meal, except for salads, 
(cf. perhaps Eub. fr. 35); but mainly with medical facilities 
(cf. Andrews p. 99). They were abundant in gardens probably as 
ornamentation (cf. Mosch. 3. 100).
I think that except Ar. Vesp. 480 where it is in a 
proverbial sentence(cf. MacDowell's note ad loc. and perhaps also 
Eub. fr.cit.), the other pieces of evidence in comedy about this 
vegetable, e.g. Ar. Nub. 982, Cratin. fr. 116, Pherecr. fr. 138,
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Pl.com. fr. 188.10 in the form snia^Xiva and also the instances 
of Theocr. 13. 42, 20. 23 (cf. G. Giangrande JHS 88 (1968) p. 172 
n. 3). They can be understood as meaning metaphorically 'pudenda 
muliebria' (cf. Phot. s. v. and Schol. ad Theocr. 11. 10; see
further Henderson MM p. 136, 144, 151).
xdc£ otvoo 06xpi>q: this expression has been intrepreted as
referring to the custom of preserving grapes in wine according to 
Athen, XIV 653c who also quotes Eub. fr. 48: aXXd rcapaXafiAv
axpdx<p xpoOe xat 8C6ou rcuxvdq / xat 06xpuq xp6yeiv avdyxaC auxdv 
e£ olvoo auxvoOq (cf. Pherecr. fr. 137.7). For a similar 
construction, cf. Hipp. Epid. II 6.30 (V p. 138L): rjv hi aXXoq 
xeyaXfJv dXy£fl, apxov Aq Qeppdxaxov otvoo axpi^ xoo e<70Ceiv.
BoxpOq and axacpuX^  seem to be synonymous to designate ' ripe 
full-grown grapes' (cf. Theocr. 1. 46 in comparison with the
opqxxS 'unripe grape'). Although II. 18. 561: lv 5’lxC8ei
axa<pi>Xf(ai p£ya (SpC0ooaav &X<of|v / xaXfJv ypoaeCqv p6Xaveq 5’ avd 
Pdxpueq qaav, would suggest a specialization of the word as 
'black grape', but it seems that it is here used for the sake of 
a variatio, as Hes. Sc. 293-4; oi 8 *aox’ £q xaXdpooq e9 6peuev oxd 
xpoyr)Ttjp<»v / XsoxoOq xat pgXavaq (36xpoaq peydXmv and 8px<av. It 
has no clear erotic secondary sense, although it can be compared 
with Ar. PI. 1084-5: opa>q 5'enei5r\ xat tdv o l v o v rj^ Couq /
nCveiv, aovexrcog' eaxC crot xat xr\v xptiya where xf^ v xptiya, and 
{Joxptiq in our text could refer to the last part of the wine and 
imply a similar erotic reference.
3. poeX6v: the last item of this enumeration is doubtful;
poeXOv is marrow, that is to say, a kind of meat. This item seems
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strange after having enumerated a group of fruits. Bergk
suggested xapuXov, 'a cake of fine meal' (cf. LJS s. v. apoXov) 
often found in comedy (cf. Ar. Ach. 1092, Pax 1195, Eub. fr.
35.2). Meineke keeps the text according to a passage of Plut. de 
Glor. Ath. 6 p. 349a, ol 5£ x°PtlY°^  xotq yopeuxatq X0£t
crxeXCSaq xai pueXdv xapax i06vxeq, euAyouv cxl noXtv xp6vov 
tpavacncoup^ vouq xat xpoq>2Svxaq in the context of the food provided 
by the choregus at the end of a performance. This kind of meat 
was considered a dainty-meal already in II. 22. 501 (cf. also
Alex. fr. 191. 10; it could be related to the 5eX<pd<xiov mentioned
in Ar. Lys. 1062). Otherwise, the disorder could be purposeful, 
as in Ach. 1091ff. according to Rennie ad loc.
Another example of vegetables leading to a meat is fr. 50.7. 
It could draw attention to the abundance of courses and its 
unending repetition in a banquet; it could al6o refer to a 
strange way of having a banquet, as Athen. IV 145f refers to some 
customs of the Persians of eating all kind of meals together. It 
would not be surprising if the context is that of going shopping 
as in Ar. fr. 581.
Other instances of enumerations with the same content are: 
Cratin. fr. 116, 363, Eub. fr. 74, Eup. fr. 13, Alex. fr. 132,
Antiph. fr. 177, Ar. fr. 581, Phoenicid. fr. 2 .
Fr. 159
These two lines seem to be, as Meineke CGF II p. 339 
suggests, a parody of the words of Odysseus to Achilles in II. 9 .  
270: 5<S><t e i  6' ercxd yuvaTxaq aptipova epya iSoCaq / Aea(3C5aq. H. D.
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Jocelyn PCPhS 206 (1980) p. 15 probably rightly expresses doubts 
about these lines to be put in the mouth of both refined heroes, 
he suggests that the word XaixaoxpCai, 1.2, is usually spoken by 
slaves and coarse characters. Both possibilities are still open 
although I think that the reference to the Homeric passage seems 
to be quite clear.
1. AeofHSaq: in Homer there is reference to the beauty and
special features of women from Lesbos (cf. II. 9. 272) and up to 
the Hellenistic times they were seen as having a particular 
independence and automony (cf. Luc. Dial.Mer. 5); but in 
Classical Athens the verb XeoPi&C® was connected with the sexual 
practice of the 'fellatio', cf. Ar. Vesp. 1345ff. , Stratt. fr. 
41, Theop.com. fr. 36, Hesych. X692, Sud. X306. This fame in fact 
explains the answer that this line is given.
It is, nonetheless, doubtful that it was the only sexual 
activity with which they were depicted and Dover GH p. 182 n. 36 
London 1978 argues: "to say as Giangrande C QUCC XVI (1973)] does 
(131f. ), 'Lesbian* necessarily Implied fellation to the exclusion 
of other sexual modes goes a little beyond the evidence; some 
references to 'Lesbian' behaviours In comedy were right in some 
these cases, but the comic passages themselves do not justify so 
narrow an interpretation (cf. in particular Ar. Eccl. 920, with 
Ussher's note ad loc.)". This Aristophanlc passage also give 
Jocelyn place to suggest that 'Lesbian' could have the same 
meaning as nowadays. Our text qualifies them simply as 
' prostituifes' (cf. on XaixaaxpCou 1.2).
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2. xaX6v ye: the tone of the answer is sarcastic as in Eur.
Cycl. 555 (see Denniston GP p. 198 cf. Dover op. cit. p. 182
n. 35).
XaLxaaxpCoti: about this term and the verb Xaix&Ceiv see the 
extensive, but not very conclusive article of Jocelyn pp. 12-66. 
The word seems to designate in general 'prostitute' although 
it may have had a coarser sense than xopvi^  as Jocelyn tries to 
prove. It is found in Ar. Ach. 529 and 537 as a reference to the 
prostitutes of a brothel (see also Men. Pk. 235).
Fr. 160
The fragment seems to be a description of how someone gets 
on stage. At least e^eioiv and 5eBpo have this sense as in Ar. 
Nub. 632-3: aoxdv xaXffi 0t3paCs SeBpo xpdq x6 <pffiq. / xoB
Ixpe\|u<iSr|q; efcei xdv <5cow5taxqv X<5cP g>v ; .
x€p5ixoq xpdxov: in comedy it usually refers to the feigned 
lameness of the partridge that, according to Arist. fr. 346Rose:
oxotv Si yv$ ^TL Gnpetiexai, npoeX0fi>v xffq veoxxifiq xuXivSetxai icapdc
x<3t ax6Xr) xoB 0r)pei3ovxoq, eXxCSa spmoiffiv xoB aoXXq9 0 <^7ea0cu, 
e£anax$ xe emq av axorrxffioiv ol veoxxoC* eTxa xat aoxdq e££xxaxai. 
sort Si xd C$ov xax6q0eq xat xavoBpyov, exi Si (fypoStcriaaxix6v. 
This lameness is then related to the fact of having something to 
hide and the supposed wickedness of this animal which is in fact 
trying to protect its young (cf. Taillardat Images §222 and 407). 
It became a proverb: xepSixOq ax£Xoq (cf. Plut. II 24 and App. IV 
56). Other instances are: Archyl. 224W, Ar. fr. 57, 512, Nicoph.
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fr. 9, Phryn.com. fr. 55 <cf. Ar. Av. 1292, exxep5ixCoat in Av.
767ff. and 5 itxxepS ix C£e iv in Com. Adesp. fr. 87K; about it see
also Taillardat loc.cit. and Thompson Birds s. v. x£p5i£).
Fr. 161
The text is corrupted, although a general sense seems to be
clear. Perhaps the simplest way of emending is that of Kassel: A
xotq 5£xa xaXAvxoiq ocXXa xpoo0/|ae iv stpt) / B x6o' axxa; A
x evx^xovtoc. Cf. Ar. Ran. 172-3: (Ai. ) avGpoxe, PotiXei axeudcpi’
eiq *'Ai5od 9^peiv / (Ne. ) xOa' axxa; (At.) xaoxC. (Ne. ) 56o
SpaypAq picrSdv xeXetq;.
2. itevx^ xovxa: the number seems to be 'a ridiculously large
round number' (cf. MacDowell on Ar. Vesp. 669) which is related
to money (the bribes of the allied cities to Athenian politicians 
in Ar. loc. cit. or also money taken from the public funds Thesm.
811), to grain in Vesp. 716, to the age of a person in Vesp. 490
or in mythology: the fifty nereids (cf. Ar. Ach. 883), the fifty 
sons of Aegyptus and the daughters of Danaus (cf. Ar. Ran. 1207). 
It might be remembered that 'five' is also a round number to 
indicate 'few' in Pherecr. fr. 155.16.
Fr. 162
These two passages are part of a speech in dactylic
hexameters. This metre and the vocabulary show that it is a
parody of gnomic poetry as that of Hesiod and Theognis and this 
parodical element could have been Intended to characterize the
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speaker of these lines, probably an old person, perhaps Cheiron 
himself, which criticizes the habits which were then common in 
banquets and hosts in comparison with the traditional 
hospitality. As we have seen, this theme about Idealized past is 
also found in fr. 155 in relation to music, and the dithyramb 
especially. About this metre, cf. Wilamowitz Gr. Versk. p. 349, 
West Gr. Metre p. 98, White (1912) pp. 149ff.
The text is full of traditional ideas and expressions. There
are frequent rhetorical devices and repetitions that probably are
n
meant to caricature this style of poetry, see maily on 1. 3. A
change of tone can be noted on 11. 4ff. (see coment ad loc. )
which may suggest a change of speaker. This passage could be 
ironically said by a parasite who thinks that the fact of being 
rejected from banquets is due to the moral decadence.
1. H-qSii ad y* : it seems to foreshadow the later quotation of
Theognis (cf. 1.7) and it is a usual way of introducing
admonitory sentences.
avfipa <piX6v xdXeaaqt as K-A ad loc. points out, it is 
parallel to Hes. Op. 342 x6v <pi\£ovT* eml SaTxa xaXsTv and it 
Implies the traditional Greek conception of loving friends and 
hating enemies (cf. West ad Hes. loc. cit.).
erci Scctxa BdXciotv: 5aCq designates a special sacrificial
banquet. According to Hoekstra ad Od. 15. 77, it is the commonest 
word for a meal in Homer and it is possibly due to the idealized
features of the Homeric world where all meals implied a sacrifice
and, therefore, the presence of the gods (cf. We6t on Hes. Op.
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736).
The adjective GdXeiocv or 'rich, plentiful' (LSJ s. v. ) is
mainly found in poetry and in comedy in case of parody as in
Hermipp. fr. 77.11 xoCxou XP1^ rcap£xEtv rcCvsiv ev Saixl GaXeCt) / 
xoTai epotaiv q>C\oiq, xotq 5'ex®P°^^ Ex IleTcap^ Qou. In this 
fragment and 63, Hermippus describes the abundance of a banquet 
in a similar parody of epic language and metre.
In the same sense, p^Csi and euxqXoq in 1.2 and 3 ('to do' 
and 'free from care' respectively) are 'mock heroic', as LSJ s, v. 
peta qualifies it; a similar passage is II. 1.554, aXXd pdtX’ 
euxqXoq.
3. It is a piece of advice to the person (perhaps a young man). 
It is expressed in conventional terms (x€pmopai <pp£va is 
frequently found in Homer as K-A ad loc. point out). The
polyptoton in the repetition x£pnou <pp€va xipne x' exetvov is an
emphatic form of finishing a sentence which gives certain 
solemnity to what is said. In a similar way the following passage 
begins with xivdt xiq together and perhaps it is worth noticing 
the quantity of verbs begining with uito- throughout the text: 
omopX^ Jiofisv 1.5, unoSetxai 1.7, uxomCveiq 1.8, unoXtioe iq 1.9. It 
is difficult to know whether there is a comic hint or may have 
some satirical point.
4-13. Afterwards, Athen. VIII 364b quotes the following passage 
which could be spoken inmediately after the other (similarly to 
fr. 155). It compares the situation of an ideal past with the 
present. The stress is placed on the degradation of hospitality 
towards friends and relatives which could be considered a
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fundamental norm in Greek hospitality <cf. on <pCXov 1.1). But in 
these verses the tone is more lively and the speaker describes a 
scene of banquet. The words are not, thus, as poetic as before, 
but still they are related to the banquet. The change of tone is 
not radical (for instance in 1. 4 Imi Seimvov, a commoner
expression is used instead of ent SaTxa in 1. 1). It may be also 
possible that these lines were spoken by another character who 
keeps the metre, but becomes more prosaic and direct in his 
statements.
4. Otiov: (also o 9uov in 1.9), see on erci SaTxa 1. 1: a banquet 
Involved a sacrifice and it usually had religious connotations 
<cf. Ar. Lys. 1062ff. , Thesm. 157, fr. 714, Xen. Mem. II 3. 11).
5. 6reop\€f[ojisv: Wilamowitz on Ar. Lys. 519: "onopx^rre  iv 1st das 
homerische orc<55pa i5etV\ Rogers on Ar. loc. cit. relates it to 
xauprj66v px^m eiv  found in Ran. 804 (cf. PI. Phd. 117b). Another 
instance is Ar. Thesm. 396. The expression seems to indicate a 
way of looking with the eyes nearly closed to stare at someone 
more fixedly. This could mean to be angry or suspicious (as it is 
more usual), but also sleepy as in Hipp. Coac. 64 (cf. LSJ s. v. 
OTtoPXgirci) 2 ) .
6. According to K-A ad loc. , this line would echo Theogn. 468: 
pr)5£ 0tipa£e x£Xeo’ oux i06Xovx’ i€vai. Perhaps the only 
explanation of the connexion of both texts is that Pherecrates' 
line suggests just the contrary that Theognis orders, because the 
linguistic echoes are very weak. The scene explained in our 
fragment contradicts totally the rules established in the elegiac 
corpus.
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7. wioSetxai: the act of taking the shoes off when arriving at 
a house was common. The guest is now getting ready to go, after 
feeling the rejection (cf. Ar. Av. 492 for a similar absolute 
expression). The contrary is unoXticiq in 1.9, where probably the 
master, and by implication his slave, is meant to put the guest's 
shoes off (cf. PI. Symp. 213b), while in our case the guest puts 
his shoes on himself, as the middle voice indicates.
8-9. Both lines refer to the drinking part of a symposium which 
took place at the end after a meal; xffiv £ujj7uv6vxci>v (more usually 
referred to as ot ouprc6xaL) and uiroxCveiq indicate it; o 0t5ev 
could be understood also as the one who makes a libation or 
drink-offering (cf. LSJ s. v. 0uo) 1).
10. xaxaxaXdovx i: line 11 shows this participle must mean
'hinder from going away'. In other passages, Ar, Ach. 1088 and 
Diph. fr. 62. 4, the verb is used in the sense of 'to hinder from 
SeiTtvetv' .
eXc£' eXeYsta: i\syeXa refers, according to West St. in Gr. 
Elegy and Iambus Berlin/New York 1974 p. 3, to 'stretches of 
elegiac verse', while e\eyeZov means an 'elegiac couplet'. As 
West op. cit. p. 13 n. 21 points out, here the host 'is not doing 
his party piece; he is just quoting the lines for the sake of 
their content'.
11-12. The lines transmitted in Theognis' text are as follows: 
pr^ 5£va xfiSv5' a£xovxa p£vE iv xax€puxe reap' p^tv, / pq66 0tipaCe 
x6Xeu* oux e 0 £ X o v x ' i6vai, / pr^ S' e u S o v x ' en^YeLPe» 2ipa>vC5q, 
ovxiv' av p^SSv / 0copT)x0£vx* otv<p pa\0axdq urcvoq sXfl, / pq5£ xdv 
aypumv^ovxa x£Xet>' a£xovxa xa0ei35eiv. / "ft&v y&p avayxatov XP^ IP*
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aviqpdv e<pu".
As we can see, It has been changed to fit the metre and the 
context. About who is Simonides see Groningen Theognis. Le 
premier livre p. 198 Amsterdam 1966.
en* oTvoiq: parallel expression is PI. Symp. p. 214b X^Y°Pev 
exl xf\ xtiXixi. Although it is rare it could be understood as a 
variation of iv oiv<p (cf. Ar. Lys. 1227, see also LSJ s. v. enC B.
II.i).
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VcoSnpcexXfjq
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The title of this play coincides with one of Menander, also 
fragmentary (cf. fr. 45Iff. K8-T).
K-A on their note on test. 3 suggest that in fact this one 
and 'AvOpaxprjpaxXffq are the same play. I think it is a good 
suggestion and it also reduces the large number of titles 
attributed to Pherecrates (cf. supra pp. 5ff.).
Nonetheless, it is interesting to point out that the 
mythical theme suggested by the title could have been easily
developed in a play of Old comedy and maybe we could speculate 
that the confusion is due not only to a confusion of titles with 
Menander; but to the lack of title tag in a play of Pherecrates 
or as an alternative title to the other play, 'AvdpwpripaxAffiIn 
this case we may suppose that Pherecrates dealt with this figure 
of the Sham-Heracles and perhaps it is interesting to notice that 
Menander must have dwelt on a traditional figure (about it cf.
G. K. Galinski The Herakles theme pp. 81ff. Oxford 1972). The only 
example we have is Dionysos in Aristophanes' Frogs Who
dresses up like Heracles in order to perform one of their feats.
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Fr. 163
In comparison with Ar. Pax 43 and Vesp. 78-87 where similar 
expressions are used, Whittaker p. 181 suggests that this fragment 
can be part of an address to the audience probably in the 
prologue. Nevertheless, the first line is more specific: 'those
clever in their own conceit' and this could be addressed to young 
people in particular.
The terms SoxrjoiSeS Cov and 7toXoTcpayp6ve i are not very common 
and perhaps from these words a parody or a joke was intended; but 
it is difficult to say exactly, above all because we do not know 
to whom the first line refers. I agree with Meineke's opinion 
that the lost part to which the first line refers has to be
placed before our quotation and not after 1. 1 as Kock and,
following him, Kaibel suggest.
5oxqcri5ei;(ov: is a comic word, found here and in Call.com. 
fr. 34. Ar. Pax 43 uses a similar adjective: 5oxT)oCooq>oq with a
particular reference to young persons: ouxoOv av xffiv Geaxffiv
xiq X£yoi / veavCaq SoxqoCootpoq* xd 6£ xpfiypa x(; and Pherecrates
may have used this comic noun in connexion with this group of
people.
Both parts of the compound were commonly used in sophistic 
and oratorical context. A6xr|oiq was oposed to yv<&vt) or knowledge, 
in the sense of opinion <cf. P. Huart rv<5prj chez Thucydide et ses 
Contemporaines p.100 and 116 Paris 1973) and the adjective could 
qualify then someone who is 'clever according to his opinions, 
not real experiences' (about other oppositions see Soph. Tr. 426
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and Kamerbeek ad loc. CLeiden 1959]).
About the meaning of 6££ioq, cf. Carter (1986) p. 121 n. 45: 
"in its original meaning it is full of good omen: right-handed,
boding well, hence neat, clever, witty, useful. Out of forty-one 
uses in Aristophanes, a majority have this favourable sense. But 
a second, minority, meaning emerges during the 420s: cunning
thought, skill in the law-courts, hence moral disreputability. It 
is often linked with 'kompsos'".
2. noXonpaypdvet: this verb could have a plain meaning,
perhaps translatable as 'take no trouble about it' as LSJ s. v. 1 
does. Ehrenberg Polls und Imperium p. 467 Zurich 1965 (reprint 
from JHS 67 (1949) pp. 46-67) shows that already in Herodotus
this verb and its equivalent noXXd mpdooEiv had a derogatory 
implication.
It does not always need to be understood in political sense, 
but in Thucydides at least (cf. Ehrenberg op.cit. p.468) it can 
be interpreted from a political point of view, either as 
reference to political parties (cf. Ehrenberg loc.cit.) or in 
Aristophanes 'his views on TtoXunpaYpoolSv^  centre on the issues of 
domestic policy, and in particular on the evils of litigation' 
(cf. Ehrenberg op.cit. p.481). About this term in other passages, 
cf. van Leeuwen ad Ar. Ran. 228, Dover Pop. Mor. pp. 188-90, Dodds 
on Eur. Bacc. 389-92 and Bond on Eur. HF 266 [Oxford 1981],
If applied to the audience in the theatre, the term could be 
simply understood in literal sense: to be busy in many things,
that is to say, do not be distracted or 'take no trouble about 
it* (implying that the solution is going to be found soon). This
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order does not need to convey further sense; in the context of 
the prologue of the play it would suit the address to the 
audience in which the character promises to solve the present 
problem.
3. aXX* el SoxeT aoi: in Aristophanes it is usually a formula 
that implies agreement, according to Barrett ad Eur. Hi. 507 who 
has found four passages (one of them is this fragment) "where the 
apodosis may not be acquiescent but may suggest a course of 
action subject to the other's approval, with el SoxeT = 'if you 
don't mind', 'if you please', but in each of the four either the 
text is fragmentary or the context is lacking, and acquiescence 
cannot be excluded". Besides the passages quoted by K-A: Ar. Av. 
665, Ach. 338, Thesm. 218, I would add Nub. 11, and Lys. 1176 
where see Dover and Henderson's notes repectlvely.
xaxpoffi: as in Ar. Lys. 502 a story was explaine^fterwards, 
since it is "the proper word (not axotito) for listening to a 
lecture or a speech <cf. axpoaxt^ q)" according to Stanford on Ar. 
Ran. 775 (cf. also Eup. fr. 102.7).
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Incertarum Fabularum Fragmenta
Fr. 164
Pherecrates makes here a reference to a common place on the 
stories about Alcibiades, 'enfant terrible' of the social and 
political life of Athens m  the V and IV century.
It is clearly a play on words with avfjp understood as man in 
physical sense or husband. Jebb on Soph. Trach. 551 interprets 
the passage as follows: oux &v avf^ p y&p [i.e. ext v£oq Sv ] . . . It 
could also refer to passive homosexual behaviour. Eup. fr. 171 
seems to make a similar joke: A: ’AXxif3idSrjq ex x&v Yovatx&v
6fcCxa>. B: xt Xqpe iq;/ oux oixaS* eX0c!>v xf|v aeauxou YuMV(*creiq
Sdrpiapta; Several later authors make reference to these customs: 
Liban. fr. 50{31 (XI p. 643, 9F): Yuvatxela<» E<70T)'caq euxdpevoq Iv 
xoTq aufimooCoiq <£vr\p Sv XavGdcveiv and in different way Diogen. 
Laert. IV 49 MXeyev [Socrates] mq v6oq p6v ov xoOq avSpaq 
axaYd:YOL x&v Yt>vaLX&v* veavCaxoq 56 Yev l^iev0(i x<*^  Yuva^xa<i x®v 
avSpmv. He is mentioned in Ar. Ach. 716 as eupDmpmxxoq xai XdtXoq, 
an example of the behaviour of the rich youth (cf. Sch. ad loc. : 
’AXxi(3 i65r)v xdv KXeivCoo mq xaxani5Yova x©m»5o6aiv> and fr. 205, 
244 (cf. Cassio in Aristophane Banchettanti Pisa 1977 p. 31). 
Other references are possibly fr. 556, Vesp. 44 and 46 (cf. also 
Archipp. fr. 48 and Ran. 1422).
Most of these anecdotes are preserved by Athen XII 534b ff. 
and Plutarch in his life of Alcibiades. About them, cf. R. J. 
Littman TAPhA 101 (1970) pp. 263-276 (p. 267 about our fr. ) and 
W. M. Ellis Alcibiades pp. 17ff. London 1989.
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Fr. 165
The first line of this fr. is corrupted and, although the 
general sense seems to be clear, its tone and specific sense 
remain obscure. The suggestions are collected in detail in 
Rehrenbdck p. 248. Perhaps the two proposals that modify least 
the text transmitted in the mss. are Edmonds FAC I p. 270: o 5’ 
<ap*> ’ AxiXXeOq xoppfjq otux60ev and Rehrenbdck loc. cit. :
o 5* oSv ’ AxiXXeCq su0Oq erct xoppfjq p ave tq .
I would be inclined for the first part of the line to 
Edmonds' suggestion.
For the second part, perhaps the two adverbs eu nmq, which 
give a strange sense, could be a confusion with ooxoq that gives 
a better meaning as preceding Soxe in the following line. The 
last word could be solved with aux60ev suggested by Edmonds or 
perhaps xouxovC making reference to a name just mentioned; I 
think that the verb k o i x& g u q  as transitive is well attested with 
the same meaning 'to hit, strike' (LSJ s. v. II) and perhaps with 
the intention of giving a prosaic rendering of an epic sentence 
(cf. ercl x6ppt)q>
These lines seem to be part of a scene where Achilles acted 
in not a very heroic manner. It might be also possible that it 
portrayed two young heroes fighting as a prelude of the Trojan 
war; perhaps it belonged to XeCpav as Miller suggests (apud K-A 
ad loc. )
ext xoppfjq: The word xdppt) or x6pcnr) seem6 to have changed 
slightly in meaning in different genres and epochs. In epic
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poetry it was synonymous with xpdxatpoq the temple or the Side of 
the forehead, but in Attic it came to mean or Jaw as *n
this passage (cf. ex xcov yv&Quv 1. 2). It was then synonymous 
with p a x C C e iv  x^v  yv<5f0ov and considered an act of ufSpiq either 
'to hit with the flat of the hand (simply ext x o p p fjq )  or with the 
fist (nC^ or x o v 5 t i \ o i q ) ;  see Dem. 21.72 and MacDowell's note to
it, Gow on Theocr. 14.34. Ar. has similar expressions in Ran. 545:
ou- / xoq 5 * a x *  ov auxdq nctvoupYoq/ et6e, x3cx’ ex xfjq yv&Qov/ 
naxd^aq  p o u ^ 6 x o ^ e /  xotiq x^pouq toOq mpoa0Couq and in 149-50 he 
places anyone who naxpdq y\&Qov/ em dxa^ev suffering in Hades. PI. 
Grg. 486c considers this expression as a Y p o ix d x e p o q  'rather very 
cruel', according to Dodds ad loc. and on 462 e6.
Saxe: In 1.2 seems to be a consecutive conjunction to the 
action Just explained, although Edmond understands it as a simple 
comparative sentence, Saxe xup, at least in his translation 'a 
blow that hit his face up like a fire, but I think that the first 
sense is better. The sentence appears to be an epic exaggeration.
Fr. 166
This fr. was ascribed to Corianno by Meineke (cf. comment on
fr. 78); but the new text of Photius gives the reading a ae
instead of a pe, in fact, a conjecture of Meineke. This reading 
that seems to be the correct one, makes Meineke's suggestion less 
clear, although it does not necessarily prove that it is wrong.
Kassel, instead, attributes it to ’AvBpcxprfpaxXrjq, probably 
on the grounds that fr.21 could be said by Heracles and fr. 166 
be said by another speaker referring to what the hero has Just
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spoken. It may be correct, but could be Dionysus, or not 
necessarily any of Zeus' sons as it is not evident from the text, 
but someone who has said something like Pheidippides in Ar. Nub. 
1471 for example.
a Zsfi noXuxCprjT*: noXuxCpr|XE is often applied to a God, but 
sometimes to a human with an ironical sense (cf. Ar. Ran. 851) or 
a thing (cf. Ar. Equ. 759), in this case with a play on the word 
moXuxipoq (cf. Neil ad Equ. 1390. ) It can be an invocation in a
prayer or simply an exclamation (cf. Vesp. 1001 and MacDowell ad 
loc.). K-A refer to Ar. fr. 336. 1 'in oratione indignantis' (see 
also K-A ad loc. for other references for the use of this 
expression).
icovoupYoq: This adjective seems to have a pejorative sense 
'wicked, deceitful' but it might have the less pejorative meaning 
of 'artful, crafty, cunning' and thus ’clever' (cf. Henderson ad 
Ar. Lys. 12).
Fr. 167
The context of the fragment could be easily that of a 
glutton eating cakes offered to Apollo (to whom the 5iax6viov 
was devoted), and to Artemis (to whom the <5tp<pC<pa>v was dedicated); 
cf. Rehrenbdck p. 250.
5iax6viov: cf. Hesych. 51069, Sud. 5589, Phot. 5334. A kind 
of cake in different shapes Xupav xe xou xoxuXqv xat xXrjpa xat 
axxa xuxXoxsprj x6ppaxa (cf. Phot. loc. cit. ) which could be part
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of the eiresione (cf. Phot. loc. cit.) the traditional offering 
to Apollo during the festival of the Pyanopsia (cf. Deubner
(1969) pp. 198ff. and p. 199 above all: "die Eiresione 1st ein
alter Segenszauber, den Apollon erst nachtrfiglich an sich gezogen 
hat. Sie best and aus einere Ol- oder Lorbeerzweige, der mit roten 
und weiBen Wollbinden umwunden war, und von dem allerhand 
Baumfrlichte, speziell Feige, Brote uad Kttchen von verschiedener 
Form sowie Schdlchen mit Honig, bl und Wein herabhingen"; cf. 
also E. Pottier in D-S I 2 1549 b).
As RehrenbBck p. 251 says: "der Name dllrfte sich daher
erklfiren, daB es, ebenso wie der Amphiphon, nur ftlr Kultdiener 
(Sidxovoi; cf. LSJ s. v. I 2) zum Schmauze bestimmt war"; but as
Chantraine Diet. 6tym. s. v. 5iax6viov says "un rapport avec
Si&xovoq n'est absolutament impossible, mais lequel? On peut 
penser plutOt A un composA de xovCa, s'agissant d'un gdteau 
saupoudr6" (this suggestion is doubtful, since the main 
difficulty remains in the long a of Sifixdviov).
apfifavx': as LSJ says : 'cake offered to Munychian Artemis 
by double light, i. e. either surrounded by lighted tapers, or
offered when sun and moon were both visible? . About it, cf. 
Deubner (1969) pp. 204ff. It is mentioned also in Philem. fr. 67 
and Diphil. fr. 27.
eiujoOEv: LSJ s. v. erceoGCo) II, 'eat up dub. in Pherecr. 157'. 
Another passage in which this verb seems to have the same meaning 
is Ar. PI. 1005: mpd xoO 6’ un6 xrjq rcevCaq anavx* ercfja0iev; but
the lack of context here does not allow us to reject totally
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other sense as 'eat after or with' (cf. LSJ s. v. I) found in
Telecl. fr. 27 and Com. Adesp. fr. 722K.
Fr. 168
This fragment has been plausibly attributed to Cheiron, as 
part of the dialogue between Music and Justice rendered in fr. 
155, by Meineke, suggestion accepted by Edmonds FAC I p. 263 and 
Pianko Eos 53 (1963) p. 58.
crypoxxa xaXexxcr: both words are unusual and probably are
part of the comic element of the passage.
orypuxxa  is a hapax of Pherecr. according to LSJ, although on 
Ar. Lys. 656 the form y p u x x d v  is also found. The word invented 
for this passage is an easy compound with the privative a-. It 
comes from the verb yp6C<a 'to say yp u , grumble, mutter' probably 
an onomatopoeicverb and perhaps imitating the sounds uttered by a 
baby (cf. Ar. Nub. 963) or an animal (cf. the grunt of a pig in
Alciphr. 3. 73, probably by similarity with YpoXCC© in later 
writers); but as Cunningham ad Herond. 3. 37 says: "quite early,
it progressed to mean simply ' speak', as is shown by the 
derivatives a y p u x x d q  (Pherecr. 157.2) and aypu^Ca (Pi. fr. 229)".
The difference with aXexxa probably is that aypuxxa refers 
to simply opening your mouth and making a noise of non-articulate 
speech, when aXexxa implies articulate speech: to say it in
words. The adjective appqxoq is commoner in the same sense. About 
aXexxa, cf. Xexxdv in Ar. Av. 423.
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Fr. 169
As I have commented on fr. 58, ill people are not frequently 
found in the comedies of Aristophanes which have survived to us 
(cf. Ar. fr. 346.2, o 5’exmv 06ppav xai nup fjxev). Perhaps a 
parody of doctors and illness was intended here and in the 
fragment of Aristophanes just quoted, a topic which would become 
a commonplace in later comedy, as in Men. Aspis 433ff.
0£ppqv: 'feverish heat', also found in the Doric form 86ppav 
(cf. Ar. fr. cit. ). About different kinds of fever, see on fr. 
85. 1.
Fr. 170
epsp(vOouq: "chick-peas" are usually found in comedy as
dessert, e.g. Ar. Pax 1136, Crobyl. fr. 9, Sophil. fr. 8. In some 
cases with an erotic sense in Ar. Ach. 801, Pan. 545 (cf.
Henderson MM p. 119).
In this fragment they could be eaten as TpaY^paxa (dessert 
or food to go with drinking), as roasted dry-fruits seem to be 
commonly used for it (cf. Pherecr. fr. 74). The custom of eating 
them all the time, especially xodcpouq, was seen as a sign of low 
social standard (cf. Ar. Lys. 537 and Henderson's note to it).
Fr. 171
Without any context this line has the appearance of a 
proverb, perhaps because Boeotia and the Boeotians were usually 
the object of many proverbial expressions and often satirized in
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Comedy. They were famous because of:
-their gluttony (e.g. Eub. fr. 11, Demon fr. 1, Diphil. fr. 22, 
cf. further Athen. X 417b; bearing in mind that Heracles was a 
Boeotian from Thebes),
-their eels from the lake Kopais (cf. Ar. Vesp. 510. Eub. fr.36), 
-their bellicosity (cf. Ar. Lys. 35 and Henderson's note),
-their stupidity (cf. Boioaxioq vouq , a proverb in Macar. II, 79 
and Ap. V. 11 in op. cit. p. and also Boi6xia atvCypaxa eni x&v 
aaovgxmv* Boimxi^  *y<3cp r\ I<pCy£ in GCM II 46, cf. Caver RE III 1. 
638).
Thebes is frequently the setting for many tragedies and 
perhaps this is what Heraclid. De urb. Graec. I 25 x& 5* ex ndccrqq 
xfjq *EXXdt5oq axXqp^paxa eiq xrjq BoimxCaq rcdXeiq xaxepptiq, meant 
in the previous words to our fragment. But we do not have any 
reference that Boeotla was, at the time of Pherecrates, a bad 
place to live for the Boeotian in Ar. Ach. 860ff. seems to be 
prosperous. In this case it may mean "the Boeotian woman" as in 
Ar. Lys. 86-7 and Laon fr.2: Boimxdv avSpa axgpye, xi^ v BoimxCav/ 
pf} <pe&Y** o p£v ydcp XP1!0^ ^  q 5’ e<p(pepoq; which seems that there 
is a slight joke on referring surprisingly to BoimxCav not as the 
land, but as the Boeotian woman. If this is the interpretation of 
our fragment Heraclid. loc.cit. may have misinterpreted the line.
qvTtep ^poveiq e$: about this expression, cf. Wankel on Dem. 
18. 40: "das ist eine eindringliche Suggestiveformel, die eine
Aufforderung enthSlt, verntlftig zu sein". The word <ppov£a, as I 
have already commented on fr. 156, came to mean 'to be sensible'.
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It is very frequent in Ar. , e.g. Nub. 562, 817, Ran. 703, 1485,
Thesm. 533, etc.
Fr. 172
The fragment might refer to men who fill their stomachs with 
whatever they found in a kind of comic exaggeration, but they are 
more likely animals, and probably ovouq (cf. comment on x&xopmv), 
eating 'chaff and straws'. Another possibility is to understand 
xf)v yaoxipa as a paunch that someone fills with them, but this 
interpretation does not suit the verb in the middle voice. Or it 
could be a description of the making of a 'padding' (about 
evidence on this theatrical element cf. Stone Costume in 
Aristophanic Comedy New York 1981 p. 127); but, as van Leuween ad 
Ar. Ach. 508 n. 13 comments on this passage, ' ventrem habere quis 
dicatur non liquet'.
qiav: probably here it means 'a heap of husks or chaff' as 
in Od, 5. 368, but it can also mean 'provisions for a journey' as 
in Od. 2. 410, 4. 363, 5. 266. In the first case it is synonymous 
with axupa; and it might be related etymologically to 'avena' 
according to Stanford ad Od. 5. 368 [ 19592]; but see Frisk s. v.
2 .
xaxi>p<w: Taillardat Images §683 distinguishes three senses:
- ' paille' straw (cf. Hdt. IV 72, Xen. Oec. 18.2, Xenarch. fr. 4. 
12,
- «'balle' du grain» 'husk, chaff' (cf. Xen. Oec. 18. 6-7),
-"le 'son' de l'orgue" or 'bran' (cf. Ar. Eccl. 730). In this
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sense it was an ingredient for some special pastries as Antiph. 
fr. 225.1 : p&Cot xexapaxa>p£vq/ axtipoiq and Polioch. fr. 2.2:
peXaypq p&Cav r|xuP6>M vq that as Taillardat loc. cit. says "il 
s'agit, chez ces deux comiques, de galettes faites avec de la 
farine d'orgue m616e de son -non de balle 6videntment- et qui 
figurent au menu des repas ridicules".
There was also the saying ovoq eiq &xuPa as MacDowell ad Ar. 
Vesp. 1310 says: "proverbial for having a thoroughly good time
like English 'in clover'" (cf. Ar. fr. 78: exei  ^&X°Pa xot^ Xvo^v* 
Philem. fr. 158: ovoq paSC^eiq eiq ax^pa xpayqpdxov). Our
fragment could make use of this saying in the same way as these
two just quoted referring to someone who is fully enjoying 
himself.
aeaaypfivouq: from the verb adxxm 'to fill quite full, pack, 
stuff' (cf. Pherecr. fr. 78; Eub. fr. 412.3). In comedy it seems 
to be a culinary term applied to gluttons (cf. also Antiph.
fr. 221, PI. com. fr. 104).
Fr. 173
uppiaxdv: a comic adjective, probably insulting, also found 
in PI. com. fr. 105. Schwyzer GrG I p. 542 n. 3 (cf. also K-B I 
p. 548) explains it as "Kom. als Neutr. zu uPpicrxi^ q (die Maskulin 
auf *-xqq kommen Uberhaupt nicht neutral vor, selten feminin)".
In Antiquity (cf. LSJ s.v.) it was related to superlatives 
like P^Xxiaxoq, xdXXiaxoq, xp&xlaxoq. In Ar. Vesp. 1303 the 
superlative u(Jpicjx6xaxoq is found.
x6f)a\ov: cf. Ar. Equ. 417. Neil ad Equ. 270 says: "xdPaXoq
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an apish imp (possibly akin to xofdXepoq see on 221), was 
familiarly used of grotesque trickery. xo(5aXeCa: q xpoaxoiqx^
pex’ onrdxqq tcocl5ldc. Harpocr. (cf. also Arist. H. A. IX 12. 597 b 
23)".
The origin of this word seems to be Doric (cf. a); according 
to Chantraine Diet. 6tym. s. v. "l'emploi de x60aXoq en attique 
avec une coloration pejorative, r6pose sur 1'existence probable 
d'un terme dialectal signifiant quelque chose comme 'portefaix' 
(cf. en franqais l'emploi pejorative de 'jaquin' etc.) voir 
Bjbrck Alpha impurum 46sq. , 258sq., apres Wilamowitz GGA 1898,
689".
Aristophanes plays with it making comic compounds as 
xoPotXixetipaaiv in Equ. 332 and sxxoPaXixetiexai in Equ. 270.
qpY&Hi): about this verb, cf. fr. 76. 3 and 87.1.
Fr. 174
ax€p5oi>: wild-pear synonymous with axP^ Pherecr. fr.
13) and different from arttoq, the cultivated one. Phot. a3435 
tries to distinguish both terms but the distinction seems to be 
'ill founded' (cf. Gow ad Theocr. 24. 89, see also Lembach (1970) 
pp. 125ff. ).
It seems to have been very common and to have given its name 
to the Attic deme ’AxepSouq (as axpdq ’AxpaSCvq, a quarter of 
Syracuse). It was prickly (cf. Sch. Horn. Od. 14. 10) and probably 
very sour to taste (cf. Com. Adesp. fr.1277K, Ale. Mess, in AP VII 
536). About its medical qualities see Diosc. AP. I 30: aXP^S
Stivapiv exe«> axunxixmigpav xqq anCou.
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orxpaxoXax&Triq: In comedy it is found also in Ar. fr. 608
applied to a dog: xtimv axpdxoXoq / 'Exdxqq ayaXpa 9a>a<p6poo
yevfjaopai and Epinic. fr. 1.7 to a bee eopdv peXCacrqq xrjq 
axpax6Xou yXuxtiv.
As Neil ad Equ. 41 says, "ocxpc&xoXoq was a word of the Ionic 
medical schools in the form axpi^ xoXoq, choleric. In the extant 
Attic verse it is confined to comic lines of tragic rhythm".
As in the other two passages quoted, its comic sense might 
have been in the fact that it is unexpectedly applied to a plant, 
perhaps in parody of tragic or epic poetry. It is possible that 
there is a further play on words between ay^pSou and ’AxepdoOq, 
the Attic deme, as Meineke suggested in comparison with Com.
Adesp. fr. 1277K (cf. K-A's comment ad fr. 174).
Fr. 175
iuoi xqxoq: in this case equivalent to not 8 i^. A similar
verse is Ar. fr. 671 not yrjq; not xrjxoq eu0i)q ItxeXCaq (cf. LSJ 
s. v. xrjxoq). About this expression, see Herodian. II 295Lentz 
(fr. 410 from EM 682. 52): xat act p£v reaps£euyp6vov euptjoeiq x6 
not xd xrjxoq. *Epaxo<j06vqq (fr. 6 8Str. ) 5£ Xap(3dvei ex xatixqq xrjq 
aruvxd:^ emq• xou eyytiq xat etq xCva xpdrtov nou ayyoq, o^fi xrjxoq;
xd rcfj xfj, rtfj eyyOq, rtfj ayxoq, ortep sax tv ev x$ evayxoq, xhX°(i>
eXXeiytq apa xou y* xqX0(T &YX0<i ^Xei auxd x$ evayyoq.
tjpepav xexxdp«v: K-A suggest a similar irony to Ar. Ran. 55 
or Plaut. Cure. 110. A napd repocrSoxCav expression in contrast 
with the first assertion eyyuq.
A trip of four days could be seen as a long journey, if we
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take into account that a soldier was supposed to bring food for 
three days when he was called up for a campaign (cf. the 
expression aixC’ qpeprnv xpi&v Ar. Pax 151, Vesp. 243, Eub. fr. 
19).
Fr. 176
eyxiXixCCooa’: 'to play the Cilician', 'to cheat' (cf. also 
Ar. fr. 107): ei y’eyx iXix Caaip’etjoXoCpqv, 9a0 t X6y©v (cf.
KiXixiapdv in Theop. FGrH 115 F 314, KiXCxioq oXeGpoq Zen. Ath. II 
62). As Diogenian II 51 in CPG II p. 26 explains it: 
eyxiXixC^exai: xaxoqOeuexai, xaxoxoiei* SiaPepdqvxai ydp ext
novqpCqc ol KCXixeq* evxeG0ev Xgyexai xat eyxexiXiop^voq ataypSq.
Another name with whom this people are connected is KiXCxioq 
xpdyoq (cf. Com. Adesp. fr. 806K, Sud. xl07: KiXCxioq xpdyoq: o 
SaoOq* xoiouxoi ydp ev KiXixCqc yCyvovxai xpdtyoL. o0ev xat xd ex 
xrnv xpiy&v auvxi06peva KiXCxia X^yovxai).
It belongs to the kind of verbs probably of popular origin, 
which were formed according to general features. As Eust. in II. 
p. 741.14 says: eiat pXacnpqpCai xat and ndXecov xat xoXXaC,
pqpaxixmq nexoiqpgvai; e0vov pdv olov KiXixCCeiv xat Aiyuxxid£eiv 
xd xovqpetieaSai xat xpqxC^eiv xd yetiSeoPai* ex xdXeov 8d otov 
XeafUdCeiv, xd aiayP0710 is tv [explanation of XeaP id^ e iv, cf. ad 
Pherecr. 1593 * ex Sfjpoav 5d pXacnpqpCai xd al^ <aveua0al• Ai^mveiq 
ydp Sqpdxai ’Axxixot axmnxdpevoi rnq xaxoXdyoi, xa8d Jfyrjxxioi ext 
aypidxqxi. To these expressions one can add, e.g. App Prov. IV, 
73: oq KpqxCCeiv xat AeaPidCeiv and vfjaou ZC9VOU xaXoupgvqq.
"Ecrui 6d xd axxeaSai xrjq nuyfjq 8axx6X9 and AioXC^eiv: anaxav (cf.
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Sch. ad Theocr. 1. 56 and Leutsch ad CPG I p. 452 n. ). See also 
Lydians and Carians in the proverb: AuSoi xovqpol, Seuxepoi 8’
AiyGnxioi, / xpCxoi S’cmdvxov Kapeq e^mX^axaxoi. Diog. 6, 24,
Apost. X 100; cf. W. BUhler Zenobii Athoi proverbia vol. IV p. 
276 GOttingen 1982.
Cilicia is a region in the South-East coast of the Anatolian 
peninsula, between Pamphylia and Syria as west and east borders 
and Lycaonia in the North. It was divided into two different 
zones: 'Cilicia Pedias', a 'fertile plain surrounded by a
horseshoe of mountains and watered by three great rivers' and 
'Cilicia Thracia' or 'Thraceotis' very mountainous and with only
one river (cf. A. H. Jones Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces
p. 192 Oxford 1937). It had several Greek colonies as Tarsus, 
Mopsuestla and Mallus with different mythical heroes as founders 
(cf. A. H. M. Jones op. cit. p. 193, J. Boardman The Greeks 
Overseas p. 36 London 19802). About it see also K. Ziegler Kl. P. 
Ill 208-9, Ruge RE XI 385ff. In later times there were Cilician 
pirates and the tribes from the mountainous zones were especially 
warlike (cf. Levick Roman Colonies in Southern Asia Minor Oxford 
1967 p. 20).
Fr. 177
oxdvuCa: Attic word for x6vi>Ca and xvt3£a (poetical form, cf. 
Theocr. 3. 68; 4. 25). It designates different kinds of 'Inulae'
'fleabane'. About them cf. K. Lembach (1970) p.30
It was remarkable for its strong smell (cf. Theophr. HP VI
2. 6), used in cooking and as a flavouring for wine (cf.
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xovi^Cxqq, LSJ s. v. ), and often mentioned as a medicine in the 
Hippocratic corpus (cf. Hipp. Nat. Mul. 1. 316. 7; Mul, 8. 182.
10, etc. ). In the Thesmophoria it was used, probably because of 
its anti-aphrodisiac powers (cf. Deubner (1969) p. 56. n. 7. 
Lembach (1970) p. 31).
Bfyiov: 'Cretan thyme', 1 Thymbra capltata', Another aromatic 
herb found in different contexts. Generally it is associated 
with different species (cf. Eup, fr. 13. 5, Antiph. fr. 177. 4),
related to honey and bees (Zonas in AP 9. 226. 2); part of a
drink called xuxs&v drunk by rustic people as medicine (cf. Ar. 
Pax 712, 1169, PI. Rep. 408b. Hipp. Acut. 6. 538; see P.
Steinmetz in Theophr. Char. p. 65 MUnchen 1960.
The expression xauxdv 0i5pov (paydvxeq Ar. PI. 253 (cf. also
282) seems to have meant "to lead a frugal and simple life" and 
in this sense the aXaq BupCxaq part of Lamachus' diet in Ach. 
1099 can be understood (cf. Ach. 779). In other passages it is 
related to the vegetarian food of the Pythagoreans (cf. Aristoph. 
fr. 15, Alex. fr. 132. 6-8, Antiph. fr. 168 and 225. 7).
Both herbs together may imply a depiction of a cooking scene 
(in which the mention or enumeration of different spices or kinds 
of food is a very common element) or perhaps it is an expression 
to indicate someone’s sobriety on eating.
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Fr. 178
About this fr. see Tsantsanoglou Hellenica 20 (1967) 155-7. 
and Renhrenbttck pp. 241ff. The reading of the manuscripts is fj 
xat, perhaps specifying two different hours of the day: at dawn 
or in the morning, but I think that Croenert's conjecture (apud 
K-A's app. crit. ) is very plausible and mainly because both ideas 
are nearly synonymous, as referring to the early hours of the 
morning; see further on npiv ayop&v jtercXr)06vai in fr. 34.
Fr. 179
xoxuXCCeiv: from the word xoxoXq, a ladling-cup used to 
pour wine in the crater and mix it with water (cf. Pherecr. fr. 
75). Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 114 says that "it is 
significant that the word which expressed the pouring of wine 
into cups gradually acquired the meaning of general retailing"; 
but it seeps that xoxuXCCeo could mean simply 'to sell measuring 
with the xoxiSXq' which is a cup and a small unit of dry or liquid 
measure, equivalent to 6 kyathoi or litres each (0.24 or 0.27 
litters each), that is to say 0.24 or 0.27 litres (cf. 0. A. W. 
Dilke Mathematics and Measurement London 1987 p. 26).
According to Ehrenberg loc. cit. 'apparently more women than 
men were engaged in this occupation' of x&nqXoq or xanqXtq (see 
also navSoxetixpla or hostess, p.cit. n. 4) and they were famous 
because of their ability to cheat and abuse, so as to become a 
commonplace in comedy (cf. Pherecr. fr. 70). Perhaps Ehrenberg's 
suggestion is correct, but I would doubt about it from the point 
of view that women's bibulousness was a topic and within this
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context a xairqXlq could be the symbol of this comic exaggeration.
For a metaphorical sense of xoxoXC^eiv, cf. Ar. fr. 699. 
xaxomdxxEiv y65qv: xaxamdixxe iv means 'to besprinkle' and
yi36qv 'in floods, in heaps'. The first term is usually related in 
comedy to 'fine flour' <cf. Ar. Nub. 262, 177 in a cooking
context and Dover's note ad loc. ) or gold <cf. Nub. 917, the 
simple form ndxxmv) and other elements in a poetical way (cf. 
Equ. 500, 99, Eub. fr. 132). The other word ytiSqv could have the
meaning to buy 'wholesale' (cf. LSJ). Thus I would suggest that 
perhaps a Joke is Intended: 'do not sell it by the cotyle but
besprinkle it... in floods', perhaps in a surprising way the word 
to underline the bibulousness of the character.
Fr. 180
xooxt xC eaxtv: cf. Kock ad loc. 'formula est mirantis'
quoting Valckenaer Diatribe in Euripidis Perditorum Drama turn 
Reliquias Lugd. Batav. 1767 p. 285. About parallels to thi6 
expression in Aristophanes, cf. K-A ad loc.
avexdq: the accentuation has been object of a dispute
( a v E x a q  or a v c x d c q )  from Antiquity (cf. testimonies ad Crat.com. 
fr. 12). The similarity with other adverbs like otvSpexdq or ex&q 
seems to be likely explanation of this point (cf. Apoll. Dys. 
adv. Gr. Gr. II 1.1, p. 160. 25Schn. and Bonanno Cratete Comico
p. 77 n. 2).
xd xpCftavov: Attic form for xX Cf tav oq  (lat. clibanus),
generally in masculine, and only found here in neuter.
As Bltimner Techn. I pp. 6 6f. describes it: "man buck namlich
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das Brot hdufig im sogenannten xXCflavoq, attisch xpC(3avoq, einem 
GefSss mit Deckel, unten welter als oben und ringsum mlt kleinem 
ldchern versehen. Man umgab dies GefSs6, nachdem man es Uber den 
Teig gedeckt hatte, mit heisser Asche oder zlindete Feuer darunter 
an dessen Hitze durch die LGcher gleichfdrmiger und ebenmdssiger 
eindrang, als es in einem gewdhnlichen Backofen der Fall gewesen 
wSre. In der Regel waren diese GefSsse von Thon oder Eisen, nur 
der Prahlhans Trimalchio bSckt sein Brot in einer silbernen 
Clibanus. Feiner buck man Brot auf dem Herde, in der Asche, am 
Bratspiess u. s. w., wie wir das bei Bespechung der verschiedenen 
Brotsorten gleich sehen werden".
There was a kind of bread called xpiPavCxqq as well (cf. Ar. 
Ach. 87, 1125).
Edmonds FAC I p.273 n.e interprets this fragment as follows, 
"lit. how 'up' the bread-pan is, i.e the lid tilted by the bread 
raising".
Fr. 181
The Adonian Festivals took place in Athens in the middle of 
the summer, probably the end of July. This date has been subject 
of some dispute, above all due to the passage of Ar. Lys. 388ff. 
but some scholars like A. D. Nock Gnomon 10 (1934) 291, Atallah 
Adonis dans la litt6rature et l'art grecs pp. 227-58 Paris 1966 
and Gomme-Sandbach ad Men. Sam. 39 suggest that these must have 
been another festival in spring; but their arguments have been 
rejected from different points of view (cf. J. Servais 'La date 
des Adonies d' Athenes et 1' expedition de Sicllie' in Adonis pp.
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83ff. Roma 1984 and Weil in BCH XC (1966) pp. 682-3, 
690 and 693 ff. ). It has been related to the appearance of the 
star Sirius at this time of the year.
The festivities consisted in night celebrations (cf. 
exorvvuy C^ov Men. Sam. 45) of women of the neighbourhood who 
planted green salad in pots as little gardens called *A5mvioi 
xapnoi or *A5<&vi5oq xrjnoi (cf. Sud. a514 and 517 respectively) 
and went up to the roof of the houses with ladders. In an 
atmosphere infused with sweet aromas of incense (cf. Grotanelli 
'Da Myrrha alia Mirra: Adonis e in profumo del Re Siriani' in
Adonis pp. 35f. ) they danced making a lot of noise (cf. Ar. Lys. 
388 and 392 and Men. Sam. 44 and 46) to reach a frantic state 
(cf. Ar. Lys. 287 and 398, Men. Sam 41). Some fruits were 
offered to Adonis, but as N. Weil art. cit. p. 682 says: "il faut 
sans doute retenir qu' aucun fruit n'6tait sp6cialment consacrA A 
Adonis; qu'on lui offrait slmplement des fruits de choix, de la 
meiller verme, comme les mpaCouq aixtiouq de Praxllla ou les 
raisins noirs qui murissaient les premiers".
As Burkert Gr. Religion p. 177 says : "the climax is loud 
lamentation for the dead god. The dead Adonis was then laid out 
on his bier in the form of a statuette and borne to his grave: 
the effigy and the little garden were thrown into the sea" (cf. 
our fr. t6v vA5mviv xXdcopev or the word aSmviaapdq, a mourning 
song for Adonis, cf. Ar. Lys. 389 and Sch. ad loc. ). About the 
rituals in this festivities, cf. also Detienne The Gardens of 
Adonis Engl, transl. London 1977 pp. 72ff.
Although the god and his myth were already known to Sappho
j
j
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(cf. fr. 117 B a-b and 140 B V. ), they were seen as recently 
Introduced in Athens and generally from a negative point of view 
(about its origin and adaptation to the Greek Religion, cf. 
Burkert Structure and History in Greek Mythology and Ritual 
Berkeley 1979 pp. 107ff. )♦ Aristophanes refers to it in Pax 420 
and it is frequently found in comedy (cf. Ar. Lys. 387-96, fr. 
759, Cratin. fr. 17.3; in Middle and New Comedy; Eub. fr. 13; 
Diph. fr. 42, 40; Men Sam. 35-50). Plato com. wrote a play called
'AS&VLq (cf. K-A ad loc. for other plays with the same title) and
Philippides fA5mvidt£ov<TaL (related to the letter of Alciphr. IV14 
inspired in Greek new comedy in general (cf. Weil BCH 94 (1970) 
p. 592 ) All these passages seem to portray it as a shameful 
activity, related to prostitutes mainly (cf. Diph. loc. cit.) to 
a dangerous licentiousness (cf. Men. loc. cit.), or to bad omens 
(cf. Ar. Lys. loc. cit. ). Theocr. 15 is a later and probably 
stylized representation of this festivity already with an 
official character. A detailed analysis of the passages of comedy 
where it is mentioned is found in Long Barbarians in Gr. Com. pp. 
2 2f f.
In any case, as Gow says ad Theocr. vol. II p. 266, "the 
'ASavidCovoai of Philippides was probably as remote in theme as 
the Lysistrata, which according to Sch. Ar. Lys. 390 was
sometimes (very inappropriately) called by this name". The 
festival was probably quite popular, mainly because of its 
unofficial character (cf. Burkert Gr.Religion p. 177). In Comedy 
women's festivals were very frequent. Ar. Thesm. is the only
complete example we have, and in general they seem to be chosen
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as an excuse for the presentation of other elements or as a 
situation where some essential elements of the action took place. 
This feature became a commonplace in comedies related to hetaerae 
(cf. Plaut. Poen. 329ff. and Leo Plautinische Forschungen pp. 
173-4 Berlin 19122 says commenting on it as inspired from 
Menander's lost play Kapxr)S6vioq: "wie in dem hinzugenommenen
StUck wurden *A<ppo5Caia gefeiert; sich darUber zu wundern sehe 
ich gar keine Veranlassung. In Menanders Kolax wurde auch q xrjq 
jiavfirjpou ’AtppoSCxqq eopxr^  gefeiert; er hat auch ’A<ppo5Coia 
gedichtet, 'ASavideCovcrai, AtovvaidCovaai, navvvyCq sind Titel der 
neuen Kombdie, die Hetfirenfeste werden in der abgeleiteten 
Litteratur sehr hdufig erwShnt, ein HetSrenpaar oder HetHre mit 
Dienerin, mit der Schmuck beschfiftigt oder von der Toiletten 
kommend, wird in diesen StUcken in der Regel aufgetreten sein").
It is not strange then to find this fragment in a poet whose 
number of hetaera comedies, as far as we can guess, was 
exceptional for this period (cf. supra p. 45).
Fr. 182
un^ Xixre: the sense of this fragment is unclear, mainly
because this verb onoXtim is used to mean: 'to undo' sandals or
shoes in Attic Greek; but this meaning seems impossible, unless 
it is understood that Sfjpapx^ q xiq has undone the sandals of 
someone else; expression which can be simply said with the name 
of the person as in PI. Symp. 213b , Pherecr. fr. 162,9.
Another possibility is to emend it; but as K-A ad loc. say: 
"nec iuvant coniecturae adhuc prolatae (uti^ Suoe Bothe, a/igSoae
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Blaydes Adv. II p. 25, nap€Xuae Herw. ' olim', Coll. p. 18)". The
lack of any object makes them equally possible. Perhaps ax€5u<7E
by Blaydes would be parallel to cmoSuvxeq in Ar. Ach. 627 and it 
might be easily understood in the context where a demarch takes 
his cloak off and joins a chorus' performance.
Whitehead The Demes of Attica Princeton 1986 p. 332 gives
two possible explanations "perhaps we should indeed visualize an
amiable demarch letting down his official hair, so to speak, and
joining in the fun of a dance (choros). On the oth^c hand, the
only surviving appearance of 'some demarch' in comedy (Arist.
Clouds line 37: 5<5cxve i 5fjpapx6q xiq ex xffiv axpmpdtxmv)
u
represents him, albeit good-^hunKjredly, as a figure more likely 
to diminish than to Increase the pleasure of his feckless fellow
demesmen; so it may be that what Pherecrates' demarch has
'undone' here is the dance Itself". In this case the verb should
be understood as metaphorical, and this would be the only 
instance for this meaning, related to one religious function of 
the demarch as|organizer of some religious festivals (cf. op. 
cit. pp. 135-6, above all n. 83)
fillpapxdq main official of a deme appointed probably by
sortition although it is not exactly clear, because it depended 
probably on the deme. Yet in the V century this method seems to 
be generally used (cf. Whitehead op. cit. p. 115).
He had religious functions, as well as legal ones in his own 
deme (cf. Ar. Nub. 37 and see Whitehead op. cit. pp. 121ff. for 
the different functions of the demarch). As Whitehead op. cit. p. 
122 says "he was also the crucial pivot between the spheres of
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local government and central government, deme and polls". Despite 
this fact we only have two instances in comedy: this one of
Pherecrates and the other one of Aristophanes in Clouds, already 
quoted.
Fr. 183
xapaoxeodCs: this imperative is said to someone different 
from the second one (cf. aft 5£, about this expression, see fr. 
37.1), perhaps to a slave.
The words Setnvov rcapctaxeudCeaQai seems to have been the way 
to mean 'to prepare a banquet' as in Hdt. IX 82. Other compounds 
of the verb seem to have specific senses for example Setrcvdv xiq 
evEaxeodCexo in Ar. Ach. 1096 "used of 'arranging in' the xioxfj"
as Rennie says ad loc. (cf. Diph. fr. 89 and ctuoxeuACe iv in Ar.
Vesp. 1251, Pherecr. fr. 57).
xaOCtave: it is a Homeric and poetic form of the verb
xa0C£<D,'to sit down' (cf. II. 10.92; 23. 258; Od. 5.3; Sapph. 31. 
3, 43.7; Ale. 75. QV; Aesch. Eum. 29).
It has an idea of reinforcement as Chantraine Grammaire 
homirique I p. 315 Paris 1958 says: "le sufixe -dev© s'est
Avidemment dAveloppA dans la langue Apique comme il ressort de 
certaines formations qui lui sont propres. II s'est m£me ajoutA A 
des thAmes de presents caracterisAs et parfois dejA affectAs d'un 
suffixe" and later on "les dArivAs en -dtv© soulignent 
1'aboutissement de 1'action. II expriment surtout 1'idAe 
d'«obtenir» (XayX^V(D» xuYX<*Vfi>>* d'«apprAndre» (nuvGdvopai)". 
According to Hainsworth ad Od. 5. 3 (in A. Heubeck et al. A
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Commentary on Homer's Odyssey I Oxford 1988) in Homer it had also 
the metrical ending: "finish a dactylic form before the bucolic
diaeresis".
Here the word seems to have a stressing sense, perhaps 
parodical of poetic or archaic language, although this suffix may 
have been quite usual for the formation of verbs (cf. Schmid GGrL 
I 4 pp. 699ff.).
Fr. 184
'ExaCpaq: according to our sources, Hesych. e6481, Athen.
XIII 571c (cf. Philetaer. fr. 5) and 571c (cf. Apollod. FGrH 244 
F 112) there existed a sanctuary devoted to ’AcppoSCxq 'ExaCpa at 
Athens and Ephesus (cf. also Athen. XII 573a). She was considered 
'patroness of harlots' (cf. Gulick ad Athen. XIII 559a, vol. VI 
p. 23 n. a and HSClPh 5 (1984) p. 90). With the same function she 
was called *A<ppo5Cxr) Ilopvi^  in Abydus (cf. Athen. XIII 572e) and 
probably *A<ppo8 CxT) ev xaXdtpoiq or Iv eXei was similar to that of 
Athens (cf. Athen. loc. cit. )
*Afpo5Cxoi>: the god ’A^poSCxoq seems to have been a minor 
divinity, represented in general by the figure of the 
'androgynos': half woman and half man, normally dressed as woman. 
He was later better known as Hermaphrodite, and as P. Hermann in 
Roscher Lexicon I 2 2315 says: "es ist ohne weiteres klar, daB
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dieser kyprische Aphroditos mit dem spdteren Hermaphroditos 
identisch ist. Die komponierte Namensform bedeutet nichts anders 
als Herme des Aphroditos oder Aphroditos in Hermenform und ist 
nach Analogie verwandter Bildungen, wie Hermathena, Hermerakles, 
Hermerotes, entstanden".
This cult seems to come originally from Cyprus and Minor 
Asia, associated with the goddess Aphrodite, although it was 
never regarded as a foreign god; but, on the contrary, the 
eiresione was offerd to him, a mainly Greek religious element, 
(cf. Delcourt Hermaphrodite pp. 49-50 Engl, trans. London 1961.
Ar. fr. 325 mentions him also and from the number of 
artistic representations, it seems -at there was a revival of 
this cult at the end of the V century (cf. Jensen RE VIII 1 
(1913) 714ff.) According to Alciphr. III. there was a shrine
in Alopeke, a deme 2 km. south-west of Athens, where Socrates was 
born (cf. Pl.Gorg. 495 d), identified now with the modern
Ampelokipi (cf. E. Freund in S. Lauffer (ed. ) Griechenland 
Lexicon der historischer StStten s. v. MUnchen 1989; E. Meyer 
Kl.P. I 1532).
This sentence, on the one hand, could have a moral sense; 
perhaps it is understood something like 'never go to the temple 
of Aphrodite Hetaera nor to that of Aphroditus', implying a 
reference to female prostitution and homosexual relationship, and 
perhaps bearing in mind what Philetaer. fr. 5 says: ©q xaxspbv, © 
ZeO, xai paXaxbv xd fJXgjip' exeu f °^x sxaCpaq ispdv eaxi
TtavxaxoO, / aXX* ouxi Yapexflfq ouSapoC xf(q *E\Xd5oq (cf. also Ar. 
Vesp. 10).
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On the other hand, as I have already mentioned, there was a 
temple of Aphroditus in Alopeke, and also one of Aphrodite
according to a later inscription I. G. Ill 697 (cf. Preller
Griechische Mythologie I p. 349 Berlin 1894); it is disputed if
they were the same sanctuary (cf. Jensen op. cit. 717) and there 
may have existed more than one of each of them in Athens but this 
fr. might be a reference to this deme; a possible explanation 
would be'when you go to Alopeke, do not go to...'
Fr. 185
Fragment attributed to rpdteq by Meineke FCG II p. 268. It is 
a possible suggestion; but not sure, because some other plays 
could have a scene in which old women are young again. The 
sentence is rather repetitive with the adverbs rcdcXiv <xu0iq (cf. 
Ar. PI. 859) and with the prefix &wa- which give stress to the 
idea of repetition and improvement of a past situation.
The theme of the rejuvenation is a commonplace in Comedy 
which is found several times in Aristophanes from different 
points of view (cf. Equ. 1321, Vesp. 1256ff., Pan. 345, Lys. 670
and it seems it was mentioned in fr. 33 and 129. About this 
theme, cf. Conford The Origin of Attic Comedy pp. 87ff. London 
1914 and also H. G. Oeri Der Typ der komischen Alten pp. 19-20. 
Eccl. 887ff. suggests the idea of "rejuvenating of old women" 
from a different point of view.
&va0i>8aiv: seems to give the correct meaning as suggested by 
Meineke according to the proverb Diogen. IV, 10 (cf. Leutsch ad
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loc., CPG I p. 234) YP0^  ava0i>$: avxl xoG xanp$. ’Etu xffiv map* 
qXixCav YUV(XLKLCop^v©v. ^Qq xai xd TpaOq avaPaxxetiei (cf. Phot. 
al485 ava0o&v avaaxipx&v. xat au0iq e£ apx?(q avave&Ceiv and
other instances quoted by K-A ad loc.).
Besides these texts, it is only found as meaning 'to be on 
heat again' in Arist. HA 546a 28, 573b 8 talking about swine's
sexual rythms; perhaps applied to human beings it seems to be 
rather coarse (in comparison with avavsdt^ eiv in Ar. Ran. 592 for 
example), and it coincides with the insult xampaiva or
avSpoxanpaiva (cf. comment on fr. 186 and Taillardat Images 
§303).
Another possibility is to keep Suid. al&82 av 0uot>criv 'to
take sacrificing again' which would have several implications
(cf. Ehrenberg The People of Ar. p. 257 n. 7):
-it is related to the fact that 'women were especially devoted
and played a great part in religious life' (Ehrenberg ibid. p. 
257),
-the word 06© and the sacrificial world seems to have been the 
basis for obscene jokes (cf. Henderson MM p. 177),
-the poet could be playing on the similarixy of both verbs and 
making an ironical reference to the saying above quoted.
ai YepaCxepai: this word can mean simply ' older than',
'someone who has been born earlier', as in Ar. Equ. 1004, Hdt. 
6.52, Theocr. 15. 139, but it can also have a notion of dignity, 
as a synonymous with TcpcoPuxepoq (cf. LSJ s. v. yepaidq').
According to Jebb on Soph. OC 1294 it always implies the contrast 
between youth and a more advanced period of life (cf. Thuc. VI
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18). See also Richards Aristophanes and Others p. 133 London 
1909.
Bearing in mind the second connotation of this word, perhaps 
there is an intended contrast between this word and the verb 
avaGoffioiv which would be regarded as rather popular and coarse. 
The different registers of language stress the idea of the old 
women taking to sex again.
Fr. 186
This line summarizes commonplaces usually applied to women 
in comedy : lechery, drunkness, and use of potions (witchcraft).
Several fragments mention them with some variation:
- Hermipp. fr. 9: 2 eccnpdc xai naamdpvq xai xdnpaiva,
- Theop. com. fr. 94: pe06axpia and fr. 80: rcpeapOxiq
q>CXoivoq, peGtioq oivop&xXr), xox<&vq,
- Phryn. com. fr. 34: 2 xdmpaiva xai mepimoX&q xai Spopdtq.
These words could be applied, for instance, to a woman who
speaks in Pherecr. fr. 70; this maybe was the reason for 
Demianczuk's suggestion (fr. 21D) that it could belong to 
Korianno. Perhaps the term q>appax£q is the most specific of all 
of them which might have been very derogatory like avSpoxdncpaiva. 
They might have been said of a prostitute, or an Athenian woman 
in very abusive terms.
AvSpoxdncpaiva: Pherecrates' innovation of the common Insult 
xdmpaiva. Originally it designates the wild sow, feminine of 
xdmpoq; but in comic fragments (cf. Hermipp. and Phryn.com. fr.
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cit. ) it only designates a 'lascivious woman' . In an erotic sense 
also the word XeaCva is also applied to women as in Ar. Lys. 231- 
2 (cf. Henderson ad loc.) The ending -cuva was then a common way 
of forming feminine nouns (cf. Ar. Nub. 666 and Pherecr. fr. 70. 
4-5) although it does not seem to convey itself any pejorative
sense (cf. Dover GH p. 113 n. 7).
Aristophanes invents the word avfipepaoxCaq with similar 
connotations in Thesm. 392.
peGAoq: cf. Ar. Vesp. 1402, Nub. 555, cf. H. G. Oeri Der Typ
der komischen Alten pp. 13ff.
fappaxCq: it designates a witch or potion-maker. In Old
Comedy we have only two references to this figure: this fr. and
Ar. Nub. 749, although she may have been fairly common. The 
fullest description is that of iPappaxe6rpia Theocr. 2 (cf. also 
PI. Grg. 513 a, Lucian Dial. Meretr. 4.Iff.).
In our case, it seems to be an adjective (perhaps yuvfj or 
YpaOq understood) as in Ar. loc. cit. yuva^xa 90tppax£5a. A 
similar word is 8&oxocvoq which means, more specifically, sorcerer
generally in masculine as noun (cf. Men. Pk. 279); but also as
adjective in Ar. Equ. 103 (applied to sycophant especially see
Neil ad loc. ), and PI. 571 (in feminine).
Fr. 187
The sense of the fr. is obscure mainly due to the word 
peC£o<ppuq, an emendation suggested by Nauck, but not always 
accepted. Demiariczuk (ad fr. 21D) suggests that ' loqui videtur 
mulier de altera muliere pulchra ipsl simili' . It also could be
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that it is a man speaking about a woman, insofar as p€Xaq in 
reference to skin or in general was a sign of masculinity (cf. 
Taillardat Images §314).
psC^ otppoq: the emendation is made according to Cratin. fr. 
470. It seems to mean "having eyebrows that meet" (cf. LSJ s. v. 
pC^ otppoq) and perhaps it indicates that the eyebrows meet at the 
nose or it is a sign of gravity and anger, being a comic 
exaggeration foreperson who is always frowning.
The form pC£o<ppu£ 'half-Phrygian' is accepted by Edmonds FAC 
I p. 276 and explained at length by Rehrenbdck p. 302, where he 
suggests that "inhaltich gibt die Farbbezeichnung p6Xaiva m. E. 
besseren Sinn, wenn die Herkunft der Dame angegeben wlrd, als 
wenn von zusammengewachsenen Augenbrauen die Rede ist. Auf eine 
Diskussion liber die mbgliche Haarfarbe der Phryger kttnnen wir bei 
einem Mischling doch wohl verzichten". He proposes that it is 
parallel with expressions as pilocppCyioq, pitjoXtifi toq, etc., and 
xoXo(9pu^ , oX6 9po|, while pC£o9 poq ' bleibt somlt ein Hapax ftlr 
Kratinos' p. 303.
In this case, the emendation is not necessary and the 
adjective peXalv’ should be attached to another part of the body 
(maybe the skin or the hair) or in general to the dark complexion 
as in Dem. 21.71 and MacDowell ad loc.: lox^pOq xiq rfv, pAXaq, eu
ol5’ oxi xiveq upffiv ov X6y©.
Phrygian people were not denoted by their hair-colour (as 
Thracians, cf. Xanthias, the Thracian slave of Frogs), but their 
language (cf. pi^o9p6yioq Xanth. fr. 8 ), their religion and music
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language (cf. jjil o^ c p p -6y lo<i Xanth. fr. 8 ) ,  their religion and music 
(cf. the cult of Cybele adopted by Athens, Boardman The Greeks 
Overseas p. 93 London 19732 , H. Thiemer Der EinfluB der Phryger 
auf die altgriechische Music Bonn 1979). As slaves <t>pu£ (Ar. 
Vesp. 433), Midas, Manes (Lys. 1211, Pherecr. fr. 10), Mania 
(Ran. 1345) are typical names of Phrygian slaves. They were 
famous for being rude, clumsy, badly behaved (cf. Ar. Vesp. 1309 
a conjecture, Av. 1329, Taillardat Images §433), and cowardly 
(cf. Apollod.com. fr. 6); they were treated with contempt 
generally (cf. Gomme-Sandbach on Men. Asp. 206).
Nauck*s emendation is supported by K-A who say: 'multo
melius cum p£\aiva componitur peC^0 9puq et eiusmodi proprietas 
requiri videtur ut xat* intellegi possit'. Certainly eyebrows
were an important facial element. They were the seat of smiles 
and joy, gravity and grief, disdain and pride (cf. LSJ s. v. 
09pi)q, Taillardat Images §503 and 326 van Leeuwen ad Ar. Vesp. 
655); Cratin fr. 228 seems to point them out as the main feature 
of someone (instead of ai3vo(ppuq) perhaps Cleon (cf. 0. Welsh C1Q 
73 (1979) p. 215) or another politician as Pericles (cf. Gomme- 
Sandbach ad Men. Sic. 160). Both poets might use a common joke, a 
variation of cn3vo9puq, perhaps with a secondary sense that 
escapes us (cf. Taillardat ibid. §14 about the use of a similar 
expression by Ar. Ran. 1004 and Pherecr. fr. 100).
It is still uncertain what it exactly means here. In a 
similar way as I have suggested at the beginning, Gow on Theocr. 
8. 72 explains that ai3vo9poq is used of brows contracted in a
scowl (Dio Chrys. 33,54; cf. Eur. Ale. Ill, Blaydes on Ar. Hub.
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58), but Daphnis no doubt means eyebrows nearly joined over the 
nose- an admired trait". But what does it mean to have the brows 
mixed, confused? The image seems so uncertain that if it is not a 
caricature, the only way would be to keep the text of the 
manuscript and understand it as a reference to a slave or a kind 
of an insult calling someone half-barbarian.
Fr. 188
This fragment seems to make reference to someone eating, 
gulping food, in some way, similar to Pherecr. fr. 170. The 
element of aTiXrjaxCa (cf. Pherecr. fr. 167) or gluttony was a 
commonplace in Attic comedy, above all, in relation to the figure 
of Heracles (cf. Pax 741, Vesp. 60 with a construction in 
accusative similar to here). A parallel expression is found in 
Eup. fr. 99, 82.
dcve)LoXtiv9T): "to stain, sully", poXuvm with the strengthening 
prefix ava-. It could indicate also repetition. In Plu. 2, 580 it 
seems to mean totally, 'from top to bottom'.
In Theocr. 5. 87. Hippon. 123D (cf. Henderson p. 75 and
Dover ad Theocr. loc.cit. [London 1971]) the verb poXuvw has 
clearly an obscene sense. In Ar. Equ. 1286 the expression poXtivm 
x^v urct^vrjv is said in a context with sexual references.
t i \ v  umlfvqv: it designated originally the 'moustache' in
distinction from the beard (Ttmyoyv, cf. Eub. fr. 98), although it 
was used also of the beard in general (cf. Ar. Vesp. 746, Lys. 
1072, PI. com. fr. 130). As y^veL0V» it seems that its meaning
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Theocr. 20. 22 (cf. Gow ad loc. ; LSJ s. v. quotes also Arist. HA
518 b 18) to mean 'the upper-lip' (cf. Chantralne Diet. 6tym.
s.v.: "se dit de la ldvre supdriere qul se couvre de polls").
y&p<$’. It seems to be a popular kind of food made of
brine, pickled fish of different kinds and with different 
Ingredients, which give place to several denominations: 
oiv6Y«pov, o£i3YaPov* eXaidyapov or y a p i \ a i o v , oSpdyapov. It was 
eaten as aperitif with vegetables or as medicine and was sold in 
a special shop in the agora, YaPon&Xriq Zahn RE VII 1
841f f. ).
In Comedy it is mentioned also in Cratin. fr. 312, PI. com. 
fr. 215.
Fr. 189
According to Crusius Phil. 47 (1889) 43 'ad fabellam (cf. 
Phaedr. I 9), quam altera persona narrabat pertinere conicio. Ita 
Trygaeus Aristophanis (Pacis v. 1066) oraculo audito. '
Another passibility is to understand o Xory&q as OaXdrttioq a 
'sea-hare' which was "a kind of sea-slug, with large ear-like 
tentacles, and the power of emitting a copious and beautiful 
purple dye: of which, however, there is no clear account in the
ancient descriptions. The sea-hare was celebrate in antiquity as 
extremely poisonous, and of magical properties", as Thompson 
Fishes s. v. says. It is also found in Hippon. 169D, Epich. fr.
60.2 Kaib. , Amips. fr. 17 (in a proverbial expression), Cratin. 
fr. 466, Eup. fr. 174, Soph. fr. 111R (see Jebb ad loc. about the 
form Xaydq), Nicand. Alex. 465. A dead .sea-hare could cause
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death to someone and a dose of the liquid it emited was poisonous
h
cf. Tompson loc. cit.
PcKJxaCvei: here synonymous with td Xonetv according to our 
source Zoran. p. 397, that is to say 'malign, disparage' (cf. LSJ 
s. v. 1, Gomme-Sandbach on Men. Asp. 153, and also Dem. 18.189,
Antiphan. fr. 80. 8, Theocr. 6. 39). Originally 'to cast the evil
eye on one' term probably from popular magic; cf. flaaxdtvi o v  in
Ar. fr. 607 and p&oxavoq in Men. Pk. 529.
Fr. 190
The metre is iambic tetrameter catalectic according to K-A's 
text. Elmsley Edin. Rev. 19 (1811) 88 suggests another scansion 
in iambic dimeters in comparison with fr. 50, Doulodidaskalos, to 
where he attributed these lines. The first line in Elmsley's 
proposal is presumably in catalectic dimeter and I do not see
much the point when it is followed by a non-catalectic one.
The word xaptia in 1.2 does not fit the metre and seems thus 
corrupt. Elmsley suggests xaptixt), the Lydian sauce in fr. 195. It 
has been accepted in the text by Meineke (.CGF II p. 341) and 
Edmonds FAC I p. 274.
The enumeration seems to be illogical, but it keeps quite 
well the order adjective plus noun or vice versa and it might be 
the case that the lost context might have give a meaning to these 
elements. I think that it could be understood as follows: "and
there is radish unwashed and hot baths and dried fish baked and 
tnuts. . ." Part of the pun may be in the contrast between the 
'unwashed rad^ish' and the 'hot baths' (see on QsppA Xouxpfit).
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pcnpavfq x* aitXuxoq: 'unwashed radish', also called 9aa£a
according to Athen. II 56e-f, is found in Eup. fr. 338, Antiph. 
fr. 273, as part of long enumerations.
According to Amph. fr. 26 they were very cheap. In general 
patpavCq was a generic name for species other than 'radish' (cf. 
Theophr. HP VII 4.2) and especially in comedy they were mentioned 
in reference to a punishment of adulterers (cf. Ar. Nub 1083 and 
Dover ad loc. ). In Ar. Nub. 981 and PI. 544 the head and the 
leaves respectively are mentioned in different contexts. About 
the first the Sch. ad loc. says: mq Qeppdv xai SieyeTpov rcpdq x<3< 
a<ppo5Caia rcaprjxoOvxo xaOxa. The second seems to be a reference to 
simple food for poor people or soldiers.
Oeppdc XooxpA: these two words seem to be, at first sight, 
illogical in the context of the whole quotation, referring mainly 
to food.
Kock's suggestion is to change it into 8£pp' aXeupa, "puls 
aXeupcov" which is never found and does not make better sense 
than the transmitted text; aXsupov is found in Ar. fr. 52, Sot. 
com. fr. 1.24, Phryn. com. fr. 35, generally meaning only 'wheat 
meal' , not a cooked food.
As Kaibel says (apud K-A), 'similia dlssimilia iuxta 
enumerantur, consulto vero cum thermes coniuctae rapae illotae'. 
A similar case is, more or less, Call. com. fr. 26 where nOp has 
only distant relationship with the other elements of the 
enumeration, at least at first sight: Ixvoq, TtOp, yoYYuXCSeq,
pdtpavoq, SpuxemeTq, eXaxffpeq.
The 6epp& Xouxpd is quite common in the context of the
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comparison between old education and modern decadence (cf. Ar. 
Nub. 1044ff., see K-A ad Crat.com. fr. 17.2 for other instances). 
It was considered an element of moral weakness, and usually 
related to young men being in the baths only. The verb (cf. 
GeppoXouxeTv Hermipp. fr. 68. 2, Alex. fr. 75) is opposed in this 
sense to \|n>xpoXoi>xeTv (cf. Ar. fr. 147). Other name with which 
whey are denominated is PaXaveTa or 'public baths' (cf. Pherecr. 
fr. 75. 1).
T a p C x *)  i r v i x x d :  dried or smoked fish, very common in Greek
Comedy and current in daily life, in Athens as cheap food (cf. 
Pherecr. fr. 26. 2).
In metophorical sense it designated 'a stupid fellow* (cf. 
Taillardat Images §434, and LSJ s. v. xdtpi^ oq II.)
This way of cooking: 'baking in a closed pot (Xoxdq) is
frequently mentioned in comedy (cf. Ar. Vesp. 511, Antiph. fr. 1,
Cratin. fr. 29, Metag. fr. 6.9, Stratt. fr. 30, Alex. fr. 129.2).
t x d p u a :  general name for 'nut' and especially designates
'walnut' (cf. LSJ s. v., Lembach (1970) pp. 143-4 and n. 43 for
other references).
In comedy they are found in relation to dried fruits thrown
at the audience by the actors or the chorus (Ar. Vesp. 58, PI.
797-801) and in an erotic sense designating feminine breasts (cf. 
Ar. fr. 664 and Crat.com. fr. 43)
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Fr. 191
t6 irvtyoq: in Comedy generally it refers to a 'stifling
heat' (cf. Ar. Nub. 1091 ou5' ocu 0eppr^  nvCyouq / axxlq
QdXxsi; although also to the heat, in general, after having a
moment of very warm weather (cf. Ar. Av. rc&omq Spociq, xeiP^VL* 
06pei, / pexp£<p rcvCyei, and PI. Phaedr. 279b: impsv, exei5i^  xal
xd nviyoq qni<&xepov yiyovev.
In metaphorical sense the verb xvCyeiv is synonymous with 
opytCsorGai 'to be angry' (cf. Taillardat Images §381).
iaeXy^q: it means "oppressive"; but here it is applied to
weather elements, as in Eup. fr. 345 and Plat. com. fr. 232. It is 
normally used of persons qualified as 'licentious, brutal' (cf.
Ar. PL 560, Dem. 21. 128 with a moral connotation of excess, see
MacDowell ad loc. and Dem. 36.45).
Fr. 192
xatTtiojiai: manuscript C reads xaxxtiopsv; the verb in middle 
voice is only found here, but some lexicons (cf. Phot. p. 150. 18 
and Anecd. Bekk. p. 270 quoted by K-A) would support this form as 
synonymous with urcoSeToGai, that is to say 'to put shoes on' (in 
general, cf. Ar. Vesp. 1160 and maybe Crat. com. fr. 32.4)
Originally the expression means 'to put a piece of leather 
(xaxxtiq, Ar. fr. 297 or xaxxupa Ar. Ach. 301 and Sch. ad loc. , 
and Equ. 315, 869) as the sole of a sandal' (see also Ti£\pa); it 
was not always made of leather, but of cork (cf. Dsc. Eup. 2. 30) 
or wood; a synonym of this verb is xxepvCCeLV and as compound
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form EJtixaxxtiE iv (cf. Com. Adesp. fr. 46K). About shoe-making in 
general, cf. Bluemner Techn. I pp. 270ff., above all, 275.
In Aristophanes it can be found with a metaphorical sense in 
Equ. 314 ('to stitch up a plot', cf. also PI. Euthd. 294b) and in 
PI. 663 (cf. MUller Handwerk und Sprache pp. 240-1)
xapxCvouq: 'crab-shoes'; according to Hesych. x832 they are 
xotXa uxoS^paxa, which are defined by Poll. VII 84 as follows: 
XSyoixo 8’ av xal unoSfjpaxa xotXa, £a0£a £iq p£o-r)v xf|v xv^pqv 
avi^ xovxa* x& 5£ pi^ xotXa aux6 pdvov axoxpffiv e c t x i v  e i x e T v
unoSijpaxa. itEpl a 8S xclvexai xal ncp ippdbixExai xdt xotXa 
unoS^paxa xaXdbioScq ou xaxdt xfjv vCv ypeCav pdvov aXXA xal xax& 
xf)v apxalav x£xXr)vxai.
It could be translated, then, as 'calf-boots' (cf. Cunningham 
ad Herond. 7.60) and they might be masculine shoes (cf. Poll. VII 
89-90, source of our fragment) in comparison with xapxCvia in
Herond. 7. 60 and 128, which would be together a diminutive form
for a kind of shoes for women.
Headlam ad Herond. loc. cit. suggests that the name is given 
from their colour (as xapxivCaq designates a red stone cf. Plin. 
NH XXXVII 72). It might well have an ironical reference to the 
way of walking produced by wearing these shoes; as that of a 
crab: slow and erratic, often suggested in Antiquity (cf. Ar. Pax 
1083, Crat. com. fr. 32.3 in parody of epic language, and Appen. 
prov. Ill 45 xapx Cvou xopeCa* q <*PY^  8ua5t6p0oxoq and
Diogen. V 96, Sud. x395).
Perhaps if the verb was the active form xaxxtiop E V , the
expression could have several senses and be a joke. It could
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mean: 'to put a new sole on' meaning we are trying to walk
quickly', or 'we are putting new soles on 'crabs'.
Fr. 193
Not only the sense of this fr. has been disputed, but also 
whether Pherecrates ever said these words. This attribution has 
recently been denied by N. Schiel Euphr. 7 (1975-6) pp. 127-8 who 
suggested that Aristophanes here is criticising Pherecrates "for 
grinding out the same old themes and jokes, and for inflicting
more suffering on an audience he has already punished". He
understands xd xoO Gepexp&xouq in Ar. Lys. as ' like Pherecrates 
does' and adduces the Sch. : Iv xotq o^opdvoiq Gepexpdxouq xoO
xwpixoO xoCxo oux eupCoxexai (cf. Schmid GGrL I 4 100 n. 8)
I think that Shiel's sugestion is not correct and Rehrenbttck 
pp. 259 ff. discusses it at length. The main points of his
argument are: the joke of the passage of Lysistrata is based on a
misuse of the words which can be ambiguous; if Pherecrates had 
not said them, the whole Joke would be lost; the expresson xd xoC 
Gepexp&xouq would designate a characteristic feature of the poet 
(cf. Ar. Vesp. 1525 xd GpovCxetov>» Pherecr. test. 2 (Anon. De 
Com. 9 p. 7 Kock) gives innovation as a feature of his plays (cf. 
Kdrte RE XIX 1990. 38 and 41).
A similar passage would be Ar. fr. 347: q pgyaxi Ppffip' teaxt 
qt xpo'Y<p5onoiopoD<7iXTj, / qvCxa KpAxqq xd xe idpixoq eXecpdvxivov / 
Xaprcpdv evdpi^ev aTc6voq rcapaxexXqpgvov / aXXa xe xoiaOG’ ex£pa 
pupC' exixXCCexo (vid. ad Crat. com. fr. 32).
Although it is likely, then, that Pherecrates used this
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expression probably recently before the performance of 
Lysistrata, it is doubtful what Aristophanes is making fun of and 
what Pherecrates actually said. There are two possible 
explanations:
this phrase is a proverb, either before or after our 
playwright; who had used it in an obscene sense, and it was 
modified by Aristophanes for his own purpose.
- Aristophanes is giving an obscene sense to a proverbial
sentence used by Pherecrates to refer to exi xfiv pdxqv xovotivxov 
q xffiv xpox£Tiov06xmv xi, as Diogen. V 85 says (cf. Apost. X 29, 
Sch. ad Ar. Lys. 158 Gepexpdxqt; ev Spdpaxi suie xoOxo, e v 0 e v
x&craExai q napoipCa exi xffiv aXXo xa<jx6vxfiw <au0iq> £<p' oTq 
xexdvGaoiv.
The first suggestion is accepted by Willems Aristophane. 
Traduction avec notes et commentaires critiques II pp. 426f.
Paris/Brussels 1919, explaining it as follows: "xtirnv SsSappAvoq
Aquivaut A aiSotov avaxexapAvov (voir plus loin le vers 953), et 
xtiva SApeiv 8e5appAvov c'est, pour emprunter A HArodote, une 
expression qu'on pourrait Agalement dAtourner de son acceptation 
premiAre, 6e\|fETv xeiPt SAppa (IV, 64), ou simplement 6A<peo0ai. 
Si Lysistrata emploie ici le fAminin xi^ v xtiva, c' est qu' elle s' 
adresse A des femmes. II y a 1A une malice du poAte, car 
Avidentement PhArAerates avait Acrit xdv xtiva".
The latter is supported by Wilamowitz in his note ad Lys. 
loc. cit. ; van Leeuwen: 'ridicule detorquetur sensus locutonis
proverbialis, qua e x  I pdtxqv novoOvxmv dicebatur, ut vA xpov
axooqxfcxxE i v ' ; Henderson MM p. 133, and K-A who add: ' locutionem
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proverbialem a rival! adhibitam Aristophanes facete ut solet
detorsit, vid. ad Ar. Fr. 33, 47, 964'.
I would be inclined to think that Aristophanes is parodying
him, at the same time as quoting him; that is to say whatever
Pherecrates meant, the sentence is well attested to have an
one
obscene sense in every ^ of its words at the level of slang
terminology: Sepetv and compounds as exSepeTv or anoSepetv meant
"to masturbate" (cf. Ar. Ach. 592, Taillardat Images §103,
Henderson MM p. 133) and xtimv can refer to masculine or feminine 
genitals (cf. Eust. in Od. p. 1821.53, Hesch. x4763>. Maybe
Pherecrates used it in an appropriate context as an ambiguous
the
phrase (perhaps as suggested by Willems in masculine), with the
/\
intention of making a subtle erotic reference, which Aristophanes 
parodies here in the context of a clearly obscene passage, making 
reference to the oXiafJoq (about it cf. Ar. fr. 992 and K-A ad 
loc. for other references),
Kaibel apud K-A suggests that Aristophanes can have confused 
Pherecrates with Cratinus who makes clear reference to the 
oXiafloq in fr. 354; but this seems highly doubtful.
Fr. 194
xdSouq: in fact it is a general term for a vessel 'that
takes its specific meaning from the context' (according to 
Sparkes JHS 95 (1975) p. 128) although its primary function might 
have been to carry liquids.
Here it designates the wel1-bucket as in Ar. Eccl. 100, Men. 
Dysc. 190, Herond. 5. 11 (Headlam ad loc. suggests avTXiavxqxyjp
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as a more elegant term found In Men. fr. 30 Ktt-T). It could be 
made of pottery or of bronze and was round with two handles (cf. 
D. A. Amyx Hesperia 27 (1958) plate 47).
Other functions were to store and transport wine (cf. Amyx 
art. cit. p. 186) and it designated the voting urn of the
Assembly and tribunals in Athens, in diminutive form xaSCoxoq 
(cf. Ar. Vesp. 321, 853) or as xdSoq in Ar. Av. 1032. It appears 
without a definitive function in Archil. 4. 7 W2, Ar. Ach. 549,
Pax 1202, fr. 280, fr. 598; in diminutive with metaphorical
sense, Philipp, fr. 28.
avaoic&v: synonym of avxX6© (cf. Thuc. IV 97 uSrnp xe o r[v
atyaucrxov a<pCcri nXf)v np6q xd ispd x^Pvl3l XP^a6aL» avaandaavxaq 
o5peua0ai, in absolute construction. This image of drawing water 
out of the well possibly explains the expression avaondv X6yot>q 
(cf. Soph. Aj. 302, Ar. Ran. 903, PI. Tht. 180a, cf. further
Taillardat Images §766).
Fr. 195
The metre can be understood as an 'Euripidean fourteen 
syllable. This consists of two iambic metra followed by an 
ithyphallic' according to MacDowell ad Vesp. 248 and Aristophanes 
seems to use it mainly related to choral parts (cf. Nub. 1114, 
Ran. 395-6, 441-5) perhaps because of the mixture of iambic and
trochaic rhythms, before the beginning of a song or between two 
different strophes (cf. Pherecr. fr. 2.3 and K-A ad loc.). The 
ithyphallic is also common as a clausula after an iambic metron 
in a pnigos (cf. Ach. 1160-1, 1172-3, Av. 635-6). If this is the
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case here, the fragment should be written as follows: aPupxcfcxr^ v
xpCtyavxa xal / AuSCav xaptixqv.
aPnpxdxrjv: as described by Phot. a66 (cf. also Anecd. Bekk.
323. 26-30): vndrp i|i|ia Pappapixdv ex 5pip£cov axeoa£6}j.evov, <pqpl
ex xapSdpov xal axopdSev xal aivdxeeq xal axacpCSov, $ rcpbq 
xoiXioXucrCav expSWxo. It belongs to this kind of products and 
food related to the Persian fashion and wealth (cf. Theop.com. 
fr. 18: TCfl M^5mv yaTav, ev0a xap8dpev / rcXeCaxov noietxai xal 
npdaov aPupxdxr)), as it was the xapuxfj or the xdvSauXoq (cf. 
Athen. XII 516d).
It seems to have been very sour sauce, but very much liked 
(cf. Alex. fr. 145. 12-3); it is also mentioned in Antiph. fr.
140.3 as having 'young green vegetables' and in Men. fr. 247K8-T.
This fragment seems to suggest that it is Lydian as the 
other kind of food; but it is not sure (cf. Theop.com. loc.cit.). 
R. Schmitt Orientalia. Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin emerito oblata 
(1984) pp. 69ff. tries to find an equivalent product in Persian- 
Iranian language. About this sauce and barbarian food in Comedy, 
see Long Barbarians in Gr. Com. pp. 69ff. , especially p. 72.
xpCfavxa: xpCPe 'to pound' is the technical term to
designate the preparation of xpCpjaa or uxoxp Cpjia, general terms 
for sauce, drink or medicine compound of several products,
generally spicy and sour (cf. Ar. Eccl. 292 and Ussher ad loc. , 
404, Pax 8, 16, etc. )
AuSCav xapoxVjv: or xaptixxqv, form preferred by Hdn. Gr. 1. 
317 (cf. Tim. Phlias. SH 777). It was a very popular rich sauce
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made of blood and spices, according to Zen. V 3, often found in 
different dishes as vdoxoq (cf. Athen. 14. 646e) a kind of cake. 
In general Alex. fr. 168. 4-5: xotq Si xexapuxeop€voiq / o\|/ot<ri
(about this verb in metaphorical sense, see Ar. Equ. 342, Plut. 
II 55a). According to Orth RE XI 954 it was made like the p£Xaq 
C©p6q in Sparta.
It was mentioned 'in contrast with simple food' according to 
Neil ad Equ. 342 who also quotes Men. fr. 462.7, 518. 7KB-T, Plut. 
quaest. conv. IV 1. 664a.
Fr. 196
Perhaps xaOx' or xodx' suggested by Kassel after ati makes a 
better construction of the verb axoi3a> with accusative of the 
thing heard and genitive of the person from whom it is heard (cf. 
LSJ s. v. and K-G I pp. 360ff.L Although the particle 8f[x'
suggested by Meineke and accepted by Kock in his text is not
impossible according to Denniston GP p. 269 "it denotes that the 
question springs out of something which another person (or more 
rarely the speaker himself) has just said".
Kock proposes another division of these words and gives Ixoq 
xpCxov; to the first speaker, because the same speaker could not 
say "ante duo annos anno tertio"; although it could be an
expression to specify the word npmn^puoi, as Poll. I 57 6ays:
npon£puoi, xpCxov Ixoq xouxC xal x€xapxov, xal opoCmq xax’ 
dpi0pdv xdv TtapsX06vxa xP^vov XoyCCou,
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xparc£puai: two years ago, perhaps found first here in Greek 
literature, because the other instances are probably later, e. g. 
PI. Euthd. 272b: n£poaiv rj npon^ pucriv ou5£jrm qoxrjv ootpm (Hawtrey 
ad loc. CCommentary on Plato's Euthydemus Philadelphia 19813 
suspects a parody of the Aristophanic style in the speech of 
Socrates), and Dem. 20.33 (npmir^puaiv), 33. 25 (Tipon£puaiv).
The form Tupmn^poaiv is reported to be Attic for Trpon^ pooiv 
(cf. Phryn. Praep. soph. p.105.9 quoted by K-A). It could be 
explained as an example of reduplication or lengthening of a 
short vowel in compound forms as ootpmxepoq or Ixepm0i (cf. 
Schwyzer GrG I p.293 and 354).
exoq xpCxov: the whole expression is exoq xpCxov xouxC (as 
in Dem. 21.13 and Poll. loc.cit.) which MacDowell ad Dem. 
loc.cit. explains: "the idiom may have originated as a
parenthetic sentece, 'This is the third year', rather than as an 
accusative of time".
Fr. 197
This fragment is a comic enumeration of cooking methods. It 
might be a parody of the style of a recipe and its terminology 
and it may have been said by a cook or a doulodidaskalos, as 
Meineke suggests that it belongs to the play of that name 
(proposal accepted by Edmonds FAC I p.224). Certainly the 
instructions for cooking and its detailed mention would suit 
quite well a context where a slave is taught how to cook and 
serve a meal; fr. 44 and 45 are similarly a detailed description 
of how to use a lamp (cf. also fr. 53). The same metre is found
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in fr. 51.
A general problem is to guess what is described by this
group of verbs. Another similar enumeration in Ar. fr. 282:
nxCxxo, Ppdtxxo, 5et)m, pdcxx©, xfxxm, xocxaXffi does not seem to keep 
any order and Moritz Grain-Mills and Flour p. 160 suggests that 
it is an enumeration of 'the miller's and baker's activities', 
probably, I would add, with a comic intention in the alliteration 
of the sound ' t' and the verbs with two ' x' in the middle (cf. 
other enumerations of activities in Mnesim. fr. 4.52ff. and
Cratin. fr. 150.2 for methods of cooking meat).
This fragment can be divided into two parts: till aX£aai in
1.2 where the preparation of the grain to make flour is explained 
and from aX£aai on, until the serving is finally mentioned. There 
is a gap in the metre of the second line and it partly depends on 
it to know what kind of food is referred to here.
If we accept Bergk's suggestion <n£yaL> (cf. K-A's apparatus 
criticus), that is to say 'to bake', it must refer to the 
preparation of barley-bread, occasionally done in Antiquity and 
mainly as food for poor people or slaves (cf. Hippon. 366D, Poll. 
VI 73, Athen. Ill 115c; see infra on 9pu‘YeTv about this grain 
being unsuitable to make bread).
The other possibility is the pSCa or barley-cake made with 
water, oil (Hesych. p.41), milk (cf. Sud. p.35 and Hes. Op. 590) or 
other ingredients (Poll. VI 76). It was very popular as staple 
food of the Athenians (cf. Ar. Equ. 1104, 1165, Eccl. 665) and
other Greek people (cf. Plut. 16. 230e and Athen. IV 148f about
an Arcadian dinner where there were special paCov6poi) and as
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part of country feasts (cf. West as Hes. loc. cit. >. In this case 
Ttfijrai does not seem appropriate, because the p&Ca is characterized 
only by being kneaded (cf. p&xxeiv) and not baked, as PI. Rep. II 
372b show clearly the distinction between the two activities: x& 
p£v x£i|/avxeq, xd Si pd^avxeq pd£aq yevvaCaq xal apxooq eiti 
xd\ap6v xiva xapaPaXXdpevoq r| cpCXXa xa0apd. I would suggest, 
instead, <5eCaai> before pd^ou that has similar letters to aX£om 
and thus could have been easily omitted, and it must have been an 
essential part of the preparation of any kind of dough: the
mixing of the 'dry mass with water, so as to make it fit to 
knead' (cf. LSJ s. v. Setim 2) and also it would include all the 
other ingredients; it is also mentioned by Aristophanes in the 
fragment above cited. As West on Hes. loc.cit. says: "p&Cai were 
kneaded shortly before they were consumed (cf. Ar. Ach. 673, 
Vesp. 614>" and probably its immediate consumption would be 
recommended because it was easier to digest (cf. Hipp. Viet. VI 
536, Athen. Ill 115d).
My suggestion for the second line would be: avetv, aX£oai, 
<SeOom>, pd^ai, xd xeXeuxaTov napaOsTvai.
The anapaestic tetrameter seems to have been especially 
suitable for these long enumerations, e.g. Ar. Vesp. 659, 676-7, 
PI. 513-4, fr. 428, 430, possibly 282.
1. eitixeTodai: Edmonds FAC I p. 224 n. 7 suggests it is suspect 
and changes it into enixffiaai unnecessarily. It can mean "to heap 
barley up", as in Homeric language it can refer to the act of 
pouring earth over the grave to make a mound or tumulus (cf. in
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middle voice A. R. Ill 205). Here it must already make reference 
to the moment after the threshing of the grains which took place 
outside, in the "threshing-floor, the &Xm^ , aXmq, ei\ojr£6ov or 
5tvoq" (about it cf. A. D. Ure C1Q n. s. 5 (1955) pp. 228ff. and 
Gow ad Theocr. 7. 34; about different methods of threshing, see
Bllimner Techn. I pp. 2ff. >. A heap of winnowed grain was called 
amp6q.
xdq xp(0aq: "barley", is a kind of corn regarded as cheap in 
comparison with wheat which kept being preferable for human 
alimentation throughout Antiquity (cf. Moritz Grain-Mills and 
Flour p. 150 and especially C1Q n. s. 5 (1955) pp. 137-8). It was 
devoted mainly to feed animals and became common for human 
consumption in certain preparations: pfiCa (cf. supra), nxiadvr)
(Lat, tisana), connected with nxCxxeiv (cf. infra) that was a 
kind of porridge (cf. Ar. fr. 165), or as a drink x^o^ (c *^ 
Cratin. fr. 329).
Here it may refer to xp(0aq oXaq also called ouXdq or 6X<Jcq 
when used in sacrifices (cf. Ar. Equ. 1167, Pax 948, etc.).
The process of cleaning it described in this line is quite 
long due to the fact that barley is husked and has to undergo 
special operations before it is edible (cf. Moritz Grain-Mills 
and Flour p. XXI).
iteCtteiv: it describes the process of winnowing the grain,
that is to say, to hull it or husk it, a<paipetv xd x£Xuifoq (cf. 
van Leeuwen ad Ach. 507, Theophr. HP IV 4.10: vOv 8 * ou5* av eTq 
xpCyeiev, a\X& rcepinx(aavxeq xai atp^ Xovxeq xd x£Xu<poq). I think 
it is worthwhile to distinguish between this action that seems to
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mean the husking barley with a mortar and the winnowing by wind 
or with a basket which was denominated with Xixpdtoi (or with a 
winnowing-basket, XCxvov, rcxuov, rcx£ov or 0pCvoc£; about these 
methods, see BlUmner Techn. I pp. 8ff., J. E. Harrison JHS 23 
(1903) pp. 299ff. and 303ff. , JHS 24 (1924) pp. 241ff. , Gow ad 
Theocr. 7. 156; in Rome, cf. K. D. White Roman farming pp. 184ff.
London 1970.
It must be related to the fact that barley is husked, 
therefore after removing the chaff of it (in this case called 
Xixpdco), the barley was brought inside and husked at least twice. 
The name give to this action is tcxCx x e i v , the same one as that of 
'hitting or grinding' (according to Sud. rc3030 it can mean xtinxm 
and Phot. s. v. nxCoar x6\|/ai) because it was done by the 0us(a 
(also called lySiq, Lat. mortarlum) or the 8\poq (lat. plla, 
about the difference between these two objects, cf. Bluemner 
Techn. I p. 14 n. 6 , Moritz Grain-Mills and Flour pp. 22ff. and 
Sparkes JHS 82 (1962) p. 125). It is possible that, as Moritz
ibid. p. 218 n. D suggests, the whole process of preparing the 
barley-flour for the ' maza' was done in mortars, at least till 
the IV century.
It became a technical word to qualify grains cleaned from 
chaff and husks (cf. Arist. HA 595b, Hipp. VM 14Li. , Geop. 3.7, 
16. 3. 1).
fpoyctv: "to parch or roast" was another process barley had 
to undergo for the total elimination of the husks, as Moritz 
Grain-Mill and Flour p. XXI says: "the special hulling operation
which such grain must undergo was in Antiquity inevitably
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combined with a roasting of the grain in its husks: this roasting 
must have largely destroyed the gluten content of the grain, and 
have made it unsuitable for leavened bread, even if before 
hulling it contained a sufficient amount of suitable gluten- 
forming proteins. Barley with its low protein content, is 
unsuitable for bread irrespective of this" (about it in Rome, cf. 
also J. Andr6 L'alimentation et la cuisine £ Rome p. 55 Paris 
19812). If the order of our passage is correct, this activity was 
perhaps done also after husking the grain.
It was also called xo6opetieiv (cf. Hesych. x3202-6 and 
BlUmner Techn. I pp. llff. ) and the implement in which it was 
done (pptiye'tpov or xodopstov (cf. Poll. VI 64 who quotes 
Theop.com. fr.54 and Polyz. fr.6 ; a description can be found in 
Sparkes art.cit. p.128).
The result of this ’parching* was the xdxpuq or xpi0al 
xe(ppuyp£vai (cf. Thuc. VI 22, Cratin. fr. 300.2).
avaPpaxxsTv: the meaning of this word in the context of
milling is perhaps given by Arlst. Mete. 368b 29: eni pf(xoq ydp 
noXXanXaaCa xffq and xod (3d0ouq q Sidxpiaiq. onou 8 ’ av y£vqxai 
xoioCxoq aeiap.6q, enmoXdCei nXf[0oq \C0mv, Sanep xfiSv ev xotq 
XCxvotq ava(Jpaxxop£voyv. The comparison is clearly made with the 
small stones which probably were mixed in the winnowing-basket 
(XCxvov) and were separated from the grain with this method (a 
description of it is found in Harrison JHS 23 (1903) pp. 299ff. ). 
This seems to be the technique which is referred to by PI. Sph. 
226b simply by Ppdxxeiv that means according to Tim. Lex. Plat. 
s. v. {Spdxxeiv avaxLvetv, Sanep ol xdv aCxov xaGaCpovxeq.
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It seems then that this word means originally 'to shake, to 
agitate throwing up' and it was applied to different moments 
which included this action: winnowing with a basket, and more
likely in our text: 'to sift' by agitating the grain <cf. Call,
fr. 334Pf.: etxaCqv xffq ou5£v dn£{3pace <paCXov aXexpCq, Hesych.
a6264 xd Siarcxffom rcupodq r] aXsupa o06vr) and see Moritz Grain- 
Mills and Flour p. 160).
The other sense given by LSJ s. v. 'boil well, to seethe' 
does not suit here (although Edmonds FAC I p. 225 translates it 
with this meaning) and it seems to be a metaphorical sense used 
generally of cooking meat (cf. Ar. Ach. 1005, Ran. 510 in which 
case it might be better to translate it as 'to stew' as Stanford 
ad Ran. loc.cit. does) or fish (Pax 1197).
2. avetv: this word was considered synonymous with TtxCooeiv
(cf. Hdn. Gr. 24. 18, Athen. X 455b, Eust. in II. p. 801. 5),
although it seems to refer to another moment of the cleaning and 
peeling of a grain. BlUmner Techn. I p. 14 n. 2 explains their 
difference as follows: "beim t c xCo o e l v  wird allerdings die
kleineartige Spreu von der eigentlichen Frucht gesondert, dass 
aber das aiveiv das Losldsen der HUlsen durch Hitze oder Feuer an 
der trockenen Frucht bewirkt habe, den widerspricht die Mehrzahl 
der andern Erklfirer, wonach gerade beim ociveiv die Frucht mit 
Wasser abgemacht wird; so Ael. Dionys. bei Eust.: aivetv, xd
avaSetieiv xal avaxivetv xpi0<fcq oSaxi ^tipovxa, und die andere 
ErklUrung bei demselben: oi 5£ xd avaTtoietv xatq xePa  ^ aCxov
uSaxi pdtvavxaq".
The procedure of cleaning would be completed with a second
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would
pounding, sifting and watering which^be logically done in several 
moments of this activity, as Plin. XVIII 72-3 explains in the 
process of preparing the polenta, the p&Ca in Latin: "Graeci
perfussum aqua hordeum siccunt nocte una ac postero die frigunt, 
dein molis frangunt. Sunt qui vehementius tostum rursus exigua 
aqua adspergant et siccent, priusquam molant. Alii vero 
virentibus spiels deccisum hordeum recens purgant madldumque in 
pila tundunt et pergatum molunt".
dX£ooti: 'to mill', in this case, it was done with mortars as
9
I have already pointed out (cf. supra ad rcx(xxeiv). About methods 
and instruments see BlUmner Tech. I pp. 23ff. and Moritz Grain- 
Mills and Flour pp. Iff.
The result of milling barley was called aX qu xa  or barley- 
flour, 'placenta' in Latin, in distinction with aX eupa  or wheat- 
flour. This distinction seems to have become clearer throughout 
the V century, as compounds like a X cp ixa po1801 (Ar. Av. 491), 
dXq>Lx6Ti6)Xiq (.Eccl. 6 8 6), dX^xonmXatq (Nicoph. fr. 10) 6eem to 
designate barley-flour dealers only and PI. Rep. 2. 372b
differentiates them definitively (cf. Moritz C1Q 43 (1949) pp.
113ff. ). But it seems that the difference was not in the kind of 
grain, but in the methods of preparation and the quality of the 
milling, aX<pixa being coarser flour than aXeupa, although the 
flour from barley was always less refined than that of wheat 
because of their husked grains.
<rc£\|rai>: about it and the rest of the sentence, cf. p. 528. 
pd^ai: 'to knead' is clearly and well attested as the origin 
of the pdCa (cf. Athen. XIV 663b: qpeTq 5£ <pocpev dx6 xoO pdxxeiv,
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d<p' xot^ ’I H&Ca ocuxr^ ©vopdaQq). There are several Implements 
used for kneading: xdpSorcoq or p&xxpoc seems to have been the most 
usual; it was a tray, round or oblong made of stone, wood or 
terracotta <cf. Sparkes art. cit. p. 126); the axdt<pt) (cf. Sparkes 
JHS 82 (1962) p. 127) and large bowls called Xsxdvai (cf. Sparkes 
art. cit. pp. 128-9).
About the preparation of the dough, cf. BlUmner Techn. I p. 
60. It was a very widespread meal in Greece that received 
different names (cf. Fournier D-S IV 1143).
Fr. 198
Possibly part of a speech about the serving of a banquet.
xevTdCei: here synonymous with onouSdCei <cf. Kalbel and 
other sources cited by K-A), meaning 'to order, to hasten someone 
to do something'. It is not frequently found in comedy, only in 
Phryn.com. fr. 37, Telecl. fr. 38 with the meaning of 'to be 
busy', while it is common in Plato, e.g. Rep. 51e, Phlb. 56e, 
Tim. 90b, with the sense 'to be engaged in something' (LSJ).
The verb seems to be only an Attic idiom which became old 
fashioned as Luc. Lex. 21 says: ouS^ tkd xd exxap ept'jpexaq ouS£ x6 
xeuxd:4ea8ai ou5£ xd axuXXeoGai (cf. Chantraine Diet. Stym. s. v. ).
Fr. 199
The context of this fragment is obscure; above all it is not 
clear to whom auxotq refers. I think that there are three 
possible explanations:
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- a reference to the comic chorus of the past, pointing out 
the poverty of their way of dressing. This interpretation is 
favoured by comparison with Ar. fr. 264: o X°P^ 5* mpxetx' av
evoojfdpevoq S&niSaq xai axpopaxdSEapa / 5 lajiaox0^ ^ 0^  auxdv
oxeXfaiv xai <poaxaiq xai paq>avtaiv.
Meineke FCG II p. 290 suggests that it could be part of the 
play KpandtraAoi, above all in comparison with fr. 100 where 
Aeschylus speaks. It would be related to the novelties of the 
tragic poet introduced in the costume of the chorus (cf. also Ar. 
fr. 696). But although it is an interesting suggestion, it seems 
that Ar. fr. 264 above cited (and perhaps our fragment as well) 
refers to the comic chorus and Aeschylus does not seem to have 
anything to do with comedy (cf. RehrenbtJck p. 108).
- it refers to the poverty of the chorus of other authors 
and is mainly an attack on the choregus' meanness in giving money 
for their costume. In this sense 5<5tiu6eq, generally related to 
expensive rugs (cf. Ar. Eccl. 840, Vesp. 676, PI. 528, 542,
Hermipp. fr. 63.26) are now filthy and they also have slave's 
bedclothes. This theme is a topic of Old Comedy (cf. above all 
Eup. fr. 329: qSEq x°PT)Y^ v ndnoxe / puixapoxepov xo05' EtScq, and 
also Ach. 1155, Pax 135-7, Eccl. 1181, Theophr. Char. XXII 2).
- finally, auxoiq could refer to some characters of the play 
or someone just mentioned.
Fr. 200
Probably it is an anapaestic tetrameter catalectic, best 
supplemented at the end with dptaxaq, as Kock suggests. About
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this metre and its use in the chorus' speech or the agon, see 
White (1912) §305.
aoxffpaq: not common as feminine form, but generally as an
adjective related to the goddess Tuxt) (cf. Aesch. Ag. 664, Soph.
OR 80, Pind. 0. 12. 2) and probably in a poetic sense applied to
X06va in Eur. Med. 360 and xip^ in Eur. El. 993. About the
formation of these nouns in -xr)p, cf. Williger Sprachliche 
Un ter such ungen zu den Komposita der griechischen der 5. 
Jahrhunderts pp. 47ff. G8ttingen 1928.
Its sense is ’saviour1 and, as Kock suggested, it may belong 
to the play Tyrannis (which could have developed a subject 
similar to Ar. Eccl. 202ff. , women as saviours of the city).
In some way it seems a parody of a formal expression as fr. 
39 of Pherecrates' Graes, to which it could also belong.
Fr. 201
Enumeration of different kinds of grains and vegetables. It 
is similar to Ar. fr. 428: axocpooq, mupouq, xxiodvqv, x^vSpov,
Ceidq, aipaq, OEpCSaXiv belonging to the play *OXxdtSeq and that 
Bergk apud K-A explains as "de frumenti copia quam onerariae 
naves advexerunt".
In our case, it is impossible to say to which context it 
could belong, in general these kinds of grains have in common to 
be fodder for animals, and, except xu&pouq, not recommended for 
human alimentation, but in some medical preparations. They could 
be included among the group of t<3c noi65q, or herbaceous plants in
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distinction with cuxoq xat xd CTix&Sq, which are used to make 
bread and are more suitable for human alimentation in general
(cf. Moritz CQ n. s. 5 p. 138 quoting Theophr. HP VII 1.1).
xudpovq: "beans, Vicia faba" (LSJ) appear to be a popular
kind of food which, used for chewing when working (cf. Ar. Lys.
537 and Henderson ad loc. ) or as a dessert <cf. Archestr. fr. 62
Ribbeck apud Athen. Ill lOld) was a sign of poverty; they were
not eaten by the Pythagoreans (cf. Athen. II 65f and Timocl. fr.
16, cf. Athen. IX 407f) and Arist. HA VIII 64 mentions them as 
food for cows.
a<pdxT)v: 'tare, Vicia angustifolia' (LSJ). Arist. HA 596a 25 
considers it a kind of food for animals: maCvei 66 xd npdflaxa
0aXX6q, xdxivoq, (fydxr), ctyupa onota av J. anavxa 66 p&XXov 
TtiaCvei aXpfl rcpoapav06vxa and Diosc. De mat.med. II 177 mentions 
its medical uses: <x<pdxr) 0apvCov sax I 9i)6pevov ev apoupaiq, 9 6x00 
u9r)X6xepov, Xekx6 9uXXov xd 56 en' auxoC 9o6p£va peCCova SuXdxia 
xoC 9 0x0 6. Ativapiv 66 £%£ 1 xd arceppdxia axunxixi^ v, o0ev Taxqai 
xai peOpa xoiXCaq xal axopdxou, 9puxxdpeva xat epeLx6peva xat
eydpeva, coanep 9ax6q. About it cf. also Ar. fr. 787 and Theophr. 
HP VIII 8 . 3.
one-seeded wheat, Trlticum monococcum, used as
fodder for horses" (LSJ). It is frequently mentioned in Greek 
literature since Homer (e.g. II. 5. 196, 8.564, Od. 4.41, 604,
Hdt. II 36, Eup. fr. 186).
The distinction between t^ eid and oXopa is matter of
discussion; perhaps as Lloyd on Hdt. loc.cit. says: "in technical
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language oXupcx is probably ' soft\emmer', Ceid ' hardlemmer' (Jasny 
op. cit. [ The Wheats of Classical Antiquity] p. 129), but such 
subtle distinctions would not have worried many and we can assume 
that to most people, as to H., the two terms were 
i nt erchangeableM.
aipdq: as S. Amigues comments on Theophr. HP IV 4. 10 (p. 226 
n.17 Paris 1989), "le plurel atpai englobe 1' ivraise des 
c6rdales (Lolium temulentum L. ) et celle des champs de lin <L. 
remotum Schrank) <cf. HP VIII 7,1; CP II 16.2)". The darnel was 
later called CiCdvtov (cf. Matt. Ev. XIII 25, Geop. II 43, X 87) 
and it was used as food for poultry (cf. Herod. 6. 100 and
Headlam ad loc., Geop. XIV 7. 3).
Axedvouq: a kind of vegetable similar to beans, cf. Hesych.
a2312, Phot.a828, Sud. a724, EM 46. 16: eiSoq oaxopCoo opotov <paxfj
xapd xd oxXTjpdv xat aSXaoTov xaxdt aTgprjaiv xofi xedaai, o laxi
GpaOaat (cf. also Ael.Dion. fr. 28).
Fr. 202
It could be parody of poetical expressions to refer to 
someone's fair hair, such as the ones cited by K-A. The point of 
this sentence might have been to stress the ridiculous appearance 
of the actor. Similar parodic vocatives can be found in fr. 138.
c^cvQoxdxoiq: the superlative seems to be an exaggeration. 
Fair hair is common referring to hair of gods, godiesses and 
heroes (cf. LSJ s. v. £av06q) and is found in compounds like
5av0ox6fir)q (cf. Hes. fr. 135.5, Pind. N. 9.17, Theocr. 17. 103).
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Dover GH pp. 78-9 finds connexions between , fair hair and 
homosexuality in vase paintings; it can also be connected with a 
slave, since Xanthlas is a common name for a slave of barbarian 
origin (cf. Ar. Ran.).
Poxptixoiai: the commonest form is Pooxpuxoq, although the 
anapaestic metre recommends Poxpoxoioi, which is found in one 
more metrical conjecture: Eur. Phoen. 1485 (Poxpux<S5eoq). Starkie 
ad Ar. Nub. 536 suggests that it is a poetical word never found 
in trimeters.
Curls were a properly feminine element which is found in 
relation to man as a sign of effeminacy; other words with similar 
senses are xCxivvoq 'ringlet' (cf. Cratin. fr. 399, Ar. Vesp. 
1069, fr. 229, Theocr. 11. 10, 14.4) and x\6xapoq.
xopfiv: in proper sense it means 'to wear long hair', but it 
was used to mean 'to give oneself airs', 'to think oneself a cut 
above other people' (cf. Dover GH p. 79, Taillardat Images §327).
About the implications of wearing long hair, see fr. 15 on 
xopfjxai.
Fr. 203
PpiGopgvrtq: very similar expression is found in Od. 15. 334 
xpdneCai ct£xoi> xai xpeiffiv r|5' oivou PePpC0a<7i (cf. also II. 8. 
307) which could mean that it is a formal expression or that 
there is a reference or an echo of epic poetry.
This last suggestion may be true if we understand the metre 
as a dactylic hexameter: <-ou> / -ou / -vx> / -uu / -uu / — , or 
as Bergk suggests Ppi0op£vT}q <xdvx©v> avaBffiv exCjisaxa xpocx^ rjq
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to a banquet and symposiastic poetry in hexameters). K-A suggest 
that it is an anapaestic tetrameter catalectic.
Eiiip£oxa: here an adverb (cf. K-A ad loc. ). It is only found 
here and in Call. Cer. 133; but as N. Hopkinson ad loc. 
(Cambridge 1984) points out: "compounds in Sia-, ep- and nepl
have similar meaning" (cf. the verb xaxapeax6<o in Pherecr. fr. 
155. 28).
Fr. 204
Eupolidean metre used only in parabasis speech (cf. K-A ad 
loc., especially see Ar. Nub. 518-62).
dfunvCCeaBai: this verb is used by Eup. fr. 205 in the
context of an address to the audience: a<ponvCCccreai < > xpi’i rcdvxa 
eeocxi^ v, / and p£v pXe^dpav auGqpspivdv noiqxSv Xf|pov o«p£vxa.
Pherecrates may have referred to the sleep caused by the 
other poets' plays, rather than his own play. It is also a way of 
attracting the attention of the audience to the speech of the 
chorus (cf. Ar. Equ. 503, Vesp. 1015, Av. 688, Thesm. 785).
Fr. 205
The text transmitted by Phot. a3397 is metrically corrupted 
but it gives some sense. Xdpixeq is understood as an
expression like vfj x&q Xdtpixaq in Ar. Nub. 773 and someone is 
stating that a wedding-hymn is sung or asking who is singing, 
several solutions have been suggested, although all of them are 
very uncertain:
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very uncertain:
Reinach REG 5 (1892) p. 324 n. 2 suggests "vers lyriques 
(trochai'co-cr£tiques)" and gives the following text: ‘rQ Xdpixsq
I, a<ppo6£oil ov xiv* up£l vaiov upl vetCxe] Yey0^  pnx<^ T L*
Kock RhM 48 (1893) p. 582 in cretic meter: a X&pixeq,
<e\0ex’> acppoSCaiov / <vGv> xiv* up£vaiov upvetxe Yot)JLLX(5v Te
Z Xdpixeq: the Graces are ancient divinities who have
developed a very long literary tradition because of their 
relation to music and art. In some places they had an important 
religious role, as for instance Orchomenos (cf. Pind. 0. 14)
where they seem to be related to Minyan goddesses (cf. Paus. IX 
38. 1 and Dodds ad Bacc. 414). Their number varies from place to 
place (cf. Alcm. fr. 62 PMG) Phaenna and Keta in Sparta; Auxo and 
Hegemone in Athens (cf. Paus. IX 351-5); but the most widespread 
tradition is three: Aglaia, Euphrosyne and Thalia (cf. Hes. Th.
907, Pind. op.cit.).
They are related to many gods in the mythical tradition: 
with Aphrodite (cf. II. 5. 338, Od. 8. 364, Hes. Th. 64, 907),
with the Muses (cf. Bond ad Eur. HP 673), with the Hours (cf.
h. Ap. 194, Hes. Op. 75), Artemis (A. Horn. 27. 15), Pan (Pind. fr.
71Sn. ), Apollo (Pind. 0. 14. 10). Their functions are many times
confused with those of the Muses as inspirators of a song or a 
dance, but as C. A. Privitera in Pindaro Le Istmiche p. 193 Venice 
1982 says: "le Muse suggeriscono la materia del canto, le Grazie 
lo rendono bello (.Nem. 9. 53sqq. ). La stessa concezione si
intravede in Bacchllide (1. 151sqq. ; 5.9sqq. ; 9.lsqq. ; 19.5sqq. )
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ed 6 pressupposta dai poeti success!vi". Their relation to beauty 
is also implied in Ar. Pax 41.
They are also connected with dance in Ar. Lys. 1279 and 
Sommerstein ad loc., Pan. 335, fr. 348; to peace and festivity 
(cf. Pax 456, Ach. 989, Av. 1320); to songs (Thesm. 122, Eccl.
974 and in an erotic song in Av. 1100, 1320 together with II60oq).
According to Quint. Sm. IV 140, they dance in the wedding of 
Peleus and seem to be specially invoked in this kind of 
festivity. About them see further Furthwdngler in RBscher Lexicon 
I 873ff., Schwarzenberg Die Grazien Munich 1966 and W. F. Otto Die 
Musen Dtlsseldorf 1955; in Pindar they are very important, cf. S. 
Anastase Apollon dans Pindare pp. 213ff. Athens 1975, MUller 
Pindar and dance pp. 21-2 and 83ff. Princeton 1982.
AfpoSCoiov: adjective found in comedy only in Pl.com. fr.
55: a<ppo5Cotoq X6yoq (cf. Sem. fr. 7.91W and a<ppo6Caiov opxov in
PI. Smp. 183b) and in Crat.com. fr. 23: aq>po8 Caioiq aOilppaaiv
probably in a lyric context.
up€vaiov: word formed from uptjv (in parallel to naidv or 
Si8up&p3oq; cf. R. Muth M£?t 67 (1957) p. 9) insofar as it can
designate a god, the song devoted to him. It can be pronounced as 
invocation when singing it (cf. Ar. Pax 1332ff.: *Ypi^ v, *Yp£vai’
cd) and or as adjective designating the marriage (cf. Av. 1728: 
aXX* upevaCoiq / xat vup<p£5ioiai SixecQ’ &5aTq / aux6v xat xt\v 
PaaCXelav).
Its exact meaning in relation to ' Epithalamion' and the 
wedding ceremony is not clear. The difference seems to be that 
up£vaioq is the hymn sung during the procession which led to the
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groom's chamber (cf. Garland The Gr. way of Life p.221 London 
1990), as Muth art.cit. p. 23 points out in II. 18. 409ff. and the 
upqv-song was accompanied by dances and music of flutes and 
phorminges. This word and its verb opevai6ci> had a wider sense 
than Eni0aXdcpioq (also called appdxeiov p£Xoq, cf. Jebb ad Soph. 
Ant. 813); but they were generally confused (cf. Muth p. 30), 
while in Hellenistic times the word ETiiGaXdcpioq was the generic 
name for a wedding song (cf. Muth p. 36).
The repetition up£vaiov upveixe may be an etymological 
figure, as P. Maas Kl. Schrif. p. 227 suggests. The etymology of 
up£vaiov is still doubtful (cf. W. Schmid RhM 61 (1906) p. 480, 
H. Ehrlich RhM 62 (1907) p. 321, Lamer PhW (1932) p. 381, Diehl 
RhM 89 (1940), Muth art. cit. pp. 13ff.).
Y<xpix6v: in comedy only found in Ar. Av. 1693: ocXX& yapixi^ v 
/ 66x6) / xiq 5e0p6 pot. A more poetical form would be
‘yap X^ioq. Perhaps the use of Yapixdq could have a comic intention 
to break the poetic level or even to imitate the terminology of 
sophists for example; about the use of the -ixoq ending in 
Comedy, cf. Peppier (1910) pp. 428ff.
The adjective seems to be redundant if applied to up£vaiov 
which is already a wedding song, and perhaps it was connected 
with another noun (maybe for instance xdv x^pov).
Fr. 206
xdtq Yt>v<*q: the examples of the noun yuvi1 following the a- 
declension instead of the regular one with the root Yt)vaix” are 
only found in Comedy (cf. Ale. fr. 32 5 yovi1» Men. fr. 937K5-T
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(fr. dub. ) 2 ZeC rcoXuxCpr)0', 2q xaXat v$v ai ^uvaC, Philipp, fr. 
2: yuvaC as Nominative plural and Com. Adesp. fr. 1336K xt)v  yuvt1'v* 
The likely explanation is that it is a colloquialism to 
regularize the noun (in later times it was used in compound forms 
of yvvf\, Chantraine Diet. 6tym. s. v. d).
Fr. 207
The quotation is lost as Eustathius does not fulfil his 
promise to give the full citation; but as Kaibel says (cf. K-A ad 
loc. ) "qui quod dicit oxe xaxevex^ fl ^x xaoadcXou, et ipse
lepide sibi iocari vldetur. de cylice non sane unco suspensa sed 
potantium in usum demissa iocatur Pherecrates".
As Rehrenbdck p. 262 points out, we have at least rcdaoaXoq and 
XCoc xt3Xi£ as part of the lost fragment.
ndaoaXoq: or 'peg' it was found already in Homeric poetry to 
designate the place where arms, clothes, musical instruments were 
hung as e.g. ex naooaXdcpi xp£paoev q>6ppiYYa Od. 8. 67. This
sentence seems to be parodied later by Hermipp. fr. 55: XCa 6&
xGXl  ^ uyoO xp£paxai / nepl TtaaaaX6<j>iv. This action of hanging a 
chalice from a peg seems to be represented in several vase 
paintings (cf. K-A ad Hermipp. fr. cit. ) that may have been 
easily parodied with epic overtones by both poets.
About the erotic sense of this word see Henderson MM p. 123.
XCa xtfXi£: the Chian 'chalice' was perhaps the most famous 
item of the Chian pottery. As A. A. Lemos says in J.Boardman/C. E. 
Vaphopoulou-Richardson (ed. ) Chios p. 233 Oxford 1986, commenting
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on
Athen. loc.cit.: "Ironically we shall never know whether he meant 
to refer specifically to the most popular of Chian-vase shapes 
or simply to any old drinking-cup hanging on a peg. Be that as it 
may it is certainly true that the Xiaxf^  xtiXi^ , or what is called 
'chalice' by the English, represents at least two-thirds of Chian 
production in the Archaic period. This shape is one of the 
features of this School, the other three being the fabric with 
the distinctive white slip, the inner decoration, mostly floral, 
of open vases of the sixth century and the fineness of line in 
the elaborate wares" which J. Boardman in op. cit. p. 251 
qualifies as "exceptionally thin walls" (see supra on fr. 152. 5 
in a detailed description of a similar vase).
I share Lemos* Incredulity about what XIoc xuXi£ meant in 
Hermippus or in Pherecrates; but I think that both must have a 
reason to choose this kind of pottery since other kinds of 
pottery were also famous and could have been used Instead (cf. 
e.g. Laconian: Ar. fr. 225, from Teos: Ale. 322V, from Athens:
Pind. fr. 124a. 4Sn. , or from Argos in Sem. 27W). The Homeric 
reference seems to be the most likely explanation for both 
playwrights, above all in Hermippus' Zvpaxititrai where the epic 
echoes could have been very numerous. Pherecrates may have been 
played with their shape and in relation to women's bibulousness 
as in fr, 75-6.
The wine from Chios was also well known and appreciated, 
e.g. Ar. fr. 225.3 and Hermipp. fr. 77.5. (cf. further J. P. 
Barron in Boardman/Vaphopolou-Richardson op. cit. p. 95).
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Fr. 208
This metaphorical expression to refer to being overcome, 
boiling over with anger comes from a popular explanation of this
psychological state linking it to a physical reaction (cf.
Taillardat Images §352 and R. Renehan Phil. 107 (1963) pp. 61ff. 
on the physiological explanation of anger made by Aristotle). The
sentence seems to be very common and it has been found in
Aristophanes with different variations (cf. Taillardat loc.cit.), 
perhaps the most common ones are: 0t>pdq £et (cf. Soph. OC 434,
oitqvCx* e£ei 0up6q and Eur. Hec. 1055) or Ar. Thesm. 468: ou
0aupdai6v sax' ou8* eniCetv xfjv x°Mv* A. R. IV 391).
Parallel to our fragment are Theocr. 20.15 and A. P. 7. 208 and as 
Gow ad loc. says: "the use of aTpa in any sense akin to 0up6q is 
very rare (Aesch. 3. 160 ei5d>q oxi crTpaxoq £oxiv r\ apexf| 2vCa,
auxdq oux exmv aTpa), and the reference may be only to the purely 
physical effect here further described in the next phrase".
Fr. 209
aicoSa: Phot. a2473 does not give the meaning of this
adjective in Pherecrates, so one may suspect that it could refer
to any of the possible senses of cmouq:
- without foot or feet,
- without the use of one's feet, lame; or it can qualify 
animals with weak feet (cf. Arist. HA 487b 24: xax6no5eq ot 5i& 
xoOxo xaXoOvxai axoScq and 487b 26),
- Arist. Mete. 1022b 35 gives another metaphorical sense: 
ajtouv (X£YexaL> M  exe lv okaq rc65aq xal x$ <patiXouq and in
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the same way Hesych. a6309 axoSov PpdSu. q axaydpeucriq.
In any case this adjective could happen to be the similar 
case as many other a-negative words which generally have been 
preserved through quotations of Lexicographers, sometimes comic 
formations, sometimes used in an unusual metaphorical sense <as
it might be in this fragment); cf. also fr. 210.
Fr. 210
The two adjectives are only found here and it is likely that
they were an invention of Pherecrates. The mention of two
negative adjectives with very similar sense could be a piece of
comic rhetoric or even a parody of poetic language. In
Aristophanes we can find several instances: Pax 1097 (a citation
from II. 9. 63); Ran. 204 and 838 (said by Euripides and Stanford
it
ad loc. suggests that^is a parody of his own style); and finally 
Lys. 809 (where the rhythm seems to be poetical, cf. Henderson ad 
loc. ). Similar accumulation of this kind of adjectives is found
in fr. 87, 168, 210 and Phryn.com. fr. 19.
It is possible that the parody attempts to show the excess 
of these adjectives qualifying simple things with poetic
intentions. In some way their meaning reminds of Eur. El. 1107: 
crti 61 ©5* aXouxoq xai Sucre Cpaxoq XP^a* although there is no
repetition of a-, Pherecrates may have tried to ridicule this and 
similar sentences.
ao}iT)xxoq: from the verb crpifaa 'to wipe off by help of soap 
or unguent' means here the contrary 'unwashed with soap'. In Ar.
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Nub. 1237 5ieaptfjx9qv is found.
axapdXEXxoq: "with disordered hair" (LSJ) or "unplucked"
(Edmonds FAC I p. 279) comes from the verb napaX^Y© "to pluck out 
superflous hair" (cf. Ar. Eccl. 904). Maybe a similar compound is 
found in Ar. Lys. 279.
Fr. 211
aYxocaxe: apocope is unusual in Attic except for poetic forms
(about it cf. Pearson ad Soph. fr. 422 and Threatte I pp. 410-1).
The verb avaxdax© means 'open the mouth, gape wide' and it 
is found in Ar. Equ. 641, Av. 502 (meaning 'to gape upwards') and 
fr. 67. In general in Aristophanes the verb x^axeiv an£^ 
compounds had a sense of gaping at with naivety or stupidity (cf. 
Taillardat Images §472) or laughing with mockery (cf. Taillardat 
ibid. §578). Henderson MM p. 210 suggests that in Ar. Equ. 641 it 
is found in a homosexual context and accordingly it has an erotic 
sense, but I do not think that the sense of the two lines before
can be applied to 11. 641-2 where the words do not seem to
contain any erotic connotations.
Fr. 212
a5Tw<&Yoi: "glutton" in this case as in Ar. fr. 758 applied 
to race horses according to our source Phot. a345 (cf. Hesych. 
all 10: dSqcpdYoi’ xotiq xe XeCouq Ixnooq oi$x©q IXeYov *A0qvatot xat 
Boi©xol xpdq xf\v xffiv x&\©v 5 idtxp ictiv) . It may refer to the
quantity of food or, perhaps better, of money they cost (note that 
Strepsiades' economic problems are due to his son Pheidippides'
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horses, Ar. Nub. 14ff.).
In Attic it is mainly found in figurative sense (cf. Soph. 
Ph. 313 of an illness, but fr. 970R. the verb aSq^ayoOaa of a 
horse according to Pearson and Radt ad loc. and probably also 
Hermipp. fr. 79; Alc.com. fr. 21 of an oil lamp; Lys. fr. 39 of 
triremes) and only later it is applied toaperson (cf. Theocr. 
22. 115, Call. Dian. 160). Hesych. loc. cit. distinguishes the
metaphorical sense from the one applied to men as if it was said 
mainly by Argives.
About its etymology cf. Rehrenbttck pp. 263-4.
Fr. 213
*A5£vioq, 'ASdviov: example of variation in the forms of
Genitive and Accusative of the inflexion -iS. About it, cf. 
RehrenbOck pp. 265-6, Schwyzer GrG I pp. 464. Iff. Another 
Accusative form is ’A5<Sviv (e.g. Sapph. 168V, Pherecr. fr. 181 
where see about the Festival of the Adonia). ’AScfcviov can be 
found in other instances, e.g. Sapph. 117.136, Ar. fr. 795, 
Pl.com. fr. 4, Cratin. fr. 404.
Fr. 214
axoi\v: it is the Attic form of the epic dxour^ , here meaning 
ouq as in Hermipp. fr. 51.2, Sapph. 31. 12V and A. R. IV 17, a text 
that seems to depend on the former one. In the expression Sualv 
axoatq xpCveiv (Arist. Pol. 1287 b 27; cf. Call. fr. 43. 16Pf) it 
has the same sense as in some other ones which seem to tend to 
identify the act of hearing with its organ (cf. oux eiq axo&q exi
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SuoToxCa / 5<&paxoq qxei Eur. Ph. 1480-1, IT 1495-6 pdXa ^dp 
xepnvf|v xav^Xxiaxov / tp^ pqv axoatai S^SeYpat; Aesch. Pr. 689.
Fr. 215
aXiffiq: contraction of -e©q that was kept in written Attic;
but not pronounced when speaking. From Homer it was already a
long diphthong by synizesis (cf. Chantraine Grammalre Homerique I 
p. 39 Paris 1958 and we find other parallels in AiYiocXSSq, Hesych. 
al715, avxi xo0 AlyiaX£©q; axxixffiq MqXiSSq Thuc. VIII 3 (instead 
of MqXigoq Thuc. IV 100). In inscriptions the diphthong -euq can 
be found contracted into -uq (cf. Threatte I pp. 345-6). As in 
fr. 206 Pherecrates seems to have chosen to write the spoken 
variant rather than the written form. About this form, cf. K-B I 
pp. 447ff., Schwyzer GrG I p. 252 e.
Fr. 216
aXXoxdxoq: "of unusual nature". This adjective and adverb is 
not very frequent in Attic poetry. As adverb it is found in PI. 
Ly. 216a, while the adjective appears more often in poetry (cf. 
Soph. Ph. 1191, Ar. Vesp. 47 and 71, Crat.com. fr. 49, with 
reference to a dream, cf. Bonanno Cratete comico p. 155), PI. con. 
fr. 252 (aXXoxox6xaxov and aXXoxoxoxepov) and in prose in Thuc.
Ill 49, PI. Prot. 346a. About it, see Kamerbeek ad Soph. Ph. 1191
[Leiden 19803.
Fr. 217
dfiucrxC: adverb of the noun ctpuaxiq which means "literally a
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drink taken without closing the mouth" according to Ussher ad 
Cycl. 417. In this adverbial form it is found only here and in 
later literature (cf. Galen. 19. 78.13, Anacreont. 9.2 and 18. 2W, 
Luc. Lex. 8). The commonest expression is oqnxjxiv metv or a 
similar verb (and perhaps for this reason Meineke suggested that 
Pherecrates said apucrxiv instead, cf. K-A ad loc. )
An adverb with similar sense is axveuorC (cf. Antiph. fr. 
75. 14, Alex. fr. 246.3).
"Apoaxiq -loq or -i5oq (cf. Ale. 58.20V) could designate a 
cup probably made for this purpose (cf. Amips. fr. 21.3). This 
way of drinking was seen as a Thracian custom (cf. Call. fr. 178. 
llPf. , Hor. carm. I 36.131. Other instances are Epich. fr. 34 
Kaib. , Eur. Cycl. 575, 417, Rh. 419, 438, Ael. NH VI 51. The verb 
is dpujx(Cm, Pl.com. fr. 205, Eur. Cycl. 565, Plut. 2. 650c.
Fr. 218
dvao'cffi: it is only found in Crat.com. fr. 51 and Archipp. 
fr. 54. The special use which Phot. al680 seems to make reference 
is not clearly explained (about it cf. Herwerden BPhW 27 (1907) 
p. 286 and Bonanno Cratete comico p. 157 who suggests a comic 
confusion).
Pherecrates could have made the application of an accusative 
with a verbal form usually intransitive (since dvaoxfiS seems to be 
the subjunctive of the intransitive strong aorist dvgoxqv, while 
dvaaxfja© of the transitive av^axqaa). This may have been the 
reason for Photius to quote it and probably it was a common 
feature of spoken Attic. The form avaaxVjo© could be a future
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indicative; but in this case it is unlikely that it could be used 
instead of avacrxffi.
Fr. 219
arvd<rxa|iai: cf. Ar. Vesp. 513, aXX’ edv alyffiv avdcyr) xai pdBqq 
ay© X6y©, Ach. 297 oux avaay^aopai.
Fr. 220
avSpdicoSov: it is clearly derived from avi^ p and this is the 
reason to notice that Pherecrates is using it here of feminine 
slaves as other expressions that are applied to women with a 
comic end, e.g. fr. 39, fr. 200. fr. 70.
It is found elsewhere in Ar. Av. 523 and Eccl. 593, and it 
designated originally a slave captured in war. As F. Gschnitzer 
Studlen zur griechischen Terminologie der Sklaverei I p. 1292 (12) 
Wiesbaden 1963 says: "am anderen Ende der Skala steht in weitem 
Abstand avSpdxoSov; die beiden Ausdriicke sind voneinander so 
streng geschieden, da£ sie unter sich kaum als Synonyme gelten 
kttnnen (wohl aber liegen olx£xqq und 6epdx©v vermittelnd 
dazwischen) [...] avSpdnoSov dagegen CSoOXoq] faBt ihn tlberhaupt 
nicht als Person, sondern als Sache ins Auge, als ein St lick 
Besitz oder, ursprtlnglich, als ein Sttick Beute" (cf. also ibid. 
II pp. 14-5 and 113 Wiesbaden 1976). About its etymology, cf. Y. 
Garland Slavery in Ancient Greece Engl, transl. Ithaca/London 1988 
p. 20 and n. 48 and about its use in Aristophanes, see Mactoux 
Douleia pp. 152-3 Paris 1980.
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Fr. 221
avefiaSoCq: quoted by Phot. al904 together with Ar. fr. 775, 
Hermipp. fr. 82. It can designate the "first cousin's son" or 
"the first cousin once removed". It is doubtful, see further Wyse 
The Speeches of Isaeus pp. 566-7 Cambridge 1904 and Bianchetti 
SIFC 54 (1982) pp. 129-65.
A saying, that refers to these relatives, is suggested to 
belong to comedy: Com. Adesp. fr. 58D ave\|/iffiv S£ naTSeq ouxex* ev
X6ym.
Fr. 222
avotiaxaxoq: cf. Soph. fr. 589. 1R. avooq sxetvoq* at 6*
avouax£po&q exi / exetvov t^ vtivavto <npdq x6> xapxepdv, fr. 1015R. 
avotiaxepa, Aesch. Pr. 987 ou ydp at) ttaiq xe xaxt xo08*
avotiaxspoq. The comparative form is common, but not the 
superlative only found here. About the sense of "having voOv",
cf. on Pherecr. fr. 156, 6.
Fr. 223
&vxaic65oq: cf. fr. 21 and comment ad loc.
Fr. 224
avTi£X£it€i: "to look straight at, to look in the face",
either with accusative <cf. Men. fr. 590K8-T and Com. Adesp. fr.
or .
22.41D);^ in absolute construction (cf. Arist. HA 611a).
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Fr. 225
dntoX€<YOfiai: the meaning Pherecrates has used here is "to
decline, refuse". This may be the first instance of this meaning 
much commoner in later Greek <cf. LSJ anoXiyQ II, cf. Conti 
Bizzarro (1986-7) pp.89-90). It seems to have evolved from its 
sense "to pick up for the purpose of rejecting (cf. LSJ s. v. 2 
and see Ar. Lys. 576).
Fr. 226
anoXonCteiv: for the spelling XorcCCeiv instead of XenCCeiv 
see K-A ad Ar. fr. 138 and Rehrenbttck p. 308. It means 'to skin, 
to peel'. In Ar. fr. cit. and in Antiph. fr. 126 it is used of 
fish as r\ XorcCq can mean 'fish scale'; cf. Ar. Vesp. 790. In 
this case the exact translation would be 'to scale', 'to peel off 
the scales'.
Fr. 227
focoxuXoGv: (or perhaps anextiXoov according to Blaydes Adv.
II p.26). It comes from xtiXoq ' knobbed-bolt' and in Pherecrates 
is used according to Poll. II 176 in metaphorical sense to mean 
'to masturbate' (see also Henderson MM p. 119 especially n. 60 
and pp. 220ff., about similar expressions). About other comic 
expressions of Pherecrates with erotic reference, see on fr. 193.
Fr. 228
apxatoq: it is used here with the sense of 'simple, silly' 
as eui^ Gr^ q or Xr)p6q (cf. Ar. Nub. 915, 948, 1357, 1469, PI. 581).
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It was problably common and Aristophanes modifies it into a comic 
’technical' word ending in -ixoq as apyaiVxbq Nub. 821. Other
instances are Isocr. 4. 30, PI. Euth. 295c and Hipp. min. 371d.
About this adjective and other similar expressions, see Dover ad 
Nub. 821 and 398 and K-A ad Philon. fr. 17. About its
relationship with the subject of old age in Comedy, cf.
Taillardat Images §462.
Fr. 229
qctoimot&tt): the adjective in itself is very common, but not 
so common in the superlative form as here and in Dem. 1.26 and 
Lys. 3. 7.Asimilar unusual superlative is found in fr.222.
Fr. 230
aut;av6)L£voq: cf. Ar. Av, 1065: ex xdXuxoq au£av6|ievov ygvuai 
nap<pdyoiq / 56v5peaC x* e<prip6va xapndv anoPdaxexai.
Fr. 231
aq>r|Xix£ax£pav: it means 'elderly' or literally 'beyond the 
prime age'. As the word yepaCxepa (Phercr. fr. 185) or 
rcpeaptixepoq (cf. LSJ s. v. 7tp6o{3uq I 2) it is mainly found in 
comparative form (e.g. Hdt. 3.14, Hipp. Epid. VII 5. 454.4, Morb. 
I 6. 186. 12, Mul. II 8. 262. 10, Alciphr. I 6.3, hCer. 140 and
Richardson ad loc. in The Homeric Hymn to Demeter Oxford 1974).
It occurs in positive grade in two passage of comedy: Cratin. fr.
385 and Phryn. com. fr. 71 used of a young woman (cf. Phot a3340
xiv£q 64 xP^vxai X££ei erct xoC pq66na> xffq evvdpou l^ XixCaq
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nai66q, orcep Set qjoXdxxecrOai, and Hesych. oc863).
About it and other compound forms of cf. Forderer
Gnomon 30 (1958) p. 97 and also Chantraine Etudes sur le
vocabulaire grec pp. 155f. Paris 1956.
Fr. 232
PXip&teiv: as xix0oXa3etv (cf. EM 200. 37) and OXiPop&Ceiv
(cf. Sch. ad Ar. Av. 530), "PXipdCeiv is equivalent to English 
'feel up'; that is, to make sexual advances preparatory to 
intercourse" according to Henderson MM p. 173 (cf. Taillardat 
Images §197 "caresser tAter"). It is also found in Ar. Av. 530, 
Lys. 1163, Cratin. fr. 335, Soph. fr. 484R. , Com. Adesp. fr. 766K.
The Sch. above quoted suggests that xupCoq x6 xoO 
UTtovoKTTp£ou xat xoO <rx^ 0ouq anxexai, orcep enoCouv oi x&q opviGaq 
ovotipevoi, that is to say "to feel the hens to see if they are 
fat" (LSJ). Henderson MM p. 174 suggests that the original meaning 
is the erotic one which i6 adapted to the context of birds by 
Aristophanes: "here Peisetaerus makes use of a word usually
reserved for sexual encounters in order to arouse pathos in his 
bird audience". Although the verb could mean "to squeeze, to 
press" in other contexts (cf. Phot. al69, a honeycomb).
Fr. 233
poeix6v: it is an adjective from poCq 0o6q, formed "d'une
contamination de 0o6ioq et de 0oix6q" (cf. Chantraine it. sur le 
vocabulaire grec p. 127 n. 1 Paris 1956) and is frequently found in 
later writers, but rarely in Classical Greek (cf. Thuc. IV 128. 4
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Hdn. 2. 146 and K-A ad Ar. fr. 111.1). The more usual form is 
P6eioq; but a similar adjective is ueixdq (instead of uix6q; cf. 
Axionic. fr.9). This termination in -ixoq, -xoq is related in 
Comedy to the new tendencies of technical language and sophists 
and it is ridiculed often (cf. Ar. Nub. 1172, Pherecr. fr. 37.3). 
About this suffixin general see Chantraine op. cit. pp. 97ff. and 
Peppier (1910) pp. 428ff.
In our fragment Phot. 0189 seems to imply that Pherecrates 
used poeixdvor x6 poeix6v as a noun to refer to the lowing of 
cattle.
Fr. 234
Soxt i>Xi o d p y 6v : although Poll. VII 179 equates it in its
meaning to SaxxuXioyXocpoq, it seems that SaxxuXtoupydv is a more
general word to designate a ' ring-maker' probably including the 
SaxTuXio'yXixpbq or 'engraver of gems' (cf. Crit. 66D-Kr (88B), PI.
Ale. 128c). It is also found in Philyll. fr. 14. About the 
technique and methods used for it see BlUmner Techn. Ill pp.
280f f.
Fr. 235
5iax6xxa: this word is not attested anywhere else and is
difficult to explain within the framework of Greek language. 
Perhaps the only parallel is Hesych. p998 pexax6xx6>* qpgpai p£0’ 
eopxffiv eopxfj oux eorxi. Buehler BZ 76 (1983) p. 326 may be right 
to relate it to Staxo^ (cf. Thuc. Ill 87) as meaning 'cessation' 
or D. C. 39.47 'armistice' (cf. Phot. 5359, Sud. 5601, Lex. Bachm.
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p. 194. 31, Sch. ad Thuc. Ill 81). Another doubtful gloss of
Hesychius may be parallel, 51075 5iaxX6xht‘ 6 xP^VO(i*
Rehrenbtick pp. 309-10 is favour of reading Sioxox^ that he puts 
in relation to orvoxmxetio) and avoxox^ ) (or avaxox^ an  ^the nouns 
built from the perfect form of the verbs.
Fr. 236
5i5aoxdXot>q: about the different meanings of SiSdxaXoq, cf. 
introductory note on AovAoS tSdxaXog. The word means here 'chorus 
trainer', 'producer' of a play, with this sense it is also found 
in Ar. Ach. 628, Av. 912, Pax 737, Thesm. 88, PI. 797, fr. 348 
(perhaps in Ran. 1055), in Cratin. fr. 276. This function was
done sometimes by the poet himself, sometimes by another person 
(cf. Cratin. fr. 17 and Ar. Equ. 516). The frequent mention of
this figure in the early plays of Aristophanes has aroused a
great deal of scholarly discussion related to the beginning of 
his career, e. g. G. Mastromarco QuadSt. 10 (1979) 153-96, S.
Hal 11 well CQ n. s. 30 (1980) 33-45, D. M. MacDowell CQ n. s. 32
(1982) 21-6, N. W. Slater GRBSt 30 (1989) 67-82.
Fr. 237
£Ypt|Y6paiov: adjective formed from the perfect of eyeCpm and 
the ending - o i o q  commonly found in similar adjective formations 
(cf. Xucnoq, s u p ^ a i o q ,  yevioloq,  see RehrenbOck pp. 269-70). 
Already in II. 10.182 we find the form IxpqyopTC and the origin 
of Pherecrates' term must have been the noun eypfiYopaiq, common in 
technical and medical texts (cf. LSJ s.v. ). In poetry the forms
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eyps- and EYepcri- are more frequent as prefix in compound words 
(cf. EYpextiSoipoq Hes. Th. 925 or SY^ pcripoq in Theocr. 24. 7, see 
H. White about compounds with EYepoi- *n Theocritus' Idyll XXIV. 
A commentary pp. 14-5 Amsterdam 1979).
naucr ivtaxaXov: it has been disputed whether it belongs to 
Pherecrates or not. The two main views have been discussed; on 
one hand, Theodoridis Eranos 74 (1976) pp. 65-7 suggests that the 
text of Pherecrates is as follows: x - u - x - i> EYPhY^pulov /
xoOx* ectxi xauaivtiaxaXov x - u - (for the use of xoOx' eaxi he 
citesAr. Nub. 93-4, Pax 1106, Alex. fr. 9. 1-2) arguing that "das 
Vorlcmmen des Adjektivs rcaoaivtiaxaXov nach der Erwfihnung der 
Komikers Pherekrates spricht dafUr, daB dieser jenes Wort urn der 
komischen Wirkung willen geschaffen hat". On the other hand, 
RehrenbiJck pp. 268-70 rejects his proposal, denying that xodx£ ctxi 
could be part of Pherecrates’ text because in the instances given 
by Theodoridis "niemals wird ein Wort durch ein weiteres erklMrt" 
and it is a shorter form to say as Eust. in Od. p. 1493.53: x6 54 
jtauoivooxaXov opoiov, (paaC, x$ eYpqY^PaLOV*
K-A take an intermediate position considering nauaivtiaxcxXov 
part of the fragment, but not xoux4oxi.
I agree that TtauatvuoraXov is an uncommon word to define 
another unusual word; the sources of this fragment, otherwise, 
show ignorance about the reference of this word in Pherecrates: 
EYPhY^Paiov *s usually applied to e i x e  Bpffipa e i x e  aXXo xi 
xoioOxo, according to Phot. e83 and Eust. loc.cit.
In fact if both words were said together or in reference to 
the same thing, they would be more meaningful and have the effect
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of a poetic parody, insofar as eypiW°P<7lov implies the act of
'awaking' while xauaivtiaxaXov that of 'stopping being sleepy'. In 
this case I would agree with K-A's suggestion, because xoux4crxi 
seems to be an addition of the lexicographer. In spite of this, I 
still remain doubtful, because it seems that the sources for this 
fragment quote each other or refer to another one, but not the 
text of Pherecrates.
One could also speculate that both adjectives could 
ironically refer to the 'awakening' caused by wine, as in the
context of a general reference <q>ao£) Eust. loc. cit. equates 
TtaooivtioxaXov to vq<pdXiov, that is to say, 'sober' (cf. Eur.
Bacc. 772 apxEXoq TtauaCXixoq and Dodds ad loc. ).
The compounds in nauoi- are very common in poetry, e.g. Eur. 
IT 451, Phoen. 165-6, Ar. Ran. 1321 Ttauai7t6voq; Soph. fr. 887R 
(and Pearson ad loc.) rtaoaavfav; Aesch. fr. 360 nauaiJ(5p iq ; Ar. 
fr. 314 TiaoaixotTi^  aX<pixa. The word vtiaxaXoq or vuaxaX4oq is found 
in another comic text, Com. Adesp. fr. 875K (cf. Etym. gen. s. v. 
vDcrcdcO and EM 609. 38). Ar. Vesp. 12 uses vuoxaxxi^ q, but that
seems to be a comic invention.
Fr. 238
EjiictiYOva: hapax of Pherecrates, perhaps a medical term or a 
comic invention to designate xdc ev  xatq TtUYortq e Xxt) xat
xapaxpCppaxa (Phot. e772). The term anc* its commonest
adjective v.0Liant>yQ\ are used in many contexts as a derogatory 
comic expression to indicate passive homosexuality, although its 
strength seems to have diminished to mean simply "worthlessness,
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inferiority or shamelessness in general" according to Dover GH p. 
143. Other compounds are opporcoyiov Ar. Nub. 162; aTiuyoq Pl.com. 
fr. 200. 3, rcayxaxaxbYov Ar. Lys. 137, etc. (cf. Henderson MM 
pp. 201-2 and n. 30).
Fr. 239
efc^ vsyxov: there is a fluctuation in the use of the second 
aorist of cp4po> in qveyxov or qveyxa whose imperative would be 
used by Pherecrates (cf. Ar. Pax 1109, Anaxipp. fr.8.2); although 
the imperative l^veyxe is commoner (cf. Ar. Ach. 887, Equ. 95, 
Men. Pk. 332). About the meaning of lxq>4po> when said on stage see 
Pherecr. fr. 73. 1 and note ad loc.
Fr. 240
ifci<rxd(?i)v: in general terms it designates an ' overseer,
director' (cf. Burnett ad PI. Crit. 47b 10 [Oxford 19243, and on 
Ap. 20a8 for the Socratic sense of this word); but in more 
specific sense it was used of a rcaiSoxpCPqq or naiSaYmydq, as it 
is clear in Pherecrates (cf. Phot. el719) and perhaps even more, 
related to the physical instruction of a child or an athlete (cf. 
Ar. Eccl. 10, Xen. Mem. 3.5.18, Lac. 8.4, PI. Legg. 949a). About 
the different meanings of this word see Ussher ad Ar. loc. cit. 
who translates it as 'superintendent' in general.
Fr. 241
Ipxi): here a net for hunting, activity that PI. Sph. 220b 
defines as rc&v oaov av evexa xaXbaeaq etpYfl ti Ttepigyov aXtepxdq
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and epxoGqpix6q (Sph. 219c); cf. Pearson ad Soph. fr. 2.
It was used from Od. 22. 468-9 especially for birds; cf. Ar. 
Av. 528 and as Rogers ad loc. says: "Ipxoq seems to have been a 
net fixed in a shrubbery in such a way that the birds flying into 
it cannot get out of it".
Fr. 242
Ixepoq: the reason for this gloss is the disappearance of
this adjective in favour of aXXoq in later Greek (cf. Schwyzer 
GrG I p.614). The later sources (Phot. p.25.21 and Sud. e3292)
give this instance and also Ais. 2. 116 (cf. Sch. ad Ais. 
loc.cit.), as example of an uncommon use of the form exepoq.
According to the normal use, this adjective would be used in 
the singular only when there are only two items altogether, and 
aXXoq when there are more than two. This ungrammatical usage 
points towards a colloquial confusion of the two adjectives and 
their proper sense.
Fr. 243
exxqpgva: perfect participle of the non-existent verb *xxdm , 
only found in compound form Siaxxduo. It means 'sifted' and
probably refers to a kind of flour, a X tp ixa  ' barley-meal' or 
aXeupot 'wheat meal' which has suffered the process of sifting 
(about it cf. Pherecr. fr. 197.1 and commentary on a v a p p & x x e iv , 
cf. Moritz Grain-Mills and Flour p. 159).
Similarly it is found in Antiph. fr. 36.5, aepCSaXiq, ex
noXXf[q atp65p' e£qxxr|p£vr) and in Archestratus apud Athen. Ill 
111 f. : eoxdpmou xpiGffq xaGapffiq qaaqpgva n&vxa. In the field of
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words derived from this verb one can find the noun aXeupdxxqcriq
(cf. LSJ s. v. and Bluemner Tech. I p. 53); the noun for a sieve
is, otherwise, r\ xpi^ crepa (cf. Ar. Eccl, 991 and Ussher ad loc. ) 
and also x6axivov (cf. Ar. fr. 239, Nub. 373, see further
Bluemner ibid. pp.50-1)
About this word and its synonyms: oYjBcD and (perhaps
more related to liquids 'to strain'), cf. Wackernagel
Kl.Schriften I pp. 603f. and II pp. 856f. Gttttingen 1969-792 and
about their etymology, cf. RehrenbSck p. 271.
Fr. 244
evSouXoq: referring to a person who 'treats correctly' his 
slaves cf. Achaeus 20 F32Sn ©q suSouXoq, ©q euoixoq qv. Cratin. 
86 quoted afterwards in Athen. VI 267d; xaxdSouXoq would be the 
contrary adjective (cf. Meineke ad loc. >; but Kaibel apud K-A ad 
loc. doubts about it. Another compound is aSouXoq in Eur. Andr.
593 ' unattended by slaves'.
As Rehrenbttck p. 273 points out, a parallel adjective would 
be eCtjevoq whose opposite is atjevoq. He makes a classification of 
the different eu- compounds according to their meaning, but as he 
remarks the sense can be changeable from 'having good slaves' to 
'being good to slaves' and therefore the difficulty of
understanding the real sense of this word without context 
Increases.
Some of these eu- words appear in poetic parts of
Aristophanes, e.g. Nub. 276, 300, Ran. 213, 241-2, 373.
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The word could belong to the play Doulodldascalost but as 
Kalbel apud K-A says, 'proclivis sed incerta conlectura'.
Fr. 245
eoqpepCot: here with the sense of 'happiness1 (cf. Hesych.
e6B39 euqpepCor euSaipovCa), although it can mean 'fine weather'
(cf. Xen. Hell. II 4.2 and K-A ad Pherecr. fr. 245). In relation 
to Pherecrates' sense it could mean 'health and wealth' (cf. Eur. 
El. 197) or 'honour and glory' (cf. Pind. I. 1.40). In Alex. fr.
166 she is personified: EuqpepCoc 5€c7ioiva xoct MotScrai q>CXai.
Pherecrates, in a similar way as Alexis, might have used it as as 
name from the poetic adjective euqpepdq 'bright, happy' (cf. Ar. 
Av. 1322 t6 6£ xffq cryavd^povoq 'HauxCaq eui^ pepov 7tp6a©Ttov).
The antonym is 5uoapepCa, Eur. fr,773. 47, Aesch. fr. 236, 
Soph. fr. 591R (cf. Suaqpepetv, Pherecr. fr. 104).
Fr. 246
in Classical times the imperative of (,&<£> is £f(
(cf. Soph. Ant. 1169, fr. 167, Eur. IT 699, fr. 826) except for
this passage and Phllem fr. 194 ouCf(0i. It seems that it was a 
secondary formation to e^ qq, e£qv Cfjxe according to 0. Kujore Gr. 
Polymorphic Presents p. 179 Amsterdam 1973 and perhaps as a 
reinforcement in analogy with the passive imperative or with an 
uncommon Cfffii (cf. E/V 410. 48). It can be compared with (3S8i (cf. 
Soph. Ph. 1196) and compounds avdtflqGi, e.g. Ar. Vesp. 963, (see 
Orus B12 Alp.; see also nTQi from nCv© e.g. Ar. Vesp. 1489,
Cratin. fr.145, Eur. Cycl. 570, etc. and xXC0i in epic language,
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cf. Hes. Op. 9, Chantraine Grammaire Homerique I p. 379 Paris 
1958).
It becomes more usual in poetic and gnomic expressions in 
later times (cf. Men. Mon. 191, AP 11.57, 10.4-3 where it has a
symbolical sense, about it see Page Further Gr. Epigrams p. 393
Cambridge 1981).
The sense of this imperative is not simply ' live', but 
'enjoy life' (cf. Soph. fr. 167R Cfl(, rctve, q>£pPou and Pearson ad
loc. ).
Fr. 247
Bup.£Xq: this word takes here the meaning of 0uXi^ paxa or
0uqXi^ paxa: "'that which is offered', mostly in plural: cakes,
incense", according to LSJ s. v. GoXi^ pa. The commonest sense is
'altar', but it may have widened to mean the things which are 
placed on or near it, especially 'barley cakes', according to 
Phryn. Praep. soph. p. 74.9, SotEp ecrxiv aX<pixa oivcp xal eXaC<p 
peporyjigva. The word was originally related to burnt offerings 
(about its etymology, cf. Aly Glotta 5 (1914) pp. 60ff,, Frisk
Eranos 41 (1943) pp. 5Iff. ); but frequently it widens its sense
to mean all kind of offerings (cf. 06oq Aesch. Ag. 1409, Eup. fr. 
99. 41-3 and 6ee further Lejeune REG (1959) pp. 140ff. ; 0i5pa, cf. 
Soph. El. 634).
Perhaps the most comprehensive book about its sense and 
semantic field is Casabona Recherches sur le Vocabulaire des 
Sacrifices Aix-en-Provence 1966)
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Fr. 248
xa0£crxeov: this verbal adjective is not common, but one can 
not reach any further conclusion because in general they are 
often found in prose and Aristophanes, but rare in poetry, see 
more in detail Bishop AJP 20 (1899) pp. 1-21, 121-138, 241-53.
About the verbal adjective in general see Buck-Petersen A 
reverse Index p. 530.
Fr. 249
xaOfwetaOoti: with the same meaning as that is to
say, 'to guide', 'to show the way' (in metaphorical sense it can 
mean 'to begin', cf. PI. Smp. 199c or 'to instruct', sense that 
perhaps was commoner in later times, cf. xa9r)YnT11^ *^ It can be 
constructed with genitive (cf. K-G I p. 367.7> or dative (cf. 
ibid. p. 409).
Fr. 250
txocirvoit: with the meaning aX<ptxa, the lemma has been
sugg^ed to be corrupted and Kalbel's suggestion is to read 
xdtTtavoi according to Phot. p. 130. 19, xdmavor aX^ pCxmv eTSoq.
Maybe the lemma is not corrupt, if it is related to xowvbq, 
'smoke' with reference to the colour of the barley-meal, implying 
a dark kind in contrast with the white one . Perhaps this kind of 
aXtpixa is meant by Ar. f r. 725: aXcpCxmv peXdtvmv aSSixa.
Otherwise, this word xocnvdq can designate also other plants for 
their smoky colour (cf. Carnoy Dictionaire ttymologyque des Noms 
Grecs de Plantes s. v. capnos p.64 Louvain 1959).
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Other names of coarse meal are xov8p6q, xpipva, and of finer 
ones TtaixdXr), Y^piq and perhaps ax ovSdq 'ash' (cf. Hesych. y 1025 
and Bluemner Tech. I p. 53 n. 4 and p.54). See also on fr. 66 rcdX^ q 
' ash' .
Fr. 251
xapaiftapfiv: about the compound form in xapai- instead of
xapr)- as it is found in Ar. fr.832 and Telecl. fr. 66, cf. 
Rehrenbdck (1987) pp. 47-9 who suggests the existence in parallel 
of both compound forms, one similar to xapaSoxeiv, xapaxojieTv, 
xapr)(3o&v, and the other in comparison with  ^ xpainaXf^  (cf. ibid. 
p. 48).
It is possible that the choice was idiomatic, perhaps as 
Rehrenbttck ibid. p. 49 suggests "eln Hyperurbanismus eines 
btfotischen Sprechers", for the Boeotian dialect changes -r\- into 
the diphthong -ou-, while xapqfiap&v was the word common in Attic 
dialect. The alternation of the diphthong -on- with -r\- can be 
found in other expressions which belong to spoken Attic (cf. e.g. 
XaixdCm and Frisk s. v. ).
A synonymous verb is xpainaX&m (cf. Ar. Plut. 298 and Ran. 
217 xpai7uaX6x©ppoq) and the expression ex xpcxmaXffq cf. Ar. Vesp. 
1255 and MacDowell ad loc. ; also iXiYY1^ * Ar* Ach. 1218. The 
sense can be in general 'to have a headache' from alcohol, that 
is to say, to have a 'hang-over'. It is possible that the ending 
-aa> instead of the commoner one -e© (cf. Bap£oi) might be due to 
analogy with these two verbs.
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Fr. 252
xXeirc(£T)q: a mock-patronymic formation from xXcnx^q ' thief' t 
as in Ar. Ach. 596 and van Leeuwen ad loc. (cf. also Eupol. fr.
248). About other similar forms with -a8r)q (cf. Ar. Ran. 841,
966, and Vesp. 401). In general see R. Carden The Papyrus 
Fragments of Soph. Berlin 1979 p. 82. and above all Lobeck on
Soph. Aj. 880 [Berlin 18663].
A play on names and masculine and feminine genders can be 
found also in Pherecr. fr. 70, fr. 200 and 254, and comment ad fr. 
200 about this topic in comedy.
While tOLX®ptixoq, almost synonymous with xXeitxi^ q, seems to 
have become a general Insult similar to TtavoCpyoq (cf. Dover ad 
Ar. Nub. 1327), xXexxifc is only used in its primary sense (cf. 
Ar, EccJ. 667, Vesp. 900 and MacDowell ad loc., 953, 1227).
Fr. 253
Xi)xf[oai: surely used by Pherecrates in the sense of pivstv 
or xivetv. The meaning is considered by Frisk 8. v. Xqxdc© as 
"euphemistisch und sekundfir", while its primary would be 'to
Jump', as Hesych. X847 explains: x6 npdq $5f^ v opxetcrSai (cf.
Athen. I 15d) A synonym would be (which in modern Greek has
the same secondary sense). About it see Henderson MM p. 153. It 
seems to be related to Xaixd£© and XaixaaxpCa (cf. fr. 159)
It is found in Ar. Thesm. 493-4: ou6' ©q oxocv pdXicrG' ux6
xou Xqxcfcpe0a / xt^ v vtix©’. The similarity of these words with the 
ones that our source, Phot. p. 219.16 attributes to Pherecrates: 
Xr)xot5pea0’ oXt|v xfjv vtixxa have raised the doubt if they belong to
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Pherecrates or if they are a corruption of the words of 
Aristophanes (cf. Dobree Adv. I p. 599) or if we actually have 
here the proper text of Ar. Thesm 493 according to van Velsen 
apud K-A (following Sud. X434) and also van Leeuwen ad loc.
It is noteworthy, nonetheless, that this similarity would 
not be so difficult to understand if we were speaking of a poet 
of Middle Comedy (cf. Hunter on Eub. p. 155). One wonders whether 
this activity was already frequent in Old Comedy, above all if we 
take into account the striking similarities in the form of fr. 113 
for instance with other comic poets dealing with the same 
subject.
Fr. 254
pqxpCSa: in PI. Rep. 575d it is quoted as an expression of 
the Cretan dialect, instead of rcaxpCq, to refer to the 
'fatherland'; the fact that Plato mentions the origin of the 
expression might mean that it was not widely known and therefore 
Pherecrates can be using it as a comic invention implying a 
change in the gendrr of a common word (cf. fr. 220 and 200). It 
could be also a pun on p^xpa, as "swine's 'matrix', reckoned a 
great dainty" (cf. LSJ s. v. 2), perhaps in a similar way as Alex, 
fr. 198: uir£p n&xpaq nftq xiq anoBvtfaxetv 0£Xei, / un£p 5£
p^xpaq KaXXip£5©v 6 Kdpapoq / e<p0fjq tamq Ttpoastx’ av aXXmq 
axoBaveTv.
Fr. 255
pCpapxuq: a kind of 'hare-soup or jugged hare' which became
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a delicacy in ancient Athens as the \aytyoc did (cf. Ar. Ach.
1110); but cooking the entrails in their own blood (cf. Sch. Ar. 
Ach. 1112, Sud. pl073, Poll. VI 56). In a similar way the sauce 
xapuxfjv was prepared (cf. ad fr. 195). It could be made of pork 
as well (cf. Sch. ad Ar. loc. cit. , Hesych. p. 1371, Sud. loc.cit.) 
or as in our case, as a joke, of 'donkey-meat' . The etymology of 
the word is uncertain (cf. Chantraine Diet. dtym. s. v. ), but the 
kind of food it means might suggest that it is a word borrowed 
from another language, perhaps in parallel to <$Pupxdxr| or xapuxfj 
from Lydian (cf. fr. 195).
In Ar. loc.cit. Dicaeopolis is tempted to eat it before a 
meal and Diph. fr. 1 says, xe^ i o q  o Saatircouq, Y^vxe a^ S' q 
pCpapxoq, that is to 6ay, 'sweet', maybe in the sense of
'pleasant'. The entrails of some animals were used to cook 
different meals and frequently mentioned in Comedy (cf. the 
enumeration of Dioxipp. fr. 1, Ar. Equ. 365 and Neil ad loc. ).
Fr. 256
vaixiolfpeiq: this word quoted by Phot. p. 285. 15 is clearly a 
comic formation. There are several explanations of its function 
and origin;
- vaixiai^ peiq is an adjective that could mean 'one who 
sneers or carps' (LSJ), form accepted by all the editors of 
Pherecrates.
- vaixlaqpetieiq, as a verb, is suggested by Blaydes Adv. II 
p. 26 (apud K-A) probably in comparison with Hesych. v22
vaixlaaqpetiovxaq (another source of our fragment). It seems,
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notwithstanding, that both words are probably totally different 
and quoted by Hesychius together because of the similarity of 
their form <cf. Chantraine Diet. Stym. s. v. vaixloaqpEuovxaq).
- vaixia<7T)pEtq as a verb is suggested by Rehrenbttck (1987) 
pp. 49-52. He proposes that it is a verb, because Phot. loc.cit. 
explains it with another verb aXr)0Ei3eiv and Hesych. loc.cit. with 
a participle construction taking into account that the main lemma 
is a participle and the spelling is with -<jct-.
Another question, the elements which form this word, is also 
difficult to solve. It seems to be generally accepted that the 
first part comes from vaixC 'yes'; but, as for the second part, 
the suggestions are pretty uncertain. As RehrenbOck ibid. p. 51 
suggests: "alle bisherigen Erklfirungen kranken u. a. daran, dafi
das -o- in vaixiooopei3© nicht bertlckslchtigt wlrd: komposltum aus 
vaCxi epctq (Valckernaer); aus vaixt und atipsiv (Runkel); aus vaC 
(vaixC, vaCxi) und aeaqp£vai (Kock); aus vaixf (sic!) und 
taaa/iera# (Edmonds). Die neue Edition Kassels und Austins vermag 
zum Hermipp-Fragment (s. Anm. 13) lediglich die bisher 
unpublizierte Notizen Kaibels zur Alten Komttdie: ' obscura omnia
et ne illud quidem probablle quod Valck. conleclt ab vaixC vel 
vaixC vocabulum factum esse'".
His own explanation is that it is a denominative verb in - 
r)p£©, formed from the adjective in -qpdq which would be 
originated from *vaixCaa© meaning 'to say yes'. But this is a 
very complicated explanantion of a word which is formed from an 
unusual verb (at least it does not exist in any text which has 
reached us) and it is difficult to say how the subsequent meaning
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came about in Pherecrates and in Hermipp. fr. 87 with the same 
form: 'to say yes without meaning it'. Perhaps he thinks that the 
adjective vaixlacrqpdq would qualify a person who is saying 'yes' 
without meaning it and then the verb will be formed. In this case 
it may have been simpler to understand that it is an adjective 
like vaix iaar)pi^ q from a verb perhaps used in Attic dialect, 
vaix(4© or vaixCaa©, but not preserved at all in our texts.
Another proposal I would favour, is that of Kock: 'vaix^
aeaqp£vai', which would be a visual comic formation "saying 'yes' 
smiling ironically"; but this would not fit the word as it 
stands; perhaps it might be possible to modify it into 
vaix i<j£ar)p6q, understood as a participle of oear)p£vai, which 
would fit the participle of the gloss of Hesych. v22 
vaixlaaopetiovxaq, and the fact that Phot, loc.cit. explains it 
with another verb. About the verb aatp© when cheating someone, 
cf. Ar. Vesp. 901, olov OEcrqp&q l^anaxt^aeiv p'oTexai.
Fr. 257
ouXox£faXoq: a comic epithet that means "with curling hair". 
It is possibly a parody of the Homeric one o^Xoxdpqvoq Od. 
19.246, hMerc. 137 or separately ooXaq t)xe x6paq uaxiv0Cvq> avBei 
opoiaq Od. 6.231 <23.158) Perhaps ouX6xopoq in Alex. fr. 325 is a 
similar kind of adjective (cf. also ouXo0pCt; Hdt. II 104 in 
opposition to EU0o0pi3£ according to LSJ s. v. ).
The word x^aXr) appears frequently in comic compounds 
sometimes related to monstrous figures as xuvoxe<pdXoiq Ar. Equ. 
416 (cf. Nell ad loc. and Aesch. fr. 431Sn); apq>ix£<paXoq Eub. fr.
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106. 10; crxivoxecpdXoq (about Pericles) Cratin. fr. 73; {Joux£q>aXoq 
Ar. fr. 42 and 43; exaxoyx^tpaXoq exCSva Ran. 473; exaxoYx£<|>aXa
Tucpffl Atub. 336; ’Eppfjq xpix£q>aXoq fr. 566; xPva0K^9a^0<i Phryn. 
com. fr. 52 (ironically about pepfJpdSeq, a very common kind of 
fish, see K-A ad Ar. fr. 140).
Fr. 258
icXaxeidorai.: about the form TtXaxeidaai instead of rcXaxidaoci 
in Sud. tc1704, cf. Rehrenbttck p. 284.
In literal sense 'to slap with the flat of the hand' (cf.
Ar. Ran. 1096 o 6£ xuxxdpevoq xatai rcXaxeCouq and Sch. ad loc.
who refers to a custom in the Ceramelcus to treat slow runners
and the proverb Kepapeixai nXT)Y«C; cf. Hesych. x2263). A 
metaphorical sense is found in Theocr. 15. 88 and perhaps in Sud. 
nl704 (nXotxidC©).
The contrary way of hitting with the fist is said in Ar. 
Ran. 547 xuaxd^ aq; Pax 899 xaCeiv, optixxeiv, Vesp. 1384
etxa xff xuYpff 8evd>v; noxxeo©, or xovfitiXoiq Vesp. 254. Also
nuxxeti© (PI. Grg. 456d) and xoxxaXCCo (Anacr. 62.4 PMG) exist
also and mainly refer to the sport of 'boxing'.
Fr. 259
rcXox&Saq: as in Ar. Thesm. 567 xoxdq (from o rcdxoq 'fleece', 
about it cf. Taillardat Images §72). The sufix -ccq is
poetic and used with adjectives generally related to feminine 
nouns and that fairly soon became substantives (cf. K-B I p.549).
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Fr. 260
itpax6Pa0pov: it is a hapax that, as adjective, designates a
person who deserves or is 'in the first seat', pdXiaxa p6v
SixaaxfiSv according to Pol. IV 121, that is to say, of the law- 
courts .
The theme of being first or occupying the first bench of the 
Pnyx or the law courts is frequently found in Aristophanes either 
as a reference to the privilege of being given the first seat, 
the npo£6poq (cf. Th. VIII 67) or getting the front seat by
pushing or arriving early (cf. Ach. 25, see further Vesp. 90,
Eccl. 86-7). This term np©x<5(3a0pov can mean either.
Bd0pov is a general word for a stand or base (cf. Hdt. I 
183) or more specifically a 'bench made of wood or stone' with or 
without back (cf. Richter The Furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans 
and Romans pp. 47ff. London 1966). It could also designate the
steps of a temple (cf. Soph. OT 142), a kind of 8 C<ppoq used in
the school (cf. Dem. 18. 258 and Wankel ad loc. ) or perhaps the
'subsellia porticibus fori et taberni6 unguentariis' (cf. Meineke 
ad Phryn.com. fr. 3.5). About its metaphorical sense cf. Eur.
Cycl. 358 and Seaford ad loc.
Although it could also designate the theatre benches, Txpioc 
(originally 'deck at the stern of a ship', cf. Od. 12.414) seems 
to have been especially used of them, when at first they were 
made of wood, but still they were so called when made of stone 
(cf. Pickard-Cambridge The Theatre of Dionysus in Athens pp.llff. 
Oxford 1946). Other words which were generally used of benches at
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public places (mainly the Assembly or law courts) are £6Xov (Ar. 
Ach. 25, Vesp. 90), or 7i£xpoci (Equ. 313, 754, 783).
Fr. 261
p$5ia: a kind of shoe that, from the quotation of Poll. VII 
94 is notxCXov xal itoXu£Xixxov, that is to say, colourful and
with a lot of laces. It seems to be a feminine kind of shoe
(quoted also among other shoes for women). Women probably used 
shoes all the time (in contrast with men who had to take their
shoes off when entering a banquet, cf. on fr. 162.7) and they are
mentioned in Comedy as an important item of women's fashion (cf. 
Stone Costume in Aristophanic Comedy pp. 222ff. New York 1981).
The only description we have is that of Pollux before cited 
and it suggests an elaborate kind of shoes. LSJ s. v. explains it 
as 'easy shoes', probably in relation to the adjective piJtSioq. 
But this interpretation seems not to coincide with Pollux's 
description and maybe the noun has an ironical sense in it (cf. 
xapxCvoi in Pherecr. fr. 192).
Fr. 262
pvxaCva: about denominative verbs formed with -aiv©, cf.
Fraenkel Griechische Denominatlva pp. 4ff. (above all p. 10) 
GOttingen 1906.
The sense of this verb here is ufJpCC© 'to abuse, disparage', 
according to Thom. Mag. p. 326. 10 (apud K-A): 5i& x6 xfjv oppiv
©omepel poXoapbv eTvai rcpdq ovxiva X£Yexoa* In the instances 
given by LSJ it is the oldest mention of this verb, which was
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commoner in later Greek (cf. Xen. Lac. 11.3, Theophr. Char. X 14,
Arist. Rh. 1405a 25). The verb jioXtiv© (cf. Taillardat Images
§577) and eniopcS© in middle voice (cf. Ar. Thesm. 389, Cratin. 
fr. 97) can be also found in the same sense.
Fr. 263
craicpdrv: it comes to have the same meaning as naXaidq or
ySpoiw; but still when referring to persons it could have the more
abusive sense of 'too old for sexual activity' (cf. MacDowell on 
Vesp. 1343). Other instances of this word are Ach. 1101. Pax 554, 
698, Vesp. 1380, Lys. 378, Thesm. 1025, Eccl. 884, 926, 1098, PL. 
323, 1086, Hermipp. fr. 9, Eup. fr. 237, 478. In Alex. fr. 172.4
it is a pun on the other sense of oanpdq that in connexion with
wine means 'mellow', cf. Ar. PI. 1086; this might be also the
case of Ar. Pax 554, although it is contested by Platnauer ad 
loc. About oartpdq applied to persons and to wine, see Arnott GRBS 
11 (1970) p. 44.
Fr. 264
oivapopetipaxa: according to Et.gen. AB (cf. also EM 713. 29
and Et. Sym. CV) this is the word used by Pherecrates. The Append,
prov. IV 71 gives aiv5ap©vei3ea0ai (probably corrupted)* ji£pvqxou 
xatixi^ q Oepexpdxrjq. eaxi 6£ axd xoO xobq avSpaq oCveoOai (cf. also 
Prov. Bodl. 861, Sud. o453.
It is only found in Pherecrates who might have invented it
as a comic noun from the commoner verb aivotp©p£©: 'to ravage or
destroy wantonly' also related to the verb oCvopai (cf.
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Chantraine Dict.Stym. s. v. ). The sense of the verb <7ivap©p£6> is 
according to Et.gen. loc.cit. also Xixvetieiv, that is to say, 'to 
gormandize, to desire greedily'. In this sense his definition of 
ai vapopeupa is x& xoiaOxa xX£ppaxa, literally translated as 
'things stolen in a greedy way' and perhaps as Chantraine 
loc.cit. says, "il s'agirat de 'nourritures fines voltes', tous 
ces mots impliquent la notion de violence, de d§sir de nuire". 
Therefore it would refer to the food stolen by a glutton, (cf. 
Ar. PI. 665ff. , and Pherecr. fr. 1, 37, 109 about the subject of
gluttony).
Henderson MM pp. 158-9 starts from the erotic sense of the 
expression Si aivaji©p©p£vq xaCpei in Ar. Nub. 1070 to
suggest a similar meaning for our word. As he says: "there is
some indication that oivapopetv Implied amatory acts, fellatio. 
Attic writers apparently used oivapcfcpeopa to mean x6 Xixvetieiv 
(EM 713. 29), and aivapopetipaxa at Pherecr. 230 C264-1 is glossed 
as meaning x& xoiaOxa xX£ppaxa, 'that kind of schema'", referring 
to fellatio, see also for this sense his n. 37 in p. 159.
Perhaps it is necessary to remark that, on one hand, 
according to EM loc.cit., Attic writers used cxivocpopeTv and not
crivapopeiJpa, as Henderson says, with the sense of Xixvetisiv and
according to the same source, aivapopsiSpa seems to be an
invention of Pherecrates only, rather than a common word. On the
other hand it seems clear from Ar. Nub. 1070 (cf. K-A on this 
fragment) that aivapopetv had an erotic sense; but that its 
connexion with the sexual activity of the fellatio seems to be an 
inference of Henderson from the verb Xixvetieiv that has no clear
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erotic sense and he does not give any instance of it except for 
Xixvetipa in Sophr. fr. 24- Kaib. (where the meaning 'dainty or 
delicacy' is a metaphor for oXiaPoq). The expression in Ar. 
loc.cit. implies rather the contrary: the verb aivapopstv is used 
in passive of a woman.
The compounds in -pa or -eupa can have in Comedy a tone of 
parody of the tragic vocabulary (cf. x^pSeupa, Ar. Equ. 315,
xifaeopa Av. 1100, aXa£6vevpa Ach. 87, voy^Xsopa Arar. fr. 8 . 1,
T6peopa Men. fr. 24K8-T, Sopat. fr. 19 Kaib.). About it, cf. Neil 
ad Equ. 79 and Fraenkel Griechische Denomlnativa pp. 225ff. 
G8ttingen 1906.
Fr. 265
IxCpa: here it designates the festival that takes place the
12** day of Skirophorion, the last month of the Attic year, June
in our calendar.
It was a special festival for the women in Athens who had 
the privilege of forming their own organization; after a day of 
rest, It was followed by the Bouphonia, two days later the Kronia 
where the slaves were free from their masters' orders and finally 
the Synoikia. About its sources see Jacoby FGrH on Philoch. 328 
f14-16 (III B Suppl. pp. 286-9 and especially Illb Suppl. II
p. 208).
Further interpretation and discussion about the origin of 
this word is found in Deubner (1969) pp. 40-50, Burkert Homo 
necans pp.143ff., and A. Chandor Brumfield The Attic Festivals of 
Demeter and their Relation to the Agricultural Year pp. 156ff.
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New York 1981.
In Old comedy plots In which women had a special role seem 
to have been connected sometimes with the celebration of a 
festival; the most evident example is Thesmophoriazusae.
Fr. 266
ZxCtqv: the question whether it is a name or an adjective is 
unresolved. Phot. p. 522. 12 seems to suggest that it is an 
adjective meaning aoQevi^ q, &£ioq oo5ev6q, but Sch. ad Equ. 632
explaining ZxixaXoC suggests that it was a name: oi euxeXsTq xat
xovqpol* r[v y&p IxCxov xvacpeuq xiq euxeXr\q, ext novqpCqc 
x©p<p5otipevoq. As Rehrenbdck (1987) p. 52 says, "jener Skiton mufi 
eln sehr bekannter Zeltgenosse gewesen sein, wenn Aristophanes 
seinetwegen eigens die 'Skitaloi' erfindet, und es is daher sehr
wahrscheinlich, daB Pherekrates denselben Mann verspottete". This 
name is also attested in Hdt. Ill 130.5 (of a slave) and Dem. 21.
182 (of a citizen).
To reach a clear conclusion is difficult, Insofar as, in my 
opinion, it would be possible that it was a name and Pherecrates 
might have a pun or a comparison as in Ar. Ran. 55: crpixp6q,
qXCxoq M6X©v (cf. Taillardat Images §246) and, on the other hand, 
it is possible that it was an adjective invented for the occasion 
as axCXt) in Vesp. 213, axpi|3oX(xlyJ- in Ach. 1035, q>e\|«S:Xut; in 
Lys. 107 (cf. Taillardat ibid. §254).
Fr. 267
otyiopa: according to K-A ad Ar. fr. 206. 1 "<jo<pCapaxa cum
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contemptu dicta Ran. 17, cf. Av. 431, sine contemptu Plut. 160,
ambigue Ran. 872 et 1104 (cf. Nub. 547)".
As Dover ad Ar. Nub. 205 defines, "adcpiopa: Essentially an 
exercise of <roq>£a (cf. 94n. ) as in PI. 160f. 'it is on your
account' -addressing Wealth- 'that all x£xvai ao^Capaxa have
been invented in the human race'. But a derogatory sense was 
gaining ground in Aristophanes' time: cf. Av. 431, where it is
coupled with terms of abuse".
This word and its verb 009 ££© (above all in middle
ao9 CCopai, cf. Equ. 299 and 721) was also related to trickery and 
contrivance (cf. 9£cf<jol\ov a6 9 icrpa in Athen. I lib and especially 
in military terminology, cf. E. L. Wheeler Stratagem and the 
vocabulary of Military Trickery pp. 26ff. Leiden 1988).
Fr. 268
<r?opo56xov: adjective that designates a talkative and wordy 
person, and formed by Pherecrates probably in parody of the 
common poetic adjectives ending in -Soxoq. This ending implies 
generally 'to receive' or 'to contain' something or both senses 
at the same time when it is applied to containers, e.g.
5sivo66xoq Od. 8.543, Theocr. 16. 27; toSdxoq II. 15. 44, Od. 21. 
12; pt)Xo56xoq Pi. P. 3.27; oivo56xoq I. 6.40; Xao56xoq Simon.
107. 10; TcpEapi>xo56xoq Aesch. Supp. 607; iepo56xoq ibid. 363;
8t)o6 6xoq Eur. Ion. 511, 1549, Andr. 1157; PooS6xoq Call. fr. 250;
and it becomes very frequent in the AP.
In Aristophanes two compounds with -56xoq have been found 
puoToSOxoq in Nub. 303 which seems to be a parody as it is
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applied to the road of Eleusis which'receives the mysteries or the 
initiated' and in Equ. 403 5oopo56xoq which seems to be commoner 
in connexion with the 'taking presents or bribes' (cf. PI. Rep. 
340d and Dem. 18. 61), although the line is ironically poetic and 
its ambiguous sense increases its comic purpose: 2 xepi xdvx* ext 
x&crC xe xpdypaoi / 5©po66xoiaiv ex' avGeaiv TC©v.
According to Pearson ad Soph. fr. 76 aaxopoq, 'the word 
ax6pa seems to become familiar in the sense of speech'. 
Accordingly our adjective could designate a person 'who contains
speech', as the 9opexpr) is called io56xoq in II. 15. 444 and Od.
21. 12 (cf. Nicoch. fr. 3 xi>pivo56xoq and puo56xoq Nic. Th. 795).
The commoner word for this meaning is oxmptiXoq. Other 
compounds with ox6pa are oxopdpyoq (cf. Aesch. Th. 447, Soph. El. 
607, Eur. Med. 525), oxopauX£© (cf. PI. Crat. 417e) and ox6p9 a^  
'bombastic' in Ar. ATub. 1367 (cf. Taillardat Images §508ff. about 
this adjective and other ways of referring to talkativeness in 
Aristophanes).
Fr. 269
axpaxTyyCq: comic substantivation of the adjective axpaxqyCq 
(cf. Hdt. VIII 92 vaOq) to refer to the feminine of the
axpaxTjydq, 'general'. Similarly it is found in Ar. Eccl. 835 and
870 (van Leeuwen, according to K-A, suspects that this fragment 
should be ascribed to Aristophanes' passages Instead, although it 
seems very likely that Pherecrates used it).
Similar nouns in feminine can be found in Pherecr. fr. 39, 
70, 200, 220 and the title of the play Tyrannis to which it could
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belong as Edmonds suggests; but the same kind of joke can be 
found in fr. 39 that belongs to Graes or fr. 70 that belongs to 
'Invdq fj IlavvvxCq.
Fr. 270
pivots (cf. Eur. Ph. 1126), especially those of 
doors (cf. Theophr. HP 5.5.4). Here it has a metaphorical sense 
referring to the vertebrae as in PI. Tim. 74a: xat nept x6v
5iauj(£viov apa xat voxiaTov pueXdv auxoO a<pov6i3Xoiq nXdaaq 
ux£xeivsv oTov axpdcpiyyaq dtp^ dpevoq and xffq xe9aXffq, 5 id navxdq 
xoO xtixooq and later on 74b (cf. Taylor A Commentary on Plato's 
Timaeus p. 529 Oxford 1928). A comic use of this word is found in 
Ar. Ran. 892 ai0f|p, epdv P6axr)pa, xat yX6xxr)q axpOquy £ 
(referring to Euripides, about it see Taillardat Images §512).
2<p6v5uXoi seems to have been the word usually applied to 
vertebrae (cf. o^ pdvSoXov in Pherecr. fr. 28. 4 perhaps meaning the 
’backbone’ altogether) and although oxpo9et3q could also have the 
same sense (cf. Poll. II 130), it seems to be used mainly of 
’socket in which the pivot of a door moved* (cf. LSJ s. v. II, Ar. 
Thesm. 987, fr.266, Hermipp. fr. 48.9).
Fr. 271
ooT)vCa (xat) vi^ vCa: either word could have been used by
Pherecrates, the lexicographer does not specify which one (cf. K- 
A ad loc. and compare it with fr. 272). The word crur)vCa is not 
found anywhere else and it might have been invented by 
Pherecrates in parallel with urjvta for a suitable context.
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Both are compounds of oOq and uq respectively and they are 
related to the traditional insult of calling someone a swine: a
symbol of stupidity. The noun ut]v£a is also found in Ar. Pax 928 
and Call. fr. 38Pf. Similarly Ar. Equ. 984 invents oopouoCaq 
'swine's music' (LSJ) or ' pig-education' (Sommerstein ad loc.).
They refer specifically to the lack of education that, 
according to Athen. Ill 96e, was identified with the sons of 
Hippocrates (cf. Eup. fr. 112, Ar. Nub. 1001 and Schol. ad loc., 
Phot. s. v. crOq). In general it is found in some proverbial
expressions: crflq npdq 'A0r)v&v or oOq xi^ v fA0r|vfiv, BoioxCa uq cf. 
Pind. 01. 6 . 90 and ouo0oi©xoC in Cratin. fr. 77 (cf. other
sayings in GC III 93 and Leutsch ad loc. , ibid. 94, App. V 9); 
for further references see Taillardat Images §451.
Fr. 272
a<pv)<mCaxoi: according to Theodoridis in Phot. I p. XLVIII, 
the reading o<pr)xCai in Photius' text is a conjecture of the 
scribe himself. The word o<pr)xCoxoi, preserved by most of the 
other sources (cf. K-A's app.crit. ) would be the text of 
Pherecrates, although van Leeuwen suspects a confusion in the 
attribution of this lemma with Ar. PI. 301.
This word means ' splinters' and similar nouns are o
oxivSdtXapoq (cf. Sch. ad Nub. 130) or o 0x6X0 9, a more general
term. About other meanings of this word see Rhodes on AP 65. 2.
Fr. 273
xaxemcrxC: cf. peyaXoaxC in Homeric poetry, II. 16. 776, 18.
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26, Od. 24.40. Other adverbs with the -x i suffix are vecoaxC, 
ipoxrxC Anacr. 478 PMO, apuoxC Pherecr. fr. 217 (cf. Schwyzer GrG 
I p.624 about its compositon and Risch Kl. Schrlften p. 171 n. 10 
Berlin 1981).
Fr. 274
xponc£pi[aXiv: unusual adverb formed probably from the common 
expression ndXiv (or cpnaXiv) xp£meiv (see LSJ s.v. xp£n© II 'turn 
round or about'). It could mean 'in a turning-backwards manner' 
and probably it could be taken in literal or metaphorical sense. 
In this case it would be synonymous with the expression in* 
apioxepfi or the adjective snap(axspoq given by Phot. p. 598. 19, 
cf. LSJ s. v. snapCaxepoq II "'gauche' beginning at the wrong 
end"; pace Rehrenbbck pp. 296-7.
It has been restored in Crat. fr. 17. 1 and K-A ad loc. seem
to suggest that there is a mistake in the attribution of this
adverb to Pherecrates (see also Crat. fr. 14 and 20). Perhaps
they could be right if it was a comic invention of one of them, 
but even in this case, a poet could borrow from other poets, 
insofar as the sense of originality was not so important and, 
according to LSJ s. v., it seems that it should be restored in 
other texts (see on fr. 253 about repetition of lines in several
poets).
Fr. 275
xpori>i;<xva: also xpauaavov in Hesych. xl279 (cf. Schwyzer GrG 
I p. 211, Threatte I pp. 551-3) and maybe xp6 £ocvov in Theophr. CP
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3.2.2 (referred to dry twigs). In Pherecrates it designates 'dry 
and thorny chips' . In general the lexicons (Phot. p. 598. 19, 
Et. gen. AB, Et.magn. p. 764. 29 and Sud. t916) give also the
sense, xdc ax6 xffq 9 6 1vqq aTionCnxovxa xffiv Trcitcov rj xffiv Poffiv r\ xffiv 
aXXmv xxr)vffiv XeC\jrava.
Fr. 276
i>9 6Xpiov: one of the parts of the complicated mouthpiece of 
an aulos (cf. Poll. IV 70: xffiv S' auXffiv x& p£pr| y\&xxa xai
xpuni^ paxa xat (JdpPixeq xat oXpoq xat u9<5Xpia).
In general terms, J. W. McKinnon in S. Sadie (ed. > The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians s. v. aulos London 1981, 
describes this instrument as follows: "the aulos, appearing
usually in identical pairs as in figs. 1 and 2 , consists of a 
cylindrical or slightly conical tube ('bombyx' [a word with 
several senses; about it cf. S. Michaelidis The Music of Ancient 
Greece, An Encyclopaedia s.v. London 19873) of greatly variable 
length but generally about 50 cm. Primitive examples were of reed 
or even bone, but eventually wood and ivory became common. These 
materials are reflected in the instrument's many Greek and Latin 
names, for example ' kalamos' ('reed-pipe'), 'lotos', ('wood', 
from the Libyan lotus tree) and 'tibia' ('shinbone'). At the 
player's end of the 'bombyx' is the 'holmos', a bulb of lathed 
wood or ivory, which serves as staple for the 'glottal', or 
reeds; frequently there are two bulbs, the one intervening 
between the 'bombyx' and 'holmos' being termed the ' hypholmion'", 
The reeds could be simple or double: the name for them could
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be y ^ TT0{ or y ^ tt^  without specification, although the noun 
CeOyoq seems to have specified a double reed (cf. Chailley La 
musique Grecque Antique p. 62 Paris 1979). It is these straw 
lengths that "offended the aesthetic sense of the Greeks, who 
concealed the stalks by means of the graceful olive-shaped bulbs, 
one, two or three in number, which occur in many of the vase 
paintings. These bulbs are made hollow and tubular at each end to 
fit into the resonator or into each other, so as to form a 
continous passage for the stem of the mouthpiece. Adhesion is 
secured by rows of waxed thread. To add or to take off a bulb 
was, therefore, a visible sign of a change of Mode", according to 
K. Schlesinger The Gr. Aulos p. 71 London 1939 (cf. also Eup. fr. 
289 for other reference to this part of the aulos).
Fr. 277
of6q: about different possibilities of understanding this 
gloss cf. K-A ad loc. They seem to favour the reading 6<p6q (cf. 
XCvucpoq found in later papyri, LSJ s. v. ). It would mean 'weaver' 
as u<pel3q would be understood.
This explanation seems reasonable, although utpeCq is not 
found in any instance except here. This is the reason why some 
changes have been suggested, as Meineke CGF V 1 p. 30 uq>oq for u<pr) 
(web, also a later term), or Kaibel uq>£oq - ai><p£oq ingeniously 
meaning ' pig-sty'.
Fr. 278
<ptxu: poetic term for <ptxupa 'shoot', as in Ar. Pax 1163ff. ,
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fr. 307 (see K-A ad loc. ), Eup. fr. 56, Soph. fr. 889R. Other 
words compound with (pixu- are very common in tragedy (cf. cpixOpa 
Aesch. Ag. 1281, q> ixunot|j.r)v Eum. 911, <pixi3o> Hes. Th. 986, Aesch. 
Prom. 233, Supp. 313; see H. Friss Johansen/ E. W. Whittle in 
Aeschylus The Suppliants II p. 254 Denmark 1980, Soph. Ant. 645).
Fr. 279
9o0ep6q: cf. LSJ s. v. II 1 ' opp. 0otpaaX£oq'.
Fr. 280
XoXXdcSaq: 'bowels, guts' in general. Phryn. Praep. soph.
p.126.5 distinguishes two meanings between x0k<*5eq, a common epic 
word (cf. II. 4. 526, 21. 181) and xo^^Seq with a double X, but 
it seems that it is simply a vernacular geminaton (cf. Frisk s.v. 
XoXdSeq).
t  VSee also Men. fr. 23KB-T iSiov eniQupffiv pdvoqA0(*vaxoq ouxoq 
cpaCvexai / ei>0dvaxoq, exovTa rcoXX&q xetcr0ai rrax^ v,
A similar word, but designating the 'guts of an oxen' is 
XdXixeq (cf. Pherecr. fr. 113. 15, Eub. fr. 63. 4, Ar. Ran. 576,
fr. 83).
Fr. 281
XuxpCteiv: normally eyxu'tp CCe lv (although it could also be 
said xaxaxutpCaai Ar. fr. 833), it means 'to expose a child in a 
pot' with reference to this way of exposing a child, above all in 
tragedy and mythology, cf. Ar. Thesm. 505, Ran. 1190.
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This could also have a culinary sense, synonymous with 
pXdoixeiv, cf. Ar. Vesp. 289 and Taillardat Images §600.
Fr. 282
mq: in a causal sense, cf. LSJ s. v. B IV ' in as much, since' 
who mainly give poetic references and for prose instances, cf. K- 
G II p. 397e.
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DUB IA
Fr. 283
Meineke CGF II p. 359 suggests that "sententiae quidem is 
color est, ut mediae potius vel novae quam antiquae comoediae
poetam decere videatur"; perhaps the reason for it is the pompous 
tone of its terminology (cf. on enaxQ^Q) and the gnomic character 
(about it in New Comedy, cf. Webster Studies in Later Gr. Comedy 
p.50 Manchester 19702) in contrast with the more colloquial tone 
of Pherecr. fr. 156 quoted next by Stobaeus, which deals with the 
same theme as this fragment (about this theme, cf. ad fr. 156).
1. 2> yfjpaq: this vocative is a rhetorical way of introducing
this kind of complaints about old age. It is also found in Eur.
Supp. 1108, Antiph. fr. 94, fr. 256, Men. fr. 644K5-T.
of
!%ax8£q: the earliest instance^this word is [Aesch. ] Pr. 48 
(an emendation suggested by Stanley Instead of EitpdtxQTj in the 
manuscripts), and Ar. Ran. 940 where the sense is ambiguous, for 
it refers to the words in a tragedy (pTjpdrcmv snaxQffiv). Otherwise, 
the term is only found in metaphorical sense referring to the 
grievance or offence suffered by someone. As Wankel ad Dem. 18. 10 
says, "das Adj. enax®^ dem AnstoB, wenn man 'von sich'
spricht (vgl. ax®ea0ai § 3, auch evoxXetv §4), kommt so bei D. 
noch 5,4 vor (zusammen mit <poptix6v, vgl. fUr diese synonyme 
Metapher jetzt auch Men. Dysc. 772)". In prose besides this
instance in Demosthenes, cf. Thuc. VI 54, PI. Phd. 87a, Lgg.
688d.
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3-4. Cf. on fr. 156. 4ff.
SuvdpsB’: "6ovacr0ai peut exprimer la notion de balidit6
physique, dans le cadre d'une opposition dont 1'autre terme est, 
explicitement ou implicitament, aStivcrcoq 'invalide'", cf. Nadia 
van Brock Rechercns sur le vocabulaire medical du Grec Ancien p. 
196 Paris 1961.
iaxtiop.ev: about the verb loxtieiv (related to uytaCveiv in 
Xen. Cyr, VI 1. 24) in medical terminology cf. Nadia van Brock
op. cit. pp. 195ff.
TtivixaCO': more commonly found with another adverb or a noun 
in genitive with a specification of time (cf. Gow ad Theocr. 2. 
119), but it can also be used as here without any specification 
(cf. Ar. Pax 1142).
xpoSiSdoxsiv: means 'to teach', as npopadetv "because teaching 
precedes the practice of what is taught; cf. Alexis 110.24ff.
C115K-A]" according to Dover ad Nub, 476. See also van Leeuwen 
ad Nub, loc. cit.
Fr. 284
This fragment is quoted by Sud. t236 after Pherecr. fr. 120. 
Kock ad loc. , followed by Edmonds, suggests that it belongs to 
the same play as the latter Myrmekanthropol (cf. also Phot, 
p. 573.9 s.v. T£0o\mp£vov). As K-A ad loc. point out the word avta 
is not found in comic texts and it might be a similar case as
Pherecr. fr. 122, where Sud. a4045 quotes it first of all and
next a line of tragedy without author, but which has been
identified with Soph. Ai. 941.
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If it was part of a comedy, it would have had a paratragical 
tone stressed by the proximity of two words: avCa, as I have
already said, a tragic word only found outside poetic texts in 
Plato, according to LSJ (cf. above all Prot. 255a), meaning 
specifically 'grief, distress' (meanwhile the verb avidw is 
commoner in Aristophanes, e.g. Pax 764) and ave0oXoB0' from 
ava8oX6m, only found here in metaphorical sense it is commoner in 
technical texts with the meaning of 'make something turbid' (cf. 
LSJ s. v. ); the simple form 0oX6co has notwithstanding, this sense 
in tragedy (cf. Eur. Ale. 1067).
Fr. 285
The identity with Eup. fr. 194: xai ndXX' spa0ov ev xoTai
xoupeCoic; iy& / ixdmmq xaBC^mv xoo5£ yiyvfajxeiv Soxffiv, makes this 
fragment suspicious of a mistake in the attribution. K-A ad Eup. 
loc. cit. say: "'errore manifesto' Kaibel Meinekium secutus, cf.
Cohn Jb. cl. Ph. Suppl. 13 (1884) 798A; 'potuit uterque poeta eodem 
versu uti' Kock ad Pherecr. fr. 163, prob. Kann De iteratis p. 26".
I have not been able to consult this last work, but I think 
that the only way of accepting this sentence is either to 
consider it an expression (or even as proverb) that can be said 
by both writers (as perhaps it is the case in fr. 287), or it is a 
cliche (as at another level Pherecr. fr. 100 and Ar. Ran. 1004 
refer to Aeschylus with a similar metaphor and see on fr. 253).
Cohn loc. cit. suggests: "da schol. Phaed. 60b und lex. Bekk. 
460. 8 offenbar aus derselben Quelle sind, so kann es nur auf
einem Irrtum beruhen, dass in lex. Bekk, der komiker Pherekrates
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statt des Eupolis genannt wird. Das Fragment des Pherekrates 
(Mein. Com. II 348, 30. Kock I 195 frg. 163) ist also zu
streichen".
Certainly the solution of a mistake in the attribution to
the author is more likely, although the subject of this line
could make reference (at least Eupolis seems to do it clearly) to 
the life and behaviour of rich young men and in this sense it is 
not impossible to consider that Pherecrates was using a clich6,
that he develops in a very similar way in fr. 70. 1-3 where
xaGi'jpevov / uyrjXffiq perhaps makes reference to axdrtax; xaGCCmv.
axditmq: according to Phot. a3105 x6 aCTuv^ Goq xai avert tq>dxo>q; 
LSJ s. v. axortoq, avurtdrtxmq (cf. further K-A ad Eup. fr. cit. 2).
Soxfiv: with the meaning of 'simulans' cf. Eup. fr. 172.10, 
Ar. Equ. 1146, Pax 1051, Ran. 564, Pherecr. fr. 156. 4.
Fr. 286
Papyrus fragment probably supplemented by Guida RhM 116 
(1973) p. 361. The authorship is still doubtful. Wilamowitz in 
Schubart-Wilamowitz Berliner Klassikertexte V 2 p.123 Berlin 1907 
(Pack2 1568) suggested Pherecrates because he ' ist der einzige 
Komiker auf -xpaxqq, den man in einem Florilegium erwarten kann' . 
A similar opinion seems to be held by K-A, who reject the 
suggestions of Edmonds FAC I p.282 'Epicrates' and Guida loc. cit. 
'Sosicrates'.
This text would contain a comic sense in the substitution of 
ertiyaiieT, found in Comparatlo Menandri et Phllistionis I vv. 51-2
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Jaekel ooxiq Yuvoax <^; arco0avoi3or)q eniYapet> / o xoioOxoq ovxaq 
oux ETtCaxax' Euxi>xe ivi ^or SuatpopeT, according to Guida loc. cit. : 
"la scherzosa variazione Efti'yape? ammonische che, se & da 
sciocchi piangere la moglie morta, lo 6 altrettanto lo sposarsi 
di nuovo".
About the topic of this fragment, cf. Hippon. fr. 68W, 
Chaerem. 71 F32Sn. : YUVO£Cxa 0cixxeiv xpeTa<j<5v kartv rj YaFe^v» u^r.
fr. 1112N2, CFG II 373. 24, Automed. AP XI 50. 3ff.
1. fiixnpopet: this verb, Suaq>opeTv, implies according to Barrett 
in R. Carden The Papyrus Fragments of Soph. p. 217 Berlin 1974 "to 
take things hard (Hesych. papi3vecr0ai), is used of one’s reaction 
to intolerable misfortune or injustice"
Fr. 287
Leutsch ad Macar. VII 86 considers that there might be a
one
confusion in the ascription of this line with a very similar^in 
Ar. PI. 1085, ouvexnoxg’ eaxi aoi xai xfjv xp$Ya‘
In my opinion the text may be a proverbial expression and 
therefore it could be used by both poets, having in mind that the 
expression in Aristophanes derives from a dialogue with erotic 
references (cf. also about a possible sense of the word xpti£ 
Theocr. 7. 70). Another similar expression is oarcpdxepoq xptyyOq
(cf. Macar. VII 58 and Leutsch ad loc. and Eust. In II. 59. 30).
Fr. 288
The authorship of this gloss is doubtful according to Kock
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b e e n
because it could have ^confused with <JTpaTT)'yC<; found in fr. 269. 
The gloss OTpcxTT)yseems to be correct, explained with another 
infinitive and this verb is, otherwise, common in later prose 
<cf. Dem. 19. 293, Xen. An. 7. 133, Plut. Eun. 14) meaning "wish 
to be a general". There is no reason to doubt that Pherecrates 
may have used it as Rehrenbbck p. 300 suggests. About the verb 
formation in -Ccxg>, see on fr. 35.
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A B B R E V I A T X O N S  A N D  
E5 I  B L I  O O R  A F > H Y
For the abbreviations which are not self-explanatory I 
follow Liddell-Scott Greek-Engllsh Dictionary rev. by Jones (LSJ);
for "A. ", "Xen. " for "X.", "Theophr. " for "Thphr.". For secondary 
works in connexion with the edition of the fragments, the 
abbreviations are those found in Kassel-Austin Poetae Comici 
Graeci vol. VII pp. Xff. Berlin/New York 1989). For the 
periodicals I follow L'Ann£e Philologique.
I generally give the Latinized Greek names, but for the 
titles of the less known plays of comic poets I give the 
Hellenized transliteration.
The fragments of comic poets other than Menander and the 
Adespota are cited from K-A by number; fragments not in K-A 
follow Kbrte-Thierfelder (Kti-T) for the framents of Menander, and
A
Kock (K) for the Adespota (Com. Adesp. ).
All dates are B. C. unless otherwise stated.
I. Editions and Commentaries of Ancient Authors and Works.
1. Collections.
Austin CGFPR:
Comicorum Graecorum fragmenta in papyris reperta, ed. C. Austin, 
Belin/New York 1973.
Dem. Suppl. Com.:
but in some cases I abbreviations, e. g. "Aesc. "
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Supplementum Comlcum Comoediae Graecae, ed. J. Demiartczuk, Krakau 
1912.
Edmonds FAC:
The Fragments of Attic Comedy, ed. J. M. Edmonds, Leiden 1957-61. 
GrGr.
Grammatici Graecl I-IV, ed. A. Hilgard, A. Lentz, R. Schneider,
G. Uhlig, Leipzig 1867-1910.
Gow-Page Hell, epigr.:
The Greek Anthology, Hellenistic epigrams, ed. A. S. F. Gow and
D.L. Page Cambridge 1965.
Gow-Page Garland:
The Greek Anthology, The Garland of Philip, ed. A. S. F. Gow and
D.L. Page, Cambridge 1968.
Jacoby FrGrH.
Die Fragmente der griechlschen Hlstoriker, ed. F. Jacoby, Berlin 
1923-1930, Leiden 1940-1958.
K-A PCG.
Poetae Comici Graecl, ed. R. Kassel et C. Austin, Berlin/New York 
1983f f.
Kock CAF:
Comicorum Atticorum Fragment a, ed. Th. Kock, Leipzig 1880-1888. 
Leutsch-Scheidewin CPG.
Corpus Paroemiographorum Graecorum, ed. E. L. Leutsch et F. G. 
Scheidewin, GOttingen 1839-1C51. Supplement Hildesheim 1961.
Lloyd-Jones/Parsons SH
Supplementum Hellenist!cum, ed. H. Lloyd-Jones and P. Parsons, 
Berlin/New York 1983.
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Page PMG.
Poetae Melici Graecl, ed. D. L. Page, Oxford 1962.
Meineke FCG.
Fragmenta Comicorum Graecorum, ed. A. Meineke, Berlin 1839-57.
- Ed. Min.
Editio Minor Berlin 1847.
Nauck TGF*
Tragi corum Graecorum Fragmenta, A. Nauck, Leipzig 18892 
TrGF:
Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, ed. B. Snell, R. Kannicht, St. 
Radt. Goettingen 197Iff.
West IEG.
Iambi et Elegi Graecl ante Alexandrum cantatl, ed. M. L. West, 
vol. 1 19902, vol.2 1972.
2. Aristophanes.
a) Complete editions.
Blaydes:
Aristophanis comoedlae, ed. Fr. H. M. Blaydes, Halis Saxonum 
(1880-1893).
Coulon:
Arlstophane. ed. V. Coulon & transl. H. Van Daele 5 vol. Paris
1923-1930
Rogers:
The Comedies of Aristophanes, ed. B. B. Rogers, London 1906-1916. 
Sommerstein:
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The Comedies of Aristophanes, ed. A. H. Sommerstein, Warminster 
1980f f.
Van Leeuwen:
Aristophanis Vespae, Ranae, etc., ed. J. van Leeuwen, Leiden 
1893-1906.
b) Editions of single plays with commentary.
Dover:
Aristophanes Clouds, ed. K. J. Dover, Oxford 1968.
Henderson:
Aristophanes Lysistrata, ed. J. Henderson, Oxford 1987.
Holzinger:
Aristophanes Ploutos, ed. K. Holzinger, Vienna/Leipzig 1940. 
MacDowell:
Aristophanes Wasps, ed. D. M. MacDowell, Oxford 1971.
Neil:
Aristophanes The Knights, ed. R, A. Neil, Cambridge 1901.
Platnauer:
Aristophanes Peace, ed. M. Platnauer, Oxford 1964.
Stanford:
Aristophanes Frogs, ed. W. B. Stanford, London 19632.
Starkie:
Aristophanes Acharnians, ed. W. J. M. Starkie, London 1909.
Ussher:
Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae, ed. R. G. Ussher, Oxford 1973. 
Wilamowitz:
Aristophanes Lysistrate, ed. U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Berlin 
1927.
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3. Other comic poets.
Bonanno Cratete comica
M. G. Bonanno Studi su Cratete comico Padua 1972.
Gomme/Sandbach, Men. :
A. W. Gomme and F. H. Sandbach Menander: A Commentary Oxford 1973. 
Handley, Dysc.i
E. W. Handley The Dyscolos of Menander London 1965.
Hunter on Eub. :
Eubulus The Fragments ed. R. L. Hunter, Cambridge 1983.
K8-T:
A. Kdrte Menandri quae supersunt vol. 2, add. A. Thierfelder, 
Leipzig 19592.
4. Other authors.
Barrett on Hi.:
Euripides Hippolytus, ed. W. S. Barrett, Oxford 1964.
Cunningham on Herod. :
Herodas Mimiambi, ed. I.C. Cunningham, Oxford 1971.
Dodds on PI. Gorg.:
Plato Gorgias, ed. E. R. Dodds, Oxford 1959.
Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag.\
Aeschylus Agamenmon, ed. E. Fraenkel, Oxford 1950.
Gow on Theocr.:
A. S. F. Gow Theocritus Cambridge 19522.
Gow on Machon:
Machon The Fragments, ed. Gow, Cambridge 1965.
Headlam on Herod.:
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W. Headlam and A. D. Knox Herodds Cambridge 1922.
Lloyd on Hdt. 2:
A. B. Lloyd Herodotus' Book II Leiden 1979.
Pearson on Soph, fr.:
A. C. Pearson The Fragments of Sophocles Cambridge 1917.
MacDowell on Dem. 21:
Demosthenes Against Meidias, ed. D. M. MacDowell, Oxford 1990. 
Rhodes on AR
P. J. Rhodes A Commentary on the Aristotelian 'Athenaion Politeia' 
Oxford 1981.
Seaford on Eur. Cycl.:
Euripides Cyclops, ed. R. Seaford, Oxford 1984.
Ussher on Cycl.:
Euripides Cyclops, ed. R. G. Ussher, Roma 1978.
- on Theophr. Char.:
R. G. Ussher The Characters of Theophrastus, London 1960.
West on Theog.:
Hesiod Theogony, ed. M. L. West, Oxford 1965.
West on Op.
Hesiod Works and Days, ed, M. L. West, Oxford 1978.
Wankel on Dem. 18:
Demosthenes Rede fiir Ktesiphon Ober den Kranz, ed. H. Wankel, 
Heidelberg 1976.
4. Later writers and Lexica.
Antiatt.:
I.Bekker, Anecdota Graeca I: 'Avtlcxtt:ixloxi^q Berlin 1814.
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Ar. Byz. :
Aristophanis Byzantii Fragments, ed. W. J. Slater, Berlin/New York 
1986.
Athen.:
Athenaei Naucratitae Dipnosophistarum libri XV, ed. G. Kaibel, 
Leipzig 1887-90.
- Epitome librorum III-XV, ed. S. P. Peppink, Leiden 1937-9. 
Athenaeus The Delpnosophists, ed. C. B. Gulick, London/Cambridge 
Mass. 1927-41.
Et. magn.:
Etymologicum magnum, ed. Th. Gaisford, Oxford 1848.
Eust. in II.:
Eustathil Commentarii ad Homeri Illadem ad fldem exempli Romani 
editi, ed. M. van der Valk, Leiden 1971-1987.
Eust. in Od.:
Eustathil Commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam ad fidem exempli Romani 
editi, Leipzig 1825-1826.
Harp. :
Harpocrationis Lexicon in decern oratores Atticos, ed. G. Dindorf, 
Oxford 1853.
Hesych.:
Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon, ed. K. Latte, vol. I—II (a-o) 
Copenhagen 1953-1966; ed. M. Schmidt, vol. III-IV (rc-rn), Jena 
1861-1862.
Orus:
Kl. Alpers Das attizistiche Lexicon des Oros Berlin/New York 
1981.
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Phot. :
Photii patriarchae Lexicon, ed. Chr. Theodoridis, I <a-S) 
Berlin/New York 1974; ed. R. Porson London 1822.
Poll. :
Pollucis Onomasticon ed. E. Bethe, Leipzig 1900-1937.
Proleg. de com. :
W. J. W. Koster Scholia in Aristophanem Prolegomena de comoedia, I 
1A Groningen 1975.
Sch. Ar. :
W. J. W. Koster Scholia in Aristophanem, Groningen, I-II 2 1969- 
1983, IV (Tzetzae comentarii) 1960-1964.
Sud. :
Suidae Lexicon ed. A. Adler Leipzig 1928-1938.
II. Secondary sources.
1. About Pherecrates.
Carri^re Carnaval:
J.C. Carri£re Le Carnaval et la politique pp. 268-9 Paris 1979. 
Conti Bizzarro 'TaXapCoxog' (1987):
F. Conti Bizzarro in U. Criscuolo (ed.) 'TaXapCaxoq'. Studla 
Graeca Antonio Garzya discipulls oblata pp. 26-32 Naples 1987,
- (1986-7):
"Note a Ferecrate" MCr 21-2 (1986-7) pp. 85-93.
- (1988-9):
"Note a Ferecrate" MCr (1988-9) pp. 259-292.
Kraus Kl.P.x
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W. Kraus Der Kleine Pauly IV (1972), 728f.
Kdrte RE XIX:
A. Kttrte RE XIX (1938) 1985-1991.
Norwood Gr. Com.:
G. Norwood Greek Comedy pp. 154-165 London 1931.
Schmid GGrL:
W. Schmid - 0. Stfihlin Geschichte der grlechlschen Literatur I 4 
pp. 99-108 Munich 1946.
RehrenbiJck:
G. Rehrenbbck Pherekrates-Studien diss. Vienna 1985,
- (1987):
"Bemerkungen zum Wortschatz des Pherekrates" WSt 100 (1987) pp. 
47-68,
- Wien Human. Blaetter (1987):
"Das Schlaraffenland im Tartaros" Wien Human. Blaetter 129 (1987) 
pp. 14-25.
- (1988):
"Pherekrates' Persai, fr.193K., und die Datierung der
sophokleischen Elektra" WSt 101 (1988) pp. 47-57.
2. General literature.
Baldry (1953):
H.C. Baldry "The Idler's Paradise in Attic Comedy" Gr&R 22 (1953) 
pp. 49-60.
Bluemner Tech,:
H. Bluemner Technologie und Terminologie der Gewerbe und KUnste 
bei Griechen und RQmern I Leipzig/Berlin 19122, II-IV Leipzig
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1879-1887.
Buck-Petersen A reverse Index:
C.D. Buck-W. Petersen A reverse Index of Greek Nouns and 
Adjectives Chicago 1940.
Burkert Homo necans.
W. Burkert Homo necans Engl, trans. London/California 1983.
- Gr. Religion:
Greek Religion Engl.transl. Oxford/Cambridge Mass. 1985.
Carter (1986):
L. B. Carter The quiet Athenian Oxford 1986.
Chantraine Dict.6tym.\
Chantraine Dictionaire Stymologique de la langue Grecque Paris 
1968f£ .
Cook Zeus:
A. B. Cook Zeus. A Study in Ancient Religion Cambridge 1914-40,
D-S:
C. Daremberg-E. Saglio Dictionnalre des antiqultis Grecques et 
Romaines Paris 1873-1919.
Davies APF:
J. K. Davies Athenian Propertied Families Oxford 1971. 
Davies-Kathirithamby Gr. Insects:
M. Davies-J. Kathirithamby Greek Insects London 1986.
Denniston GR
J.D. Denniston The Greek Particles Oxford 19542.
Deubner (1969):
L. Deubner Attlsche Feste Vienna/Darmstad 1969.
Dobree Adv.:
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P.P. Dobree Adversaria ed. J. Scholefield Cambridge 1831-3.
Dohm Mageiros:
H. Dohm Mageiros. Die Rolle des Kochs in der griechisch-rdmischen 
Komddie Munich 1964.
Dover I:
K. Dover Greek and the Greeks. Collected Papers vol. I Oxford/New 
York 1987,
- GH.
Greek Homosexuality London 1978,
- Pop. Mor.:
Greek Popular Morality in the time of Plato and Aristotle Oxford 
1974.
- Ar. Com.:
Aristophanic Comedy Berkeley/Los Angeles 1972.
Ehrenberg The People of Ar.:
V. Ehrenberg The People of Aristophanes London 19742.
Ferguson (1975):
J. Ferguson Utopias of the Classical World Ithaca 1975.
Frisk:
H. Frisk Griechisches etymologiches Wdrterbuch Heidelberg 1954- 
1973.
Geissler (1925):
P. Geissler Chronologie der altattischen Komddie Berlin 1925. 
Gelzer Ag.:
Th. Gelzer Der epirrhematische Agon bei Aristophanes. 
Untersuchungen zur Struktur der attlschen alten Komddie Munich 
1960.
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Ghiron-Bistagne (1976):
Ghiron-Bistagne Recherches sur les Acteurs dans la GrSce Ancienne 
Paris 1976.
Ginouv6s Balaneutik&
R. Ginouv6s Balaneutikd. Recherches sur le bain dans 1'antiquity 
grecque Paris 1962.
Goodwin:
W. W. Goodwin Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb 
London 18972 .
Hauschild Die Gestalt der Hetdre:
H. Hauschild Die Gestalt der Hetdre in der Griechi schen Komddie 
diss. Leipzig 1933.
Henderson MM
J. Henderson The Maculate Muse. Obscene Language in Attic Comedy 
New York/Oxford 19912.
- (1987):
"Older Women in Attic Old Comedy" TAP A 117 (1987) pp. 105-129. 
Humbert Syntaxe Gr.:
J. Humbert Syntaxe Grecque Paris 1982®.
Kl. P.:
K. Ziegler- W. Sontheimer Der kleine Pauly Stuttgart 1964-1975. 
K-B:
R. Ktthner Ausfilrhliche Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache I 
Elementar- und Formenlehre, 3. Aufl. von F. Blass, Hannover 1890- 
1892.
K-G:
- II Satzlehre, 3. Aufl. von B. Gerth, Hannover 1898-1904.
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Kirchner PA:
J.E. Kirchner Prosopographica Attica rev. S. Lauffer Berlin 
19662.
Langerbeck (1963):
H. Langerbeck "Die Vorstellung vom Schlaraffenland in der alten 
attischen Komddie" ZfVolsk 59 (1963) p. 192-204.
Lembach (1970):
K. Lembach Die Pflanzen bei Theokrit Heidelberg 1970.
LSJ:
Liddell and Scott A Greek-English Lexicon revised by H. S. Jones 
Oxford 1940®. Appendix 1961.
Long Barbarians in Gr. Com.:
T. Long Barbarians in Greek Comedy Carbondale/Edwardsville 1986. 
Maas K1. Schr.:
P. Maas Kleine Schriften Munich 1973.
Meisterhans GrammatikR
K. Meisterhans Grammatik der attischen Inschriften, 3. Aufl. von
E. Schwyzer, Berlin 1900.
Moritz Grain-Mills and Flour.
L. A. Moritz Grain-Mills and Flour in Classical Antiquity Oxford 
1958.
Mtiller Handwerk und Spracher.
D. MUller Handwerk und Sprache Meisenheim am Gian 1974.
Nesselrath Lukians Parasitendialog.
H.-G. Nesselrath Lukians Parasitendialog Berlin/New York 1985,
- MK:
Die Attische Mittlere Komddie Berlin/New York 1990.
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Oeri Der Typ der Komischen Alten:
H. G. Oeri Der Typ der komischen Alten in der griechischen Komddie 
seine Nachwirkungen und seine Herkunft Basel 1948.
Pape Worterbuch Gr. Eigennamen:
W. Pape Wdrterbuch der Griechischen Eigennamen, 3. Aufl. von G.E. 
Benseler Braunschweig 1884.
Parke (1977):
H. W. Parke Festivals of the Athenians London 1977.
Peppier (1910):
C. W. Peppier "The termination -x6q, as used by Aristophanes for 
comic effect" AJPh 31 (1910) pp. 428-44,
- (1918):
"Comic terminations in Aristophanes" AJPh 39 (1918) pp. 173-183: 
[suffix -Cq, -aCva, -xpia. Comparative and superlative.
Varia]
- (1921):
"Comic terminations in Aristophanes" AJPh 42 (1921) pp. 152-161: 
[Suffix -OXXm, -&TT6), -idm, -CCa>. Adverbs. Interjections.
Varia. Addenda].
Pickard-Cambridge DTC:
A. W. Pickard-Cambridge Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy rev. T. B. L. 
Webster Oxford 19622.
- DFA\
The Dramatic Festivals of Athens 2r*c* ed. by J. Gould and D. M. 
Lewis, Oxford 1968. Select addenda 1988 (pp. 359-365).
RE:
Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft
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Stuttgart/Munich 1893-1978.
Renehan St. Gr. Texts:
Renehan Studies in Greek Texts (Hypomn. 43) GGttingen 1976.
Roscher Lexicon:
W. H. Roscher AusfUhrliches Lexicon der griechischen und rdmischen 
Mythologie Leipzig 1884-1937.
Sifakis Parabasis:
G. Sifakis Parabasis and Animal Choruses London 1971.
Schwyzer GrGr:
E. Schwyzer (-A. Debrunner) Griechische Grammatik Munich 1939- 
1950.
Sparkes-Talcot:
B. A. Sparkes - L. Talcott Pots and Pans of Classical Athens 
Princeton 1951.
2TE<pavfJq *0 AoGXoq:
I. E. Z'cs<pdvr)q '0 AoGXoq otlq KopoSCsq toG fAp iOTO<p<ivr} p. 105 ff. 
Thessaloniki 1980.
Taillardat Images:
J. Taillardat Les Images d'Arlstophane Paris 19652.
Thompson Birds:
D. W. Thompson A Glossary of Greek Birds London/Oxford 19362,
- Fishes
A Glossary of Greek Fishes London 1947.
Threatte:
L. Threatte The grammar of Attic Inscriptions I Phonology 
Berlin/New York 1980.
Tichy:
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Eva Tichy Onomatopoetische Verbalbildungen des Griechischen 
Vienna 1983.
West Gr. Metre.
M. L. West Greek Metre Oxford 1982.
Whittaker (1935):
M. Whittaker "The Comic Fragments in their Relation to the 
Structure of Old Attic Comedy" C1Q 29 (1935) pp. 181-191.
White (1912):
J.W. White The Verse of Greek Comedy London 1912.
- Sch, on Av. (1914):
The Scholia on the Aves of Aristophanes Boston/London 1914. 
Wilamowitz Gr. Versk.:
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Griechische Verskunst Darmstadt 
1958*.
dimmermann Untersuch ungen:
8. Zimmermann Unter such ungen zur Form und dramatischen Technik 
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